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I. TEXT AND VERSIONS 

The characteristics of the principal witnesses to the text of Samuel are de
scribed in the introduction to I Samuel (pp. 8-11 ). The description given there 
applies to II Samuel as well as to I Samuel except in one important detail. 
Throughout I Samuel the Codex Vaticanus (LXX8

) escaped the revisions to 
which other Greek manuscripts were subjected and therefore provides a reli
able witness to the Old Greek translation. The same ·can be said of LXX8 in 
the first nine chapters of II Samuel, but beginning in II Samuel 10 the character 
of LXX8 changes. This was first recognized by Thackeray (190}; cf. 1921: 
9-28), who noted the presence of two translations, "early" and "late," _in the 
major uncial manuscripts of I-IV Reigns ( = I Samuel-II Kings). He assigned 
the following sigla to the various sections: 

EARLY: a I Samuel 
{3{3 II Sam 1:1-11:1 
'Y'Y I Kings 2: 12-21 :29 

LATE: {3y II Sam 11:2-I Kings 2:11 
y8 I Kings 22:1-II Kings 25:30. 

Thus, whereas LXX8 preserves the Old Greek in the first chapters of II Samuel 
({3{3), it does not in the later chapters (f3y). Thackeray's late "translation" was 
subsequently identified by Barthelemy (1953) as a revision of the Old Greek 
towards an early forerunner of the Masoretic Text (MT). This recension, called 
kaige by Barthelemy because of its characteristic habit of translating Hebrew 
wegam by Greek kai ge, can be identified in a number of other biblical books. 
Its distinctive features have been defined most fully by Shenkel ( 1969: 11-18), 
who sets the limits in III Reigns ( = II Samuel) as follows: 

{3{3 II Sam 1:1-9:13 
{3y II Sam 10:1-I Kings 2:11. 

As a whole, the kaige recension represents "an early Jewish attempt to revise 
the standard Septuagint into conformity with a Proto-Massoretic Hebrew 
text" (Cross 1964:283). This is significant for our purposes because it means 
that the rich variety of textual witnesses available in I Samuel 1-II Samuel 9 
for use in the reconstruction of an eclectic text is diminished in II Samuel 
1~24. In these chapters, where the Old Greek is no longer directly accessible 
through LXX8

, we shall have to rely more heavily than usual upon the always 
suggestive but often perplexing "Lucianic" manuscripts (LXXL), which offer 
the best witness to the Old Greek in section {3y. 



II. LITERARY HISTORY 

As explained in the introduction to I Samuel (pp. 12-14), the modern study 
of the literary history of Samuel can be dated from a break with the theories 
of the earlier literary critics who posited the existence of narrative strands 
comparable or identical to the Yahwistic (J) and Elohistic (E) sources of the 
Tetrateuch running parallel through the Samuel material. There appeared in 
place of those theories a preference for viewing the larger Samuel narrative as 
a combination of several longer and shorter units of material enclosed side by 
side in an editorial framework. The new theories that arose, insofar as they 
pertain to II Samuel in particular, are presented and reviewed in the NOTES 
and COMMENTS of this book. The preliminary sketch that follows here is 
intended to acquaint the reader with the general directions recent research has 
taken. Two studies are fundamental: that of Rost (1926), who programmati
cally defined the character of the original narrative sources, and that of Noth 
(1981 [1943]), who provided the first full description of the editorial frame
work. 

THE EDITORIAL FRAMEWORK 

Noth 's Hypothesis 
According to Noth (1981 [1943]) Deuteronomy-II Kings is the work of a 

single writer working in the exilic period. This writer organized the various 
old units and complexes of material available to him into a continuous history 
of Israel, from the entry into the land until the beginning of the exile. Among 
his sources was the collection of Deuteronomic law we have today in Deut 
4:44-30:20; this he incorporated into his history as the first large complex of 
traditions (1981:16--17). He evaluated the subsequent materials that made up 
his narrative according to the requirements of this law, making his evaluation 
known at every point throughout the history through characteristically 
worded editorial passages, which, along with chronological notices, represent 
his own contribution to the composition. This writer, then, viewed the Deuter
onomic law as "a norm for the relationship between God and people and as 
a yardstick by which to judge human conduct" ( 1981 :80). From his perspective 
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in the time of the exile, he judged the past according to a legalistic conception 
of history, which "considered the whole of past history in relation to this law, 
concluded that the prescriptions of the law should have been observed at all 
times (2 Kings 22: 13, 17), and thus reached an unfavorable judgment on the 
history of Israel, seeing it as a period of disobedience to the will of God" 
(1981:80-81). 

The Deuteronomistic historian, says Noth (1981:54-57), had extensive 
sources for the reign of David and intervened with his own comments in this 
part of the history only rarely, in contrast to his treatment of the period of the 
judges or the age of the independent kingdoms of Israel and Judah. He was 
"at one with the whole Old Testament tradition in seeing the figure of David, 
despite his weaknesses, as a model against which to judge the later Judaean 
kings" (1981:54); cf. I Kings 11:4; 15:3-5; etc. The Davidic ideal was subse
quently realized in the time of Josiah, when the king exercised his proper role 
as a protector of the law (cf. 1981:82). But this offered no lar_ger hope: For 
Noth's Deuteronomistic historian the reigns of David and Josiah merely illus
trated the ideal that other periods failed to maintain. The spirit of optimism 
that pervades the early materials about David, most clearly expressed in the 
dynastic promise of II Samuel 7, is, therefore, pre-Deuteronomistic. The 
Deuteronomistic historian's own contribution in II Samuel is, according to 
Noth, limited to the following: 

l) formulaic introductions to the reigns of Ishbaal and David: 2:10a,ll; 
5:4-5'. These were inserted in their proper place near the end of the older story 
of David's rise to power (I Sam 16: 14-11 Sam 5: 10[25]), which was incorpo
rated as a whole into the larger history (cf. 1981:125 n. 2). 

2) rearrangement of the end of the story of David's rise: chap. 5. Originally 
vv. 17-25 followed vv. 1-3 (1981:125-26 n. 3), and the conclusion of the old 
story was in v. 10. The historian's purpose was to focus attention on the 
capture of Jerusalem (vv. 6-10), because it made possible the recovery of the 
ark. 

3) additions to the report of Nathan's prophecy: 7:1b,7a,l la, 12b-13a,22-24. 
The original passage, with its negative view of the temple and its positive view 
of the monarchy, was not in the spirit of the Deuteronomistic history. The 
effect of the insertion of v. 13a, with its introduction in v. l 2b ( 1981: 126 n. 20), 
was to make the temple prohibition temporary. Verses 22-24, though positive 
in tone, refer to the past (from the Deuteronomistic historian's perspective) 
rather than the future. 

4) introduction and conclusion to the catalogue of David's wars: 8:1aa,14b. 
The catalogue in 8:1-14 was inserted (with other materials in chaps. 5-7) 
between the story of David's rise and the succession narrative to provide a 
record of David's military successes. 

S) insertion of the two lists of David's officers: 8: 15-18; 20:23-26. The 
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historian had two lists at his disposal. He assigned one to the beginning and 
one to the end of David's reign. 

II Samuel 7 and Deuteronomistic Theology 
Noth's work remains fundamental for the investigation of the redactional 

history of Deuteronomy-II Kings. Nevertheless, subsequent studies have 
modified his conclusions in two important ways. First, there is a widespread 
belief that Noth gave insufficient stress to the positive aspects of Deuterono
mistic theology, especially as regards the dynastic promise to David. Second, 
a number of scholars have questioned the unity of the strictly Deuteronomistic 
component of the history. 

According to von Rad {l 962:vol. I:339), the Deuteronomistic historian 
viewed the dynasty of David as a concrete historical power as real as the 
Mosaic law. His negative judgment on the history of Israel was mitigated, 
therefore, by his confidence in the promise made to David in the prophecy of 
Nathan (p. 343). His purpose was not simply to pass judgment on the past: 
On the basis of the dynastic promise he held out a hope for the future that was, 
in a word, messianic. Largely in consequence of von Rad's influence, then, 
there is now widespread agreement that the theology of the Deuteronomistic 
history stands somewhere between that of the Deuteronomic law code, on the 
one hand, and that of the court circles in Jerusalem, on the other. Some 
scholars would agree with Nicholson (1967: 107-18) in stressing the subordina
tion of specifically Jerusalem traditions to a predominantly Deuteronomic 
outlook in the history, but few would deny the thematic importance of the 
dynastic promise to David for Deuteronomistic theology as a whole. 

The importance of this development for us is the emphasis it places on II 
Samuel 7, which thus emerges as a key chapter not only in Samuel but in 
Deuteronomy-II Kings as a whole. It is unnecessary at this point to raise 
questions of interpretation to be treated in their proper context in §§ XV and 
XVI. We may note in advance, however, the central place accorded II Samuel 
7 in the Deuteronomistic history in studies by McCarthy (1965), Cross (1973: 
241-64, 274-89), Veijola (1975:72-78), Mettinger (1976:48-63), and others. 

The Case Against Editorial Unity 
Consideration of this positive side of the Deuteronomistic history moved 

Cross (1973:278-85) to place the primary edition of the history in the pre-exilic 
period, specifically in the time of Josiah, whose reform, says Cross, it was 
compiled to support. A pre-exilic date has also been defended by Fohrer 
(1968:236), Gray (1970:6-9), and others. All of these scholars, including 
Cross, reached this conclusion primarily on the basis of an examination of 
Kings. Passages in Kings in which the exile is unambiguously in view (II Kings 
21: 10-15; 23:26-27; etc.) derive from the hand of a later redactor living shortly 
after the emancipation of Jehoiachin (ca. 560 e.c.; cf. II Kings 24:27-30). Thus 
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we may, with Cross, speak of primary (Dtr') and secondary (Dtr') "editions" 
of the Deuteronomistic history. 

Another important group of investigators discern two subsequent redac
tional phases through which the primary Deuteronomistic history passed. The 
programmatic studies in this regard are those of Sm end (1971) and Dietrich 
(1972). Upon examination of selected passages in Joshua and Judges, Smend 
observed a critical and "systematic reworking of the Deuteronomistic history 
... the chief motif of which is the law" ( 1971 :509); he assigned to this 
"nomistic" redaction the siglum DtrN. Dietrich's monograph is a study of the 
prophetic' passages by which Kings is organized according to a recurrent 
pattern of oracle and fulfilment (cf. von Rad 1953:74--91). In these passages 
he identified a redaction of the Deuteronomistic history with formal and 
linguistic features linking it with classical prophecy but with, at the same time, 
an affinity for Deuteronomistic thought. To this "prophetic" redaction he 
assigned the siglum DtrP. Thus Dietrich summarizes the redactional history 
of Deuteronomy-II Kings as follows (1972: 139-48): The Deuteronomistic 
history (DtrG) was composed shortly after the fall of Jerusalem, ca. 580 e.c.; 
the nomistic redaction (DtrN) is to be dated ca. 560 e.c.; and the prophetic 
redaction (DtrP) falls somewhere between these dates. 

Most important for our purposes is the 1975 monograph of Veijola, where, 
in the course of an investigation of the Deuteronomistic presentation of the 
Davidic.dynasty, he offers a full analysis of II Samuel according to Dietrich's 
scheme. The attitude of the primary historian, DtrG, proves to be wholly 
favorable towards the monarchy, but DtrP qualifies this positive tone in cate
gories drawn from classical prophecy, and DtrN passes a negative judgment 
on the monarchy based on narrow, legalistic (nomistic) grounds of Yahwistic 
orthodoxy. Veijola's results are listed in the following table: 

DtrG II Sam 3:9-I0, 17-19,28-29,38-39; 4:2b-4; 5:1-2,4--5, 11, 12a, 
17a; 6:*21; 7:8b,llb,13,16,18-21,25-29; 8:la,14lrl5; 
9:1,*7,*IO,l lb,13aj3; (14:9); 15:25-26; 16:11-12; 19:22-
23,29; 21:2b,7; 24:1,19b,23b,25ba 

DtrP II Sam 12:*7lr!0,13-14; 24:3-4a,10-14,15aj3,17,2lbj3,25bj3 
DtrN II Sam 5:12b; 7:1b,6,l la,22-24; 22:1,22-25,51. 

The Pre-Deuteronomistic Prophetic Edition 
In my opinion Veijola has uncovered the lineaments of the Deuteronomistic 

redaction of II Samuel fairly clearly, but I would disagree with his analysis in 
several details. First, in view of the positive attitude towards the Davidic 
monarchy in II Samuel and, more especially, the confidence expressed in its 
perpetual continuation, it seems preferable to assign a pre-exilic date to the 
primary edition of the Deuteronomistic history. The history offers not mes
sianic solace but hope in a reigning son of David. Second, I think Dietrich and 
Veijola have misdated the prophetic component of the story. The prophetic 
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redaction of Samuel and Kings is, as Dietrich himselfobserves (1972:134-39), 
very well integrated into the fabric of the larger story. It is an organic part of 
the whole, presenting a pattern of prophetic interpretation that does not sit 
awkwardly atop the Deuteronomistic organization of the whole but seems 
rather to underlie it. As argued in detail in I Samuel, I think this is because 
much of the material about the monarchy taken up by the Deuteronomistic 
historian already existed in prophetically edited form. It is widely agreed that 
the legal materials upon which the Deuteronomistic history was based were 
northern in origin and reserved in their attitude towards kingship. Examina
tion of the stories of Saul and Samuel and of David and Nathan suggests that 
the narrative sources of the history were also influenced by attitudes alien to 
those of the court in Jerusalem. These stories are surcharged with a prophetic 
perspective, which does not reject kingship out of hand-as we might expect 
in an antimonarchical, exilic redaction of the sort identified by Dietrich and 
Veijola in DtrP and DtrN-but which cautiously accepts the monarchy as an 
unwelcome but inevitable reality. The prophetic viewpoint in Samuel clearly 
regards kingship as a corrupt institution, but, notably, it does not envision a 
future without kings. For these reasons I prefer to asi;ign certain portions of 
II Samuel identified by Veijola as DtrP to a pre-Deuteronomistic stage in the 
development of the text. In fact, the basic arrangement of chaps. 1-5 and 9-20 
seems to be pre-Deuteronomistic, although these chapters are touched at 
several points by an editor's hand. I agree with Noth that the miscellany in 
5:11-8:18 was compiled by the Deuteronomistic historian, but even here he 
drew upon a variety of very ancient sources, as we shall see. There was 
certainly an exilic retouching of the Deuteronomistic history, but I am in
clined, with Cross (1973:285-89), to think it is limited in scope except in the 
final chapters of Kings, where an attempt has been made to bring the pre-exilic 
history up to date and to explain the disaster the first "edition" of the history 
had not foreseen. In II Samuel there is nothing that must necessarily be 
assigned to this second edition of the history, though a few short passages, 
listed below, might be considered. (The Deuteronomistic influence on chap. 22 
was, I assume, prior to its insertion in the miscellany in chaps. 21-24 and thus 
independent of the process that led to the Deuteronomistic history; seep. 475.) 
The following table illustrates the conclusions reached in the NOTF.S and 
CoMMENTS about the redactional history of II Samuel (the sigla are those of 
Cross): 

prophetic 

Dtr' 

Dtr2 

II Sam 

II Sam 

II Sam 

7:4-9a,15b,20-21; 11:2-12:24; 24:10-14,16a,17-
19. 
2:10a(?),ll(?); 3:9-10,17-18a(?),18b,28-29; 5:1-
2,4-5(?),12; 6:21; 7:lb,9b-lla,13a,16,22b-24(?), 
25-26,29ba; 8:14b-15(?); 14:9; 15:•24a/3(?); 21: 
7(?). 
7:22b-24(?); 15:•24a/3(?). 
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NARRATIVE SOURCES 

Once the extent of Deuteronomistic editing has been determined and delin
eated, it is possible to look behind the editorial structure and examine the older 
narrative sources. To be sure, the instructive study of Carlson (1964) presents 
the story of David entirely within a Deuteronomistic perspective. Although he 
assumes the existence of a pre-Deuteronomic David epic, Carlson is generally 
skeptical about our ability to penetrate the final, edited form of the material 
and grapple with this epic in its earlier forms. To this extent he is faithful to 
the Uppsala circle of scholarship to which he belongs (cf. Knight 1973: 
327-38), but his approach is quite different from the one followed in this 
commentary. Therefore, although I shall frequently have recourse to Carlson's 
many acute observations on the text and to the insights gained from his 
bifurcation of the traditions into those that present "David under the Blessing" 
(II Samuel 2-7) and those that present "David under the Curse" (II Samuel 
9-24), I cannot attempt to engage his position on the early development of the 
story directly or in detail. Parallels to known categories of ancient Near 
Eastern literature suggest themselves often enough to the reader of II Samuel 
to persuade me that ancient written documents lie behind many parts of the 
book. These documents are identified and discussed in the COMMENTS to 
follow. A preliminary list of the most important would include the following: 
(1) the story of David's rise to power (I Sam 16:14--11 Sam 5:10); (2) the 
account of the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem (II Sam 6: 1-13, 17-19); (3) the 
account of David's Ammonite war (II Sam 10:1-19 + 8:3-8 + 11:1 + 
12:25-31); (4) the story of Abishalom's revolt (II Samuel 13-20); (5) the story 
of the Gibeonites' revenge and David's patronage of Meribbaal (II Sam 21: 
1-14 + 9: 1-13); (6) the report of the census plague (II Samuel 24). All of these 
materials in their original forms, along with various archival battle reports and 
lists, probably derive from the time of David, as we shall see. 

The Succession Narrative Hypothesis 
Of these materials the dominant composition from a narrative point of view 

is the story of Abishalom's revolt. Chaps. 13-20 contain a tightly knit account 
of this revolt and its aftermath. According to the highly influential study of 
Rost (1926), however, this narrative extends beyond chap. 20 to include I 
Kings 1-2, where the accession of Solomon is described, and it begins before 
chap. 13-in chap. 9 and, in fact, even earlier, the original beginning having 
been interwoven into chaps. 6 and 7. This old narrative (II Sam (6-7]9-20 + 
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I Kings 1-2) was composed in the time of Solomon by a supporter of the king. 
His theme was the succession to David's throne. Holding in tension the rejec
tion of the house of Saul (cf. II Sam 6: 16,20-23) and the election of the house 
of David (cf. II Sam 7:1 lb,16), he set out to answer the question, "Who will 
sit on the throne of David?" (cf. I Kings 1 :20,27). A crucial episode in his 
account is David's adultery with Bathsheba (II Sam 11 :2-4), because this sin 
is repeated, in turn, by David's elder sons Aminon (II Sam 13:8-14), Abisha
lom (II Sam 16:22), and Adonijah (I Kings 2: 13-17), each thereby proving 
himself an unworthy heir. At the end Solomon emerges as a suitable heir, 
restoring the stability jeopardized by the behavior of his rivals, all of whom 
have now been eliminated. 

Rost's hypothesis has been most influential in the form in which it was 
adopted and interpreted by von Rad (1944). Von Rad praises the succession 
narrative as an epoch-making historiographical achievement by a writer who 
succeeds in conveying his message about the throne succession even though 
his most notable characteristic is "his habitual restraint" (1966: 194). Despite 
"the immense restraint which the writer practices" (p. 195), the succession 
narrative is neither neutral nor impersonal. It shows clearly if subtly the 
working out of David's guilt, and it flows over a strong theological undercur
rent. This undercurrent is not obtrusive, rising to the surface in only three key 
passages (II Sam 11 :27; 12:24; and 17: 14), which nevertheless suffice to convey 
the writer's perspective. Thus, in contrast with other examples of biblical 
historiography, a theological interpretation is successfully introduced into the 
narrative without compromising the remarkable secularity of plot and charac
ter that distinguishes the whole. The result, says von Rad (p. 204), is "a wholly 
new conception of the nature of God's activity in history." 

The characterization by von Rad and others of the succession narrative as 
"history writing" has been much discussed. Whybray, for example, while 
adopting the Rost/von Rad analysis in basic outline, argues that "the Succes
sion Narrative, although its theme is a historical one and makes use of histori
cal facts, is not a work of history either in intention or in fact" (1968:19). 
Stressing the high literary quality of the composition, Whybray calls it a 
"novel" (p. 47) and, following Rost, also points to its function as political 
propaganda supportive of Solomon's claim to the throne. Whybray's chief 
interest, however, is in the influence of wisdom literature on the succession 
narrative, and after noting a series of points of contact with Proverbs he 
concludes (p. 95) that "there is a sufficiently close resemblance between Prov
erbs and the incidents and situations of the Succession Narrative to show that 
the author of the latter was not merely a man who shared the general outlook 
of the wisdom teachers, but was himself a wisdom teacher in the sense that 
he set out deliberately to illustrate specific proverbial teaching for the benefit 
of the pupils and ex-pupils of the schools." Here, however, Whybray seems to 
have gone too far. Apart from generalized thematic parallels, there is nothing 
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in the succession narrative of a stylistic or ideological nature to link it pecu
liarly to wisdom (cf. Crenshaw 1969:137-40). The points of contact with 
Proverbs noted by Whybray are most useful in defining the cultural and 
intellectual horizons of the author, and in this respect we should note the more 
modest claims of Hermisson (1971), who speaks of wisdom as,one factor, 
among others, that comes into play in the conception of history found in the 
succession narrative. 

On the other hand, Whybray's analysis of the succession narrative as politi
cal propaganda-though it, too, has been criticized (Gunn 1978:21-26)
aligns him with a number of other scholars (Rost, Vriezen, Thornton, etc.). 
Pointing to I Kings I :37, Whybray notes the possibility that "the story of the 
succession to the throne has been told in order to justify Solomon's claim to 
be the true king of Israel, and to strengthen the regime against its critics" 
(1968:51-52). The occasion for committing the story to writing was surely a 
time of crisis or danger, when the stability of Solomon's throne was threatened, 
and this time was very probably the early years of his reign (cf. Vriezerr 1948). 
Thus Whybray concludes (p. 55) that the succession narrative "is primarily 
a political document intended to support the regime by demonstrating its 
legitimacy and justifying its policies." 

The propagandistic character of the succession narrative is brought into 
clearest focus by Thornton (1968). Again the point of departure is Rost's 
analysis, but Thornton shows (p. 160) that the question the narrative seeks to 
answer is not "Who will succeed David on the throne?" (Rost) but "Why was 
it Solomon who succeeded David on the throne?" Thornton confirms the 
conclusion of Vriezen and Whybray that it was the peculiar circumstances of 
the accession of Solomon that necessitated the composition of an apologetic 
account of the throne succession. Solomon was one of the younger sons, and 
Adonijah was the heir apparent. Shortly after David's death, however, Solo
mon was on the throne, Adonijah was dead, and his chief supporters had been 
executed (Joab) or exiled (Abiathar). "An unexpected candidate had suc
ceeded to the throne," says Thornton (1968: 161 ), "and his reign had started 
with a minor bloodbath. What justification could there be for all this?" 

The Solomonic Apology 
In my opinion (cf. Mccarter 1981) Rost, Whybray, Thornton, and others 

have successfully shown that the succession narrative is best characterized as 
a work of court apologetic. It does not follow from this, however, that they 
are correct in thinking of it as the original and unified composition of a 
Solomonic writer. Interpreters before Rost-especially Caspari and Gress
mann-viewed the materials in chaps. 9ff. as a series of independent composi
tions (No.vellen) joined together by a common temporal nexus. Recent inter
preters such as Blenkinsopp (1966) and especially Flanagan ( 1972) have 
sought to distinguish the themes of "the legitimisation of David's own claim, 
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and the struggle for the succession to his throne" (Blenkinsopp 1966:47), thus 
implying the existence of Davidic materials underlying the Solomonic succes
sion narrative. Flanagan follows Rost in seeing a "Succession Document" in 
the present form of II Samuel 9-20 + I Kings 1-2, but he distinguishes from 
this an underlying "Court History." The purpose of the older composition was 
"to show how David maintained legitimate control over the kingdoms of 
Judah and Israel" (Flanagan 1972:181). It was incorporated into the Solo
monic "Succession Document" by the addition of II Sam 11:2-12:25 and I 
Kings 1-2, the only portions ofRost's succession narrative in which Solomon 
has a part. 

The identification by Vriezen, Whybray, and Thornton of the time of the 
accession of Solomon as the occasion for the composition of the succession 
narrative, together with the arguments of Flanagan for distinguishing Davidic 
and Solomonic issues, focuses attention squarely on I Kings 1-2. Solomon is 
the central figure in these two chapters, a situation that contrasts sharply with 
that of II Samuel 9-20, where the central figure is David and Solomon appears 
only in 12:24--25 as a newborn baby. What, then, is the relationship ofl Kings 
1-2 to the Samuel materials? The purpose of I Kings 1-2 is quite clearly to 
defend the legitimacy of Solomon's accession. Adonijah was the eldest surviv
ing son of David (I Kings l :6) and the heir apparent. He had the support of 
Joab, commander of David's army, and the priest Abiathar (l :7). Solomon, a 
younger son of David, was supported by Benaiah and the priest Zadok, among 
others ( l :8). At David's death there was a struggle within the palace, and from 
it Solomon, not Adonijah, emerged as king. Adonijah was executed at Solo
mon's command (2:25), as was Joab (2:34), and Abiathar was exiled (2:27). 
Benaiah took Joab's place, and Zadok took Abiathar's (2:35). This much was 
public knowledge-it could not be and was not denied by the narrator of I 
Kings 1-2-and it cast grave suspicion on Solomon. The apologetic account 
we have, however, is designed to exonerate Solomon. It shows that, despite 
Adonijah's seniority, Solomon had a right to the throne because he was 
David's personal choice (1:30). It also shows that Adonijah was given a chance 
to save his life (l :52) but forfeited it. The account, moreover, shows-and here 
we come to the point-that the executions of Adonijah and Joab were war
ranted by the events of David's reign. In Joab's case the argument is simple: 
He had murdered David's two commanding officers, Abiner (II Sam 3:27) and 
Arnasa (II Sam 20:10), thus involving David in bloodguilt (cf. I Kings 2:5). 
David, moreover, had instructed Solomon to punish Joab (I Kings 2:5-6). He 
could not be permitted to live. In Adonijah's case, the argument is indirect and 
guilt is imputed by association (cf. McCarter 1981 :364--65). The description 
of Adonijah in I Kings l :5-6 very pointedly associates him with David's other 
miscreant sons, Aminon and especially Abishalom. Like Abishalom (II Sam 
14:25) he was very handsome. Like Abishalom (II Sam 15:1) he procured a 
chariot with horses and fifty runners. Like Abishalom (II Sam 15:10) he 
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declared himself king. Against this background his request for Abishag, 
David's concubine (I Kings 2: 17), inevitably reminds us of Abishalom 's usur
pation of David's harem (II Sam 16:22), thus justifying Solomon's interpreta
tion of the request as treason (I Kings 2:22). It is clear, then, that although 
the accession of Solomon lies entirely outside the horizon of the Samuel 
materials, which are concerned with issues of David's reign, the author of the 
Solomonic apology composed his argument with reference to the earlier stories. 
He took up these stories and combined them with his own composition (I 
Kings 1-2). 

Sources from the Reign of David 
This suggests that the various narratives of II Samuel must be viewed not 

only as parts of the Solomonic succession document but also as discrete 
compositions pertinent to issues in the time of David. I have attempted a 
classification of these Davidic materials elsewhere (Mccarter 1981:361-64), 
and each composition is considered in detail in the COMMENTS of the present 
volume. Thus, it will suffice here to identify these materials briefly: 

1) the story of David's rise to power: I Sam 16:14-11 Sam 5:10. See the 
discussion in Mccarter 1980b and I Samuel, pp. 27-30. Events of David's own 
accession are alluded to in I Kings 2:5. For the view that II Sam 2:8-4:12 
should be separated from the story of David's rise and grouped instead with 
subsequent materials in II Samuel, see Segal (1964-65:323-24), Schulte (1972: 
138-44), Gunn (1978:66--68), VanderKam (1980:522), and Van Seters (1981: 
159-64). 

2) the story of Abishalom's revolt: II Samuel 13-20. The self-contained 
character of this unit has been discussed by Conroy (1978:97-105). The ac
count shows the private issues that precipitated the public events of the revolt. 
The narrator's purpose is to elicit sympathy for David in the aftermath of the ' 
crisis, especially among those who had followed Abishalom. David, we are 
shown, was not the sort of man who would have his son put to death to further 
his own purposes. On the contrary, David was, if anything, too lenient and 
loving as a father, and Abishalom was executed against David's explicit orders. 

3) the story of the Gibeonites' revenge and David's patronage of Meribbaal: 
II Sam 21:1-14 + 9:1-13. David's execution of the Saulides is shown not to 
have been motivated by a desire to consolidate his kingdom against the claims 
of the house of Saul, as it must have seemed to the public. The execution was 
necessary if the famine was to be ended. Indeed, David is presented as the 
benefactor of the Saulides, having arranged for their honorable burial and 
having welcomed the lone survivor into the palace. 

For or Against Solomon? 
Thus, the position taken in this commentary is that the Solomon succession 

narrative properly includes only I Kings 1-2, a pro-Solomonic account of his 
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accession composed with specific reference to at least three compositions from 
the time of David, all of which were pro-Davidic accounts of important events 
of David's reign. An important series of recent studies by European scholars, 
however, suggests that the succession narrative, broadly conceived, was origi
nally anti-Solomonic and anti-Davidic in character. The seminal study in this 
regard was that of Delekat (1967). In view of David's reprehensible behavior 
in II Samuel 10--12 and the bloodbath for which Solomon is responsible in I 
Kings 1-2, Delekat concluded that the slant of the succession narrative is 
hostile to David and Solomon. It was composed during the reign of Solomon 
by a writer who was opposed to Solomon's kingship and promulgated in circles 
unfriendly to the crown. This view has been adopted with various modifica
tions by Wiirthwein, Veijola, and Langlamet, all of whom speak of an original 
anti-Davidic/anti-Solomonic composition that underwent an extensive pro
Davidic/pro-Solomonic redaction. Thus according to Wiirthwein (1974:49-
59) the primitive succession narrative was not theological historiography of the 
sort envisioned by von Rad but rather political propaganda hostile to the 
excesses of David and Solomon. It was composed by contemporaries of Solo
mon, adversaries of absolute monarchy, which was presented as incompatible 
with traditional ethical values. This hostile narrative, however, has undergone 
a redaction described by Wiirthwein (1974:11-18) as apologetic. Secondarily 
inserted passages permit a favorable reading of the story. The behavior of 
David and Solomon is excused, often at the expense of another figure in 
the story (Ahithophel, Joab). Expansions in chaps. 10--20 (Wiirthwein does 
not regard chap. 9 as part of the succession narrative [1974:58 n. 97]) in
clude l 1:27b-12:15a; 12:24b/3; 14:2-22; 15:24-26,29,31; 16:5-13,21-23; 17:5-
14,15b,23; 18:2b--4a,10--14; 20:8-13. 

Veijola (1975) also concludes that the succession narrative, originally hostile 
to Solomon, received a pro-Davidic/pro-Solomonic redaction. In contrast to 
Wiirthwein, however, Veijola characterizes this redaction as Deuteronomistic. 
The details of his analysis are given above. 

Langlamet, in a series of studies (1976a, 1976b, 1977, 1978, 1979-81, 1981), 
has endorsed Wiirthwein's hypothesis of a primitive, anti-Solomonic succes
sion narrative. He sees this document (S2), however, as a redaction of earlier 
literature from late in the reign of David (S1), including a basic "Absalom 
history." Like Wiirthwein and Veijola, he believes that the Solomonic succes
sion narrative (S2) received a later redaction favorable to David and Solomon. 
This final redaction (SJ) was not Deuteronomistic, as Veijola supposes. Langla
met describes it as "theological-sapiential" and believes it to predate the 
Deuteronomistic history. Specific results of Langlamet's research are listed in 
the NOTES and COMMENTS to this commentary. 

The studies of Wiirthwein, Veijola, Langlamet, and others (e.g., Bickert 
1979) raise a fundamental issue of interpretation. They begin with a shared 
observation, viz. that the stories about David and Solomon found in the 
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succession narrative present both kings as perpetrators of serious crimes. At 
the same time, however, the crimes are excused or glossed over by certain 
details of the text as it has come down to us. The hypothesis that this suggests 
to these scholars is that the favorable details are secondary, elements of a 
redactional project designed to exonerate David and Solomon. When this 
redactional veneer is identified and removed, therefore, the earlier,'unfavorable 
narrative is visible. 

A critique of this position must begin with two acknowledgments. First, 
there is no doubt that the tension these scholars have observed in the text is 
real. As we shall see, David is often weak and indecisive and .his behavior is 
occasionally seriously harmful, yet there are usually details of the narrative 
that tend to excuse him. Second, the literary analysis upon which the redac
tional hypothesis rests does not rely on presumed thematic tensions alone. It 
draws on the customary criteria of literary and redactional criticism expertly 
applied. It follows that an alternative hypothesis must first explain the tension 
in the narrative in some other way and then address the specific critical 
decisions defended by the proponents of the redactional hypothesis. Both of 
these tasks are undertaken in the NOTES and COMMENTS. It may be helpful, 
however, to offer some preliminary observations on the narrative tension in the 
succession narrative. 

The position taken in this commentary is, as noted above, that the story of 
Abishalom's revolt was favorable to David in its original formulation. The 
materials isolated by Wiirthwein and Langlamet as redactional belong, for the 
most part, to the original narrative. The narrative tension is an original element 
of the story. It arises from the apologetic character of the primitive account. 
As I have noted elsewhere (l 980a:49S-99; 1981 :357-58; cf. I Samuel, pp. 
29-30), royal apology, a category to which Hoffner (1975) has called attention 
in Hittite literature, seems to have been an important component of the litera
ture of the Davidic court. David-because he was a Judahite and not an 
Israelite, because of his past career as an outlaw and a Philistine mercenary, 
and because of the suspicious circumstances in which he assumed the throne 
of Israel-found his position as king of Israel to be constantly in need of 
defense and justification, as the events of the Shimei incident (16:5-13) and 
Sheba's revolt (chap. 20) might independently suggest. The surviving literature 
from the time of David reflects this defensive posture. It is the nature of 
apologetic literature to maintain a narrative tension between apparently unfa
vorable or suspicious circumstances, on the one hand, and the favorable inter
pretation the writer wants to offer, on the other. David's behavior in the story 
of Abishalom's revolt is not impeccable. But this is not because the narrator 
was hostile to him; it is because the things he did were publicly known and 
could not be baldly denied. The narrative details that cast a favorable light on 
David's behavior are not secondary. On the contrary, they are the essential 
stuff of the original story, the apologetic explanation for what David did. As 
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I have explained elsewhere (1981:360 n. 12), "Apologetic writing presents 
unfavorable circumstances forthrightly in order to cast a favorable light on 
them by a variety ofliterary means. By its very nature, then, it holds conflicting 
ideas in literary tension. The elimination of the literary blandishments of the 
author by appeal to higher critical or other considerations, therefore, will 
inevitably produce a recital of unfavorable circumstances, but it will also 
distort the writer's intended product beyond recovery. It is a mistake to rely 
heavily on the criterion of narrative tension for identifying redactional material 
in these stories, when such tension is the very essence of the writer's tech
nique." 

Literary Considerations 
We ought, finally, to take note of a growing number of scholars who are 

investigating the narratives of II Samuel from a more strictly literary point of 
view. The high literary qualities of the stories in this book have been remarked 
by virtually all interpreters. Studies like those of Jackson (1965) and Long 
(1981) attempt to take these qualities into account in the interpretation of the 
story. The monograph of Conroy (1978) has done this with excellent results 
in the case of the story of Abishalom's revolt, and Gunn's study of the larger 
story of David (1978) succeeds in gaining for the succession narrative, in his 
words (p. 9), "a fuller appreciation of its nature as a story." The insights of 
Conroy, Gunn, and others are drawn on frequently in the NOTES and CoM
MENTS of this volume. 

THE END OF THE BOOK 

In the received Hebrew text II Samuel ends with a conglomeration of 
material (20:23-24:25) that is not in sequence with the narrative that precedes 
or follows it. Some portions of this material may have received Deuteronomis
tic editing (22: 1,21-25,5 lc), and others (21: 1-14) seem to have been originally 
connected to passages in the succession narrative. As a whole, however, 20: 
23-24:25 is neither part of the Deuteronomistic history nor related to the 
earlier literature it embraced. It is a miscellany, a repository of diverse materi
als pertinent to the reign of David. We must, therefore, ask two questions 
about this miscellany. First, why was it placed here after the story of Sheba's 
rebellion? Second, what, if any, is the logic to its arrangement? 

The Position of the Miscellany 
According to Noth (1981:124-25 n. 3), "2 Sam. 21-24 is full of additions, 

which gradually accumulated after Dtr. 's history had been divided into sepa-
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rate books." Thus, we might conclude that the miscellany was put where it is 
as an appendix, at what was perceived to be the end of the book. Standing in 
the way of this conclusion is the fact that the witnesses to the text of Samuel 
and Kings preserve two traditions about the division between II Samuel and 
I Kings. According to the received Hebrew text (MT) and a majority of the 
versions, I Kings begins after II Samuel 21-24. According to tne so-called 
"Lucianic" manuscripts of the Septuagint (LXXL), however, III Reigns ( = 
I Kings) begins with the verse designated I Kings 2:12 in MT, and Josephus 
begins book 8 of the Antiquities at the same point. By this arrangement II 
Samuel ends with David's death, just as I Kings ends with Ahab's, I Samuel 
with Saul's, Joshua with Joshua's, Deuteronomy with Moses', and Genesis 
with Jacob's and Joseph's. The criterion of consistency with other books, 
therefore, might be urged in favor of the conclusion that the LXXL division 
-between I Kings 2: 11 and 2: 12-is the "correct" one, as Thackeray supposed 
(1907:264-66; contrast Rahlfs 1904-1 l:vol. 111:186--88). On the other hand, 
we must keep in mind that all divisions between books in the Deuteronomistic 
history belong to a late stage in the growth of the literature, and although the 
divisions may correspond in some cases to the separation of major epochs as 
understood by the historian, they have no necessary correlation to his original 
scheme. The scribes were obliged to find appropriate places to divide the 
literature into portions that could be accommodated on individual scrolls, and 
it was finally for this reason that Samuel-Kings was separated into four books 
of almost equal length (in BHS, assuming the division at I Kings 2:11-12, 
approximately 59, 58, 56, and 56 pages). 

Returning to the original question, however, we do learn from the existence 
of two traditions about the end of the book that the present position of the 
miscellany in 20:23-24:25 is not to be explained on the assumption that it 
accumulated at the end of a book. The two traditions agree on the position of 
the miscellany, which must therefore have been determined before the division 
of the material into books (pace Noth). Nevertheless, the LXXL tradition 
provides a clue inasmuch as it calls our attention to passages recording the 
deaths of other major figures in the history. Comparison with the miscellany 
in Deuteronomy 31-33 reveals the true state of affairs. There, as Noth himself 
has explained (1981 :35), miscellaneous materials accumulated at a point im
mediately before the account of the hero's death. Thus the two poems in 
Deuteronomy 32 (with the introduction in 31: 16--22 + 30) and 33, both 
attributed to Moses, were inserted before the account of Moses' death in 
Deuteronomy 34. The position of Gen 49: 1-27, a poem attributed to Jacob and 
inserted before the account of Jacob's death, provides another example. This 
suggests that the miscellany in II Sam 20:23-24:25 was inserted before the 
account of David's death in I Kings 1:1-2:11 at some time before the division 
of the history into books. To the objection that, in this case, it might have been 
placed immediately before I Kings 2:1-11 we can only reply that David's death 
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is already in view in I Kings 1: 1 and, moreover, that the editor(s) responsible 
for the insertion may have wanted to avoid breaking the narrative continuity 
of I Kings 1-2. 

The Arrangement of the Miscellany 
There is a curious pattern to the arrangement of II Samuel 21-24, illustrated 

by the following diagram: 

NARRATIVES~ 
LISTS 

~POEMS~ 
21:1-14 21:15-22 22:1-51 23:1-7 23:8-39 24:1-25 

At the center of the miscellany are two poems attributed to David. On either 
side of these are lists of heroes and their deeds. The two end pieces are narra
tives about public disasters. The usual explanation of this strangely symmetri
cal arrangement is that given by, among others, Budde (cf. Noth 1981:124-25 
n. 3). Noting the connection to 21: 1-14 implied in 24: 1, he concluded that the 
two narratives were placed here first. The continuity of these was then broken 
by the insertion of the hero list, 21: 15-22 + 23:8-39. Finally, the hero list was 
split by the insertion of the poems. 

This explanation seems generally correct, though it needs certain modifi
cations. As pointed out in the COMMENTS on§§ XIX and XXXV, 21:1-14 
was probably moved to the end of the story of Abishalom's revolt from an 
original position before 9:1-13 by a Deuteronomistic editor who wanted to 
relate David's question in 9:1 directly to I Sam 20:11-17. The duplication of 
8:15-18 and 20:23-26 arose as a result of this relocation (cf. the COMMENT 
on§ XXXIV). Thus 20:23-21:14 probably reached its present position before 
the rest of the miscellany began to accumulate. The story of the census plague 
(chap. 24) was inserted next. As explained in the NOTE on "again" in 24:1, 
the assumption fhat 24:1-25 was originally connected somehow to 21:1-14 is 
not warranted; but when the account of the census plague was added after the 
story of the Gibeonites' revenge, the language of 24: 1 was revised slightly to 
relate the story to its new context. Because it accounts for the erection of the 
altar traditionally believed to be the holocaust altar of Solomon's temple, the 
story of the census plague was given a position at the end of the David 
materials, immediately before the account of his death and thus as close as 
possible to the report of the building of the temple, to which it was believed 
to look forward. For this reason, too, the census plague story was left at the 
end of the miscellany as other materials accumulated (Hertzberg). As Budde 
supposes, 21:15-22 and 23:8-39 (perhaps already with its own addition in vv. 
13-17a) may have been introduced next. We should note, however, that there 
is no literary connection between these two units: 23:8-39 has its own clear 
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beginning. They may have been derived from a common archival source, 
where the deeds of heroes were recorded, and inserted here together. If so, 
however, it is difficult to guess why they were separated again when the poems 
were inserted, unless it was because David is rescued in 21: 17, and 21:15-22 
therefore was seen as a fitting prologue to the psalm of deliverance in chap. 
22. Otherwise we must assume that the four units in 21:15-23:39 accumulated 
in random fashion after all. In any case, the two poems in 22:1-51and23:1-7, 
both of which were traditionally attributed to David, were added so that 
David, like Moses, might end his life with a hymn of vindication (cf. Deut 
32:1-43) and a testimony (cf. Deuteronomy 33). 
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I. THE REPORT OF SAUL'S DEATH 
(1: 1-16) 

1 1 After the death of Saul, David, having returned from defeating the 
Amalekites, remained in Ziklag two days. 20n the third day a man 
arrived from Saul's camp with his clothes torn and dirt on his head. 
When he came to David he fell down on the ground and prostrated 
himself. 

3"Where do you come from?" David asked him. 
"I escaped from the Israelite camp," he told him. 
4"What was the situation?" David asked him. "Tell me!" 
"The army fled from the battle," he said, "and many of the army fell 

and died. Also Saul and his son Jonathan are dead." 
1Then David asked the soldier who was making the report to him, 

"How do you know that Saul and his son Jonathan are dead?" 
6"I chanced to be on Mount Gilboa," said the soldier, "and there 

was Saul leaning on his spear, the chariotry and cavalry officers hav
ing overtaken him. 1When he turned around and saw me, he called to 
me. 

" 'Here I am,' I replied. 
8

" 'Wh0 are you?' he asked me. 
" 'I am an Amalekite,' I said. 
9

" 'Stand beside me,' he told me, 'and dispatch me! For dizziness has 
taken hold of me, yet there is life in me still.' 10So, knowing that he 
would not live after he had fallen, I stood beside him and dispatched 
him. I took the diadem from his head and the bracelet from his arm 
and brought them here to my lord." 

11Then David took hold of his clothes and tore them, as did all the 
men who were with him. 12They mourned, weeping and fasting until 
sundown over Saul and his son Jonathan and over the army of Yahweh 
and the house of Israel, because they had fallen by the sword. 

13Then David asked the soldier who was making the report to him, 
"Where are you from?" 

"I am the son of a sojourner," he said, "an Amalekite." 
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14"How is it," David said to him, "that you were not afraid to extend 
your hand to do violence to Yahweh's anointed?" 15Then, summoning 
one of his soldiers, [he] said, "Go, fall upon him!" And he struck him 
down, and he died. 16"Your blood is upon your own head," David said 
to him, "for your own mouth has testified against you, saying, 'I dis
patched Yahweh's anointed.'" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

1 1. the Amalekites Reading h'mlqy with Syr. and 6 MSS of MT (Smith). We could 
also accept 'mlq, "Amalek," tiut not h'mlq (so MT). 

2. from Saul's camp That is, min-hamma~aneh mi'im sa'ul, lit. "from the camp, 
from with Saul" (so MT). LXX8 interprets the same consonantal text as "from the 
camp, from the army of [ek tou laou=mi'am]." LXXL and Syr. combine the two 
interpretations. 

he fell down LXXAL (cf. Syr.) add formulaically epi prosopon (autou) = /'pyw (cf. 
I Sam 20:41; etc.), "on hiS' face." Omit with MT, LXX8

. 

3." I The Vorlage of LXX8 seems to have made the subject emphatic: ego = 'nky. 
We omit the pronoun with MT, LXXL. 

4. "What was the situation?" So MT: mh hyh hdbr, exactly as in I Sam 4:16. LXX 
reflects mh hyh hdbr hzh, "What was this situation?", i.e., "What was the situation 
there?" 

The army fled . . . The speech is introduced by 'iiSer (see the NOTE), as witnessed 
by MT, LXX8

• The translation ofLXXL does not represent 'iiSer, but we cannot be sure 
that it reflects a shorter Hebrew text. Note also that LXXA, without apparent motive, 
omits the firs~ several words of the speech ("The army ... and"). 

from the battle LXXL adds "from the camp" (cf. vv. 2-3), combining variants of 
which the former is obviously superior. 

and died We read wymt, the singular verb (cf. npl). The plural of MT, wymtw, 
probably arose by dittography of the w of the following wgm, encouraged by uncer
tainty about the number of hii'iim, "the army." LXX8 combines plural and singular 
renderings, kai apethanon kai apethanen, associating the latter (most awkwardly) with 
what follows (kai apethanen kai. "And also (?] Saul died"). LXXA, which has kai 
apethanen alone, and LXXL, which omits the verb altogether (cf. Syr.), are shorter, 
probably in consequence of further corruption in a text identical to that of LXX8

, 

LXXA having lost kai apethanon before kai aperhanen and LXXL having suffered 
haplography from the kai preceding apethanon to the kai following apethanen. 

Also MT wgm, omitted in LXXA, which like LXX8 (see above) construes "and 
died" with "Saul." 

are dead So MT (cf. LXXL): mtw. Those Greek MSS that understand "Saul" as 
the subject of the preceding verb (see above) have a singular verb here (cf. v. 6). 

6. the soldier Reminiscence of v. 5 has attracted "who was making the report to 
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him" into the text of v. 6 in most of the major witnesses. We may omit it with Syr. 
and a few Greek MSS. 

cavalry officers MT b'ly hprsym is unparalleled, and many critics (Wellhausen, 
Driver, Budde) prefer to omit b'ly and read hprsym, "cavalry," alone. But LXX hoi 
hipparchai/oi evidently reflects the longer designation, prsym alone being rendered 
elsewhere by hippeis, and the shorter reading is without support. See also the first 
Textual Note at I: 18. 

7. me (!) Omitted by LXX8
, perhaps reflecting a primitive reading. 

8. me Omitted by LXXA. 
I said So MT qere (cf. LXX). The ketib is wy'mr, "he said." MT, LXXAL add "to 

him"; omit with LXX8
. 

9. dizziness See the NOTE. 
yet there is life in me still The evidence seems to point to variant readings, viz. ky 

kl npsy by (cf. LXX8A), "yet all my life is within me," and ky 'wd npsy by (cf. 
LXXL), "yet still my life is within me." The variants are combined iri the text of MT 
(ky kl 'wd npsy by), in which, therefore, kl must be read adverbially: "yet still my life 
is wholly within me" (cf. GK' §128e). Our translation reflects the second variant. 

10. and the bracelet Reading whfdh, as in Isa 30:20 (cf. II Kings 11:12 [BDB]), 
in preference to MT w'~'dh, which is an attested noun (Num 31 :50) but lacks the article 
required by the grammatical context (Wellhausen, Driver). MT's initial w'- arose in a 
sequence of first-person verbs (w"md . .. w'mtthw . .. w'q~ ... w'by'm). 

_11. as did . .. with him That is, wgm kl h'nsym 'sr 'tw, lit. "and also all the men 
who were with him," to which LXX8 adds "tore their clothes" (omit with MT, 
LXXAL). 

12. weeping and fasting So MT, LXXAL. The order is reversed in LXX8
• 

the army of Yahweh So MT. LXX substitutes "Judah" for "Yahweh" under the 
influence of the traditional pairing of "Judah" and "Israel." 

15. and he died So MT (wymt), LXX8 (kai apethanen). LXXL diverges: kai ebalon 
auton epi ten gen, "and threw him on the ground." 

16. saying So MT, LXXL. LXX8
: "saying that." 

NOTES 

1 I. After the death of Saul. The book begins in the same way as Joshua ("After the 
death of Moses ... ") and Judges ("After the death of Joshua ... "). It has been asked 
if this might be a Deuteronomistic editorial device (Carlson 1964:41-42), but there is 
nothing distinctively Deuteronomistic about it (wayhi 'a~iire mot PN, an unremarkable 
transitional formula [Gen 25:11; etc.]), and the common beginning of these books 
probably indicates less about the structural techniques of the writers who composed 
them than about the criteria by which much later generations divided them. Samuel, 
originally one overlong book (cf. I Samuel, pp. 3-4), was divided after the death of a 
central figure, Saul, in conformity to the pattern of previous books. I see no reason, 
however, to conclude, as Hertzberg seems to, that the beginning of the present passage 
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was reformulated for the sake of this conformity. Kings, too, was one book originally, 
and it was also divided after the death of a major figure (Ahab); but there was no 
adjustment of II Kings 1: 1 to the particular phraseology of Josh 1: 1 and Judg 1: I. 

from defeating the Amalekites. Amalek ('iimiileq) was the name of a nomadic tribe, 
native to the desert south of Judah and best known in biblical tradition as a company 
of enemies and plunderers. Israel harbored an ancient grievance against the Amalekites 
(see I Samuel, the third NOTE at 15:2), and we may assume that they were feared and 
despised in the time of David. The reference here is to David's pursuit and massacre 
ofa band of Amalekite brigands who had burned and looted Ziklag (I Sam 30:1-31). 

Ziklag. The city granted David in return for military service by Achish, the Philis
tine king of Gath (see I Samuel 27, especially vv. 5-6 and the NOTE there in I Samuel). 
It was later incorporated into the Negeb province of Judah (Josh 15:31). The currently 
preferred identification of the site seems to be Tell esh-Shen"'ah, ca. fifteen miles 
southeast of Gaza (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE at 27:6). See Map I. 

2--4. The account of the Amalekite's arrival and questioning by David is strikingly 
similar in narrative pattern to that of the messenger's report to Eli of the Philistine 
victory at Ebenezer in I Sam 4: 12-17. See the NOTE there in I Samuel, where I attribute 
the similarity to "the common use of a literary motif by different writers, who drew 
upon ... a shared repertoire of conventional narrative situations." For a fuller treat
ment in the same vein, see the discussion of Gunn (1974:290-92), who concludes from 
his study of this and other passages with similar patterning (where, in his judgment, 
direct literary assimilation can be excluded) that "the stereotyped aspect of the passages 
is part of the narrator's stock-in-trade, a conventional, probably traditional, tool of 
composition" (p. 311). It would be inappropriate in this context to attempt a full 
evaluation of Gunn 's further contention (pp. 311-16) that such patterning is best 
understood on the assumption of oral traditional composition, a thesis to which Van 
Seters (1976a, I 976b) has taken exception. Even if the patterns in question reflect the 
requirements of oral composition ultimately, it does not follow that the present narra
tive derives, even in part, from a time prior to the transition to written composition, 
which in its early stages would be expected to preserve many of the formulaic features 
of the older, oral composition. It may also be pertinent to recall, in this context, that 
both I Sam 4: 12-17 and II Sam 1 :2--4 belong to larger compositions that correspond 
in type to known categories of ancient Near Eastern written literature (Miller and 
Roberts 1977:9-16; McCarter 1980a). 

2. with his clothes tom and dirt on his head. Conventional signs of grief (cf. 15:32 
as well as I Sam 4:12); see de Ward 1972:6--10. If the man's story is a lie, as suggested 
in the CoMMENT, his tom clothes and disheveled condition may be contrived to lend 
dramatic weight to his story. The ruse of the Gibeonites in Josh 9:3-15 comes to mind 
(Freedman). 

3--4. The Amalekite reports the disastrous outcome of the battle fought with the 
Philistines on Mount Gilboa; see I Sam 31: 1-2. 

4. "The army fled . .. " The quotation is introduced by 'ii.fer, which replaces the more 
common ki often before object clauses and occasionally even before direct quotations, 
as here and in I Sam 15:20. See GK' §157c; Driver 1890:97. 

Saul and his son Jonathan are dead. According to I Sam 31 :2 the dead include two 
other sons of Saul, viz. Abinadab and Malchishua. The names and number of Saul's 
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sons are in doubt (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE at 14:49), but we know that one, Ishbaal, 
still lives and has an important role to play in the ensuing events (see 2:8; etc.). 

5. the soldier. As explained in the NOTE on "some soldiers" at 2:14, Hebrew na'ar, 
which means "young man, youth," seems commonly to refer to a (young) fighting man 
in particular. In light of this fact, we can no longer accept the judgment- of the older 
literary critics that the identification of the Amalekite as 'ff, "a man," in v. 2 and han
na 'ar. "the young man," in v. 6 is evidence for two different literary sources underlying 
the present narrative; the first designation is generic, the second professional. See the 
COMMENT. 

6-10. The sharp contradiction between this account of the manner of Saul's death 
and that given in I Sam 31 :3-5 is discussed below in the COMMENT, where the 
explanation is accepted that the Amalekite is lying, exaggerating his own role in the 
affair in an attempt to curry favor with David. We are probably to assume that the man 
happened upon the body of the dead king, stripped it of the crown and bracelet, and 
later conceived the idea that these treasures might be most valuable if used to ingratiate 
himself to David. 

6. Mount Gilboa. The scene of the battle (cf. the NOTE at vv. 3-4 above). The scarp 
of Gilboa was the eastern wall of the Valley of Jezreel at the northern limit of the central 
hill country. 

leaning on his spear. That is, wounded and supporting himself with his weapon. 
J.P. Hyatt (apud Ward 1967:129) suggests that Saul may have been trying to commit 
suicide, but nis'iin 'al, "leaning on," seems unlikely to imply more than support; for 
the sense supposed by Hyatt we should expect nope/ 'al (cf. I Sam 31 :4; I Chron 10:4,5). 

chariotry. The chariot was perhaps the most important of the Philistine weapons, 
devastating in open country against an enemy (like Saul's army) that did not possess 
it. It was ineffective, however, in mountainous terrain (cf. Judg I: 19), and accordingly 
the older literary critics (Nowack; cf. Grj11nbaek 1971 :271 and n. 134), arguing that the 
use of chariotry in mountain warfare developed later (I Kings 22:38; etc.), found in the 
present reference warrant for considering the II Samuel I account of Saul's death to 
be later than and secondary to that in I Samuel 31, where chariotry is not mentioned 
(see the COMMENT). This argument is excessively subtle and difficult to accept. I doubt 
that the Philistines left their chariots at home when a battle seemed likely to involve 
fighting in the mountains. We are told in I Sam 13:5, for example, that they had 
mustered chariotry and cavalry units in addition to "an army like the sand on the 
seashore in number" in preparation for the battle of Michmash pass "in the hill country 
of Bethel" (I Sam 13:2). Moreover, the battle in which Saul died probably began on 
the plains of Jezreel between the Philistine camp at Shunem on the slope of the hill of 
Moreh and the Israelite camp pitched opposite it on Gilboa (I Sam 28:4); it was the 
Israelite retreat that drew the scene of action up onto the slopes of Gilboa (I Sam 
31: 1-2), where Saul was overtaken by the Philistines, chariots and all. 

8. "/ am an Amalekite." The messenger turns out to be an Amalekite! See the 
COMMENT, where the significance of this fact is discussed. 

9. and dispatch me/ Hebrew umoteteni. The Pole/ of mwt, "die," refers to dispatch
ing or "finishing oft" someone already wounded and near death. Cf. Judg 9:54; I Sam 
14: 13; 17:51. 

. dizziness. The meaning of Hebrew hassiibii~ is uncertain. The verb sb~ seems to have 
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meant "mix" (Biblical Hebrew sibbe!f, "interweave"; Syr. seba$. "mix, confuse"), and 
the meaning of the noun was possibly "confusion, dizziness." This, at least, was the 
opinion of some of the ancient translators. Syr. has !fawriinii', "dizziness, giddiness," 
corresponding probably to Greek skotodinos, "dizziness," which is to be restored from 
LXX skotos deinon, "a dreadful darkness" (see Smith). I assume the Amalekite means 
that Saul was saying he is too giddy from his wounds to dispatch himself (cf. the 
interpretation of Josephus, Anr. 7.3). 

10. the diadem ... and ... the bracelet. These are royal insignia. The diadem (han
nezer) was given to the king at the time of his investiture (II Kings 11 :12; cf. Jer 13: 18; 
Ezek 21 :31 [21 :26]; Pss 89:40 [89:39]; 132: 18). Its precise nature is not known. Though 
often translated, somewhat misleadingly, as "crown" (RSV), it is more likely to have 
been an emblem worn on the forehead, comparable in some ways to the uraeus worn 
on the forehead by the kings of Egypt. See especially the discussion of Mettinger 
(1976:287-88), who points to the identification in Lev 8:9 and elsewhere of the priestly 
insignia ~f~ hazziihiib, "the golden plate(?)," and nezer haqqodes, "the holy headpiece." 
(I am less inclined to interpret the priestly ~4 in light of !ff!f, "flower" [Mettinger], than 
of !ff!fft, "forelock" [Ezek 8:3], "tassel" [Num 15:38-39], an indication of the place it 
was worn but not of its appearance.) The bracelet (ha!f!fe'iida; see the Textual Note) 
is not mentioned elsewhere (unless it is to be restored in II Kings 11:12 with Wellhausen 
1899:292-93 and n. 2; but cf. von Rad 1966:225-29). In the present context the 
importance of the two objects is that they are insignia emblematic of the kingship of 
Israel. As such they were worn by Saul. Now they are handed over to David. The 
significance of this is considered in the COMMENT below. 

11. Rending one's garments was a traditional sign of grief and mourning (cf. 3:31; 
etc.); see, in general, de Ward 1972:8-10 and the bibliography there. It may have been, 
as de Ward (p. 8) supposes, "a palliative of self-mutilation," which was also practiced 
(Jer 41 :5; 48:37; cf. CTCA 5[ = UT' 67].6.17-22; 6[ = UT' 62].1.2-5). 

12. fasting. On fasting as a mourning rite, see de Ward 1972:159-61. 
13. a sojourner. The sojourner (ger) was neither a native nor a foreigner in legal 

status, but he had some of the privileges and responsibilities of each. He was a resident 
alien, accepted and protected by the community among whom he lived more or less 
permanently but by whom he was regarded finally as a foreigner. See, for example, de 
Vaux 196lb:vol. 1:7~76. Pertinent here is the fact that a sojourner, even in cultic and 
ceremonial matters, was not exempt from the laws of the community or to the penalties 
prescribed by them (Lev 24:22; cf. 20:2; 24:16; etc.). It may be that like Doeg the 
Edomite, who alone among the servants of Saul was willing to carry out the execution 
of the priests of Nob (I Sam 22:17-19), this Amalekite was less scrupulous than a 
native-born Israelite might have been about the peculiar sanctity of the life he took; 
even so, he can derive no excuse for his behavior from his Amalekite parentage, for 
legally he is a sojourner in Israel and subject in this case to the same law as the native. 

14. to do violence to Yahweh's anointed. Hebrew lesa~et 'et-meffa~ yahweh. Saul, as 
"Yahweh's anointed," was a sacrosanct individual; his person was not to be violated. 
See I Samuel, the NOTE at 26:9, where it is argued that the verbs si~et and hiJ~ft refer 
especially to the defilement of the sanctified body of the king. David's indignation here 
is consistent with his past behavior; he has always been, according to our narrator, 
fastidious on this point (I Sam 26:9; cf. 24:7). See further the COMMENT. 
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COMMENT 

The story of David's rise to power that extends from I Samuel 16 to II Samuel 
7-in its earliest form, I Sam 16:14-11 Sam 5:10 (cf. I Samuel, p. 30)--can 
be divided into three major sections. The first tells of the days David spent at 
the court of Saul (I Samuel 16--20), the second of the period of estrangement 
between the two men (I Samuel 21-31), and the third of the consolidation of 
David's rule over Judah and Israel after Saul's death (II Samuel 1-7). The 
present passage begins the third section. It follows the account of the death 
of Saul on Mount Gilboa in I Samuel 31. That account brought to an end the 
description of the long period of estrangement between Saul and David, during 
which David lived as a fugitive and outlaw, constantly pursued by Saul, and 
finally as an expatriot, reluctantly serving a Philistine king. During this last 
phase, the time of David's stint as a Philistine mercenary, all contact between 
him and Saul was broken, and in this regard it is useful to think of the present 
episode as restoring the former connection (cf. Grji'lnbaek 1971:219). To be 
sure, Saul is dead now and David will not see him again, but at last it is possible 
for the younger man to reassert his loyalty, if only by expressions of grief. He 
no longer needs to fear the vindictiveness with which the old king, driven by 
suspicions arising from his own delusive imagination, pursued him, and he will 
now be able to return safely to his native Judah (2: l) and renew his old 
relationship with other parts of Saul's kingdom (2:4b--7). The episode, in other 
words, reestablishes David's connection with the people of Saul's kingdom, if 
not with the slain king himself, and gives a fresh expression to his true alle
giance. 

This episode, however, though chiefly concerned with reaction to past events 
and the renewal of former ties, is not entirely retrospective. It also looks ahead 
toward David's own kingship, the way to which is now beginning to clear. The 
death of Saul and three of his sons (I Sam 31 :2; cf. the second NOTE at v. 4 
above) has raised the question of succession. One son of Saul, as we are about 
to learn, remains alive and must be regarded as a candidate for the throne. But 
the reader will not have forgotten the special loyalty and affection the people 
of Israel conceived for David when he served as a commander in Saul's army 
(see I Samuel, § XXV, the COMMENT and especially the NOTE at I Sam 18: 16; 
cf. also II Sam 5:1-2). David, too, must be considered a candidate. And it is 
to him, though under unusual circumstances, that the diadem and bracelet of 
Saul, objects emblematic of the kingship of Israel (see the NOTE at v. 10), are 
brought in the present episode. 
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The Unity of the Account 

In I Sam 31 :3-5 we were told that Saul took his own life. "The battle raged 
on against Saul," said the narrator. "The archers found him with their bows, 
and he was wounded in the belly. So [he] said to his weapon-bearer, 'Draw 
your sword and run me though with it, lest these uncircumcised come and have 
their way with me!' But his weapon-bearer was unwilling, for he was greatly 
afraid; so Saul took the sword himself and fell upon it. When his weapon
bearer saw that Saul was dead, he too fell upon his sword and died with him." 
The testimony of the Amalekite in the present episode contradicts this account. 
Saul died, we are told, not by his own hand but by that of the man now making 
the report to David (v. 10). And there are differences in detail. It is not "the 
archers" who have overtaken Saul, but "the chariotry and cavalry officers" (v. 
6). There is no mention at all of a weapon-bearer. Of the sons of Saul only 
Jonathan is said to have died (v. S; cf. v. 12), whereas in the previous account 
three sons are listed among the slain (I Sam 31 :2,6,8). 

Some scholars have concluded from all this that the accounts of Saul's death 
in I Samuel 31 and II Samuel 1 derive from two distinct narrative sources, a 
position that has continued to find adherents until fairly recently (de Vaux) 
but one more at home among the older literary critics. Smith's conclusion 
about II Sam 1: 1-16, for example, was that "we have here a document differing 
from the one just preceding"; he notes that the excision ofl Samuel 31 would 
not disrupt the narrative thread running from David's return to Ziklag at the 
end of I Samuel 30 into the present episode. 

On the other hand, we must remember that the incompatibility of the two 
accounts arises primarily from the clash of the details each gives about the 
manner of Saul's death, and that with regard to the other major issues-the 
defeat of Israel, the death of Saul and his son(s)--there is substantial agree
ment (cf. Gr!llnbaek 1971:217). Accordingly, a larger number of scholars, even 
among older adherents of the documentary analysis of the material, have 
preferred a more modest interpretation of the evidence. These (Budde, No
wack, etc.) find the present account to be a continuation of the material in I 
Samuel 31; the contradictions, they argue, reflect a combination of literary 
strands within II Sam 1: 1-16. From an older source, which continues I Samuel 
31, they derive II Sam 1:1-4 and 11-12. According to this more ancient 
account, then, David and his men received the news of the defeat of Israel and 
the death of Saul from a messenger whose identity was not mentioned (i.e., he 
was not said to be an Amalekite), and they wept bitterly. The materials in vv. 
(S,)~10 and 13-16 were drawn from a later document, which reflects the 
development of an alternative version of the story according to which David 
peremptorily put the carrier of bad news to death (cf. 4: 10), a detail softened 
somewhat in further development by the identification of the messenger as an 
Amalekite. By the time this version had arisen, the use of chariots in mountain-
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ous terrain, a tactic unknown in the time of David, had become common, and 
the identification of Saul's assailants was changed from "archers" to "chari
otry and cavalry officers" (Nowack; cf. the NOTE at v. 6 above). This is a 
position that continues to find adherents, though there is now, under the 
influence of the insights of tradition-historical analysis, a tendency fo think not 
of a combination of documents in II Sam 1:1-16 but of the existence of two 
independent traditions underlying a substantially unified narrative (cf. espe
cially Grj11nbaek 1971 :217-18). Ackroyd, for example, speaks of Saul's death 
at the hands of an Amalekite as "an alternative tradition" (to that in I Samuel 
31) used by "the compiler ... no doubt because he sees it as an apt pointer 
to divine judgment on Saul" in light of Saul's failure to carry out his instruc
tions in the campaign against the Amalekites described in I Samuel 15. 

It has not gone unnoticed, however, that all these problems evaporate if we 
assume that the Amalekite is lying. According to this hypothesis, the assertion 
that he "chanced to be on Mount Gilboa" (v. 6) can be accepted as true, but 
every other detail he gives of his encounter with Saul is to be taken as fabrica
tion. He did not find Saul alive, as he alleges, but already dead, having taken 
his own life in the manner described in I Sam 31 :4. With an Amalekite's greed 
for plunder, he stripped the king's body of its regalia and, perhaps subse
quently, conceived the plan of conveying them to David, hoping thereby to 
procure the favor of the most powerful man in Judah (see the NOTE at vv. 
6-10). In the expectation that it would lend further support to his scheme, he 
decided to represent himself as the slayer of Saul, but in this respect he, like 
the men who subsequently would assassinate Ishbaal (see § VII), fatally mis
judged David. Whether David was deceived or not we cannot tell; his reaction 
("your own mouth has testified against you," v. 16) is appropriate in either 
case. 

This solution has found increasing acceptance among the last generation or 
two of s~holars (Pfeiffer 1948:350-51; Hertzberg; Caird; Ward 1967:128-29; 
cf. Grj11nbaek 1971 :218-19), but it was generally rejected by earlier commenta
tors (Smith, Kennedy), who recognized its advantages but found no support 
for it in the text. Smith, for example, writes: "The easiest hypothesis is that 
the Amalekite fabricated his story. But the whole narrative seems against this. 
David has no inkling that the man is not truthful, nor does the author suggest 
it." On the other hand, we must not expect too much of the text. Nowhere is 
it stated explicitly that the messenger has not called upon David in good faith 
with no other purpose in mind than dutifully to report the tidings of war, and 
yet it would be a very naive interpreter who did not recognize the man as the 
opportunist that he is. Nor are we told here that the messenger thinks his 
sorrowful report will give David secret joy; yet we assume so, and we shall 
learn in 4: 10 that David assumed so, too. These things can be guessed from 
the one important clue the text does give, viz. the identification of the messen
ger as an Amalekite. "Amalekites remain Amalekites," as Hertzberg puts it, 
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"even if they are sojourning in Israel." As soon as the ancient audience learned 
the messenger's identity (v. 8), it would have begun to suspect him of treach
ery, for treachery was what it had come to expect of Amalekites (cf. the second 
NOTE at v. l), and its cynicism had just been reinforced by the story of the 
rape ofZik.lag in I Sam 30:1-3. And if we can conclude, on this basis, that the 
messenger is an opportunist and a miscreant, as virtually all expositors seem 
to do, then why, in view of the failure of his report to jibe with what we were 
told in I Samuel 31, can we not also conclude that he is a liar? Naturally we 
hesitate to dismiss the conclusions of source-critical analysis in favor of what 
might be a harmonizing interpretation of the facts, but the testimony of the 
same analysis when applied to adjacent materials, where there is very little 
evidence of composite authorship (cf., for example, Eissfeldt 1965:275), favors 
a presumption of unity here. Accordingly, I feel safe in accepting what seems 
to have become the majority position, viz. that II Sam 1:1-16 is a unified 
composition, substantially from the hand of the original author of the story 
of David's rise to power, who is also the author of the contradictory account 
in I Samuel 31, and that the contradiction is deliberate, a result of the writer's 
self-conscious portrayal of the Arnalekite messenger as a liar. 

Apologetic Themes 

The chief purpose of the original author of the story of David's rise to power 
was to demonstrate the legitimacy of David's claim to the throne of Israel and, 
in particular, to exonerate him of any suspicion of blame in the events that led 
to his accession (see McCarter l 980b:499-502). The present passage furthers 
the apologetic claims of the larger narrative, which is especially concerned at 
this point with the question of David's involvement in the death of Saul and 
his sons. In the writer's time-probably the reign of David (Mccarter 
1980b:494-95}-much circumstantial evidence seemed to condemn David. 
The principle of cui bono was against him: He was the chief beneficiary of the 
fall of the house of Saul. He had been a mercenary in the Philistine army at 
the time Saul died fighting against the Philistines. Indeed, the forces of Achish 
of Gath, David's Philistine overlord, were known to have been involved in the 
battle (cf. I Sam 29: 1-2). Moreover, after the battle and the death of Saul and 
his sons, the diadem and bracelet of the slain king turned up in the possession 
of David! We can hardly doubt that all of these things were publicly known 
in the reign of David and that, taken collectively, they cast a shadow over his 
kingship. 

It was specifically to these issues that the writer addressed himself. He meant 
to dispel the shadow by filling in the details that were not publicly known, 
details of things that happened privately and, when brought to the attention 
of the public, would, he hoped, exculpate David. Such, indeed, is the force of 
the account he produced, in the course of which each of the implied charges 
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is contradicted. We have already been shown, in the description of Achish's 
dismissal of David in I Sam 29: 1-11, that David was not involved in the battle 
on Mount Gilboa in any way but had returned to Ziklag before the Philistines 
encountered the Israelite force. Indeed, he was fighting Amalekites in the south 
while the battle raged in the north and was using the booty he' collected to 
enrich the cities of Judah (I Samuel 30). As for Saul's regalia, the present 
narrative shows that David came by it innocently and by an agent acting on 
his own initiative. So there is no genuine reason, we are to believe, to suspect 
David of any wrongdoing in the matter of Saul's death. On the contrary, the 
present passage devotes considerable space to fresh demonstration of a theme 
that runs throughout the story of David's rise, viz. that David looked upon 
Saul with loyalty and affection. When he learns of the king's death he is deeply 
moved, expressing his grief openly and elaborately (vv. 11-12). Moreover, he 
has always been careful to respect the sanctity of the person of the anointed 
king (cf. the NOTE at v. 14), at least once refusing an opportunity to take Saul's 
life with ease (I Samuel 26; cf. I Sam 24:2-23), and he displays the same 
conscientiousness here as he expresses outrage at the Amalekite's avowal. 
Thus, as stressed by Mabee (1980:89-98), the condemnation of the Amalekite 
in vv. 13-16, which constitute a brief legal proceeding, gives formal expression 
to David's exoneration. "In essence, then, the judicial narrative militates 
against any charge that David was involved in a military coup d'etat in the 
midst of Saul's demise" (p. 98). 

We might ask, finally, why this episode was a necessary part of the apology. 
Once David's absence from the battle on Mount Gilboa was established, why 
did the narrator need to go further? The answer is surely that David's posses
sion of the diadem and bracelet required explanation. The narrator shows that 
these were conveyed to David by an Amalekite. Where, then, was this Amale
kite who might have corroborated the story? He was executed by David for 
regicidt.. It is true that Saul took his own life, but David did not know this 
when he listened to and believed the Amalekite's lie (Freedman). 

To be sure, David will benefit from Saul's death in the end, but it does not 
follow that he contrived it or deliberately exploited it. Instead, we are to 
understand, all these events were under the control of a higher will. On the 
eve of the fatal battle Saul was warned of the disaster by Yahweh himself, 
speaking through the agent of a ghost (cf. I Samuel, the COMMENT on 
§ XLIII): "And tomorrow you are going to fall along with your sons-indeed 
Yahweh will deliver the camp oflsrael into the hand of the Philistines!" (I Sam 
28: 19). Similarly, the events that follow will conform to the inexorable working 
out of the divine will as understood by our narrator. "David continued to grow 
greater and greater," he will assert in conclusion, "because Yahweh Sabaoth 
was with him" (5:10). 



II. THE ELEGY FOR SAUL AND JONATHAN 
(1:17-27) 

11David sang this elegy for Saul and his son Jonathan 18and said it 
should be taught to the people of Judah. It is recorded in the Book of 
Jashar. 

19 Alas, prince of Israel, slain standing erect! 
How the warriors are fallen! 

20Don't tell it in Gath, 
don't spread the news in the streets of Ashkelon, 
lest the daughters of the Philistines rejoice, 
lest the daughters of the uncircumcised exult! 

21 0 mountains in Gilboa, 
let there be no dew or rain upon you 

or flowing of the deeps! 
For there is begrimed the shield of the warrior, 
the shield of Saul is not rubbed with oil. 

22From the gore of the slain, from the warriors' fat 
the bow of Jonathan did not retreat, 
the sword of Saul did not draw back empty. 

23Saul and Jonathan! Beloved and charming! 
They were not parted in life, 
and in death they were not separated. 
They were swifter than eagles! 
They were stronger than lions! 

240 daughters of Israel, weep for Saul, 
who dressed you in luxurious crimson, 
who set golden jewelry on your gowns! 
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25How the warriors are fallen 
amid the battle! 

Jonathan, slain standing erect! 
261 grieve for you, my brother, 

you were so dear to me. 
Your love was wonderful to me, 

more than the love of women. 

21How the warriors are fallen 
and the weapons of war lost! 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

67 

18. A much discussed verse. MT reads wy'mr llmd bny yhwdh qst hnh ktwbh '/ spr 
hy5r, lit. "And he said to teach the sons of Judah a bow. It is recorded in the Book 
of Jashar." This text has exercised translators considerably because of the enigmatic 
reference to "a bow." For qst, "a bow," Targ. has mgd bqst', "the drawing of the 
bow," and, accordingly, some interpreters (e.g., Eissfeldt 1955:234) have agreed with 
Isaaki (as cited by Smith) that "David said, now that the mighty men of Israel have 
fallen, it is necessary tliat the Children of Judah learn war and draw the bow." Thus 
AV renders, "Also he bade them teach ... the use of the bow." Others have sup
posed "A Bow" to be the title of a song, perhaps of David's elegy itself-thus, "and 
said The Song of the Bow should be taught ... "(cf. RV, NJV). In the Textual Note 
on "and said it should be taught" below, I express the opinion that the problem 
vanishes when it is recognized that qst, "a bow,'· is intrusive and can be struck from 
the text, a solution supported by the major witnesses to the Greek tradition. When 
rid of this troublesome word, the verse has a plain meaning. David, having sung his 
lament, commands that it be learned by his countrymen as a memorial to Saul and 
Jonathan. When the narrator has explained this, he cites his sm,irce for the poem, the 
Book of Jashar. 

Certain modem expositors, however, have preferred to retain qst, interpreted in one 
way or another. Segal (1914/15:207), for example, takes llmd bny yhwdh qst to be "a 
later musical superscription" of the sort known from the Psalms. Others attempt to 
make sense of the verse by conjectural emendation. For all of these the common starting 
point is Klostermann's opinion, based on comparison with the beginning of David's 
lament over Abiner in 3:33, that everything after wayyii'mer must originally have been 
part of the poem. Accordingly they expect to discover elegiac poetry even in the present 
verse. One notable effort along these lines is that ofGevirtz (1963:73-76). His starting 
point is provided by Smith, who proposes an emendation of bny yhwdh, "the sons of 
Judah," to bky yhwdh, "Weep, 0 Judah!" To this Gevirtz finds a suitable parallel in 
spr hysr, "the Book of Jashar," emended to spd yfr'/, "Mourn, 0 Israel!" The prob-
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lematic qst. "a bow," he takes as a form of the adjective qaseh, "hard, severe" (cf. 
Klostermann, Budde). Other emendations lead finally to a restored bicolon: 

yll mr bky yhwdh 
qst nhy spd ysr'l 

(With) a bitter wailing, weep 0 Judah! 
(With) .a grievous lament, mourn 0 Israel! 

(Gevirtz's translation) 

Gevirtz's treatment is accepted by Holladay ( 1970: 162-68), with the exception of the 
emendation of hy$r to ysr'l, to which Holladay (p. 164) prefers retention of yir, or 
rather l(?)-yir, interpreting spd l(?)-ysr as "Lament for the upright!" 

and said it should be taught Reading wy'mr llmd, lit. "and said to teach (it)," with 
LXX"L. Later in the verse MT (cf. LXXA0

) adds qst. "a bow," evidently construed 
as an object of l/md-thus, "and said to teach ... a bow(?) .... "The shorter text of 
LXX"L shows the word to be intrusive in those witnesses that have it. It probably found 
its way into the text of MT at this point after arising as a marginal gloss to some nearby 
passage, such as 1:22 (Ackroyd) or, more likely, 1:6, where b'ly prsym, "cavalry 
officers," may have been glossed to read b'ly qst, "archers," in view of I Sam 31:3 
(Wellhausen). Most interpreters have tried to understand the verse with qst in place 
(see the preceding Textual Note), but its retention spoils a shorter and problem-free 
text. 

Judah So MT, LXX8
. LXXA has "Israel," and LXXL combines the two readings 

("Israel and Judah"). 
At the end of the verse LXXL, OL, and a few other witnesses add "And he said" 

as an introduction to the poem that follows. 
19. Alas, prince of Israel This interpretation of h~by y5r'l is discussed in the NOTE. 

In MT h- is understood as the article-thus, ha~~ebi yisra'el. "The prince (lit. 'gazelle'), 
0 Israel." For h~by LXXN has steloson, reftecting h~b understood as haffeb, "Erect (a 
monument)!"; but there is no evidence that the Hip'il of nfb can imply its own object, 
as this understanding seems to assume. The translation of LXXLM, akribasai (cf. 
OL Mss considera, cura te), points to a passive or reftexive form of ~b. probably hfb 
again but understood as ho~ab, the Hop'al imperative (a rare form, which, where it 
does occur, has reftexive force [cf. GK' §46a N]), perhaps to be translated "Take your 
stand!" From this Holladay (1970:162-68) reconstructs hnfb(w), the Nip'al imperative, 
which he regards as original; but the loss of the n in the principal witnesses would be 
hard to explain. I assume that hfby was the primitive reading, misread in the tradition 
ancestral to LXX as hfbw and subsequently altered to h~b. Targ. preserves the interme
diate form: 't'tdwn = hfbw. 

slain standing erect This interpretation of 'l bmwtyk ~II. the reading of MT, is 
explained in the NOTE. LXXL has peri ton tethnekoton sou traumation. reftecting '1 
mtyk ~l/(ym), "over your dead (who were) slain." This was the OG reading; it is 
combined with that of MT in the text ofLXX8

, and the MT reading seems also to have 
been introduced marginally in the text of LXXL, finding its way erroneously into v. 21 
(see the Textual Note on "upon you"). 

20. Don't tell it So MT, LXX"L, etc. LXXA: "Tell it .... " 
in Gath The witnesses to the text are unanimous in reading bgt. Cross and Freed

man (1950:46,48), Gevirtz (1963:82-84), and Stuart (1976:188,193), troubled by the 
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absence of a term corresponding to ~w~t. "the streets of," in the next line, conjecture 
that the original here was br~b(w)t gt, "in the plazas of Gath." 

don't So MT. LXX, Syr.: "And don't .... "Cf. Dahood in Fisher 1972:109. 
lest (2) So MT and LXX8 A. LXXL and Syr. have "And Jest. ... " 
21. 0 mountains in Gilboa Hebrew hare baggilboa'. The unusual construction (see 

the NOTE) is attested by MT and most Greek MSS. LXXL seems to reflect a Hebrew 
text in which the construct relationship was normalized by omission of the preposition. 

let there be no dew MT '1 rl. expanded in LXX to read '1 yrd !l. "Let dew not 
descend ... , " as reflected variously in LXX8A"'N. LXXL reflects '1 ypl 'lykm w 'I rl. "Let 
it/him(?) not fall upon you, and let there be no dew .... "The versions felt the need 
for a verb here, but wrongly so, as it seems in light of the Ugaritic parallel cited in the 
Textual Note on "upon you ... the deeps" below. Among modem interpreters Smith 
would read '1 yrd !I with LXX, and Holladay (1970: 171-72) prefers '/!I ypl, "Let dew 
not fall," citing LXXL in support. See also the following Textual Note. 

or rain That is, w'l m!r. "and let there be no rain .... " LXXA mede huetos pesoi 
suggests w'/ mrr ypl (cf. GK' §152h), "and let rain not fall ... ," evidence which 
Hertzberg might have cited in support of his restoration after mrr of yplw, which he 
construes with both preceding nouns-thus, "let no dew or rain fall on you." 

upon you ... the deeps MT (cf. LXX8A) has 'lykm wsdy trwmt, which seems to 
mean, "upon you, nor fields of offerings" (AV). This reading has been taken by those 
who retain it "to mean that David lays a curse on the hills of Gilboa that there be no 
field bearing fine fruits, worthy of being set aside for sacred imposts" (so Gordis [1940: 
35], who goes on to say, "That this is far-fetched and unsatisfactory is obvious ... "). 
LXXL epi ta hypse sou ore thanatou suggests a different reading, viz. '/ bmwtyk hry mwt, 
"on your ridges, 0 mountains of death." This reading is intelligible in the context, and 
a case might be made for its originality (cf. Toumay 1964:285); but the first part of it, 
'l bmwtyk, which corresponds to MT 'lykm wsdy, is evidently an intrusion from the 
opening line of the poem, which may have been introduced marginally to correct the 
reading of LXXL at v. 19, peri ton tethnekoton sou = 'l mtyk, to the reading of MT 
(see the Textual Note on "slain standing erect" at v. 19) but found its way into the text 
at this point. Surely, then, 'lykm wsdy is to be preferred to '/ bmwtyk here, and it follows 
that we must reject the rest of the LXXL reading as well, inasmuch as it makes little 
sense after wsdy ("and the fields of the mountains of death" [?]). We are obliged, it 
seems, to make sense of wsdy trwmt by reinterpretation or emendation. 

The most cogent case for retention of the received reading is based on comparison 
with merome sadeh, "the heights of the field" (RSV), in Judg 5:18, a text that seems 
first to have been elicited in explanation of the present passage by Graetz (cf. Smith) 
and that recently has been pointed to again, independently of Graetz, by Freedman 
(1972:121-22; cf. Dahood 1972:398-99) and Fokkelman (1979). Freedman and Da
hood are especially eager to preserve against emendation the parallelism they find 
between hare baggilboa ', "O mountains in Gilboa," and usede terumot. They argue that 
ten2ma means "height" and take "the waw before sdy as an emphatic particle, here 
with vocative force" (Freedman 1972:122; cf. Dahood 1968:204). Thus Freedman 
translates" 'Even you lofty fields,' i.e., 'fields of the heights,' the plateau in the Gilboa 
range where the-battle actually took place," comparing merome sadeh of Judg 5:18, 
"usually rendered 'heights of the field' but clearly referring to an elevated plain, or 
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plateau" (122). Freedman's solution is accepted by Shea (1976:140-41), who, however, 
doubts the expression has vocative force and translates "or the fields of heights." I am 
sympathetic to Shea's caution about the vocative use of the conjunction, a grammatical 
feature of which other examples have been proposed (e.g., Dahood 1968:204) without, 
in my opinion, successfully demonstrating its existence. But Shea's own interpretation, 
which, if I understand him correctly, assumes a distinction between the mountains of 
Gilboa (the scarp itself) and "the fields of heights" (the western slope of the Gilboa 
watershed)---thus, "upon you or the fields of heights"-seems excessively precise and, 
in any case, would be more naturally expressed by w'l sdy, etc.-thus, "upon you or 
upon the fields of heights." Nor, finally, is it clear to me that the parallel vocatives 
sought by Freedman and Dahood are desirable after all. Driver, for example, contends 
that "a second vocative ... after hry bglb' spoils the rhythm." 

Ifwe concede that no satisfactory interpretation of the received text has been achieved, 
we must turn to emendation. A number of proposals were made by the older critics, but 
none achieved any widespread acceptance. Smith, for example, suggested sdwr hmwr, 
"O fields of death!" (cf. LXXL). Klostermann's conjecture---sdwr rmyh, "O fields of de
ceit!"-was revived by Schulz in a form that departs in no important way from MT, viz. 
w(?)sdy rrmr ( = rarmfr}, adopted by de Vaux and Hertzberg, who render it as "you false 
fields!" A well-received modem solution, first put forward by Ginsberg (1938), finds its 
clue in verses from a Ugaritic poem (CTCA 19. l [=UT' 1 Aqht].44-45). The passage in 
question, which contains an imprecation uttered by the poem's protagonist after the 
death of his son, reads: bl !I bl rbb bl fr' rhmrm, "Let there be no dew, no rain, no upsurg
ing(?) of the double deep!" A number of scholars have found the parallel sufficiently 
striking to accept Ginsberg's emendation of wsdy rrwmr in the present passage to wfr' 
rhmr (for bibliography see Schoors in Fisher 1972:5~58, to which add Speiser 1950 and 
Fenton 1979, where Ginsberg's solution is defended against the objections of Freedman 
and Dahood) and translate the restored text "nor upsurgings of the deep" (RSV) or the 
like. This proposal, however, is not without its difficulties. Such an emendation must be 
able to demonstrate a high potential for graphic confusion in the texts it proposes to 
relate, especially when the product of the supposed corruption is a reading at least as 
obscure as the reconstructed original. In this case, then, we must compare wfr' thmr and 
wsdy rrwmt in the scripts in which our texts were transmitted. The second word presents 
no problem: The confusion of h for rw was easy in scripts of the Hasmonean and 
Herodian periods. The first word is more difficult: ws and ws were, of course, identical 
and r and d almost identical in scripts of every period; but confusion of' for y, while not 
impossible (both were small letters written high on the line), was not easy at any period. 
Proponents of this emendation, then, must assume it likely that the error was made in 
copying a damaged original. There are, moreover, lexical difficulties in Ginsberg's 
proposal. Ugaritic fr' is itself obscure-Ginsberg's comparison of Arabic sr', "hasten," a 
verb not known to have been used of bodies of water, is not very helpful (cf. Gordis 
1940:35; Speiser 1950:378)---and, in any case, no Hebrew cognate is attested (far-Ua' in 
Lev 21:18; 22:23 is not demonstrably related). It is difficult, in short, to maintain 
Ginsberg's proposal in its original form. 

The parallel between the Ugaritic and Hebrew passages remains impressive, how
ever. Each involves a mournful cursing of the ground in response to the death of a hero. 
More specifically, each involves a wish for the failure of the sources of fresh water. In 
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the Ugaritic passage this includes not only the sources of water from above-fl, "dew," 
and rbb, "rain"-but also the sources of water from below-thmtm, "the double deep," 
and biblical and extrabiblical materials can be cited to show this duality to have been 
conventional in blessings and curses (see the NOTE on "dew ... rain ... flowing of 
the deeps"). In the present passage we have the former-r/. "dew," and mfr. "rain" 
-and we expect the latter-thmwt, "the deeps." It would be a mistake, therefore, not 
to follow Ginsberg's lead; but we require a variation of his solution with modifications 
addressed to the paleographical and lexical problems. This has already been provided, 
in my opinion, by Gordis (1940:35-36), who suggests the reading wsdy, based on the 
Aramaic verb sdy, "pour, flow, empty out." This suggestion eliminates the paleograph
ical difficulties we encountered with wsr', and it is lexically unobjectionable, based on 
a well-known Northwest Semitic verb. We read, therefore, with Gordis: wsdy thmwt, 
"or flowing of the deeps." 

shield (bis) Reading miigin each time with MT and the versions. Freedman (1972: 
122-23), comparing Punic magon, a title equivalent to Latin imperator. ''.commander," 
or dux, "leader" (cf. Maurin 1962), and shown by Dahood to occur in Biblical Hebrew 
(cf. especially Pss 84: 10[84:9]; 89: 19[89: I 8]), renders the word "chieftain" in both 
places ("the warrior chieftain ... Saul the chieftain"). If Freedman is correct, we should 
emend miigin to miigiin, the Hebrew equivalent of Phoenician-Punic magon. A case 
against such a change is made by Shea (1976:142 n. 5). 

of the warrior For MT gbwrym, "of the warriors," we read gbr-m, the singular, as 
suggested by the parallel, mgn S'wl, "the shield of Saul," augmented by the enclitic 
-m particle, an archaic feature of Hebrew poetry that has been studied systematically 
by Hummel (1957). I take "the warrior" as a reference to Saul. 

is not rubbed with oil Reading MT (qere) be/f miisua~ (see below) bassamen. Some 
interpreters relate this expression to Saul, as required by MT (ketib) msy~. "anointed," 
others to the shield, as allowed though not required by MT (qere) miisua~. Our 
translation conforms to the latter understanding (see the NOTE). The former seems to 
founder upon the fact that Saul was anointed with oil (cf. 1:14,16). Indeed, the versions 
that relate the expression unambiguously to Saul either omit the negative particle, b 
e-lf (Syr., Targ.), or paraphrase epexegetically (Vulg. quasi non unctus; cf. AV "as 
though he had not been anointed"). Freedman (1972:123) addresses this difficulty by 
arguing "that we have here an instance of the asseverative use of b//bly instead of the 
negative use" and translates "duly anointed with oil" (cf. Whitley 1972). Note, finally, 
that a few scholars have accepted Graetz's (see Smith) emendation of bly, "not," to 
kly, "a weapon"-thus, "the weapon rubbed with oil" or, perhaps, "the weapon of the 
one who was anointed with oil" (cf. Holladay 1970:174). 

22. From OL, Syr.: "But from ... " 
the slain ... warriors' MT ~llym ... gbwrym. The order is reversed in LXXL. 

Gevirtz (1963:88-90), on the basis of the parallelism of gibbdrim and ~ayi/, "valor," 
elsewhere, emends ~aliilim, "the slain," to ~ayyiilfm, "the valiant," an otherwise 
unknown word (cf. Holladay 1970:176-77). 

from LXXL and certain other MSS have "and from." 
did not retreat So MT: 1' nswg ·~wr for I' nswg ·~wr (cf. Ps 129:5 and the treatment 

of both passages by LXX), as many MSS of MT actually read (BHS). In anticipation 
of the following line LXX reads "did not retreat empty." Because qst, "bow," is 
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feminine, Budde (followed by Holladay 1970: 176) emends nswg to tSwg. but niis6g, if 
it is not to be understood as an infinitive absolute (GK' §l 131f.), may be said to be 
masculine by attraction to "Jonathan." 

23. Beloved ... not separated In MT v. 23 reads hn 'hbym whn 'ymm b~yyhm 
wbmwtm /' nprdw, "Beloved and charming in their life, and in their death they were 
not separated." A number of critics have sensed an imbalance in the parallelism here. 
Gevirtz, for example, is inclined to introduce a verb, dbqw or htlkdw, after b~yyhm 
to correspond to /' nprdw-thus, in his translation, "The beloved and the pleasant! I 
In their lives they were joined I And in their death they were not divided" (1963: 
91-92). A close look at the text of LXX, however, suggests that the problem can be 
solved without conjectural emendation. LXX8A read hoi egapemenoi kai horaioi ou 
diakechorismenoi euprepeis en te zoe auton kai en to thanato auton ou diechoristhesan. 
"The beloved and lovely, not separated. Lovely in their life, and in their death they were 
not separated." Euprepeis is a duplicate of horaioi, which was the OG translation of 
n'ymym, as the translation of n'mt by horaiothes in v. 26 shows (cf. Wellhausen). 
Moreover, LXXLMN omit euprepeis, suggesting that it was introduced late as a correc
tion toward the reading (n'ymm b~yyhm, etc.) of MT. At first glance ou diakecho
rismenoi seems to be another duplicate, in this case of ou diechoristhesan; but certain 
facts weigh against such a conclusion. First, it is present in all MSS of LXX, and its 
presence is probably not, therefore, related to the introduction of euprepeis. Second, its 
position between horaioi = n'ymym and (excluding euprepeis) en te zoe auton = 
bmwtm corresponds to nothing in the text of MT, a fact that indicates it did not arise 
recensionally. Third, it is grammatically at variance with ou diechoristhesan = /' nprdw; 
specifically, it has the form of a participle, not a finite verb. In short, ou diakecho
rismenoi seems to be an original part of the text of LXX, and we must conclude that 
another word, quite likely a negated participle, stood here in the Hebrew Vorlage of 
LXX. Now another form of nprd would seem to be aesthetically objectionable (cf. 
Wellhausen). I suggest, therefore, that the translator of LXX used two forms of the 
same Greek word to render different Hebrew originals here. Tentatively we may 
retroject ou diakechorismenoi as /' nbdlym. "not parted, divided." With LXX, then, 
we may restore (h)n'hbym wn'ymym l' nbdlym b~yyhm wbmwtm /' nprdw. Here we 
have the balance sought by Gevirtz-with chiasm as a bonus. MT, we can conclude, 
originally shared the longer reading of LXX, but /' nbdlym was lost by haplography, 
a scribe's eye skipping from -(y)m at the end of wn'ymym to -ym at the end of nbdlym. 

They (3) So MT, LXXL. LXX8AMN, Syr.: "And they .... " 
24. weep The text of LXXL suggests that this preceded "for Saul," but evidently 

the original word order was 'l s'wl bkynh, as shown by MT, LXX8A"'. In LXX8 klausate 
= bkynh is repeated, probably by dittography. 

for Reading '/, for which MT has '/ as frequently in this material (2:9; etc.). Cf. 
LXX (epi), Syr. ('/), Targ. ('/). 

who dressed you We read hmlbskm with MT. In view of the frequent use of 
masculine pronouns to refer to feminine antecedents (GK' §1350), emendation to 
hmlbskn would be hypercorrect (cf. Holladay 1970: 180). 

luxurious crimson MT foy 'm 'dnym, lit. "crimson with luxuries." It is not certain, 
however, that 'dnym can mean "luxuries"; in Jer 51 :24 it seems to refer to food-thus 
"dainties, delicacies," like m'dnym-and Targ. expands interpretively to "who dressed 
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you in crimson and fed you (wmwkyl; other MSS have wmwbyl, "and brought you") 
delicacies (tpnwqyn)." The basic meaning of 'dn seems to be "provide (richly)": com
pare line 4 of the unpublished Aramaic-Akkadian bilingual inscription from Tell el
Fakariyeh, where m'dn corresponds to mufabbidu, "providing (richly)." Emendation 
of 'dnym to sdnym, i.e., sedfnfm, "fine linen," found support among ,earlier critics 
(Graetz, Klostermann, Smith) and remains attractive (cf. Ackroyd) despite the absence 
of textual corroboration. LXX kosmou hymon reflects 'dykm (on the gender of the 
suffix, see the preceding and succeeding Textual Notes), "your jewelry," which, though 
preferred by Gevirtz (1963:93-94), is to be rejected as an anticipation of 'dy, "jewelry," 
below. 

golden jewelry That is, 'dy zhb, lit. "jewelry of gold" (MT, LXX"AMN, etc.). LXXL 
= 'dy wzhb, "jewelry and gold." 

your gowns Reading lbwsykm for MT lbwskn, "your (fem.) gown." In the older 
orthography, in which vowels were not represented, the number of the noun was 
ambiguous (lbskm), a situation that led to the confusion in MT; but the required plural 
is reflected by Lxx•AMN, Syr. The "masculine" form of the suffix has MS'support (BHS) 
and probably ought to be read as lectio difficilior (see the Textual Note on "who dressed 
you" above). 

25. slain standing erect MT '/ bmwtyk ~II. as in v. 19. LXX"A follow MT, but 
LXXLMN offer a different reading, viz. eis thanaton etraumatisthes = lmwt ~lit, lit. 
"unto death you were slain," that is, "you were mortally wounded." At the end of the 
verse LXXL adds emoi = ly, "for me, to me," in anticipation of the three occurrences 
of ly in the next verse. 

26. for you, my brother MT and LXX8A have "for you, my brother Jonathan," an 
explicative addition that echoes v. 25. The name appears in the MSS of LXXL as well, 
but its varying position shows it to have been added secondarily to correct the text 
toward the MT tradition-thus, be,: epi soi ionathan adelphe, "for you, Jonathan, (my) 
brother"; o: epi soi adelphe mou ionathan, "for you, my brother Jonathan"; e,: ionathan 
epi soi adelphe, "Jonathan, for you, (my) brother." The Vorlage of OG had 'lyk ·~y. 

"for you, my brother," evidently the primitive reading. 
was wonderful Instead of the expected form, np/'h or perhaps npl't (cf. Ps 118:23), 

MT has np/'th. The anomaly leads Freedman (1972:123; cf. Cross and Freedman 
195CJ:47,50) to read two words, npl' 'th, "you were extraordinary" (rendering the rest 
of v. 26b as "Loving you, for me, was better than loving women"). I prefer to explain 
the anomaly by reference to the pattern of the final-he verbs, a category from which 
final-'alep verbs frequently borrowed forms (Driver; cf. GK' §7500). Thus npl'th is 
formed on the analogy of nglth, etc. (cf. h~b'th for the expected h~b'h, "she hid," in 
Josh 6: 17). Corresponding to npl'th is epepesen = nplh, "fell," in LXX\ which is 
different throughout v. 26b: epepesen ep' eme he agapesis sou hos he agapesis ton gynai
kon = nplh 'ly 'hbtk k'hbt hnsym, "Your love fell upon me like the love of (the) 
women." 

27. the weapons of war MT kly ml~mh, for which LXXL skeue epithymeta reflects 
kly m~md, "the precious vessels." The expression kele ma~mad or kele ~emda is often 
used in reference to treasures of state (II Chron 32:27) or temple (II Chron 36: 10, 19), 
especially when carried off as booty by an enemy (Hos 13:15; Nab 2:10 [2:9]). Thus 
the LXX reading would be entirely appropriate in the present context. But Freedman 
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has convinced me of the probability that this concluding refrain refers to the weapons 
mentioned along with the warriors in the body of the poem (vv. 21,22) and of the 
improbability that it introduces an entirely new element, viz. the loss of sacred objects 
to the enemy. 

NOTES 

18. the Book of Jashar. A lost anthology of poetry. It included the present elegy, 
the verses to the sun and moon in Josh 10:12-13, and Solomon's little poem on the 
dedication of the temple in I Kings 8: 12-13 (cf. 8:53+ [LXX]). The significance of the 
title, seper hayyiisiir, is unknown. It seems to mean "the Book of the Upright," but what 
this might signify is hard to say. In the Greek text of I Kings 8:53+ it is called bib
li[os] tes odes, as ifseper hassfr (i.e., syr for y5r), "the Book of(the) Song," an entirely 
appropriate title. 

19. Alas, prince of Israel. Following Cross (1973:122 n. 34) and Stuart (1976:188, 193; 
cf. Ackroyd), I understand h~by yfr'I as ho ~ebf yifrii'e/. The particle ho, "Alas!'', is 
found in Amos 5: 16 (ho}, where it is used of mourners. It occurs also in II Sam 3:33, 
where the archaic spelling (h-) has again caused confusion. The literal meaning of 
~ebf is "gazelle" (Syr. [by'), an example of the common use of animal names as 
designations for heroes and other notable persons in Northwest Semitic literature (cf. 
Miller 1971 ). It is used here to refer to Saul (according to Freedman 1972: 119-20, 
Jonathan) as Israel's "gazelle," that is, "commander" or "prince" (Dahood 1959: 
161-62; Miller 1971:185); cf. the use ofUgaritiqby in CTCA 15 [= UT' 128].4.7,18. 

slain standing erect. Hebrew 'al-biimotekii ~ii/iii has in the past been interpreted in 
one of two ways. (I) Taking h~by, understood as "the gazelle" or "the glory," as the 
subject of ~II. and yfr'/, "Israel," as the antecedent of the pronoun -k, "your," many 
read "The gazelle ( = Saul), 0 Israel, upon your heights is slain!" (2) A different 
interpretation is suggested by lines of poetry from the Qumran "Scroll of the War of 
the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness" (!QM 12.10): 

tn ydkh b'wrp 'wybykh 
wrglkh '/ bmwty ~II 

Set your hand on the neck of your enemies 
and your foot on the backs of the slain. 

To the first line compare Gen 49:8; the second contains the sequence that concerns us, 
'I bmwty ~II. "on the backs of the slain." This suggests an interpretation of our passage 
similar to that of Gevirtz (1963:77-82; see p. 79 n. 25 for earlier bibliography). Taking 
h~b() as a verb (see above) and "Israel" as the antecedent of -k, "your," we might read, 
"Erect (a monument), 0 Israel, over your backs of slain!", that is, "over the bodies of 
your slain!" 

There are, in my opinion, two decisive objections to both of these interpretations. (I) 
In both cases "Israel" is the antecedent of the pronoun "your." Inv. 25, however, the 
expression '/ bmwtyk ~II occurs again, but there "Israel" is not available as an anteced-
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ent. (2) Neither of these understandings of biimot (the "heights" of the mountains, the 
"backs" of the enemies) yields an acceptable meaning when applied to 'l bmwty in 22:34 
(cf. Hab 3:19), which seems to contain a form of the same expression. We seek an 
explanation of 'l bmwtyk ~11 that makes sense of both its occurrences in the present 
poem and, by extension, of 'l bmwty in 22:34. 

A systematic treatment of Hebrew biimti and its cognates by Vaughn (1974) suggests 
that in its most primitive sense the word refers to the swell of the rib cage of a human 
being or animal and that other meanings, both anatomical ("back, flank") and topologi
cal ("high place, ridge, hill-flank"), arose from this. Now in II Sam I: 19,25 it is not 
Israel's biimot, "heights," that are intended, as we have seen. Inv. 25 it can only be 
Jonathan's biimot that are referred to, and thus in v. 19 it must be the biimot of Saul 
("prince of Israel"). Evidently, then, the reference is to Saul's "back"--or, rather, 
"backs," since bmwtyk is plural or dual. Thus, David says of Saul that he was upon 
his "backs" when he was slain. To be or stand (22:34) upon one's "backs" is evidently 
an idiom; but what does it mean? Ugaritic bmt also means "back," and Akkadian bantu 
( < •bamtu) refers to the torso, specifically the area between the thighs arid ribs. As a 
dual, then, Hebrew biimot probably refers specifically to the haunches or hips and loins. 
With this in mind, II Sam 22:34 becomes especially instructive. The passage describes 
Yahweh's preparation of the psalmist for battle. According to the imagery, as we shall 
see, Yahweh is actually manufacturing a powerful fighting man. After planting his legs 
firmly in place as a foundation (v. 34a), he causes him to stand upon his biimot (v. 34b), 
i.e., erect(!). To be or stand upon one's "backs" is evidently an idiom meaning to stand 
upright or erect. Thus, in the present passage David praises Saul for having died in 
battle. He was fatally wounded (~iiliil) while standing bravely erect (upon your 
"backs"), i.e., not cowering before his enemies. The same is said of Jonathan in v. 25. 
The praise in v. 22, then, is in the same vein. 

20. Gath . .. Ashkelon. Major Philistine cities. Modem 'Asqalan is situated on the 
coast, ca. twelve miles north of Gaza, and Tell ~-~ifi. which seems now to be the 
leading candidate for the disputed site of ancient Gath (Rainey 1975; cf. Wright 
1966:78-86), is some fifteen miles farther on to the east-northeast. 

21. 0 mountains in Gilboa. Hebrew hare baggilboa ', a rarity of poetic grammar in 
which a noun preceding a prepositional phrase to which it stands in close relation is 
in the construct state (cf. Isa 9:2; etc.). See GK' §130a. For Gilboa, see the NOTE at 
1:6. 

dew ... rain ... flowing of the deeps. See the Textual Note on "upon you ... the 
deeps." These are the fresh waters, both celestial-the dew and rain, which fall from 
the sky-and subterranean-the deeps, which "go forth in valley and mountain" (Deut 
8:7) to water the ground. They have a conventional place in blessings: 

Blessings of the sky above! 
Blessings of the deep that lies below! 

(Gen 49:25; cf. Deut 33:13) 

And they have a place in curses as well. A Ugaritic imprecation (discussed in the 
Textual Note on "upon you ... the deeps") reads: 

Let there be no dew, no rain, 
no surging(?) of the double deep! 
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In an Old Babylonian myth (Atraaasis 2:11-13; cf. ANET', p. 104) the earth is cursed 
as follows: 

Above let Adad withhold his rain! 
Below let the ftood not ftow, 

let it not rise from its source! 

The evil David invokes upon Gilboa, then, is in the tradition of these even more ancient 
curses. As Speiser puts it ( 1950:378), "what is involved ... is the total failure of the 
normal sources of life-giving water, in the form of rains from above and springs from 
below." 

begrimed ... not rubbed with oil. These two expressions, both often misunderstood, 
stand in parallelism, and each helps to clarify the other. Hebrew nig'al is unique, 
g'l occurring nowhere else in Nip'al in the Bible. The meaning is shown by Rabbinic 
Hebrew, in which it means "be soiled" in Nitpa'el, and Aramaic, in which it means 
"be polluted, soiled" in Hitpe'el (cf. Jastrow, p. 261). Driver doubts this, regarding 
this sense of the verb as Aramaic and preferring a translation like "rejected with 
loathing." He is supported by the Qal meaning of Biblical Hebrew g'l, viz. "reject," 
and by Aquila's translation (apeblethe, "was rejected"). But the parallel, beli masua~ 
bassJ.men, "not rubbed with oil," decisively favors a rendering like "is soiled, be
grimed" for nig'al. The meaning of "not rubbed with oil" is elucidated by Isa 21 :5, 
where mis~u magen, "Rub the shield (with oil)!" implies "Prepare for battle!" (Driver). 
Shields were made of leather and were oiled to keep them ready for use. Millard ( 1978) 
has assembled ample material from Mesopotamian sources, including references in 
cuneiform texts to leather shields and makers of leather shields, to illustrate this point; 
most illuminating is a reference to "oil to rub shield(s)," in which "Sumerian ses is 
equivalent to Akkadian pasafo, a verb used like Hebrew masa~ for 'anointing' in both 
secular and sacred senses." The point of the present bicolon, then, is that Saul's shield 
is not oiled and ready for action, as befits a hero's shield; rather, it lies neglected and 
covered with grime on Mount Gilboa. 

22. the warriors'fat. We are not to think of the Philistines slain by Jonathan and Saul 
as paunchy and soft. On the contrary, fat seems to have been thought of as the seat 
of power and strength, or, as Heller puts it, "Im Fett ist die Kraft" (1970: 107). 

23. not parted in life. An instance of elegiac generosity. To be sure, Jonathan lived 
with and fought alongside his father to the end; he was no Abishalom. But the relation
ship between the two men was, at least at times, a highly strained one. According to 
our sources, the cause of the tension was their differing attitudes toward David. See 
especially I Sam 20:241>-34. 

24. luxurious crimson. Hebrew sani 'im- 'adanim (see the Textual Note). Clothing 
dyed with the brilliant red called sani was regarded as a sign of prosperity (Prov 31 :21 ). 
The source of the dyestuff was the dried bodies of the various kermes insects (Arabic 
qirmiz; cf. English "crimson"). 

25. Talmon (1975:364-65) has shown the relationship of this verse to v. 19 to be 
an important structural component of the lament. The two verses are linked by "dis
tant inverted parallelism." The repetition of the refrain "How the warriors are fall
en!" creates an inclusion that rounds off the main body of the poem. V. 25b ("Jona
than ... ")answers to v. 19a ("Alas, prince of Israel ... ")and thus effectually connects 
the Jonathan "afterthought," as Talmon describes it, to the main body of the poem. 
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26. On the close relationship between David and Jonathan, a major feature of the 
stories of David's days at the court of Saul, see I Sam 18:1-5; 19:1-7; 20:1-21:1; and 
23: 14-18. In the ancient Near East "love" terminology belonged to the language of 
political discourse, and many of the statements made about Jonathan's love for David 
are charged with political overtones (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE on 20: 17). But as the 
present passage illustrates well, there was also warm personal intimacy in the relation
ship between the two men. 

27. and the weapons of war lost. The verb (w)y'bdw might mean "perished" as well 
as "lost" (thus RSV, "and the weapons of war perished"). Gevirtz (1963 :95) concludes 
that "Saul and Jonathan are themselves the perished instruments of war" (so Thenius, 
Keil, Driver, Smith, etc.). Freedman (1972:123-24), taking gbwrym, "heroes," as the 
subject of y'bdw, "perished," as well as nplw, "are fallen," relegates kly mlJ:imh to 
ablative force-thus "with (their) weapons" or "by the instruments of war." 

COMMENT 

Our narrator quotes the lyrics of David's lament verbatim, citing the Book of 
Jashar as his source (see the NOTE at v. 18). He also tells us that the people 
of Judah were instructed by David to learn the song. David's fellow southern
ers, in other words, were to elegize the fallen king of Israel. If there was at that 
time in Judah a mood of resentment toward Saul, then David did not share 
or encourage it. Instead, it was his conviction, as demonstrated by the com
mand to teach the song, that Judah owed respect to Saul's throne. In this way 
the details of v. 18a contribute to the general impression made by the inclusion 
of the elegy itself in the narrative that David's loyalty to Saul persisted to the 
last, that he remembered Saul with honor and affection, and that the news of 
Saul's death inspired in him a deep sense of public loss joined with no more 
:ielfish private emotion than grief. 

The Argument of the Elegy 

At the beginning of the poem, v. 19, Saul ("prince oflsrael") is invoked (v. 
19a), the refrain-"How the warriors are fallenl"-is sounded for the first time 
(v. 19b), and the lament is begun. 

Inv. 20 the wish is expressed that the report oflsrael's amiction be kept from 
reaching the homeland of the enemy. The Philistine women, if they learn the 
news, will have an opportunity to make merry at Israel's expense. Next, in v. 
21, the Gilboa ridge, the site of the tragedy, is cursed. Saul's shield ought to 
be put safely away in the Israelite battle camp, its leather surface cleaned and 
treated with oil in anticipation of future battles, but instead it lies on the 
mountain's slope encrusted with the grime of combat. In consequence an 
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imprecation is uttered against the mountain itself. The fresh waters that sustain 
life are forbidden to nourish Gilboa from above or below. 

In vv. 22-23 the heroism of Jonathan and Saul is eulogized. Though they 
lost their lives, we are told in v. 22, they did not shrink from combat, inflicting 
heavy casualties on the enemy. They are remembered together in v. 23 as 
popular and winning leaders. Father and son, they were joined in life by the 
natural ties of kinship, and death, too, was a thing they shared (v. 23a). Finally 
(v. 23b), their prowess is remarked upon again. 

In v. 24 the song turns to Saul alone. The women of Israel are called upon 
to mourn him in memory of the prosperity his rule brought them. 

After a repetition of the refrain (v. 2Saa) attention is shifted to Jonathan 
alone in vv. 25-26. The grief expressed here is the poem's most personal and 
poignant. 

The elegy returns at its conclusion, v. 27, to the refrain, lamenting again the 
fall of the warriors, whose once proud weapons (cf. vv. 21,22) now lie useless 
and still. 

Authorship 

Here and there in the major prose narratives of the Bible a poem appears. 
In most cases the subject of the poem is generally appropriate to the context; 
often the poem is explicitly attributed to a major figure in the story. Occasion
ally, however, there are details in the verses of such a poem that seem incom
patible with its context, and rather frequently there are good reasons to doubt 
the poem's attribution to its purported author. The last major poem in the 
larger narrative before David's elegy is a case in point. Hannah's song in I Sam 
2: I-IO is a pious lyric of thanksgiving, generally suited to the context in which 
it stands, where a child has been born in response to a barren woman's prayer; 
yet the blessing invoked for the king at the end of the poem shows that it, in 
fact, originated in monarchical times and that its attribution to Hannah is 
pseudonymous (cf. I Samuel, especially pp. 74-76). Similarly, we shall find 
reason to qualify the claims of high antiquity and Davidic authorship made 
on behalf of the poem in chap. 22. 

What, then, can we conclude about the origin of the present poem? Was it, 
too, composed in some later age? Probably not. The evidence in this case points 
in the other direction. The subject matter of our poem is specifically-not 
merely generally-pertinent to the narrative context. The composition of an 
elegy for Saul and Jonathan generations after their death would be pointless. 
It is difficult, then, to think of the origin of the present poem at a date long 
after the events described in the surrounding narrative. But is the attribution 
to David spurious? Again, probably not. The sentiments expressed in the 
lament correspond to those that David held-at least according to the author 
of the account of his rise to power; that is, the sentiments are those David 
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wanted the people of Israel and Judah to ascribe to him. The highly personal 
declaration of grief over Jonathan's death in vv. 25-26, moreover, would be 
out of place on any lips but David's. Nor must we even assume that the elegy 
was written/or David by a singer in his retinue, for our oldest tradition about 
David's youth remembers him as a musician (I Sam 16:14-23). It i~ reasonable 
to assume, in short, that the narrator's claims about the authorship of our 
poem and the occasion of its composition are sound. 



III. DAVID BECOMES KING OF JUDAH 
(2:1-11) 

2 1Afterwards David inquired of Yahweh: "Shall I go up into one of 
the cities of Judah?" 

"Yes," Yahweh told him. 
"Where shall I go?" asked David. 
"To Hebron," he said. 
2So David went up along with his two wives, Ahinoam of Jezreel and 

Abigail, the widow of Nabal of Carmel, land the men who were with 
him, each with his family. They took up residence in Hebron. 

4Then the men of Judah came and anointed David king over the 
house of Judah. 

An 01/erture to the Lords of Jabesh 

When David was informed that the men of Jabesh-gilead had buried 
Saul, '[he] sent messengers to the lords of Jabesh-gilead. "May you be 
blessed by Yahweh!" he said to them. "You acted loyally towards your 
lord, Saul, by burying him. 6Now may Yahweh act loyally and con
stantly towards you! And I too shall establish such a friendship with 
you, since you did this thing! 7Now let your hands be steady and be 
stalwart! For your lord, Saul, is dead, and it is I whom the house of 
Judah have anointed over them as king." 

Ishbaal Becomes King of Israel 

8Now Abiner son of Ner, the commander of Saul's army, had taken 
Saul's son Ishbaal and conducted him to Mahanaim, 9where he made 
him king over Gilead, the Geshurites, Jezreel, Ephraim, Benjamin, and 
Israel in its entirety- 10(1shbaal son of Saul was forty years old when 
he began to rule over Israel, and he ruled for two years.) But the house 
of Judah followed David. ll(The time David ruled in Hebron over the 
house of Judah was seven years and six months.) 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

2 2. So David went up All witnesses are expansive. MT, LXXA: "So David went up 
there." LXXL: "So David went up 10 Hebron." Lxx•MN: "So David went up there to 
Hebron." 

3. and the men So LXX"MN. MT, LXXAL: "And his men." Syr.: "And David and 
his men." 

who were with him At this point MT (cf. LXXA0
) adds "David brought up," 

understanding v. 3a as a new sentence; cf. Wellhausen. Syr. adds slqw = '/w, "(they) 
went up." 

each with his family MT (cf. LXX) ys wbytw. Syr.: w'nsy byth = ~·nsy bytw, "and 
the men of his house." Targ.: gbr w'ns bytyh = MT(?). 

in Hebron With Syr. we omit 'ry, "the cities of," found in the other witnesses, an 
echo of "the cities of Judah" in v. I. The puzzling statement that David and his men 
took up residence "in the cities of Hebron" has prompted considerable discussion; cf., 
most recently, Grl!lnbaek 1971 :223. 

4. anointed David All witnesses add "there." MT, LXXA: "anointed there David"; 
LXX9

: "anointed David there." The variety of location suggests that the adverb is 
secondary. Cf. the Textual Note at 2:2. 

king That is, leme/ek (so MT). Most MSS of LXX, Syr., and Targ. interpret the 
same consonantal text as /imlok, "to rule." See also the second Textual Note at 2:7. 

that The clause that follows is introduced by /e'mor and is to be understood as 
direct speech (thus MT, lit. "And they informed David, saying, 'The men of Jabesh
gilead ... ' "), though here rendered indirectly for the sake of the English. At the same 
time, however, the clause is introduced by 'aser, as is sometimes the case in direct 
speech (so I :4 above and also I Sam 15:20; cf GK'§ l 57c). This 'aser has been displaced 
in MT (cf. LXXL) to follow "Jabesh-gilead" (as if "(It was] the men of Jabesh-gilead 
who buried Saul"), but it is reflected by LXX" hoti in its original position. 

5-11. Substantial portions of these verses, including all of vv. 6 and 11, are missing 
from LXX9

, our most direct witness to the text of OG. For this reason witnesses 
normally of secondary consequence, such as Syr. and LXX\ take on special signifi
cance here. 

5. the lords of Reading b'ly on the basis of LXX9 hegoumenous (cf. Judg 9:51 
[LXXAJ) in preference to MT 'nsy, "the men," which is reminiscent of the preceding 
verse. For b'ly ybys g/'d, see MT's text of 21:12, where, in a reversal of the present 
situation, it is LXX that shows substitution of the more common, inferior reading; see 
the Textual Note there. 

You acted loyally Reading 'sytm ~sd on the basis of LXXL pepoiekate e/eon. Other 
witnesses are expansive. MT (cf. LXXMN) has 'sytm h~sd hzh-thus, "you did this loyal 
deed." LXX" is missing at this point, but LXXA has to e/eos tou theou = ~sd h'/hym, 
"the loyalty of God"; note 'lyhm, "to them," earlier in the verse, which may have stood 
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immediately above QSd in some MSS. Space considerations suggest that 4QSam' com
bined the readings represented by MT and LXXA: [Qsd h'lhym hz]h. 

towards MT (cf. Syr.) 'im. LXX epi and 4QSam' 'l point to 'al, otherwise attested 
with Qesed in MT only in I Sam 20:8, where the versions reflect 'im. The expected 
preposition is 'im, and 'al might be preferred here and in I Sam 20:8 as lectio difficilior. 

Saul MT ('m) and LXXLMN (epi = 'I) repeat "towards," which, though conform
ing to good Hebrew idiom, is to be omitted with LXXA. The versions show further 
expansion after "Saul"-thus LXXMN, "towards Saul, the anointed of Yahweh"; Syr., 
"towards Saul, the anointed of Yahweh, and towards Jonathan, his son." Space consider
ations suggest that 4QSam' read 'l S'wl with LXXL but lacked the subsequent expan
sions of the other versions. 

him So MT, LXXA. Syr.: "them" (see the preceding Textual Nore). LXXM is again 
expansive: "him and Jonathan, his son." 

7. your lord, Saul So MT, LXX0AM. LXXLN, Syr.: "Saul, your lord." 
over them as king So 4QSam': 'lylim i[mlk] (cf. LXX8M). MT, LXXA: "as king over 

them." There is no basis for preference between these arrangements. Note that, as in 
the case of 2:4, some witnesses (Syr., Targ.) understand lmlk as limliik, "to rule," 
rather than lemelek, "as king." 

8. Abiner The correct pronunciation of the name is shown to have been 'libiner by 
its first occurrence in MT in I Sam 14:50 and by its usual LXX transcription, aben
ner. Elsewhere in MT, including the present passage, it appears as 'abner, "Abner." 
See I Samuel. p. 256. 

the commander of Saul's army Evidently the original reading was Sr ~b' S'wl 
(i.e., far ~ebii' sii'ul; cf. 10:16; etc.) as suggested by LXX archistrategos (tou) saoul. In 
4QSam' this has become sr h~b' '[sr IS'wl], "the commander of the army whom Saul 
had," or rather, "Saul's commander of the army." MT preserves an intermediate stage, 
viz. sr ~b' 'sr ls'wl. 

had taken MT lqQ. LXXL kai elaben reflects wyqQ. showing a different understand
ing of the first part of this verse: "Now Abiner son of Ner was commander of Saul's 
army, and he took .... " 

Ishbaal That is, 'iS ba'al, "Man of Baal" (see the NOTE). The original is reflected 
by one MS of LXXL (e,), which reads eisbaal (but boc, [cf. LXXN, Syr.] have mem
phibosthe, "Mephibosheth," on which see the first Textual Note at 4: 1 ), sustained 
by OL and the Greek texts of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion (BHS). MT (cf. 
LXX8AM) has 'ys bst, that is, 'iS biisei. "Man of Shame," a euphemism shared by 
Josephus (Ant. 7.9) and 4QSam' in 2:10 below (['ys b]ii; the scroll is not extant in the 
present passage). 

Mahanaim MT mQnym, rendered twice by LXX8 (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.10) as ek 
tes paremboles. "from (cf. 2: 12) the camp," and eis manaem, a transcription (omitted 
by LXXALN). 4QSam' has mQn [ym ]. 

9. over The preposition is repeated for each of the six parts of lshbaal's dominion. 
In each case we read 'I with LXX epi. In the first three cases MT has '/; cf. the second 
Textual Note at 1 :24. 

Gilead So MT: gl'd. LXX reflects hgl'dy, "the Gileadite(s)," under the influence 
of the name that follows in the list. 

the Geshurites The witnesses offer conflicting testimony. MT h'swry, "the Ashur-
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ites, Assyrians" (?), suggests hii'iiseri, "the Asherites" (cf. Judg I :32), supported by 
Targ. dbyt 'fr and perhaps by LXXL ton esrei (so e,; boc, have ton ezrei). LXX does 
not sustain this, nor does it suggest a suitable alternative (ton thaseirei = ht'syry [?]; 
cf. Wellhausen). Syr. gswr and Vulg. gesuri point to hgswry, "the Geshurites," a reading 
geographically suited to this position in the list (between Gilead and Jez~eel; see the 
NOTE and Map 2) and preferable for that reason to h'swry. Contrast Soggin 1975:41. 
The gentilic form is preserved in most witnesses and is probably original despite the 
divergence of Syr. (gswr) and LXXA (ton thasour), in which the nongentilic pattern of 
the rest of the names in the list has been adopted. 

Israel in its entirety So MT: yfr'l klh (cf. LXXA). Lxx•MN panta israel points to 
kl yfr'l, "all Israel." 

10. Ishbaal Represented in the major witnesses exactly as in 2:8; see the Textual 
Note there. 

forty One MS of OL has "thirty." 
ruled LXXN adds "over Israel." 
11. The time ... was That is, wyhyltl hymym, lit. "The days were ... " (cf. 

LXXAM). MT (cf. LXXLN) has wyhy mspr hymym, "The number of days was •... " 
David ruled Reading mlk (i.e., miilak) dwd on the basis of LXXLN ebasileusen 

daueid. MT has hyh dwd mlk (melek), "David was king." 

NOTES 

2 I. The narrator wants his audience to understand that David's return to Judah was 
intended by Yahweh. The move is fraught with political implications, and there is no 
explicit attempt in the account to deny this. But the ultimate motivating force is shown 
to have been Yahweh's will, not David's ambition. See the COMMENT. 

David inquired of Yahweh. Presumably the clivine will is discovered by agency of the 
sacred lots (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE at 14:40-42) administered by Abiathar, David's 
priest, as previously in the narrative (I Sam 23:1,4,9-12; 30:7-8). See further 5:19,23-24 
and the NOTE on "David inquired of Yahweh" at 5:19. 

Hebron. The city lay ca. nineteen miles south-southwest of Jerusalem at the center 
of the territory of Judah (see Map I); it was probably the most powerful city of the 
region. As Flanagan explains (1979:236-39), it was "a place for which there was 
lingering nostalgia and allegiance" (p. 236). Thus Abishalom will begin his rebellion 
in Hebron (15: 10), his birthplace (2:3). David, too, has close ties with Hebron: His two 
wives come from villages south of the city, and he can claim to be a benefactor of the 
Hebronites. The people of Hebron were among those he ingratiated with gifts from the 
spoils brought back from his pursuit of the Amalekite plunderers of Ziklag (I Sam 
30:31). 

2-3. his two wives . .. and the men who were with him. David is accompanied by his 
family and his entire retinue. Perhaps the narrator's purpose in mentioning this is to 
indicate, as Hertzberg suggests, that the change of address is a permanent one ("They 
took up residence ... "; cf. I Sam 27:3). 
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2. Ahinoam of Jezreel and Abigail ... of Carmel. David's two wives (cf. I Sam 25:43) 
went with him to Ziklag (I Sam 27:3), where they were almost lost to Amalekite 
brigands (I Sam 30:5,18), and now they accompany him to Hebron. For both this is 
a homecoming. Ahinoam is from Jezreel, a village listed in Josh 15:56 among the 
Judahite hill towns south of Hebron (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE at 25:43), which also 
included Carmel, Abigail's home (Josh 15:55). The site of the latter is Tell el-Kinnil, 
ca. seven miles south of modern Hebron. See Map l. (For the story of David's first 
meeting with Abigail and his dealings with her churlish first husband, Nabal, see I Sam 
25:2-42.) As Ackroyd and others have observed, "These marriages represented useful 
alliances for David in the southern area"; cf. Levenson's more emphatic statement of 
this point (1978:25-28) and the more detailed discussion of Levenson and Halpern 
(1980:508-13). 

4a. the men of Judah. Comparison of 19: 12 to 19: 15 suggests that these "men of 
Judah" are identical to the "elders of Judah" of I Sam 30:26-31, to whom David 
distributed gifts from the spoils of his punitive mission against the Amalekite plunder
ers of Ziklag (cf. Mettinger 1976: 118,141-42, 198). That is, they are the leading citizens 
of the towns of Judah and are empowered, it seems, to act officially on behalf of the 
people of Judah, who constitute, we must assume, some kind of organized and at least 
partially independent political body (cf. especially Zobel 1975). 

anointed. That is, consecrated to office by smearing the head with sweet-smelling oil. 
According to the prophetic framework in which our narrative is now set (see the 
Introduction, pp. 7-8) David has already been anointed king over all Israel, presumably 
including Judah, by Samuel (I Sam 16:13). Indeed, it was an essential principle of the 
prophetic theory of political leadership that kings must be designated and anointed by 
the agency of a prophet. But here in the older narrative David is anointed king without 
reference to a prophet (or, for that matter, a priest [cf. I Kings 1 :34,41], though we may 
suspect one was involved), and the basis for his election is popular initiative rather than 
prophetically mediated divine designation, as also in 5:3, where David is anointed by 
the elders of Israel. See Mettinger 1976:185-232, especially 198-201; Kutsch 1979. 

4b-7. This section must be read in light of the account of Saul's victory over Nahash 
the Ammonite in I Samuel 11, where the basis for the allegiance of Jabesh to Saul is 
to be found, and of the report of Saul's death in I Samuel 31, where we learn of the 
act of loyalty referred to here by David. 

4b. Jabesh-gilead. Jabesh was one of the principal cities of Gilead, Transjordanian 
Israel. The modern site is probably Tell Abu Kharaz on the east bank of the Jordan. 
See Map 2. Cf., for further discussion, I Samuel, the fifth NOTE at 10:27b. 

5. You acted loyally. Hebrew 'asitem ~esed (see the Textual Note), "You did ~esed." 
An act of ~esed, generally speaking, involved "a responsible keeping of faith with 
another with whom one is in a relationship" (Sakenfeld 1978:233). The Jabeshites' 
retrieval and burial of Saul's remains (I Sam 31:11-13) amounted to such an act not 
only because of the fealty they owed Saul as king ("your lord, Saul") but also because 
of Saul's rescue of Jabesh from the Ammonite siege in the days before he became king 
(I Samuel 11). See also Sakenfeld 1978:40-42. 

6. Now may Yahweh act loyally ... towards you/ Having done ~esed for Saul (see 
the previous NOTE), the Jabeshites deserve to be beneficiaries of Yahweh's ~esed. But 
Sakenfeld (1978:107-11) has shown by comparison to other such benedictory refer-
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ences to ~esed (II Sam 15:20; Ruth 1:8) that there is a further implication here. 
Yahweh's hesed is invoked on the Jabeshites because Saul is dead and cannot return 
their loyalty, just as it is invoked on Ittai and the Gittites in 15:20 because David expects 
to be unable to reward them for their allegiance, and on Ruth and Orpah in Ruth 1 :8 
because Naomi intends to leave them behind where she cannot repay their previous 
~esed toward her. It follows, says Sakenfeld (p. 111), that "David in using the phrase 
'may Yahweh do ~esed' is apparently suggesting that the Jabesh Gileadites' political 
relationship was to Saul and that with his death that relationship is now ended. They 
are now free to establish a new formal relationship with David (rather than with Saul's 
descendants), which David offers and suggests that they do." We might press this one 
step further. By their act of ~esed towards Saul, the Jabeshites, ·says David, have 
discharged their responsibility to the house of Saul and are now free to establish a· new 
relationship with whomever they choose. 

And I too shall establish such a friendship with you. David proposes a renewal of the 
relationship that existed between Saul and the Jabeshites, but now with himself as lord. 
Hillers ( 1964) has shown that Hebrew 'asa !dbd. like Akkadian !iibuta epesu (cf. Moran 
l 963b; Mellinger 1976:147 and nn. 32,33), may refer to the establishment of friendship, 
i.e., diplomatic amity, by treaty. Hillers explains (p. 47) that "David is seeking to 
maintain the same relation"-i.e., "such a friendship" (hauobd hazzi5'1}- "that pre
vailed in the days of Saul. ... Since treaties did not automatically continue in force 
when a new king took the throne, it was necessary for David actively to seek a renewal 
of the pact." We might add to this the observation that ifthe relationship had continued 
in force after Saul's death, the loyalty of Jabesh would probably have been transferred 
to lshbaal, not David, and David's overture would have been "necessary" in any case. 
So it is not that the end of the relationship between Saul and Jabesh makes this overture 
necessary but that it makes it possible (cf. the preceding NOTE). 

7. Now let your hands be steady and be stalwart/ David calls the men of Jabesh into 
his service. The expression te~ezaqna yedekem, "let your hands be steady" (not "let 
your hands be strong"), means, in effect, "take courage" or "be confident," as in 16:21 
(also Judg 7:11; Ezek 22:14; Zech 8:9,13). "Stalwart men" (bene ~ayil) are those who 
may be depended upon for loyal service, as in 13:28 (cf., further, I Samuel, the NOTE 
at 10:26,27a). Cazelles (1958: 104) compares David's words to the language of a letter 
from the Hittite king Shuppiluliumash to his vassal Niqmaddu II, the king of Ugarit 
(RS 17.132 [PRU vol. IV:35]), counseling courage and loyalty. 

8. Abiner. Abiner ('iibfner; cf. the Textual Note) was, as here indicated, Saul's chief 
military officer and his first cousin, the son of his uncle, Ner (according, at least, to one 
interpretation of I Sam 14:50,51; see the NOTE there in I Samuel). The language used 
in this and the following verse makes it clear that he, not the figurehead Ishbaal, wields 
real power in Israel now that Saul and Jonathan are dead. 

Ishbaal. Both the form and the interpretation of the name are disputed. In the 
received Hebrew text of Samuel it appears consistently as 'fs bi5set, apparently "Man 
of Shame" (see below), whereas Chronicles calls the same man 'esba 'al (I Chron 8:33; 
9:39). Scholars have long assumed that bi5set, "shame," is a euphemistic substitution 
for ba'al, understood as the name of the Canaanite god Baal. This assumption has 
recently been issued a thoroughgoing challenge by Tsevat (1975), who prefers an 
interpretation of baser based on the Akkadian onomastic element biisru, which means 
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"dignity, pride, vigor" and thus "guardian angel, protective spirit" (p. 76); the Hebrew 
element does not have quite the force of the Akkadian, he argues, but is rather to be 
understood as "a divine-feature-turned-epithet" (p. 77). Tsevat doubts what he calls 
"the hypothesis of dysphemism" (p. 71), i.e., the invidious substitution of boset for 
ba'al. "In postbiblical times such tendencies were operative and effective," he admits 
(p. 85), "but this is questionable for biblical times .... " But Tsevat's argument is 
seriously impaired, it seems to me, by his failure to treat those passages where bOset 
has been substituted for ba 'al in contexts exclusive of proper names. In particular we 
may cite I Kings 18:19,25, where the received Hebrew text reads ba'al, "Baal," but the 
Greek has tes aischynes, reflecting boset, "shame," unambiguously, and Jer 11:13, 
where the reverse situation prevails, viz. labbOset, "to shame," in the Hebrew and te 
baal=leba'al, "to Baal," in the Greek. Such examples eliminate any question that 
euphemistic substitutions were made in our text, and it is difficult in their light to accept 
Tsevat's interpretation of bOset as a word not otherwise attested in Hebrew or any other 
Northwest Semitic language. (For Tsevat's discussion of related names in Samuel, see 
the Textual Notes on "Meribbaal" at 4:4, "Jerubbaal" at 11:21, and "Yeshbaal" at 
23:8.) 

With regard to the first element in the name, we must consider three possible 
interpretations: 

I. The original may have been Ts, "man." This interpretation is supported by the 
received Hebrew reading, 'fS, by the Qumran reading, :VS. in v. 15 (cf. v. 10), and 
probably by the reading eis- in certain Greek manuscripts. It has been preferred by a 
number of modern interpreters, including Noth (1928: 138; 1956:324) and recently 
Tsevat ( 1975:77-79). Accordingly, the name would be 'is ba 'al, "Man of Baal" or "Man 
of the Lord" (see below), a familiar type in the ancient Semitic onomasticon. 

2. The original may have been 'iS or perhaps 'ei, a verbal element corresponding to 
the more common yes, "(he) exists," but attested in the form 'is in II Sam 14:19 and 
Mic 6: 10. This interpretation seems favored by the Chronicler's form, 'ei-, and perhaps 
by the enigmatic name yis(wi), identified as a son of Saul in I Sam 14:49 (cf. I Samuel, 
the Textual Note on "lshvi" at 14:49). It was supported most vigorously by Albright 
(1969a: 110 and n. 62; cf. Lipinski l 967a:72 and n. 11 ), who compared 'esba 'al. "Baal 
exists," to the Ugaritic verses" 'Al'iyan Baal lives! The Prince, Lord of Earth, exists 
('i!) !" (CTCA 6( = UT' 49].3.8--9). The equivalent name occurs in Ugaritic Akkadian 
(RS 12.34 + 12.43.25; cf. PRU III. pl. IX and p. 193) as i-si-dBa'al (Moran 1954). (Cf. 
"Jeshbaal" in 23:8.) 

3. The original may have been 'iis, "(he) has given," or some other form of verb or 
noun derived from 'ws, "give" (on this verb, see especially Cross 1966:8--9 n. 17). 
Compare the Ugaritic name 'iSb'I (PRU V. 69.8; 117.2.35 = UT 2069.8; 2117.35), 
which cannot mean "Baal exists" at Ugarit, where the verb "exist" is 'i!, and is difficult 
to understand as "Man of Baal" owing to the apparent lack of •Ts, "man," in the 
Ugaritic lexicon. In support of this interpretation, according to which the name might 
be taken to mean "Baal has given" or "Gift of Baal," are Dahood (1965a:52 n. 42) and 
Schoors (in Fisher 1972:8-9). 

The evidence will not, in my judgment, permit a confident choice among these three 
possibilities. Provisionally I prefer the first. 

Finally, we must ask to whom the theophorous element in this name, ba'al, "[the) 
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lord," refers. While it is true that it was at times especially associated with the Canaa
nite god Hadad or Haddu-"Baal"-and indeed was regarded in later biblical tradition 
as unambiguously a title of a foreign god-hence its frequent mutilation to boset, 
"shame"-there is reason to suppose it was considered an acceptable epithet of Yahweh 
in the early days of the monarchy. In this regard Freedman reminds me of the name 
be'a/ya ( = ba 'alyiih ?), "Baaliah," who, according to I Chron 12:6, was one of David's 
warriors; this name seems to mean "Yahweh is lord." There is nothing in the biblical 
record to suggest that Saul, for all his troubles, was anything but a Yahwist, and he 
would have had little reason to name a son after a foreign god. (David, too, had at least 
one son whose name contained the element ba'a/; see 5:16.) In all likelihood, then, the 
name 'fs ba'a/, "Ishbaal," meant "Man ( = Servant) of the Lord," i.e., "Man of 
Yahweh." Contrast the argument of Noth (1928: 120--22). 

Mahanaim. For attempts to identify the modern site, which must lie near the Jabbok 
River (Nahr ez-Zerqii.; see Map 2), see Bartlett 1970:264 n. I. A city on the banks of 
the Jabbok would have been, in Bartlett's words, "a good point for controlling territory 
such as Geshur and Jezreel to the north and northwest," and Mahanaim is "presumably 
here thought of as capital of Gilead" (p. 264). We have already noted the close ties of 
the family of Saul to Gilead, or at least to the city of Jabesh (cf. the NOTES at 4b-7 
and 4b above), and here is further evidence of the amicable relationship that existed 
between Benjamin and Transjordanian Israel. It has even been suggested that Maha
naim was a Benjaminite colony (Schunck I 963b). In any case, the transfer of the 
Israelite seat of government to Transjordan is understandable in light of the political 
situation that must have prevailed in Palestine after the Philistine victory at Gilboa. 
The heartland of Saul's kingdom in the Benjaminite hills was now too vulnerable to 
serve as the seat of the rump government that Abiner set up in Ishbaal's name, and 
the more remote forests of Gilead offered refuge and security to Ishbaal, just as they 
would to David later on (cf. 17:21-29). 

9. These are the territories over which the house of Saul claimed sovereignty. For 
the locations, see the individual identifications below and Map 2. 

Gilead. Though all of Transjordanian Israel was sometimes referred to in a general 
way as Gilead, the extent of the region sensu stricto corresponded to the tribal claims 
of Gad and Reuben, territory ruled by Saul after his victory over Nahash, king of the 
neighboring state of Ammon, who "had been oppressing the Gadites and Reubenites 
grievously" (I Sam 10:27 +; cf. I Samuel, pp. 198-207). 

the Geshurites. The Geshurites lived in northeastern Palestine in territory formally 
claimed by Israel (cf. Josh 13:13). The southern boundary ofGeshur lay beyond the 
region known as Havvoth-jair in northern Manasseh (Deut 3: 14). David had his own 
connections with the kingdom of Geshur: Abishalom's mother, as we shall see, was a 
Geshurite princess (3:3). On Geshur in general, see Mazar 1961:18-21. 

Jezreel. The Jezreel Valley separated the Samarian hills from those of Galilee to the 
north, but it is difficult to imagine a serious Israelite claim to control of this entire region 
after the debacle at nearby Gilboa. We should probably think instead of the district 
surrounding the city of Jezreel, modern Zer'in, at the eastern end of the valley on the 
northwest slope of Mount Gilboa, the place where the Israelites gathered before the 
disastrous battle. The district may have corresponded roughly to the traditional tribal 
territory of Issachar. Cf. Alt 1968:209-10; Soggin 1975:42. 
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Ephraim. The Israelite heartland, probably "to be taken here in the wider sense, 
which, besides the tribe of Ephraim, includes Manasseh and therefore the whole 'House 
of Joseph'" (Alt 1968:210). 

Benjamin. The tribal claim of Benjamin centered on the ridge of hills that ran 
between Jerusalem and Bethel. This was the homeland of the house of Saul. 

Israel in its entirety. Hebrew yisrii'el kulloh, the equivalent of kol-yisrii'el, "all 
Israel," in 3:12 and 3:21 below (read here by the principal Greek witnesses to the text; 
see the Textual Note), which show that it refers to Ishbaal's kingdom in a general way. 
Flanagan has shown that "all Israel" in this context "designates a completely northern 
group which was the union of two separate elements, namely, Israel and Benjamin" 
(1975: 108). In our passage, then, "Israel in its entirety" does not refer to yet another 
geographical area apart from Ephraim and Benjamin; it is a summary including both 
in its meaning. 

IOa, 11. The parenthetical information given here is characteristic of the biblical 
materials about the kings of Israel and Judah. The accounts of the reigns of the kings 
of the divided monarchy are organized according to a framework of synchronisms 
based on chronological information that must have come from archival sources; cf. I 
Kings 14:21; 22:42; etc. This framework derives, we assume, from the Deuteronomistic 
compilation of the history of the kingdom (cf. Noth 1981:54-55,107 n. 26). Similar 
information stands in the materials about the kings of the united monarchy, Saul (I Sam 
13:1), lshbaal (II Sam 2:10a), David (II Sam 2:11; 5:4-5; I Kings 2:11), and Solomon 
(I Kings 11:42). It is not clear, however, that this latter information derives from 
archival sources or that its presence in the text can be accounted to the work of the 
Deuteronomistic historian. The data on Saul's reign are wanting (see I Samuel, pp. 
222-23). The other information seems to be made up largely of estimates or outright 
guesses in round numbers-lshbaal was forty years old when he began to reign (II Sam 
2: lOa); David was thirty (II Sam 5:4a); David reigned forty years (II Sam 5:4b; I Kings 
2:11); Solomon reigned forty years (I Kings 11:42). The notices in the present verses 
lack the organizing force of the Deuteronomistic framework passages in Kings (I Kings 
14:21; etc.) and indeed provide only limited help in coordinating the reigns of Ishbaal 
and David (see below). They interrupt the flow of the older narrative, v. lOb being 
originally the direct continuation ofv. 9 (Wellhausen, etc.). Moreover, textual consider
ations add to our suspicion of this and similar passages. Josephus gives no chronological 
information at this point in his retelling of the story (Ant. 7.10), and his text may have 
lacked anything corresponding to the present vv. I Oa, 11. Similarly, the notices about 
David's reign in 5:4-5 seem to be missing from the text of the great Samuel scroll from 
Qumran, just as in the text of I Chronicles 11 (cf. the Textual Note at 5:4-5). All of 
these things suggest that these notices (I Sam 13: I; II Sam 2: lOa, 11; 5:4-5; and perhaps 
I Kings 2: 11; 11 :42) were not part of the original Deuteronomistic framework of the 
history of the kingdom but were instead very late additions to the text in the spirit of 
that framework. Many of the data thus introduced-the above-mentioned round num
bers, for example-are likely to be unreliable, but some may lay at least a remote claim 
to reliability. In the present case the lengths of the two reignS--Oflshbaal in Mahanaim, 
two years; of David in Hebron, seven years and six month~n be regarded as at least 
plausible information. Many scholars, to be sure, have rejected the two-year figure for 
Ishbaal's reign, arguing that he must have been king of Israel for as long as David was 
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king of Judah alone. But Soggin (1975:33-41) has argued forcefully for the received 
figures. He notes that the two reigns need not be assumed to have started simultane
ously. Instead, the two years of lshbaal's kingship corresponded to the lasi two of 
David's. This was preceded by an interregnum of over five years in the north, during 
which time Abiner was presiding over the reorganization of the country after the Gilboa 
disaster. For a different solution, see Mazar 1963a:239; Flanagan 1979:237-38. 

COMMENT 

David's reign as king in Hebron seems to have been an important stage in the 
development of the bonds and institutions that eventually made possible the 
unification of Judah and Israel under a single ruler (cf. Mazar 1%3a:238-40). 
Having prepared the way with gifts to the cities of Judah (I Sam 30:26'-31; cf. 
the first NOTE at v. 4a above), David first established his kingship at Hebron, 
the traditional capital of the region and the seat of the powerful Calebite clan, 
with whom he had ties by marriage (cf. the NOTE at v. 2). He built diplomatic 
bridges to northern Gilead by his overture to the people of Jabesh (vv. 4b-7) 
and to the kingdom of Geshur in the present-day Golan Heights by marriage 
alliance (cf. 3:3). He thus set his own kingdom in direct conflict with that of 
Saul, which also laid claim to Gilead and Geshur (v. 9), and initiated a struggle 
with Saul's son Ishbaal, the figurehead sovereign of a rump Israelite govern
ment at Mahanaim in Transjordan, from which he would emerge victorious 
in the end. 

From the perspective of the modem historian, then, David's activities in this 
period seem shrewd, calculated, and consistently effective. His success seems 
the result of foresight and careful deliberation. This is not, however, the 
perspective of our narrator, or at least it is not the view of David's actions he 
means his audience to take. The details he provides about the negotiations 
between David and the people of Hebron or the elders of Judah, about the 
fortunes of the Israelite state after the battle of Gilboa, and about the political 
climate in general in Palestine during this period seem frustratingly incomplete 
or cryptic to the historian (cf. Mazar 1963a:239; Grfijnbaek 1971 :222-23). The 
reason for this is that the sequence of events is presented, as throughout the 
story of David's rise to power, not merely as an interplay between circum
stances and human deeds, certainly not as a consequence of the ambitious 
machinations of David, but as the working out of Yahweh's will. We may think 
of the gifts to the cities of Judah as preparing the way for David's assumption 
of kingship in the south and even speak of the gesture, as Mettinger does 
(1976:118), as "made with the conscious aim to prepare the way for his 
recognition by [the elders of Judah]." But such a historical judgment, quite 
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possibly accurate in itself, is alien to our narrative, which suggests no more 
self-interested motive for the gifts than, perhaps, a desire to enrich "all the 
places that David and his men had frequented" (I Sam 30:31) during David's 
days as a fugitive in the Judaean countryside. We are not told that David took 
up residence in Hebron seeking a base from which to prosecute his claim to 
the crown. We are told that he entered the city at Yahweh's command (v. 1). 
The overture to the lords of Jabesh is not presented to us as an act of crass 
ambition. The emphasis of these verses (41>-7) is plainly on the Jabeshites' 
loyalty to Saul and on David's desire to reward them for it, and the impact 
of this account of the incident, then, is, as Ward points out (1967: 146-47), to 
give further demonstration of David's respect for Saul. There is a certain irony 
in this, one must admit. David's negotiations with Jabesh, which the modem 
historian will be inclined to see as an attempt to drive a wedge between the 
house of Saul and its most conspicuously allegiant domain, are set forth as 
evidence of David's respect for Saul! Yet this is precisely what we have here, 
and it illustrates the apologetic character of our story well. The narrator 
describes an incident that might seem to show David to be ambitious, contriv
ing, even ruthless, in such a way as to offer the more favorable alternative 
interpretation of David as less self-glorifying than compliant to the intention 
of his god that he should have glory. He speaks to the people of Jabesh not 
as one who would overturn the legitimate succession to the throne of Israel 
but, on the contrary, as one who is becoming increasingly aware of the legiti
macy of his own claim to that succession:" ... it is I whom the house of Judah 
have anointed over them as king" (v. 7). 

Taken as a whole, this section seems designed to prepare us for things to 
come. As many interpreters have stressed (Ward 1967:144; Grjl!nbaek 1971: 
223-24), David's kingship is not yet complete and will not be complete until 
he takes the northern crown as well in 5:1-3; the assumption of kingship in 
Hebron described here in vv. 1-4a is only a stage along the way. Verses 41>-11 
also look ahead, preparing specifically for the account of the outbreak of war 
that follows immediately (cf. Eissfeldt 1951:124; Grjl!nbaek 1971:226). 



IV. THE OUTBREAK OF WAR 
(2:12-32) 

2 12Abiner son ofNer and the servants oflshbaal son of Saul marched 
out of Mahanaim towards Gibeon. 13Joab son of Zeruiah and the ser
vants of David had also marched out, and they met each other at the 
pool of Gibeon, one group drawing up beside the pool on one side and 
the other group beside [it] on the other. 

The Contest at Flints' Field 

14Then Abiner said to Joab, "Let some soldiers take the field and play 
before us!" 

"Yes," replied Joab, "let them take the field!" 
15So they took the field, squaring off by number: twelve of the Ben

jaminites of lshbaal son of Saul and twelve of the servants of David. 
16They took hold of each other's heads, their swords at each other's 
sides, and fell dead together. (So the place was called Flints' Field. It 
is in Gibeon.) 

The Death of Asael 

11The fighting was very fierce that day, and Abiner and the men of 
Israel were driven back by the onslaught of the servants of David. 18The 
three sons of Zeruiah-Joab, Abishai, and Asael-were there, and 
Asael, who was as fleet of foot as one of the gazelles of the open plain, 
19chased after Abiner, turning neither to the right nor the left as he 
followed [him]. 

20 Abiner turned around. "Is that you, Asael?" he said. 
"Yes," he replied, "it is!" 
21 "Turn aside," Abiner told him, "to the right or the left! Catch one 

of the soldiers and take his spoil!" And when Asael would not stop 
following him, 22Abiner spoke to [him] again: "Stop following me! Why 
should I strike you to the ground? How could I show my face to Joab, 
your brother?" 23But he refused to stop. So Abiner struck him in the 
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belly with the butt of his spear, [which] came out at his back. He fell 
down and died there in his tracks. 

Everyone came to a stop when they reached the place where Asael 
had fallen and died, 24but Joab and Abishai went on after Abiner, and, 
as the sun was setting, came to the hill of Ammah, opposite Giah on 
the road to the wilderness of Gibeon. 25The Benjaminites had gathered 
into a single company behind Abiner, coming to a stop on top of a 
certain hill. 

26Then Abiner hailed Joab. "Must the sword devour forever?" he 
asked. "Don't you realize that the consequences will be bitter? So how 
long will it be before you tell the army to turn back from the pursuit 
of their brothers?" 

21"As Yahweh lives!" said Joab. "If you hadn't spoken, it would have 
been morning before the army gave up the pursuit of their brothers!" 
28Then [he] sounded the shofar, and the whole army came to a halt. 
They no longer chased after Israel, and they fought no more. 

29 Abiner and his men marched in the Arabah all that night; then they 
crossed the Jordan and, having marched all morning, came to Maha
naim. 30Joab, when he had returned from the pursuit of Abiner, assem
bled the entire army. Nineteen men in addition to Asael were found 
missing from the servants of David, ll(who], however, had slain three 
hundred and sixty of the Benjaminites, Abiner's men. 32They took up 
Asael and buried him in his father's tomb in Bethlehem. Then Joab and 
his men marched all night, and the light dawned on them in Hebron. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

2 12. Ishbaal See the Textual Notes at 2:8, 10. 
towards Gibeon So MT (gb'wnh) and 4QSam' ([gb]'wnh). LXXLN (eis) bounou 

suggests gb'h or gb'th, "towards Gibeah." 
13. marched out LXX adds "from Hebron." Omit with MT. 
the pool (2) LXX" adds "of Gibeon"; omit with MT, LXXAM, Syr. Note the 

defective state of the text of LXXL in this verse. It seems originally to have shared the 
longer reading ofLXX" at this point, viz. epi ten krenen ten gabaon; this combined with 
the similar or identical sequence earlier in the verse to trigger a long haplography, 
which subsequently was repaired only in part. In its present condition the text of 
LXXL reads kai synantosin allelois epi ten krenen gabaon kai ekathisan houtoi enteuthen 
kai houtoi enteuthen epi ten krenen, as if "and they met them at the pool of Gibeon, 
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one group drawing up on one side and the other group on the other side beside the 
pool." This corruption is likely to have been inner-Greek; the text of 4QSam', which 
might be expected to share the divergent reading of LXXL, is sufficiently legible at this 
point to show that it conforms generally to the text of MT. 

15. twelve of the Benjaminites of lshbaal Reading foym 'sr lbny bnymn 'ys b'I on 
the basis of 4QSam' {[foym] 'sr lbny bnymn 'ys [bSt]) and LXXL (cf. LXXN) dodeka 
ton hiuon beniamein tou eisbaal (so e,; boc,: memphibosthe). MT has lost bny by haplog
raphy before bnymn (cf. Syr.) and reads wl'ys bst instead of 'ys b'I (Syr. omits w-)
thus, foym 'sr lbnymn wl'ys bst. "twelve belonging to Benjamin and to lshbo
sheth .... " There is confusion in the text of LXX8

, but it seems originally to have shared 
the reading of LXXL. The name "lshbaal" is represented in the major witnesses exactly 
as in 2:8, 10, 12; see the Textual Note at 2:8. 

of the servants So MT (m'bdy}, Syr. (mn 'bd'), and LXX8 (ek ton paidon). LXXLN 
ton paidon points to l'bdy (cf. /bny above). 

16. each other's heads That is, 'ys br's r'hw. lit. "each one the head of his fellow" 
(so MT; cf. Syr., LXXN). LXX8A reflect 'ys byd r's r'hw, "each one with,(his) hand the 
head of his fellow." 

their swords Preceded in LXX0 by (kai) enepexan, "and thrust their swords into 
each other's sides." 

Flints' MT h~furim; see the NOTE. LXX ton epibou/on and Syr. fdn (Syr. Mss 
frn) point to fodim, "Plotters' " (Wellhausen; cf. I Sam 24: 11). It is difficult to choose 
between the alternatives frm and fdm. Budde: haffiddim, "Sides' " (cf. "their swords 
at each other's sides" above). Batten 1906: haffiirim, "Treacherous Fellows'." 

22. to [him] That is, '/ 'sh'/, "to Asael" (so MT, etc.). After "Asael" Syr. adds 
dns!' mn btrh w'mr, as if reading lswr m'~ryw wy'mr, "to stop following him, and he 
said." This arose in reminiscence of the end of v. 21, where "Asael" is also followed 
in Syr. by dns!' mn btrh. 

Why should I strike you to the ground? So MT, etc. Syr.: "Why should I strike you 
and lay you (w'rmyk) on the ground?" 

How could I . .. your brother? MT w'yk 's' pny 'I yw'b ·~yk, rendered by Lxx<Li 
as kai pas aro to prosopon mou pros ioab ton ade/phon sou. To this LXX adds kai pou 
estin tauta epistrephe pros ioab ton adelphon sou, which apparently reflects a corrupt 
duplicate of the preceding (Wellhausen), viz. w'yk 'lh pnh 'I yw'b ·~yk. "And how can 
these things be? Return to Joab, your brother!" 

my face to Joab Syr.: " ... my face and look at (w'~wr) Joab .... " 
23. he refused So MT, LXX9 AM, Syr. LXXLN: "Asael refused." 
in the belly See the Textual Note at 3:27. 
[which] That is, h~nyt, "the spear." So MT, etc. Omitted by Syr. 
and died So MT, etc. Omitted by Syr. 
24. but Joab and Abishai went on after MT wyrdpw yw'b w'bysy. Syr. has wqm(w) 

yw'b w'bysy wrdpw, "but Joab and Abishai arose and went after .... " 
Ammah See the NOTE. 

Gibeon So MT, LXX8A. LXXLMN = "Gibeah." Cf. the Textual Note at 2:12. 
26. that the consequences will be bitter Reading ky mrh thyh h ·~rwnh on the basis 

of LXXL (so Smith). MT and most other witnesses read ky mrh thyh b'~rwnh, "that 
there will be bitterness in the future," which is also acceptable. 
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their brothers So MT, LXXL, Syr. LXX"A: "our brothers." 
27. Yahweh So LXX, Syr. MT: "God." 
28. They no longer chased That is, wl' yrdpw, which does not mean "They did not 

chase," which would be wl' rdpw (so MTM55[BHS]). The durative nuance of the verb 
is reinforced (unnecessarily) in MT (cf. LXXLNo, Syr.) by the addition of 'wd; delete 
with Lxx•AM. 

29. to Mahanaim Cf. the Textual Note at 2:8. Here MT has m~nym and 4QSam' 
[m~]nymh. LXX" has eis ten parembolen, "to the camp," and LXXL combines a 
translation with a (corrupt) transcription, viz. eis parembolas (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.18) 
madiam (cf. OL), "to the camps, Mahanaim." We read m~nym. 

30. Nineteen men So MT, LXX"AMN. LXXL and certain other Greek MSS reflect 
a text in which this was prefaced by hnplym, "Those who had fallen." 

in addition to Asae/ That is, w'sh'l, "and Asael" (MT). Syr. has w's'yl myt, "and 
Asael was dead." 

were found missing MT wayyippaqedu, rendered twice by Syr. as w'tmnyw. "were 
counted (as missing)," and w'tm~yw, "were stricken," the second translation being 
probably a corrupt duplicate of the first. 

31. of the Benjaminites Reading mbny bnymn with LXX. MT has lost bny by 
haplography. In 4QSam' bnymn stands at the right margin, so that despite the loss of 
the end of the preceding line we can assume that the scroll shared the reading of LXX. 
Cf. the Textual Note at 2: 15. 

Abiner's men That is, m'nsy 'bnr, lit. "from the men of Abiner," as witnessed by 
4QSam' (m'nsy ['bnr]) and LXX"AMN (ton andron abenner); cf. also Syr. LXXL has 
ek tou laou abenner. as if m 'm 'bnr. "from Abiner's army." or perhaps "from (those 
who were) with Abiner." MT has wb'nsy 'bnr, "and among(?) the men of Abiner." 

At the end of the verse MT has mtw, probably a corrupt and displaced duplicate 
of the previous m'wt; it is reflected in LXX"AMN (par' autou) as m'tw. Omit with 
LXXL, Syr. 

32. in Bethlehem MT byt l~m (cf. LXXA). LXX", MTMss: bbyt l~m. 
his men So MT, LXXLMN, OL, Syr., and 4QSam'. LXX"A: "the men who were with 

him." 

NOTES 

2 12. Abiner's expedition is probably to be seen as a direct response to David's 
overture to the people of Jabesh-gilead, described in vv. 4b-7 above. The material 
intervening between that passage and this (viz. vv. 8-11) provides circumstantial infor
mation necessary to the main narrative thread, which resumes here in v. 12. lshbaal 
considered himself ruler of Gilead (cf. v. 9) and doubtless would have regarded David's 
gesture to Jabesh as an open challenge. 

marched out. Hebrew wayye~e'; cf. ya~e·u. v. 13. The verb suggests that each group 
was engaged in an unambiguously military operation; cf. Eissfeldt 1951: 124. 

Mahanaim. See the NOTE at 2:8. 
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Gibeon. The modern site is el-Jib, ca. six to eight miles north-northwest of Jerusalem 
(see Map 2). The location suggests that the city had considerable strategic importance 
in the struggle that emerged between David and Ishbaal. We know, moreover, that 
there was a history of ill feeling between Gibeon and the house of Saul, who, according 
to 21:1.:.9, once "put the Gibeonites to death" (v. 1), i.e., tried to extermipate them as 
foreigners living in the midst of Israel (vv. 3,5). It is not unlikely, then, that Joab and 
his troops found Gibeonite sympathy or even open support in the showdown that 
occurred here (cf. Fensham 1970). 

13. Joab son of Zeruiah. Joab was the most prominent of the three sons of Zeruiah 
(cf. v. 18), who figure so prominently in the stories of David's reign. Here he seems 
already to be in command of David's army, but there is reason to believe that he 
assumed that position permanently only after his heroism in the siege of Jerusalem (see 
I Chron 11 :6 and the first NOTE at 5:8 below). 

the pool of Gibeon. The "abundant waters that are in Gibeon" (Jer 41:12) were a 
major landmark of the city. The "pool" has been identified with a huge round pit
thirty-seven feet around and eighty-two feet deep-cut out of rock on the north side 
of the site of ancient Gibeon, just within the Iron Age city wall (Pritchard 1956; 1961; 
1962: 159-60). This water system was accessible by a rock-cut stairway that circled the 
inside of the pit. 

14-16. Abiner proposes a contest to settle the differences between the opposing 
parties. Twelve men from each side will fight to the death. Many commentators (Budde, 
etc.), influenced by the reference to hanne'iirfm, which they understand as "the lads, 
young men," and the use of the verb wifa~aqu, "and (let them) play," have thought 
of this clash as mere sport that got out of hand and precipitated a battle (cf. especially 
Segal 1917I18:95). The most elaborate development of this position is represented 
by the argument of Batten (1906) that lshbaal's men did not play fair in the game 
but, being right-handed men ("Benjaminites"!), carried concealed weapons to be drawn 
with their left hands after the model of Ehud, the Benjaminite hero of Judg 3: 15-30. 
Thus, argues Batten, only David's men perished. But the text of v. 16 (unless 
emended conjecturally by the insertion of an explicit subject-"The Benjaminites took 
hold ... : [cf. BHK']) is more easily understood to mean that all twenty-four combat
ants "fell dead together" (v. 16). Moreover, it is not certain that the contest was 
intended as lighthearted competition by either side. The NOTES that follow suggest that 
hanne'iirim refers to trained fighting men and that the verb si~eq does not always 
indicate carefree play. Instead, as Eissfeldt (1951; 1952) has suggested, what we have 
here may be a case of battle by representative (Vertretungskampj), a well-attested 
ancient practice, of which the most famous example is the contest between the Horatii 
and Curiatii of Roman legend (cf. Grottanel!i 1975). This is, in other words, a com
pletely serious fight, and the control of all Israel may be at stake (so already Thenius, 
Klostermann; see also Yadin [Sukenik] 1948, Buccellati 1959: 118-19, Gliick 1964: 
30-31, and de Vaux 1971:130-31; contrast Hertzberg, McKane). The general battle 
that ensues is necessary because the result of the contest is indecisive: All twenty-four 
combatants are slain. See further the COMMENT. 

14. some soldiers. Hebrew hanne'iirim (the function of the article is that described 
in GK' § l 26q-s ). The meaning of the noun na 'ar in the Hebrew Bible is manifold and 
somewhat complicated. It may imply no more than "(male) child, boy," as in 12:16, 
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or "young man," as apparently in 18:5, where David is laying stress on Abishalom's 
youth. Or it may imply "servant, attendant," though as the study of seals and seal 
impressions bearing the legend PN, na'ar PN, has shown, such a na'ar might hold an 
important office in the retinue of a powerful citizen (Albright 1932; Avigad 1976); cf. 
the NOTE on "Saul's steward" at 9:9. But na'ar also has a military use (cf. Albright 
1930/31). This seems clear from references to "young men = soldiers" in the present 
passage, as well as 1:15; 16:2; and 20:11-to mention only examples from the present 
book. Similarly, U garitic n 'rm occurs frequently in lists of fighting men as a category 
of soldier, and in Egyptian texts of the New Kingdom n 'rn refers to skilled warriors 
in or from Canaan. According to Rainey (in Fisher 1975:99), "there can be no doubt 
that the term n'r, 'youth,' in Ugaritic and Hebrew, could be applied to first-class 
fighting men"; see further Rainey 1965a; 1967a:76,147 and nn. 203-11; MacDonald 
1976; Stiihli 1978. 

and play before us. Hebrew wffo~iiqu lepiinenu. The verb si~eq means "play" but 
may, in a context like this, imply gladiatorial play. Such is probably the case, for 
example, in Judg 16:25-27, where Samson is required to play for the entertainment of 
his Philistine captors. And it is also the case here. See Eissfeldt 1951: 118-21; Yadin 
[Sukenik] 1948; Gordon 1950. 

16. Each man tries to gain an advantage over his opponent by seizing his head with 
one hand, leaving the sword hand free to plunge the weapon into his side. A relief from 
Tell f:lalaf, biblical Gozan, which derives from a time almost contemporary with the 
events described here, provides a striking illustration of soldiers in just such a posture 
(Yadin [Sukenik] 1948; Eissfeldt 1952; Yadin [Sukenik] 1963:267). 

Flints' Field. Hebrew ~elqat ha~~urfm; see the Textual Note. We must assume that 
the weapons used in the contest are here understood as flint swords or knives, i.e., 
~arbOt ~urfm (Josh 5:2,3), unless ha~~urfm can refer to the flintlike edges of the (metal) 
sword blades (cf. Ps 89:44 [89:43]; so Driver). Verse 16b is an annotation to the story, 
which probably arose secondarily, identifying a well-known place in Gibeon as the site 
of the contest on the basis of a rather fanciful etymology. It is much less likely, I think, 
that the story in vv. 14-16 itself grew up as an etiological tradition explaining the 
place-name (so, for example, Grfilnbaek 1971 :230). 

18. The three sons of Zeruiah. Zeruiah was David's sister (I Chron 2:16), and it is 
presumably for this reason that Joab, Abishai, and Asael are identified by their mother's 
name rather than their father's. The matronymic, however, is used with consistency
we never learn their father's name-and this suggests that more might be involved than 
a narrative reminder of the link with David. I doubt Van Seters is correct in supposing 
(I 976b:25) that Zeruiah was actually the father after all. It is possible that Zeruiah 's 
marriage was of a special kind and that her husband was not a member of her house
hold. Compare the discussion in the NOTES at 17:25 of the marriage of Amasa's 
parents, which was probably of this kind. In such a case it would not seem unusual 
for the children to be called by the mother's name, especially if she was a member of 
the royal family. In the case of Amasa's family, however, the father's name is given, 
so that it must be said that the comparison is as damaging to the possibility that such 
an arrangement existed in Zeruiah's case as it is supportive of it. 

Joab. See the NOTE at v. 13 above. 
Abishai. Joab's older brother and the eldest of the three sons of Zeruiah (I Chron 
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2: 16). We first heard of Abishai as David's companion on his secret visit to Saul's camp 
in I Sam 26:<r-12. He will become a prominent figure at David's court, sharing military 
leadership with Joab. The stories present him as heroic and fiercely loyal (cf. II Sam 
21: 1 <r-17) but rash and rather cold-blooded in dealing with enemies, often requiring 
restraint (I Sam 26:8-11; II Sam 16:9-12; 19:21-22). These qualities, whjch he shares 
with both Joab and Asael, will prove to be of major importance in the unfolding of 
events (cf. 3:39 and the COMMENT on 3:<r-39). 

Asael. The youngest of the sons of Zeruiah, though he held important positions in 
the early organization of David's army (II Sam 23:24 = I Chron 11 :26; I Chron 27:7), 
is remembered in the Bible for no deed other than those described in the present 
passage. 

as fleet . .. the open plain. A similar metaphor appears in I Chron 12:9 [12:8].' 
24. the hill of Ammah, opposite Giah. The spot is not mentioned elsewhere. Hebrew 

'amma probably means "water channel" (cf. Rabbinic Hebrew 'amma, "canal, sewer"; 
Syr. 'amii', "conduit, pool"; thus a few Greek MSS render 'mh as hydrogogos-hence 
Vulg. aquae ductus) and gfa~. "spring" (cf. the verbgy~. "gush" [Job 40:23; etc.], and 
the river name gf~on [Gen 2: 13; I Kings 1 :33; etc.]). Presumably, though, the scene of 
action is now too far from Gibeon for us to think of identifying "Ammah" with the 
water shaft that extended fifty-two meters from the city to a spring, "Giah," below (cf. 
Pritchard 1961 :5). 

28. shofar. See the NOTE at 6: 15. 
29. the Arabah. A depression extending south from the Sea of Galilee to the Gulf 

of Aqabah, embracing the Ghor or Jordan Valley north of the Dead Sea and the Wadi 
el-'Arabah south of it. Abiner's troops are marching north along the Jordan. 

all morning. Hebrew ko/-habbitron, the translation of which is uncertain. It used to 
be assumed that bitron was a place-name-thus AV: "through all Bithron"-perhaps 
meaning "cleft, ravine" (BDB). Our translation follows the suggestion of Arnold 
(1911/12) that it means "part of, half of (the day)," that is, "forenoon, morning." 

COMMENT 

In the present episode the confrontation of the new kings in Hebron and 
Mahanaim erupts into open warfare. The precipitating factor was probably 
David's attempt to treat with the lords of Jabesh-gilead, a gesture that Ishbaal 
must have regarded as a direct challenge to his authority (cf. the first NOTE 
at v. 12). In response an armed force marches south out of Mahanaim and 
encounters a Judahite host at the city of Gibeon. The commanders of the two 
armies agree upon a contest, evidently a kind of gladiatorial competition 
intended to settle the issue in lieu ofan open battle (cf. the NOTES at vv. 14-16); 
but each contingent is slain to the last man, and general fighting breaks out 
after all. A count of the slain when the day is ended (v. 30) shows a decisive 
advantage in favor of David. 
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The account has two foci. The first is the contest at Flints' Field. The second 
is the death of Asael. The whole, however, is a well-unified narrative, as even 
the older literary critics acknowledged (Budde; cf. Eissfeldt 1965:275). To be 
sure, recent tradition-historical analyses have concluded that originally inde
pendent traditions underlie the account before and after v. 17, which serves 
to bind them together (e.g., Grjllnbaek 1971:230 and n. 28). But except for the 
etiological annotation in v. 16b (see the NOTE on "Flints' Field," v. 16), the 
entire passage is, I think, an original part of the old story of David's rise to 
power and can be seen to serve the apologetic purposes of that composition 
by the particular details of each of the two narrative foci just identified. 

With respect to the clash at Flints' Field, it is important to keep in mind 
the fact that such contests were believed to be decided not only by the relative 
strength and skill of the competitors but also, and more importantly, by the 
divine will. In the account of David's monomachy with the Philistine cham
pion, for example, David calls upon Yahweh for help (I Sam 17:45-47), while 
his adversary curses him by his own god (I Sam 17:43); the account leaves no 
doubt that the outcome is divinely determined. Fensham (1970), citing the 
work ofKorosec (1963:164), has compared the present passage to accounts of 
ordeals by battle among the Hittites in which the victor was believed to be 
determined by the will of the gods. He cites, in particular, a passage in the 
so-called apology of Hattushilish III, which we have reviewed in connection 
with the story of David's rise as a whole (Mccarter l 980b:496-99), wherein 
the thirteenth-century Hittite king claims to have settled the dispute between 
himself and his predecessor by a formally declared ordeal by warfare, a di
vinely sanctioned test of right, the outcome of which was decided, he says, by 
the favor of the gods and of the goddess Ishtar in particular. Fensham argues 
plausibly that the same issues-those of the divine will and the legitimation 
of kingship-are implicitly present in the account of the conflict at Gibeon. 
The formal competition in vv. 1~16 is inconclusive, but the general battle that 
results goes decisively to David's advantage. Nowhere in the present passage 
is this explicitly said to be consequential of Yahweh's favor for David, but as 
we have seen time and again (I Sam 16:18; 18:14,28; cf. II Sam 5:10), "Yahweh 
is with him (David)" is the overriding theological theme of the larger composi
tion (cf. McCarter 1980a:502-4), and Fensham is justified in taking its applica
bility here for granted. 

In consideration of the second focus, the death of Asael, we must look 
ahead. The enmity between the surviving sons of Zeruiah and Abiner, their 
brother's killer, will be a major factor in the future course of events. In 
particular, the rancor of David's brooding, willful general, Joab, will finally 
cost Abiner his life and throw Ishbaal's kingdom into confusion. These events 
will be described to us in considerable detail, and the factors leading up to them 
will be presented with particular care. The reason for this is not difficult to 
surmise. Our narrator is intent that we understand Abiner's death to have been 
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the consequence of a blood feud between him and Joab's family, and that Joab, 
therefore, was acting privately rather than officially when he contrived Abi
ner's assassination (3:22-27). Here and elsewhere the sons of Zeniiah
Abishai and Asael as well as Joab--are shown to be rash, precipitate men who 
prefer violent, swift action to reason and restraint. Abishai has already been 
presented this way (I Sam 26:8-11; see the NOTE at v. 18 above). Asael appears 
in the present story as one so headstrong that he will not listen to reason even 
to save his own life, as he relentlessly pursues the much stronger Abiner, who 
finally has no recourse but to slay him (vv. 18-23a). The audience is being 
prepared for the contrast that David himself will make in 3:39, where he 
describes himself as "gentle" (rak) in contrast to the sons of Zeruiah, who, he 
says, "are rougher (qiisim) than I am." David is king of Judah, but he cannot 
control these hard soldiers from Bethlehem. There need be no ambiguity, then, 
about the responsibility for the harsh deed described in the materials that 
follow in 3:6-39. ' 



V. THE SONS OF DAVID 
(3:1-5) 

3 'The fighting between the house of Saul and the house of David 
dragged out, with David growing stronger and stronger and the house 
of Saul growing weaker and weaker. 

2Sons were born to David in Hebron. His firstborn was Aminon by 
Ahinoam of Jezreel, 1and his second was Daluiah by Abigail of Carmel. 
The third was Abishalom, the son of Maacah, daughter ofTalmai, king 
of Geshur; 4the fourth was Adonijah, the son of Haggith; the fifth was 
Shephatiah by Abital; 5and the sixth was lthream by David's wife 
Eglah. These were born to him in Hebron. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

3 I. The.fighting Cf. MT, LXX8
, etc. LXXL suggests a text in which the article was 

lacking: "Fighting ... dragged out," or rather, "And there was protracted fight
ing .... " 

dragged out MT 'rkh ('iirukka; cf. Symmachus' translation, makros). LXX epi 
po/u, OL magna seem to point to hrbh (harbeh; cf. Driver), "(the fighting) was great," 
perhaps from hrkh, a defectively written representation of h'rykh (he'erika, the verbal 
equivalent of 'iirukkd). The word is omitted altogether in Syr. 

David (2) LXX has "the house of David" in reminiscence of the preceding (cf. 
Wellhausen). Omit "the house or' with MT, Syr., OL, 4QSam', and one MS of 
LXXL. 

growing weaker and weaker The witnesses interpret the subject, "the house of 
Saul," variously as singular (4QSam' hwlk [wdl]; cf. LXX) and plural (MT hlkym 
wdlym; cf. Syr.). 

2-5. In 4QSam', as in MT and LXX8
, this section is set off from what precedes and 

follows it by paragraphing. 
2. Sons ... in Hebron So MT, LXX8

, Syr., and 4QSam'. LXXL (cf. LXX"): 
" ... in Hebron six sons" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.21). See I Chron 3:4. 

were born MT(ketib): wyldw = wayyulledu, i.e., Pu'al as in 3:5. MT(qere): 
wayyiwwaledu, i.e., Nip'al (cf. Syr. w'tldw; Targ. w'tylydw). 4QSam' has wywld, proba
bly also Nip'al, but singular (cf. I Chron 3:1; etc.). 
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Aminon See the Textual Note at 13:20. 
3. Daluiah The correct reading seems to be dlwyh, as shown by LXX dalo.uia and 

4QSam' di[]. MT has kl'b (so Targ.; cf. Syr. klb), which is evidently corrupt; note 
the repetition of the sequence l'b at the beginning of the next word and the ease with 
which d and k could be confused, especially in a MS in which the lower part of the 
letter was damaged. Josephus (Ant. 7.21) has danielos, to which compare I Chron 3: l, 
where MT has dny'l (LXX8 damniel) but LXXAL dalouia. See further the NOTE. 

by Abigail of Carmel Reading l'bygyl hkrmlyt with LXX, OL, and 4QSam' (l'bygyl 
h[ ]); cf. I Chron 3:1. MT (cf. Syr.) has l'bygl 'st nbl hkrmly, "by Abigail, the widow 
of Nabal of Carmel," which is reminiscent of 2:2. 

Abishalom That the correct vocalization of MT 'bslwm is 'iibiSiilOm is shown by 
LXX abessalom. The old, defective spelling of the name, 'bslm, gave rise to the 
traditional mispronunciation 'absiilom, "Absalom," reflected in MT. Cf. the Textual 
Notes on "Abiner" at 2:8 and "Aminon" at 13:20. 

Talmai MT, 4QSam' tlmy. LXX8 thommei represents an inner-Gre.ek corruption 
of tholmei (so LXXAMN), which, combined with Syr. twlmy, favors a vocalization 
•to/may. But to my knowledge only MT ta/may corresponds to a known onomastic 
element, viz. Hurrian tal(a)mi, "great," in names such as talmi-tesub, "Teshub is 
great" (cf. Grondahl 1967:259-60; Gelb, Purves, and McRae 1943:242); cf. Mazar 
1961:23 n. 26; Blenkinsopp 1972:61,125 n. 35. 

4. Adonijah MT 'dnyh (cf. Josephul'<, Ant. 7.21). LXX8 orneil arose by confusion 
of the Greek majuscules alpha and lambda from orneia (so LXXMN), which reflects 
a Hebrew text that had 'rnyh in consequence of confusion of d and r. 

Haggith MT ~gyt; LXXLMN aggeith. LXX8 (cf. LXXA) has pheggeith. the initial 
phi having arisen from a marginal annotation to the next name, "Shephatiah," which 
appears in LXX8 as sabateia and which a scribe meant to correct to saphateia (cf. 
LXXALMN; Josephus, Ant. 7.21) by the marginal phi. which, however, found its way into 
the text at this earlier point. 

Shephatiah Cf. the preceding Textual Note. 
by So 4QSam• (cf. LXX), the style used with regard to the first, second, and sixth 

sons. MT, Syr. have "the son of," the style used with regard to the third and fourth 
sons. It is impossible to determine which reading is original. 

5. to him MT, LXX9AMN have "to David." LXXL has "to him, to David." The less 
explicit reading will have been original, though it survives only in LXXL and is there 
combined with "to David," which has been leveled through the other witnesses to make 
the reading explicit and in reminiscence of v. 2. 

NOTES 

3 1. This verse belongs to the original narrative. It leads directly into the story in 3 :6ff. 
The insertion of the list of David's sons that follows interrupted the continuity and 
made necessary the expansion of v. 6 in resumption of the narrative line. See the 
COMMENT below and the first NOTE at 3:6 in §VI. 
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2. Aminon. The fate of David's eldest son is the subject of chap. 13. 
Ahinoam of Jezreel. See the NOTE at 2:2. 

§ v 

3. Daluiah. David's second son is not mentioned again in the story, and we must 
assume that he, like the first and third sons, Aminon and Abishalom, was dead before 
Adonijah, the fourth, began to press his claim to David's throne (see below, the NOTE 

on "Adonijah," v. 4). 
Abigail of Carmel. The heroine of I Samuel 25. See the NOTE at 2:2. 
Abishalom. For this form of the name, see the Textual Note. David's third son is 

the central figure of chaps. 13-19. 
Maacah. daughterofTalmai, kingofGeshur. In 13:37 Abishalom will find it neces

sary to seek asylum in the kingdom of his maternal grandfather. For Geshur, see the 
NOTE at 2:9, where we are told that lshbaal claimed sovereignty over the Geshurites. 
David's connection by marriage to the local royal family was, therefore, a political 
advantage to him and a threat to lshbaal's claims. 

4. Adonijah. David's fourth son will be his oldest surviving heir at the time of his 
death. I Kings 1-2 describes Adonijah's unsuccessful efforts to assume the throne and 
his death at the hand of his rival, Solomon. 

Shephatiah. Mentioned only here and in the synoptic list in I Chron 3:3. 
5. lthream. Mentioned only here and in I Chron 3:3. 

COMMENT 

The insertion of vv. 2-5, containing information about David's family, inter
rupts the flow of the narrative from 3: l to 3:6 (see the NOTE at 3: l and the 
first NOTE at 3:6). This is a list of David's sons who were born in Hebron. The 
list of those born in Jerusalem appears in 5:13-16 (§ X). The data are combined 
in the Chronicler's synoptic passage, I Chron 3:1-9. The present list may be 
a contribution of the Deuteronomistic historian or, as Noth supposes (1943:63 
n. 3), an earlier editor. In either case it must have been attracted to this position 
by the reference to the waxing of the house of David in 3:1 (contrast Grfj'Jnbaek 
1971:234-35). 



VI. THE DEA TH OF ABINER 
(3:6-39) 

3 6As the war between the house of Saul and the house of David 
continued, Abiner was gaining power in the house of Saul. 

Abiner's Quarrel with lshbaal 

1Saul had had a concubine, Rizpah daughter of Aia, and Ishbaal son 
of Saul said to Abiner, "Why have you been sleeping with my father's 
concubine?" 

8Abiner was enraged by the thing Ishbaal had said. "Am I a dog's 
head?" he said. "Is it for myself that I've been doing all these things, 
dealing loyally with the house of Saul, your father, on behalf of his 
kinsmen and associates? I kept you from falling into David's hands, and 
now you've found fault with me over an offense involving a woman! 
9May God do thus to me and thus again-what Yahweh has sworn 
concerning David I'll accomplish for him! 10[1'll] transfer the kingship 
from the house of Saul and raise up David's throne over Israel as well 
as Judah, from Dan to Beersheba!" 11Ishbaal was unable to say anything 
else to Abiner, because he was so afraid of him. 

Abiner's Parley with David 

12Abiner sent messengers to David as his representatives to say, 
"Make a pact with me, and my influence will be on your side, bringing 
all Israel over to you." 

ll"Very well," said [David], "I'll make a pact with you. But there is 
one thing I'll require of you: You won't see me unless you bring along 
Michal daughter of Saul when you come to see me." 

1•David sent messengers to Ishbaal son of Saul to say, "Hand over 
my wife Michal, whom I betrothed for a hundred Philistine foreskins!" 
15So Ishbaal had her taken from her husband, Paltiel son of Laish, 
16[who] went with her, weeping behind her, as far as Bahurim, where 
Abiner told him to turn back, and he did so. 
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11Meanwhile Abiner's message had reached the elders oflsrael: "Not 

long ago you were eager for David to be king over you. 18Now then, act! 
For Yahweh has said of David, 'It is by the hand of my servant David 
that I am going to save Israel from the Philistines and all their [other] 
enemies.' " 19 Abiner spoke personally with the Benjaminites, and then 
[he] went to Hebron to speak personally with David about everything 
Israel and the whole house of Benjamin thought good [to do]. 

20When Abiner came to David in Hebron along with twenty men, 
David prepared a banquet for [him] and the men with him. 

21 "I must go now," Abiner said later to David, "and gather all Israel 
to my lord the king, so that they may make a pact with you, and you 
may rule over all that you desire." So David dismissed Abiner, and he 
went in peace. 

The Assassination 
22Now David's servants, including Joab, had just come in from a raid 

bringing plunder with them. Abiner was not in Hebron with David, for 
he had dismissed him, and he had gone in peace. 23So when Joab and 
the rest of his army arrived, it was reported to [him] that Abiner son 
of Ner had come to David and that he had dismissed him and he had 
gone in peace. 

24Joab went to the king. "What have you done?" he said. "If Abiner 
came to you, why did you dismiss him and let him go? 25Don't you 
know the treachery of Abiner son of Ner? It was to dupe you that he 
came, to learn your going out and your coming in and to learn every
thing else you do." 

26When Joab had left David, he sent emissaries after Abiner, and they 
brought him back from Bor-hassirah. David did not know [of this). 
27When Abiner got back to Hebron, Joab drew him aside beside the gate 
to speak with him in private, and there he struck him in the belly and 
he died for the blood of Asael, [Joab's) brother. 

28Sometime later, when David heard, he said, "I and my kingship are 
innocent before Yahweh now and forever! And may the blood of Abiner 
son of Ner 29devolve upon the head of Joab and all his father's house! 
And Joab's house shall not be without someone who has a discharge 
or a skin disease or clings to a crutch or falls by the sword or is in need 
of food!" 30(Now Joab and his brother Abishai had been laying for 
Abiner because he killed their brother Asael in the battle at Gibeon.) 
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The Funeral 

llThen David said to Joab and all the people who were with him, 
"Tear your clothes, put on sackcloth, and wail in Abiner's path!" King 
David himself followed behind the bier, 32and when they buried Abiner 
in Hebron, the king raised his voice and wept beside his grave, and all 
the people wept, too. 

))David sang an elegy for Abiner. He said: 
Alas, as an outcast dies, Abiner died! 
3•y our hands were bound-though not by manacles! 
Your feet-though not by fetters-were confined! 
As a criminal falls, you fell! 

And all the people continued to weep over him. 
ii All the people came to give David bread to eat while the day lasted, 

but David swore an oath. "May God do thus and so to me and thus 
again!" he said. "Before the sun sets I will taste no bread or anything 
else!" 36Now all the people took note of this, and everything the king 
did in [their] sight seemed good to them. 37So all the people· and all 
Israel knew at that time that it was not the king's will to kill Abiner 
son of Ner. 

30Then the king said to his servants, "You know, don't you, that a 
commander and a nobleman has fallen today in Israel. 39 And I, though 
anointed king, am still a gentle man; but these men, the sons of Zeruiah, 
are rougher than I am." · 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

3 7. Rizpah MT, LXXL preface this with "and her name (was)," but the shorter text 
of 4QSam', LXX0AM is to be pr~ferred. 

Aia MT 'yh. LXX0 ial probably arose from ail, a corruption of aia. which is read 
by a few Greek MSS, by confusion of the majuscules alpha and lambda; note that 
elsewhere (21 :8; etc.) LXX0 has aia. Syr. ·n' is the result of inner-Syriac confusion of 
y and n (Englert 1949:16). More difficult to explain is LXXLM s(e)iba (cf. sibatou in 
Josephus, Ant. 7.23), which seems to point to ~yb', "Ziba," who has an important part 
in later events (9:2; etc.); perhaps Ziba's close association with Mephibosheth (Merib
baal) had something to do with attracting his name into the text in this context, where 
Mephibosheth's name also appears in LXX (see below). In 21:8,10, l 1 LXXLM have aia 
corresponding to MT 'yh. 

At this point LXXL adds kai elaben auten abenner, "and Abiner took her," and 
another Greek MS kai eiselthen pros au ten abenner, "and Abiner went in to her." A 
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few critics (Smith, etc.) have regarded some such addition as necessary preparation for 
lshbaal's accusation of Abiner, but the textual evidence suggests that the writer deliber
ately left the case ambiguous (see the second NOTE to v. 7). The additions cited are 
probably epexegetical expansions having no counterpart in MT, LXX8

A"'N, or (as space 
considerations indicate) 4QSam'. 

Ishbaal son of Saul Cf. v. 11 below and 4: 1,2. LXX0L here have "Mephibosheth 
son of Saul," a reading originally shared by MT, where, however, it has been suppressed 
as obviously in error (so Targ.). LXXAMN (cf. OL; Josephus, Ant. 7.23; Syr.) have 
"lshbosheth son of Saul." The name appeared in 4QSam', but the relevant part or the 
scroll is lost; in view of the evidence of 4QSam' at 4: 1,2 (see the Textual Note there), 
we can reconstruct the present reading as [mpybst bn] S'wl. See further Ulrich 1978:55. 
The source of the confusion may be 21: 18, where there is a son of Saul called mpybsr 
and where Rizpah is also involved (21: 10). 

8. by the thing Ishbaal had said Cf. LXX8
A"'· LXXLN: "by this thing .... " MT: 

"by the things. . .. " The name appears in the major witnesses in the same distribution 
as in the preceding verse, except that ys bst appears here in MT. 

a dog's head That is, ro's keleb (see the NOTE), but evidently understood as ro's 
kiilib, "the chief of Caleb," in the tradition behind MT, where it is glossed 'sr lyhwdh, 
"which belongs to Judah," perhaps in the sense of "one who is on the side of Judah." 
The addition arose, in other words, from the pen of a glossator who was puzzled by 
r's klb, analyzed it as meaning "the chiefofCaleb," the tribe that controlled the Hebron 
area (cf. the NOTE at 2:2), and, therefore, glossed it 'fr lyhwdh based on his conclusion 
that Abiner is objecting to being treated like an enemy. We omit the gloss with LXX. 

he said So MT. LXX and 4QSam' add "to him (lshbaal)." LXX and Syr. make 
the subject explicit: "Abiner said." 

ls it for myself . .. dealing loyally Among the major witnesses the original text is 
best reflected at this point by LXXL and OL. The former reads emauto semeron epoi
esa panta tauta kai epoiisa eleon, from which we reconstruct hly hywm "sh 't kl 'lh 
w"sh ~sd, "Is it for myself that today I've been doing all these things, acting loy
ally .... " In all other witnesses hly has been lost after the preceding 'nky, and the 
repetition of "sh has triggered haplography. Thus MT (cf. LXX8

) reads hywm "sh 
~sd, "Today I've been acting loyally .... "The word "today," which is represented in 
different places in MT, LXX8

, and LXX\ can be omitted with OL. 
on behalf of his kinsmen and associates We read 'l ·~yw w'l mr'hw, which is 

essentially the text of MT except that MT substitutes 'l for '/ as frequently in Samuel 
(cf. LXX peri . .. peri). The versions (LXX, Syr., OL) introduce this with the conjunc
tion: "and on behalf of," etc. OL er cum fratribus tuis et cum amicis patris tui, "and 
with your kinsmen and with the associates of your father," reflects the influence of the 
preceding "with the house of Saul, your father." 

I kept you ... David's hands So MT: w/' hm~ytk byd dwd. LXX is different: kai 
ouk iutomolisa eis ton oikon daueid, which may reflect w/' hslmty bbyt dwd, "l didn't 
make peace with the house of David" (Thenius, Wellhausen), or, more likely, w/' 
hslmty '/ byt dwd, "I didn't sue the house of David for peace," as in Josh 11: 19. 

you've found fault with me over an offense Reading wtpqd 'ly 'I 'wn on the basis 
of LXX8

A kai epiziteis ep' eme hyper adikias. MT has lost '/ (thus, "you've accused 
me of an offense"), and in LXXL 'th is reflected in place of '/y (thus, "you [emphatic] 
have found fault over an offense"). 
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involving a woman That is, 'sh; cf. LXX. MT, Syr.: h'sh, "(involving) the woman." 
9. May God ... again Reading kh y'sh ly h'/hym wkh ysyp on the basis of 

LXXL tade poiesai moi ho theos kai tade prostheie. MT (cf. LXX0
) has kh y'sh '/hym 

l'bnr wkh ysyp /w, "May God do thus to Abiner and thus again to him." 
for him At this point LXX0L add en te hemera taute = bywm hzh, "9n this very 

day," but there is no apparent motive for its loss if original, and we must prefer the 
shorter text of MT, LXXA, Syr. 

11. lshbaal Again MT, which like LXX 0AL had "Mephibosheth," has suppressed 
the name in preference to perpetuating an obvious error. See the Textual Note at 3:7. 

12. as his representatives to say That is, t~tw /'mr, lit. "in his stead to say .... "So 
MT and LXX parachrema (understanding t~tw as "on the spot, right away"; cf. Job 
40:12) Legan. Grfllnbaek (1971:237 n. 53): "Abner first sends messengers, representa
tives, 'in his place,' later [v. 20] he arrives in person." But there is another phrase in 
the text of most witnesses here. In MT it follows t~tw /'mr and reads /my 'r~ /'mr, "To 
whom does (the) land belong? saying .... "The repetition of /'mr is suspicious, and 
/my 'r~ cannot be read as if it were /my h 'r~. The words appear in a different position 
in the text of LXX, adding to the suspicion that they are intrusive here. Preceding 
t~tw /'mr (parachrema Legan) LXXA (cf. LXX0 MN) has eis the/amou gen, a representa
tion by transliteration and translation of t~tw (eis the-/thai- [LXX9

]) lmw 'r~ (-lamou 
gen). LXXL eis chebran Legan apparently reflects the shorter, original text with t~tw 
understood in reference to David ("where he was") and rendered interpretively as "in 
Hebron." The source of the intrusive lmy/w 'r~ (/'mr) is as difficult to surmise as its 
meaning. 

a pact Cf. LXXL. MT, LXX9
, Syr.: "your pact." 

all Israel So MT, LXXLMN. LXX 0A: "all the house of Israel." 
13. said [David] Reading wy'mr with MT. LXX, Syr. make the subject explicit. 
unless you bring along Reading ky 'm hby't on the basis of LXX ean me agages 

and Syr. '/' 'n tyt'. MT ky 'm lpny hby'k is the result of conflation of variants, viz. 
ky 'm hby't and lpny hby'k, "before (= until) you bring along." 

Michal MT mikal. LXX (cf. Syr.; Josephus, Ant. 7.26) melchol. 
daughter of Saul LXXL adds "with you," an expansion that Syr. has earlier, after 

"you bring along." 
when you come to see me Omitted by Syr. 
14. Ishbaal MT, LXXMN: "lshbosheth." LXX0 A: "Mephibosheth." 
Hand over LXX, Syr. add /y, "to me." Omit with MT, which, however, has the 

same expansion below, after "I betrothed." See the Textual Note there. 
Michal Omitted by Syr. 
I betrothed MT 'rsty, the expected Greek equivalent of which would be emne

steusamen (cf. Deut 20:7; etc.). LXX elabon points to a replacement of the distinctive 
reading of MT with lq~ty, "l acquired." The verb is followed in some witnesses by 
ly, "for myself' (so MT, Syr., LXXA), an expansion to be omitted here with LXX 0 L, 
which place it earlier, after "Hand over" (see above). It is original in neither position. 

15. lshbaa/ MT, LXXLMN: "lshbosheth." LXX 0 A: "Mephibosheth." 
her husband Unaccountably, MT omits the suffix: 'ys, "a man." Read 'ysh with 

LXX andros autes, Vulg. a viro suo, Syr. b'/h, Targ. b'lh. At this point most witnesses 
repeat "from" (MT m'm; LXX 0 para; Syr. mn /wt); omit with LXXL and two Hebrew 
MSS (BHS). 
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Laish That is, layis (so MT qiire, Syr., LXXA; cf. I Sam 25:44). MT kiitib: lwS. 
Several MSS of Syr. add dmn glym = 'fr mglym, "who was from Gallim" (cf. I Sam 
25:44), and this may be a clue to the corruption of "Laish" in LXXLN (cf. LXX""') to 
sellei/em. 

16. (who] That is, 'iSiih, lit. "her husband." 
with her Omitted by Syr. 
weeping er. LXXBAMN. MT (cf. LXXL, Syr.): hlwk wbkh, "weeping as he 

went." 
Bahurim Doubtful. We read ba~iirim with MT, but LXX, though not troubled by 

this name elsewhere (16:5; 17:18; 19:17 [LXX 19:16]), is different, reading barakei 
(LXX") or barakein (LXXL"'); among the major witnesses to LXX only LXXA has the 
expected baoureim. (Syr. has byt ~wrym, to which compare LXX" baathoureim in I 
Kings 2:8.) Perhaps we should posit an otherwise unknown place-name, brqy. 

17. Meanwhile Abiner's message had reached So MT (cf. LXXL): wdbr 'bnr hyh 
'm ... /'mr (wy'mr), lit. "And the word of Abiner was with ... saying (and he 
said) .... " LXX"A"'N reflect wy'mr 'bnr 'l ... /'mr, "And Abiner said to ... say-
ing ... " (cf. v. I 6b). 

to be king MT: liimelek. LXX = limlok. 
18. by the hand ... save Reading byd 'bdy dwd 'wsy' with LXX"L"'N (cf. LXXA, 

Syr.). MT byd dwd 'bdy hwsy', "by the hand of David, my servant, he has saved ... ," is 
impossible. Schmidt ( 1970: 135-36) expresses doubt about this solution, which has been 
adopted by almost all critics, arguing instead that hwsy' was original and altered 
tendentiously to 'wsy' in order to stress Yahweh's involvement in the deliverance of 
Israel. Accordingly, he proposes to strike byd, "by the hand of," and read v. l 8b as "For 
Yahweh has said to David: 'David my servant will save my people Israel,'" etc. Even if 
we overlook the lack of textual support for the omission of byd, however, Schmidt's 
proposal does not seem to work. How can hwsy' (hOsia ') be translated "will save" ("wird 
... retten")? Schmidt compares Judg 6: 14 and I Sam 9: 16, but in each of these passages 
the verb stands after the conjunction in the converted perfect, wiih6Sia', properly "and he 
will save." 

Israel So LXX"A"'N· MT, LXXL: "my people, Israel." 
19. the Benjaminites Reading bny bnymyn with LXXL and Syr. In the other major 

witnesses bny has been lost by haplography. 
the whole house of Benjamin So MT, etc. LXXL reflects bny bnymyn, which is 

reminiscent of the reading discussed in the preceding Textual Note. 
20. a banquet So MT. Syr.: "a great banquet." 
21. all Israel So Mt, LXX", etc. LXXL: "all the people of Israel" (cf. Josephus, 

Ant. 7.30). 
so that they may make MT (cf. Syr.) wykrtw (cf. 5:3). LXX has kai diathesomai 

= w'krth, "so that I may make," after the pattern of the three preceding verbs. 
with you So MT. LXX: "with him" (i.e., with the king or, perhaps, the people). 
dismissed MT wayyiifolla~. in contradiction of GK' §20m. De Boer (BHS) notes 

that this is the reading of the Leningrad Codex, which BHS follows, whereas a number 
of other MSS omit the diiges from the yod. 

22. had .. . come in That is, bii'u or perhaps bii'itn, the -m having fallen out before 
the m- of the following word (Wellhausen, Driver); cf. LXX, Syr., Targ. MT has the 
singular, bii', by attraction to "Joab" (cf. GK' § 146e). 
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plunder So LXXL. LXX"A"N, MT: "much plunder." 
23. his army Cf. LXX". MT, LXXL, Syr.: "the army that was with him" (cf. v. 31). 
arrived MT (cf. LXX"N, Syr., etc.) b'w. LXX"A reflect hby'w, "brought (the plun-

der)," perhaps in reminiscence of hby'w in v. 22. LXXL ekousan reflects sm 'w, "heard." 
it was reported LXX" (cf. Syr.) apengele = wayyuggad. MT has wayyaggldu, "they 

reported." LXXL apengeilan = wayyuggedu, "they were informed.", 
David So LXX, 4QSam' (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.31). MT substitutes "the king" in 

anticipation ofv. 24, and the two readings are combined in Syr. here and in v. 24'(mlk' 
dwyd). Cf. Ulrich 1978:82. 

24. he said LXXL, Syr. add "to him." Omit with MT, LXX"A". 
Abiner LXXL adds "son of Ner." Omit with MT, LXX", 4QSam'. 
and let him go That is, wayyelek, lit. "and he has gone." In reminiscence of vv. 

21, 22, and 23 LXX adds "in peace," which Thenius and Wellhausen suppose to have 
been original. Syr. mn lwtk reflects m 'mk, "from (being) with you," another expansion. 

25. Don't you know Reading hlw' yd't with LXX0LMN (cf. LXXA, Syr.). Instead of 
hlw', MT reads hlwk, construed with the verb at the end of the preceding verse-thus, 
wylk hlwk, "for he has indeed gone." Contrast Driver. 

the treachery of Abiner So LXX: ten kakian abenner = 't r't 'bnr. MT, Syr. have 
'r 'bnr. "Abiner." The latter might be retained as lectio brevior, but I assume with 
Steven L. McKenzie (private communication) that 't r't fell out of MT after the 
preceding yd't. 

son of Ner Omitted from a few Hebrew MSS and 4QSam' ([']bnr). I assume that 
in these witnesses bn nr was lost haplographically after 'bnr, but it might be expan
sive where it does occur (MT, LXX). 

It was to dupe you MT (cf. LXX) ky lpttk, lit. "that it was to dupe you .... " 
4QSam' has ky hlptwtk, which ought to mean "for was it to dupe you ... ?" Ulrich 
(1978: 131) cites I Kings 8:27 = II Chron 6: 18 as another example of the interrogative 
hii- following ki. But the reading of the scroll is very strange. While hii- may introduce 
a question expecting a negative answer (num?), as in the case of the passage cited by 
Ulrich ("But can a god really dwell with men on earth?"), it does not normally 
introduce a question expecting a positive answer (nonne?), as this one must be ("Was 
it to dupe you that he came?"). 

27. When Abiner got back MT wysb (wayyiisob) 'bnr. interpreted by LXX'"' as way
yiiseb ('et-)'iiblner, "When he (Joab?) brought Abiner back .... " LXXL and Josephus 
(Ant. 7.34) share the interpretation of MT. 

to Hebron MT: ~brwn. LXX: eis chebron = ~brwnh or b~brwn or '1 ~brwn. 
4QSam': [~br]wnh. 

drew him aside MT wy[hw. Syr. has w[syh for ws[yh (Englert 1949: 17). 
beside MT 'l twk, "into the midst of," is a corruption of 'l(= '/) yrk, as reflected 

by LXX ek plagion (cf. Lev I:! I; Num 3:29,35). Contrast Barthelemy 1980:20. 
in private MT, 4QSam' bsly (cf. I Samuel, the Textual Note on "privately" at I :9), 

apparently rendered twice by LXXL as enedreuon (cf. LXX"), "by lying in ambush," 
and en paralogismo, "in deception, on false pretenses." 

in the belly MT has simply h~ms (cf. GK' §11711), but elsewhere the preposition 
'I is affixed; cf. 2:23; 4:6; 20: 10 (where 4QSam' has '/). Here LXX" eis ten psoan reflects 
'/ h~ms, and LXX"N epi ten psoan reflects '1 h~mS. 4QSam' has 'd h~mS. Because of 
the presence of the preposition elsewhere in the narrative and the frequent substitution 
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of'/ for '/ in MT, I am inclined to think '/ h~ms original here and in the other passages 
cited. See also Ulrich 1978:55-56. 

[Joab's] brother Reading ·~yw, "his brother," with MT, LXXL, and 4QSam' 
('~yhw). Other MSS of LXX make the name explicit, and this is also necessary in 
English. 

28. now and forever So LXXL"'N: apo (tau) nyn kai heos (tau) aionos = m'th w'd 
'wlm. In LXX8 (kai heos aionos = w'd 'w/m), m'th has been lost after the preceding 
word, yhwh. In MT and 4QSam' ('d 'w/m) the same loss has occurred, and w- has been 
deleted to "correct" the curious sequence m 'm yhwh w'd 'w/m, "from Yahweh and 
forever," which thereby arose. 

And . .. the blood Reading wdm with 4QSam' (cf. LXXL). MT (cf. LXX8
, etc.) 

has mdmy, "of the blood," which may be the result of dittography after 'w/m. 
29. devolve Reading y~I (yii~ol) with 4QSam' ([y~]wl). MT (cf. LXXBAMN) has 

y~lw. Omitted by LXXL (thus, "may the blood ... be upon," etc.). 
and all That is, w'I kl; so 4QSam' and MT"'55. MT has w'/ kl. Syr. has w'I rys k/h, 

"and the head of all." 
his father's house So MT, LXX. 4QSam' has byt yw'b, "the house of Joab," in 

anticipation of the same reading later in the verse. Contrast Ulrich 1978:126-27. 
And Joab's house shall not be without So 4QSam', which has wiw; ykrt mbyi 

[yw'b], as recognized by Ulrich (1978:131), who compares 17:12 and I Sam 14:36 (cf. 
GK' §§1070, 109d). The reading of MT (cf. LXX) is w'/ykrt mbytyw'b, "And let Joab's 
house not be without," the more usual fonn of imprecation, which is (therefore) less 
distinctive and less likely to have been original here. 

30. had been laying for MT has hrgw /-, "had slain" (cf. Syr., Targ. qt[w ), but the 
construction of hrg with /- is found otherwise only in relatively late passages (Job 5:2; 
Ps 135: 11 = 136:9, 10) where Aramaic influence on the language may have taken place 
(cf. GK' §117n), and in any case LXXLMN (cf. LXX8

) diapareterounto points to a more 
distinctive reading. Ewald (1878:117 n. I) and Klostermann supposed this to be 'rbw 
/-, "had been laying for," but the reading of 4QSam', [ ]pnw /-, suggests that the original 
was instead a synonymous expression, viz. ~pnw I- (cf. Prov I: 11, I 8), which is adopted 
here. The verse amounts to a retrospective parenthesis reflecting on the entire incident 
and reminding the reader of the background events in 2:12-32. See the NOTE. 

3 I. King David himself Syr. adds wkwlh 'm ', "and all the people." 
behind So MT ('~ry), LXXBAMN (opiso), Syr. (brr), and 4QSam' ('~r[y ]). LXXL"'m' 

emprosthen reflects lpny, "in front of," a reminiscence of the previous lpny, "in front 
of (Abiner), in (Abiner's) path." 

32. his grave So LXX8 A"'N. MT, LXXL, Syr., and 4QSam' have "Abiner's grave." 
Cf. the following TeJCtual Note. 

the people wept, too Lxx•AMN add "over Abiner." Omit with MT, LXXL, Syr., and 
4QSam'. Cf. the preceding TeJCtual Note. 

33. Alas See the NOTE on "Alas, prince of Israel" in 1:19. Here again a lament 
begins with ho, "alas," written archaically as h-. MT takes this as the interrogative 
particle. 

34. Your hands were bound . .. not by manacles So 4QSam': '[swrwt ydyk /'] bzqym. 
MT (cf. LXX) has a shorter reading: ydk ( = ydyk) /' 'srwt, "Your hands were not 
bound!" There is no apparent mechanism for the loss of bzqym, and a case might be 
made for the shorter text of MT. Freedman, however, has convinced me of the original-
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ity of bzqym. "by manacles," a distinctive phrase providing an excellent parallel to 
bn~stym, "by fetters." The two do not occur in parallel elsewhere, however, so that 
it is not likely that bzqym arose here by scribal expansion. 

Your feet Reading rglyk with LXX'81 for MT, 4QSam' wrglyk, "and your feet." 
not The position of the negative particle /' varies. In MT it precedes ,"by fetters." 

In 4QSam', which we follow, it follows "by fetters." In LXX it seems to be represented 
in both positions. 

by fetters Reading bn~stym with 4QSam' (bn~s[ty ]m) in preference to MT 
/n~stym. But if Dahood ( 1980) is correct in interpreting /- as instrumental, we should 
probably give preference to MT. 

confined Reading huggasii (cf. BDB 621; BHS huggJsii), lit. "brought near," i.e., 
shackled together by fetters, not brought near to ( = thrust into) fetters (cf. the 
following Textual Note). 4QSam' has hgs ( = higgfS or hogges [cf. GK' § l 13z]?). 
Dahood ( 1980), comparing Job 3: 18, suggests huggiisii, which he translates "tortured." 

As a criminal falls MT has knpwl lpny bny 'w/h, "like a falling before criminals." 
Many follow Klostermann in reading kenopel, "like one who falls," fo( kinp6/. LXX 
hos nabal, "like Nabal," suggests keniibiil. "like an outcast," an error probably shared 
by 4QSam' (knb [/]). In order to recover the original sense of the poetic line, suggested 
by symmetry with the first line of the lament, we should probably strike lpny as a 
corrupt duplicate of-/ bny and, with Ehrlich (1910:281 ), read bn for bny. Thus we read 
knpwl bn 'w/h. 

all the people So MT and all versions: kl h'm. 4QSam' reads kl, "everyone" (?); 

but ihis is not good Hebrew, and we must assume that a scribe simply omitted h'm. 
(The note in BHS indicating that the scroll also omits kl is incorrect.) 

continued Reading wyspw with MT (wayyosfpii) and 4QSam' ([w]yspw). LXX8 L 
reflect wysp. understood as wy'sp (cf. 6:1 MT)-thus LXX8 kai synechthe = way
ye'esop, "And he (David) gathered all the people," etc., and LXXL kai synelthen = 
wayye'iisep, "And all the people gathered," etc. 

35. came So MT, LXX, 4QSam'. Syr.: w'mrw ("All the people said David should 
be given bread to eat," etc.). 

to give ... to eat So MT: lhbrwt, for which MT"'55 have lhkrwt, a variant com
mented on in Sanhedrin 20a. 

or anything else So MT: 'w kl m'wmh. 4QSam' combines the first two words 'wk/ 
m['wmh], "eating anything else." LXX8

: e apo pantos tinos = 'w mkl m'wmh, "or 
any of anything else." LXXL: oude pantos tinos = w/' kl m'wmh, "nor anything else." 

36. and everything . .. to them Reading wyytb b'ynyhm kl 'sr 'sh hmlk b'yny h'm 
on the basis of LXX0 kai eresen enopion auton panta hosa epoiesen ho basileus enopion 
tou laou and 4QSam' [wyy!b] 6'jmyhm [kl 'fr ']sh h[mlk b'yny h']m (LXXL reflects 
kl h'm, and perhaps we should restore this in the scroll also). MT marks b'ynyhm with 
the 'atnii~. thus dividing the verse differently, and adds another predicate at the end 
(cf. LXXA0 )-thus, wyy!b b'ynyhm kkl 'sr 'sh hmlk b'yny kl h'm !Wb, "and it seemed 
good to them, just as (?) everything the king did was good in the eyes of (seemed good 
to) the people." 

38. to his servants Omitted by Syr. by haplography (!'bdwh !'J. 
39. And I . .. am still a gentle man So MT: w'nky hywm rk, lit. "And I today am 

gentle." LXXLMN (cf. OL) have kai hoti semeron syngenes = wky hywm dd, "and that 
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he (viz. Abiner) was today a kinsman." The confusion of rk and dd was graphically 
possible in the scripts of many periods. The balance between the elements of this 
statement-w'nky ... rk, "And I ... am ... gentle"-and those of the one that follows 
-wh'nsym h'lh . .. qsym, "but these men ... are ... rougher," strongly favors the 
reading of MT (Thenius, Wellhausen); see the NOTE. 

though anointed king So MT: wmsw~ mlk. Lxx<ei kai kathestamenos hypo basi
leos probably reflects the same text interpreted in reference to Abiner: "and one 
anointed ( = appointed) by a king." Wellhausen doubts that rk wmsw~ mlk can mean 
"gentle though anointed king," arguing on linguistic grounds that the attributes should 
harmonize. He rejects the treatment of Ewald (1878:118), "Truly now I live in palaces 
and am anointed king ... ," because of its disregard for the contrast between rk, 
"gentle," and qfym, "rough." Associating ms~ withs~~. "be low(ly)," and changing 
mlk to mmlk, he suggests "too weak and lowly for a king." 

At this point MT adds yslm yhwh l'sh hr'h kr'tw, "May Yahweh repay the evildoer 
according to his evil!" The versions also reflect this addition, and Josephus bases his 
understanding of David's speech on it (see the NOTE); but it is lacking in 4QSam', 
enough of which is extant at this point to show that the vacat before the "paragraph" 
that begins in 4: I must have begun immediately after the end of v. 39a. The half-verse 
probably arose from the pious addition of a scribe. 

NOTES 

3 6. As the war . .. continued. This half-verse echoes the language of 3: 1 explicitly, 
resuming the narrative thread after the interruption of vv. 2-5. See the NOTE at 3:1 
and the COMMENT on the last section. 

was gaining power in. Hebrew mit~azzeq be-, which here, as in I Chron 11: 10 and 
II Chron 12:13, refers to the securing or strengthening of someone's position within 
a certain context. A few interpreters take the expression to mean instead that Abiner 
was supporting the house of Saul energetically, that he "was exerting himself in connex
ion with the house of Saul, for the purpose of maintaining it" (Driver), and it is true 
that this is the role Abiner himself claims in v. 8 to have been playing (McKane; cf. 
Grfilnbaek 1971:235 n. 44). But such an interpretation is not supported by the other 
occurrences of the expression. The point here is that Abiner is gathering more and more 
power to himself as the war drags on. For this reason, we may assume, lshbaal is 
becoming increasingly wary, and the accusation in the next verse is to be viewed against 
this background. 

7. Rizpah daughter of Aia. Rizpah figures prominently in the story of the Gibeonites' 
revenge in 21:1-14. She was a "concubine," a slave woman attached to the house of 
Saul, but the fact that she had borne two sons to the king (21 :8) made her an important 
figure in the royal household, as the present incident attests. 

"Why have you been sleeping with my father's concubine?" A serious charge. Adoni
jah will be put to death merely for asking for Solomon's father's concubine (I Kings 
2: 13-25). A violation of the royal harem was not only an act of Iese majeste (Bennett 
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1937:287); it was tantamount to a public declaration of pretension to the throne (cf. 
Tsevat 1958b). Thus Abishalom, when he has forced David into exile and occupied 
Jerusalem, will visit his father's harem openly in public demonstration of the transfer 
of the crown (16:20-22). Here, as in the case of Adonijah and Solomon, a rival 
challenges a new king's authority by claiming for himself a woman from the harem of 
the late king. Or so the offended kings, Ishbaal and Solomon, would have us believe. 
In the case of Adonijah, we might take the narrator's meaning to be that since David's 
relationship with Abishag had not been consummated (I Kings I :4), Adonijah did not 
regard her as his father's wife or concubine and asked for her without the ulterior 
motive that Solomon, who was seeking an excuse to eliminate the threat to his throne 
that a living older brother posed, chose to impute to him. The present case is also 
shrouded with uncertainty. Are we meant to believe that Abiner has actually been 
sleeping with Rizpah, as Ishbaal claims? The text, except where expanded by ancient 
hands to resolve the uncertainty (see the Textual Note), does not say. Perhaps Ishbaal 
is slandering Abiner in the hope of exposing him to public censure and the,reby checking 
his growing power (cf. v. 6b). Although it is impossible to be certain (cf. Soggin 1975:45 
n. 22), I assume that we are intended to suppose that Abiner did in fact take Rizpah 
for himself as a gesture of contempt for Ishbaal designed to display publicly the 
relationship that actually existed between himself and the king of whose domains he 
was the de facto ruler. 

8. a dog's head. This expression, ro's keleb, is otherwise unknown and its signification 
is uncertain. Freedman suggests plausibly that it "is a euphemism: to b.e a 'dog' was 
a term of opprobrium, and to be the rear end of a dog was obviously worse; this is a 
polite substitute for the latter." Another interesting interpretation, developed by Win
ton Thomas (1960:417-23) on the basis of the ingenious suggestion of G. Margoliouth, 
is that it means "dog-headed or dog-faced baboon." Symmachus' translation, kynoke
phalos, brings to mind the genus Cynocephalus, the dog-faced baboons of Africa and 
Arabia, of which at least C. hamadryas, the sacred baboon of Egypt, must have been 
known to the Israelites. If this interpretation is correct, Abiner is complaining that he 
is being treated like an ape. If it is not correct, we must suppose that "a dog's head" 
belongs in some undetermined way to the wider use of references to dogs in expressions 
of reproach and self-abasement (see the NOTE on "a dead dog like me" in 9:8). 

dealing loyally. See the NOTE at 2:5 and, on the use of ~esed, "loyalty (to a relation
ship)," in the present passage, the discussion in Sakenfeld 1978:27-31. 

9-10. These words are rather surprising on Abiner's lips (cf. Ackroyd). The vow 
assumes knowledge of Yahweh's condemnation of Saul and promise to transfer his 
kingship to another (I Sam 13:13-14; 15:26-28), and of the choice of David as the 
successor (I Sam 15:35-16:13), all key episodes in the prophetic presentation of the 
stories of Saul and David (see I Samuel, pp. 18-23). The present verses are probably 
secondarily interpolated, then, perhaps by the prophetic hand that fashioned the larger 
story or by a still later Deuteronomistic editor. Budde, to be sure, supposed Abiner's 
words to refer to material within what we have taken as the original body of the 
narrative of David's rise to power, viz. the oracle referred to cryptically in I Sam 22:10 
(cf. also Eissfeldt 1931 :27); but such a supposition is difficult to adopt with confidence 
when we are totally ignorant of the content of the oracle in question. More persuasive, 
therefore, are the recent interpreters who regard these verses as Deuteronomistic in 
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origin (e.g., Schmidt 1970:126-31; Veijola 1975:59-60; contrast Mettinger 1976:44), 
looking ahead to Yahweh's promise to David in II Sam 7:5-17, and comparable, then, 
to other passages in the story of David's rise that we have taken to be Deuteronomistic 
expansion (especially I Sam 25:28b--3 I; cf. below the NOTES at 3: 18 and 5: 1-2 and the 
Introduction, pp. 4-8). 

9. May God ... again. Hebrew koh ya'aseh If hii'e/ohfm wekoh yosfp (see the Textual 
Note), a standard oath formula (I Sam 3: 17; etc.), here followed by kf, as in I Sam 14:44; 
20:13; etc. (cf. Driver and GK' §149d). See I Samuel, the NOTES on 3:17 and 14:44. 

10. from Dan to Beersheba. A conventional way of describing the full extent of the 
united kingdom of Israel. Dan (Tell el-Qac;li on the southern slope of the Hermon) and 
Beersheba (Tell es-Seba', ca. twenty-three miles southwest of Hebron) lay at the tradi
tional northern and southern extremes of the land. 

12. all Israel. That is, the territories ruled by Ishbaal, as listed in 2:9. See the NOTE 
there on "Israel in its entirety" and Flanagan 1975:107-8. 

13. You won't see me. Hebrew /o'-tir'eh 'et-piinay, lit. "You will not see my face." 
Those who were privileged to "see the face" of a king on a regular basis were the 
members of his inner circle of personal advisers (cf. II Kings 25: 19 = Jer 52:25; Esth 
I: 14). It was a sign of favor and privilege to be granted an interview with a king or other 
person of high rank, and expressed exclusion from "seeing the face" of the king was, 
conversely, a form of disgrace (cf. David's treatment of Abishalom in 14:24ff.). See also 
the following NOTE. 

Michal daughter of Saul. The story of David's marriage to Michal was told in I Sam 
18:20-27. After David's estrangement from Saul and flight-with Michal's help (I Sam 
19: 11-17}--from the Israelite court, Saul remarried his daughter "to Pal ti, the son of 
Laish, who was from Gallim" (I Sam 25:44). We may suspect with Caird and most 
other commentators that "the request for the return of Michal was a political move 
to reinforce the claims of David to the kingship," but our narrator, according to whom 
any such ambition was alien to David's personality (see the COMMENT), puts forward 
a different reason. David requires Abiner to arrange the return as proof of his good 
faith. Only on this condition will he grant the Benjaminite general the privilege of an 
interview. Compare Gen 43:3,5, where Joseph requires his brothers to bring Benjamin 
as a sign of their truthfulness. "You won't see me," says Joseph in language identical 
to that of David in the present passage, "unless your brother is with you." 

14-16. It is surprising to find Ishbaal involved in these proceedings, especially in view 
of the fact that the negotiations between David and Abiner are aimed at his elimination. 
Accordingly, Noth (1960:184 n. I) followed earlier critics in challenging the integrity 
of these verses. The claim that Michal became David's wife during Saul's lifetime was, 
in Noth's opinion, made only late in the development of the tradition, and the relevant 
portions of I Samuel 18-19 reflect this later tradition. In the present passage, then, v. 
14 would seem to be secondary-an adjustment of the older story, in which Michal 
became David's wife here for the first time-to the tradition in I Samuel 18-19, and 
v. 15 would have to be corrected to read "Abiner" instead of "Ishbaal" as the subject 
of the verb. But Grf1jnbaek (1971 :237-38), while sharing Noth's doubt of the historicity 
of an early marriage between David and Michal, has emphasized an essential element 
of the passage not taken into account by Noth. The involvement of Ishbaal, son of Saul 
and brother of Michal, serves the author's apologetic purpose of giving further legitima-
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tion to David's union with Michal, which might otherwise seem to have been illicitly 
arranged. These verses, in other words, contribute directly to what we have. taken to 
be the major purpose of the larger composition. They are best regarded, therefore, as 
a necessary part of the narrative, not a product of revision of the sort imagined by Noth 
or, indeed, a scrap of "an alternative account" (Ackroyd). We are told that Ishbaal 
cooperated in the return of Michal, which might otherwise have been condemned as 
a consequence of the treachery of a treasonous member of Ishbaal's court but which 
instead, by virtue of the king's own involvement, had the character of an officially 
sanctioned act of state. 

But if we assume that the story of David and Michal, with all its components, belongs 
to the oldest version of this story and is likely, therefore, to correspond somehow. to 
historical reality, we are obliged to offer an explanation of the rather strange behavior 
of the principals in the present episode. On what basis does David make the demand 
for the return of Michal? Why does Ishbaal cooperate at the cost of giving credibility 
to David's right to the northern throne? How can our narrator, whose; purpose is to 
present David's behavior in the best possible light, expect his audience to overlook an 
apparent violation of marriage law (e.g., Deut 24: 1-4)? None of this makes sense unless 
we assume there are special legalities involved to which all parties are acting responsi
bly. In a recent study (1979) Ben-Barak, on the basis of Mesopotamian materials drawn 
from a variety of periods, has shown that such legalities existed, at least in Mesopo
tamia, and may have been applicable in the present case. Biblical prohibitions against 
remarrying one's former wife after she has become a second man's wife apply specifi
cally to cases where the first husband has divorced the woman willingly (Deut 24: 1; 
cf. Jer 3: 1), but no stipulation is made about cases in which the first husband is forcibly 
removed from his wife .. The Mesopotamian laws cited by Ben-Barak apply specifically 
to cases of the latter kind. If a husband is forced to leave the country and give up his 
wife, she becomes legally a widow after a certain period of time and may remarry. If, 
however, the first husband subsequently returns, he may reclaim her and she must 
return to him. Ben-Barak concludes plausibly that David's claims are made on some 
such basis as this and that Ishbaal, whatever he might have preferred to do, was not 
in a strong enough position to flout an established legal practice. Certainly it seems to 
be the case that David, by citing the "bride-price" he paid for Michal (see the following 
NOTE), means to state a legal basis for his demand. 

14. whom I betrothed for a hundred Philistine foreskins. An allusion to the story in 
I Sam 18:20-27. Saul himself had set this unusual mohar or "bride-price" (on which 
see I Samuel, the NOTE at 18:22b-25) in the hope and expectation that David would 
lose his life trying to acquire it (v. 25). But Saul's scheme backfired (as usual), and 
David, with Yahweh's help (cf. v. 28), met the requirement and won a royal bride (v. 
27). 

15. Pa/tie/ son of Laish. Cf. I Sam 25:44, where Michal's second husband is called 
by a shorter form of his name, "Patti." His home is said there to be Gallim, a Benja
minite town north of Jerusalem (cf. Isa 10:30). 

16. Bahurim. Cf. the Textual Nore. The modem site is Ras e~-Tmim, just east of 
Mount Scopus, Jerusalem; see Maps 3 and 7. Ancient Bahurim was a Benjaminite 
village, the home ofShimei, David's accuser in later life {16:5; 19:17; II Kings 2:8), and 
Azmaveth, one of David's heroes (cf. 23:31 and the Textual Nore there on "the 
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Bahurimite"). It seems to have been a kind of border town, guarding one of the main 
roads connecting Israel with Judah and Jerusalem. 

17. The reference to the Israelites' eagerness to have David as king is perhaps an 
allusion to the days when David was a general in Saul's army, when he "went out and 
came in before" the Israelites (I Sam 1S:l6). At that time, we know, "all Israel and 
Judah loved him," that is, paid him the loyalty that might have seemed properly due 
to Saul (see I Samuel, the NOTE to IS:l6). 

the elders of Israel. Senior tribesmen who exercised jurisdiction on behalf of the 
people of Ishbaal's kingdom. See McKenzie 1959; van der Ploeg 1961; Malamat 1965; 
and, for the present passage, Mettinger 1976:109,114-15. 

IS. For Yahweh . .. enemies. I agree with a majority of commentators that part of 
vv. 17-18-at least ISl>-is secondary, probably Deuteronomistic, expansion (cf. 
Veijola 1975:60--63). The language ofv. !Sb in particular is reminiscent of statements 
made about Saul in the prophetic account of his anointing (I Sam 9: 16; 10: I). As 
Schmidt (1970: 136-3S) has pointed out, the effect of this is to stress the continuity 
between the reigns of Saul and David, on the one hand, and, especially with the 
emphasis placed on the military role of the king in these passages (pp. 133-34), the 
continuity of the reigns of both kings with the period of the judges, on the other. All 
of this serves the editorial purposes of the Deuteronomistic writer who shaped the 
larger history. Note also how v. !Sb looks ahead to the subsequent Deuteronomistic 
passages in its allusion to an oracle of Yahweh about David, which has no discernible 
referent apart from II Samuel 7 (cf. the NOTE on vv. 9-10 above), as well as its use 
of the epithet "my servant" in reference to David and its anticipation of David's 
subjugation of Israel's enemies, on both of which see the NOTES that follow. 

my servant David. Elsewhere especially (though not exclusively) in Deuteronomistic 
contexts; see Cross 1973:251 n. 140,253; Veijola 1975:127-2S. Cf. the NOTE at 7:5. 

the Philistines and all their [other] enemies. This looks ahead to David's victories 
over the Philistines recorded in 5:17-25 (Veijola 1975:103; Mettinger 1976:42),21: 
15-22, and 23:S-39; but, more specifically, it points to the Deuteronomistically com
piled catalogue of David's successes against the Philistines and Israel's other enemies 
in chap. S. 

19. Abiner spoke personally with the Benjaminites. The expression dibber be'ozne PN. 
lit. "speak in the ears of PN," suggests a personal audience with someone, just as to 
hear something with one's own ears (7:22; cf. IS:l2) is to learn it directly, not second
hand. The use of the expression in the present verse, therefore, points to a distinction 
between Abiner's communication to the elders of Israel in general (v. 17), which was 
accomplished, we may assume, through messengers, and his negotiations with the 
Benjaminites in particular, which he undertook in person. There must have been at least 
two reasons for the special treatment of Benjamin. First, Abiner was himself a Benja
minite and must have had considerable influence among his fellow tribesmen. Second, 
Benjamin was the tribe of the house of Saul, and its cooperation would be crucial to 
the success of Abiner's plan. This nuance of wording, moreover, has yet another 
implication. To speak in someone's ear is to give him formal notice and, in effect, enlist 
him as a witness in the future (Deut 5:1; etc.). The narrator, whose larger apologetic 
argument is aimed especially at the Israelite, non-Jerusalemite component of David's 
kingdom, who may have doubted the legitimacy of the succession, is reminding the 
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Benjaminites in his audience that they themselves know that what is here related about 
Abiner is true. You yourselves know, says the writer to any Benjaminite skeptical about 
David's innocence in the death of Abiner, that before he died Abiner was negotiating 
a transfer of the allegiance of the Israelites from the house of Saul to the house of David. 
So why would David have wanted Abiner dead? See further the COMMENT. 

good. That which seemed "good" (!ob) to the Israelites was what David would be 
obliged to do to establish a covenantal relationship with them. On this use of !Ob as 
treaty terminology, see Malamat 1965:63-64 and, for general background, Moran 
1963b. 

21. all Israel. See the NOTE at v. 12 above. 
and he went in peace. Hebrew wayyilek besii/Om, with which this and each of the 

next two verses conclude. It hardly requires a subtle exposition of the text to show that 
this detail, which is repeated three times within the compass of a few words, was 
regarded as important by the narrator. Abiner is about to be killed. It must be under
stood clearly, therefore, that he parted from David on good terms. 

22. Joab returns. His absence on routine duty during Abiner's visit seems almost 
suspiciously convenient, and many commentators (e.g., Caird) have supposed it to have 
been arranged deliberately by David to avoid the conflict he knew would otherwise 
arise. 

25. your going out and your coming in. That is, your military maneuvers. The 
expression yii~ii' ubii'. "go out and come in," most often refers to marching to and from 
battle; cf. I Sam 18:13,16; 29:6; and elsewhere, Josh 14:11; etc. Joab, in other words, 
is claiming that Abiner, though visiting under the pretext of a parley, in fact came to 
acquire intelligence about David's military activities in the hope of gaining an advan
tage for the house of Saul in the ongoing war (vv. 1,6). 

26. Bor-hassirah. That is, bOr-hassfrd, an oasis (bOr) that lay, according to Josephus 
(Ant. 7.34), twenty stades, i.e., about two and a half miles, north of Hebron. This would 
place it near modern ~iret el-Bella'. See Map l. 

David did not know [of this]. The remark may seem superfluous, but the writer wants 
to leave no ambiguity on this point. See the COMMENT. 

27-30. Note that v. 30 in its present position seems isolated and out of place (cf. 
Caird). It would, however, follow quite naturally upon v. 27: "and he died for the blood 
of Asael, [Joab's] brother, for Joab and Abishai had been laying for [him] because," 
etc. This calls attention to the material that intervenes, vv. 28-29, which might be 
suspected of having arisen secondarily. There is internal evidence to support such a 
suspicion. David's explicit avowal of his innocence clashes with the narrator's style of 
argument in the rest of his account of this episode, which exonerates David not by open 
assertion but by a careful recounting of events. The harsh and apparently public 
denunciation of Joab is incompatible with what we are told of David's subsequent 
dealings with his chief general, who, indeed, is instructed to lead the funeral procession 
in the passage that follows immediately. The statement in v. 39a is not nearly so strong. 
I suspect, therefore, that those scholars who, like Veijola (1975:30-31) and Mettinger 
(1976:40 n. 36), regard vv. 28-29 as ofDeuteronomistic origin are correct. Seen in this 
light certain other details become more clear, as the following NOTES show. (On v. 30, 
see further the NOTE there.) 

27. for the blood of Asae/, [Joab's] brother. This phrase, bedam 'iisd-'il 'ii~iw. is 
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appended to remind us of the events of 2: 17-28 and to emphasize the point that 
Abiner's death was the result of a personal quarrel between him and the sons of 
Zeruiah, a matter in which David was not involved. Joab has exercised his duty as 
Asael's kinsman and avenger. He is "the redeemer of blood" (go'e/ haddii.m, Num 
35: 19; etc.), whose "most solemn responsibility ... was to enforce blood-vengeance, 
and here we encounter [a] law of the desert, the !ilr of the Arabs" (de Vaux 196lb:vol. 
I: 11 ). Biblical law sanctions the system of blood vengeance but controls it by establish
ment of the so-called cities of refuge; see Num 35:9-34; Deut 4:41-43; 19:1-13; Joshua 
20. See also the preceding NOTE. 

28. I and my kingship. David is portrayed as concerned not only for himself but also 
for his kingship, to which compare 7:12 and especially 7:16. The use of mamlii.ka, 
"kingship," in such a context raises the question of dynasty (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE 
to 13: 13 and the COMMENT on 13:2-5). This is nowhere a concern of the story of 
David's rise in its original form, but it is a characteristically Deuteronomistic interest. 

28-29. may rhe blood ... devolve upon the head of Joab. Hebrew wedam ... yii.~ol 
'a/-ro's yo'ii.b (see the Textual Notes). Interpretation of the verb by reference to Jer 
23: 19 = 30:23 (Driver, Ackroyd), where there is mention of a "storm of Yahweh" 
(sa'iirat yahweh) that "will whirl (yii.~u/) about the heads of the wicked," may be 
misleading. Rabbinic Hebrew (Jastrow 432) shows that ~ii.I 'al could refer to hovering 
over or revolving about the head in the sense of "alight upon" as a duty or obligation. 
The sense here is that responsibility for the death of Abiner is to rest upon Joab and 
his family as a permanent liability. 

Looking far ahead, we see that Joab will die by command of Solomon (I Kings 
2:28-34). The language in that passage recalls the present events explicitly, and the 
statement David makes here is echoed in particular in I Kings 2:33: "And the blood 
[of Abiner] shall come back upon the head of Joab and upon the heads of his descen
dants forever, but for David and his descendants and his house and his throne there 
will be peace forever beforcr Yahweh!" These two parts of the larger history are thus 
linked by two insertions (II Sam 3:28-29 and I Kings 2:33) from a Deuteronomistic 
hand. 

clings to a crutch. Hebrew ma~iiziq bappe/ek, understood by Driver to mean a man 
who holds a distaff (pelek, Prov 31: 19), i.e., an effeminate; cf. Akkadian pilakku (< 
Sumerian bi/a [k ], against Driver's etymology) and Ugaritic plk. both "spindle." But 
Phoenician plkm means "crutches" in the Karatepe inscription (KAI 26 A 11.6), and 
this sense seems better to me here. 

falls by the sword. McKane compares I Sam 31 :4 and concludes that here as there 
the meaning is "falls upon the sword," i.e., commits suicide. But this is incorrect. To 
fall by (be-) the sword is to die in battle (cf. 1:12, where the reference is not only to 
Saul but also to Jonathan and all the Israelite soldiers who fell in the debacle on Gilboa), 
and this, nii.pal be-, is the expression used here, not nii.pal 'al, "fall upon," as in I Sam 
31:4. 

30. I suggested above that this verse originally followed immediately upon v. 27. In 
that position it seems immune to the criticisms of those scholars who would strike 
it as misplaced and disruptive (Caird; cf. Ackroyd). But those commentators who fol
low the received Hebrew text, which says that "Joab and his brother Abishai killed 
(hii.regu le-) Abiner," are further troubled by the contradiction to the description of the 
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deed in v. 27, where Abishai is not mentioned. The introduction of Abishai, they argue, 
is "unexpected" (Ackroyd), "inaccurate" (Caird), "almost certainly incorrect" (Hertz
berg). Hebrew hiiregri le-, moreover, is a "solecism of the later period" (GK' §1I7n), 
hiirag taking the accusative in the classical phase of the language. These difficulties are 
relieved, however, by the restoration of the primitive text, made possible by the assis
tance of Greek and Qumran evidence (see the Textual Note). Joab and Abiner, we are 
told, "had been laying for" (~iipenri le-) Abiner ever since the death of Asael. To the 
possible objection that the statement, however interpreted and wherever located, is 
superfluous to the narrative, we should reply that here, as in the threefold repetition 
of the detail that Abiner left David "in peace" (vv. 21,22,23) and in the certification 
of David's ignorance of Abiner's recall (v. 26), there is extreme care being taken to 
avoid any ambiguity about the human motives that gave rise to the events being 
recounted. Joab and Abishai, the surviving sons of Zeruiah, have continued to prose
cute their blood feud against Abiner since the death of their brother. The narrator 
invites his audience to contemplate these things one last time at the end of his account 
of the slaying of Abiner and prior to his description of the funeral rites'. 

31. Abiner's funeral procession, as here described, was led by his assassin, Joab, 
accompanied by Joab's army. (Was this extraordinary arrangement necessitated by 
security reasons?) Then came the bier, followed by the king. 

Tear your clothes. See the NOTE at I: 11. 
put on sackcloth. Another sign of mourning. Hebrew faq (whence Greek sakkos, 

Latin.saccus, and, by way of an early Germanic borrowing, English "sack") referred 
both to sackcloth and to an ordinary kind of household bag used, for example, for 
carrying grain (cf. Gen 42:25; etc.), and it is probable that it was material from such 
bags that was worn in mourning. For the practice in general, see de Ward 1972:1(}....15. 

32. Hebron. No attempt is made to return the body to Benjamin for burial. See also 
4:12. 

33. an outcast. For this translation of niibii/, traditionally "fool," see the NOTE at 
13:13. A niibiil is one who has committed an act of nebiilti, "sacrilege" (13:12), thus 
severing himself from his place in society. The sense of David's lament is that Abiner, 
"a commander and a nobleman" (v. 38), has suffered the death of an "outcast" or 
"criminal" (ben 'aw/ii', v. 34). Though he was not a convicted outlaw, a prisoner 
shackled in chains, he died like one, executed in secret by Joab and the palace guard 
and thus denied the dignified death that would have befitted his rank and character. 

35. May God ... again/ See the NOTE at v. 9. The oath formula is the same, but 
here kf is followed by 'im (cf. I Sam 25:34). See Driver and GK' §149d. 

I wi II taste no bread. Cf. I : 12 and the NOTE there on "fasting." 
36-37. David's behavior impresses the peopie favorably. The narrator makes a point 

of explaining that "at that time"-i.e., at the time of the funeral, when the events could 
still be remembered clearly--everyone, including "all Israel"-i.e., Abiner's own coun
trymen (see the NOTE at v. 12 above)-acknowledged David's innocence in the matter. 
They knew, he says, that Abiner's death "was not the king's will" (lo' hiiyetti me
hammelek, lit. "it was not from the king") or, in other words, the king had not 
instigated it (cf. Judg 14:4). 

38-39. Veijola (1975:31-32) considers these verses, like vv. 28-29, to be secondary 
and Deuteronomistic, but in this case I cannot agree. The strongly moralizing half-verse 
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39b is shown by the evidence of the scroll to be the pious comment of a scribe (see the 
third Textual Note at v. 39), and the rest displays no formal or thematic characteristic 
necessarily requiring us to bracket it as secondary. 

38. a nobleman. Hebrew giid61, lit. "a great one," to which Wifall (1975) has 
compared Amarna Akkadian awflu, lit. "man," and Egyptian wr, lit. "great one." All 
of these, he says, signify membership in the ruling aristocratic class in the semifeudal 
social structure the early Israelite monarchy shared with other states. 

39. David says that although he has been anointed king over Judah (2:4), he is still 
(lit. "today") a gentle man, an assertion that highlights his innocence of complicity in 
the violent death of Abiner. The foil to his gentleness is the brutality of his kinsmen, 
the sons of Zeruiah. The syntax accentuates the contrast: we'iinoki . .. rak ... we-
hii'iiniisim hii'e//eh ... qiisim, "And I ... am ... gentle ... but these men ... are 
rougher." Everything we have been told so far about the sons of Zeruiah bears this out; 
they are seasoned warriors, fiercely loyal, and callous, cruel, and precipitate; see the 
COMMENT. 

COMMENT 

Some time has passed-we do not know how much-since Abiner slew Asael 
in the aftermath of the contest at Flints' Field (see § IV). The war between 
Israel and Judah has "dragged out" (3:1). It is the narrator's wish, however, 
that the former events should be fresh in our minds for what we are about to 
hear, and he has joined his account of them directly to the present episode. 
Despite the later insertion of a list of the sons born to David in Hebron (3 :2-5), 
the original collocation of materials achieves its purpose. As we read the 
account of Abiner's negotiations with David, we are mindful of the feud he 
reluctantly ignited in the field outside Gibeon (2: 17-28). We know that Joab 
and Abishai are seeking revenge for their brother's blood, that they are "laying 
for" Abiner (cf. v. 30). We find nothing incredible or even surprising, therefore, 
about Joab's behavior when he returns to Hebron to chide his lord for treating 
with Abiner (vv. 22-25) and lays a trap for the Benjaminite general (vv. 
26-27). 

It is the chief goal of this part of the story of David's rise to demonstrate 
the new king's innocence of the two assassinations (viz. of Abiner and Ishbaal) 
that opened the way to his kingship in the north (cf. McCarter 1980b:501-2). 
The narrator, therefore, wants to leave no ambiguity about the slaying of 
Abiner. David benefited from the deed inasmuch as it removed the sturdiest 
obstacle from his path to the throne of Israel. Abiner, moreover, was received 
by David in Hebron shortly before his death, and he was slain by David's 
ranking officer and kinsman. These things the narrator does not attempt to 
deny. Nevertheless, he says, David was not responsible for the assassination. 
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His negotiations with Abiner were frank and harmonious. Abiner, in fact, 
pledged his support to David and when he died he was in the midst of 
negotiations intended to establish David's rule in the north. This last point, 
we are told, can be attested by the Benjaminites themselves, the group who 
might seem most clearly to have grievances against David and fo whom the 
old story of David's rise was probably principally addressed, for Abiner dis
cussed the matter "personally" with them (cf. the NOTE at v. 19). After the 
parley described in vv. 20-21, Abiner left David's court "in peace"--our 
narrator is not satisfied until he has made this point three times (vv. 21,22,23) 
-and David had no reason to believe that he did not also return home in 
peace. As it happened, he was recalled to Hebron by Joab, but, as we are 
explicitly told, "David did not know [of this]" (v. 26). So the killing, when it 
came, was not David's responsibility. It was, as we have said, the result of a 
blood feud, a personal matter, related only indirectly to the larger political 
issues. 

Nowhere is the story of David's rise more insistent in its apologetic tone than 
here in its controversion of David's involvement in Abiner's death. The care 
with which the acquitting facts are presented is itself a clue that this suspicion, 
more than others, was a problem in the time of the composition of the narra
tive. The rabbis perceived these circumstances clearly, commenting (Sanhedrin 
20a) that David's purpose in following the bier was to appease the people and 
convince them of his innocence. In this, concluded the rabbis, David suc
ceeded. In fact, the favorable response of the people is given special stress in 
the story. It is the narrator's testimony that those who witnessed the events 
in person were entirely persuaded of David's innocence by the sincerity with 
which he mourned the fallen Israelite leader: " ... everything the king did in 
[their] sight seemed good to them" (v. 36). The point being made, it seems, 
is that only in retrospect, only in the present (i.e., the time of the composition 
of the story) is suspicion possible, for "all the people and all Israel knew at 
that time that it was not the king's will to kill Abiner son of Ner" (v. 37). 
Nevertheless, the suspicion arose-perhaps in retrospect, perhaps without 
justification, but it was there-and it lingered on throughout David's reign, as 
attested by the Shimei incident in 16:5-14 and indeed by the persistently 
defensive tone of the present account itself. 

If David was not murderous and ambitious and Abiner did not fall prey to 
David's ambition, then why did all this take place? What factor or factors 
moved these events forward? From the perspective of the larger narrative, the 
motivating force was Yahweh's will and his special favor for David, but the 
working out of the divine plan remains implicit in the present episode, becom
ing explicit only where a later hand has touched the original version and drawn 
it out (vv. 9-10, l Sb,28-29; see the NOTES). Instead, these events are described 
as the consequences of the interplay of four human personalities, and, indeed, 
the entire episode stands as a testimony to the peril of human recklessness and 
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vindictiveness. Two of the key personalities-ironically enough, the two kings 
-are essentially passive. Ishbaal is presented as weak, indecisive, and cow
ardly, a thoroughly unkingly invertebrate, unable to control or even coexist 
with the masterful and mercurial Abiner. David is depicted as passive, too 
"gentle" to harness the "rougher" (v. 39) sons of Zeruiah; but there is no 
suggestion that his passivity is a serious defect of character, and he has the 
affection and trust of his people. He is not ambitious-the negotiations con
cerning kingship in the north are initiated by Abiner, the demand for Michal 
is only (we are told) a test of Abiner's good faith, and, all in all, David's passive 
attitude toward this part of his destiny is consistent with his behavior as 
presented elsewhere in the larger story. Yet he seems firmly in control of his 
own kingdom, and he is quick and resolute in denouncing injustice when it 
appears. In short, he is a new king not yet in possession of his full powers but 
as well suited for kingship as Ishbaal is ill suited. The other two personalities 
are much more forceful; they play the decisive roles. Abiner is presented as a 
strong and able man, a great warrior, and a clever politician. But he seems 
easily to find himself embroiled in a quarrel, whether with friend or foe. He 
is a thoroughly unpredictable and controversial fellow, and he is fatally care
less. Joab is depicted as powerful and fiercely loyal but also ruthless, vindictive 
and, as we have noted, "rougher" than David (v. 39). It may be that he was 
also ambitious and jealous of his position. Josephus (Ant. 7.31,36, cf. 37-38) 
took this to be the real reason for his rancor against Abiner, a potential rival 
for the leadership of David's armies, and many modem commentators (Caird, 
Ackroyd, etc.; cf. Noth 1960:185; Soggin 1975:46) have suspected the same 
thing. But as the story is told here, the whole affair is a matter of blood revenge, 
and Joab is a cold-blooded and skillful avenger. He and Abishai share the rash 
impetuosity of their slain brother, Asael (cf. 2: 17-23), and it is the recklessness 
of these sons of Zeruiah, together with their vindictiveness and treachery, that 
finally emerges as the most important of all these factors leading to the death 
of Abiner. 

With Abiner dead, the one remaining obstacle in David's path to the king
ship of Israel is Ishbaal, the withering scion of the house of Saul. The removal 
of this last obstacle is the subject of the next section. 



VII. THE DEATH OF ISHBAAL 
(4:1-12) 

4 1When Ishbaal son of Saul heard that Abiner had died in Hebron, 
his courage flagged, and all Israel was dismayed. 

The Murder of Ishbaal 

2Now there were two men, commanders of raiding bands of Ishbaal 
son of Saul: The name of the first was Baanah, and the name of the 
second was Rechab; they were sons of Rimmon the Beerothite, a Ben
jaminite (for Beeroth is reckoned to the Benjaminites~3the Beerothites 
fled to Gittaim and have lived there as sojourners to this day). 

4Jonathan son of Saul had a lame son, who was five years old. When 
the news about Saul and Jonathan came from Jezreel, his nurse picked 
him up and fled. In her hurry to flee she dropped him, and he was 
crippled. His name was Meribbaal. 

1The sons of Rimmon the Beerothite, Rechab and Baanah, set out 
and, when the day was growing hot, came to the house of Ishbaal as 
he was taking his midday rest. 6The portress of the house had been 
gathering wheat; she had nodded and fallen asleep. So Rechab and 
Baanah, his brother, slipped by 'and went into the house, where [Ish
baal] was lying upon a couch in his bedchamber. They struck him and 
killed him and, cutting off his head, took it and travelled the Arabah 
road all night. 

David and the Sons of Rimmon 
8They brought Ishbaal's head to David in Hebron. "The head of 

Ishbaal son of Saul, your enemy, who sought your life!" they said to 
the king. "Yahweh has granted my lord the king vengeance today on 
Saul and his descendants!" 

9Then David answered Rechab and his brother, Baanah, the sons of 
Rimmon the Beerothite. "As Yahweh lives, who has saved my life 
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from every danger," he said to them, 10"the man who brought me 
word that Saul was dead, who thought of himself as a bearer of good 
news-I seized him and put him to death in Ziklag-a man to whom 
it would have been suitable for me to give a reward! 11 All the more so 
then when guilty men have slain an innocent man in his own house 
on his own bed! Therefore I shall hold you responsible for his blood 
and purge you from the land!" 1280 David gave instructions to his 
soldiers, and they put them to death, cut off their hands and feet, and 
hung them beside the pool in Hebron. But they buried Ishbaal's head 
in Abiner's grave. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

4 I. Ishbaal son of Saul Cf. the Textual Note at 3: 17. Here LXX"AL and 4QSam' 
(mpyb[st bn S'wl]) have "Mephibosheth son of Saul," a mistake for "Ishbosheth son 
of Saul" (cf. Syr., LXXMN). ln MT, which once shared the erroneous reading, the name 
was recognized as an obvious mistake, but the scribes preferred to suppress rather than 
correct it; thus MT now has "the son of Saul" alone. See Cross 1961:191 n. 45; Ulrich 
1978:42-45. 

and all Israel So MT and 4QSam' ([wk]/ yi[r'l]). LXX has "and all the men of 
Israel." 

2. of Ishbaal 4QSam' has lmpybst for l'ysbst, as in the preceding verse, and the 
reading of the scroll was shared by the Vorlage of LXX8 A. Again the name (along with 
the preposition) has been suppressed in MT. Note also that MT, followed by Syr., Targ., 
makes the verb explicit, reading hyw, "were"; omit with 4QSam' and probably LXX. 

the Beerothite MT hb'rty, written defectively in 4QSam': hbrty. 
for Beeroth Cf. LXX8

. MT (ky gm b'rwt) and 4QSam' (ky gm [brwt]): "for 
Beeroth, too." 

to the Benjaminites Reading lbny bnymn on the basis of LXX tois huiois beniamein 
and Syr. 'm bny bnymyn. In MT bny has been lost-thus, '/ bnymn. "to Benjamin." 
4QSam' has lbnymy[n] or possibly 'I bnymy[n]; see Ulrich 1978:145. 

3. the Beerothites MT: hb'rtym. 4QSam': hbrtym. 
4. When the news ... came Reading wyhy bb' sm't with 4QSam' (wyhy 

b[b]; sm['t]). Instead of wyhy. MT has hyh (thus," ... who was five years old when 
the news came ... "),and LXX kai houtos reflects whw' (thus, "And as for him, when 
the news came . . . "). 

Meribbaal Throughout Samuel the name of Jonathan's crippled son is given in MT 
as mepiboset (once as mepibo~t. in 19:25, where he is called "son of Saul"; see the 
Textual Note there), "Mephibosheth." In general, the same reading is reflected by LXX 
(e.g., LXX8 memphibosthe) and the other versions, except for LXXL, which has mem
ph(e)ibaa/, and OL (e.g., in 9:6), which has memphibaal. The latter reflect the original 
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form of the name, probably •mippf ba'al, "Mippibaal" (see the NOTE at 21 :8), the 
change from ba'al to boset being euphemistic, as explained in the NOTE on "Ishbaal" 
at 2:8. But whose name is this? In 21 :8 it is the name of a son of Saul by his concubine 
Rizpah (3:7). Throughout Samuel, as just noted, it is the name of Jonathan's crippled 
son. But he-Jonathan's son-is called "Meri(b)baal" by the Chronicler (MT meri
ba'al in I Chron 9:40, merfb ba'al in I Chron 8:34[bis] and 9:40; LXX meribaal; see 
below). Which of these names, Mephibosheth/Mippibaal or Meri(b)baal, belongs to 
Jonathan's son? Most commentators, mindful of the alteration of ba'al to boset, have 
attempted to explain Mephibosheth as a euphemism for Meri(b)baal-thus Driver, 
" ... the change to mrybbst (or mrybst) appears not to have been thought sufficient; 
and the name was further disguised by being altered to mpybst, which was probably 
taken to mean 'One who scatters or disperses (cf. Dt. 32,26 'p 'yhm) Shame.' " But there 
are problems with this explanation. In the first place, the Lucianic reading memphibaal 
points to an original name, mpyb'l, which cannot be "an intermediate form," as 
described by Driver, whose explanation supposes an intermediate form mrybst, which 
is nowhere attested, not mpyb'l, which, if we follow Driver's argument, would have to 
mean "One who scatters or disperses Baal" (!). Once the substitution of boset for 
ba'al has been made, moreover, it is difficult to imagine why it would be thought 
necessary for the name to be "further disguised." It seems necessary to suppose, 
therefore, that Mephibosheth/Mippibaal and Meri(b)baal are distinct names (to this 
extent I agree with Tsevat 1975:81-82). Then do both refer to the same man (cf. Tsevat 
1975:81)? This is possible, but I prefer to reason differently. The confusion between 
Ishbosheth/Ishbaal and Mephibosheth/Mippibaal in 3:8 and subsequent verses pro
vides a clue. It is noteworthy that this confusion begins in the primary witnesses (MT, 
LXX9

) in 3:8 and not before, though Ishbosheth/Ishbaal is mentioned as early as 2:8. 
The probable source of the confusion is 21:8, where Rizpah is involved (21:10), as she 
is at the beginning of chap. 3 (v. 7), and where alone there is a son of Saul named 
Mephibosheth/Mippibaal (cf. the Textual Note on "Ishbaal son of Saul" at 3:8). The 
confusion next crops up at the beginning of chap. 4 (vv. 1,2). At this point the name 
Mephibosheth/Mippibaal is shuffled onto a son of Jonathan with a similar sounding 
name, Meri(b )baa!; perhaps this was the reason for the displacement of v. 4 from chap. 
9 (see the NOTE on v. 4). The confusion is thereby resolved (cf. 4:5), and Meri(b)baal 
is consistently referred to as Mephibosheth/Mippibaal hereafter. I assume, therefore, 
that Mephibosheth/Mippibaal was the name of the son of Saul mentioned in 21:8, and 
that Meri(b)baal was, as the Chronicler maintains, the crippled son of Jonathan. For 
the interpretation of the name Meri(b)baal, see the NOTE. 

5. Baanah LXXL adds "his brother." 
lshbaal Here MT has (correctly) "Ishbosheth" (cf. LXXMN, Syr.). LXX9AL con

tinue with "Mephibosheth." 
6. The portress ... asleep Our translation is based on LXX, which here reads kai 

idou he thyroros tou oikou ekathairen pyrous kai enystaxen kai ekatheuden, which 
reflects whnh (wehinneh) 5w'rt hbyt lq!h(?) ~tym wtnm wty$n. The retroversion of 
ekathairen as lq!h is problematic; it was proposed by Thenius and rejected somewhat 
superciliously by Wellhausen. The Greek verb means "cleaned, cleared, purged"; it is 
used by Philo in reference to clearing or pruning vines (De agricultura 10) and in 
LXX to threshing (Isa 28:27). Here it seems to refer to gleaning. In any case, lq!h 
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(i.e., loqefa, understood by LXX as liiqefa) is graphically closer to lq~y. the corrupt 
correspondent in MT (see below), than other possibilities, such as sqlh (Wellhausen), 
which is also objectionable on the grounds that (I) a Pi'e/ form (msqlh) would seem 
to be required for the meaning "clean of stones" (cf. BOB 709) and (2) use of sq/ 
with reference to the stoning of grain is not otherwise attested. MT is corrupt at this 
point. It seems likely that a damaged text led to a graphic confusion in the first words 
of the verse (whnh sw'rt hbyt > whnh b 'w 'd t <wk> hbyt) and the corruption then 
spread throughout the first half of the verse. It now reads, in redundant anticipation 
of subsequent material: whnh (wehenna) b'w 'd twk hbyt lq~y ~{ym wykhw '/ h~ms, 
"And they (feminine!) went inside the .house fetching wheat and struck him in the 
stomach." 

his brother So MT, LXXL. LXX8
: "the brothers." 

7. [Ishbaal] The primitive reading is that of MT: hw', "he." Many Greek MSS 
make the subject explicit-thus LXX8 A (incorrectly), "Mephibosheth"; LXXMN (cor
rectly), "Ishbosheth"-and this is also necessary in English. 

his bedchamber LXXL adds to mesembrinon = h~hrym, "at midday," in reminis
cence of v. 5. 

They . .. took it Reading wyq~w with LXXL. MT, LXX8 repeat "his head." Note 
that while Syr. and Vulg. omit the previous clause (wysyrw 't r'sw, lit. "and they took 
off his head," here rendered "and, cutting off his head"), it is doubtful that these 
witnesses alone, which show consistent adjustment toward MT, can be assumed to 
point to a primitive reading; they probably arose from haplography in a text identical 
to that of MT, LXX8

. 

8. /shbaa/'s ... /shbaa/ In each occurrence MT, LXXMN, Syr. correctly have 
"lshbosheth." LXX8 AL continue with "Mephibosheth." 

vengeance So MT, LXXLMN, Syr. LXX8 adds "on his enemies." 
today MT hywm hzh. LXX hos he hemera aute reflects kywm hzh, "as on this day." 

Thus the LXX understanding of v. Sb is "Yahweh has granted my lord the king 
vengeance on his enemies (see the preceding Textual Note) as on this day, on Saul, 
your enemy (see the following Textual Note), and on his descendants!" This reflects a 
Hebrew text that might instead be taken to mean, "May Yahweh grant my lord the 
king vengeance on his (other) enemies, as (he has) on this day on your enemy Saul and 
on his descendants!" 

Saul (2) LXX, in reminiscence of the first pan of the verse, adds "your enemy." 
10. who thought of himself So MT: whw' . .. bynyw, lit. "and he was in his own 

eyes." LXX, Syr. reflect whw' . .. byny, "and he was in my eyes." 
11. an innocent man Syr. omits "innocent." MT, understanding the following 

phrases, "in his house on his own bed," as restrictive and 'is-~addiq, therefore, as 
determined, affixes 'et- (for a different explanation see GK' § l I 7d). I prefer to omit 
'et-, which is not reflected in LXX or, according to spacing considerations, 4QSam'. 

Therefore I shall hold you responsible for his blood Reading w'th 'bqs 't dmw 
mydkm, lit. "And now I shall seek his blood from your hand ... , " with LXX, Syr. 
MT: w'th h/w', etc.: "Therefore shall I not hold you responsible for his blood ... ?" 

12. his soldiers Reading n'ryw with LXX. MT and 4QSam' ([h]ii'rym) have 
hn 'rym, "the soldiers." There is no basis for choosing between these alternatives. 

they buried Reading qbrw on the basis of LXX 8ALM ethapsan. MT has lq~w wyqbrw, 
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"they took and buried." 4QSam' has lq~ w[yqbr], "he took and buried" (cf. LXXN 
ethapsen = qbr, "he buried"). 

Jshbaal's head MT, LXXMN' OL, Syr. read correctly "Ishbosheth's head." 
LXX"AL and 4QSam' ([r']s mpybst) have "Mephibosheth's head." 

in Abiner's grave Though all witnesses display longer readings, we read bqbr 'bnr. 
LXX"A add huiou ner = bn nr-thus, "in the grave of Abiner son of Ner"-and it is 
possible that this reading was original, bn nr having fallen out of some MSS after 'bnr. 
MT (cf. LXXN) adds b~brwn-thus, "in Abiner's grave in Hebron." A combination of 
these expansions-bqbr 'bnr bn nr b~brwn, "in the grave of Abiner son of Ner in 
Hebron"-is reflected by LXXLM, OL, and, as space considerations require, 4QSam' 
([bqbr 'bnr bn ]nr b~ (brwn ]). 

NOTES 

4 1. his courage flagged. Hebrew wayyirpu yiidayw, lit. "(and) his hands hung loose." 
Steady hands meant confidence, as explained in the NOTE to 2:7. The apparently 
masculine verb, wayyirpu. construed with a feminine dual subject, yiidayw, has been 
explained "from a dislike of using the 3rd plur. fem. imperf." (GK'§ 145p). But in the 
six biblical occurrences of the expression in the imperfect, yadayim, "hands," is con
strued with yirpu four times (II Sam 4: l; Zeph 3: 16; Neh 6:9; II Chron 15:7) and with 
tirpena, the expected feminine plural, only twice. The "masculine" form, in other 
words, is the rule, not the exception, and we must reckon it possible that it is not 
masculine at all but common in gender and dual in number. The common dual imper
fect in Hebrew seems to have had the form y/tq!J(n), as also in Ugaritic (cf. UT' §9.15); 
see I Samuel, the NOTE on "went straight ahead" in 6: 12. 

all Israel. That is, the territories ruled by Ishbaal. including Ephraim and Benjamin 
along with adjoining Gilead and Jezreel, but not Judah. See 2:9 and the NOTE there 
on "Israel in its entirety." 

2-3. (for Beeroth . .. to this day). This parenthesis may have been inserted by a later 
hand. It explains why Rimmon the Beerothite is called a Benjaminite. Beeroth's indige
nous population was not, according to biblical tradition, eliminated during the Israelite 
conquest. The city was part of a tetra polis, led by Gibeon, that made a treaty with Israel 
and so survived (Joshua 9; cf. especially v. 17). Thus it is somewhat surprising to find 
a Beerothite called a Benjaminite, unless the designation is merely formal, based on the 
official assignment of Beeroth to Benjamin in Josh 18:25. The parenthesis explains that 
the original population had fled previously and, presumably, were replaced by Benja
minites. We are not told the reason for the flight. Most scholars assume that they left 
to escape Saul, whose hostility to Gibeon (cf. 21 :2) may have extended to all the 
members of the Gibeonite federation and not alone to Gibeon proper. But the present 
narrative seems to regard this history as beside the point. According to the story as we 
have it, the sons of Rimmon are not acting out of some long-standing political resent
ment against the house of Saul (as supposed, for example, by Noth 1960: 186; Blenkin
sopp 1972:36; Soggin 1975:47). On the contrary, they are themselves Benjaminites, not 
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indigenous Beerothites at all, and are officers in lshbaal's army. Their treachery is born 
not of revenge but of crass opportunism and the hope of a reward from David. 

2. Beeroth. The name be'erot means "Wells" and is identical in form to that of the 
well-known Phoenician city of Beirut. The best evidence seems now to point to Khirbet 
el-Burj, four to five miles northwest of Jerusalem and a couple of miles south of el-Jib, 
ancient Gibeon, as the site of Beeroth; the ancient name is preserved in that of nearby 
Khirbet el-Biyar. See Yeivin 1971:142-44. 

3. Gittaim. The name, which means "the Double Gath or Winepress," is mentioned 
elsewhere only in Neb 11 :33 as one of the cities repopulated by Benjaminites after the 
Exile. An identification with the Gath ofl Chron 7:21 and 8:13, which does not seem 
to be the well-known Philistine city of 1 :20 (see the NOTE) and elsewhere, has been 
suggested. For bibliography, see Blenkinsopp 1972:8-9 and 110 on. 35-37. 

4. The introduction ofMeribbaal at this point seems purposeless, unless it is intended 
to make us aware that the line of Saul will not be brought to an end by the assassination 
that is about to take place. Perhaps this intrusion, which interrupts the flow of the 
narrative unnecessarily, arose in connection with the confusion over the identity of the 
"son of Saul" in vv. 1,2 and elsewhere in this passage (cf. the Textual Note on 
"Meribbaal" in v. 4). Josephus, whose text seems to have escaped this confusion, says 
nothing ofMeribbaal at this point (Ant. 7.46-47) but reports the information given here 
at a place in his narrative corresponding to 9:3 (Ant. 7 .113). It is quite possible that 
the present verse originally stood there as a part of Ziba's speech (Budde; cf. Carlson 
1964:51-52 n. 3). B,ut contrast Wellhausen: "The statement is too distinctive [eigen
rhiimlich] to be a gloss, nor is it to be dispensed with as a connective to chap. 9. It has 
the purpose here to show that after the death of Ishbaal no one of royal descent 
remained among the tribes of Israel to whom they could offer the kingship, and thus 
it provides a prerequisite for 5: I." 

Meribbaal. See the Textual Note. The name is either merfb ba'al (cf. I Chron 8:34; 
9:40) or, perhaps, meri ba'al (cf. I Chron 9:40). The former would mean "The lord is 
advocate," the latter "The lord is my master" (cf. Aramaic mar, "master, lord"). In 
either case I assume that ba'al, "(the) lord," refers to Yahweh, as explained in the 
NOTE on "lshbaal" in 2:8. The Masoretic vocalizations of the name, 
merib ba'al (l Chron 8:34 bis; 9:40) and meri ba'al (I Chron 9:40), seem intended 
euphemistically as "One who contends with Baal" (cf. Judg 6:32) and "Rebelliousness 
of Baal," respectively. 

7. the Arabah road. Also II Kings 25:4 = Jer 52:7; Jer 39:4. This is the way to and 
from Mahanaim, lshbaal's capital; cf. 2:29 and the NOTE there on "the Arabah." 

10. David refers to the incident described in 1:2-16. 
a man ... a reward. Hebrew 'a!er letitti-16 besora. The use of the infinitive is that 

described in GK' §1141. Cf. Driver, who explains, "The clause can hardly express 
David's view of the transaction: he could not think that the Amaleqite really deserved 
a reward for his tidings: it must express what David ought to have done in the judgment 
of the Amaleqite himself, or of men in general unable to appreciate David's regard for 
Saul." 

11. an innocent man. Compare 1:14--16. In contrast to Saul, lshbaal is not described 
as Yahweh's anointed or even as a king. His kingship is not recognized by David, and 
thus, as Mabee says (1980:104), "the crime is not regicide." Our narrator presents 
David as Saul's successor in Israel, not lshbaal's (cf. Gqllnbaek 1971:243). 
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COMMENT 

After Abiner's death Ishbaal's comes almost as an anticlimax. Abiner was the 
effective ruler in Israel (2:8-9; 3:6), and it was his death that signaled disaster 
for the rump government he had set up in Gilead. When the news reached 
Ishbaal, we are told, "his courage flagged, and all Israel was dismayed" (v. 1). 
The mood in Mahanaim must have been one of confusion and apprehension. 
The chance was now negligible that the house of Saul could prevail in its 
struggle with David for control of central Palestine. 

Nevertheless Ishbaal, not Abiner, was king of Israel. Whil.e he lived the 
leaders of the northern tribes had an alternative to accepting David as king. 
Though it was unlikely that another Abiner would arise soon to reestablish the 
northern state as a serious military rival to Judah, it would be very awkward 
politically for David to move toward the throne of Israel while a living son 
of Saul was sitting upon it. This was especially true if David was, as our 
narrator insists, reluctant to press his own interests at the expense of the house 
ofSaul, for whom he continued to carry respect and loyalty. So we must think 
of this last obstacle in the way of David's kingship as an important one. 

The extreme defensiveness of the previous section is lacking here-the pub
lic circumstances are not as damning to David as in the case of Abiner's 
assassination-but the tone is apologetic nonetheless. Cui bono? It was David 
who stood to gain most from Ishbaal's death. Did he suborn the sons of 
Rimmon to commit their treachery? Our narrator controverts any such charge 
by an account of the events that shows the assassins to have acted on their own 
initiative. In expecting gratitude from David (cf. v. 8) they misjudged him 
completely. His true character, as the narrator means us to understand it, is 
revealed by his outraged response. The crime of the sons of Rimmon, says 
David, is worse than that of the Amalekite who administered the coup de grace 
to Saul, for they are "guilty men [who] have slain an innocent man in his own 
house in his own bed" (v. 11). He has them put to death and their bodies, as 
the narrator is careful to remind his audience, are publicly displayed. Who 
could suspect David of collusion after this? Thus the "narrative intentionality" 
of the account, to use Mabee's phrase, is "effectually to disassociate David 
from the action of those who have slain his royal counterpart" (Mabee 1980: 
107). 

At this point there is no king in Israel. The way is now open for David to 
step into the breach left by the deaths of Saul and Ishbaal. In the next section 
David will become king of "all Israel" (5:5) as the story of his rise to power 
nears its end. 



VIII. DA YID BECOMES KING OF ISRAEL 
(5:1-5) 

5 1All the staff-bearers oflsrael came to David at Hebron to say, "We 
are your bone and your flesh! 2Even formerly, when Saul was king over 
us, it was you who led Israel in and out, and it was you to whom 
Yahweh said, 'You will shepherd my people, Israel, and you will be
come prince over Israel.' " 

3 All the elders of Israel came to the king at Hebron. King David 
made a pact with them at Hebron before Yahweh, and they anointed 
David king over Israel. 

4David was thirty years old when he became king, and he ruled for 
forty years. 5ln Hebron he ruled over Judah for seven years and six 
months, and in Jerusalem he ruled for thirty-three years over all Israel 
and Judah. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

5 I. staff-bearers See the NOTE. In revocalizing MT sib!e. "tribes," as sobe!e we 
follow Reid 1975:20; see the Textual Note at 7:7. 

of Israel Syr.: "of the house of Israel." 
to say So 4QSam', OL, and LXXMN (cf. I Chron 11:1): l'mr. MT has wy'mrw /'mr. 

"and said, saying," and LXX"\ Syr. reflect wy'mrw /w, "and said to him." 
2. it was you who led . .. in and out The consonantal text of MT is wrongly divided: 

'th hyyth mw~y· whby. We read 'th hyyt hmw~y· whmby(') with MT (qere) and the 
Masorah (cf. LXX, Syr.). On the omission of the final 'alep of whmby, see Driver and 
the other examples he cites in which final 'a/ep is omitted before a word beginning with 
'alep, as in this case. Note also the shorter, more primitive text of I Chron 11 :2 (MT): 
'th hmw~y· whmby'. 

and it was you to whom Yahweh said Reading wlk 'mr yhwh on the basis of 
LXXL soi eipen ho kyrios. Other witnesses reflect the less distinctive wy'mr yhwh lk, 
"and Yahweh said to you." 

3. over Israel So MT. LXX: "over all Israel" (cf. v. 5). 
4-5. 4QSam' is badly damaged at this point, and only a few scraps ofvv. 2--6 survive 
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on the leather. There is enough material extant, however, to show that the scroll lacked 
anything corresponding to vv. 4 and 5 in MT. This is also the case in OL, which here 
probably preserves the OG reading (cf. Barthelemy 1980:18). In this regard, then, 
4QSam' and OG share the pattern of I Chronicles 11, the text of which proceeds 
directly from its equivalent of II Sam 5:3 (I Chron 11:3) to its equivalent of II Sam 
5:6 (I Chron 11:4). It is possible, as Barthelemy (1980:17-18) supposes, that vv. 4-5 
were suppressed in one textual tradition because of the inexact correspondence of the 
years of David's reign given in vv. 4 (40) and 5 (71-2 + 33). But the chronological 
notices for the entire period of the united monarchy are suspect; see further the NOTE 
and Ulrich 1978:60-62. 

4. and The conjunction, w-, has been omitted from MT after bmlkw, "when ·he 
became king," but it should probably be restored with MTMss (BHS) and LXX, Syr., 
and Vulg. 

5. The translation represents the order of the elements of the verse as it appears in 
MT, to which LXXA has been conformed (cf. LXXL). In LXX" the orc:ler is different: 
"For seven years and six months he ruled in Hebron over Judah, and for thirty-three 
years he ruled over all Israel and Judah in Jerusalem." 

NOTES 

5 Despite harmonizing attempts to interpret vv. 1-2, on the one hand, and v. 3, on 
the other, as descriptions of separate, successive interviews between David and differing 
representative bodies of Israelites (e.g., Hertzberg), most commentators have preferred 
to see in these verses independent accounts of a single event, redactionally combined. 
A few have regarded vv. 1-2 as the earlier version (e.g., Budde), but most have 
considered v. 3 to be older (Nowack, Caird, Ackroyd, etc.). There are several concrete 
reasons to bracket vv. 1-2 as a secondary addition to the older narrative, of which v. 
3 was a part (see Schmidt 1970:124-26; Veijola 1975: 63-66; 1977:70; Kutsch 1979:78). 
Note, first, the word-for-word duplication of vv. la and 3a. Second, there is the 
anachronism in the Israelites' description of themselves to David as "your bone and 
your flesh," on which see the NOTE at v. I below. Third, and most important, is the 
contact with chap. 7, the Deuteronomistic capstone of the story of David's rise to 
power, in the reference to Yahweh's promise in v. 2, as explained in detail in the NOTE 
there. These two verses, then, belong in the list of Deuteronomistic expansions of the 
older narrative in anticipation of the oracle of Nathan in chap. 7. This list includes I 
Sam 25:28b-31; II Sam 3:9-10,ISb,28-29; 5:1-2,12; 6:21; and 7 passim. 

I. the staff-bearers of Israel. Hebrew sobete yisrii'el (see the Textual Note), as in 7:7 
and 19: 10. As pointed out in the NOTE at 7:7, a staff-bearer (•sober) was probably a 
person who exercised authority over a tribe (sebe!). Here, therefore, "staff-bearers" 
stands parallel to "elders" (v. 3), on whom see the NOTE at 3:17. 

"We are your bone and your flesh/" This expression asserts blood kinship (Gen 
29:14), which might be cited as a basis for political loyalty (Judg 9:2). From the 
perspective of our oldest materials, however, Judahite parentage would not qualify a 
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man as a kinsman of the Israelites, as shown by a passage later in our story (19:13) 
where David himself addresses the elders of Judah as "my bone and my flesh" in specific 
contrast to "all Israel." This is another indication, therefore, of the insertion of vv. 1 
and 2 by a Deuteronomistic writer, from whose much later perspective the kinship of 
a native of Judah to "all the tribes of Israel" would hardly seem questionable. 

2. it was you who led Israel in and out. Hebrew 'attd hiiyitii hamm6~i' wehammebi' 
'et-yisrii'el (see the Te;ctual Note). The expression yii~a· ubii', "go out and in" (I Sam 
18: 13; 29:6; cf. II Sam 5:24 below), refers to the activity of a soldier in battle (cf. Josh 
14: 11; etc.). To this, h6~i' wehebi', the causative of the same expression, adds a specific 
connotation of leadership (cf. Num 27: 11), and this is the sense here. The Israelites are 
saying that even when Saul was king, it was David who exercised the military leadership 
appropriate to the royal office. The reference is generally to the situation described in 
I Sam 18:9-16, according to which Saul, his pathological jealousy and suspicion of 
David growing every day, sent the younger man away from court, giving him a military 
command "so that he went out and came in before the army" (v. 13). According to 
vv. 14-16, "David was successful in all his undertakings, for Yahweh was with him; 
and although Saul, seeing how successful he was, lived in fear of him, all Israel and 
Judah loved him, since it was he who went out and came in before them." 

it was you to whom Yahweh said . ... We know of no previous oracle with such a 
message. Budde and Eissfeldt ( 1931 :27) assume that this was part of the content of the 
lost oracle of Ahimelech, the priest of Nob, referred to in I Sam 23: 10 (cf. v. 13), but 
it seems more likely that this statement is an indicator of the Deuteronomistic origin 
of these two verses (see the NOTE on vv. 1-2 above). As the following NOTES show, 
the words of the oracle have specific verbal contacts with the Deuteronomistically 
revised words of Nathan in chap. 7. 

You will shepherd my people. Cf. 7:7. Schmidt (1970:124) points out that only in these 
two passages is the verb ra'd, "shepherd," used in the sense of"rule" in Samuel-Kings. 

you will become prince. Hebrew 'attd tihyeh leniigid, to which compare 7:8. Schmidt 
(1970: 124-25) notes that the expression ha yd leniigid, "become prince," occurs only 
in these two passages and I Kings 1:35 (where, however, it is preceded by the verb 
~iwwd, "command"); elsewhere the expressions used are "anoint as prince" (masa~ 
lenagid, I Sam 9:16; 10:1 [bis]), "command to be prince" (~iwwa lenagid, I Sam 13:14; 
25:30), or "appoint as prince" (natan nagid, I Kings 14:7; 16:2). For nagid, "prince, 
king-designate," see I Samuel, pp. 178-79 (the NOTE on "prince" at 9:16) and the 
NOTE at 7:8 in the present volume. 

3. the elders of Israel. On this group see the NOTE at 3: 17, where we learned of 
Abiner's efforts, apparently futile at the time, to bring the present moment to pass. 

King David made a pact with them. The evident meaning is that David bound himself 
formally to certain contractual obligations toward the Israelites. See Fohrer 1959 and 
Mellinger 1976:114-15,137--41. 

they anointed David king. See the NOTE on "anointed" at 2:4a, where "the men of 
Judah," who must be the southern equivalent of "the elders of Israel" in the present 
passage (Mettinger 1976:198), make David king of Judah. Here there seems to be a 
certain reciprocity between the covenant David makes, with its contractual promises 
to the elders (see the preceding NOTE), and their anointing him king (so Mettinger 
1976:139). 
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4-5. To these chronological data compare 2: IOa and 11, the notices on the indepen
dent reigns of lshbaal and David. The present passage exhibits the stereotyped pattern 
of the Deuteronomistic notices on the accessions of the kings of Israel and Judah (I 
Kings 14:21; 22:42; etc.); it is, in contrast to 2: 11, "the formulaic introduction to the 
reign of David" (Noth 1981 :55). But see the NOTE on 2: IOa, 11, where 'the possibility 
is raised that the present notice (missing from the texts of OG, 4QSam', and I Chroni
cles 11; cf. the Textual Note) and others like it pertaining to the period of the united 
monarchy were not original parts of the Deuteronomistic framework of Samuel-Kings 
but were instead very late additions to the text in the spirit of the authentically 
Deuteronomistic notices that pertain to the reigns of the kings of the divided monarchy. 

4. thirty years . .. forty years. Round numbers not likely to be accurate. Forty years 
is an admirably long time to reign, and it must have seemed fitting to some ancient 
chronographer that David (cf. I Kings 2: 11) and Solomon (I Kings 11 :42) each ruled 
precisely that long. Similarly, we note that the years of David's life were seventy-the 
standard "threescore years and ten" of the psalmist (Ps 90: 10 (AV}). The modem 
reader cannot be accused of unreasonable skepticism if he raises an eyebrow at such 
figures. 

5. Jerusalem. The account of the capture and rebuilding of David's new capital city 
follows immediately. 

COMMENT 

The original narrative is represented by only a couple of sentences. Verses 1 
and 2 are Deuteronomistic expansion, looking ahead to Nathan's oracle in 
chap. 7 and to 7:7-8 in particular (see the NOTES on vv. 1-2 above). Verses 
4 and 5 are also secondary, providing chronological data on the reign of David 
(cf. the NOTE on vv. 4-5). Only v. 3 was a part ofour oldest account of David's 
rise to power. Brief as it is, however, it is highly significant, for here is the 
climax to which the story has been building since its beginning, when David 
came to Saul's court as a musician and royal weapon-bearer (I Sam 16: 14-23). 
David is king of Israel now, and with a final repetition of its central theological 
claim (5: 10; see§ IX) the narrative, its argument complete, can draw to a close. 

The report of David's anointment seems almost laconic in its brevity. The 
attention to detail that characterized the account of the assassination of Abiner 
or, to a lesser degree, that of the death of Ishbaal is missing here. But it is not 
our narrator's purpose to celebrate David's kingship. Instead he wants, as we 
have seen, to absolve David from any suspicion of wrongdoing in the course 
of his ascent to the royal office. To this end he has presented David throughout 
as a man innocent of overweening ambition, whose extraordinary successes 
result less often from self-interested undertakings of his own than from the 
willing deeds of others-the men of Judah (2:4), Achish of Gath (I Sam 27:5; 
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cf. 29:6), Jonathan (I Sam 19:4; 20:9; 23:16; etc.), Michal (I Sam 19:11-17), 
Saul himself (I Sam 16:21-22), and still others-whose affection and loyalty 
he seems to command naturally-or rather supernaturally, by the will of 
Yahweh. The present episode is not an exception to this pattern. There is 
nothing here to suggest that David has made any prior contact with the elders 
of Israel asserting his claims to the throne. Abiner's negotiations described in 
3:17-!Sa might be supposed to have laid the groundwork for the Israelite 
leaders' acceptance of a Judahite king, but the narrative leaves us no warrant 
for believing that David owed his kingship to Abiner, who died before his 
schemes could bear fruit (cf. Grf/.lnbaek 1971:240), and in any case we were 
shown that Abiner was not acting at David's instigation. As our narrator 
presents it, then, the initiative for the anointing of David is on the side of the 
elders oflsrael. They come to Hebron and offer the kingship freely, and David 
passively accepts. 



IX. THE CAPTURE OF JERUSALEM 
(5:6-10) 

5 6Then the king and his men went to Jerusalem, to the Jebusites, the 
inhabitants of the region; but they told David, "You shall not come in 
here!" (For the blind and the lame had incited them, saying, "David 
shall not come in here!") 'So David seized the stronghold of Zion, 
which is now the City of David, 8and [he] said at that time, "Whoever 
smites a Jebusite, let him strike at the windpipe, for David hates the 
lame and the blind!" (This is the reason it is said, "No one who is blind 
or lame shall come into the temple.") 

9David occupied the stronghold and called it the City of David. He 
built a city around it from the Millo inward. 

10David continued to grow greater and greater, because Yahweh 
Sabaoth was with him. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

5 6. the king So MT, LXXL, OL. LXX" (cf. I Chron 11:4 [MT]): "David"; Syr.: 
"King David." 

and his men So MT, LXX"\ 4QSam'. LXXLMN, OL: "and all his men." 
but they told Reading wy'mr with MT, LXX. The translation is plural because 

the implicit subject is the collective haybusi, "the Jebusites," of the earlier part of the 
verse-thus I Chron 11 :5, wayyii'mi!ro yiisi!be yi!bus, "But the inhabitants of Jebus 
said .... " In the present passage OL, Syr., and Targ. Mss represent the verb as plural. 
Watson (1970), rejecting the collective interpretation, takes haybusi as the Jebusite 
ruler (yiiseb) of the city and renders wayyii'mer "and he said." 

For Reading ky with 4QSam' and LXX (hoti). MT has ky 'm, "but, on the 
contrary" (GK'§ 163a) or "except that, unless" (GK'§ 163c). See the following Textual 
Note. 

had incited them An old crux on which 4QSam' sheds new light. MT reads hi!
siri!kii.. as if the clause might be taken as part of the speech of the Jebusites and 
understood to mean "except that/on the contrary (see the preceding Textual Note) the 
blind and the lame will turn you away." But there are problems of number and tense 
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with this interpretation. A singular verb with "the blind and the lame" as subject is 
most awkward, and we should expect an imperfect. Accordingly, Wellhausen proposed 
an emendation to yesiritka. An alternative interpretation (Klostermann) takes the 
clause to mean "except thou take away the blind and the lame" (AV). But again there 
are problems. We expect a finite verb rather than an infinitive after ki 'im (Driver), and 
"the blind and the lame" is not marked as accusative (Smith). LXX has antestesan, 
"stood in opposition," pointing to a text that understood the clause as not belonging 
to the speech of the Jebusites-thus, "for the blind and the lame stood in opposition" 
-but what Hebrew original this might correspond to has proved elusive (cf. Smith). 
4QSam' seems to preserve the primitive reading and (probably) the original of LXX 
antestisan. The scroll reads hsyt [ w ], showing that the clause is not to b~ understood 
as part of the Jebusites' speech but rather as explanatory of it: "for the blind and the 
lame had incited them" (the object is understood) or, colloquially, "had put them up 
to it." See also the NOTE on vv. 6-8 and the second NOTE at v. 6. MT hsyrk is probably 
to be explained as the result of graphic confusion of -t(w) and -rk. 

8. at the windpipe MT b~~innor; see the NOTE. Lxx<•> en paraxiphidi, "with a 
dagger," may point to b~wr understood as b~~or in light of the noun ~or, "(flint) knife" 
(Exod 4:25; cf. II Sam 2:16 and the Textual Note at 2:16 on "Flints'"). Syr. bskr' 
reflects b~nh, "on the shield." Unfortunately 4QSam' is damaged at this point (b[ ]). 

for David hates the lame and the blind We read w't hps~ym w't h'wrym §n'h nps 
dwd. In some witnesses (LXXMN, Syr., 4QSam') the order of the objects is reversed (cf. 
5:6 llI1d, below, v. Sb); see Ulrich 1978:128-29. Most attempt to construe the objects 
with (w)yg', "then let him strike" (cf. the preceding Textual Note), and some, accord
ingly, omit the initial conjunction (e.g., Syr.). Similarly, in many witnesses §n 'h, which 
is preserved in 4QSam' (cf. Syr., Targ.), has become §n'y (= senu'e; so MT [qere]), 
"those hated by," or hsn'y (= haS§one'e, as reflected by LXX tous misountas), "those 
who hate"-thus, "then let him strike ... the lame and the blind, those· hated by/those 
who hate David." 

the temple So MT: hbyt, "the house." LXX makes it explicit that "the house" thus 
referred to is the temple, reading "the house of Yahweh." 

9. He built a city The primitive reading is preserved in 4QSam': w[y]bnh 'yr. This 
was read also by LXX (LXXL reflects wybn h'yr [so I Chron 11:8], in consequence of 
a misdivision of the words), which interpreted wybnh as wayyibnah, "He built it (viz. 
the City of David)"; but wybnh (pace Wellhausen) is to be read wayyibneh, a rare but 
well-attested (Josh 19:50; I Kings 18:32; II Chron 26:6) long form of the much more 
common wayylben, which MT reads here. For 'yr MT has, by graphic confusion, dwd 
- thus, "David built." 

from the Millo Omitted by Syr. 
inward That is, wabayitah. LXX reads the same consonantal text as ubeto, "and 

his house" (cf. v. 11 below). 
10. Yahweh Sabaoth Reading yhwh ~b'wt with LXX<9> and 4QSam'. MT (cf. 

LXXA) has yhwh 'lhy ~b'wt, "Yahweh, the god of armies." 
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NOTES 

5 6--S. These very difficult verses contain obscure references that have exercised the 
ingenuity of interpreters since ancient times. Among the modern literature we should 
mention especially the studies of Bressan (1944), Stoebe (1957), Gliick (1966), and 
Brunet (1979a, 1979b), in addition to others cited below. In my opinion the problems 
here were compounded when an old account, which had become obscure to a later 
audience, was enlarged epexegetically. Specifically, a brief description of the siege of 
Jerusalem has been expanded twice. The original account is found in vv. 6aba + 7-Sa. 
The expansions in 6b/3 and Sb appear here in parentheses. The first of these ( 6b/3) arose 
because of confusion over the meaning of the word ~inn6r in v. S. The meaning intended 
was "windpipe" or "gullet, throat" (see below), but this was forgotten in later times, 
as the witnesses to the text demonstrate (see the Textual Note on "at the windpipe" 
in v. 8). With the loss of the meaning of ~inn6r David's command to "strike at the 
windpipe" became obscure; it may have been reinterpreted as "strike at the water 
channel," an understanding reflected in some of the ancient witnesses and the studies 
of many modern commentators (see the NOTE on "the windpipe" in v. S). But at this 
point the clause "for David hates the lame and the blind," originally an explanation 
of the command to deliver only fatal blows ("strike at the windpipe"), seemed inexpli
cable. What did David have against the lame and the blind? Verse 6b/3 represents 
an ancient attempt at a solution to the problem. David hated the lame and the 
blind because it was they who had incited (hesitu; cf. the Textual Note on "had incited 
them," v. 6) the Jebusites against him. Thus v. 6b/3 arose as an epexegetical annotation 
and was retained in the textual tradition of MT; it is missing in I Chron 11 :5, which 
in this case represents the primitive situation. The second expansion of this passage (v. 
Sb) is recognized as such by nearly all modern commentators. It interprets a practice 
current in the time of the annotation in light of the incident described in the passage 
(see below). 

6. the king and his men. Contrast the Chronicler's idealized version: "David and all 
Israel" (so MT at I Chron 11 :4, where LXX preserves the primitive reading found in 
MT in II Sam 5:6). Herrmann (19Sl:l54-55): "David did not take possession of the 
city with the help of the armies of either Judah or Israel, but with his own mercenaries 
alone. . . . He won the city for himself by his own means, which on the one hand 
guaranteed him military success and on the other excluded the claims and privileges 
of others, from wherever these might be sought." 

the Jebusites. The name, according to biblical tradition, of the pre-Israelite inhabit
ants of Jerusalem. They are regarded as a people of Canaanite origin (Gen 10:16; cf. 
Josephus, Ant. 7.61), most closely associated.with the Amorites (Josh 10:5; cf. Num 
13:29). When the Israelites conquered Canaan, we are told, the Jebusites were not 
driven out (Josh 15:63; Judg 1:21); they maintained their control of Jerusalem until the 
time of David (cf. Judg 19:10--12). The notion that the city itself was once called Jebus 
(Judg 19: 10, 11; I Chron 11 :4,5) is not supported by extrabiblical evidence, in which the 
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name Jerusalem is attested in the third and throughout the second millennia e.c. (cf. 
Josh 10:5). 

(For ... "David shall not come in here!"). The parenthesis is secondary. As explained 
in the NOTE on vv. 6-8, it is an attempt to supply a motive for David's aversion to the 
Jame and the blind, the mention of which in v. 8 seemed pointless after it was forgotten 
that ~innor meant "windpipe" and thus that David was commanding his men to deliver 
only fatal blows. As A. Finklestein has pointed out to me, the Jewish exegetes of the 
Middle Ages came to the conclusion that "the lame and the blind" were two idols, 
deprecating images of Jacob (cf. Gen 32:31) and Isaac (cf. Gen 27:1) placed on the walls 
by the Jebusites to remind the Israelites of a covenant they allegedly had broken (cf. 
Pirke Rabbi Eliezer 36). In Gersonides' commentary on our passage these idols became 
fearsome fighting robots that were hydraulically operated and could therefore be rend
ered useless by an attack on the water supply (~innor, v. 8). Those modem scholars who 
take v. 6b/3 as an original part of the story, eliminated secondarily from I Chron 11:5, 
have proposed a variety of interpretations of its significance. These proposals, all of 
which are based on the received Hebrew text (ki 'im hesirekii, etc.; see the Textual Notes 
on "For" and "had incited them"), include the following: 

1) It is an arrogant boast by the Jebusites, who tell David that he cannot enter: "On 
the contrary, the blind and the lame will tum you away." That is, the city is so strong 
that its blind and Jame citizens will suffice to drive off David. This was the interpretation 
of Josephus (Ant. 7.61) and Kimchi, and it has found a number of modem adherents 
(Caird, McKane, Hertzberg, and Ravenna 1956; cf. Ackroyd). 

2) It refers to an attempt to protect the city by magic and sorcery. Heller (1965) 
suggests that the Jame are taboo cultic personnel of the Jebusite shrine. They are 
stationed on the wall on the assumption that the Israelites will respect the taboo and 
thus be barred from storming the stronghold, but David, being "gottlos" as far as 
Canaanite ritual rules are concerned, is not deterred. Somewhat differently, Yadin 
( 1963:267-70) compares the role of the infirm in a Hittite ritual oath taken by soldiers 
before battle as described in a tablet found at Boghazkoy (ANEP 353-54). After an 
oath of loyalty to the king and queen has been sworn, a number of objects and people, 
including a blind woman and a deaf man, are paraded before the troops to conjure 
blindness, deafness, and other afflictions on any man who might break his oath. In the 
present case, then, the blind and the Jame are instruments of a ritual defense of the city. 
They provide incentive to the Jebusites who defend the city and intimidation to the 
attackers. In an elaboration of this interpretation Brunet (I 979a) supposes that a prior 
alliance between David and the Jebusites existed involving an oath of nonaggression 
of which the blind and the lame are instruments or at least reminders of the sanctions 
to be imposed if David violates the oath and enters the city. Brunet (pp. 70-71) para
phrases the Jebusites' warning to David in v. 6b: "You shall not enter our premises by 
force, for you cannot put aside the guarantees and instruments of the oaths you have 
taken. These guarantees, these powerful instruments, they are there. Your men cannot 
enter the city without clashing with them, and the first one who touches them will 
become blind or lame!" 

3) It refers to those among David's own troops who are like blind and lame men in 
the presence of the impregnable fortress. These must be "put aside," say the taunting 
Jebusites, before David can hope to conquer the city. This is the proposal of Stoebe 
(1957; criticized by Hertzberg). 
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7. the stronghold of Zion ... the City of David. The pre-Israelite city lay at the 
southeast corner of later Jerusalem, occupying the crest of a single hill overlooking 
the Kidron Valley and the Spring Gihon, the only perennial source of fresh water in 
the area, to the east. The hill was well fortified; archeology has exposed the east wall 
of the Jebusite city and shown it to have remained in use from the Middle Bronze Age 
to the eighth century e.c. (see Kenyon 1974:83-97; Mazar 1976: 1-2). This hilltop, then, 
was "the stronghold of Zion" or "the City of David" in the strict sense (cf. I Kings 
8: I; II Chron 5:2); but as the city was extended, first north beyond the Ophel to include 
the temple mount (the present-day J:laram esh-Sherif) and then west, the names "Zion" 
and "City of David" came to be used more broadly. On David's renaming of the city, 
see the NOTE at v. 9 below. 

8. At this point in the account of the Chronicler, who has nothing to say about the 
lame and the blind, another incident is reported. "David said, 'Whoever smites a 
Jebusite first shall become commander-in-chief (/era's u/es~r)'; and Joab son of Zeruiah 
went up first and became chief' (I Chron 11:6). Compare Judg 10:18; l-1 :11. We learn 
elsewhere that Joab was "in charge of the army" ('al-ha~~iibii') in David's administra
tion (II Sam 18: 16; 20:23; I Chron 18:15); that is, he was David's "commander of the 
army" (5ar-~iibii ': II Sam 19: 14; I Chron 27 :34; cf. II Sam 24:2 MT). This passage seems 
to explain how he attained his position. Many historians regard it as a scrap of accurate 
information (contrast Ward 1967:178-79), though some are troubled by the fact that 
Joab seems already to have been in charge of David's armies at an earlier time (cf. 2: 13; 
etc.), a detail that causes Mazar (1963a:241) to suppose that the capture of Jerusalem 
actually took place much earlier, before David's war with lshbaal. 

the windpipe. Hebrew ~inn6r. In Rabbinic Hebrew the word meant "(water) pipe, 
spout, duct" (Jastrow 1291), and many modern commentators, following Vincent 
(1924), have assumed that its meaning here is the same or nearly the same. Specifically, 
they identify the $inn6r with a vertical shaft discovered by Charles Warren in 1867; 
it was cut by the Jebusites in the Late Bronze Age to provide access to the Spring Gihon 
(see the preceding NOTE) from within the city. Thus we might read, "Whoever would 
smite the Jebusites, let him get up the water shaft ... " (RSV), or, better, since there 
is nothing in the text corresponding to "get up," "Whoever would smite the Jebusites, 
let him strike at the water shaft!" The meaning would be that the $inn6r was the single 
vulnerable point in the city's defenses, either because it offered access to the city from 
the outside or possibly, as Brunet (1979b) argues, because it could be attacked at its 
lower stage, at the "overflow" (as Brunet [p. 80] understands ~inn6r) of the spring, 
which could be diverted in such a way as to drain the city's water source. The assump
tion that ~inn6r refers to Warren's shaft, therefore, is entirely plausible in itself. As we 
have seen, however, it leaves the succeeding reference to the lame and the blind 
meaningless. The same difficulty besets the explanation of the passage that interprets 
~inn6r as some kind of tool or weapon in light of Aramaic $inn6rii', "hook." Sukenik's 
view (1928), taken up also in his son's work (Yadin [Sukenik] 1963:268), was thaqinnor 
refers to a particular weapon, specifically a trident, to be used in the siege. Others have 
thought of a siege instrument, perhaps a grapnel-thus NEB reads, "Everyone who 
would kill a Jebusite, let him use his grappling-iron .... " Still other scholars have 
thought it likely that ~inn6r refers to a body part. Wellhausen demonstrated the 
possibility that it means "throat," the interpretation upon which my understanding of 
the passage is also based (see below). Budde argued for "neck" on the basis of an 
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emended text (reading ~wrw, "his own neck"); he assumed that David's words are a 
warning intended to protect the Jebusites ("Anyone who smites a Jebusite risks [lit. 
'strikes at'] his own neck!"). Albright concluded in 1922 that ~inn6r means "joint"
thus, " ... let him strike a joint!"; David, according to Albright, intends every Jebusite 
to be lamed. Gliick ( 1966) has argued ingeniously that ~inn6r means "phallus" and thus 
that David is placing his soldiers under an oath made by touching the genitals ("let 
him touch the phallus") as in Gen 24:2 and 47:29. The correct solution, in my opinion, 
is precisely opposite to that attempted by Albright. David wants no Jebusite lamed or 
blinded, for the lame and the blind are loathsome to him. Whoever strikes a Jebusite, 
therefore, must strike at the windpipe or throat and, therefore, deliver a fatal blow. As 
Wellhausen points out, "throat" is a natural semantic extension of a word meaning 
"pipe, spout, duct." In tenth-century B.C. Hebrew the range of meaning of ~inn6r must 
have included "(wind)pipe, gullet," and thus "throat." The force of David's command, 
then, is that the Jebusites who are struck down are to be slain, not mutilated and left 
alive. See further the NOTE that follows. 

David hates the lame and the blind. This is the reason for the command to strike only 
lethal blows. David does not wish to take control of a city filled with crippled and 
blinded men. Note the syntax of this clause, which reads literally, "but the lame and 
the blind the soul of David hates." "The lame and the blind" stands in the emphatic 
first position, offering a contrast to what precedes. We may paraphrase David's words 
as follows: "Whoever strik~ down a Jebusite must deal a fatal blow, for otherwise the 
city will be filled with mutilated men whom we have wounded but not slain, and I find 
such men intolerable." David's aversion to "the lame and the blind" is not, we may 
assume, simply a matter of personal sensibility, still less of callous convenience or a lack 
of charity. Instead, the remark is probably intended to reflect religious scruples against 
the mutilation of living human beings, a violation of the sanctity of the body to which 
David finds killing preferable. To this extent, therefore, the annotator responsible for 
the parenthesis that follows was justified in associating David's remarks with the 
exclusion of the disfigured from the temple (see the following NOTE). We should also 
remember that Jerusalem, being a Palestinian city, was subject to the ban (~erem). at 
least according to its rules as they were later formulated (Deut 20:10-18), so that its 
people were supposed to be put to death when the city was captured by Israelites. It 
may be that the ban in some form is operative here and David's words refer to its 
imposition. 

(This . .. the temple.). Verse Sb is a secondary parenthesis offering an explanation 
of a practice current in the time of its author on the basis of the events described here. 
Priests with bodily defects were disqualified from service at the altar (Lev 21: 16-23), 
and at least in certain cases a mutilated person was excluded from public worship 
altogether (cf. Deut 23:2 [23:1]). Such regulations had their origin in the complex of 
Israelite beliefs regarding purity and holiness, not in some historical precedent involv
ing a hero of the past, as supposed by the author of this annotation. 

9. the City of David. Several examples of the renaming of a city in one's own honor, 
especially a captured and/or capital city, are known from the ancient Near East. Sargon 
II (721-705 B.c.), for example, the scion of the Sargonid branch of the Assyrian royal 
family, under whose kings the Neo-Assyrian empire reached its greatest extent, 
founded a new capital at modern Khorsabad, which he called dur sarru-kin, "Sargons-
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burg." Mazar (1963a:238 n. 7) mentions "Tukulti-Ninurta City," the new capital of 
another Assyrian monarch, Tukulti-Ninurta I (ca. 1244-1208); and still other examples 
could be listed. 

the Milla. Hebrew hammil/o', that is, "the Fill." This must refer to a. major earth
work of some kind, a rampart perhaps or a platform produced by filling in a ravine 
(cf. Simons 1952:131-37). Kenyon (1974:100-3) identifies the Millo with the Jebusite 
terracing she found on the eastern slope of the stronghold of Zion. These were stamped
earth structures added to support houses on the downward slope of the city as part of 
a general expansion of building in the Late Bronze Age (Kenyon 1974:94-95). If this 
identification is correct, we need not regard the present reference to the Millo as 
anachronistic (so Hertzberg and others); the description of Solomon's building activi
ties may be understood to refer to a rebuilding of the Millo (I Kings 9: 15,24), or perhaps 
to an expansion of its extent in the time of his father (I Kings 11 :27). 

At this point the Chronicler supplies a further detail: "And Joab salvaged (ye~ayyeh; 
cf. Neh 3:34[4:2]) the rest of the city" (I Chron 11 :8). 

10. A final reiteration of the theological leitmotiv of the story of David's rise. See 
the CoMMENT. 

COMMENT 

David, having united Israel and Judah under his rule, leads an armed expedi
tion to Jerusalem, a city located between the two states but belonging to 
neither. The Jebusites, Jerusalem's indigenous inhabitants, forbid entry to 
David, but he captures the citadel, the stronghold of Zion, and renames it the 
City of David. Those Jebusites who resist are put to death (v. 8), and the city 
is occupied and rebuilt as the new capital of David's kingdom. 

Historians have duly pointed out the advantages Jerusalem offered as a 
capital city. It was centrally located and therefore could be hoped to be 
acceptable to both Judah and Israel. "Hebron," writes Bright (1972: 195; cf. 
Noth 1960:189-90), "located far to the south and on Judahite soil, could not 
have been permanently acceptable as a capital to the northern tribes. But a 
capital in the north would have been doubly unacceptable to Judah. Jerusalem, 
centrally located between the sections and within the territory of none of the 
tribes, offered an excellent compromise." For the same reasons the new capital 
would be a place from which the united territories could be ruled with rela
tively little interference from northern or southern factions, especially since the 
city had been captured by "the king and his men," i.e., David's personal 
militia, apparently without the help of troops conscripted from Judah or Israel 
(see the first NOTE at v. 6 above). In such a location the new government might 
take root and grow strong, extending the royal authority to the most distant 
of David's dominions while maintaining a single, autonomous center of power. 
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Such considerations as these must have been in David's mind when he 
determined to eliminate the old Jebusite enclave from the midst of his newly 
united kingdom, but the narrator of our account of the siege has nothing to 
say on this subject. His purpose is to report with a minimum of detail only that 
Jerusalem was captured by David as the final episode in the long story of his 
ascent to the throne of Israel. The climax of this story has already been reached 
(5:3), and the writer does not want the conclusion to be long delayed. 

The End of the Story of David's Rise 

This brings us to a consideration ofv. 10. "David continued to grow greater 
and greater," we read there, "because Yahweh Sabaoth was with him." The 
finality in this statement is unmistakable. It encapsulates subsequent events in 
a single, propitious remark while offering a final reiteration of the theological 
leitmotiv that runs through the story, "Yahweh was with [David]" (I Sam 
16:18; 18:14,28; cf. Mccarter 1980b:503-4). Rost, in his programmatic de
scription of the story of David's rise (1926), argued that the original narrative 
ended in chap. 5, and subsequent opinion has tended to agree, most often 
identifying v. IO itself as the precise end point (Grf1)nbaek 1971:29-35; etc.). 
Those who differ (e.g., Mettinger 1976:41-45) generally do so on the basis of 
an analysis of the material that includes in the original narrative several 
passages (I Sam 25:28b-31; II Sam 3:9-l0,18b [cf. 3:28-29]; 5:1-2; cf. Met
tinger 1976:35-38,44-45) that look ahead to the promises made David in II 
Samuel 7, which might therefore be regarded as the conclusion to the story 
of David's rise. However, our analysis suggests that II Samuel 7 and the 
passages that anticipate it belong to the framework of the larger Deuterono
mistic history and that Nathan's oracle, although it probably incorporates 
older material, includes nothing that was part of the original story of David's 
rise as we have described it (see the COMMENT on 7:1-29). It is true that from 
the perspective of the text in its present, Deuteronomistically edited form chap. 
7 can be considered the conclusion, indeed the capstone, of the story of David's 
rise. But the original, much older narrative said nothing of an eternal kingship 
or a dynastic promise, the central themes of Nathan's oracle; it attempted 
nothing more than to demonstrate the legitimacy of David's succession of 
Saul and, more especially, David's innocence of any wrongdoing in the course 
of his ascent to the throne (cf. I Samuel, pp. 27-30, and McCarter 1980b 
passim). 

Nor can any of the various other materials collected in chaps. 5-8 be 
regarded with confidence as an original part of this old apologetic document. 
The notice about Hiram's benefaction in 5:11-12 seems to be an isolated 
fragment attracted to a position following the statement that David rebuilt the 
Millo (5:9b) because of its own reference to building in Jerusalem (see the 
COMMENT on § X). The information inserted at 5: 13-16 and 8: 15-18 is clearly 
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annalistic data of the sort found also in 3:2-5. The rest of chap. 8 (vv. 1-14) 
is a miscellany on the subject of David's victories, presented for the most part 
in summary form (see further the COMMENT on§ XVII). All of this (5:11-16; 
8:1-18) was gathered by an editor, most probably the Deuterono,mistic histo
rian himself, and inserted in its present position following the notice of David's 
accession. So there remain only the report of David's Philistine wars in 5: l 7;--25 
and the account of the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem in chap. 6 to be 
accounted for. These materials do, in fact, display points of contact with the 
story of David's rise in its original form. The use of the oracle in 5: 19, for 
example, is strongly reminiscent of the events of2:l or, more especially, I Sam 
23:2 (cf. vv. 9-12) and 30:7-8. The appearance of Michal in 6:20-23 harks back 
to 3:13-16 and beyond (I Sam 18:20-27; 19:11-17). But our discussion of 
§§XII-XV will suggest reasons to regard 5:17-6:23 as old but independent 
material. The report of the battle at Baal-perazim (5:17-21) might possibly 
have belonged at one time to the story of David's rise, but even if it did it has 
been dislodged from its original location (see the COMMENT on § XII). It now 
stands together with 5:22-25 as a necessary introduction to the account of the 
transfer of the ark from Kiriath-jearim in chap. 6, which was not possible 
before the Philistines had been driven back "from Geba to Gezer" (5:25), and 
this account, 6:1-19, is itself an example of a known ancient Near Eastern 
category of literature, viz. "the historical chronicles that record the return of 
despoiled images by victorious monarchs" (cf. Miller and Roberts 1977:23), 
not a part of the royal apology ofl Sam 16:14-II Sam 5:10 (see the COMMENT 

on§ XIV). 
It seems possible, therefore, to sustain the old opinion that the auspicious 

phrases of II Sam 5: IO represent the conclusion to the original account of 
David's rise to power. The narrator has completed his task, having traced the 
tortuous route from the pastures of Bethlehem to the stronghold of Zion by 
way of Gibeah, the wilderness of Judah, Ziklag, and Hebron, and having-at 
least to his own satisfaction-exonerated David from any suspicion of wrong
doing along the way. What follows does not come from this writer's hand. We 
enter now upon a collection of materials of various kinds, all dealing with the 
reign of David. 



X. HIRAM'S MISSION 
(5:11-12) 

5 11 Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to David with cedar, carpen
ters, and builders, and they built a house for David. 12Then David knew 
that Yahweh had established him as king over Israel and had exalted 
his kingship for the sake of his people Israel. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

S 11. and builders That is, w~rsy qyr, lit. "and craftsmen of wall(s)." "Wall" is read 
by 4QSam' (qyf}, LXXL (oc,e, toichou, but b toichou lithon) and OL (parietum): cf. 
also I Chron 14: 1 and Josephus, Ant, 7.66. LXX""N offer an alternative, viz. 
lithon = 'bn(ym}, "stone(s)"-thus, "and stoneworkers, masons." These variants are 
combined in the texts of MT ('bn qyr), Syr. (dk'p' d'st'), and LXXA (/ithon toichou). 
See further Talmon 1960:167; Cross 1964:293; Ulrich 1978:99-100. 

12. had exalted his kingship So MT: nisse' mamlakt6. The versions (LXX eper
the he basileia autou, Syr. 'ttrymt mlkwth, Targ. mn{l' mlkwtyh) share the reading of 
I Chron 14:2, nisse't ... malkut6, "his kingship was exalted" (i.e., nS't mlktw for 
nS' mmlktw; cf. Wellhausen). 

for the sake of his people Israel OL: "over (supra = '/) the land of Israel, his 
people." 

NOTES 

5 11. Hiram. Apart from the biblical references to Hiram, we are dependent for 
information about the early kings of Tyre on Josephus' citations of Menander of 
Ephesus in Contra Ap. 1.116-26 and Ant. 8.144-46. There Hiram's reign is described 
as long and successful, a time of building, especially of temple precincts, and foreign 
conquest. In the Bible he appears as a contemporary of Solomon as well as David. In 
I Kings 5:15-26[5:1-12]-a passage cast in Deuteronomistic terminology (Noth 1981: 
58) but probably based on ancient material (cf. Fensham 1969:75-76)--we are told that 
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it was on the basis of Tyre's prior amity with Davidic Israel ("Hiram had always loved 
David," v. 15 (!])that Hiram provided Solomon with the craftsmen and materials for 
the temple (vv. 15-24 (1-10)) in return for annual supplies of food (v. 25 [I I]), and the 
two made a formal treaty (v. 26 (12)). For the chronological questions raised by the 
present position of vv. 11-12, see the COMMENT. On the chronology of Tyre early in 
the Iron Age, see Liver 1953; also Cross 1972a: 17 n. 11 and bibliography cited there. 

Tyre. The Iron Age capital of the Phoenicians----or, as they were called by the earlier 
biblical writers (I Kings 5:20 (5:6)), by Homer (Iliad 23.743) and by themselves (KAI 
31. I), the Sidonians. The modem town of ~ur lies on the Lebanese coast less than fifty 
miles south of Beirut. 

cedar. Phoenician cedar was prized all over the ancient world. Mesopotamian kings 
were carrying it home to panel their temples as early as the third millennium e.c., and 
the people of Byblos were exporting it to Egypt as early as the fourth. By the time of 
Hiram and David the Lebanon was largely deforested, so that the gift was all the more 
precious. The reference here to the building of David's cedar house prepares us for 7:2 
(see the COMMENT). 

12. established him as king . .. exalted his kingship. The language (hekfn6, "estab
lished him"; mamlakt6, "his kingship") anticipates that of chap. 7, especially v. 12, 
where Yahweh promises to "raise up [David's] offspring ... and establish his kingship" 
(wahiikfnoti 'et-mamlakt6); cf. Carlson 1964:57,119. This is dynastic language (cf. I 
Sam 13:13-14) and, accordingly, has no place in the oldest account of David's rise to 
power (Grs<tnbaek 1971:33,257-58); the entire verse (5:12) may be Deuteronomistic in 
origin. See the COMMENT. 

Israel. In a Deuteronomistic verse like this "Israel" refers to united Israel, i.e., Israel 
and Judah, as in v. 2 above, not to the northern tribes alone, as in the oldest materials, 
such as v. 3 above (cf. Noth 1981:126 n. 14). 

COMMENT 

At the time Solomon began to build the temple, in the fourth year of his reign 
(I Kings 6:1), Hiram of Tyre was, according to Josephus, in his eleventh (Ant. 
8.62) or twelfth (Contra Ap. 1.126) year of rule. It follows from this that he 
began to reign only seven years before Solomon's accession. If the traditional 
assignment of a forty-year reign to David (5:4; I Kings 2: 11) is even approxi
mately correct, the events described in the present passage belong late, not 
early, in David's reign (cf. Bright 1972:199 and n. 49). Accordingly some 
scholars would follow Thenius in identifying the present king of Tyre as 
Abibaal, who, according to the evidence of Menander of Ephesus as cited by 
Josephus (Ant. 8.144; Contra Ap. 1.116), was Hiram's father; the name of the 
father was displaced by that of the son, well known because of his role in the 
construction of the temple (I Kings 5:15-26 [5:1-12]) and his fabled relation
ship with Solomon (Josephus, Ant. 8.141-43). 
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It is now generally acknowledged, however, that vv. 11-12 are chronologi

cally out of place at this point in the narrative. They share the spirit of the 
miscellaneous catalogue of David's successes found in 8:1-14 (cf. Noth 1960: 
197 n.2) and, specifically, of the report of the mission of Tou of Hamath in 
8:9-11 (Noth 1981:56). Chapter 8 is probably a Deuteronomistic compilation 
(see the COMMENT on § XVII), and it seems likely that a Deuteronomistic 
hand was also responsible for the present location of 5:11-12. The insertion 
was motivated not only by "the proximate mention of the king's building plan 
in Jerusalem" (Hertzberg) but serves the purposes of the larger history by 
providing a transition from the old narrative that concludes in v. 10 to the 
Deuteronomistically formulated materials that follow. The general reference 
to David's taking up residence in Jerusalem in v. 9 is qualified by the specific 
mention ofa cedar house in v. 11 in preparation for 7:2 (Grf11nbaek 1971:257). 
To the theme of David's continuing success in v. 10 is added that of an exalted 
dynasty in v. 12 in anticipation of 7:12 (see the NOTE at v. 12). The history 
of Tyre's relations with Davidic Israel, therefore, must be reconstructed inde
pendently of the present arrangement of these materials (see in general Fen
sham 1969:71-87, especially 73-76). 



XI. MORE SONS OF DAVID 
(5:13-16) 

5 11David took other concubines and wives from Jerusaiem after h.e 
came from Hebron, and more sons and daughters were born to [him). 
14These are the names of those born to him in Jerusalem: Shammua, 
Shobab, Nathan, Solomon, 15lbhar, Elishua, Nepheg, Japhia, 16Elish
ama, Baaliada, and Eliphelet. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

5 13. concubines and wives So MT, LXXA, and 4QSam• (pyi[g]sym w[nsym]). 
uoccei has "wives and concubines." I Chron 14:3 has "wives" alone. Ulrich (1978: 
163, 182) explains that the reading of MT is original, the order having been reversed 
in LXX "perhaps for protocol" (p. 1~3) and "concubines" having been deleted from 
I Chron 14:3 "to insure the legitimacy of the sons' pedigree" (p. 182). 

from Jerusalem LXXN and a few other Greek MSS share the reading of I Chron 
14:3, "in Jerusalem." Wellhausen supposes the latter to have been original, but note 
"in Jerusalem" immediately below in v. 14. 

from Hebron So MT, LXXALMN, OL, etc. LXX8: "to Hebron." 
more ... to [him] MT (cf. LXXA, OL, Syr., Targ.): 'wd ldwd. 4QSam• (cf. 

LXXBLMN, Syr.M55): ldwyd 'wd (cf. I Chron 14:3). See Ulrich 1978:83,16(}..61. 
14-16. The evidence for the names listed in these verses is copious. In addition 

to MT and the versions in the present passage, where LXX8 provides a double list 
(LXX81 and LXX82), are copies of the list in I Chron 14:4-7, I Chron 3:5-8, and 
Josephus, Ant. 7.70. In MT and LXX81AMN we find eleven names; in LXX8'L and both 
Chronicles lists there are thirteen (see below, the second Textual Note at v. 15). 

14. those born So MT, LXX8, etc. Syr.: "the sons who were born"; LXXL: "his sons 
who were born"; OL: "his seventeen sons who were born." Space considerations suggest 
that 4QSam' shared the insertion of bnyw, "his sons," at this point. 

in Jerusalem LXXL adds tekna daueid deka tria, "thirteen children of David." 
Shammua That is, .fammua'. So MT and I Chron 14:4; cf. LXX81 sammous. 

I Chron 3:5 has sim'ii', to which compare LXX8' samae, LXXL samaa and OL 
samaet. 

Shobab MT sobiib (so I Chron 3:5 and 14:4, LXX81 [sobab], and Syr. [sbwb]). 
LXX82 has iesseibath (cf. OL asebath) and LXXL iesseban (cf. Josephus seban); the 
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initial syllable may have arisen by confusion of waw and yod from initial w-, "and," 
in a list that did not consistently join the names with conjunctions (cf. the irregular use 
of conjunctions in I Chron 3:4-7, their total absence in LXX"'. etc.). 

15. Elishua I Chron 3:6 has "Elishama" in anticipation of that name later in the 
list. 

At this point one group of witnesses (LXX"2L; I Chron 3:6-7; 14:5-6) inserts two 
names not found in the other group. These are "Eliphelet" (I Chron 3:6 'e/fpa/e[: I 
Chron 14:5 'elpale[; LXX"2 elphalat) and "Nogah" (nogah; cf. LXXL nageth, LXX"2 

naged). Space considerations suggest that 4QSam' shared the additional names, and 
Josephus' elien pha/nageen, which stands between iebare and naphen, his correspon
dents of "lbhar" and "Nepheg," is apparently a corrupt combination of these two 
names with the preceding "Elishua"-thus, •elisoue- eliphalat nage- > •eli- pha/(at) 
nage- (homoioarkton) > elien phalnageen. Since "Eliphelet" is a duplicate of the last 
name in the list, we might surmise that it is a vestige of a long haplography (a scribe's 
eye having skipped from the 'ayin at the end of '/ysw' to the 'ayin at the end of 
b'lyd'), which was subsequently corrected by reintroduction of the last five names 
on the list. "Nogah" seems likely to have arisen independently as a variant of "Ne
pheg." 

16. Baaliada I Chron 14:7 has b'lyd', vocalized be'e/yiidii', probably to suggest 
'elyiidii', "Eliada," the reading of I Chron 3:8 and MT in the present passage (cf. 
LXXAM elidae). The correct vocalization is ba'alyiidii', as indicated by LXX"2 baalei
math ( < •baaleidaa-) and LXXL baaleidath (so e,; boc, differ slightly). See further the 
NOTE. 

NOTES 

5 13. concubines. Slave women who belonged to wealthy households and bore chil
dren but did not share all the legal privileges of wives. 

14. According to I Chron 3:5 the four sons listed in this verse were the children of 
Bathsheba (there called "Bathshua daughter of Ammie!"; cf. the first two Textual Notes 
at 11:3). 

Nathan. Not to be confused with the prophet (7:2; etc.) or the hero's father (23:36) 
of the same name. In Luke's genealogy of Jesus, by the way, the descent from David 
is traced through Nathan (Luke 3:31), not Solomon, as in Matthew's version (Matt I :6); 
"this may reflect a popular Jewish uneasiness about the taint attached to Solomon's 
scandalous life" (Brown 1977:85 n. 53; cf. Johnson 1969:135-36). 

16. Baaliada. The name ba'alyiidii' (see the Textual Note) means "The lord knows." 
The theophorous element ba 'al, "lord," also appeared in the names of the sons of Saul, 
as we have seen. It probably referred to Yahweh (see the NOTE on "lshbaal" at 2:8), 
but because of its common association with the Canaanite god Haddu it was later 
eschewed in Y ahwistic names-hence the Masoretic reading, 'elyiidii ', "God knows," 
in the present passage and I Chron 3:8. 

Eliphelet. Not to be confused with the hero listed in 23:34. 
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COMMENT 

This list continues that in 3:2-5. The sons born to David in Hebron are named 
there, his Jerusalemite sons here. This passage is repeated in I Chron 14:3-4, 
and the two lists are combined and amplified in I Chron 3:1-9. 



XII. TWO VICTORIES OVER THE PHILISTINES 
(5:17-25) 

5 "When the Philistines heard that David had been anointed king 
over Israel, [they] came up in search of [him], but when David heard 
of this, he went down to the stronghold. 

The Battle ofBaal-perazim 

18When the Philistines had arrived and spread out in the lowlands of 
Rephaim, 19David inquired of Yahweh. 

"Shall I go up against the Philistines? Will you hand them over to 
me?" 

"Go up!" Yahweh told [him]. "For I shall indeed hand them over 
to you!" 

20So David entered Baal-perazim and defeated them there. (Then he 
said, "Yahweh has burst through my enemies before me like an out
burst of water!" So he named that place Baal-perazim.) 21They left their 
gods there, and David and his men carried them off. 

Another Victory 

22Again the Philistines came up and spread out in the lowlands of 
Rephaim. 23So David inquired of Yahweh. 

"You must not go up!" said [Yahweh]. "Circle around them and 
approach them in front of Bachaim. 24Then, when you hear the sound 
of the wind in the asherahs of Bachaim, look sharp, for Yahweh will 
have marched out ahead of you to attack the Philistine camp!" 

25David did as Yahweh had instructed him, and he defeated the 
Philistines from Gibeon to Gezer. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

5 17. David had been anointed Reading nms~ dwd on the basis of LXX kechristai 
daueid; this reading also appears in I Chron 14:8. In the present passage MT has 
ms~w 't dwd, "they had anointed David." 

king That is, /iimelek. Syr., Targ.Ms understand the same consonantal text as lim
li5k, "to rule." Cf. 2:4,7. 

(they] That is, "the Philistines." MT, LXX", etc., have "all the Philistines"; we 
omit "all" on authority of LXXL. 

18. spread out Reading wyn{sw with MT. The meaning is discussed .in the NOTE. 

LXX kai synepesan seems to reflect wyps{w. "were making raids," as in I Chron 14:9. 
But elsewhere in Samuel ps{ with this meaning takes the preposition '/ (I Sam 23:27; 
27:8 [MT'/ = '/;cf. LXX]; 27: 10 [cf. I Samuel, the Textual Note on "Against whom"]; 
30: 1 [MT '/ = '/; cf. LXX]; 30: 14 [insert '/ with LXX]); ps{ b- is the language of the 
Chronicler (II Chron 25: 13; 28: 18). It seems likely that wypS{w arose in the tradition 
shared by LXX and Chronicles because of graphic confusion of nun and pe and 
transposition of sin and {et (cf. Tidwell 1979: 197 n.27). 

19. them (2) So LXXL, Syr. (cf. I Chron 14:10). MT, LXX", etc., make the object 
explicit: "the Philistines." 

20. So David entered Baal-perazim MT wyb' dwd bb'/ pr~ym. LXX kai elthen 
daueid ek ton epani5 diakopi5n (cf. OL) suggests wyb' dwd mm'/ (/)pr~ym, "So David 
entered over breaches," which sounds more appropriate to the siege of a city than a 
battle in open country. See also the Textual Note on "Baal-perazim" below. 

and defeated them there So OL, Syr. MT, LXXL: "and David defeated them there." 
LXX": "and defeated the Philistines there." 

Then he said So MT. LXX, Syr. (cf. I Chron 14:11): "Then David said." 
my enemies So MT, LXXLMN, OL. LXX": "the Philistine enemies." 
Baal-perazim See the Textual Note on "So David entered Baal-perazim" above. 

Here again LXX, OL seem to reflect mm'/ (/)pr~ym for b'l pr~ym. 
21. They LXXL makes the subject explicit: "The Philistines." 
their gods Reading 't '/hyhm as in I Chron 14: 12 on the basis of LXX taus theous 

auti5n. MT has 't ·~byhm, "their idols." 
his men So MT, LXXLM, OL. LXX"AN: "his men who were with him." 
In place of "and David and his men carried them off'' I Chron 14:12 has wy'mr 

dwyd wysrpw b's, "and David gave instructions and they burned (them) with fire," and 
in the present passage some Greek MSS append something close to this at the end. 
LXXM: + kai eipen katakausai autous en pyri = wy'mr lsrpm b's, "and he said to 
burn them with fire." LXXL: + kai legei daueid katakausate autous en pyri = wy'mr 
dwd frpwm b's, "and David said, 'Burn them with fire!'" 

22. spread out See the Textual Note at v. 18. Again we read wyn{sw with MT in 
preference to wyps{w as reflected by LXX kai synepesan (cf. I Chron 14: 13). 

23. David inquired of Yahweh LXX"' and a few other MSS, in reminiscence of v. 
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18, add legon ei anabo pros tous allophylous kai paradoseis autous eis tas cheiras mou 
= l'mr h "lh 'I hplstym wttnm bydy, "(saying) 'Shall I go up against the Philistines, and 
will you hand them over to me?' " 

"You must not go up/" So MT. LXX adds eis synantesin auton = lqr'tm. "to meet 
them, opposite them." 

said [Yahweh] Reading wy'mr, lit. "and he said," with MT. LXX8 reflects wy'mr 
yhwh, "and Yahweh said," and LXXL, Syr. reflect wy'mr lw yhwh, "and Yahweh said 
to him" (cf. I Chron 14:14). 

Circle around them Reading hsb mhm with LXX (apostrephou ap' auton). For 
mhm MT has '/ ·~ryhm, ancl Syr. has mn bstrhwn = m ·~ryhm, which appears in a 
few MSS of MT (BHS)-thus, "Circle around to their rear" or "Circle around behind 
them." 

Bachaim See the NOTE. 

24. the wind MT has h~'dh, "marching," both here (so MTMss; MT: ~'dh) and in 
I Chron 14:14. Syr. agrees: (d)hlkth = hfdh. Targ. ~w~t' reflects ~'qh. "an outcry," 
evidently a mistake for h~'dh. LXXLMN, on the other hand, have tou synseismou, "the 
commotion" = hs'rh, "the wind" (cf. Thenius), of which LXX8 tou synkleismou, "the 
confinement(?)," is probably an inner-Greek corruption. In I Chron 14:14 LXX has 
the same reading (tou sysseismou), and it is clear that Josephus' text had this as well 
from his statement (Ant. 7.76; cf. 77) that David was told to wait "until the grove was 
shaken (saleuesthai)." We must choose, therefore, between h~'dh. "marching," and 
hs'rh, "the wind." Each is a good, distinctive reading, appropriate to its context. 
"Marching" is precisely the issue here: ''. .. Yahweh will have marched out (y~ii.') 
ahead of you .... " The (storm)wind is a conventional medium of theophany (see the 
NOTE). Tentatively I should read hs'rh with LXX, which, without question, has the 
better reading of the word that follows. 

in the asherahs MT has br'sy. "in the tops or'-thus, "the sound of marching in 
the tops of the bii.kii.'-trees(?)." But this is a corruption by transposition of b'sry (cf. 
LXXL ton a/son) or m 'sry, as reflected by OL Ms de silvis (cf. LXX" apo tou a/sous and 
OLMs de silva = m'srt). Our translation agrees with the interpretation by LXX of 
b'sry/m'sry as "in/from the (sacred) groves," that is, "in/from the asherahs." See the 
NOTE. 

look sharp So MT: t~~· LXX8AMN: katabesei pros autous = trd 'lyhm. "go down 
to (against) them." LXXL (cf. OL): katabesei eis ton polemon = trd bml~mh. "go down 
into battle" (cf. I Chron 14:15 tf bml~mh, "go forth into battle"). 

camp So MT: m~nh. LXX reflects ml~mh, "battle, war" (thus " ... to make a 
strike in the Philistine war"). The two words were frequently confused. 

25. as Reading k'sr, to which MT, LXXL and certain other witnesses prefix kn. 
"thus, so." Omit kn with MTMss, LXX8AMN, Vulg. (cf. I Chron 14:16). 

Gibeon So LXX and I Chron 14:16. MT has "Geba." Thenius, Wellhausen, and 
most subsequent commentators have preferred Gibeon, modem el-Jib, ca. six to eight 
miles north-northwest of Jerusalem, as more consistent with the geography of the 
passage than Geba, modem Jeba', ca. six miles north-northeast of Jerusalem; the clash 
at Bachaim took place somewhere north or northwest of the city (see the NOTE on 
"Bachaim," v. 23). See also Isa 28:21. Demsky (1973) has argued that in the old cycle 
of stories about Saul in I Samuel the narrator consistently refers to Gibeon as geba'; 
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if Demsky is correct and the same practice is in effect here, then we should judge MT's 
reading to be primitive, correctly updated by the Chronicler. 

to Gezer So LXXL (cf. I Chron 14:16): heos gazera = 'd gzrh. LXX" heos tes ges 
gazera suggests "as far as the land of Gezer," but ges may be a corrupt duplicate of 
gazera. MT: 'd b 'k gzr, "as far as the approach to Gezer" (cf. I Sam 17:52). 

NOTES 

5 17. the stronghold. According to the present arrangement of the materials in chap. 
5, hamme~uda, "the stronghold," seems to refer to "the stronghold of Zion" (me~udat 
siyyon), as in vv. 7,9. But considerations discussed in the COMMENT suggest that 
S: 17-25 was originally an independent unit or pair of units and that the stronghold of 
Zion was not originally intended here. Elsewhere in the oldest materials about David's 
early career (I Sam 22: 1,4; 24:23) and in other stories of the Philistine invasion of the 
lowlands of Rephaim (II Sam 23: 13, 14 = I Chron 11: 15, 16) "the stronghold" refers 
to David's fastness at "the stronghold of Adullam" (me~udat 'iidulliim), a fortress in 
the Shephelah, ca. sixteen miles southwest of Jerusalem, modern Tell esh-Sheikh Madh
kU.r (Josh 15:34; II Chron 11 :7); see Map 3. The Israelite military maneuvers about to 
be described suggest an external base of operations (see Hauer 1970:575-76; Yeivin 
1964: 152-56), and we should probably think of Adullam, not Jerusalem, as David's 
headquarters in this section. 

18. and spread out. Hebrew wayyinnii!esu. Tidwell (1979: 195-96) has called atten
tion to the use of this verb here, an important detail overlooked by earlier investigators. 
The verb is incompatible with the notion that the Philistines are preparing for a pitched 
battle, still less the siege of a city (see the COMMENT). It suggests instead a dispersal 
of troops for some purpose. Tidwell goes too far, however, in arguing that this purpose 
must be plunder (so BDB 644). The one other occurrence of n!S in Nip'al in a military 
context is Judg 15:9, and there the Philistines state their purpose explicitly: They have 
come to capture Samson (v. 10), just as in the present episode they have come "in search 
of' David (v. 17). 

the lowlands of Rephaim. The Philistines have come up from their home on the 
coastal plain, probably by way of the Valley of Sorek (Wadi e~-~arar), and deployed 
in the plain or lowland region ('emeq) known as Rephaim, which was cut at its northern 
end by the deep Valley of Hinnom on the boundary of Judahite and Benjaminite 
territory (Josh 15:8; 18:16); see Map 3. (This region is usually identified with the plain 
southwest of Jerusalem known today as el Baqa', but this is not absolutely certain [cf. 
Hauer 1970:573 n.10].) The Philistine strategy evidently is to sever the lines of contact 
between David's newly united dominions (see the COMMENT). 

19. David inquired of Yahweh. David seeks an oracle before undertaking any action 
against the Philistines. Cf., in addition to 2: I, I Sam 23:9-12 and 30:7-8, where the 
oracle is administered by a priest (Abiathar) with an ephod, a sacerdotal garment 
containing within it (presumably) the Urim and Thummim of I Sam 14:41 and else
where; these were "cast" (I Sam 14:42) to obtain the answer to a question asked of the 
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oracle. Because the oracle could only provide answers to questions involving a choice 
between alternatives (Urim and Thummim), queries directed to it were restricted to the 
"yes or no" type. In the present case, therefore, David asks two such questions-"Shall 
I go up against the Philistines?" and "Will you hand them over to me?" -and receives 
affirmative replies to each. Cf. v. 24 and the NOTE there. 

"Shall I go up ... ?" That is, "Shall I attack?" Some commentators treat this as 
a. question of tactics, as if it meant "Shall I make a frontal assault?" a tempting 
interpretation in view of v. 23, where the answer to the same question is, in effect, "No, 
circle around and approach from the rear!" But a survey of the use of 'ii/a ('al). "go 
up (against)," in military contexts will show that it is a general expression for attacking, 
engaging in battle; it need not refer to a frontal assault. Indeed a frontal assault in 
pitched battle against the larger Philistine force would have been foolhardy if not 
suicidal (cf. Tidwell 1979:209) for "David and his men," that is, David and his personal 
militia (see the NOTE at v. 21). As a matter of fact, v. 20 suggests the actual, limited 
scope of the operation. David won his victory in Baal-perazim, a place where he would 
have encountered some, but certainly not an, of the Philistines, who were "spread out 
in the lowlands of Rephaim" (v. 18). See also the NOTE on v. 23 below. 

20. Baa/-perazim. "The lord of Perazim" (see the NOTE that follows), a sanctuary 
on or near Mount Perazim (Isa 28:21). David is marching north from "the stronghold" 
(i.e., Adullam, as explained in the NOTE, v. 17), so that this encounter with the 
Philistines must have taken place on the southern or western border of the lowlands 
of Rephaim. The precise spot, however, is unknown, and none of the several modern 
proposals has found general acceptance. 

(Then he said . .. Baal-perazim.). This parenthesis, which is probably secondary and 
late, plays on the sanctuary name Baal-perazlm, properly "the lord of Perazim," in 
reference to the deity (a local manifestation of Yahweh?) who was worshiped in the 
sanctuary and whose domain Mount Perazim was believed to be. The wordplay hinges 
on the verb para~. "burst upon," and the noun pere~. "outburst." Thus David is 
depicted as saying, "Yahweh has burst through (piir~) my enemies before me like an 
outburst (pere~) of water!" and (therefore) as naming the place ba'al perii~im, "the lord 
of outbursts." The referent of this playful etiology is evidently to a breach in a wall or 
fence caused by some violent rush of water, perhaps a flash flood (cf. Hertzberg). David 
is saying, in other words, that by granting him a victory in this particular spot Yahweh 
has opened a gap in the Philistine wall of resistance. The etiology, therefore, is consis
tent with the limited scope of David's operation against the larger Philistine force in 
this first battle (cf. the NOTE on "Shall I go up ... ?" v. 19). See also Tidwell 1979:209. 

21. their gods. Sacred images brought into battle to ensure divine assistance and, 
therefore, success. It was customary for a victorious army to carry off the "gods" of 
the enemy as a sign of the superiority of its own divine help (see Miller and Roberts 
1977:9-16 and bibliography in nn. 69-72, p. 91). The ark of Yahweh was the Israelite 
equivalent of the images of the Philistines and others. It was brought into the great 
battle at Ebenezer (see I Sam 4:1-11, where the Philistines speak of the arrival of the 
"gods" of the Hebrews [vv. 7,8]) and suffered the fate of the Philistine images in the 
present episode (I Sam 4: 11 ). 

David and his men. Cf. I Sam 23:5,24,26; 24:3,4,23; 25:20; 27:8; 29:2,11; 30:1,3; etc. 
The Israelite force here is David's personal militia, recruited during his days as a 
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fugitive from Saul's court (cf. I Sam 22:2). The size of such an army seems to have been 
fixed at about six hundred men (I Sam 23:13; 27:2; 30:9; cf. 25:13; 30:10), a convention 
based, according to Mazar (1963b:314), on ancient tradition (cf. Judg 18:11; I Sam 
13:15; II Sam 15:18). The same force was used for the capture of Jerus?lem (5:6). 

carried them off The synoptic passage in Chronicles reflects a post-Deuteronomistic 
sense of religious propriety in its assertion that David ordered the Philistine id_ols 
burned (Deut 7:5,25; etc.). Cf. the last Textual Note to v. 21. 

22. Again the Philistines came up. Verses 22-25 contain a second, independent battle 
account sharing with the first the common terrain of the lowlands of Rephaim, also 
the location of the incident described in 23:13-17 and, for all we know, a number of 
other similar events the accounts of which have not survived. In the COMMENT the case 
is made that the two accounts found in 5: 17-25, both deriving from ancient archives, 
were selected and placed in their present position to serve the editorial purposes of the 
Deuteronomistic compiler of 5:11-8:18. Some scholars, however, have doubted the 
antiquity of the second account. Arnold (1917:41) suspects that the report in vv. 22-25 
was inauthentic because of an absence of details about the occasion and circumstances 
of the battle, and Caird shares this suspicion on the grounds of the anomalous detail 
that the oracle in vv. 23-24 gives more than a "yes or no" answer (see the NOTE at 
vv. 23-24). Ackroyd asks if the two units, so noticeably similar in form, might not 
represent varying traditions about a single battle. Tidwell, however, has been able to 
demonstrate that the similarity in form is simply a reflection of the conventionalized 
nature of battle reports (1979: 193-95,206). His own analysis suggests that vv. 17-25 
combine the report of a relatively insignificant Israelite success (vv. 18-21) with that 
of a decisive victory (vv. 22-25), and to this extent his conclusions are compatible with 
our own. 

23-24. David again consults the oracle; see the first NOTE at v. 19. In this case the 
oracle gives a "no" answer; he is not to attack right away. Instead he is to take up a 
new position and follow Yahweh's lead (see below). The latter information, especially 
the content ofv. 24, is not conveyed in the "yes or no·· form of reply to which the oracle 
was confined. This situation, if it does not lead us to question the authenticity of vv. 
22-25 (cf. the previous NOTE), at least provokes us to ask if some other means of 
divination is being used here. Yet it is possible to see behind vv. 23b-24 a number of 
"yes" and "no" answers reported in combination by the narrator (cf. Ackroyd); indeed, 
we must assume that David's oracular priest (Abiathar?) had some latitude in interpret
ing the verdict of the lots. 

23. Bachaim. Does Hebrew bekii'im refer to a group of trees (cf. Yeivin 1964: 154-55 
and fig. 28)? Its treatment in some of the versions shows that the belief that it does is 
fairly ancient. The Targum, for example, reads 'y/ny', "trees," and the Septuagint of 
I Chron 14: 14, l 5 has ton apion, "pear trees" (cf. Aquila and the Vulgate), probably 
in light of Rabbinic Hebrew bekiiy, a species of pear (Jastrow 169). The rabbis supposed 
the word to refer to mulberry trees, and modern commentators have argued for bal
sams, mastic terebinths, and still others. But the evidence will not sustain any of these 
specific proposals, and the cautious contemporary judgment seems to favor no more 
precise interpretation than "biikii'-bush" or the like (cf. KB' and, already, Thenius). 
It is by no means clear, however, that bekii'im refers to trees or plants. Josephus' 
mention of trees here (Ant. 7.76-77) derives from the Septuagint's understanding of the 
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previous word as "(sacred) groves" (see the Textual Note on "in the asherahs," v. 24), 
and this may have had something to do with the presence of trees in other ancient 
interpretations. On the other hand, the Septuagint (tou klauthmonos), which Josephus 
follows, and the Peshitta (bwkyn) seem to understand bk(')ym in light of the place 
name bOkim, "Bochim," in Judg 2: 1-5. Whatever the merit of such an identification 
might be, it does seem likely that bekii'im in the present passage, which stands here 
in v. 23 without the article (contrast I Chron 14:14), is intended as a place-name. We 
might compare 'emeq habbiikii', "the plain of Bacha," in Ps 84:7 [84:6]. The latter is 
a dry place on the way to Jerusalem, where, according to the psalm, fountains and pools 
are to appear miraculously; in interpretation of this Gunkel (1926:371) and others have 
cited Arabic baka'a, "have little water or milk." Perhaps the present reference is to 
the same place or another place with the same name--bekii'im, a plural of '.'local 
extension" (GK' §124b). The meaning would be something like "The Parched Place." 
It would serve no purpose to attempt to identify a precise location for Bachaim. David's 
attack in vv. 17-21 was from the south or west of the plain of Rephaim (see the NOTE 
on "Baal-perazim," v. 20). Here he is told to "Circle around [the Philistines]," and we 
may suppose the clash takes place somewhere to the north. We conclude that Bachaim 
was a town or region-the presence of asherahs suggests a shrine of some kind-north 
or northwest of Jerusalem on the edge of the lowlands of Rephaim. 

24. the sound of the wind in the asherahs. An asherah ('iisera) was a wooden cult 
object, part of a shrine or sanctuary. It is not clear whether an asherah was a tree or 
a pole; perhaps it was either. Asherahs ('iiSerim or 'iiser6t) were strictly forbidden by 
Deuteronomic law (Deut 16:21; etc.), and, probably at least in part because of this 
prohibition, the Bible provides little information about them. Modem scholarship offers 
a variety of interpretations of the asherah and its relationship to the Canaanite goddess 
Asherah. In lieu of a fuller discussion, which would be out of place here, there follows 
a brief statement of my own understanding. Etymologically 'iisera derives from the verb 
•'!r. the most basic meaning of which seems to have been "walk in the steps of, track." 
An asherah is the "track" or "trace" of a deity, and the expression 'iiserat DN refers 
to the cultic presence or availability of a deity, which, at least in Israel, was invested 
specifically in an upright wooden object erected near a shrine to that deity. It is to be 
compared to a group of similar expressions in Northwest Semitic religious terminology, 
such as Phoenician-Punic sim DN, "name of DN," and pane DN. "presence of DN," 
Aramaic 'eiem DN. "name of DN," etc. Especially instructive is 'anat DN, "sign of 
(the active presence of) DN" (cf. Albright 1969a:l68 and 192-93 n. 14). All of these 
referred in one way or another to the cultic availability of a male deity, and all were 
subject to hypostasis and personification as female deities in their own right. In the two 
cases of 'iiserat DN and 'anat DN. there were major Canaanite goddesses, Asherah and 
Anat, who originated as hypostases of gods-Asherah of Yamm, the Sea (cf. Ugaritic 
rabbatu 'a!iratu yammi, "the lady [who is] the asherah of Sea"), and Anat perhaps of 
Baal-but attained to the status of independent divine beings. In Israel Yahweh's 
asherah was revered as a goddess, as shown by votive inscriptions from the Sinaitic 
outpost of Kuntillet 'Ajn1d "to Yahweh of GN and to his asherah" (lyhwh GN 
wl'srth), adjacent in one case to a drawing of a divine couple in human-bovine form 
(see provisionally Meshel 1979). In the present passage we have not the goddess but 
the cult object--or rather objects, since there is more than one-standing near Ba-
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chaim, evidently a place where Yahweh was worshiped. David is to wait until he hears 
a wind blowing in these asherahs. The (stonn)wind (sa'ara) is a standard vehicle for 
theophany in the Bible (Ezek 1 :4; Job 38: 1; 40:6; etc.), especially characteristic of 
passages in which Yahweh appears as a warrior marching forth to battle_ (cf. Jer 23: 19; 
30:23; Zech 9: 14). Here the sound of the wind is to be an audible token of the divine 
warrior's involvement. That it will be blowing "in the asherahs" is consistent with our 
understanding of their significance as signs of Yahweh's presence. · 

25. from Gibeon to Gezer. We have seen that Gibeon lay ca. six to eight miles 
northwest of Jerusalem (the NOTE at 2: 12). Gezer is modem Tell Jezer, ca. fifteen miles 
east of el-Jib (Gibeon) in the direction of the Philistine plain; it lay roughly on the 
unofficial border between Israel and Philistia. David has succeeded, in other words, in 
driving the Philistines out of the Israelite territory they have occupied since the battle 
of Ebenezer (I Samuel 4). 

COMMENT 

The Philistines respond to the news of David's anointment with an invasion 
of the plain of Rephaim, near Jerusalem, but David, relying on the oracle of 
Yahweh for strategic advice, defeats them in two pitched battles. The second 
engagement is decisive, and the enemy is driven back to the border city of 
Gezer. 

The present arrangement of materials in our text presents both battles as 
having taken place after David's capture of Jerusalem. There are several 
reasons, however, to doubt the historicity of this arrangement. Though the 
Philistines encamp in the vicinity of Jerusalem, nothing is said to suggest that 
they are preparing a siege. At most we might suppose that they hope to draw 
David out of the city into a pitched battle (cf. Hauer 1970:575 n. 20), but the 
language of the passage does not support this conclusion either. The Philis
tines, we are told, have come "in search of' (lebaqqes) David, an expression 
strongly reminiscent of Saul's pursuit of David during the time the latter was 
a fugitive in the Wilderness of Judah (cf. I Sam 23:14,25; 24:3; 26:2; 27:1,4; 
etc.). In the single instance in which David's flight took him inside a walled 
city, the language used of Saul's pursuit was different: "Saul summoned the 
entire army to war, to go down to Keilah and besiege (lii~ur) David and his 
men" (I Sam 23:8). Note, further, that when in the present episode the Philis
tines reach the plain of Rephaim, they "spread out" (vv. 18,22). The narrator 
uses a term of deployment appropriate to the dispersal of troops for some 
purpose, such as gathering plunder or (as in this case) searching out a particu
lar enemy, but inappropriate to preparation for a pitched battle or a siege (see 
the NOTE on "and spread out," v. 18). 

Apparently, then, David was not yet ensconced in Jerusalem when the 
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Philistines arrived. He "went down," we are told, "to the stronghold" (v. 17). 
The present sequence of materials requires the assumption that this refers to 
"the stronghold of Zion" (cf. vv. 7,9), but the statement that David went down 
to the stronghold belies this assumption, not only because the verb implies 
movement and David (according to the present arrangement of the text) was 
already in Zion (Wellhausen) but also because in the Bible one always goes 
up, never down, to the eminence of Zion (Driver and most commentators; 
contrast Caird). In David's fugitive days, moreover, "the stronghold," even 
without further specification, was the stronghold of Adullam (I Sam 22:1,4; 
24:23), and David will use this same base of operations, the stronghold of 
Adullam, against the Philistines during the incident described in II Sam 23: 
13-17 (cf. vv. 13,14), which may belong to the present context (see the CoM
MENT on 23:8-39). In all probability, then, David was operating out of Adul
lam at the time of the two victories described here. 

Note that according to the account itself it was David's accession to the 
throne of Israel, not his capture of Jerusalem, that provoked the Philistine 
show of force. The invasion was intended, in the opinion of most historians 
(Noth 1960:188; Bright 1972:194; etc.), to prevent the united kingdom that 
David's anointment implied from becoming a political reality. The lowlands 
ofRephaim, lying southwest of Jerusalem and thus directly between David and 
the northern territories that had recently acknowledged his sovereignty, were 
chosen as the target of the invasion with the purpose of driving a wedge 
between David's two constituencies (Herrmann 1981:154). It might be useful 
to mention in passing that the Philistines' alarm over the developments in 
Hebron was well founded. After the unification of Israel and Judah and the 
battles described here, the balance of power in Palestine shifted in favor of the 
Israelites, and the Philistines were increasingly confined to the coastal plain 
(cf. 5:25; 8: l). 

If, therefore, these two battle accounts are chronologically out of place at 
this point, belonging instead between the report of David's accession to the 
northern throne in 5:1-3 and the description of the capture of Jerusalem in 
5:6-10 (so already Wellhausen 1899:256), we must ask why they stand here 
and not there. Grjllnbaek (1971:250-55,271) considers 5:17-25 to have been an 
original part of the old story of David's rise to power that ends in 5:10. This 
unit, he says, was displaced to its present position by a Deuteronomistic editor 
in support of the reference to Jerusalem in the accession formula he inserted 
at 5:4-5, which would now be followed immediately by the account of the 
capture of the city, and in the interest of the continuing narrative that followed 
in his larger history, the transition to which would be smoothed by diluting, 
to some extent, the climactic finality of the beginning of chap. 5. This proposal 
is a plausible one-certainly 5: 17-25 has the flavor of the old narrative, espe
cially in its use of the oracle motif in vv. 19,23-24 (cf. I Sam 23:9-12; 30:7-8; 
see Grf,'.lnbaek 1971:254; Mettinger 1976:42)-but it does not seem to me to be 
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a necessary one. We need not assume that all the early literature handled by 
the Deuteronomistic editor of these chapters came from a single composition. 
Nor is Grjllnbaek's discussion of the factors motivating the displacement con
vincing. I prefer to follow Alt (1936) and others in thinking of 5:17-25 as an 
ancient fragment-or pair of fragments (see below}-about David's Philistine 
wars, probably drawn from a larger archive of such material (of which 21: 
15-22 and 23:8-39 may be further examples), which had no literary relation
ship to the other materials in chap. 5 before their Deuteronomistic compilation 
into their present form. The reason this unit, 5: 17-25, was placed here rather 
than included in the miscellany in chap. 8, or the one at the end of the book 
(like 21: 15-22; 23:8-39), or omitted altogether seems clear. In Abiner's proph
ecy in 3: 18, a Deuteronomistic addition to the story of David's rise (see the 
NOTE at 3: 18), we were told that "Yahweh has said of David, 'It is by the hand 
of my servant David that I am going to save Israel from the Philistines and 
all their [other] enemies." At the conclusion of the story of David's rise, 
therefore, we should not be surprised to find Deuteronomistically collated 
materials (5:17-25 + 8:1-14) that demonstrate the fulfilment of this prophecy 
(cf. Veijola 1975:102-5; 1977:78). These two battle accounts were put here to 
serve this function (so also Ward 1967:183 and Mettinger 1976:42, both of 
whom, however, regard both prophecy and fulfilment as original parts of the 
story of David's rise) and, therefore, to emphasize David's role in the enact
ment of Yahweh's will. 

The two fragments included here (5:17-21 and 22-25) make the last point 
especially well since both show David acting in accordance with the oracle of 
Yahweh (vv. 19 and 23-24). This was a principal reason, we must assume, for 
the selection and combination of these particular anecdotes from among the 
many tales of David's Philistine wars that may have been available. The first 
of the two (vv. 17-21) may have been chosen specifically because of the 
reference to the capture of the Philistine "gods" in v. 21 (see the NOTE). This 
amounts to a reversal of the Philistines' capture of the ark of Yahweh in I Sam 
4:11 (contrast Tidwell 1979:210--11, who questions the reference to "gods" or 
"idols" in the present passage) and, accordingly, prepares us for the entry of 
the ark into Jerusalem in the section that follows. The second episode (vv. 
22-25) carries this reversal theme further with the expulsion of the Philistines 
from the territory occupied in their previous victories (cf. especially v. 25 and 
the NOTE there). As explained in the COMMENT on § XIII, it is the judgment 
of modem historians that this shift in political ascendancy (cf. Bright 1972: 
194) made possible the restoration of the ark of Yahweh to a central position 
in Israelite religious life. Access to the ark, in fact, in the Gibeonite city of 
Kiriath-jearim, where it currently resided (I Sam 7: I), may have been impossi
ble before the expulsion of the Philistines "from Gibeon to Gezer" (v. 25; see 
the remarks of Blenkinsopp cited in the NOTE on "Baalah" in 6:2). The 
compiler of 5: I 0--8: 18 understood these developments as reflections of the will 
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of Yahweh and, therefore, positioned this old story-the account ofa decisive 
victory over the Philistines led by David with the guidance of Yahweh's oracle 
-immediately before the description of the "bringing up" of the ark, which 
stands in the section that follows. 



XIII. THE TRANSFER OF THE ARK TO JERUSALEM 
(6:1-19) 

6 'David assembled all the elite troops of Israel-thirty thousands-
2and [he] and the entire army that was with him went to Baalah to bring 
up from there the holy ark over which the name of Yahweh Seated
upon-the-Cherubim is called. 3He mounted the ark of Yahweh upon a 
new cart and carried it away from the house of Abinadab' on the Hill. 
Uzza and Ahio, sons of Abinadab, were guiding the cart 4with the ark, 
Uzza walking alongside the ark and Ahio walking in front of [itl 
5David and the Israelites were reveling before Yahweh with sonorous 
instruments and songs-with lyres, harps, tambourines, sistrums, and 
cymbals. 

The Incident at Uzza 's Breach 

6When they came to the threshing floor of Nodan, Uzza put his 
hand on the holy ark to steady it, for the oxen had let it slip. 1Yahweh 
became angry at Uzza and struck him down, and he died there before 
God. 

8David became angry (the reason being that Yahweh had made a 
breach in Uzza-that place is called Uzza's Breach to this day) 9and 
fearful of Yahweh at that time. "How," he said to himself, "can the 
holy ark come with me?" So when Yahweh's ark arrived, 10David, 
unwilling to take [it] with him into the City of David, redirected it to 
the house of Obed-edom the Gittite. 

"Yahweh's ark remained in the house of Obed-edom the Gittite for 
three months, and Yahweh blessed Obed-edom and all his house. 

The Ark's Arrival in the City of David 
12When King David was told that Yahweh had blessed the house of 

Obed-edom and all he had because of the holy ark, [he] said to himself, 
"I'll bring the blessing back to my own house!" So [he] went and 
brought Yahweh's ark up from the house of Obed-edom to the City of 
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David with festivity; 13whenever the ark bearers advanced six paces, he 
would sacrifice a fatted bull. 

14David, clad in a linen ephod, was strumming on a sonorous instru
ment before Yahweh, 15as [he] and all Israel brought Yahweh's ark up 
amid shouting and the sound of the shofar. 16As the ark entered the City 
of David, Michal daughter of Saul was watching through a window, 
and when she saw King David leaping and strumming before Yahweh, 
she felt contempt for him. 

11They brought Yahweh's ark in and set it up inside the tent David 
had pitched for it, and David offered holocausts before Yahweh. 
18When he finished offering the holocausts and communion offerings, he 
blessed the people by the name of Yahweh 19and doled out to all of them 
-the whole multitude of Israel, both men and women-a ring of bread, 
a date-cake, and a raisin-cake each. Then all the people went to their 
own homes. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

6 I. assembled MT wysp is f defective spelling of wy'sp (wayye'esop). but it is 
vocalized wayyosep, "(and he) added, did again," and this has attracted 'wd, "again," 
which frequently follows this verb (cf. v. 22 above), into the text (Wellhausen). 

of Israel So MTMss. Syr., Targ. MT: "in Israel." LXX: "from Israel" (cf. I Sam 
24:3). 

thirty So MT. LXXL: "seventy." LXX8AMN, OL: "about seventy." 
2. to Baa/ah Reading b'lh alone. 4QSam' has b'lh hy' qr[yt y'rym 'sr] lyhwdh (the 

d of lyhwdh was omitted and restored supralinearly), "to Baalah, that is, Kiriath
jearim, which belongs to Judah" (cf. Josh 15:9), and I Chron 13:6 displays a similar 
gloss, b'lth '/ qryt y'rym 'fr lyhwdh, "to Baalah, to Kiriath-jearim, which belongs to 
Judah." MT hes mb'ly yhwdh, es if"(all the people who were with him) from the lords 
of Judah"; but this is probably a corrupt remnant of a reading like that of 4QSam'. 
We hear of "the lords of Judah" nowhere else, and the reading leaves the subsequent 
miliam, "from there," without antecedent, unless it refers back to "from Gibeon to 
Gezer" in 5:25 (cf. Blenkinsopp 1969a:l52) or, assuming an original connection with 
the ark narrative of I Samuel (see the COMMENT), to "the house of Abinadab on the 
Hill" in I Sam 7:1 or "Kiriath-jearim" in 7:2 (Campbell 1975:169-71). LXX<9> apo 
ton archonton iouda en anabasei reflects mb'ly yhwdh b'/h, understanding b'lh, prop
erly "to Baalah," as "in going up"; here the corrupt reading of MT was inserted 
recensionally into a text which preserved the short, primitive reading. See Ulrich 
(1978:198-99), who, however, argues that the original text must also have included 
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"Judah." LXXL diverges from other Greek MSS in representing en anabasei as en te 
anabasei tou bounou, reflecting b'/h hgb'h, "in going up the hill." or rather "to Baalah, 
to the Hill," i.e., the place in Baalah called the Hill where Abinadab lived (see v. 3 and 
the NOTE there). 

over which the name ... is called That is, 'sr nqr' sm ... '/yw. This ·is the reading 
of MT except that in MT sm is repeated, evidently by dittography. We delete sm (2) 
with LXX. 4QSam' has 't 'sr n [qr' sm ... '/yw ). A case can be made for retaining 
MT sm sm and reading the first as siim, "there (i.e., in Baalah)," with Syr. and 
MTMss (so Carlson 1964:63). 

Yahweh Seated-upon-the-Cherubim MT has yhwh ~b'wt ysb hkril>bym, "Yahweh 
Sabaoth Seated-upon-the-Cherubim," but space requirements show that 4QSam' had 
a shorter text: [yhwh y]sb hkrwb[ym]. Cf. Ulrich 1978:201. 

3. He mounted . .. and carried We read the singular verbs of LXX8 in preference 
to the plurals of MT and certain other MSS. 

the ark of Yahweh So LXX8AMN. MT, LXXL have 'rwn h'lhym, "the ark of God," 
that is, "the holy ark," as in v. 2. 

upon Reading '/ with 4QSam' and LXX eph '. MT has 'I for '/, as frequently in 
Samuel. 

from So MT, LXXLMN, 4QSam'. LXX8A have "to," erroneously (cf. I Sam 
7:1). 

Ahio The proper name ·~yw (MT 'a~y6) is understood by LXX as "his brothers." 
Wellhausen, Budde, Caird, and Campbell (1975:129,171) prefer reading it as "his 
brother" (singular), to which Budde (1934:49), followed by Caird, would prefix ~dwq, 
"Zadok"; contrast Driver, Smith, and Carlson 1964:63. 

the cart Followed in MT by ~dsh wys'hw mbyt 'byndb 'sr bgb'h, a long dittography 
from the first part of the verse. Delete with LXX, 4QSarn'. 

4. the ark So LXX9AMN. MT, LXXL: "the ark of God," that is, "the holy ark," as 
in v. 2 and v. 3 (MT, LXXL). 

Uzza walking alongside the ark That is, w'z' hlk /'mt h'rwn, which was lost after 
the previous h 'rwn (homoioteleuton). It has been partially restored in the text of 
LXXL, which reads the last part of the verse as kai oza kai hoi adelphoi autou apo
reuonto emprosthen kai ek p/agion tes kibotou, "Uzza and his brothers [ = Ahio] 
walking in front of and alongside the ark," a combination of the lost w'z' hlk /'mt 
h'rwn and the final words of the verse, w'~yw hlk /pny h'rwn. 

Ahio Again read as "his brothers" by LXX. See the Textual Note in the preceding 
verse. 

5. and the Israelites So LXX8AMN: kai hoi ltuioi israel = wbny ysr'/. 4QSam': 
[wk/] bny ysr[']l. "and all the Israelites" (cf. LXXL). MT: wk/ byt ysr'l, "and all the 
house of Israel." 

with sonorous instruments That is, b.kly 'z, lit. "with instruments of might," as in 
v. 14 below (see the Textual Note there) and II Chron 30:21. Here and in v. 14 this 
is rendered en organois hermosmenois, "with tuned instruments," by LXX, and it is 
prefixed in the present passage with en ischui = b'z, a vestige of a second rendering. 
In v. 14 MT has bk/ 'z, "with all (his) strength," and I Chron 13:8, the Chronicles 
correspondent to the present verse, supports the same reading here; but bk/ 'z is to be 
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rejected in both cases as a clear case of lectio facilior. For the reading of MT, see the 
Textual Note that follows. 

and songs Reading wbfyrym with LXX kai en Odais and 4QSam' [w]bsyrym (er. 
I Chron 13:8). For bkly 'z wbsyrym, "with sonorous instruments and songs" (cf. the 
preceding Textual Note), MT has bk/ ·~y brwfym, "with every sort of cypress wood." 
This seems to be an obvious error, but its originality is vigorously maintained by Soggin 
(1964), who would render it "and with all clapper.; of juniper" or (reading kly for kl 
with LXX, Vulg.) "with instruments of juniper." 

sistrums MT wbmn 'n 'ym, for which LXX (kai en kymbalois) and 4QSam' 
(wbm [~l]iym) have wbm#tym, "(and with) cymbals" (cf. I Chron 13:8). It is impossible 
to choose between these variants. 

and cymbals MT wb~l~lym, for which LXX (kai en aulois) has wb~lylym, "and 
(with) clarinets"; 4QSam' is not extant at this point. Again, there is no basis for 
choosing between the variants. 

6. Nodan So 4QSam': nwdn. LXX" nOdab is probably a corruption of *nOdan, and 
Josephus' form, cheidon(os) (Ant. 7.81), reflects kydn (so I Chron 13:9), which, though 
preferred by Rehm, is surely a corruption of nwdn. MT nkwn, which also arose from 
nwdn (> •nwkn), has been interpreted in a variety of ways (see Carlson 1964:77-79): 
(1) as a proper name, "Nacon"; (2) as a Nip'al participle, "a certain threshing floor" 
(Morgenstern 1918), "a secure threshing floor" (Arnold 1917:62), "a permanent 
threshing floor (Marget 1920), "a prepared threshing floor" (cf. Syr. taqnii'); (3) a 
common noun (cf. Job 12:5), "the threshing floor of the stroke" (Tur-Sinai 1951 :279). 
LXXL has orna tou iebousaiou = 'rwnh hybwsy, "Araunah the Jebusite," whose thresh
ing floor is involved in 24: 18-25. 

his hand Reading 't ydw with 4QSam' (['r] ydw), LXX, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. MT, 
which reads '/ for the following '/ as in v. 3 above and frequently, has lost 'r ydw by 
haplography (homoioarkton). Alternatively, we might defend the shorter reading of 
MT as elliptical (cf. GK' §117g), as in the poetry of 22:17. 

on That is, '/ (LXX" epi, Syr. '/), for which MT, as noted in the previous Textual 
Note, has 'I (so 4QSam' and LXXL [pros]). 

to steady it Two readings compete for attention here. MT has wy'~z bw, "and 
steadied it." The 00 reading was (tou) kataschein au ten = l'~z bw or l'lµw, "to steady 
it" (so LXXMN; cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.81; I Chron 13:9). In LXX""L the MT reading has 
been added to the text, producing a doublet: kataschein auten kai ekratesen (LXXL 
ekrataiosen) au ten, and LXX"" add tou kataschein au ten yet again at the end of the 
verse. Our choice of l'~z bw is arbitrary. See, further, Ulrich 1978:199-201. 

had let it slip Read semiito with LXX periespasen au ten (LXX" au ton) and proba
bly Targ. mrgwhy = mgrwhy (cf. Targ. wmgrwh' for MT wysmtwh in II Kings 9:33); 
the form is probably dual ( < *sematahu ). MT has sematu. "had let (it) slip" (plural); 
there is no Biblical Hebrew evidence for an intransitive meaning of this verb in Qal 
(pace RSV, NEB "stumbled"). 

7. Yahweh So LXX"". MT, followed by LXXLMN and 4QSam', has "the wrath of 
Yahweh." 

and struck him down That is, wykhw, to which all witnesses to the Samuel text 
add sm h'lhym, under.;tood as "and God struck him down there." Probably, how
ever, sm (which, if taken to mean "there," is oddly repetitious before sm, "there," a 
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few words later) is to be read sim, "name"-thus, "and the name of God struck him 
down"-the hypostasis having been introduced in accordance with the Deuteronomic 
and post-Deuteronomic notion that it was Yahweh's name, not the god himself, that 
was cultically available in the ark (compare, e.g., the Deuteronomic formulation in 7: 13 
with the older statement in 7:6). Thus I Chron 13:10, which lacks sm h'lhym, exhibits 
the primitive form of the text here. 

After sm h 'lhym there is another plus in many witnesses. MT has 'I hsl, which is 
taken by those Greek MSS that represent it (LXX:AL) to mean epi ti propeteia, "on 
account of (his) rashness," and similarly by Targ. as '/ d'stly, "because he had erred" 
(cf. Sotah 35a). But, in fact, '/ hsl is a remnant of a longer addition, viz. '/ 'fr sl~ ydw 
'I h'rwn, which appears in I Chron 13: 10 and 4QSam• (['/ 'sd/~ 't ydw ']I [h]'rwn) and 
was probably in the Greek text used by Josephus (cf. Ant. 7.81); cf. also Syr. 

before God Reading lpny (h)'lhym, as in I Chron 13:10, on the basis of LXX 
enopion tou theou, which, however, is preceded by para tin kiboton (tou) kyriou. The 
latter reflects 'm 'rwn yhwh, corresponding to MT 'm 'rwn h 'lhym, "with the holy ark." 
Of these variants, that shared by OG and Chronicles is preferable; the reading of MT 
is reminiscent of v. 4. 

8. David became angry That is, wy~r ldwd; so MT and 4QSam' ([w]y~r ld[wyd]). 
The LXX translation, kai ithymisen daueid, "(and) David was disheartened," in place 
of the expected kai ethymothi daueid (cf. v. 7), is euphemistic. Cf. I Sam 15: 11 and 
Sotah 35a. 

is called LXX interprets wyqr' as weyiqqari' and renders it (kai) eklithi, "is 
called"; MT reads it as wayyiqra', "he (David) called." A third possibility is weyiqra', 
"one calls." 

9. and fearful of That is, wayyfra' dawfd, lit. "and David was fearful of." 
he said to himself MT: wy'mr. 4QSam•: l'mwr (so LXX and I Chron 13:12). 
"can .. . with me?" So ... arrived Reading wybw' 'ly 'rwn h'lhym wyb' 'rwn yhwh 

on the basis of LXXL eise/eusetai pros me hi kibotos tou theou kai ilthen he kibotos 
kyriou. This reading might be taken as the result of a combination of variants, viz. 
ybw' '/y 'rwn h'lhym andybw' 'ly 'rwn yhwh; but it would be strange to find such a long 
doublet preserved when the variation involved only a single word. I assume, then, that 
LXXL reflects the primitive text, shortened by haplography in all other witnesses to 
ybw' '/y 'rwn yhwh, " ... can Yahweh's ark come with me?" 

10. [it] Reading 'rwn yhwh, "the ark of Yahweh," with MT. LXX reflects 'rwn bryt 
yhwh, "the ark of the covenant of Yahweh." 

the Gittite LXXL adds minas treis, "for three months," the remnant of a long 
haplography from "the house of Obed-edom the Gittite" in v. 10 to "the house of 
Obed-edom the Gittite" in v. 11, which has been repaired (the restored material 
standing under the Hexaplaric asterisk in e,). 

11. Obed-edom and all his house So MT, LXXA. LXXL (cf. Lxxer..N), in anticipa
tion of v. 12, reads "the house of Obed-edom and everything he had." 

12. [he] said to himself. "I'll ... house!" This reading survives only in the texts 
of LXXL (kai eipen daueid epistrepso tin eu/ogian eis ton oikon mou) and OL (et dixit 
david revocabo benedictionem in domum meam): wy'mr dwd 'syb 't hbrkh '/ byty, lit. 
"and David said, 'I shall bring back the blessing to my house.' " This was lost in MT 
when a scribe's eye skipped from wy'mr dwd to wylk dwd at the beginning of the next 
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sentence (Freedman). In view of the light it casts on David's motives, it can hardly be 
an expansion, though it might have been deleted in MT by a scribe who wanted to 
protect David (cf. Smith). 

Yahweh's ark So LXX, Syr., and Targ. MT has "the ark of God," that is, "the holy 
ark." 

13. whenever ... siJc paces This is substantially the text of MT: whyh (see the NOTE 

to this verse) ky ~·dw n$y h 'rwn ssh ~·dym (deleting yhwh after 'rwn with LXX"). The 
divergence of LXX is difficult to understand. LXX" reads kai esan met' auton airontes 
ten kiboton hepta choroi, "and with them were seven dancing troops carrying the ark"; 
and OL diverges further, reading "with David" and omitting "carrying the ark"; cf. 
also Josephus, Ant. 7.85. 

he would sacrifice LXX kai thyma reflects wzb~. which we read as a verb (see the 
NOTE to this verse). MT has wyzb~. "he sacrificed," also discussed in the NOTE. Syr. 
has "David sacrificed." 

a fatted bull So MT: swr wmry' (cf. LXX), lit. "a bull and a fatling," which is 
probably, as Freedman points out to me, a case ofhendiadys. Compare Syr., which has 
rwr' mp1m', "a fattened bull," for rwr' wmp!m', "a bull and a fatling." Enough of 
4QSam' survives at this point to show that it diverges from all other witnesses to the 
text of Samuel and sides with I Chron 15:26: [ ]sb['h] pr[y]m wsb'[h 'ylym], "seven 
bullocks and seven rams." 

14. clad We read whw' ~gwr, lit. "and he was clad," with LXXL. Other Greek MSS 
share the reading of MT and 4QSam', which has [wdw}yd ~gwr, "and David was clad." 

strumming That is, mkrkr (so Mn, rendered anakroueto = krkr by LXX. For 
the meaning of the verb, see the NOTE on "strumming on a sonorous instrument." 

on a sonorous instrument LXX en organois hermosmenois reflects bkly 'z, which 
is superior to MT's lectio facilior. bk/ 'z, "with all (his) might" (see the Textual Note 
on "with sonorous instruments," v. 5). We read bkly as singular (bik/i), rather than 
plural (LXX en organois = bikle). 

15. all Israel So LXXL, Syr., MTMss (cf. I Chron 15:28). MT, LXX"AMN: "all the 
house of Israel." 

16. As the ark entered the City of David So LXX": kai egeneto tes kibOtou paragino
menes heos po/e0s daueid = wyhy h 'rwn b' 'd 'yr dwd. MT differs in three ways: 

1) For wyhy MT has whyh. to which LXX kai egeneto and 4QSam' wyhy (cf. I Chron 
15:29) seem preferable. However, de Boer (1974) notes the several instances in Samuel 
where whyh stands in MT for an expected wyhy (I Sam 1:12; 10:9; 17:48; 25:20) and 
challenges their routine emendation (cf. GK' § l 12uu). He asks, with justification, why 
a good, smooth reading, wyhy, was changed to one that does not seem to make sense, 
whyh. Building on the earlier work of Davidson ( 1902 §54), de Boer argues that there 
was "a special meaning of perfect with wow: an attempt to express a brief resumption 
of an event described in detail previously ... " (1974:46). Specifically, he concludes that 
in the construction introduced by whyh at the beginning of the present verse we have 
"a brief statement of the situation, resuming the event of the bringing up of the ark 
previously described in detail" (p. 48). "2 Sam. 6: l 6a," he says (p. 50), "seems to 
preserve an intentional construction, a perfect with waw followed by two participles, 
expressing the condition by picturing the situation and introducing the verbal clause 
-she despised him. 'Well, thus it was, the ark of the Lord coming into David's city, 
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and Michal, Saul's daughter, looking down through the window .... " (See also 
Campbell 1975:130-31). 

2) MT expands h'rwn, "the ark," preserved by Lxx•MN, to 'rwn yhwh, "the ark of 
Yahweh" (so LXXAL, Syr.). _ 

3) MT omits 'd before yr, against LXX and I Chron 15:29. Note also that for b' 
'd yr dwd, Syr. has bbyth ddwyd, as if reflecting bbyt dwd-thus, "When the ark of 
Yahweh was in the house of David .... " 

leaping and strumming MT mpzz wmkrkr. So (?) LXX": orchoumenon kai anak
rouomenon = mpzz (mrqd?) wmkrkr. LXXL prefixes the reading of LXX" with pai
zonta kai = ms~q w- -thus, "reveling and leaping and strumming.;' The reading of 
I Chron 15:29 is mrqd wms~q. "skipping and reveling." · 

17. and set it up MT, LXX add "in its place," an expansion to be omitted with Syr. 
and, as space considerations indicate, 4QSam'. Josephus' text seems also to have had 
the shorter reading (Ant. 7.86), and I Chron 16:1 also displays the primitive situation. 
The source of the expansion may be I Kings 8:6, where it is said that during the 
dedication of Solomon's temple the ark was brought "to its place-the sanctum of the 
temple, the holy of holies-beneath the cherubim." Note that the syntax of the Kings 
passage shows that here "in its place" in the present passage is to be read in apposition 
to "in the tent"-thus, "in its place-the tent David had pitched for it." Thus, even 
if "in its place" were primitive here, it could not be used as evidence for a separate 
chamber (a debfr or holy of holies) within the Davidic tent (pace Cross 194 7 :64). The 
textUally secondary character of this reading also vitiates Rupprecht's comparison of 
II Sam 6: 17 and I Kings 8:6 (1977:59-61), from which he concludes that "in its place," 
assumed to be primitive, received nearer definition as "in the tent," etc., secondarily 
because of its present literary context (cf. 7:1-7); this is putting the matter precisely 
backwards. 

and David offered So MT, LXXALMN, and 4QSam'. LXX": "and he offered for it 
(aute = 16)." 

holocausts before Yahweh MT, LXX: "holocausts before Yahweh and communion 
offerings." Syr. (cf. I Chron 16:1): "holocausts and communion offerings before Yah
weh." Its varying position suggests that "and communion offerings" (wslmym) is 
secondary, an anticipation of the following verse. 

18. the holocausts Cf. LXX. MT: "the holocaust" (singular). 
Yahweh All extant witnesses to the text of Samuel add "Sabaoth," but I Chron 16:2 

omits it. In light of v. 2 above (cf. the Textual Note on "Yahweh Seated-upon-the
Cherubim") we may assume that the OG reading here was "Yahweh," to which 
"Sabaoth" was added recensionally in LXX" (ton dynameon) as well as LXXL (saba
oth), and that 4QSam', which is not extant at this point, shared the shorter, primitive 
reading. Cf. Ulrich 1978:201-2. 

19. to ... the whole multitude of Israel Preceded in LXXL by "from Dan to 
Beersheba." 

a (tris) So LXX (cf. I Chron 16:3). MT: one ... one ... one. 
a ring of bread MT: ~It. LXX: ko//yrida = lbbt (cf. 13:6,8,10). I Chron 16:3 has 

kkr. 

a raisin-cake MT, I Chron 16:3: 'sysh. LXX: laganon apo teganou = rqq m~bt (7), 
"a griddle cake." 
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NOTES 

6 I. thirty thousands. That is, thirty units. The 'elep. "thousand," was a military 
contingent or an unknown size, perhaps about 5 to 14 troops (see I Samuel, the NOTE 
on "thirty thousands of the infantry" at 4: 10, and Mendenhall 1958:63). According to 
these figures, David was accompanied by 150 to 420 men. 

2. Baa/ah. See Map 3. The city is also called ba'iiLa in the description of the northern 
border of Judah in Josh 15:9, 10. Elsewhere it is called qiryat ba'a/, "Kiriath-baal (the 
City of Baal)" (Josh 15:60; 18:14; cf. LXX, v. 15), or qiryat ye'iirim, "Kiriath-jearim 
(the City or Forests")," as in the material that fonns the background to the present 
episode (see I Sam 6:21; 7: 1,2). The identification of these two is made explicit in Josh 
15:9; I Chron 13:5; and a Qumran text of the present passage (see the Textual Note). 
But all scholars do not regard it as certain (see the discussion in Schicklberger 1973: 
133-40). The modern site of Kiriath-jearim is Tell el- 'Azhar, near Qaryet el- 'Enab, ca. 
fourteen miles northwest of Jerusalem. It was one of the four Gibeonite cities, a point 
stressed in connection with 5:25 above by Blenkinsopp (1972: 134 n. 4; er. pp. 53, 79), 
who understands the position of the present episode immediately after the account of 
David's victories in 5: 17-25 to suggest "that the ark could be moved only after the 
Philistines had been driven from the Gibeonite region." Cf. Carlson 1964:58-60. 

the holy ark. Hebrew 'iiron hii'elohim. The ark, a portable box or chest venerated 
as the visible sign or the presence of Yahweh (see the NOTE on "Yahweh Seated-upon
the-Cherubim" below and the discussion in I Samuel, pp. 108-9), has resided at Baalah 
(Kiriath-jearim) since shortly after its return from the territory of the Philistines, who 
captured it in the battle of Ebenezer (I Sam 4:1-11); see I Sam 7:1,2, where we are told 
that its sojourn in Kiriath-jearim lasted twenty years. 

over which the name of Yahweh . .. is called. That is, where Yahweh can be invoked. 
A person, place, or thing over which someone's name is called (niqrii' sem 'al) is 
specially identified with him (er. the NOTE on "and my name will be called there" in 
12:28), and in cultic use the expression identifies something associated with a deity, 
especially the temple of Yahweh (I Kings 8:43 = II Chron 6:33; Jer 7: 10, 11, 14,30; 
32:34; 34:15). In the present passage we are told that the sacred object in question is 
a "holy ark" ('iiron hii'elohim) and that in particular it is associated with Yahweh
it is Yahweh's ark. Thus, calling Yahweh's name over the ark implies his having or 
taking possession of it (BOB 1027-28; er. Schreiner 1963:41; Carlson 1964:74), but this 
does not entitle us to suppose it formerly belonged to another god (cf. Galling 1956). 

Yahweh Seated-upon-the-Cherubim. Hebrew yahweh yijseb hakkerobim, a liturgical 
epithet of the god of Israel that envisions him as an enthroned monarch flanked by a 
pair of the sphinxlike mythological creatures known as cherubim (see I Samuel. the 
NOTE at 4:4). The ark was thought of as a portable cherub-throne or palanquin (cf. 
Exod 25:10-21; 37:1-9), which could be carried about by the deity's human subjects. 
In theophanic poetry Yahweh was said to fly in a cloud-chariot on cherub wings (see 
22: 11 and the NOTE there; Eissfeldt ( 1957: 144] also cites Ps 104:3). The purpose or the 
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longer title is specification: Yahweh Seated-upon-the-Cherubim is distinguished from 
other manifestations of Yahweh. It was, presumably, to the Yahweh of Shiloh (yahweh 
sebii'ot beslloh. I Sam 1:3; yahweh Sllo, I Sam I :25) that this particular epithet pointed 
(cf. Eissfeldt 1950: 139-46). Biblical tradition suggests that in the late pre-monarchical 
period Shiloh was an Israelite shrine of considerable importance, the authority of which 
David may deliberately have attempted to transfer to Jerusalem by the adoption of the 
cherub-throne iconography and other features of the Shilonite cult of Yahweh (cf. 
Eissfeldt 1957: 143-45). 

3. a new cart. Cf. I Sam 6:7. The requirement that the vehicle of transference be new 
has to do, presumably, with ritual purity. The cart must not have been polluted by 
previous secular use. 

the house of Abinadab on the Hill. Where the ark was deposited in I Sam 7: I. 
Abinadab was the father of the priests Uzza and Ahio as well as Eleazar (I Sam 7: I; 
but see the following NOTE), and he bears a name that Budde would compare to 
that of Nadab, Aaron's eldest son (Exod 6:23; etc.). The Hill (haggib'a) is, presum
ably, a district of Kiriath-jearim (Baalah). Aharoni (1959:228-29), reading gb't kryt 
<Y'rym >, "the Hill of Kiriath-jearim," in Josh 18:28 on the assumption of a Joss of 
y'rym before the following 'rym, supposes the Hill to have been the older, Benjaminite 
district of this border town, as distinct from the later Judahite settlement. I am not 
convinced by the evidence assembled by Blenkinsopp ( 1972:79-83) that the Hill refers 
to Gibeon. 

Uzza and Ahia. (Or possibly "Uzza and his brother[s]"; see the Textual Note on 
"Ahio".) In I Sam 7: I neither Uzza nor Ahio is mentioned. Instead we read of the 
consecration of "[Abinadab's] son Eleazar." Perhaps these are three brothers. We must 
allow the possibility, however, that Uzza ('uzzii' or 'uzza, as his name is sometimes 
spelled [cf. vv. 7,8 MT]) is identical to Eleazar ('el'iiziir); for the alternation of the 
'z and 'zr elements compare the (priestly) musician's name given as Uzziel ('uzzi'el) 
in I Chron 25:4 (where LXX9 has azarael) and as Azarel ('lizar'el) in I Chron 25:18, 
and especially the name of King Uzziah ('uzzfyiiM in II Kings 15:32; etc.; 'uzzfya in 
II Kings 15: 13; etc.), who is called Azariah elsewhere ('lizaryiihu in II Kings 15:6; etc.; 
'lizarya in II Kings 14:21; etc.). 

5. lyres, harps. tambourines, sistrums. and cymbals. Instruments of revelry and 
celebration. The lyre (kinnor) and harp (nebel) were the most common stringed instru
ments. David himself was a skilled lyrist (I Sam 16: 16). The tambourine was a small, 
double-membraned drum, carried and beaten with the hand. The *mena'linea' is 
mentioned nowhere else in the Bible; the translation of mena'lin'fm in the present 
passage as "sistrums" is based on etymology (cf. Rabbinic Hebrew n'n', "shake") and 
the Vulgate's rendering, sistra. The term used here for cymbals, ~el~elfm. was appar
ently a less common synonym of me~i/tayim, which appears (earlier) in the present list 
in the Qumran scroll and in I Chron 13:8 (see the Textual Note on "sistrums"). 

6-7. The incident described in these verses recalls the wave of plague and death that 
coincided with the ark's sojourn in Philistine territory (I Samuel 5) and more particu
larly the slaying of the Beth-shemeshites in I Sam 6:19. Tur-Sinai (1951:282-85) even 
argued that the story of the smiting of the men ofBeth-shemesh in I Samuel 6 and that 
of the smiting of Uzza in II Samuel 6 are two versions of a single etiological legend, 
and Kraeling (1928:156 n. 81) supposed that the ark was removed to the house ofObed
edom to placate the god of plague, Resheph, with whom the deity Edom was associated 
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(cf. the NOTE on "the house or Obed-edom the Gittite," v. 10). But it seems sufficient 
to point out that the ark, being a very holy object, was also, therefore, a very dangerous 
one. The ancient Israelite understood that all sacred things were to be approached with 
great care and that the manipulation of sacred objects was an activity necessarily 
insulated by ritual precautions and taboos. The transference of the ark from one place 
to another, therefore, was not a task to be taken lightly; it amounted to a sacred rite. 
Any defect in preparation for or error in the performance of such a rite might provoke 
a harmful response from a potentially beneficial power. Because it was believed that 
the stronger the power was, the greater the care required in coping with it, the two 
incidents in I Samuel 6 and II Samuel 6 could be understood as instances of the 
awesome power of Yahweh's ark. 

8. (the reason being ... to this day). The spot where the incident reported in vv .. 6-7 
was remembered as having taken place was called pere~ 'uzza, "Uzza's Breach." The 
parenthesis in the present verse was added by the writer or, more likely, a later editor. 
It introduces a fanciful explanation of the place-name, and by calling the contemporary 
site and its name to the attention of the reader (" ... to this day") it offers confirmation 
of the veracity of the larger account. The place got its name, we are told, because it 
was there that Yahweh "made a breach (piira~ ... pere~) in Uzza," i.e., caused an 
interruption in the descent of his family line (cf. Judg 21: 15). This explanation is likely 
to be historically accurate in part. Uzza's Breach probably did take its name rrom Uzza 
son of Abinadab, who was remembered as having died there. But pere~. "breach," must 
have been a geographical term designating a breach or gap in the fortifications of 
Jerusalem, which served as an entrance through which David had intended to convey 
the ark. 

10. the City of David. See the NOTES at 5:7,9. The name is used here in its strict sense, 
designating the fortified hilltop called "the stronghold of Zion" in 5:7 and renamed after 
its capture by David (er. 5:9). This, then, is not a reference to Jerusalem as a whole, 
and it is safe to suppose that "the house of Obed-edom" was located somewhere in the 
larger city (see Simons 1952:245). 

the house of Obed-edom the Gittite. The man is a foreigner from Gath, almost 
certainly the Philistine Gath, in the army of whose king David once served (I Samuel 
27). In 15: 18 we learn of six units ("hundreds") of Gittite soldiers "who had followed 
[David] from Gath"; they were led by a certain Ittai ( 15: 19), a zealously loyal vassal 
or David (er. 15:21), who seems to have occupied a position of considerable authority 
in David's personal militia (cf. 18:2,5,12). Obed-edom is probably another partisan 
whose loyalty dates to David's days in Gath and Ziklag, a man upon whom David can 
rely. Later tradition, perhaps troubled by the consignment of the ark to the care of a 
foreigner, ascribed to Obed-edom a Levitical genealogy and remembered him as a 
musician (I Chron 15:21; 16:5, cf. v. 38) and gatekeeper (I Chron 15:18,24). In I Chron 
26:4-8 we are told that he was the father of eight sons-"because God had blessed 
him" (v. 5; er. v. 11 in the present passage}--whose special responsibility was the south 
gate of the temple and care of the storehouse (bet hii 'iisupim; I Chron 26: 15). But it 
is highly unlikely that Obed-edom was a Levite. Indeed, his name, 'abed- 'edom, seems 
to be non-Yahwistic, meaning "servant of (the deity) Edom," identified by Albright 
with 'a-tu-m, the consort of the chthonic deity Resheph according to Egyptian magical 
papyri (er. Albright 1969b: 140 and bibliography cited in n. 76). 
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13. Our interpretation follows that of Arnold (1917:41) and Miller and Roberts 
(1977: 17 and 96, n. 157) against Hertzberg(" ... the passage does not, of course, mean 
'after each sixth step' ... "). As Driver points out, however, this requires that the verbs 
read whyh . . . wzb~. There is support for wzb~ in the Greek text, whi~h is widely 
divergent in the first clause. The sense of the received Hebrew text (wyhy ... wyzb~. 
"when the ark bearers advanced six paces, he sacrificed," etc.) apparently is that after 
the first six paces of the journey, which showed David that Yahweh would now allow 
the ark to be brought into the City of David, sacrifices were made in gratitude (cf. I 
Chron 15:26). But the evidence collected by Miller and Roberts provides for repeated 
sacrifices along the way in processions accompanying the transfer and installation of 
"gods." One can hardly object that the number of sacrificial animals seems excessive 
here in view of the statistics given for the ceremony accompanying Solomon's installa
tion of the ark in the temple in I Kings 8:5,63-twenty-two thousand victims from the 
herds and one hundred twenty thousand from the flocks! 

14. a linen ephod. See Tidwell 1974. In contrast to the ornate garment of the high 
priest (cf. Exodus 28; 39), the ephod referred to here is a simple linen loincloth like 
that worn by the child Samuel (I Sam 2: 18). The common assumption that it was special 
priestly clothing has been questioned by Phillips (1969), who argues that it is simply 
a child's garment, inappropriate for an adult (p. 487). It is clear, in any case, that David 
is scantily clad and that at least one spectator, Michal, finds this offensive (v. 15; cf. 
v. 20). 

strumming on a sonorous instrument. Hebrew mekarker biklf 'oz (see the Textual 
Notes). The basic meaning of the verb krr seems to have been "hop, jump" or the like, 
and in the present passage mkrkr has usually been understood to refer to David's 
hopping about, i.e., dancing. Recently, however, mkrkr has received further study in 
light of the U garitic verb krkr, which Avishur ( 1976) considers to stand in parallel with 
~~q. "laugh," in CTCA 4(= UT' 51).4.26 = 30, but which Ahlstrom (1978) has shown 
to be parallel rather to !JJd, "stamp (the foot)." Both of these scholars believe mkrkr 
in II Sam 6: 14, 16 refers specifically to an activity of the fingers, as it does in the Ugaritic 
passage cited. Avishur ( 1976:261) thinks it means David is playing with his hands or 
fingers. Ahlstrom (1978:101) takes mkrkr "as a 'pars pro toto' reference to David's 
dancing gyrations," meaning that David's fingers are "snapping, wiggling, turning, 
twisting, fidgeting (or whatever)," the counterpart of the dancing of his feet. Neither 
Avishur nor Ahlstrom mentions the Septuagint's treatment of the phrase that follows 
mkrkr, from which we derive the translation "on a sonorous instrument" (see the 
Textual Note). Combining this evidence with the understanding of mkrkr as referring 
specifically to an activity of the lingers, we arrive at the possibility that we should render 
mekarker biklf 'oz as "fingering-i.e., strumming on-a sonorous instrument." Note, 
further, that the Greek verb corresponding to mkrkr in the Septuagint here (anak
roueto) and in v. 16 (anakrouomenon) is anakrouesthai, which refers specifically to the 
playing of musical instruments (see also Josephus, Ant. 7.85). To be sure, David is 
dancing, but mepazzez, "leaping," which is introduced in v. 16 when David's dancing 
becomes the issue, conveys this fact adequately alone. Nor should we be surprised in 
such a context to find David, who first entered public life as a lyrist (I Sam 16:14-23), 
"strumming on a sonorous instrument." 

15. the shofar. A common ram's horn instrument ordinarily used for signaling (Josh 
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6:4; etc.) rather than music making (but cf. Ps 150:3). The shofar is probably sounded 
here, therefore, to assemble the people and announce the arrival of the procession rather 
than as a part of the ceremonial music mentioned in v. 5 above. 

16. Michal daughter of Saul. See the NOTE at 3:13. Michal has been in David's 
household since the conclusion of the negotiations described in 3: 12-16. 

watching through a window. The literary motif of "the woman at the window" occurs 
also in Judg 5:28; II Kings 9:30; Prov 7:6 (LXX); and Cant 2:9. It corresponds to a 
sculptural motif known from ivory plaques from Samaria, Arslan Tash, Nimrud, and 
Khorsabad (cf. Aharoni 1967:180--81). It has been associated with the cult of the 
Babylonian goddess Kililu, who was called sarratu sa apiiti, "the queen of windows," 
and musfrtum sa apiiti. "she who leans out windows" (CAD 10, pt. II:271), or that of 
the Cypriote goddess called aphrodite parakyptousa, "Aphrodite Peeping-Out(-a-Win
dow)" (see Dahood 1952:214-15; McKane 1970:334-36). Porter (1954:166), in support 
of his attempt to explain the Michal episode in the present chapter by appeal to a sacred 
marriage ritual (see the COMMENT on § XIV), has suggested that the use of the motif 
here has a cultic implication, Michal being depicted as a hierodule. We cannot assume, 
however, that the motif of the woman at the window, which became a narrative 
convention in Hebrew literature (cf. Abramsky 1980), retained any cultic associations 
after being taken up by the biblical writers. Moreover, there are two sides to the motif 
corresponding to the two sides of the character of goddesses like Kililu and the Cypriote 
Aphrodite, who were invoked in connection with fertility but also with death and 
destruction. The woman in the window is the bride or paramour (Prov 7:6 [LXX]; cf. 
II Kings 9:30) watching for her lover's arrival, but she is also the bride or mother 
watching anxiously for her beloved's return from battle or danger, as in Judg 5:28: 

Through the window she gazed, 
Sisera's mother cried through the lattice: 

"Why is his chariot so slow in coming? 
Why do the hoofbeats of his rig lag behind?" 

Thus the motif belongs with the joyous side of the tradition of ancient Near Eastern 
love poetry, in which the bride-sister stands waiting in her chamber for her lover's 
entrance (Cant 2:9), but also with the anxious or grievous side of the same tradition 
(Cant 3:1-3), in which the bride or mother stands waiting, sometimes in vain, for a 
young man who has disappeared or perished (cf., for example, the texts treated by 
Jacobsen 1976:25-73). As for the present passage, it seems to me at least as likely that 
the dark side of this tradition suggested the use of the woman-in-the-window motif to 
the writer as that the light side did, as Porter supposes. After all, David is returning 
home from an important expedition, which, at least according to the present shape of 
our text, involved two major battles (5: 17-25). Michal, therefore, is depicted in the 
conventional way, as the woman in the window awaiting her husband's return from 
war. Thus she has more in common with Sisera's poor mother than with the harlot of 
Prov 7:6 (LXX) or the painted queen of II Kings 9:30. 

17. the tent David had pitched for it. The ark customarily resided in a tent, a detail 
that will become a central issue in chap. 7 (see the NOTE at 7:6). David's preparation 
of a tent for the ark's arrival, a gesture of respect for custom and precedent, is often 
cited as an example of his political sagacity. Public acceptance of the relocation of the 
ark was more likely if sacred tradition was preserved as much as possible. Cross 
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(1947:61-65) has suggested that David's tent was not identical to the tent-shrine of the 
pre-monarchical period but incorporated features from contemporary Canaanite tem
ple architecture; thus, he believes, "the tent of David" or "an idealized reconstruction 
based on historical traditions of David's shrine" (1973:322) was the prototype of the 
Priestly tabernacle, which was at once a tent-shrine and, in effect, a portable temple 
(cf. the NOTE at 7:6). Rupprecht (1977), who believes that there was a temple in 
Davidic Jerusalem (cf. 12:20 and the NOTE there), argues that the present reference 
to a tent is secondary, a deliberately formulated assertion concerning the structural 
nature of the ark's abode before its transfer to Solomon's temple, motivated by 7:1-7 
(p. 62); see the Textual Note on "and set it up." 

holocausts. Whole burnt offerings ('olot); cf. Leviticus I. 
18. communion offerings. Hebrew seliimim, sacrifices offered to the deity and eaten 

by the worshipers near the altar (cf. Deut 27:7). Our translation assumes that this meal 
was thought of as a feast shared with the deity. But this has been doubted; see Milgrom 
I 976b:769, where other interpretations are listed. · 

19. a ring of bread. Hebrew ~a/lat /e~em, forerunner of the Jewish bread challah. 
For the meaning of ~al/a, "ring-shaped loaf," see Koehler I 948b. 

a date-cake. Hebrew 'eipiir, which occurs only here and in the synoptic passage 
in I Chron 16:3. The meaning is uncertain. The rabbis understood an eshpar to be a 
choice cut of meat (cf. Biblical Hebrew spr. "be beautiful, pleasing," and Rabbinic 
Aramaic supera, "beauty; best portion [of meat]"), according to Pesahim 36b one sixth 
of a bullock (as if siS§it happiir ); cf. Jastrow 130 and 154. But the treatment of the word 
by the Septuagint (eschariten, "an ash-baked cake" [ = 'spt or 'skr?J) and by Aquila 
and Symmachus (amyriten = amyliten [?], "a hand-ground cake") suggests a kind of 
bread. In the present translation we follow Koehler (1948a). 

COMMENT 

Yahweh's ark-a sacred object in the form ofa cherub throne upon which the 
Israelites believed their god to be present-in earlier days was kept at Shiloh 
(I Sam 3:3); but when a Philistine army came up to Aphek and encamped on 
the threshold of the Ephraimite hills, the ark was brought to the battlefield by 
the anxious Israelites (I Sam 4: 1-4), and in the battle that ensued it was 
captured (I Sam 4:11). It remained in enemy hands for seven months (I Sam 
6:1), and all the while Yahweh afflicted the Philistine cities with a plague. 
Finally the Philistines, chastened now and fearful of the ark, returned it to 
Israelite territory with a compensatory offering of gold (cf. I Sam 6:lff.). It 
came to rest at last in Kiriath-jearim (I Sam 7:1), and there it has remained, 
as far as we know (cf. I Samuel, the Textual Note at 14: 18), until the beginning 
of the present episode. 

Now David organizes an expedition to Kiriath-jearim, here called Baalah 
(see the NOTE, v. 2), to get the ark and conduct it to Jerusalem. The procession 
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is an elaborate one: We are told of "reveling" and "songs," and there is a long 
catalogue of musical instruments (v. 5). One incident mars the transfer of the 
ark. As the party approaches Jerusalem, the officiating priest is struck down 
by Yahweh in consequence of a ritual accident (vv. 6--7), and David, at once 
annoyed and frightened, suspends his plan to bring the ark into the citadel. 
The same series of events, however, serves to remind the king of the potential 
benefits of the ark's presence, as the household to which it is diverted and 
lodged acquires Yahweh's blessing. After an interruption of three months, 
therefore, the procession is resumed (vv. 11-12). Amid great festivity and with 
numerous sacrifices (vv. 13, 17-18) the ark of Yahweh enters the City of David 
and takes its place in a tent that David had prepared for it. 

The Place of 6:1-19 in the Larger History 

In the larger sequence of events this episode follows immediately upon two 
victories in battle (5: 17-25), in the second of which David succeeded in expel
ling the Philistines from Israelite territory (5:25), and it precedes the delivery 
of Nathan's oracle concerning the temple and Davidic dynasty to come (7: 
1-7). This arrangement reflects the interpretation of these events made by the 
Deuteronomistic compiler of 5:11-8:18, whose overarching concern was a 
demonstration of Yahweh's choice of David and Jerusalem (cf. the Introduc
tion, pp. 4-6). In the events described in 5: 17-25 he saw the fulfilment of the 
divine promise that David would liberate Israel from Philistine control (3: 18; 
cf. the COMMENT on § XII). In Nathan's prophecy he found-or rather, he 
articulated, since, as we shall see, chap. 7 shows considerable Deuteronomistic 
expansion-the definitive expression of Yahweh's exaltation of David and his 
house. In the transfer of the ark to Jerusalem he saw the climax of a long 
sequence of events that began in the wilderness of Transjordan when Moses 
first promised the people of Israel "rest from [their] enemies all around" (Deut 
12: 10) and spoke to them of "the place that Yahweh your god will choose 
... to put his name" (Deut 12:5), and which will find its denouement in 
Solomon's long speech in dedication of the temple in Jerusalem (I Kings 8) 
after Yahweh "has given rest to his people Israel" (I Kings 8:56); see, further, 
the COMMENT on § XV ("The Place of Nathan's Oracle in the Deuteronomis
tic History"). In this larger sequence of events the fortunes of the ark, where 
Yahweh's "name"-his cultically available power-is peculiarly present (cf. 
vv. 2,18), are given special attention as the holy object moves, in Deuterono
mistic understanding, inexorably toward Jerusalem. Its departure from Shiloh 
was, according to the Deuteronomistically confected oracle in I Sam 2:27-36, 
a consequence of Yahweh's rejection of Shilonite (and all non-Jerusalemite!) 
priests in favor of the priestly house of Zadok of Jerusalem, whose dynasty is 
foretold in v. 35 in terms strikingly similar to those used of David's house in 
chap. 7 below (see I Samuel, the first NOTE at 2:35 and, more generally, the 
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COMMENT on § IV). The ark's arrival in Jerusalem, therefore, is a critical 
moment in this larger design: Yahweh's "name" is in its place and Israel is 
soon to have the promised "rest from all their enemies" (7: 11). See, further, 
the COMMENT on§ XV ("The Place of Nathan's Oracle in the Deureronomis
tic History"). 

Historical Considerations 

As in the case of the relationship between the passages describing David's 
capture of Jerusalem (5:6-10) and his victories over the Philistines (5:17-25), 
therefore, the editorial concerns governing the position of the present passage 
are not chronological but thematic (cf. the COMMENT on§ XII). We may not 
assume out of hand that the transfer of the ark succeeded the battles recounted 
in the preceding section. In this case, however, the judgment of most modem 
historians vindicates the received arrangement. "The final compiler," as Hertz
berg puts it, "[is] right in connecting the bringing up of the ark with ch. 5; only 
after the victory over the Philistines will the possibility of bringing the ark and 
making it once again a national shrine have arisen. It could hardly have been 
done in the days of Saul. He never obtained the freedom from the Philistines 
that would have enabled him to take such a step." We should probably 
reconstruct the relative chronology of the period as follows: 

l. After Ishbaal's death David became king of Israel (5: 1-5), thereby uniting 
Judah and Israel under a single leader, at least in principle. 

2. The Philistines, recognizing the danger this new situation represents for 
them (cf. p. 158 above), came up "in search of' David (5:17), doubtless in the 
hope that by laying hold of the new king they could prevent the unification 
of Judah and Israel from becoming a reality. 

3. David engaged the Philistines in battle and enjoyed a series of successes 
{described in 5: 17-25 as well as 23: 13-17 and probably other stories that have 
not survived; cf. 8: 1), the last of which (5:22-25) rendered Israelite territory 
altogether free of Philistines. 

4. David moved against Jerusalem, the one remaining non-Israelite domin
ion in central Palestine, and captured it (5:6-10). He called the citadel the City 
of David and made it the capital of his newly united kingdom. 

5. David retrieved the ark of Yahweh from Kiriath-jearim and set it up in 
the City of David ( 6: 1-19), thereby transferring to his new capital city the 
venerable position once occupied by Shiloh as the seat of worship of Yahweh 
Seated-upon-the-Cherubim (cf. the NOTE at v. 2). 

It is obvious that David must have emerged from this sequence of events 
in a very strong position. He was now king of Israel as well as Judah. His 
kingdom's enemies had been eliminated or neutralized. He had a new capital 
city that could serve him as a personal base of power inasmuch as he had 
conquered it with his private militia (see the NOTE on "the king and his men" 
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at 5:6), and that could make a claim on the spiritual allegiance of the Israelites 
inasmuch as it was now the place where Yahweh's ark was venerated. 

Psalm 132 and II Samuel 6 

In Ps 132:1-10 we read: 

'Remember, 0 Yahweh, of David 
all his hardships, 

2When he swore to Yahweh, 
vowed to Jacob's bull: 

3"1 will not enter the shelter of my house, 
I will not lie on the mattress of my bed, 
'I will not let my eyes have sleep, 

or my eyelids slumber, 
'until I find a place for Yahweh, 

a camping place for Jacob's bull!" 
6Lo, we heard of it in Ephrathah! 
We found it in the territory of Jaar! 
'Let us go to his camping place! 
Let us prostrate ourselves at his footstool! 
'Arise, 0 Yahweh, at your resting place, 

you and your mighty ark! 
'Let your priests be clothed with vindication! 
Let your faithful shout for joy! 
'
0(Arise) for the sake of your servant David! 

Do not rebuff your anointed one! 

Although it has not been admitted by all interpreters (cf. the survey in Fret
heim 1967:294), this psalm makes reference to the events recounted in II 
Samuel 6. This is clear from the mention of Ephrathah and the territory of J aar 
(sede ya'ar) in v. 6 of the poem. That the territory of Jaar is Kiriath-jearirn 
= Baalah has seldom been doubted. But it is often supposed that Ephrathah 
refers to the Bethlehem region, as elsewhere (Ruth 4:11; Mic 5:1[5:2]; I Chron 
4:4), David's home district. In addition to Ephrathah of Judah, however, there 
was an Ephrathah of Benjamin (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE on "Rachel's Tomb" 
at 10:2, and especially Blenkinsopp l 969a: 154--56), as shown by the Chroni
cler's genealogies, according to which Hur, the firstborn of Caleb's second 
wife, Ephrathah (I Chron 2:19), was the father of "Shobal, the father of 
K.iriath-jearim" (I Chron 2:50) as well as "Salma, the father of Bethlehem" 
(I Chron 2:51; 4:4). The parallelism in Ps 132:6 shows that the northern 
Ephrathah is intended here (cf. also Cross 1973:94--95 n. 16, and his references 
to the earlier work of F. Delitzsch). The thing found at K.iriath-jearim turns 
out to be Yahweh's ark (cf. v. 8), here referred to as "his footstool," as in Ps 
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99:5 and I Chron 28:2 (cf. Isa 66:1). So there can be little doubt that the events 
described in II Samuel 6 are referred to in Ps 132:6. 

The psalm begins (v. 1) with a petition on behalf of David (ledawfd} that 
Yahweh be mindful of the hardships ('unn6t6) David endured i11 fulfiling the 
vow cited in vv. 3-5 (so correctly Fretheim 1967:291; cf. Weinfeld 1970:187). 
In the vow, we are told, David forswore the comforts of his own house (i.e., 
shelter and rest) until he could provide a dwelling place for Yahweh. Specif
ically, he spoke of a "place"-i.e., a shrine (cf. the NOTE at 7: 10), a place 
(maq6m) where a deity may "arise" (qum; cf. v. 8), a place for theophany
and a "camping place" (cf. Ps 78:28)-probably a tent-shrine or tabernacle 
(miskan6t; cf. Cross 1973:95 and n. 17, 244 and n. 107). At this point (v. 6) 
we have the announcement of the discovery of the ark at Kiriath-jearim and 
a summons (v. 7) to worship at Yahweh's "camping place." The latter must 
be a tent provided for the ark ("his footstool") in Kiriath-jearim, though this 
is mentioned nowhere else (see below); presumably it is not the "camping 
place" (in Jerusalem) anticipated in David's vow earlier in the psalm. The 
correct interpretation of the verses that follow (vv. 8-10) is made possible by 
Hillers' recognition that limnu~ateka in v. 8 is to be translated "from"-not 
"to"-"your resting place," a detail of interpretation for which his arguments 
are incontrovertible ( 1968:49-50). Yahweh is entreated to "arise" from the 
place where he has been inactive; the verb used (quma) is a common one in 
the biblical terminology of theophany, ordinarily referring to vigorous action 
of the deity on someone's behalf (Hillers 1968:50). In v. 10 we learn that the 
action in this case is to be on David's behalf, a point reinforced by the structure 
of the poem itself, in which vv. 1 and 10 correspond in a kind of semantic 
envelope (cf. Fretheim 1967:291-92). That is, Yahweh is petitioned to remem
ber what David did (v. 1) and therefore to "arise" on David's behalf (v. 10), 
i.e., to stir himself from his inactivity "for the sake of ... David." The 
conclusion of the psalm (vv. 11-18) shows the petition to have been successful. 
"Yahweh has chosen Zion" (v. 13), the City of David, as his dwelling place 
(mosab}, of which he says (v. 14), "This will be my resting place [cf. v. 8) from 
now on." Yahweh's ark, "his footstool" (v. 7), will go to the new "camping 
place" anticipated in David's vow (v. 5). Yahweh is pleased to act on behalf 
of David, whose descendants, he has promised, "from now on will sit upon 
your throne" (v. 12). The juxtapositions of Ephrathah in v. 6 and Zion in v. 
13, of the references to the old "resting place" in v. 8 and the new one in v. 
14, and of the petitions on behalf of the priests and faithful and David in 
vv. 9-10 and the divine promises regarding them in vv. 16--17-all these show 
that the psalm thematically and structurally centers "upon the transition from 
the old sanctuary to the new" (Cross 1973:96). 

Cross (1973:94-97) stresses the differences between the account of David's 
transfer of the ark in II Samuel 6 and the allusions to the same story in Psalm 
132. He speaks of a conflict between the accounts and argues that the underly-
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ing traditions are "wholly independent" (p. 97). There are differences, to be 
sure. We hear nothing of David's vow in II Samuel 6, for example, and the 
"camping place" of Ps 132:7, presumably a tent-shrine at Kiriath-jearim, is not 
mentioned in the Samuel narratives. But it does not follow that these things 
were not mentioned in a longer narrative from which II Samuel 6 was drawn. 
We must keep the character of 5:11-8:18 in mind: It is a compilation of 
narrative fragments joined and filled out editorially (see pp. 142-43, and 
passim in the COMMENTS on §§ X-XVII). There is no reason to suppose that 
David's vow, for example, was not reported in material preceding chap. 6 in 
its original context but not included here. The vow, in fact, belongs consider
ably earlier, before the capture of Jerusalem, since the "place" looked forward 
to in v. 5 of the psalm is obviously in Jerusalem and David has not yet been 
able to "find" it (cf. Fretheim 1967:294-96). It is possible, in other words, that 
Psalm 132 is based on material in a more nearly complete form of the story 
of the transfer of the ark in the very version from which II Samuel 6 is drawn, 
and we need not assume, in any case, that it reflects a substantially divergent 
version. It is true that the psalm makes no mention of the Obed-edom episode 
(Cross 1973:96--97) or, for that matter, the Michal incident; but these things 
are extraneous to the concerns of the psalmist, who had no reason to include 
them, and the Michal material is probably of discrete origin in any case (see 
the COMMENT on § XIV). 

I think it is safe to suppose, therefore, that the impression given by the 
opening verses of II Samuel 6 that "the place of the Ark [is] well known and 
the Ark in effect in storage awaiting its transfer to a genuine national sanctu
ary" (Cross 1973:96) is historically erroneous. We are misled by the eclectic 
editing of the compiler of 5:11-8:18. The situation was more complex. The 
location of the ark had, in fact, been forgotten or at least had become inaccessi
ble. David had vowed to provide Yahweh with a shrine, and the fulfilment of 
the vow required two things: the acquisition of a suitable site and the recovery 
of the sacred object in connection with which Yahweh made his presence felt. 
It was David's expulsion of the Philistines from Israelite territory that led to 
the satisfaction of both of these requirements (cf. the COMMENT on 5: 17-25), 
the first by the capture of Jerusalem (5:6--10) and the second by the discovery 
(Ps 132:6) and transfer (II Samuel 6) of the ark. 

Background in Ritual 

The recitation in a psalm of events connected with the transfer of the ark 
from Kiriath-jearim to Jerusalem raises the question of a cultic function of the 
story. As pointed out by Hillers (1968:48), it is widely supposed that in the 
Jerusalem cult of the monarchical period "the ark was carried in recurring 
cultic processions, into Jerusalem and into the temple (cf. Mowinckel 1967 :vol. 
1:174ff., but also Cross 1973:91-111 passim), a supposition for which Psalm 
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132 is the critical bit of evidence (cf. Mowinckel 1967:vol. I: 132). This psalm, 
in Mowinckel's words (1967:vol. 1:174-75), is "the 'text' of a dramatic proces
sion ... [that] is here looked upon as a repetition of Yahweh's first entry into 
Jerusalem, when David laid the foundation of the cult of Yahweh there and 
introduced the holy ark as the centre of the cult. ... " Note, however, that 
Hillers' successful challenge to the traditional rendering of Ps 132:8a as a 
pregnant construction meaning "Arise, 0 Yahweh, (and go) to your resting 
place!" (see above) eliminates any clear reference in the psalm to a procession, 
even though it remains the case that the theme of the poem is the passage of 
the ark from one place to another. Moreover, we must ask ifit is fair to assume 
that a psalm thematically centered on an event of this kind necessarily served 
as the text for a periodic cultic reenactment of the event. A judgment on this 
question is beyond the scope of our present inquiry, but raising the question 
prepares us for consideration of the cultic background of II Sam 6:1-19, in 
connection with which the same question must be asked and answered. 

There is no doubt that there is a cultic procession in II Samuel 6. Indeed, 
there are two processions, the first of which is prematurely terminated by the 
incident at Uzza's Breach (vv. 6-11). Involved are David and his entire elite 
corps of thirty military contingents (vv. 1-2), as well as the priests charged 
with the care of the ark (vv. 4-5), and (presumably) these are joined by civilians 
and laity when the party reaches Jerusalem (cf. "all Israel," v. 15). There is 
music (vv. 5,14,16), dancing (v. 16), "and the sound of the shophar" (v. 15). 
Animals are sacrificed every six paces (cf. the NOTE at v. 13) along the way. 

The cultic event in II Samuel 6, therefore, is present and plain to see. How, 
then, are we to analyze it? It is widely held that the ritual details of this passage 
reflect practices of the Jerusalem cult of the monarchical period. According 
to Mowinckel, the festival of the kingship of Yahweh, an annual ceremony he 
reconstructs from various psalms (1967:vol. 1:106-92), has influenced the 
composition of II Samuel 6. The ceremony, he says, reenacted David's transfer 
of the ark, but memory of the historical events involved was absorbed into the 
celebration of the greater mythic event of Yahweh's enthronement at the 
beginning of the cultic year; "the festival of the institution of Temple and cult 
in Jerusalem was identical with the new year festival, the enthronement festival 
of Yahweh" (l 967:vol. I: 175). Kraus (1951 :27-35; 1966: 183-85), while agree
ing with Mowinckel that the rites of a later festival have shaped II Samuel 6, 
believes that the festival commemorated purely historical events, viz. the 
choice of Zion and election of David, the events of II Samuel 6 and 7. Porter 
(1954) attempts to mediate between these positions, reasoning, like Kraus, that 
the festival celebrated "the installation of David as king in Jerusalem" but 
arguing, on the basis of his study of II Samuel 6, that "David became king of 
Jerusalem by means of a Canaanite coronation rite" in which the enthrone
ment of the king "was inseparable from the victory and enthronement of the 
god ... " (see his summary, pp. 172-73; Porter's views in some ways anticipate 
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the more broadly ranging discussion in Cross 1973:79-111, which, however, 
does not touch on the question of the cul tic background of II Samuel 6). These 
studies, for all their differences, have in common the assumption that the 
festival described in II Samuel 6 was celebrated annually in the cult, an 
assumption that has led many scholars to conclude further that, as Mowinckel 
puts it (l 967:vol. I: 175), the author of the account "had no contemporary 
reports about the festival from the time of David, so he described it on the 
model of the celebration of his own day." 

The picture changes, however, when one examines the (non-Israelite) an
cient Near Eastern parallels to the cultic event in II Samuel 6. Note first the 
data brought forward by Miller and Roberts (l 977). In the historical accounts 
(especially Mesopotamian) of the capture and return of divine images, of which 
the ark is the Israelite equivalent, Miller and Roberts have found numerous 
instructive parallels to the so-called "ark narrative" ofl Samuel (cf. I Samuel, 
pp. 24-26 and 77-139 passim). As a by-product of their investigation they note 
that "one must now question the widespread tendency to regard 2 Samuel 6 
as the reflex of a regular temple liturgy. Such an interpretation runs counter 
to the parallels, where the similar historical return of an image to its sanctuary 
is accompanied by ritual practices analogous to those mentioned in [the ac
count of David's transfer of the ark to Jerusalem]" (1977:16). In particular, 
Miller and Roberts point to texts from the annals of Esarhaddon (Borger 
1956: 15-25) and Assurbanipal (Streck l 916:vol. II:265-69) in which the As
syrian kings describe the return of Marduk, the god of Babylon, to his city and 
temple after eleven years of exile in Assur. The parallels between Assurbani
pal's account of the ceremony accompanying Marduk's return (English trans
lation in Luckenbill 1926/27: vol. II:§§988-89) and the biblical account of the 
transfer of the ark are striking. "Just as Assurbanipal's army participated in 
the return of Marduk to his new sanctuary, so David's army participated in 
the return of the ark of Yahweh. Just as Marduk's journey was accompanied 
by music and rejoicing, so was the ark's. Moreover, just as the Assyrians 
offered sacrifices every double mile from the quay of Assur to the quay of 
Babylon, so David offered an ox and a fatling after every six steps" (Miller and 
Roberts 1977: 16--17). 

Illuminating as the parallels drawn by Miller and Roberts are, they are not 
as precise as one could wish. They contain excellent examples of the kind of 
ceremony that might accompany the escort of a god into a city-and to this 
extent they seem especially instructive here-but the restoration of a god to 
his temple, the subject of them all, is not, after all, the subject of II Samuel 
6. The ark, though neglected and perhaps even inaccessible, has already been 
returned from captivity (I Sam 6:1-7:1; cf. Mann 1977:215), and there is as 
yet no temple of Yahweh in Jerusalem. There is, however, a royal palace-a 
new one (5:11)--and, indeed, a new royal city. II Sam 6:1-19 is an account 
of the introduction of Yahweh, present in his holy ark, to the City of David. 
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It can be compared, therefore, to other ancient Near Eastern accounts of the 
introduction of a national god to a new royal city. The several Assyrian 
examples exhibit a similar and more or less fixed pattern. In monumental or 
annalistic descriptions of newly founded or refounded royal cities,and palaces, 
the introduction of Assur, the national god, with accompanying ceremonies is 
regularly reported. The inscriptions of Sargon II (721-705), for example, 
record his construction of a new royal city, which he called "Sargonsburg" 
(dur sarrukfn, modem Khorsabad). After completion of the city and erection 
of the palaces, we are told (Luckenbill l 926/27:vol. 11:§§94,98,101), Assur and 
the other great gods of Assyria were "invited into them" and honored by 
sacrifices; there followed a banquet and "a feast of music" (§98). The records 
of Sargon's son and successor, Sennacherib (704-681 ), describe the dedication 
of Nineveh, his new royal city, in similar terms (Luckenbill 1926/27:vol. 
11:§§370,403,416). When the royal palace was completed, Assu!' and the gods 
and goddesses of Assyria were invited in and offered sacrifices. Then, says 
Sennacherib (§§403,416), "I drenched the foreheads of my people with wine, 
with mead I sprinkled their hearts." Still later Esarhaddon (680-669), when 
he restored the palace at Nineveh, observed almost identical ceremonies. The 
invitation to Assur and the other gods was followed by sacrifices and "feasts 
and banquets of choice dishes" for all the people of the land (Luckenbill 
19i6/27:vol. 11:§§699,700). This pattern-ceremonial invitation of the na
tional god into a royal city, the presentation of sacrifices, and the preparation 
of a feast for the people of the land-finds its most lavish known example in 
the dedication of the palace of Assumasirpal II (884-860) in his new royal city 
of Calah (modem Nimrud). He invited in Assur and the other great gods of 
the country and bestowed on them an extraordinarily long list of sacrifices, 
after which he provided food and drink for 69,574 (!)guests from Assyria and 
abroad (ANET1

, pp. 558-60). Note that later, when Sargon restored Assur
nasirpal's palace at Calah (Luckenbill 1926/27:vol. II: 138), not then the na
tional capital, he invited in not Assur, the national god, but Nergal, Adad, and 
the other gods to whom Calah was traditionally sacred. Still, the ceremonial 
pattern was the same: A sacrifice of oxen, lambs, fowl, and so on, was followed 
by "a feast of music" for the people. 

This ceremonial pattern is comparable to what we have in II Sam 6: 17-19a. 
Yahweh, represented by his ark, is brought into David's new royal city and 
offered sacrifices. A banquet of breads and cakes is then distributed to the 
people. The mood is one of festivity, with music and feasting. Note especially 
David's desire for the blessing of his house (v. 12; cf. 7:29). A similar wish 
motivated the Assyrian kings mentioned above, whose texts invoke the favor 
of Assur for their palaces, their cities, themselves, and their dynasties (Lucken
bill 1926/27:vol. 11:§§94,101; etc.). The same was true of a certain Azita
wadda, an eighth-century ruler calling himself king of the Danunians, who left 
a series of bilingual Hittite and Phoenician inscriptions (see ANET', pp. 653-
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54) dedicating a city he built in Anatolia (modem Karatepe in southern 
Turkey) and named for himself. "When I had built this city," he says (KAI 
26:II: 17-III: 1), "and given it the name Azitawaddiya, I caused (the god) Baal
krntryi to take up residence in it and caused a sacrifice to be brought for all 
the molten images .... " There follows in the text (III:3-l l; cf. III:l6--IV:l2) 
an invocation of blessing on Azitawadda himself and on the city and its people. 
As explained in the COMMENT on § XVI, the emphasis on the blessing of the 
king and his house in such texts is suggestive for the interpretation of the 
relationship between the present account and the ancient materials underlying 
chap. 7. 

Whet~1er or not Mowinckel and the others are correct in postulating an 
annual procession involving the ark, therefore, they seem to be mistaken in 
reading the account of the transfer of the ark as a reflex of such a ceremony. 
The parallels suggest that II Samuel 6 preserves the details of a historically 
unique cultic event of a well-known type; there is no reason to suppose that 
it has been reshaped by any practice dating to post-Davidic times. 

Note, finally, that in the non-Israelite examples of the introduction of a 
national god to a new royal city cited above, and in the reports of the restora
tion of a god to his sanctuary cited by Miller and Roberts, special emphasis 
is placed on the role in the proceedings played by the king, whose pious service 
to the deity in question is thus stressed. These accounts are, in the final 
analysis, testimonies to the special thing the king has done for the god and his 
people. They are frequently accompanied by professions of the high regard in 
which the deity holds the king and, as noted, prayers for divine favor uttered 
by the king. In this context we note the role played by David in the story in 
II Samuel 6. He shares the center of interest only with the ark itself; he is the 
principal celebrant in the rites and the supervisor of the procession. He appears 
unambiguously as the patron and founder of the cult of Yahweh in Jerusalem. 

II Samuel 6 and the Ark Na"ative 

Because it relates the return of the ark of Yahweh to a major Israelite 
sanctuary after its exile in Philistia and its sojourn at Kiriath-jearim, this 
section can be said to continue the story of the ark begun with its capture in 
I Samuel 4 and suspended after its deposit in the house of Abinadab in I Sam 
7:1. Those numerous scholars who have accepted and refined Rost's analysis 
of the old narrative sources of Samuel (1926) regard all or parts of II Samuel 
6 as belonging to an originally independent "ark narrative" comprising (gener
ally speaking) I Sam 4: 1b-7: 1 + II Samuel 6 (see, most recently, Campbell 
1975: 126--43, 169-74, and passim). The authors of several recent studies of the 
ark narrative, however, have preferred to exclude II Samuel 6 from its original 
boundaries (Schunck 1963a:97-101; Schicklberger 1973:129-49; Miller and 
Roberts 1977:22-26). These studies enter into extensive detail, which will not 
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be rehearsed here. They identify many discrepancies in vocabulary and style 
between I Samuel 4--6 and II Samuel 6. Especially damaging to the assumption 
that these chapters originally belonged to a single composition are the changes 
of the name of the town from Kiriath-jearim (I Sam 6:21; 7: 1,2) tq Baalah (II 
Sam 6:2) and the name of the officiating priest from Eleazar (I Sam 7:1) to 
Uzza (II Sam 6:3; etc.), it being far from certain in the latter case that the sarne 
individual is intended by the two names (cf. the NOTE on "Uzza and Ahio," 
v. 3). In my judgment, however, the most compelling evidence for the original 
independence of II Samuel 6 from the ark narrative is the fact that these two 
compositions correspond in detail to distinct categories of surviving ancient 
Near Eastern literature. As shown by Miller and Roberts (1977:9-16), the ark 
narrative stands within a group of theological treatises on the capture in battle 
and return of divine images. II Samuel 6, as we have seen, belongs with a 
separate group of accounts of ceremonies accompanying the introduction of 
national gods to new royal cities. The ark narrative, like its Mesopotamian 
counterparts, is concerned preponderantly with the will of the deity involved, 
and for this reason we "seldom see any human participant rise above anonym
ity, for ... the chief protagonist is no man but the ark of Yahweh itself' (I 
Samuel, p. 107). On the other hand, II Samuel 6, as we noted above, shares 
with its Mesopotamian counterparts an emphasis on the role of the king; 
David is indisputably the protagonist here. These fundamental generic differ
ences weigh heavily against the theory that II Samuel 6 was once the conclu
sion of an independent narrative of which the body was I Samuel 4--6. 

Moreover, as Miller and Roberts have shown (1977:73-75), the climate of 
military and political turmoil following the disastrous battle of Ebenezer (I 
Sam 4: I b--11 ), which evoked the searching questions addressed by the ark 
narrative, cannot have persisted beyond David's victories over the Philistines 
described in II Sam 5: 17-25. "Why has Yahweh routed us today before the 
Philistines?" ask the elders of Israel in I Sam 4:3. How can the ark, the 
presence of which was supposed to guarantee victory, have itself been captured 
by the enemy? The ark narrative addresses these questions squarely and offers 
answers that reassure the audience of the power of Yahweh and attempt to 
explain his hidden purposes (see I Samuel, the NOTES and COMMENTS on 
§§ III, VI, VIII, and IX). It follows that this narrative must have been 
"formulated before David's victories removed the theological problem that 
created the need for it" (Miller and Roberts 1977:75). On the other hand, we 
have found historical reasons to doubt that the recovery of the ark could have 
taken place until after the expulsion of the Philistines "from Gibeon to Gezer" 
(5:25; see "Historical Considerations" above). Indeed it may have been the 
victories described in chap. 5 that made the capture of Jerusalem possible (see 
the COMMENT on § XII). If these historical judgments are correct, it is obvious 
that the story of the transfer of the ark must have been written sometime after 
the decisive battle reported in 5:21-25. In short, the ark narrative ofl Samuel, 
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which must have been composed before this battle, and the story in II Samuel 
6, which must have been composed after it, can hardly have been original 
components of the same composition. 

II Samuel 6, as I understand it, is based on an account of the transfer of the 
ark of Davidic date. Perhaps it was drawn from David's annals, as suggested 
by the annalistic character of some of the comparable Mesopotamian docu
ments cited above. In any case, it is likely to have belonged to a larger 
composition or collection (known to the author of Psalm 132), which men
tioned David's vow to find a "place" for Yahweh (Ps 132:3-5), described the 
capture of Jerusalem (cf. II Sam 5:6-10), and reported the discovery of the ark 
"in the territory of Jaar" (Ps 132:6). At this point the account of David's 
expedition to Baalah and the transfer of the ark followed. This must have 
included the basis of II Sam 6:1-13, 17-19. As explained in the CoMMENT on 
§ XIV, the Michal materials in vv. 14-16,20-23 were probably secondary. 
Instead there followed, as in comparable ancient accounts of the foundation 
of cults, an invocation by the king for divine blessing on his house (cf. 6: 12; 
7:29); see the CoMMENTS on§§ XV and XVI. But in our story as it now stands, 
Michal, the daughter of Saul, is called to our attention as soon as the ark enters 
the City of David (v. 16), and she assumes a central part in the drama as the 
narrative continues in the section that follows. 



XIV. THE ESTRANGEMENT OF MICHAL 
(6:20--23) 

6 20When David returned to greet his household, Michal daughter of 
Saul came out to meet [him]. She greeted him and said, "How the kfo.g 
of Israel distinguished himself today, flaunting himself before the eyes 
of his servants' wenches like some dancer!" 

21 "In Yahweh's presence I am a dancer!" said David. to Michal. 
"Blessed be Yahweh, who chose me over your father and all his house 
to appoint prince over his people Israel! I'll revel before Yahweh, 
22behaving even more shamelessly than this, and humiliate myself be
fore his eyes! And as for the wenches you mentioned, let them think 
me distinguished!" 

2lSo Michal daughter of Saul was childless to the day of her death. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

6 20. She greeted him Reading wtbrk 'tw on the basis of LXX kai eulogesen au ton. 
In MT wtbrk 'tw has fallen out before wt'mr, "and (she) said." 

like some dancer That is, khglwt nglwt '~d hrqdym, lit. "as one of the dancers 
flaunts himself." Nevertheless, hglwt nglwt is textually suspicious (GK' §75y; cf. Driver 
and especially Talman 1960: 174). For hrqdym, "the dancers" (LXX ton orchoume
non ), MT has hrqym (hiireqim), "the idle fellows" (cf. Judg 9:4; 11 :3), and this is 
preferred by Wellhausen, who describes "the dancers" as "rather insipid" (ziemlich 
nichtssagend); but Orlinsky (1946), following Klostermann, has demonstrated the 
superiority of the LXX reading on a variety of grounds (contrast Carlson 1964:91). 

21. The beginning of the verse is defective in MT. It can be recovered from LXX" 
kai eipen daueid pros me/cha/ enopion kyriou orchesomai eulogetos kyrios hos, which 
reflects wy'mr dwd 'I mykl lpny yhwh 'rqd brwk yhwh '5r, lit. "And David said to 
Michal, 'In Yahweh's presence I will dance! Blessed be Yahweh, who ... .'" MT has 
suffered haplography, a scribe's eye skipping from the first yhwh to the second-thus, 
"And David said to Michal, 'In the presence of Yahweh, who •.. .'" (cf. Thenius, 
Wellhausen, Ackroyd). Corresponding to LXX" eulogetos = brwk, LXXL has ze = 

~y--thus, "As Yahweh lives, who," etc.; see Orlinsky (1946:27-28 n. 5), who makes 
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a strong case in favor of the LXX" reading on the basis of usage elsewhere in Samuel. 
to appoint MT /~wt. LXX (tou) katastesai probably reflects a variant, lswm. 
his people So LXX. MT: "the people of Yahweh." 
I'll revel So MT: ws~qty, for which LXX reflects ws~qty wrqdty, "I'll revel and 

dance," representing a conflation of variants of which the second is reminiscent of the 
beginning of the verse. 

At this point LXXA omits everything from kai paixomai = ws~qty to kai apoka
lyphthesomai = wnglty by haplography-thus, "I'll revel more than this!" 
. 22. behaving ... more shamelessly than this Reading wnqlty ... mz't with MT. 

LXX has kai apokalyphthesomai . .. houtos = wnglty . .. kz't, "flaunting myself (again) 
in this way." Either reading is acceptable, but LXX wng/ty can be impeached as 
reminiscent of v. 20. 

before his eyes Reading b'nyw with one MS of MT (BHS). David stresses his 
humility before Yahweh (see the NOTE on vv. 21-22), but the ancient scribes, fearful 
that the statement might be taken to mean "and lower myself in his opinion," tampered 
with the text. MT now has b'yny, "in my own eyes," and LXX (en ophthalmois sou) 
and OL (ante oculos tuos) point to b'ynyk, "in your [i.e., Michal's] eyes." 

let them think me distinguished MT 'mm 'kbdh, lit. "let me be distinguished with 
( = in the opinion ot) them." LXX takes the verb as part of the preceding clause, 
understanding the context as "and I'll be humiliated in your [see above] eyes and among 
the wenches among whom you said I was distinguished (me doxasthenai)." 

NOTES 

6 20. to greet his household. Hebrew lebiirek 'et-bet6, which could also be translated 
"to bless his house." David has already expressed a wish for such a blessing (6: 12), 
which conventionally followed upon a ceremony of the sort described in the preceding 
verses (see the COMMENT on § XIII), and he will, in fact, invoke Yahweh's blessing 
on his house in 7:29. But the present statement must-at least in the text as presently 
constituted-be taken as the ordinary language of greeting, especially in view of the 
fact that Michal will greet him in return (wattebiirek 'ot6 [cf. the Textual Note ]-hardly 
a blessing from her/} in v. 21. Cf. Murtonen 1959: 167, criticized by Carlson 1964:92 
n. 3. 

She greeted him . ... Michal's greeting is ironic. She refers to David's distinguishing 
himself (nikbad) but implies the opposite, viz. that he has acted shamelessly (*niiqel; 
cf. v. 22 and, on the opposition of the verbs kbd and qi/ here, Criisemann 1980:225-26). 
She further implies that the distinction or honor David has actually gained is not the 
esteem that becomes a king but the sensational acclaim of a common dancer. By 
"flaunting himself before the eyes of his servants' wenches," she suggests, he has earned 
a certain sexual honor (cf. Schulte 1972: 146 n. 43), but not the honor appropriate to 
the king of Israel. As Criisemann (1980) has shown, Michal's irony is compounded by 
the details of the episode. In vv. 21-22 David, alert to her tone, will respond to her 
implication rather than her actual words ("I'll revel before Yahweh, behaving even 
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more shamelessly [uneqalloti. v. 22] than this ... "), shameless behavior, however, being 
now equated with pious self-humiliation (" ... and humiliate myself before his eyes!" 
[cf. the NOTE at v. 22]). The final twist of irony in v. 23 will renew the sexual theme 
introduced here by Michal, as the episode concludes with her exclusion from David's 
bed. 

flaunting himself. In 6:16 we were told that David was scantily clad in a linen ephod 
(see the NOTE). Thus, by his vigorous dancing he is "exposing himself' (nigld), or, as 
Michal perceives it, "flaunting himself." 

his servants' wenches. Hebrew 'amh6t 'abiidiiyw. Princess Michal's tone is aristo
cratic. As one king's daughter and another's wife she does not hesitate to refer to all 
the young women of Israel, whether slave or free, as the "maidservants" or "wenches" 
of the king's subjects; thus there is no reason to suppose that "the noblewomen of the 
free Israelites are excluded from the offensive remark" (Criisemann 1980:226). 

21. Blessed be Yahweh ... Israe11 This pious exclamation, though textually primitive 
as here restored (cf. the Textual Note), is probably literarily secondary, a contribution 
of the Deuteronomistic hand responsible for the final arrangement of 5: 1~-8:18 (Schulte 
1972:134 n. 4, 146 n. 43; Veijola 1975:66-68; Criisemann 1980:223; contrast Mettinger 
1976:45 and n. 56). 

22. and humiliate myself. Hebrew wehiiyftf siipiil, which suggests not disgrace but 
rather pious modesty (cf. Prov 29:23). 

23. (On the apparent contradiction in 21:8 [MT] see the Textual Note on "Merob" 
there.) Although a few critics would strike the present verse as a midrashic expansion 
(cf. Arnold 1917 :42 n. 3), most see it as the essential point the episode is included here 
to make (see the COMMENT). What is not clear is whether we are to understand that 
Michal was childless because she was excluded from David's bed, as I assume, or 
because Yahweh made her barren in disapproval of her attitude toward David's danc
ing, as many commentators conclude (Hertzberg, etc.). 

COMMENT 

Michal, Saul's daughter, became David's wife when he was a rising star at her 
father's court (I Sam 18:20--27). She loved him then (cf. I Sam 18:20), and 
when the old king's paranoid animosity forced him to flee Gibeah, she assisted 
the escape (I Sam 19:8-17). With David out of the way, Saul remarried Michal 
to a certain Paltiel (I Sam 25 :44; cf. II Sam 3: 15), but after Saul's death David, 
his own kingship now in view, negotiated her return (II Sam 3:12-16). This 
gesture was less sentimental than political or tactical (see the NOTE on "Mi
chal daughter of Saul" at 3:13), and we should probably assume that whatever 
ties of affection once existed between David and Michal had been broken or 
at least attenuated by the long separation. We are not told how Michal felt 
about her recall-any open objection would surely have been futile and dan
gerous-but we must suppose that with the trail of tears Paltiel shed from 
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Gallim to Bahurim (3:16) were mingled a few of her own. In any case, the 
Michal of the present episode exhibits no vestige of the old infatuation. She 
appears here as a mature and haughty aristocrat, openly contemptuous of her 
royal husband. 

The purpose of this episode, as the title we have given it implies, is to explain 
the estrangement and childlessness of Michal. After her quarrel with David, 
she was excluded from his bed (v. 23; cf. the NOTE) and thus "was childless 
to the day of her death." This point is important because it answers the 
question of the presence of Saulid blood in the Davidic line, a question that 
arises naturally from the early stories of David's intimate relationship to the 
house of Saul, especially his marriage to Michal. Note, in this regard, the 
position of the episode in the larger narrative. It follows a series of stories about 
David's rise and the advent of his kingship, which grow out of his relationship 
to Saul and his family. It precedes a series of stories about David's own family, 
which lead up to the succession of one of them as king. It stands, therefore, 
as an editorial junction, holding together the thematic threads running back
wards and forwards in the larger story (cf. Rupprecht 1977:63; Criisemann 
1980:223). Because of its characters and content, some have thought of it as 
an original part of the story of David's rise to power (Weiser 1966:344). Others 
have taken the theme of Michal's childlessness to mean that it was a primitive 
component of the succession narrative, i.e., the story of Solomon's attainment 
to the throne (Rost 1926:120-27; von Rad 1966:177). In view of its editorial 
function, however, and its present inclusion in the Deuteronomistic assem
blage of materials in 5:11-8:18 (cf. pp. 142-43), it is safest to think of it as part 
of an ancient document-perhaps affiliated with the original story of David's 
rise, perhaps not-taken up by a Deuteronomistic writer precisely because of 
the thematic link it provides in the larger narrative. 

What was the original meaning of this episode? Criisemann (1980:223-27) 
has argued that it was an off-color joke about David's honor (cf. the first NOTE 
at v. 20), which arose in gentle criticism of his behavior in his increasingly 
problematic relationships with the women in his life (Michal, Abigail, Bath
sheba, Abishag). Porter ( 1954: 1 ~6), in support of his theory of the influence 
of the liturgy of an annual cultic celebration in chap. 6 (see "Background in 
Ritual" in the COMMENT on § XIII), has argued that the Michal episode 
points to a sacred marriage rite that accompanied the ceremony. David's 
dancing, says Porter (p. 166), has "a fertility and orgiastic character" and is 
"a prelude to sacred marriage," whereas Michal's gazing out the window (v. 
16) suggests a hierodule motif widespread in the ancient Near East (see the 
NOTE at 6:16). Here, however, the sacred marriage is consummated with 
Israelite bondmaids (v. 22) instead of Michal, who, as a representative "of 
what seems to have been the invariable reaction of [traditional] Yahwism to 
the fertility aspect of Canaanite religion" (p. 165), refuses to participate. In 
reply to Criisemann one might suggest the plausibility of a historical basis for 
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the present episode in preference to a traditional basis. Michal's role of critic 
of the ceremony accompanying the arrival of the ark in Jerusalem is not 
improbable in view of her association with the previous regime, during which 
the capital was at Gibeah and the ark was neglected (cf. I Chr9n 13:3). As 
Porter suggests, she might thus be expected to represent a style of Yahwism 
to which David's activities were unacceptable. Against Porter, however,, we 
must reiterate the likelihood that, as explained in the COMMENT on § XIII, 
the context and details of 6: 1-15, l 7-l 9 reflect not a cultic reenactment but a 
historical ceremony of the sort that traditionally marked the introduction of 
a national god into a new capital city. Sacred marriage had no part in such 
a ceremony, and we must prefer the conclusion of Rost (1926:107-8) and a 
majority of subsequent scholars that 6: 16,20-23 had no original connection 
with the rest of chap. 6. 



XV. NATHAN'S ORACLE 
(7:1-17) 

7 1When the king was sitting in his house, 2[he] said to Nathan the 
prophet, "Here I sit in a house of cedar, while the holy ark sits amid 
curtains!" 

3"Do whatever you have in mind,'' Nathan told the king, "for Yah
weh is with you!" 

•That night the word of Yahweh came to Nathan: 5"Go say to my 
servant David, 'This is what Yahweh has said: "Are you going to build 
me a house for me to live in? 61 haven't lived in a house from the day I 
brought up the Israelites until this very day! Instead I've gone about in a 
tent 1wherever I happened to go throughout Israel. Did I ever speak with 
one of the staffbearers oflsrael whom I appointed to shepherd my people 
Israel and say, 'Why haven't you built me a house of cedar?'"' 

8"And now, this is what you are to say to my servant David. 'This 
is what Yahweh Sabaoth has said: "/ took you from the sheep pasture 
to be prince over my people Israel. 9I was with you wherever you went, 
clearing all your enemies from your path. And I shall make you a name 
like the names of the nobility in the land. 10I shall fix a place for my 
people Israel and plant it, so that it will remain where it is and never 
again be disturbed, and nefarious men will no longer abuse it as in the 
past, 11 in the days when I appointed judges over my people Israel. Then 
I shall give them rest from all their enemies." 

"'Also Yahweh discloses to you that, as for a house, he will build 
one for you! "When 12your life is completed and you lie down with your 
fathers, I shall raise up your offspring, the issue of your own body, after 
you and establish his kingship. 13He will build a house for my name, 
and I shall keep his throne forever stable. 1•I shall become a father to 
him, and he will become a son to me. lfhe does wrong, I shall discipline 
him with the rod men use, with the blows of human beings. 15But I shall 
not withdraw my favor from him as I withdrew it from your predeces
sor. 16Your royal house will be secure forever in my care, and your 
throne will be stable forever."'" 
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11Then Nathan reported all these things to David, wholly in accord 
with this vision. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

7 I. MT adds as v. lb wyhwh hny~ lw msbyb mkl ybyw, "and Yahweh had given him 
rest round about from all his enemies." This addition is shared by all witnesses to 
Samuel with slight variations. (Instead of hny~ lw. LXX8 reflects a different interpreta
tion of the same consonantal text, reading katekleronomesen auton = hn~y/w, "had 
given him possession [of property]." At the end of the verse LXX8 MN have [ton] kyklo 
= sbyb. "round about," and the earlier msbyb was probably missing jn the Vorlage 
of OG, though all these MSS now show correction to the pattern of MT, reading kyklo 
= sbyb [LXX8

] or kyklothen = msbyb [LXXMN] in the earlier position.) The synoptic 
passage in I Chron 17:1, however, omits any equivalent ofv. lb. Moreover, as critics 
have long recognized, retention of this half-verse at this point poses serious difficulties 
of interpretation. The catalogue of David's wars, which follows immediately in chap. 
8, shows that David had anything but "rest" at this point, and, indeed, it was the 
understanding of the last (Deuteronomistic) editor of this material that David did not 
have "rest," as explicitly stated in I Kings 5:17-18 [5:3-4]! A related problem is that 
ofv. 1 lajl, where, according to all textual witnesses, David ("you") is promised a "rest" 
from all his enemies. This promise of "rest" again conflicts with the view that David 
did not have "rest," and it is also incompatible with the present assertion that he already 
had "rest." 

This may be one of those cases where two textual problems cast light on each other 
and offer a mutual solution. As explained in the Textual Note at v. 11, the older critics 
recognized that v. I lajl should contain a promise of "rest" to Israel from its enemies 
( . .. lw ... 'ybyw) rather than to David from his enemies ( . .. lk ... ybyk). Quite 
probably, therefore, the statement in v. lb arose as a marginal correction of v. 1 lajl 
and later found its way into the text at the wrong point. This took place before the 
translation of the OG but after the composition of the Chronicler's history, which 
preserves the original, short form of v. I. 

2. curtains LXXL has "curtains of Yahweh," which may have arisen from a gloss 
on "God" in the next verse, where MT has "Yahweh" (cf. the Textual Note on 
"Yahweh," v. 3). 

3. Do So MTMss. Syr., as in I Chron 17:2. MT, LXX: "Go (and) do." 
Yahweh LXXL (cf. I Chron 17:2) has "God." 
4. Nathan MTMss. LXXL, Syr. have "Nathan the prophet." 
5. to my servant David So LXX, Syr., etc. (cf. BHS). MT: "to my servant, to 

David." I Chron 17:4: "to David, my servant." 
Are you going to build So MT: h'th tbnh. LXX (ou su oikodomeseis) and Syr. 

('nt I' tbn') reflect I' 'th tbnh, "You must not build," as in I Chron 17:4. 
for me to live in A few MSS of MT have "for my name to live in," as in v. 13 (BHS). 
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6. the Israelites All extant witnesses to the text of Samuel add "from Egypt" or, 

in a few cases (cf. BHS), "from the land of Egypt," but the variety of positions in which 
it stands (before "the Israelites" in LXX", after "the Israelites" in MT, LXXALMN), 
together with its absence from I Chron 17:5, shows that it probably did not appear in 
OG, surviving Greek MSS having been corrected recensionally to the text of MT. We 
read the shorter text. 

in a tent MT adds wbmskn, "and in a tabernacle," and the redundancy might be 
retained as a remnant of poetic parallelism (cf. Cross 1973:255). It seems more likely, 
however, that bmskn arose as a gloss or variant of b'h/ as suggested by the evidence 
of LXXL, which reflects b'h/ bmskn without the conjunction, and Syr., which reads 
bmskn ', probably reflecting not bmskn alone (pace Smith) but b 'hi alone as in 6: 17. 

7. throughout Israel Read bk/ y5r'/ with LXX, as also in I Chron 17:6. MT has 
bk/ bny y5r'/, "among all the Israelites"; so Syr. (Syr. "'55

: "in all the house of Israel"). 
Did I ever speak The unanimously attested text is hdbr dbrty. which is perhaps 

better read as hiidabber dibbartf with LXX ei /ali5n e/alesa (cf. Vulg.) than hiidiibiir 
dibbartf, "Did I speak a word ... ?" 

staff bearers Reading si5be{e for MT sib{e with Reid (1975); cf. Falk (1966). All 
witnesses to II Sam 7:7 attest directly or indirectly to sb{y (LXX phylen = sb{ showing 
loss of y before y5r'l); but the observation of Driver and others that Yahweh did not 
appoint "the tribes (sib{e) of Israel" to govern his people has force, and a majority of 
translators have adopted the reading of I Chron 17:6 (MT), sp{y = si5pe{e. "judges." 
The reading sp{y. however, must be regarded as lectio faci/ior, having arisen, perhaps, 
under the influence of v. 11 (cf. de Robert 1971: 116-17). The agreement of LXX with 
MT in the present passage against the reading of Chronicles suggests that the Chroni
cler altered his text. Moreover, the antiquity. of the reading sb{y is attested to by the 
interpretive Deuteronomistic paraphrase of the present passage in I Kings 8: 16: "From 
the day I brought my people out of Egypt I chose no city from all the tribes of Israel 
(sb{y y5r'l) to build a house where my name might be .... " How, then, is sb{y to be 
explained? It has been proposed that we read si5be{e. "judges," a dialectal variant 
involving interchange of p and b (Dahood 1963:43; cf. idem 1962:361-62; 1969:74--75), 
but this seems precarious, especially in view of the occurrence of sp{ym in v. 11 below. 
Reid's suggestion is better. He posits a substantive •sober. a denominative Qal partici
ple from sebe{. "staff," which he attempts (1975:20) to recover elsewhere in Biblical 
Hebrew (Deut 33:5; etc.; cf. the NOTES at 5: I; 19: 10)---thus, si5be{e. "those who hold 
the staff, staff bearers," in the present passage. 

8. to my servant David So LXX, Syr., MT"'55
• MT: "to my servant, to David," as 

in I Chron 17:7. 
from the sheep pasture Hebrew mnwh h$'n. This is the reading reflected by 

LXX" ek tes mandras ti5n probati5n. MT (cf. LXXA0
, I Chron 17:7) has mn hnwh 

m ·~r hfn, "from the pasture, from behind the sheep." The source of the intrusive 
m'~r is probably Ps 78:71 (contrast Wellhausen). For m'~r h$'n, LXXL (ex henos 
poimnii5n) and OL (ex uno grege) read m '~d h$'n by graphic confusion of r and d
as if, "from the pasture, from (being?) one of the flock (!)." 

to be prince So MT: lhywt ngyd. LXX tou einai se eis hegoumenon reflects lhywtk 
lngyd, "for you to become prince." 

over my people Israel The primitive reading was '/ 'my y5r'/, as attested by 
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LXX\ Syr., Targ. •15
, Vulg. (cf. I Chron 17:7). In MT this was expanded to '/ 'my '[ 

yfr'l, "over my people, over Israel." In certain MSS dependent upon MT this repetition 
has led to haplography and the loss of 'my 'I; thus in LXXA0

, Targ.Ms we find a shorter, 
but not superior, reading, "over Israel." 

9. And I shall make So MT: w'syty (cf. I Chron 17:8). LXX kai epotsesa points to 
w"s, "and I made," which may have arisen by attraction to the preceding verbs (w'hyh 
... w'krth). 

a name So LXX9AMN (cf. I Chron 17:8). MT, LXXL: "a great name." See Cross 
1973: 248 n. 122. 

10. for my people Israel So MTMss. Syr., Targ.Mss (cf. LXXLN), as in I Chron 17:9. 
MT, Targ. (cf. LXX 9 AM): "for my people, for Israel." 

nefarious men MT bny 'wlh, lit. "sons of wrongdoing." LXX huios adikias reflects 
bn 'w/h, "a nefarious man," read also by a midrashic text from Qumran 
(4QFlorilegium; cf. the Textual Note on "as for a house, he will build one for you," 
v. 11); cf. Allegro 1958:351. See also Ps 89:23 [89:22]. 

will no longer abuse it MT w/' ysypw ... l'ntw (cf. LXXLMN). LXX9 A, Syr. reflect 
w/' ysyp(w) 'wd ... l'ntw. 

11. in Reading lmn on the basis of MTMss (cf. LXX9A, Syr., Vulg.). MT has wlmn, 
"and in" (cf. LXXLMN). 

the days So LXX. MT: "the day" (sing.). Cf. I Chron 17: 10. 
Then I shall give them rest from all their enemies Emending whny~ty lk mkl 'ybyk 

to whny~ty lw mkl 'ybyw with Ewald (1878:vol. III: 132) and most of the older critics 
(Wellhausen, Driver, Budde, Nowack). The change is without textual support, but if 
our interpretation of the origin of v. I b as a marginal correction to the present verse 
(see the Textual Note at v. I) is correct, its necessity was recognized in antiquity. 

Also Yahweh discloses to you that Reading whgyd lk yhwh ky with all witnesses to 
the text of Samuel. The shift from first to third person has troubled some commentators, 
and indeed I Chron 17:10 has w'gd lk w-, "And I disclosed to you and .... "Cross 
(1973:256 and n. 158), noting the Chronicler's reading, would restore w'gd lk ky, which 
he translates "And I (now) make known tu you that," on the assumption that the 
corruption of whyh to yhwh later in the verse (see the Textual Note on "When") led 
to the reformulation of w'gd as third person, whgyd, and the subsequent introduction 
of yhwh after whgyd lk. But the absence of yhwh in I Chron 17: 10, where ky is also 
missing, can be explained by haplography: A scribe's eye skipped from -k y- (in lk 
yhwh) to ky in a text identical to that of II Sam 7: 11, and y was misread as w. Moreover, 
as Cross himself observes elsewhere (1973:255 n. 156), the agreement of LXX 9L (Sam
uel) with MT (Samuel) against Chronicles is a clue that the Chronicler may have 
revised his text. After the haplographic loss of yhwh just described, the reformulation 
of whgyd to first person in conformity to the other verbs in the passage would not be 
surprising. Thus we must prefer the text of Samuel here over that of Chronicles, which 
has been subjected to accident and revision: •whgyd lk y(hwh ky) > •whgyd lk w- > 
w'gd lk w-. The shift at this point in the oracle from first to third person, therefore, 
cannot be eliminated on textual grounds. Nor does it need to be, for the problem is only 
an apparent one. Verse I lb is to be read, I believe, as a rubric comparable to ''This 
is what Yahweh Sabaoth has said" in v. 8 and "This is what Yahweh has said" in v. 
5. Because the oracle is here being given to Nathan to be related later to David, it is 
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equipped with a double set of introductory phrases. These include (I) instructions to 
Nathan ("Go say to my servant David," v. 5, and "And now, this is what you are to 
say to my servant David," v. 8), which, of course, will not be repeated to David, and 
(2) the rubrics listed above, which will be repeated to David. Verse I lb belongs to the 
second category. On the translation of wehiggid, see the NOTE on "Also Yahweh 
discloses to you." 

as for a house, he will build one for you We read byt ybnh lk, a reading preserved 
in 4QFlorilegium (byt ybnh lkh; cf. Allegro 1956: 176--77), a Qumran scroll containing 
a collection of midrashim on certain biblical texts (Allegro 1958). MT is similar but 
substitutes y'sh for ybnh and understands the succeeding yhwh, a corruption of whyh 
(see the following Textual Note), as the subject of the verlr-thus, byt y'sh lk yhwh, 
"as for a house, Yahweh will make one for you." The reading ybnh is confirmed by 
LXXL oikodomesei and indirectly by LXX9 oikodomeseis ( = tbnh) and 'bnh in v. 27 
below. Cross (1973:256 n. 160) agrees that the verb bnh is to be preferred to 'sh, but 
he restores 'bnh, "I shall build," on the basis of v. 27. For lk, LXX reads lw. Thus 
LXX 9 has oikon oikodomeseis auto = byt tbnh lw, "as for a house, you will build one 
for him," and LXXL oikon oikodomesei heauto = byt ybnh lw, "as for a house, he 
will build one for himself," a reading that curiously anticipates one line of modem in
terpretation of Nathan's oracle (see the NOTE on "Are you going to build me a 
house ... ?" v. 5). 

When We read whyh on the basis of LXX kai estai. MT has yhwh, "Yahweh," 
construed with v. 11 (see the preceding Textual Notes). I Chron 17: I(}... I I (yhwh whyh) 
combines the readings of MT and LXX in our passage. 

12. and establish his kingship So MT, LXX9L, etc. LXXA, in anticipation of v. 13, 
adds "forever." 4QFlorilegium (see the Textual Note on "as for a house, he will make 
one for you," v. 11) reads "and establish the throne of his kingship" (cf. the Textual 
Note on "his throne," v. 13, and see I Kings 9:5); cf. Allegro 1956:176 n. 19. 

13. He Prefixed in Syr. and a few MSS of MT and LXX by the conjunction. 
a house for my name So MT (cf. LXXAM): byt lsmy. I Chron 17:12 has ly byt

thus, "(He will build) me a house"-and LXX9 LN combine the two readings: moi oikon 
to onomati mou = ly byt lsmy. Originally, then, LXX probably agreed with I Chron 
17:12 against MT. We must choose between the variants byt lsmy and ly byt. In view 
of the close association between vv. Sb and 13a (see the NOTES and COMMENT), we 
must suspect the wording of the former (/y byt) of having influenced the text of the 
present passage. 

his throne So LXXBLMN (cf. I Chron 17:12). LXXA has "his kingship" (cf. v. 12), 
and MT combines the two ("the throne of his kingship"). 

14. If he does wrong We read wbh'wtw, to which compare Syr. wbsklwth (= wb 
'wtw?) and MT 'fr bh'wtw. LXX kai ean elthe (he) adikia autou seems to reflect wb' 
(bo') 'wtw, "If his wrongdoing has come." 

I 5. I shall not withdraw Reading /' 'syr on the basis of LXX ouk aposteso and Syr. 
/' "br (cf. I Chron 17:13). MT has/' yswr, "(But my favor) will not withdraw." 

from your predecessor The witnesses differ considerably at this point. We can 
identify three variants, of which the third (C) is probably a combination of the first two. 
These are: (A) m 'fr hyh lpnyk, lit. "from him who was before you," i.e., "from your 
predecessor," as preserved in I Chron 17: 13 and reflected in the first part of the conflate 
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text ofSyr. (mn S'wl dhw' mn [but omit mn with Syr.Mss] qdmyk, "from Saul who was 
before you"); (B) m'sr hsny mlpny, "from him whom I removed from before me," as 
reflected in LXX (aph' hon apestesa ek prosopou mou) and the second part of the 
conflate text of Syr. (w"brth mn qdmy); (C) m'sr hsrty mlpnyk, "from him whom I 
removed from before you," as represented by MT m'm S'wl 'fr hsrty mlpnyk, "from 
Saul whom," etc. Note that in MT, Syr., and a few other witnesses the identity of 
David's predecessor has been made explicit. As for the variants, C, as noted, is probal;>ly 
a combination of A and B. Of these two, most critics (Wellhausen, Smith, etc.) prefer 
A; the repetition of hsrty in B is, in Driver's words, "not an elegancy." 

16. Your royal house . .. your throne So MT (cf. Syr.): betekii umam/aktekii (lit. 
"Your house and your kingship"-see the NOTE) ... kis'iikii. LXX has "His royal 
house ... his throne" in conformity to the third-person pronouns of the preceding verse. 

in my care, and That is, /pny w- (cf. LXX, Syr.), lit. "before me, and." MT has 
confused waw for final kap and construed the letter with the preceding word: lpnyk, 
"before you." See also Seybold 1972:32 n. 48. 

NOTES 

7 I. the king was sitting in his house. This notice provides a narrative link to 6:20a 
above, sets the stage for what follows below, and introduces the key word of chap. 7, 
"house" (cf. the NOTE on "as for a house, he will build one for you," v. 11, and the 
COMMENT). Note that the pattern here conforms to that suggested by the opening verses 
of Psalm 132, where it is said that David vowed not to enter his house until he had 
provided a "place," a shrine, for Yahweh (cf. the COMMENT on§ XIII). The "place" has 
been provided, the tent-shrine mentioned in 6: 17, and David has taken up residence in his 
house. The present notice, in short, seems to have specific literary and thematic functions 
in the narrative of chaps. 6 and 7. On the other hand, Herrmann interprets it as a 
reflection ofa conventional feature of the Egyptian Konigsnovel/e, or "royal novelette," a 
literary genre with which he associates II Samuel 7 (see the COMMENT). The Konigs
novelle typically begins with the king sitting in his palace, in the d:dw, the "hall of 
audience," where he appears before his subjects. But see the objections of Cross (1973: 
248) and, on the Konigsnovelle hypothesis in general, the COMMENT below. 

2. Nathan the prophet. Nathan is mentioned here for the first time. We are not told 
where he came from or how he came to David's court. He will play an important role 
in subsequent events, in the aftermath of the Bathsheba affair (chap. 12) and in the 
dispute involving the succession (I Kings 1 ). In the latter case he appears as a supporter 
of Solomon's cause, and it is reasonable to suppose that he is the same Nathan whose 
sons held important positions in Solomon's administration. These were Azariah (MT 
'iizaryiihu, I Kings 4:5) or possibly Adonijah (LXX ornia, I Kings 2:46+; 4:5), who 
was "in charge of the prefects" ('al hanni~~iibfm), and Zakor (LXX zachour, I Kings 
2:46+; LXXL za(k)chour, I Kings 4:5) or Zabud (MT ziibud, I Kings 4:5), who is 
identified as "advisor" (LXX ho symboulos = y0'e~. I Kings 2:46+) and "friend of 
the king" (re'eh hammelek, I Kings 4:5). 

In all likelihood Nathan was a seer attached to the courts of David and Solomon and 
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loyal to the king, as his role in I Kings I suggests (cf. Herrmann 1981:16~67). It is 
true that here and especially in chap. 12 he has an adversary relationship to David, and 
for this reason some scholars have preferred to describe him as "the witness to and 
guardian of a tradition that confronted and repudiated the Canaanite institutions" 
(Kraus 1966:183) or, at the opposite extreme, a spokesman for "certain, probably 
Jebusite circles in Jerusalem [who] sought to thwart David's plan to build a temple" 
(Ahlstrom 1961:120-21; cf. Kutsch 1961:138 n. I and, most recently, von Loewenclau 
1980) or to suppose that his apparent opposition to the temple was a sham, an accom
modation to the political realities of the time (Ishida 1977:98). But we have seen that 
the older stories have been transmitted to us in prophetic form (see the Introduction, 
pp. 7-8), the principal source of II Samuel (including I Kings I and 2) being probably 
"The Chronicles of Nathan the Prophet" (I Chron 29:29; II Chron 9:29), and in such 
a context Nathan's role has been enlarged in a manner reminiscent of the portrayal of 
Samuel in I Samuel. In the present form of our story, therefore, Nathan stands, here 
and also in chap. 12, as the chief representative of the prophetic point of view with 
which the older materials have been editorially surcharged (see further the COMMENT). 
The stem and straightforward Nathan who opposes the building of a temple here and 
censures the king's conduct in chap. 12 is barely recognizable in the obsequious Nathan 
of I Kings I, who, bowing and scraping before the king (v. 23), pleads Solomon's case 
with every courtly indirection and blandishment. The latter, we must suppose, is closer 
to the historical Nathan. 

a house of cedar. On David's palace, built for him by Tyrian craftsmen with Lebanese 
cedar, see 5: 11. 

amid curtains. That is, in a tent; cf. 6:17. 
The contrast David is making-that he sits or dwells (yoseb) in a cedar house while 

Yahweh's ark sits or resides (yoseb) in a tent-expresses a pious anxiety. As Josephus 
(Ant. 7.90) puts it, "he thought he would be doing wrong if, while he himself dwelt 
in a stately house built of cedar and having beautiful furnishings as well, he permitted 
the ark to lie (neglected) in a tent." 

3. Do whatever you have in mind. As just noted, David's words in v. 2 must be 
understood as the expression of a wish to build a temple. Accordingly, Nathan's reply 
seems to indicate agreement and encouragement. In vv. 5-7, however, Nathan is told 
to transmit a divine message indicating that David will not build a temple. Evidently 
we are to think of v. 3 as Nathan's spontaneous and initially enthusiastic response to 
what seemed a good idea to him and to understand vv. 5ff. as the more circumspect 
opinion he reached after realizing, under the impact of divine revelation, that the time 
was not right (so already Thenius). This, at least, was the intent of the Deuteronomistic 
editor of chap. 7, from whose hand v. 13a, which shows it to be Yahweh's will that 
a temple be built in the future, derives (see the COMMENT). In the pre-Deuteronomistic 
form of the oracle, however, the negativity of vv. 5-7 was unqualified and permanent 
(see the NOTE there and the COMMENT), and the shift in tone from that of the present 
verse was, therefore, more striking. Indeed, it is difficult to think of v. 3 and vv. 5-7 
as the work ofa single author. It is often argued by those who regard vv. 1-7 as a unified 
composition hostile to temple building that Nathan's initial reply should be regarded 
merely as a courtly courtesy, a polite and formal response to the king not necessarily 
reftecting the speaker's considered opinion, and, for that matter, that the oracle in vv. 
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5ff. need not be taken to represent the prophet's personal views, which are not at issue 
in the passage (Noth 1967:257; cf. Cross 1973:241-42; etc.). It remains very difficult, 
nevertheless, to think of vv. 3 and 5ff. as deriving from the hand of a single writer who 
was fundamentally hostile to David's plan. Why would he place words in the prophet's 
mouth that suggest, polite formalities or not, that the king was divinely guided ("Yah
weh is with you")? If, on the other hand, he wanted some reason to show that Nathan's 
private response was overruled by the reception of the oracle (cf. Kutsch 1961: il8 n. 
1), why did he not make this clear; and why is there no hint elsewhere that Nathan's 
personal inclinations were not in accord with his official prophetic duties? For these 
reasons and others we shall come to the conclusion in the CoMMENT that the positive 
tone of v. 3 represents the attitude of the author of the oldest stratum of our passage, 
upon which the negativity of vv. 5-7 was subsequently imposed. 

Yahweh is with you. A formula of blessing found widely in Deuteronomistic and 
pre-Deuteronomistic literature. See the first NOTE at v. 9. 

4. This verse indicates the formal reception by the prophet of an oracle, "the word 
of Yahweh." Oracles of special importance are frequently received at night (cf. I Samuel 
3; etc.). 

5-7. In the opening section of the oracle David's intention to build a house for 
Yahweh receives a negative reply. According to the larger oracle in its present, 
Deuteronomistically edited form, the negativity is a consequence of a divinely ordained 
movement of history toward the Solomonic temple (see "The Place of Nathan's Oracle 
in the Deuteronomistic History" in the COMMENT). Thus the present verses are to be 
read in light of v. 13a, "He (David's offspring) will build a house for my name." As 
explained in the COMMENT, however, the negative verdict on a temple was originally 
intended as final and fundamental. The reasons for this response can be discovered by 
giving close attention to grammatical considerations, especially syntax. The details are 
given in the NOTES that follow. In anticipation of the discussion there and in the 
COMMENT ("Literary History") we may state at this point that a temple turns out to 
be unnecessary and unwanted. That David should propose such a grandiose gesture of 
patronage toward Yahweh-who is, as he has always been (cf. vv. 8-9a), David's patron 
-is taken as an affront. Yahweh has always moved about freely in a tent, never taking 
up residence in a temple. David's concern about the Jack of a temple (v. 2) is groundless, 
as should be obvious from the fact that Yahweh has never chastised any of Israel's 
previous leaders for failing to provide one. 

5. Go say to ... David. The Israelite prophet understood himself as a messenger of 
Yahweh, and thus the characteristic literary forms of ancient message-sending are also 
those of prophetic speech. Here we have a double commission (lek we'iimartii, lit. "Go 
and say") of the sort frequently found in the prophetic books (Isa 6:9; Jer 1:7; etc.) and 
also common in ancient message literature; cf. Westermann 1967:120. 

my servant David. Cf. v. 8. The expression "my servant PN" is characteristically 
Deuteronomistic (see the NOTE at 2: 18) and may represent secondary expansion of the 
prophetic commission here and in v. 8. But we cannot be sure of this: The designation 
of kings as "servants" of their gods was widespread in the ancient Near East (cf. de 
Vaux 1971:155-56) and cannot be regarded as distinctively Deuteronomistic in Israel. 

This is what Yahweh has said. That is, kOh 'iimar yahweh, the so-called "messenger 
formula," a characteristic part of prophetic speech. In the ancient world it was the 
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responsibility of a messenger to repeat verbatim the words entrusted to him. Messages, 
therefore, were delivered in the first person and prefaced by the naming of the sender 
with the formula "This is what PN has said" (cf. Gen 45:9; etc.). A prophet conceived 
of himself as a messenger of Yahweh and discharged his responsibility accordingly. 

Are you going to build me a house for me to live in? Hebrew hii'atta tibneh-li bayit 
/esibti. The sentence is distinguished by its use of emphatic pronouns. The opening 
'atta, "you," focuses attention squarely on David; the issue, that is, is not so much what 
David is going to do as the fact that he, David, is going to do it. In the present form 
of the oracle, then, a contrast exists between David (''you"), who will not build a 
temple, and David's offspring (emphatic "He," v. 13a), who will build a temple. As 
explained in the COMMENT, however, v. 13a is part of the final, Deuteronomistic 
revision of the passage; thus the original force of the emphatic ''you" must be explained 
differently. In this regard de Vaux and others have pointed to a contrast between David 
(''you") and Yahweh ("I") revolving about the wordplay on "house" in vv. 5 and 11 
-thus, "You, David, will not build a house ( = temple) for me; rather/, Yahweh, will 
build a house(= dynasty) for you" (cf.Wellhausen 1899:257). Thus, they say, the 
oracle shows that Yahweh does not want a temple but that he will establish a dynasty 
for David. Simon (1952:50,52), followed by Gese (1964:21), Noth (1967:251), and 
others, also stresses the contrast between David and Yahweh, but he understands the 
issue to be one of religious propriety and human initiative. Ought not the impetus for 
building a temple come from Yahweh himself and not from any human being, even if 
he is the king (cf. the Textual Note on "as for a house, he will build one for you," v. 
11)? Thus the negative is not addressed to David as David but to David as a mortal 
man: "Are you, a human being, proposing to build a house for me, a god?" The 
implication is that Yahweh does not want a house (Simon, Noth)-or, at least, that he 
does not want one yet (Gese}--and David has behaved presumptuously in pondering 
one. 

This issue can be clarified by reference to a key consideration that has not figured 
in the discussion, viz. the presence of a second emphatic pronoun in v. 5b. The end of 
the sentence, bayit lesibti, adequately expresses "a house for me to live in," and the 
preceding Ii, "(for) me," is unnecessary except as an emphatic reinforcement of the 
first-person pronoun. Thus we have a pair of emphatics: "Are you going to build me 
a house ... ?" The force of this construction is to suggest that things are proceeding 
in the wrong direction, that David's gesture posits a reversal of the appropriate or 
previously known roles. This impression is reinforced by another emphatic pronoun, 
'iini. "/," at the beginning of v. 8, which resumes the stress on "me" in v. 5-"It was 
/," says Yahweh, "who did all these things for you!" Thus the implication of the 
question "Are you going to build me a house ... ?" is "Shall not I build a house for 
you?" The statement in v. I lb, then, is the point to which our gaze is being directed: 
"as for a house he [Yahweh] will build one for you!" (de Vaux). The issue being raised 
is the propriety of human initiative in the relationship between Yahweh and the king, 
but, as the following NOTES show, it does not follow from this that the propriety of 
a house for Yahweh is not also called into question (pace Gese). Yahweh is indignant 
that David should propose to build a temple that is not wanted or needed (Simon, 
Noth), and v. 5b expresses this indignation (cf. GK'§ I 50d) by reference to the fact that 
Yahweh is David's patron, not the reverse. 
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6--7. I haven't lived in a house . .. throughout Israel. A fundamental contrast is drawn 
between two types of shrine, a house and a tent, a preference forthe latter being implied. 
Alternatively, a few scholars have supposed an implied contrast between divine "living" 
or "dwelling" (yiiiab) and "tabernacling" (siikan, cf. miskiin, "tabernacle," at the end 
of v. 6 in MT) to be intended here (Schreiner 1963:89-94). Thus understood, the 
passage would represent an assertion of Yahweh's transcendence at the expense of his 
immanence: Though he may choose to "tabernacle" among the Israelites, he does not 
reside permanently among them. It would follow that no objection to a temple as such 
is intended here; the issue is rather the manner of divine manifestation whether in a 
temple or elsewhere. But even apart from the text-critical vulnerability of miSkiin (cf. 
the Textual Note on "in a tent"), it is difficult to find warrant in the wording of vv. 
6--7 for such an interpretation, which relies on specific theological distinctions that took 
shape only at a relatively late date (see Cross 1973:245--46). The contrast of house and 
tent is ineluctable (cf. Cross 1973:244). To be sure, the theological problem of the 
manner in which Yahweh is present among his people is also involved, but only as a 
function of the house/tent distinction. It is a question of living or residing in a temple 
(lo' yiisabtf bebayit, "l haven't lived in a house") or moving about freely in a tent-shrine 
("I've gone about in a tent wherever I happened to go"). The theological problem of 
the protection of the divine transcendence is simply not at stake here, and it would be 
misleading to compare our passage to expressions of Deuteronomistic deprecation of 
the notion of Yahweh's dwelling in a temple, such as I Kings 8:27 (cf. Rupprecht 
1977:69-71), or the even stronger post-exilic hostility to the same notion, such as Isa 
66:1. In the present passage we are dealing with alternative modes of immanence 
differentiated by the issue of the mobility of the place of manifestation. The passage 
shows that Yahweh's choice has always been a tent-shrine, in which he can move about 
freely, as the idiomatic language of vv. 6b--7aa indicates (see the NOTE on "wherever 
I happened to go," v. 7). At least implicitly, then, a temple, a fixed place of divine 
residence, is criticized as imposing a restriction on Yahweh's freedom of movement. 
See further the COMMENT. 

6. I haven't lived in a house. But the stories of Samuel's childhood indicate that when 
the ark was in Shiloh it resided in a "house of Yahweh" (bet yahweh, I Sam 1:7), a 
temple elaborate enough to have a nave (hekiil, the temple proper, I Sam I :9; 3 :3), 
doorposts (I Sam I :9), and a lishka (I Sam I: 18 [LXX]). How are we to resolve 
the contradiction? Hertzberg (cf. McKane) relies on the alleged distinction between 
yiisab, "dwell permanently," and siikan (cf. miskiin, VS. 6 [MT]), "make a temporary 
stay," to assert that "even the stay at Shiloh appears to be regarded merely as an episode 
in a series of temporary stopping-places." But, as explained in the preceding NOTE, the 
presence of such a distinction in our passage cannot be maintained, and in any case the 
oracle specifically distinguishes between a house (vv. 5,7) and a tent (v. 6), and ifthere 
was a house at Shiloh, the contradiction noted above remains. We must suppose either 
that memory of the Shiloh temple was suppressed out of zeal for Jerusalem or that the 
references to a temple at Shiloh in I Samuel I and 3 are anachronistic (cf. Cross 1973:73 
n. 114). The issue is difficult to decide. The reference to "the house of God" in Shiloh 
in Judg 18:31 lends authenticity to the tradition underlying I Samuel 1-3. Jeremiah (Jer 
7:12,14; 26:6,9) seems to speak of the ruins of a temple at Shiloh (cf. Rupprecht 
1977:92), yet he seems deliberately to avoid the term bayit when referring to Yahweh's 
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shrine (ambiguously meqomi, "my place" [7:12)) there in contrast to the Jerusalem 
temple (habbayit hazzeh, "this house" [26:6; etc.]). Ps 78:60 describes the holy place 
at Shiloh with the terms miskiin, "tabernacle," and 'ohel, "tent," and Josh 18:1 and 
19:51, admittedly isolated passages (Noth 1943:184), refer to "the tent of meeting" 
there (cf. I Sam 2:22 [MT] and I Samuel, p. 81). There is no clear archeological 
evidence of a temple of the Israelite period at Seilim, ancient Shiloh, but the summit 
of the mound has been denuded by erosion and rebuilding (cf. Holm-Nielsen 1976:823). 

the day I brought up the Israelites. That is, from Egypt (cf. the first Textual Note 
to v. 6). The reference is to the Exodus. The expression occurs in Deuteronomistic 
contexts elsewhere (I Sam 8:8; II Kings 21: 15; etc.), and some have taken it as a sign 
of the touch ofa Deuteronomistic hand here (V eijola 1975:77; Rupprecht 1977:76-77); 
but it also occurs in older contexts (Cross 1973:253; Gross 1974:440 n. 7; cf. Veijola 
1977:42) and cannot in itself be taken as a mark ofDeuteronomistic composition, even 
when concluded by the ubiquitously Deuteronomistic phrase "until this very day" (cf. 
Judg 19:30). 

a tent. Israelite tradition held that in the pre-monarchical period the ark was housed 
in a tent. The most detailed descriptions of the tent are found in Exodus 26 and 36:8-38, 
Priestly materials that attained their present form no earlier than the sixth century B.c. 
The principal subject of these passages is the dwelling or "tabernacle" (miskiin), the 
plan of which has been determined anachronistically by the form of the Solomonic 
temple and perhaps the tent of David (see the NOTE at 6: 17). But the memory of an 
authentically ancient tent-shrine may be preserved in specifications for "a tent over the 
tabernacle" ('ohel 'al-hammiSkiin. Exod 26:7; 36:14) made of veils of goats' hair with 
a covering ofred-dyed rams' skin beneath an 0uter layer ofleather. The probability that 
these references point back to a cult object in use in pre-temple times is supported by 
the analogy of the qubbah of pre-Islamic Arabian tribes, a small, leather tent-shrine, 
sometimes mounted on camelback to be transported when a tribe struck camp; it was 
carried in religious processions or taken into battle (Lammens 1920; Morgenstern 
1942:207-29; cf. Cross 1947:59-61; de Vaux 1971:137-39). Like the Israelite tent, the 
qubbah was attended by young women (cf. Exod 38:8 and the Masoretic plus in I Sam 
2:22), it was resorted to for oracular guidance (cf. Exod 33:7), and it was made of 
red-dyed leather (cf. Exod 26: 14; 36: 19). Just as the ark was sheltered in the tent (Exod 
26:33; 40:21), so the tribal idols were kept in the qubbah. We are justified, therefore, 
in thinking of the tent as a very ancient Israelite institution, which (together with the 
ark) was analogous to the qubbah. 

7. wherever I happened to go. Compare I Sam 23:13, where it is said that David and 
his men, seizing an opportunity to escape from Keilah where Saul had confined them 
(cf. v. 7), went out "to wander where they might" (wayyithal/eku bii'aser yithalleku). 
In the present passage, too, the idiom expresses freedom of movement in contrast to 
confinement. "I've gone about (mithallik, v. 6) ... ," says Yahweh, "wherever I 
happened to go (bekol 'iiler-hithal/akti)." This expression, therefore, can be grouped 
with others in the Bible that share the idem per idem form and stress, in one way or 
another, the divine freedom. Among these we may list not only 'ehyeh 'aser 'ehyeh. "l 
am who I am," in Exod 3:14, but also we~annoti 'et-'aser 'ii~on werU:iamtf 'et-'aser 
'ara~im, "I show favor to him to whom I show favor and I show compassion to him 
to whom I show compassion," in Exod 33:19, 'adabbir 'it 'aser 'adabbir, "l say what 
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I say," in Ezek 12:25, and so on. The issue in the present passage, then, is the divine 
freedom of movement. A temple, in contrast to a tent-shrine, is presented as a kind of 
sanctuary that would impose a restriction on Yahweh's freedom to move about as he 
chooses. To this use of the verb hithallek, "move about," in referenc~ to Yahweh's 
presence among the Israelites, compare Lev 26: 12 and, in the context of the regulations 
for the battle camp, Deut 23:15 [23:14]. 

the staff bearers of Israel. As explained in the Textual Note, we follow Falk ( 1966) 
and Reid (1975:20) in reading sobe!e yisrii'el here. The reference is to Israel's pre
monarchical leaders. Perhaps the term "staff bearer" (•sobe!) could be used generally 
for one who exercised authority over a tribe (sebe!) without having national authority 
like a king; cf. 5: I, where "staff bearers" stands parallel to "elders" in 5:3. But the 
pastoral metaphor of the present verse may have influenced the choice of te.rms: Those 
appointed "to shepherd" (/ir'6t) Israel are referred to as "staff bearers," i.e., those who 
wield the sebe!. the shepherd's staff (cf. Lev 27:32; etc.). 

a house of cedar. Cf. v. 2. From remote antiquity cedar was the fabric of temples 
as well as palaces; see the NOTE at 5:11. The description of the nave of Solomon's 
temple includes the boast that "Everything was cedar; there was no stone to be seen" 
(I Kings 6:18). But according to vv. 5b--7 of Nathan's oracle Yahweh does not want 
a sumptuous, cedar-paneled house. 

8-9. Verses 8aa-9a ("/ took you ... your path") refer to the story of David's rise 
to power in I Samuel l 6ff., to which II Samuel 7, in the final form of the larger story, 
provides a culminating retrospective and conclusion (see the COMMENT and the Intro
duction, p. 6). 

8. On the formulaic oracular rubrics in this verse, see the NOTES at v. 5. 
I took you from the sheep pasture. The reference is to I Sam 16: 1-13, the prophetic 

account of the call of David, who was summoned home from the pasture where he was 
shepherding his father's flock to be anointed by Samuel. 

prince. Hebrew niigid, the meaning of which is literally "designee (for office)," 
especially used as in the present case in reference to the king-designate or crown prince 
(see I Samuel, the NOTE on "prince" at 9: 16). It was characteristic of the prophetic 
school of thought from which this part of the oracle of Nathan probably derives (see 
the COMMENT) to stress Yahweh's appointment ofa future king as "prince" in affirma
tion of the divine prerogative of making and unmaking the leaders of Israel (cf. I 
Samuel, pp. 186-87). The term niigid does not appear in I Sam 16:1-13, to which the 
present verse refers (see the preceding NOTE), but it is used in allusions to David's 
appointment as "prince" twice elsewhere, once in an oracle uttered by Samuel con
demning Saul (I Sam 13: 14) and once in an auspicious speech by Abigail (I Sam 25:30). 

9. I was with you. "Yahweh was with him (David)" was the theological leitmotiv of 
the story of David's rise to power (see I Samuel, p. 30, and especially McCarter 
1980b:494,503-4), occurring in I Sam 16:18; 17:37; 18:14,28; and II Sam 5:10. The 
present reference recalls the events of that story. The expression "Yahweh was with 
PN" occurs in certain key Deuteronomistic passages (Judg 2:18; etc.), and it has been 
cited as a part of the Deuteronomistic revision of the present passage (Cross 1973:252). 
But I see no reason to regard "Yahweh was with PN" as an exclusively Deuteronomis
tic expression. It is a common expression, widely used to indicate divine favor and help 
(Gen 26:3; etc.; see the list in Vetter 1971:4). There is nothing else to suggest that the 
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passages in which it occurs in the story of David's rise do not belong to the original 
composition. In I Sam 3:19, after the prophetic account of Samuel's call, it is said of 
Samuel that "Yahweh was with him," and in the present passage, too, it may come from 
the hand of a prophetic writer. See also the discussion in Preuss 1968. 

all your enemies. In the context of the retrospective of vv. 8a/3-9a (see the NOTE at 
vv. 8-9 above) the enemies removed by Yahweh must be understood to include Saul, 
Abiner, lshbaal, and all those who stood in the way of David's kingship. 

And I shall . ... These verses (vv. %-I la) have perplexed readers and given rise to 
a variety of interpretations. Most of the verbs have the form weqii[al; that is, they are 
perfects attached to the conjunction: we'iisfti ... wesamti ... une[a'tiw wesiikan 
... wahani~otf. Ordinarily, then, we should expect a future translation to be required 
("I shall make ... I shall fix ... [and] I shall plant," etc.), and yet the predicted deeds 
-at least on first inspection--seem to be things already accomplished in the past. 
Yahweh provided a "place" for the Israelites-the Promised Land-at the time of the 
conquest. Accordingly, some translators would follow Rost ( 1926: 59--60; cf. Hertzberg) 
in rendering these verbs in the past tense ("I made ... I fixed ... [and] I planted," 
etc.). But such a construction (i.e., of the perfect with we- as a past tense) is common 
only in very late Biblical Hebrew (under Aramaic influence) and in certain passages 
in Kings where later interpolation is suspected (cf. GK' §112pp). To be sure, Meyer 
(1959) has defended the antiquity of the Kings passages on the basis of a few other 
biblical instances of apparent weqiifal preterites and by comparison to features of the 
Ugaritic verb system, and Loretz (1961) has extended Meyer's argument to the present 
verses. Yet even if one concedes that Meyer and Loretz have established the admissibil
ity of an occasional, exceptional past translation of this construction in classical Biblical 
Hebrew prose (and I should not concede that ·they have), it remains the rule that the 
expected reference of such a construction in any given passage is the future. Moreover, 
the rule seems especially likely to apply in the present sequence, which embraces two 
prefixed verbs preceded by lo' (lo' yirgaz ... lo' yosipu ... le'ann6t6), for which only 
an imperfect translation is possible ("[they will] be disturbed no more ... will no longer 
oppress"). 

If we grant the probability that the verbs refer to the future, how are we to explain 
the reference to a "place" to be established for Israel? Some interpreters (Smith, 
Ackroyd, etc.) have supposed that these verses come from the hand of an exilic author 
whose purpose was to hold out hope for a return to the land to the people of his own 
day. If we prefer not to accuse the writer of such an anachronistic distortion, however, 
we must conclude that the "place" mentioned in v. 10 is not the Promised Land. And, 
indeed, the plain meaning of the passage is that the establishment of this "place" is to 
occur when not only the conquest but the period of the judges is already in the past 
(v. I la). So what, we ask again, is this "place"? 

The possibility that a place of worship might be intended here was raised long ago 
by Caspari (cf. Noth 1967:252 n. 10), and this view has been taken up again recently 
by Gelston (1972). Agreeing with Rost and Loretz that "the appointment of a place 
for Israel, and the settling of Israel there, can hardly be envisaged ... as still lying in 
the future" (p. 93), but insisting that the natural referent of the passage is to the future, 
Gelston concludes that the "place" (miiq6m) refers not to the land but to the temple 
to which the oracle of Nathan in its present form looks forward. Accordingly, miiq6m 
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is to be understood in its specialized sense of "(cult) place, shrine," in particular the 
"place" that, in Deuteronomistic thought, Yahweh chose to be worshiped (Deut 12:5; 
etc.), that is, the Jerusalem temple. For this interpretation Gelston (p. 94) finds support 
from an ancient source, 4QFlorilegium, a Qumran scroll containing a collection of 
midrashim on certain biblical texts (Allegro 1956, 1958). Having cited a portion of 
Nathan's oracle ending with "over my people Israel" in v. 11, this scroll adds exegeti
cally, "This"-presumably the "place" referred to in the biblical passage-"is ·the 
house that[ ... ) in time to come." Gelston (pp. 93-94) reasons further that the object 
of the verbs "plant" and "abuse" and the subject of "remain" and "be disturbed" are 
to be understood to be this "place" and not "my people Israel." Thus he avoids the 
difficulty that "plant (the people) so that they will remain where they are" suggests the 
settlement in the land. In support of such an interpretation we may also cite (I) the 
close link in Deuteronomistic thought between the promised "place" of worship and 
the promised "rest" for the people, the latter being an essential component of vv. 
9b-l la as we have reconstructed them (see the NOTE on "I shall give·them rest," v. 
11), and (2) the common use of miiqom and its Phoenician equivalent in reference to 
sacred sites (see the NOTE on "a place," v. 10). See, further, the COMMENT. 

I shall make you a name. An expression common to many ancient Near Eastern 
languages (on the attempt of Herrmann [ 1953/54:59) and Morenz [1954:73-74) to find 
evidence of Egyptian influence here, see Kutsch 1961: 153 and Cross 1973:248-49). It 
refers to the establishment of some kind of memorial to keep remembrance of an 
individual alive in the future, "an abiding sign that will not be cut off" (Isa 55:13). Thus 
it may indicate the erection of a monument of some kind, like the commemorative stela 
set up by David in 8: 13, and it is not impossible that the erection of a temple by David's 
offspring, forecast in v. 13a (cf. Gen 11:4), is hinted at here. A man's name, however, 
is also perpetuated in his progeny (cf. 14:7; 18:18), and we should probably understand 
this promise of a name for David primarily as an anticipation of the dynastic promise 
in vv. l lb-16 below. 

the nobility. Hebrew haggedolim. on which see th~ NOTE on "a nobleman" at 3:38. 
I 0. Note the emphasis in this verse on the fixing of a place of worship, its permanence 

and immobility. This is to be seen in contrast to the former lack of a fixed shrine of 
Yahweh indicated by vv. 6-7 ("I've gone about ... wherever I happened to go"). 
Though the author of vv. 5-7 may have thought of the former situation as desirable, 
the Deuteronomistic author of vv. 9b-l la, who viewed these events as a stage in a 
continuing sequence of events leading up to the erection of the Solomonic temple, did 
not agree. In his opinion the lack of a central sanctuary in the time of the judges 
rendered the cult insecure and subject to abuse (cf. the NOTE on "nefarious men" 
below). See, further, the COMMENT. 

a place. That is, a place of worship. As explained in the NOTE on "And I 
shall ... " at v. 9, this interpretation is preferable to that which takes "a place" as a 
reference to the Promised Land. We may understand the noun miiqom as a place where 
a deity "arises" (qum; cf. Num 10:35; Ps 132:8 = II Chron 6:41; etc.), i.e., where he 
manifests himself. It refers to a shrine or other place of epiphany often elsewhere in 
the Bible (cf. BDB 880), most notably in expressions of the Deuteronomistic expecta
tion of a chosen place of worship (Deut 12: 11; etc.). Here, too, it looks forward to the 
erection of the sanctuary in Jerusalem. Phoenician maqiim, commonly used in refer-
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ence to temples (cf. Tomback 1978: 195-96), affords a useful comparison. In two Jewish 
inscriptions from the beginning of the Common Era, synagogues are referred to as 
mqwmwt. "(holy) places" (Frey 1952:159-60 [nos. 973,974]). 

nefarious men. By this reference to "nefarious men" (bene-'awela) who abused the 
cult in the time of the judges the writer probably means Hophni and Phinehas, the 
corrupt sons of Eli the priest. Their iniquitous administration of the cult of Yahweh 
at Shiloh is described in detail in I Sam 2: 11-26. According to I Sam 2:27-36, a passage 
that, like vv. 9a-l lb here, derives from a Deuteronomistic hand, their behavior was 
the reason for the rejection of the ascendancy of the priestly house of Eli in favor of 
that of Zadok (cf. I Kings 2:26-27,35b). In the new sanctuary, we are assured, such 
corruption will not take place. 

11. I shall give them rest. As explained in the COMMENT, "rest" is an important 
theme in the Deuteronomistic interpretation of Israel's experience in the land. In Deut 
12:9-10 Moses reminds the people that they have not yet come "to the restful estate" 
('el-hammenu~a we'el-hanna~iila, lit. "to the place of rest and to the estate") that 
Yahweh is going to give them, but he assures them that a time will come when Yahweh 
"gives you rest from your enemies on all sides" (wehenia~ liikem mikkol- 'oyebekem 
missiibib). This promise of "rest" for the people is fulfilled, at least in a preliminary 
way, by the conquest. In preparation for the invasion of the land Joshua reminds the 
people of Moses' assurance that "Yahweh your god is going to give you rest" (menia~ 
liikem, Josh 1:13; cf. v. 15), and when the victory is complete the narrator reflects as 
follows: 

So Yahweh gave Israel all the land that he had sworn to their fathers, and they 
took possession of it and settled in it. Yahweh gave them rest on all sides (way
yiina~ yahweh liihem missiibib) just as he had sworn to their fathers. Of all their 
enemies not a man had withstood them; Yahweh had handed all their enemies over 
to them. Of all the good things Yahweh had promised to the house of Israel 
nothing had failed to happen. Everything had come true! 

(Josh 21:43-45; cf. 22:4; 23:1) 

From the outset, however, the theme of rest for the people is tied to the prospect of 
a central sanctuary (see the COMMENT). Deuteronomy 12, where Moses first utters the 
promise of rest, is chiefly concerned with the confinement of worship in the land to the 
one "place Yahweh will choose" (v. 5, etc.). The themes of rest and the chosen place 
are brought together in vv. 10-11 of the same chapter, where the people are told, with 
respect to their offerings, that when Yahweh "gives you rest from your enemies on all 
sides ... then the place that Yahweh will choose ... there you must take all the things 
I command you .... " The final "rest" to which the people look forward, therefore, will 
come only with the establishment of Yahweh's chosen "place." It is this time to which 
the Deuteronomistic phrases ofvv. 9b-l la in the present oracle refer (see the preceding 
NOTE), and the "rest" promised here, therefore, is that to which Solomon will allude 
in I Kings 8:56 when, standing before the altar of the new central sanctuary in Jerusa
lem, he offers a blessing in a reflection of the language of Deut 12:9 and Josh 21:45: 

Blessed be Yahweh, who has given a place of rest (menu~a) to his people Israel 
just as he promised! Not one thing has failed to happen of all the good things he 
promised through his servant Moses! 
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Also Yahweh discloses to you. Hebrew wehiggid lekii yahweh (see the Textual Note). 
The verb is not to be read in sequence with those preceding it within the oracle proper 
-thus not "will disclose"-but as a perfect with the force of a solemn declaration (GK' 
§ 106j), as recognized by Mettinger (1976:59 n. 29), whose translation reflects the sense 
accurately: "And hereby the Lord declares to you .... " In the earliest fonn of our 
passage v. I lb ("Also ... you!") may have followed v. 3 immediately (Coppens 
1968b:489-90; see "Literary History" in the COMMENT), but in the present form of the 
oracle it is to be read as a rubric intervening between major sections and introducing 
the dynastic promise in vv. 12ff. 

as for a house, he will build one for you. Hebrew bayit yibneh lekii ·(see the Textual 
Note). The emphasis given the word bayit, "a house," by its position preceding the 
verb is retrospective. We are reminded that the first part of the oracle (vv. 5-7) was 
concerned with a house. But that house, a temple for Yahweh, was rejected. Now our 
attention has turned to David, and as for a house, we are told, one will be built for 
him. In this case, however, bayit refers not to a physical structure-David already 
has a palace (vv. 1-2}--but to a family. To be sure, David already has a family too 
-a large one (3:2-5; 5: 13-16}--but the son through whom David's kingship will be 
passed to his descendants has not yet been born. The sense of "house" here, then, is 
dynasty. 

12. your offspring, the issue of your own body. Hebrew zar'iikii ... 'iiser ye!fe' mim
me'ekii. Both expressions, the second in particular (cf. 16: 11; Gen 15:4), emphasize 
physical descent, but both are in themselves ambiguous with respect to the question 
of whether only the next generation or a series of generations is referred to (cf. Met
tinger 1976:53). Are the third-person-singular pronouns in vv. 12-16 to be understood 
collectively or singularly? With v. 13a in place the answer is obvious. The reference 
must be to an individual, Solomon. Before the insertion of v. 13a, however, David's 
descendants in general were probably meant, as the use of the word zera'. "seed, 
offspring," implies. Thus we follow most previous commentators (Wellhausen, Budde, 
Smith, Nowack, Caird, McKane, Hertzberg, Ackroyd, etc.) and Rost (1926:65,68) in 
concluding that an originally collective promise of ruling offspring was narrowed by 
the insertion of v. 13a to refer to Solomon (see the COMMENT). This long-established 
conclusion has been challenged recently on the grounds that it is improbable that a 
dynastic promise should be narrowed in scope to an individual (Veijola 1975:69-70). 
Note, however, that the change from David's sons collectively to his immediate heir, 
though it reduces the dynastic dimension of the promise from explicit to implicit, does 
not in fact eliminate it. As explained in the NOTES below, the royal grant language of 
vv. 14-15 implies a gift of kingship with an enduring base. Moreover, v. 16, shown by 
its characteristic language also to be Deuteronomistic, eliminates any doubt on this 
point. The Deuteronomistic editor of vv. 12 + 13b-15 added v. 13a to focus the 
promise on the temple builder, but he also added v. 16 to ensure that the dynastic 
dimension of the promise should not be lost. 

13. He will build a house for my name. David's heir is to build the temple refused 
in vv. 5-7. The emphatic pronoun (hu', "He") echoes another in v. 5 ('attti, ''.You"), 
and the effect achieved is one of contrast-"You will not build me a house ... he will." 
As pointed out in the NOTES above and in the COMMENT, Yahweh's rejection of the 
temple in vv. 5-7 seems final, absolute, so that the present statement (v. 13a) comes 
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as a surprise-indeed, it renders the oracle incoherent (Simon 1952:50--51). It is best 
explained as a Deuteronomistic interpolation identifying David's "offspring," originally 
conceived collectively, as the temple builder (see the preceding NOTE). As explained 
in the COMMENT, the Deuteronomistic redaction of Nathan's oracle had as one of its 
chief purposes the transformation of an oracle negative toward the building of a temple 
into an oracle approving but postponing the building until the next generation. This 
purpose was accomplished by the addition ofvv. 9b--l la, which place the oracle within 
the Deuteronomistic historiographical framework, and the present statement, which 
renders the negativity of vv. Sb--7 temporary. In its final form, then, with v. l 3a in place, 
Nathan's oracle stands as a vaticinium post eventum explaining why David did not build 
the temple (cf. Cross 1973:254-55). 

my name. As pointed out in the NOTE at v. 9 the establishment of someone's "name" 
assured that he would be remembered. A king might set up his "name"-a monuinent 
-in conquered territory to represent him there after his departure (cf. 8:13). Thus, a 
fourteenth-century ruler of Jerusalem expressed his fealty in a letter to the king of Egypt 
by saying that "the king has set his name (sakan sumsu) in the land of Jerusalem 
forever" (EA 287:60--61; cf. 288:5-7). The assertion ofa king's sovereignty through his 
"name," a surrogate presence, assured his continuing control of a dominion in his 
absence (cf. de Vaux 1967). The theological counterpart of this problem of absence and 
presence is the problem of transcendence and immanence. A god, having once appeared 
in a place, might cause his "name" to be remembered there (Exod 20:24). The "name" 
of a god, then, was his cultically available presence, effectually protecting his transcen
dence. Deuteronomistic theology consistently referred to the presence of Yahweh's 
"name" in the temple in Jerusalem, eschewing language that suggested that Yahweh 
himself might dwell there (von Rad 1953:37-44). Thus the temple was the place 
Yahweh chose "to place" (lasum) his name or "to cause his name to dwell" (lesak
kin 'et-semo; cf. EA 287:60, cited above); cf. Deut 12:5,11; etc. The present reference 
to Yahweh's name also derives from this Deuteronomistic "name theology." See, 
further, McBride 1969. 

and I shall keep his throne forever stable. In the original form of Nathan's oracle, 
in its highly parallelistic, almost poetic, prose, this statement stood parallel to that in 
v. 12b: 

I shall establish his kingship, 
And keep his throne forever stable. 

With the interpolation of v. 13a, however, a new parallelism was achieved: 

He will build a house for my name, 
And I shall keep his throne forever stable. 

This juxtaposition is significant. It signals reciprocity. The security of the throne is 
linked to the temple. See, further, the NOTE at v. 14 and the COMMENT. 

forever. Seybold (1972:33 n. 52) has remarked that "forever" ('ad-'oliim or le'oliim) 
occurs seven times in chap. 7. A concern with permanence is everywhere. The grant 
of kingship made to David's heir will remain in effect in perpetuity. That is, the grant 
has no term. This in itself does not imply immutability (cf. Tsevat 1963:73,75-77): In 
I Sam 2:30, for example, there is reference to a divine promise of priesthood to the house 
of Eli 'ad- 'oliim that is revoked because of the behavior of Eli's sons. The irrevocability 
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of the present promise must therefore be guaranteed by a further provision in vv. 
14b-15a (see the NOTE on "If he does wrong ... from him'' below). 

14. a father to him ... a son to me. Kings of Damascus in the ninth century e.c. 
took the name or title "Son of Hadad" (bir hadad; biblical ben-hiidad, } Kings 15: 18 
= II Chron 16:2; etc.), and at least one king of the Syrian state of Sam'al was called 
"Son of Rakib" (bir riikib; cf. KAI 215.1, etc.; ANET' 655); in each case the king was 
identified as the son of the national or dynastic deity (see, further, Cross l 972b:4 I n. 
22). As the present passage shows (also Pss 2:7; 89:27-28 [89:26-27]), similar state
ments were made about the Israelite king, who was thought of as the son of Yahweh. 
It is misleading, however, to elicit parallels from Egypt, where the king was believed 
to be physically descended from his divine father, or to speak of the Israelite king as 
the divine fruit of a ceremony of "sacred marriage" (hieros gamos), as does, for 
example, Engnell (1967:77-78; cf. Pedersen l 940:vol. III/IV:84,43 l-33). The language 
used here ("I shall become a father to him, and he will become a son to me") and in 
Ps 2:7 ("You are my son; today I beget you") has nothing to do with physical descent 
or, therefore, with divine kingship. It is adoption language (Cooke 1961 :209-11; de 
Vaux 196lb:vol. I: 112-13; Schlisske 1973: 109-10). Its purpose is to qualify the king for 
the patrimony Yahweh wishes to bestow on him. Thus in Psalm 2 the formula of 
adoption is continued: "Ask me, and I shall grant the nations as your estate, the ends 
of the earth as your domain" (v. 8). Calderone (1966:5~53) and Weinfeld (1970: 
19~92; 1976: 19~9 l) have illuminated this concept by demonstrating that the model 
from which the language is drawn was the grant of land and/or "house" made by a 
king or lord to a loyal vassal. Such grants were made patrimonial, and thus permanent, 
by means of the legal adoption of the vassal as the son of the lord. Here the establish
ment of a "house" for David is legitimated in the same way. Israel becomes, in effect, 
the patrimonial estate of David's family. The grant is permanent ("forever," vv. 13,16) 
and, in this case, inalienable (v. 15; see below). There will always be a fief (nfr; see 
Hanson 1968) in Jerusalem for David; see I Kings 11:36; 15:4; II Kings 8:19 = II 
Chron 21 :7. In the second of these passages, I Kings 15:4, the Deuteronomistic narrator 
goes on to say explicitly that David was given a fief "because [he] did what Yahweh 
thought right, not departing from his instructions all the days of his life ... " (v. 5). 
That is, the grant was made because of David's loyal service to Yahweh (see, further, 
Weinfeld 1970:186-88), a notion that, as Weinfeld points out (p. 187 n. 28), may be 
implicit in the juxtaposition of the present chapter with chap. 6, where David retrieves 
the ark of Yahweh and sets it up in Jerusalem. As explained in the COMMENT, however, 
divine grants of ruling offspring were commonly associated with the provision of 
temples for gods by kings, and it seems likely that in the earliest form of our passage 
the promise was given in response to David's expression of an intention to build a 
temple (v. 2). 

14-15. If he does wrong . .. from him. It follows from their adoption as sons of 
Yahweh that David's heirs, if they are disobedient, will be chastened like wayward 
children. The language is that used in Proverbs in the context of child rearing and 
discipline (McKane; Weinfeld 1970: 192). The meaning of "the rod men use" (sebet 
'iiniisfm, lit. "the rod of men") and "the blows of human beings" is probably "the usual 
human methods of chastisement" (cf. Weinfeld 1970: 193 and n. 81). The chastisement, 
however, will not go beyond parental correction. Verse 15 asserts that the grant of 
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kingship will remain in effect regardless of the behavior of David's sons. Again the 
documents cited by Weinfeld (see the NOTE on "a father to him ... a son to me," v. 
14) provide valuable illumination. As noted, the promise of kingship to David's off
spring is couched in the language of royal grants to faithful vassals in return for acts 
of loyalty and service. Such grants might be patrimonial, in that they were sanctioned 
by adoption of the vassal by the king, and-in special cases (cf. Weinfeld 1970:193)
inalienable, in that they were not conditional upon the future behavior of the descen
dants of the grantee. The inalienability was often expressed in terms reminiscent of the 
language of the present verses. In the text of a grant from a thirteenth-century Hittite 
king to a certain Ulmi-Te§up, for example, we read, "After you, your son and grandson 
will possess it, nobody will take it away from them. If one of your descendants sins 
... the king will prosecute him at his court ... But nobody will take away from the 
descendant of Ulmi-Te§up either his house or his land ... " (a8 cited by Weinfeld 
1970:189; cf. Calderone 1966:53-57). Similarly, familial documents from Nuzi, a 
Mesopotamian city whose archives have yielded much information about second
millennium social customs, show a special Concern to be sure that an adopted son not 
only, as Weinfeld puts it (1970:192-93; cf. 1976:191), "has the duties of a son(= 
respecting his parents) but has also the privileges of a son: he has to be treated like the 
son of a free citizen and not like a sfave." Thus, in the present passage David's heirs 
must expect to be punished if they do not behave respectfully toward their adoptive 
parent, but that punishmept will not extend beyond the ordinary kinds of discipline 
administered by a father of disobedient sons ("the rod men use ... the blows of human 
beings"), and the sons, however chastised, will not be alienated (v. 15). 

15. my favor. Hebrew ~asdf. We have seen two examples (2:5 and 3:8) of ~esed as 
"a responsible keeping of faith with another with whom one is in a relationship" 
(Sakenfeld 1978:233). The specific content of Yahweh's ~esed in the present passage 
is, according to Sakenfeld (1978:139-45), "the supportive power by which God main
tains the family line on the throne" (p. 144); thus, "The act of ~esed is simply the 
provision for the continuance of the relationship" between Yahweh and David's son 
(p. 145). This relationship, as we have seen in previous NOTES, is conceived on the 
pattern of royal grants to loyal vassals, and Yahweh's ~esed, therefore, is to be under
stood as the continuing divine favor that will maintain the grant of kingship in effect 
in perpetuity (cf. Seybold 1972:41). The term is equivalent in implication, then, to [obd. 
"good thing," in v. 28 below (see the NOTE) and berit 'olam, "everlasting covenant," 
in 23:5 (see Weinfeld 1976). 

as I withdrew it from your predecessor. A reference to the rejection of Saul in I Sam 
13:7b-15a (cf. I Sam 15:22-28,35; etc.), which is described from a prophetic point of 
view making (negative) use of language that may be drawn from the present passage. 
See the COMMENT ("Literary History"), where the possibility that this statement (v. 
15b) is a contribution of the prophetic writer responsible for vv. 4-9a is considered. 

16. Your royal house. Expressed by hendiadys: b€teka umamlakteka, lit. "Your 
house and your kingship." Note the parallelism of "your throne." 

secure. The theme of David's "secure house" (bayit ne'eman, I Sam 25:28), his 
enduring dynasty, though hinted at before in Deuteronomistic supplementation to the 
story of David (I Sam 25:28-31), is given its first and full articulation in the present 
passage. See the CoMMENT. 
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COMMENT 

David was introduced to us as a shepherd tending his father's flock in Bethle
hem. He entered public life as a musician at the court of Saul and immediately 
became the king's weapon-bearer. Thereafter his rise to power was swift and 
direct. Neither the ill will of his enemies nor his own occasional rashness was 
enough, finally, to hold him down. Every development in his life seemed to 
tum in his favor, every event to benefit him in some way. Nevertheless, in spite 
of repeated successes and final victory, he was never free of hardship. From 
the time of his arrival at court until the present moment his· life has been 
crowded with conflict, uncertainty, and danger. He has been unable to pause 
and reflect upon his attainments. 

Now for the first time David is at rest (cf. v. 1[MT]). His enemies are gone 
or powerless. The two kingdoms of Israel and Judah are united under his rule, 
and the land, at least temporarily, is at peace. The new capital is secure, and 
Yahweh's ark, the focal point of the worship of the Israelite god, is there. As 
David sits in the palace built for him by Phoenician craftsmen (5: 11), he thinks 
of the ark housed in its tent-shrine nearby (6: 17). Should a nation's king have 
a house of cedar when its god does not? 

The king confides his concern to Nathan, a prophet and ranking member 
of the court, who appears here for the first time. Nathan's role in the story is 
that of mediator between David and Yahweh. His initial reaction to David's 
desire to build a temple is enthusiastic (v. 3), but at night Yahweh's word is 
revealed to him (v. 4), presumably in a dream, and he learns that David is 
not going to build a temple (v. Sb). Moreover, Yahweh seems in something of 
a dudgeon over the very suggestion! He has always moved about freely in a 
tent and has never once complained to any of Israel's past leaders about the 
lack of a temple (vv. 6--7). At this point, however, after David has been 
reminded that it was Yahweh who established him in his present position (vv. 
8-9a), the oracle goes on to indicate that a change is coming. David is going 
to have a great name (v. 9a). Yahweh will establish a "place," a sanctuary, for 
the Israelites: It will be fixed, permanent, and the moving about of vv. 6--7, 
together with the abuses that the old arrangement was subject to, will come 
to an end (v. IO). Then the people will have peace (v. I la). As for a "house," 
Yahweh will build one-a dynasty-for David (v. I lb)! David's offspring will 
rule after him (v. 12), and he will build a house-a temple-for Yahweh (v. 
l3a). 

Nathan's oracle, therefore, is an intricate (some might say "tortuous") 
interweaving of two oracular ideas or motifs, "house of Yahweh" and "house 
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of David"-that is, temple and dynasty. David promises to build Yahweh a 
house, and Yahweh promises to build David a house. At first glance it seems 
that Yahweh's promise is given in reward for David's promise. But a second 
glance, focused this time on the opening words of the oracle proper, suggests 
that perhaps Yahweh's promise is given in spite of David's promise. Yet if we 
look a third time, we may conclude that Yahweh has had his pwn plan all along 
and that his promise is actually made without regard to David's! Our discussion 
below of the literary history of the passage will suggest that each of these three 
statements is an accurate interpretation of the meaning of the oracle at one 
stage of its growth, but at this point we can observe that, at least in the present 
form of the passage, the two motifs of temple and dynasty, after wandering 
more or less independently across the surface of the text, are finally brought 
together in Yahweh's proclamation concerning David's offspring in v. 13: "He 
will build a house for my name, and I shall keep his throne forever stable." 
It is the heir in whom the Davidic dynasty will be established who will build 
a temple for Yahweh. He will build Yahweh's house (v. 13a), and Yahweh will 
establish the kingship of his house on a lasting basis (vv. 13b,16). Thus the 
permanence of the Davidic dynasty, as well as the security of the people (v. 
l la), is linked to the erection of a fixed and permanent "place" (v. 10) for the 
worship of Yahweh. 

The Modern Interpretation of Nathan's Oracle 

Among the literary critics of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries 
II Samuel 7 was generally regarded as a late insertion in the Samuel corpus. 
The Davidic theology it reflects was not believed to have been fully formulated 
before the last years of the monarchy. A few scholars thought of the chapter 
as a product of the Exile (e.g., Smith), but the majority favored a late pre-exilic 
date. Most (Budde, Nowack, Kennedy, etc.) followed Cornill (1891:115) in 
noting the absence of anything to suggest that the Exile and interruption of 
the Davidic line lay within the purview of the author of the oracle. Thus, while 
they generally agreed that the chapter "can scarcely have been written before 
Josiah" (Cornill), they found it impossible to date it long after Josiah. Its 
evocation of the divine promise to David they understood as an appeal to the 
long duration of the Judaean dynasty as a source of confidence in the troubled 
days of Josiah's reign (cf. Wellhausen 1899:254-55). 

Alongside the tendency to assign a late date of composition to II Samuel 7 
was a correspondingly low estimation of its literary and historical value. 
Arnold, for example, dismissed the chapter as "monkish drivel" (1917:42 n. 
3), an appraisal that has won him a certain notoriety. But the most vehement 
spokesman for this point of view was probably Pfeiffer, in whose work it 
survived into the middle ·of the twentieth century. Rejecting the arguments for 
a pre-exilic date, he regarded II Samuel 7 as a very late, midrashic confection 
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arising out of the piety of post-exilic scribes ( 1948:370-73). It is "a mire of 
unintelligible verbiage" (p. 372), characterized by confusion and illiteracy and 
a "complete misunderstanding of the religion in the period of ... David" (p. 
373). The author, whose style is "consistently wretched," is at o~ce "prolix" 
and "banal" (p. 372); he "repeats himself ad nauseam" (p. 373). 

It seems fair to say that these older critics were often misled by their inability 
to find a place for II Samuel 7 in the scheme by which they reconstructed the 
literary history of the Samuel materials. They viewed the larger corpus as a 
combination of two parallel narrative strands analogous or identical to the 
so-called "J" and "E" strata of the Pentateuch, but they found it difficult to 
associate chap. 7 closely with either strand-hence their assessment of it as a 
late interpolation. Only rarely did they consider the possibility of more ancient 
materials underlying the chapter (cf. Steuemagel 1912:325). In this respect the 
work of Rost ( 1926) represents a major new departure. It was Rost's opinion 
that the Samuel narratives were produced not by an interweaving of continu
ous parallel strands but by editorial arrangement of a number of shorter and 
longer narrative units standing side by side (see I Samuel, pp. 13-14). He 
characterized II Samuel 7 as a combination of originally distinct compositions 
expanded by certain editorial additions (1926:47-74). The basic source was an 
old, pre-Solomonic document expressing a negative attitude toward the pros
pect of a temple but looking forward to the Davidic dynasty. Of the dynastic 
promise in its present form (vv. 8-16) he attributed only vv. l lb and 16, with 
their references to David's everlasting "house," to the original document (p. 
63); vv. 8-1la,12, and l3b-15, which display a sense of historical retrospective, 
he derived from another, later source (pp. 64-65). Following earlier critics 
(Wellhausen, Budde, Smith, etc.), he considered the prediction of Solomon's 
temple building in v. l3a to be a late insertion, probably Deuteronomistic in 
origin, made to soften the attack on the temple and conform the oracle to 
historical fact (pp. 65,67). 

Rost's conclusions have found a wide following (cf. Noth 1981:55-56; von 
Rad l 962:vol. 1:310 n. 4; Hertzberg; Poulssen 1967:43-55; etc.). As we shall 
note below, most of the particular details of his view of the growth of the oracle 
have been challenged at one time or another, but his more general position that 
II Samuel 7 is a patchwork of earlier and later pieces remains widely accepted. 
Subsequent scholarship has been inclined to address the exegetical difficulties 
presented by Nathan's oracle not by positing a "hopeless" confusion that 
"existed in the mind of the author" (Pfeiffer 1948:372) but by accepting a 
degree of thematic disharmony as resulting from a combination in the passage 
of disparate components. It has become the prevailing view that the oracle is 
composite in origin, and attempts to read it as a coherent literary unit are often 
dismissed as "harmonizing" (cf. Cross 1973:241--46). 

There is, nevertheless, an offsetting tendency in the study of the oracle to 
stress its unity. Most scholars have been inclined to acknowledge that, whether 
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or not II Samuel 7 arose from originally unrelated or even incompatible 
materials, it now-at least in its present form-admits of a unified interpreta
tion. Here we must distinguish three lines of argument, only the first of which 
is incompatible with the general conclusions of Rost: (l) an etiological argu
ment (Mowinckel); (2) a form-critical argument (Herrmann); and (3) an edito
rial argument (McCarthy). 

The Etiological Argument 

According to Mowinckel (1947), Nathan's oracle is an etiology composed 
to explain why Solomon and not David built the temple. Mowinckel's study 
is particularly addressed to the assumption of Rost and others that v. l3a is 
secondary and vv. 5Jr.7 preserve a fundamental prohibition of temple building, 
which was editorially reinterpreted as temporary and applying only to David 
when it was incorporated into the larger passage. Rejecting this notion, Mo
winckel argues instead that the oracle as a whole is to be viewed as a literary 
unit without editorial manipulation. It is the composition of a single author 
who wanted to show that David intended to build a temple and was blessed 
for it, but that it was Yahweh's will that he should not do so. Mowinckel's 
argument has attracted little following. In particular, his interpretation of vv. 
5Jr.7 has not been accepted (cf. Simon 1952:43-45; von Nordheim 1977: 
440-41), and his postulation ofa single author has not fared well alongside the 
tendency in recent research to stress the existence of a combination of 
Deuteronomistic and non-Deuteronomistic language in the chapter. Most con
temporary scholars prefer to understand the etiological purpose Mowinckel 
discerned within the larger context of the Deuteronomistic history as a whole 
and, indeed, to view the unity he described as editorial, not authorial, in origin. 

The Ki:inigsnovelle Hypothesis 

A more widely influential argument for the unity of our passage was put 
forward by Herrmann in 1953-54. It is essentially a form-critical argument; 
that is, it is concerned principally with the analysis of literary forms or genres, 
and its purpose is to show that the various parts of II Samuel 7 are held 
together by a formal unity inherent in the literary genre to which the chapter 
belongs. The basis of the argument is a comparison of the chapter to a category 
of second- and first-millennium Egyptian historiographical literature known to 
Egyptologists as the Konigsnovelle, or "royal novelette," which is character
ized by a combination of the themes of temple building and royal theology. 
The Konigsnovelle, we are told, traces the origin of a certain activity, institu
tion, or structure-quite often a temple--to a divinely inspired initiative of the 
king, whom the text lauds for his achievement (Hermann 1938: 11 ). Herrmann 
stresses the similarity between features of the narrative in II Samuel 7 and the 
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formal elements of the Konigsnovelle. In a typical Egyptian text the king, 
described as sitting in state before his retainers, devises a plan, perhaps involv
ing the building or restoration of a temple, and imparts it to ranking members 
of the court, who then acclaim its wisdom. The intimacy that exists between 
the king and the state god, identified as the king's father, is stressed through
out. Similarly, II Samuel 7 opens with the king sitting in his house (v. 1), where 
he conceives a plan for building a temple and discloses it to a prominent 
member of his court (v. 2), who then declares his assent to the plan, noting 
the close relationship the king enjoys with the state god (v. 3). The influence 
of the Egyptian genre on this biblical passage, Herrmann concludes, is clear. 
He then goes on to argue that despite the presence of two principal themes II 
Samuel 7 could, on form-critical grounds, be declared a fundamentally unified 
composition, inasmuch as the particular combination of themes found here, 
temple building and royal theology, is characteristic of the Konigsnovelle, to 
which the formal correspondences just described link the biblical chapter. 

As noted, Hernnann's hypothesis has received considerable support (von 
Rad 1962:vol. I:48-49; de Vaux 1966:484-85; Whybray 1968:100--1; etc.). 
Noth (1967[1957]:257-59), for example, accepts comparison to the Konigs
novelle as the key to understanding the formal unity of the chapter, which in 
his opinion derives from Davidic times, when there was much Egyptian influ
ence on Israel (pp. 256--57 and nn. 19-21) and when, he says (pp. 258-59), the 
two issues of temple building and royal ideology were settled in the ways the 
oracle suggests, viz. by a decision not to build a temple and promulgation of 
a dynastic theology. Nevertheless, though persuaded by Hernnann's form
critical argument that there is a unity of content in the chapter, Noth finds it 
unnecessary to discard the conclusions of the earlier literary critics. On the 
basis of his judgment that "the rejection [in vv. 5-7] of the plan to build a 
temple was certainly meant as fundamental" (p. 258), he continues to regard 
v. 13a as a Deuteronomistic addition (p. 251). By contrast, Weiser (1965: 
154-56), followed by Seybold (1972:28-29) and others, accepts Hernnann's 
hypothesis with retention of v. 13a. Rejecting Noth's assignment of a pre
Solomonic date (p. 159), Weiser insists that the Konigsnovelle form required 
execution of the royal plan, and that the passage, therefore, must date to 
Solomonic times, when the temple was in fact built. Verses 5-7 are not to be 
read as an unconditional refusal (p. 156), and v. 13a must be primitive (p. 155). 
Indeed, the Solomonic age, Weiser reasons, is the time when Egyptian influ
ence is most to be expected. 

The critics of the Konigsnovelle hypothesis (Kutsch 1961: 151-53; Schreiner 
1963:75-76; Cross 1973:247-49; Veijola 1975:71-72; etc.) have been as out
spoken as its adherents. In addition to questioning specific details of Herr
mann's case (cf. the NOTES on "The king was sitting in his house," v. l; "I 
shall make you a name," v. 9; and "a father to him ... a son to me," v. 14), 
they have deemed the formal correspondence between parts of II Samuel 7 and 
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its alleged Egyptian prototype an insufficient basis for arguing the unity of 
the chapter as a whole. Ishida (1977:83-92) has been able to show that 
Mesopotamian parallels are, on the whole, much more impressive. In a recent 
attempt to salvage the hypothesis on a limited basis, one scholar (von Nord
heim 1977:438-39) has avowed that clear evidence for the formal similarity of 
the chapter to Egyptian parallels is confined to the first three verses, as outlined 
above. The case seems to rest heavily upon the thematic and ideological 
parallels drawn by Herrmann. These, however, have been discounted by critics 
as flawed or specious. Especially troubling is the dominant role of Nathan as 
an intermediary between Yahweh and David in the biblical passage, a situation 
quite alien to the Egyptian context, in which the relationship between the king 
and state god was so close and direct as to be a virtual identity. The problem 
becomes even more acute when one notes that the king's plan is actually 
annulled by the prophetically mediated divine word. As one critic puts it, "the 
contravention of the king's proposal by a subject is unthinkable, transferred 
to an Egyptian court" (Cross 1973:248). Aware of this difficulty, one recent 
advocate of the Konigsnovelle hypothesis (Gorg 1975:178-271) has argued for 
the existence of an original form of vv. 1-7 in which the prophet was not 
mentioned and the oracle, therefore, was communicated directly to David 
(Gorg 1975: 178; cf., much earlier, Rost 1926:68-69). 

In the opinion of most critics, however, the major stumbling block for 
Herrmann's proposal is the fact that David's plan to build a temple is not 
realized (Kutsch 1961:152; cf. von Nordheim 1977:438). As they have pointed 
out, it is essential to the Konigsnovelle that the king's plan be carried through 
to completion. In II Samuel 7, however, the king's plan is not carried through. 
This difficulty remains even if, with Weiser (see above), one retains v. 13a, 
where it is said that finally a temple will be built, as a primitive component 
of the oracle; for in that case it is Yahweh's plan, not David's, that is carried 
through. In anticipation of this objection, Herrmann speaks of a "Copernican 
revolution of the Konigsnovelle on Israelite soil" (1953/54:59), supposing a 
transformation of the Egyptian genre in its adaptation to the peculiarities of 
Israelite thought. The king is removed from the center of the story in favor 
of the sovereign Israelite god. This line of reasoning, however, does not succeed 
in obviating criticism of the hypothesis on the point in question. Many con
tinue to think it odd that the Konigsnovel/e, the very purpose of which is to 
praise the king for a great accomplishment, should be appealed to in connec
tion with a biblical passage that not only lacks any such accomplishment but 
is in fact designed to show that a proposed royal accomplishment will not be 
achieved. After all, the point of II Samuel 7, insofar as the temple question is 
concerned, is that David will not be the builder. Thus, the transformation 
proposed by Herrmann, when applied to this passage, would amount to the 
complete subversion of a literary genre, the Konigsnovelle form being used to 
show that a king did not accomplish something. At this point the critics follow 
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Kutsch (1961:152) in asking why someone would have fashioned II Samuel 7 
in a form that implied the opposite of what he wanted to show. 

The Case for Editorial Unity 

That II Samuel 7 has received Deuteronomistic editing has been recognized 
since the nineteenth century, but the older literary critics, with a few excep
tions (Kuenen 1890:47 n. 5; cf. Smith, Nowack), tended to minimize its extent, 
and it was played down emphatically by Noth (1981:55). By contrast, more 
recent scholars, under the influence of a surge of interest in Deuteronomistic 
thought and equipped with increasingly sophisticated methods of identifying 
its literary expressions, have been inclined to assign considerable responsibility 
for the present shape of the chapter to Deuteronomistic editing (McKenzie 
1947; etc.) and to stress the place of Nathan's oracle in Deuteronomistic 
theology. With regard to the last point, McCarthy's study of "II Samuel 7 and 
the Structure of the Deuteronomic History" ( 1965) has been especially influen
tial. Prescinding from the question of literary history, McCarthy treats the 
oracle in its present form as a unity of form and content with Deuteronomistic 
characteristics (1965: 131). He associates it with a series of key passages in the 
larger Deuteronomistic history identified by Noth (1981:5-6). These include 
speeches by major figures (Joshua, Samuel, Solomon) as well as observations 
by the narrator himself. They reflect on the past and look ahead to the future 
at crucial junctures in Israel's experience: the beginning and end of the con
quest (Josh 1: 11-15; 23); the transition from the period of the judges to the 
age of the kings (I Samuel 12); the erection of the temple (I Kings 8: 14-66); 
the fall of Samaria (II Kings 17:7-23); etc. Similarly, Nathan's oracle looks 
backwards to the time of the judges (vv. 7, 11), the rejection of Saul (v. 15), 
and the rise of David (vv. 8ff.) and ahead to the accession of Solomon (v. 12) 
and the erection of the temple (v. 13). Its unity lies precisely in its editorial 
integration of these themes from the larger history. 

Increasing recognition of the Deuteronomistic features and functions of II 
Samuel 7 has led some scholars to the conclusion that "the compositional 
structure of [the chapter] does not allow the drawing of definite conclusions 
regarding its pre-Deuteronomic form" (Carlson 1964:105; cf. Schulte 1972: 
139). Rupprecht, for example, prefers to speak of Nathan's oracle in terms of 
its editorial role. Along with the Michal episode and certain other additions 
to chap. 6, he says, it has "the function of holding together the originally 
independent stories of David's rise, his throne su~sion, and the ark" (1977: 
63). II Sam 7:1-7, with which he is especially concerned, Rupprecht finds to 
be a consistently late combination of elements, evidently a Deuteronomistic 
product (pp. 75-78; cf. Dietrich 1977:61). Nevertheless, certain other scholars, 
while sharing the emphasis on the Deuteronomistic character of the chapter 
in its present form, believe it is also possible to cast light on the underlying 
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sources. Because our own conclusions reached below stand closest to this 
position, it may be useful, for purposes of comparison, to conclude with 
summaries of the specific views of three scholars: Cross (1973:249-60), Veijola 
(1975:72-78), and Mettinger (1976:51-55). 

Cross follows McCarthy in arguing that "the unity of 2 Samuel 7 is a unity 
imposed on his sources by the mind and point of view of the Deuteronomistic 
historian" (1973:252). For Cross these sources included (1) the "old oracle" 
of Nathan underlying vv. 1-7, an originally poetic prohibition of temple build
ing, and (2) the eternal decree of kingship to David underlying vv. 1 ltr16, 
which was also originally in poetry. Nathan's oracle attained its present form 
when these two ancient sources-probably dating to the days of David and 
Solomon, respectively-were recast in Deuteronomistic prose and fastened 
together by an editorial link (vv. 8-1 la), which itself had absorbed older 
elements (pp. 254--60). In the process, says Cross (p. 255), "the proscription 
of the temple" contained in the old oracle of Nathan was reinterpreted as 
"temporary, applying only to David." 

Veijola, in a study of the Deuteronomistic view of the origins of the Davidic 
dynasty (1975), adopts a position similar to that of Cross (pp. 72-78). He, too, 
sees Nathan's oracle as a Deuteronomistic combination of two older sources: 
(1) a proscription of the temple plan (vv. la,2-5,7), and (2) a promise of 
offspring to David (vv. 8a,9,10,12,14,15,17). The rest of the material in vv. 
1-17, he says, is Deuteronomistic, including v. 13a, which was added to 
identify David's heir as the temple builder and thereby to join together the two 
sources as one oracle. In his discussion of the second source V eijola {pp. 69-70) 
addresses himself critically to the assumption of Rost ( 1926:63-65) that an 
ancient oracular kernel (vv. 1lb,16) promising David an eternal dynasty was 
later narrowed to refer only to David's son. On the contrary, he concludes (p. 
78), it is more reasonable to assume that the older oracle applied only to 
Solomon; it was the Deuteronomistic historian who inserted vv. 1 lb and 16, 
thus expanding the promise to refer to David's dynasty. 

Mettinger (1976) also reaches a conclusion like that of Cross and Veijola but 
differing in major details. He, too, stresses the Deuteronomistic character of 
7: 1-17 in its present form, but he is more conservative in assigning specific 
materials to an editorial hand, identifying only vv. lb and 10-1 la as 
Deuteronomistic (pp. 51-52). With most interpreters he identifies two skopoi, 
or thematic foci, in the oracle, one (vv. 8-11,16) concerning David and his 
dynasty, the other (vv. 12-15) concerning Solomon and the temple (p. 52). 
Verses 1-7, he says (p. 53), are linked to the second skopos, as the connection 
between vv. 5 and 13 shows. Corresponding to the two skopoi Mettinger posits 
two pre-Deuteronomistic layers (p. 54). Impressed by Veijola's criticism of 
Rost (p. 48; see above) and on the basis of his own investigation (p. 54) he 
concludes that the Solomonic layer (vv. 1-7 + 12-14a) was the older, original 
oracle. Its point was "that David is not going to build a house for the Lord, 
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but that Solomon is to do this"-there is no question of a fundamental and 
permanent prohibition for Mettinger, nor does he consider v. l3a editorial (pp. 
50,5~57). The Davidic layer (vv. 8,9,l lb,l4b-l5,l6) arose when the old 
oracle "was later submitted to a redaction that imposed a Daviqic-dynastic 
skopos on the old kernel of the text" (p. 54). 

The Place of Nathan's Oracle in the Deuteronomistic History 

As we have seen, not all scholars agree that the unity of Nathan's oracle is 
a function of its Deuteronomistic redaction, but few deny that Deuteronomis
tic material is present in the oracle or that the oracle occupies an important 
position in the larger Deuteronomistic corpus. It follows that any discussion 
of the literary history of the oracle must begin with an assessment of its 
Deuteronomistic character. How extensively was it edited? To what degree 
was the editing a factor in determining its present form? What were the 
purposes of the editor? These questions must finally be answered in the context 
of a literary-critical analysis of the oracle itself (see below, "Literary History"), 
but such an analysis can be facilitated and controlled by reference to the larger 
Deuteronomistic history, especially to those passages in I Kings that offer 
retrospection on the events described in II Samuel 7 (I Kings 5:17-19 [5:3-5]; 
8:17-19). For these reasons I prefer to preface consideration of the literary 
history of Nathan's oracle with a discussion of the place of II Samuel 7 in 
Deuteronomistic thought. 

The two principal themes of Nathan's oracle, temple and dynasty, are also 
central issues in the larger Deuteronomistic history (Deuteronomy-II Kings). 
The prospect of a central sanctuary arises first in Deuteronomy 12, where it 
is linked to a promise of security for Israel in the land. Moses assures the people 
that one day they will be safe from their enemies-Yahweh will give them 
"rest" (Deut 12:9,10)-and that they will then begin to worship only at "the 
place Yahweh will choose" (Deut 12:5,11,14). Until that time there will be no 
central, unifying sanctuary; every Israelite will do "what seems right to him" 
(Deut 12:8). At the beginning of the conquest Joshua reminds the people of 
the promise of rest (Josh 1:13,15), and when the victory is won the time of 
fulfilment seems at hand (Josh 21:43-45; 22:4; 23:1). As in Deuteronomy, 
however, security is linked, finally, to the proper worship of Yahweh. The gift 
of "rest" requires obedience in response (Josh 22:4-5). Therefore the age that 
follows, the period of the judges, is a precarious and tumultuous one. When 
obedient, Israel lives in security; but whenever the people fail to worship 
Yahweh alone, they fall into the hands of an enemy (Judg 2: l lff. and passim). 
Clearly the time of "rest" envisioned in Deuteronomy 12 has not yet arrived. 
The land is not fully secure, and the people have not begun to worship in the 
one place Yahweh will choose. Instead, each of them does "what seems right 
to him" (Judg 17:6; 21:25). This expression, which echoes Deut 12:8, has now 
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become a slogan for the cultic and political chaos of the time of the judges, 
appearing in passages concerned with private or local sanctuaries (Weinfeld 
1972: 170). Moreover, it now becomes linked to another saying, viz. "In those 
days there was no king in Israel" (Judg 17:6; 21:25; cf. 18:1; 19:1). This is our 
first clue that the central sanctuary theme is going to be joined in the end to 
the theme of kingship. 

The transition from the age of judges to the age of kings is marked by the 
Deuteronomistic passages in Samuel's farewell address in I Samuel 12 (espe
cially vv. 6-15), which link the security of the people in the land indissolubly 
tot' e new institution of monarchy (cf. Noth 1981:5,47-51; McCarthy 1965: 
134-36; also I Samuel, pp. 219-21). It is now clear that the promise of"rest" 
will be realized with a king on the throne--but not, as we soon discover, the first 
king, Saul. Shortly after the young David makes his first appearance at Saul's 
court in I Samuel 16, we begin to hear propitious statements about his future, 
some cast in characteristically Deuteronomistic language, others looking ahead 
specifically to II Samuel 7. Yahweh is going to cut off David's enemies from the 
face of the earth (I Sam 20: 15; cf. II Sam 7 :9), and David is going to become king 
(I Sam 23:17; 24:21; II Sam 3:9; 5:2). Indeed, Yahweh will make David "a 
secure house" (I Sam 25:28; cf. II Sam 7: 11, 16), a dynasty, in accordance with 
"the good thing" he has promised him (I Sam 25:30; cf. II Sam 7:28). It is David, 
not Saul, whom Yahweh has appointed "to save Israel ... from all their 
enemies" (II Sam 3: 18). These statements have been intercalated among the 
succeeding episodes of the old story of David's rise to power, where they stand 
as incidental or even superfluous remarks on the lips of both friends and foes; 
but taken together they fonn a concatenation of auspices looking ahead to 
Nathan's oracle. Thus the story of David's rise, wherever it may have concluded 
originally (see the COMMENT on § IX), should in its present, Deuteronomistic 
fonn be thought of as embracing at least 5: 11-7 :29 as well. Indeed, it reaches its 
climax in II Samuel 7. From the Deuteronomistic perspective David's rapid 
ascent from sheep pasture to royal palace (cf. II Sam 7:8) was possible not only 
because he was divinely destined for kingship, as already implied in the oldest 
fonn of the story, but also because he was to be the primogenitor of the chosen 
dynasty, his "secure house," and the savior whose victories would make possi
ble the promised "rest" for Israel (cf. McCarthy 1965: 131-32). 

II Samuel 7, therefore, is not only editorially retrospective, representing the 
culmination of David's rise to power, but also prospective, preparing for the 
kingship of David's offspring and the age of peace that is to ensue. Specifically, 
it looks forward to three things: ( 1) the establishment of a "place" where Israel 
may worship Yahweh (v. 10); (2) the provision of"rest" for the people (v. l la); 
and (3) the creation of a dynasty for David (vv. I lb, 16). These correspond to 
the two ancient promises, a fixed place of worship and a "rest" for the people, 
and a third, a dynasty for David, to which they have now been joined. 

McCarthy (1965) has stressed the attachment of the old notion of "rest" to 
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the dynasty of David with particular reference to II Samuel 7:1 l. According 
to this verse, he says (p. 133), David and his line are the successors to the 
judges, who will usher in the "rest" the judges could not achieve. This, we 
should add, is apparently the Deuteronomistic understanding oLthe signifi
cance of David's victories, which are (therefore) reviewed in an editorial 
catalogue placed immediately after Nathan's oracle and David's prayer, in 
chap. 8. It is especially through the efforts of David, then, that the land will 
be pacified and the promised "rest" will be realized. And along with this "rest" 
the worship of Yahweh in his chosen place will begin; the central sanctuary 
will be established. According to II Sam 7: 13 David's son will build a house 
for Yahweh. In this verse the building of the temple ("He will build a house 
for my name . . . ") is linked to the constitution of the ruling Davidic line 
(" ... and I shall keep his throne forever stable"). The reference to the Davidic 
throne looks ahead to the establishment of the kingship of David's line and 
specifically to the accession of Solomon in I Kings 1-2, where we find a series 
of statements reflecting on the accession in language pointedly reminiscent of 
II Samuel 7 (2:12,24,33b,45,46a [?]).The reference to Yahweh's house looks 
ahead to the temple pericope in I Kings 5-9, where again we find a number 
of specific references to Nathan's oracle (5:17-19 [5:3-5]; 6:12; 8:15-19,24-26; 
9:5). Finally, then, when the hopes of v. 13 are realized, the rightfully en
throned Davidic heir (promise 3), in the peroration of his long prayer in 
dedication of the newly erected temple (promise 1), will utter the following 
benediction in reflection on Moses' ancient assurance of "rest" (promise 2): 

Blessed be Yahweh, who has provided rest for his people Israel, just as 
he promised. Not one thing has failed to happen of all the good things 
he promised through his servant Moses. 

(I Kings 8:56) 

Now David, as primogenitor of the chosen dynasty, might have been ex
pected to erect the temple himself. Why was this done instead by Solomon? 
It is usually assumed (cf. Cross 1973:254) that one of the purposes of Nathan's 
oracle, at least in its present form, is to answer this question. Verse 2 shows 
that David thought of building a temple. Inv. 5b, however, Yahweh tells him 
that he is not going to do so, adding that he, Yahweh, has never "lived in a 
house," but that instead he has always "gone about in a tent" (v. 6); nor, he 
says, has he ever censured any previous Israelite leader on that account (v. 7). 
That this part of the oracle (vv. 5b-7) may represent an ancient and fundamen
tally negative attitude toward temple building-a matter of scholarly disagree
ment, as we have seen-will have to be considered below. Here, however, we 
are concerned only with the explanation of David's failure to build a temple 
that was accepted in Deuteronomistic thought, and about this, fortunately, 
there is little uncertainty. In I Kings 5:17-19 [5:3-5] Solomon addresses the 
king of Tyre in a speech replete with Deuteronomistic cliches and says: 
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You are aware that my father, David, was unable to build a house for the 
name of Yahweh, his god, because of the warfare that surrounded him, 
until Yahweh put [his enemies] under the soles of his feet. But now 
Yahweh, my god, has given me rest all around: There is no adversary or 
misfortune. So I intend to build a house for the name of Yahweh, my god, 
in keeping with what God [cf. LXXL] promised my father, David, namely, 
"Your son, whom I shall place on your throne in your stead-he will 
build a house for my name!" 

In this passage a Deuteronomistic editor appeals to his own periodization of 
history, according to which, as we have seen, David's age was a time of wars, 
which prepared for the fulfilment of the promise of "rest." The temple came 
in its time, when the land was pacified. David had all he could manage with 
the wars catalogued in chap. 8; he could not build a temple too. This state of 
affairs was a consequence of ancient promises and, finally, the will of Yahweh. 
No blame whatever, then, could be attached to David for his failure to carry 
out his plan to build a temple. On the contrary, the plan itself was enough to 
merit divine approbation. This point is made explicit in I Kings 8: 17-19, a part 
of Solomon's dedicatory speech amounting to a Deuteronomistic midrash on 
II Sam 7: 1-17 (cf. Rupprecht 1977:74): 

My father, David, had in mind ['im-lebab, cf. II Sam 7:3] building a house 
for the name of Yahweh, god of Israel. But Yahweh said to David, my 
father, "Because you had in mind building a house for my name, you have 
done well, inasmuch as you had it in mind. Nevertheless you [emphatic 
'atta, cf. II Sam 7:5] will not build the house. Rather your son, the issue 
of your own body [cf. II Sam 7:12]-he will build the house for my name 
[cf. II Sam 7:13]." 

Finally, if we permit our gaze to range still farther ahead, we see that 
Nathan's oracle will remain an important theological reference point even later 
in the Books of Kings, where it provides the basis for a central motif in the 
Deuteronomistic theology of the history of the divided kingdom, viz. the 
preservation of Jerusalem as a seat for the ruling Davidic dynasty (cf. von Rad 
1953:74-91, especially p. 85). The survival of Judah will be linked explicitly 
to the choice of Jerusalem and the promise to David (I Kings 11:34-36; etc.), 
while, conversely, the doom of the northern kingdom will be tied to "the sin 
of Jeroboam," i.e., his establishment of rival centers of worship at Dan and 
Bethel (I Kings 12:26-53; II Kings 17:20-23; etc.; see Cross 1973:278-85). 

Literary History 

It is clear that II Samuel 7 expresses certain important Deuteronomistic 
ideas, for which it stands as a primary point of reference in the larger history. A 
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perusal of the NOTES to§§ XV and XVI, moreover, will show that the present 
form of the text is built largely of Deuteronomistic rhetoric. One is tempted, 
therefore, to dismiss the entire chapter, as Cross does David's prayer in vv. 
18-29 (1973:254 n. 54), as "a free Deuteronomistic composition- ... without 
clear evidence of the use of earlier sources." It is difficult to believe, on the other 
hand, that ideas as theologically central to Israelite thought as those expressed 
here had no early documentary basis, or that a Deuteronomistic writer passed 
over such material in fashioning the present account. Nevertheless, even if the 
presence of older material is assumed, it is by no means easy to recover it by the 
application of standard literary-critical methods to the text, the surface of which 
seems to have been touched almost everywhere by a Deuteronomistic hand. We 
can readily sympathize with those scholars (Carlson, Dietrich, Rupprecht, etc.) 
who are, to one degree or another, skeptical about the possibility ofrecovering a 
pre-Deuteronomistic form of II Samuel 7. 

For these reasons any description of the literary history of Nathan's oracle 
must be regarded as approximate and provisional, as the variety of conclusions 
arrived at by the modem interpreters cited above suggests. We must rely as 
much on identifiable thematic inconsistencies as on more strictly literary crite
ria. Indeed, the chief indication of the presence of diverse materials in the 
oracle is its fundamental conceptual inconsistency. I refer not to the presence 
of the two oracular motifs of temple and dynasty, for these are in themselves 
entirely compatible ideas. As we shall see, the promise or gift of a dynasty is 
a conventional response to the erection of a temple by a king. But it is precisely 
in light of this convention that Nathan's oracle takes on an anomalous appear
ance, for here a dynasty is promised while a temple is refused. To be sure, 
divine rejection of a proposal to build a temple is not in itself unparalleled. 
Consider, for example, the text ofa letter to Zimri-Lim, king of Mari, reporting 
a divine revelation concerning a "house," presumably a temple (ARM 13 no. 
12; complete English translation by Moran in ANET3 623-24; see also Mala
mat 1966:223-24; Ishida 1977:87). The letter refers to a revelatory dream or 
vision in which a seer 

saw the following: "Do not rebuild this dilapidated house! If this house 
is rebuilt, I shall make it collapse into the river." On the day he saw this 
dream, he did not speak (about it) to anyone. Again, on the next day, he 
saw the following vision: "It was a god. 'Do not rebuild this house! If you 
do rebuild it, I shall make it collapse into the river.'" 

Thus it was possible that a god might refuse a king's offer to build him a 
temple, and the ancient records indicate that this happened fairly often (see 
the examples cited in Ishida 1977:87). Nevertheless, it would be quite surpris
ing to find such a refusal, which implied divine displeasure (cf. Ishida 1977 :95), 
combined with a promise of dynasty, which implied special divine favor. Yet 
this is precisely what we have in Nathan's oracle! 
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Within the oracle proper (vv. S-16) these two incongruous ideas-the re
fusal of a temple (vv. Sb--7) and the promise of a dynasty (vv. l lb--16)-are 
joined together in a precarious unity by v. 13a, "He [the scion of the dynasty] 
will build a house for my name .... " This half-verse, then, is the linchpin of 
the passage. When it is removed the oracle falls apart: There is no other 
reference in vv. 11 b--16 to a temple, and there is no reference in vv. Sb-7 to 
David's offspring. Thus the likelihood that v. 13a is editorial is very high. Our 
survey of research showed that this view was held by many of the earlier 
literary critics and by Rost, and that it has been favored by a majority of recent 
scholars as well. A few, on a variety of grounds, attribute v. l 3a to the oldest 
part of the oracle (Mowinckel 1947:223; Gese 1964:21; Weiser 1965:155; Met
tinger 1976:56-57) or to a very early age of editorial expansion (cf. Tsevat 
1963), but such a view seems unacceptable for at least three reasons. First, as 
just noted, v. 13a stands isolated by content in its present context. Verses 
l lb--16, apart from v. 13a, are concerned solely with the establishment of the 
rule of David's offspring. The identification of the royal heir as the temple 
builder comes as a surprise after vv. l lb--12, and the temple question is not 
picked up again in vv. 13b--16: Second, v. 13a clearly refers to a specific 
individual, whereas the references to David's offspring elsewhere in vv. 12-15 
were probably intended to be understood generally or collectively (cf. the 
NOTE on "your offspring, the issue of your body," v. 12). Third, the statement 
itself is cast in distinctively Deuteronomistic language (see the NOTE on "a 
house for my name"). We may therefore conclude with some confidence that 
v. 13a is, as most modem interpreters of Nathan's oracle have believed, a 
Deuteronomistic plus, forging a tenuous link between the incongruous oracu
lar motifs of temple refusal and dynastic promise. 

It follows that we may envision the growth of the oracle in one of two ways. 
We might suppose that two originally unrelated oracles, one rejecting David's 
proposal to build a temple and the other promising David a dynasty, were 
combined by a Deuteronomistic writer into a single, composite prophecy (so, 
for example, McKane; Cross 1973:254; Veijola 1975:78). Alternatively, we 
might think of one of the oracular motifs as having been added to an older 
document expressing the other at a stage prior to the Deuteronomistic redac
tion of the passage (so, for example, Mettinger 1976:53-SS). Against the first 
view is the negative tone of the temple oracle. It is difficult to believe that a 
Deuteronomistic writer would voluntarily select a source that was unen
thusiastic about a temple and embarrassing to David for the construction of 
an oracle glorifying Solomon's temple and the dynasty of David. One cannot 
argue that he cited it "to explain the historical fact that David did not build 
a temple" (Cross 1973:255), for the accepted Deuteronomistic explanation of 
this fact was, as we have seen, David's preoccupation with warfare. Indeed, 
the Deuteronomistic passages in I Kings S: 17 [5:3], where this explanation is 
given, and 8:17-19, where Yahweh's warm approval of David's contemplation 
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of a temple is stressed, seem designed, each in its own way, to nullify the 
criticism of David and thus the disapproval of a temple that II Sam 7:5b-7 
implies. We must reckon, therefore, with the probability that the Deuterono
mistic editor of Nathan's oracle found the temple refusal already i.n place in 
relation to the dynastic promise in his source. One of these oracular motifs 
must have been added at a relatively early (pre-Deuteronomistic) date to a still 
older oracle expressing the other. Because of the incompatibility of the two, 
we must also suppose that the addition was intended as a corrective commen
tary on the original. 

Which of the two motifs found expression in the earliest document? Many 
scholars, as we have seen, have regarded the temple refusal as pre-Solomonic 
at base (Rost, etc.; cf. already Wellhausen 1899:254,268), and we might argue 
that it was original, conveyed, perhaps, in an oracle from the time of David, 
which was later subjected to a dynastic redaction. Against this view are both 
the immediate context of the oracle itself and the general pattern of literary 
development elsewhere in the Books of Samuel. The narrative introduction to 
the oracle (vv. 1-3) raises the temple issue in a wholly positive .vay, and the 
negativity of vv. 5b-7 is a surprise after the euphoria of v. 3 (see the NOTE 
on "Do whatever you have in mind"). In view of the conventional association 
of temple building and dynasty, on the other hand, the promise of a house to 
David seems a natural sequel to the introductory scene (see below). Moreover, 
it can be argued that v. I lb, where the promise is first given, was the original 
continuation of v. 3 by appeal to the awkward shift from first to third person 
in the text of the oracle as presently constituted (Coppens 1968b:489-90; cf. 
Rost 1926:47-74 and the Textual Note on "Also Yahweh discloses to you 
that," v. 11). Note also that David's prayer in vv. 18-29, which is a direct 
response to Nathan's oracle, makes no reference to a temple, a surprising 
situation in any case (cf. the COMMENT on § XVI) but almost inconceivable 
if we suppose the temple issue to have been the subject of the original version 
of the oracle (cf. Rost 1926:56). With regard to the larger Samuel corpus, we 
should keep in mind our conclusion that the old stories of Saul and the young 
David came into Deuteronomistic hands editorially arranged and expanded 
according to a point of view suspicious of dynastic kingship and its associated 
institutions and best described as prophetic (see I Samuel, pp. 18-23 and 
passim). As explained below, there are several reasons to associate the motif 
of temple refusal in the present passage with this pre-Deuteronomistic pro
phetic history of the early monarchy. 

For all these reasons, therefore, we conclude that the earliest form of Na
than's oracle was a promise of dynasty to David made in connection with his 
declared intention to build a temple for Yahweh. This ancient document was 
expanded by a writer with a less favorable view towards the temple and 
towards David himself. The final form of the passage was the work of a 
Deuteronomistic editor who further amended it to express his own point of 
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view. The discussion that follows assumes that 7:1-17 developed in these three 
phases, each of which expressed the relationship between the temple and 
dynasty in a distinctive way. 

1. "You have promised to build a house for me. 
Therefore I shall build a house for you!" 

The motifs of temple and dynasty, closely associated in Nathan's oracle, are 
linked in Deuteronomistic thought, as we have seen; but the same combination 
is often encountered in non-Israelite literature from the ancient Near East as 
well, especially in royal annals and building inscriptions. A number of schol
ars, in discussing the ideas expressed in II Samuel 7, have stressed the close 
relationship between kings and national sanctuaries in the ancient Near East 
(Coppens 1968b:490; von Nordheim 1977:441--43; etc.) and, more especially, 
the connection between the establishment of royal sovereignty and the erection 
of temples to patron gods (Kapelrud 1963; Mann 1977). Kutsch (1961:147--49) 
and Ishida (1977:87-90) have cited a number of particularly relevant parallels 
to the subject matter of the present passage. Mesopotamian kings frequently 
made records of temple projects connecting their service to the gods (viz. the 
building of the temples) to an expectation of personal rewards, including 
prosperity and a lasting reign but often posterity and the ongoing rule of their 
offspring as well (cf., for example, Borger 1956:68 [cited by Kutsch]; Langdon 
1912:60-62 [cited by Ishida]; and passim in the building inscriptions in Luck
enbill 1926-27). There was, in other words, an ancient and widely understood 
association between a king's erection of a temple to a particular god (or gods) 
and the hope for divine sanction of the continuing rule of the king and his 
descendants. In the present case we may speak of a connection between the 
establishment of a royal dynasty and the provision of a temple for the dynastic 
god. The common factor is permanence-the perpetuity of dynastic rule and 
the perdurability of a monumental temple. 

The association of temple and dynasty, then, is not a uniquely Deuterono
mistic or even Israelite construct, and the correlation of the establishment of 
the Davidic dynasty with the erection of the temple in Jerusalem, therefore, 
is not likely to have been a Deuteronomistic innovation. Among other evi
dence, the testimony of pre-Deuteronomistic poetry, such as Ps 78:68-71, 
confirms this conclusion. A priori we should expect such a correlation to derive 
in Israel from Solomonic times, the time of the building of the temple and the 
reign of the first descendant of David. In the present passage, however (and 
elsewhere-I Kings 8:17; etc.), we are told that David himself wanted to build 
a temple, and the promise of dynasty is linked to this gesture. The notion that 
David intended to build a temple can hardly have been an invention of the 
Deuteronomistic historian, who in I Kings 5:17 [5:3] and elsewhere is anxious 
to excuse David for not bringing his plan to completion, as we have seen. On 
the other hand, we cannot be sure that it derives from the time of David himself 
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either. It is curious that nothing is said in vv. 11 bff. of David's own reign, as 
we should expect on the basis of the comparative literature from Mesopotamia; 
the promise concerns only the rule of his offspring. We know, moreover, that 
it was characteristic of Solomon's administration to sanction its deeds and 
policies by appeal to the wishes of David, real or spurious (cf. Cross 197 3 :231; 
Mccarter 1981:359-61; and see the Introduction, pp. 11-13). It seems proba
ble, then, that the association of the endurance of the Davidic dynasty with 
the erection of a temple in Jerusalem was first made in the reign of Solomon 
and projected back into the time of David. The present passage-if it had a 
long pre-Deuteronomistic history, as we have assumed-is likely to have arisen 
in its original form in this period. 

We may posit a primitive document underlying 7:1-7 and including vv. 
la,2-3, 11 b--12, and 13b-15a. The story it told was as follows. Th<;: king, sitting 
in his house, expressed his intention to build a house for Yahweh (vv: la-2). 
He was encouraged by Nathan or, perhaps, an anonymous prophet (v. 3), who 
went on to say that Yahweh had declared his intention to build a house for 
David (v. I lb). The oracle proper, then, began in v. 12; it articulated the 
dynastic promise in language we now know also from Ps 89:2~38 [89: 19-37] 
and elsewhere, forecasting the rule of David's offspring collectively (" ... I shall 
raise up your offspring ... and establish their kingship," etc.). 

The purpose of this old document, which we must suppose to derive from 
the court of Solomon, was to sanction the erection of a new national sanctuary, 
the temple in Jerusalem, by associating it and all that it implied with David. 
It showed the building of a temple to have been intended by David (v. 2) and 
approved by Yahweh (v. 3). Indeed, the establishment of the Davidic line, of 
which Solomon was the scion, was shown to have been predicated on the 
temple project (vv. 3 + 1 lb), in keeping with the ancient international associa
tion of temple and dynasty. Yahweh's message to David, as conceived at this 
earliest stage in the development of the oracle, can therefore be summarized 
as "You have promised to build me a house. Therefore I shall build you a 
house!" 

2. "You will not build me a house. 
I shall build you a house!" 

A second thematic aspect of II Samuel 7 that weighs against its dismissal 
as a free Deuteronomistic composition is the negative attitude towards David's 
plan to build a temple expressed in the opening words of the oracle (vv. 5b-7). 
Why is David not to build a temple? According to the Deuteronomistic inter
pretation of the passage, the reason was apparently that the time was not yet 
right. When Yahweh had appointed the "place" he would be worshiped (v. 10) 
and had given the people "rest" (v. I la), then David's offspring would build 
the temple (v. 13a). Thus understood, vv. 5b-7 can be accommodated to the 
notion subscribed to elsewhere (I Kings 5:17 [5:3]) by the Deuteronomistic 
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school that David was too busy fighting wars to carry out his plan; David's 
wars achieved the necessary "rest" But vv. Sb-7, though some have found the 
mark of a Deuteronomistic hand in v. 6 (cf. the NOTE on "the day I brought 
up the Israelites"), cannot be Deuteronomistic as a whole. Contrast the 
Deuteronomistic way of referring to a temple in v. l3a (bayit lismi, "a house 
for my name") to that in v. Sb (bayit Iesibti, "a house for me to live in"). The 
use of the verb yiiiab, "live, dwell," in vv. S-6 in reference to Yahweh's 
presence in a temple is unthinkable in an original Deuteronomistic composi
tion (cf. Cross 1973:2SS). Thus we must reckon with a pre-Deuteronomistic 
version of our story in which David was told he would not build a temple and 
the negativity of this divine reply was not mitigated by a promise that his heir 
would. 

How is the negativity of vv. Sb-7 to be explained? According to some 
scholars it is primarily a question of divine indignation at the presumption of 
David, who, though a mere human being, has proposed to build a temple 
Yahweh has not requested (Simon 19S2:SO; Noth 1967:2Sl). Thus the propri
ety of human initiative in such a project is finally at stake (cf. Gese 1964:21). 
Many others would explain the negativity as reflecting a religious preference 
for a tent-shrine on the part of the author, who therefore can be thought 
of as a spokesman for an old northern tent tradition (von Rad 1966: 119) or, 
more generally, a school of thought identifying itself with the pre-temple 
traditions of early Israel (cf. Simon 19S2:S2,SS; de Vaux 196lb:vol. 11:329-30; 
Cross 1973 :2SS; etc.). A careful reading of the verses in question supports each 
of these readings in a general way. Verse Sb indicates that David will not 
build a temple. As explained in the NOTE on "Are you going to build me a 
house ... ?" close attention to the syntax is necessary for the correct inter
pretation of this half-verse. It is a rhetorical question, and this in itself may 
suggest divine indignation (cf. GK2 §ISOd). Both personal pronouns are em
phatic. Thus the stress is not as much on the building of a temple as such as 
on the fact that David has proposed to build one for Yahweh. How can 
David presume to become Yahweh's benefactor? The force of the second 
pronoun ("me") is resumed in v. 8 by another emphatic pronoun ("/ took 
you," etc.). It is Yahweh who has been solely responsible for David's every 
success. Yahweh, in other words, has been and will be the benefactor. And 
if there is a house to be built, Yahweh will build one for David (v. I la), not 
the reverse! Verse 6 indicates that Yahweh has never taken up residence in 
a temple but has always moved about in a tent. Again we must give careful 
attention to language and syntax. As explained in the NOTES, the first verb, 
"I haven't lived (in a house)," refers to continuous residence or presence in 
one place, while the verbal expression "I've gone about (in a tent) wherever 
I happened to go" is an idiomatic way of indicating freedom of movement. 
The pointed contrast is reinforced by the nouns "house" and "tent," and the 
overall effect is a strong implication that the proposed temple would impose 
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a restriction on the divine freedom. Verse 7 indicates that Yahweh never 
found fault with any of Israel's past leaders for their failure to build him "a 
house of cedar." Yet again language and syntax are important. This time the 
rhetorical question is reinforced by an infinitive absolute (see the Textual 
Note on "Did I ever speak"). We are probably to think of the tone of the 
oracle as impatiently condescending or simply exasperated-"Did I ever 
speak ... ?" Note especially that we are not told that Yahweh never asked 
for a temple. We are probably to assume that he never did, but the point 
being made is a different one. The particular phrasing of the question never 
addressed to any of Israel's leaders-"Why haven't you built me a house of 
cedar?"-indicates an indictment (see the NOTE). Yahweh never censured 
any of them for not building a temple. Evidently we are to understand this 
assertion as a direct response to David's concern, clearly implieq in v. 2, that 
he might be at fault for not building a temple. No, David is told, you are 
doing no wrong; on the contrary, the tent has always been Yahweh's prefer
ence. 

In short, it is the implied contention of vv. 5b-7 that a temple is unnecessary 
and unwanted and that David's proposal is uncalled for and presumptuous, 
an act of royal supererogation. This attitude towards the building of a temple 
is strongly reminiscent of the attitude towards another innovation, viz. the 
inauguration of monarchy itself, that finds expression in those sections of I 
Samuel dominated by the actions of the prophet Samuel-the section the older 
literary critics described somewhat improperly as "antimonarchical." In 
chaps. 7-8, for example, kingship is shown to have been a divine concession 
to a wanton demand of the people. It is portrayed as entirely unnecessary (cf. 
I Sam 7:13-17), a needless hardship (cf. I Sam 8:10-18), and the people's 
request is shown to have been presumptuous if not blasphemous (cf. I Sam 8:7). 
The portrayal of the royal temple in the present passage as another unneces
sary and presumptuously conceived institution seems likely to have arisen 
from the same religious milieu, especially in view of what we have already said 
about the intimate relationship between kings and national sanctuaries. Not 
only was temple building the special prerogative of the king (Kapelrud 1963: 
56), but a "king's sanctuary" or "temple of the realm" (miqdas-melek ... bet 
mamliika, Amos 7: 13) was ordinarily incorporated into a single architectural 
complex with the royal palace, and the king had final jurisdiction over the 
temple cult (Poulssen 1967). In the sections just referred to in I Samuel any 
attempt by the king to arrogate cultic functions to himself is viewed gravely 
(cf. I Sam 13:9-14; 15:17-23). A plan to build a royal temple, therefore, can 
be interpreted as an atte.mpt to confiscate the cult itself for the personal use 
of the king. In our analysis of the stories of Samuel and Saul we attributed 
material of this kind to the hand of an editor or writer who gave the earliest 
narrative sources their primary editorial formulation according to a point of 
view best described as prophetic (see I Samuel, pp. 18-23 and passim). Despite 
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the use of ancient documents and the presence of subsequent Deuteronomistic 
editing, this writer's perspective dominates the narrative in I Samuel 1-15. He 
also introduced the old story of David's rise to power (I Sam 16:14-11 Sam 
5: 10) with his own account of David's anointing by Samuel (I Sam 16: 1-13), 
and it is not surprising to find the touch of his hand here at the end of the same 
story. 

In II Sam 7: 1-17 the presence of prophetic editing is discernible in vv. 4-9a, 
l 5b. The passage as a whole, which even in its primitive version was set apart 
formally from non-Israelite building inscriptions by its prophetic character (cf. 
Ishida 1977 :90-92), is now dressed out in conventional prophetic speech forms 
(vv. 4-5a,8aa), which point to the mediating role of the prophet in the relation
ship between Yahweh and the king. To David's proposal to build a temple we 
now J.ave the reply that a temple is not needed or wanted (vv. 5b-7). David's 
presumption in making such a proposal is underlined by a glance at his past 
(vv. 8a~-9a), formulated to show that it was Yahweh("/ took you," etc.) who 
set David in his present lofty position. The retrospect is a capsule review of 
the story of David's rise to power, the central theological motif of which is 
"Yahweh was with David" (cf. the NOTE at 5:10), to which compare v. 9aa 
("I was with you," etc.). The original version of this story probably began in 
I Sam 16:14 (cf. I Samuel, p. 30). As just noted, however, an introductory 
account of David's call from tending his father's flock and his anointing by 
Samuel (I Sam 16:1-13) was added by a prophetic writer, and, not surprisingly, 
this event is emphasized in the present review ("/ took you from the sheep 
pasture," v. 8am. Emphasis is also given to David's status as niigid, "prince" 
or "king-designate" over Israel (v. Sb). The latter term, though it does not 
occur in I Sam 16:1-13, was an important element in the prophetic under
standing of kingship, emphasizing Yahweh's free choice in the election and 
rejection of Israel's leaders (cf. I Samuel, especially pp. 186-87). From the 
prophetic perspective the call of David and the rejection of Saul, himself once 
designated "prince" over Israel (I Sam 10: 1 ), were two sides of a single coin. 
Similarly the promise of a dynasty to David had as its inevitable corollary the 
condemnation of Saul's own dynastic hopes. Note, in this regard, that the 
prophetic account of the renunciation of the kingship of Saul in I Sam 13: 7b- l 5 
uses language that is strongly reminiscent of vv. 12-13 of the present passage 
and may, in fact, have been modeled on the dynastic promise to David for 
purposes of contrast. It also seems probable that v. 15b of the present passage, 
in which Saul's rejection is recalled, was inserted here by a prophetic hand. 

With vv. 4-9a and 15b in place, then, Nathan's oracle offers a prophetic 
reflection on David's rise to power, forming an inclusion with the story of the 
rejection of Saul and anointing of David in I Sam 15:1-16:13 as reinforced by 
the prophetic revision of the incident at En-dor in I Sam 28:3-25 (cf. I Samuel, 
pp. 422-23). Its purpose is to assert that David's success, already attributed 
to divine favor in the original account of David's rise (cf. the COMMENT on 
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§IX), was brought about by Yahweh, following ineluctably from the prophet 
Samuel's summons of the young David from his father's pasture and designa
tion of him as niigid, "prince," over Israel. Yahweh's freedom in electing and 
rejecting kings, a central theme in the prophetic version of Saul's career, is 
reaffirmed in the contrast drawn between the treatment of David's "offspring" 
and that of Saul (vv. 14-15). David is promised the abiding kingship of which 
Saul was deprived in I Sam 13:7b--15. 

What we see here, then, is the prophetic theology of kingship coming to 
terms with the historical reality of the Davidic dynasty. Dynastic successi<:m, 
because it seemed to interfere with the free divine appointment of the king, 
must have been viewed with suspicion by those circles within which the 
legitimacy of a ruler was believed to depend on his anointment by a prophet 
of Yahweh. In this regard it may seem surprising to find phrasei> drawn from 
the royal theology of Jerusalem, especially those touching on the concept of 
the divine sonship of the king and the unconditionality of the grant of domin
ion in vv. 14-15, preserved in a passage reshaped by a prophetic hand. Never
theless, the dynasty of David was, as we have said, a fact of history, and 
dynastic succession therefore could not be thought of as abhorrent to Yahweh 
in all circumstances. Indeed the dynasty of Saul was accepted in principle
though rejected in fact-by prophetic theology (I Sam 13:13). Still, it would 
be uncharacteristic of our prophetic narrator, as we came to know him in I 
Samuel, to leave the promise of an enduring dynasty without a cautionary 
comment or an expression of suspicion. And, in fact, he will have his say, but 
in a later episode. The final prophetic verdict on the house of David is not yet 
in-for that we must await another oracle of Nathan (12:7-12). David will 
have a "house," a dynasty; but, as we shall see, Yahweh will "stir up trouble 
for [David] out of [his] house" when he does wrong. Because of his promise 
to David, Yahweh will never remove his favor (we~asdi lo' 'iisir, 7:15; cf. the 
Textual Note) from David's "offspring," but because of David's wrongdoing 
the sword will never be removed (lo' tasur ~ereb) from his house. Just as 
kingship itself, from the prophetic point of view, was a divine concession to 
a willful demand of the people (I Samuel 8; etc.), so the Davidic dynasty was 
a gift to a favored servant who finally, like any king, proved corruptible. But 
this matter will be taken up in its proper place in the COMMENT on § XXII. 

Note, finally, that the effect of the introduction of prophetic material in the 
present passage is to undermine the implication of the original Solomonic 
document that the dynastic promise in vv. 11 bff. was a direct and positive 
response to David's expression of his plan to build a temple. The provision of 
a house for David is now a free and uninduced divine gift (cf. Gese 1964:21). 
Indeed, it has the effect of confirming and amplifying the contrast between the 
pointless gesture of a temple plan and Yahweh's ongoing benefaction for 
David. Thus the message of the oracle at this stage in its growth is: "You will 
not build a house for me. I shall build a house for you!" 
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3. "You will not build me a house. 
Your son will build me a house!" 

We have already considered the place of Nathan's oracle in Deuteronomistic 
thought. We saw that II Samuel 7 occupies an important position in the 
Deuteronomistic history, for which it provides a point of reference for the key 
themes of temple and dynasty. The Deuteronomistic redaction ofvv. 1-17-
to which we may attribute at least vv. lb,9b--lla,13a, and 16, as well as, 
possibly, other touches here and there throughout the text (see the NOTES}
was iT'tended to incorporate David's temple plan and the dynastic promise into 
the larger history and to soften the negativity of the opening words of the 
oracle. 

The predictive part of the oracle in its pre-Deuteronomistic form began in 
v. I lb with the dynastic promise. This the editor prefaced with vv. 9b-1 la. 
Yahweh, we are told (v. 9b), is going to make David a great "name," a 
prediction that looks ahead to both temple and dynasty, as explained in the 
NOTE. The temple issue is taken up first. Yahweh is going to establish a 
"place," a permanent, immovable, sacred site (see the NOTE) for the Israelites 
(vv. 1~1 laa), who will then have "rest" (v. l laJ3). Here we recognize the 
lineaments of the larger structure of the Deuteronomistic history. The fulfil
ment of the ancient promises of "rest" and "a place Yahweh will choose" 
(Deut 12: 1~12) have become imminent in the time of David, and the dynastic 
issue, which is next addressed, is to be understood in light of this development. 
Yahweh promises David a house not simply because of David's intention to 
build him a house, as in the oldest account. The promise is seen as an important 
and integral part of Yahweh's dealings with Israel past and future. The recipi
ent of the promise and progenitor of the chosen dynasty is the human agent 
through whom Yahweh's will for his people, as expressed by Moses in 
Deuteronomy 12, is being mediated. With the establishment of the dynasty will 
come the erection of the long-awaited temple. The Deuteronomistic insertion 
of v. l 3a makes this explicit. It also has the effect, however, of identifying 
David's "offspring" (v. 12), understood collectively in the older oracle (see 
above), as an individual, viz. Solomon, and it may have been for this reason 
that the dynastic promise was expanded by the addition of the prediction about 
David's "royal house" in v. 16, recognizable as secondary by the shift of focus 
from David's offspring to David himself and by its characteristic Deuterono
mistic cliches (see the NOTE). Thus the fact that David is promised a dynasty, 
not merely a ruling heir, is reinforced, and the continuing divine sanction of 
the Davidic line ("secure forever in my care") is certified. In any case, v. 13a 
serves to associate the ancient promise of a chosen sanctuary unambiguously 
with the temple built by Solomon in Jerusalem. This particular temple, we are 
to understand, was the target of that vector in history. The negativity of the 
initial words of Yahweh's response to David's own temple proposal, therefore, 
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is to be read in this light. David will not build a temple because the time is 
not yet right. Verses 5b-7, then, represent a refusal, but only a temporary one. 
David's son will build a temple. To secure this point the editor c;xploited the 
emphatic pronoun at the beginning ofv. 5b by means ofa contrasting pronoun 
of his own-not you but he will build a temple. Thus understood, the force 
of the oracle may now be paraphrased as: "You will not build me a house. Your 
son will build me a house!" 

(On the relationship between the materials in chap. 7 and the story of the 
ark's arrival in Jerusalem [6:1-19) see the COMMENT on§ XVI.) 



XVI. DAVID'S PRAYER 
(7:18-29) 

7 18King David went in and remained before Yahweh. "Who am 
I, my lord Yahweh, and what is my house," he said, "that you 
have brought me to this place? 19Yet this seems a trifle to you, my 
lord, for you have spoken of your .servant's house at a distant time 
and shown me the generation to come, my lord Yahweh! 20What 
can David do for you that you should honor your servant? You, 
Yahweh, know your servant. 21For the sake of your servant and as 
it pleased you, you have done all this, this great thing, informing your 
servant. 

22"Therefore, my lord Yahweh, you are great! Yes, there is none 
like you-no god apart from you-according to everything we have 
heard with our own ears. 23 And what other nation is there on earth 
whom, like your people Israel, a god led along to ransom as a people 
of his own, making a name for himself, doing great and fearful deeds, 
driving out before his people, whom he ransomed as his own from 
Egypt, both a nation and its gods? 24For when you established your 
people Israel as your own people forever, you, Yahweh, became their 
god. 

25"Now then, my lord, as for the thing you promised concerning your 
servant and his house, let it be confirmed for all times! Do as you 
promised, 26and your name will be great forever-Yahweh Sabaoth, god 
over Israel-and the house of your servant David will be established 
in your care! 

27"lt was because you, Yahweh Sabaoth, god of Israel, permitted 
your servant to hear you say, 'I shall build you a house,' that your 
servant found the courage to offer this prayer to you. 28So now, my lord 
Yahweh, since you are God and your words are true, and since you 
have said this good thing about your servant, 29please bless your ser
vant's house that it might be forever under your care; for you, my lord 
Yahweh, have spoken. And by your blessing may your servant's house 
be blessed forever!" 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

7 18. you have brought me So MT: hby'tny. LXX has egapekas (egapesas LXXLN) 
me, "you have loved me." The reading of MT is better before 'd him, "hither, to this 
place," but it is difficult to decide whether the error in LXX was iriner-Greek (ega
pesas < egages [so Aquila, Symmachus]) or derived from a defective Hebrew Vorlage 
('hbtny < hb'tny). 

19. Yet this seems a trifle to you We read wtq~n z't b'ynyk, to which cf. LXX, OL, 
Syr., and I Chron 17:17. MT has wtq~n 'wd z't b'nyk, "Yet this still seems a trifle to 
you." 

my lord So LXX0A. MT (ketib), LXXLMN: "my lord Yahweh." MT (qere): "my 
lord God." 

of your servant's house MT inserts gam-thus, "also of your servant's house." 
Omit with LXX, Syr., and MTMss. 

and shown me the generation MT has wz't twrt h'dm, "and this is the law of 
mankind," which critics from Gesenius (cf. BDB 436) to Eissfeldt (1973) have at
tempted to explain without success. The versions add nothing substantially different. 
Ewald (1878:vol. 111:132) was the first to recognize that the solution to the puzzle lies 
in the text of I Chron 17: 17, which reads wr'ytny ktwr h 'dm in MT and kai epeides 
me hos horasis anthropou = wtr'ny ktwr (= kt'r) h'dm in LXX. From this Ewald 
reconstructed whr'tny btwr h'dm, "and you have let me look upon the ranks of men." 
Because of the requirements of the verbal sequence, we should follow Wellhausen's 
modification of Ewald's text and read wtr'ny with LXX (I Chron 17:17), vocalized 
wattar'eni. On the other hand, Wellhausen was probably mistaken in rejecting twr in 
favor of dwrt, "generations," which he thinks is favored by "the final taw in twrt and 
the meaning." But the final -t is missing in I Chron 17: 17 and at least one witness to 
II Sam 7:19 (Targ. hzy', "vision," which points to twr understood as to'ar, "appear
ance," with quiescent 'alep ). Twr, moreover, can be interpreted in either of two ways: 
(I) as tor(< •to'ar), "appearance" (Targ.; cf. LXX [I Chron 17:17] horasis)-thus, 
twr h'dm, "the appearance of mankind," i.e., "a human form" (cf. Klostermann); or 
(2) as tor, "turn (in a succession)." The latter meaning, as Ewald recognized, is 
especially suitable. It occurs in Esth 2:12,15 in the sense of a scheduled turn in a 
succession and in Rabbinic Hebrew (Jastrow 1656) with a similar meaning. Thus twr 
h 'dm hm 'lh (cf. the following Textual Note) will mean literally "the turn of mankind 
to come," that is, "the generation to come." 

to come There is nothing in the text of Samuel at this point. I Chron 17: 17 has 
hm'lh, which Wellhausen and others would emend to lm'/h and insert here. Symme
try with lmr~q. "at a distant time," favors the restoration of something here, and I 
should tentatively read hm'/h, assuming that as it stands it can have adverbial force 
equivalent to lm'/h, lit. "onwards, upwards" and thus "(in time) to come" (cf. Well
hausen). 

20. What .. . your servant? Cf. I Chron 17:18: mh ywsp 'wd dwd '/yk lkbd (LXX 
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tou doxasai; MT has lkbwd) 't 'bdk. lit. "What more can David add to you (i.e., that 
you do not already have) to honor your servant?" In II Sam 7:20 MT has wmh ywsp 
dwd 'wd ldbr '/yk, "And what more can David say to you?" The loss of lkbd 't 'bdk 
can be explained by homoioteleuton, the intrusive ldbr having probably arisen subse
quently in clarification of the defective text. 

Yahweh See LXX" (cf. I Chron 17:19). MT (ketib) has "my lord Yahweh" (cf. 
LXX .. ss). MT (qere) has "my lord God" (cf. MT .. ss, Syr., Targ., Vulg.). 

21. your servant So LXX" ('bdk [cf. I Chron 17: 19]), adding pepoiikas = 'syt, "you 
did, acted," in anticipation of the next clause. MT (cf. LXX\ Syr.) has "your word" 
(dbrk). LXXL combines the readings of MT and LXX". 

and as it pleased you That is, ukelibbekii, lit. "and according to your heart." 
Tur-Sinai (1950/51:415-16) has suggested reinterpreting the same consonantal text as 
wekalbekii, "and your dog." Thus he would read the beginning of v. 21 as "For the 
sake of your servant and your dog," citing II Kings 8:13 and ancient Near Eastern 
courtly language in general (cf. II Sam 16:9). Tur-Sinai's suggestion has been adopted 
by the Jerusalem Bible: "For your servant's sake, this dog of yours," etc. 

22. Therefore ... you are great! MT '/ kn gd/1. LXX heneken megaly(thi)nai se 
reflects b'bwr gdlk. "for the sake of your being great," that is, "in order to magnify 
yourself." 

my lord Yahweh So MT (ketib); cf. LXXLMN. MT (qere) and MTMss have "my lord 
God" as in Chronicles throughout (cf. Wellhausen); cf. Syr., Targ., Vulg. 

according to everything Reading kkl with Targ., MT .. 55
. MT, LXX: bk/, "among 

all (those of whom)." 
23. On the text of this verse in general see Geiger 1857:288. 
other nation So LXX: ethnos allo = gwy ·~r. MT: gwy '~d. "one nation"-thus, 

"And who is like ... Israel, one nation on earth .... " 
Israel So LXX, Syr., Targ., MT .. 55. MT: "like Israel." See Altschiiller 1886:212. 
a god MT '/hym, which might mean "a god," "gods," or "God." LXX has ho theos 

= h 'lhym, as in I. Chron 17 :21, unambiguously "God." 
led along We follow Lxx•AM1' (hiidigisen auton) in interpreting hlkw as hiilik6, 

"led (him) along," rather than hiileku, "(gods) went." LXXL (hiidigisas auton) reflects 
hlktw, "you led him along, (0 God!)." I Chron 17:21 has hlk. "went" (sing.), adopted 
by Geiger (cf. Wellhausen, Driver). 

of his own LXXL: "of your own" (cf. the preceding Textual Note). 
making Cf. LXX and I Chron 17:21. MT: "and making." 
for himself So MT. LXX (cf. I Chron 17:21): "for yourself." 
doing So LXX and 4QSam' ([l']swt g[ ]J. MT, Syr., Targ.: "and doing for you 

(pl.)." 
great and fearful deeds The original was probably gdlwt wnr'wt (cf. I Chron 17:21). 

LXX seems to read gdwlh wnr'h, "a great and fearful deed," and MT mixes the 
numbers awkwardly, hgdwlh wnr'wt, "the great deed and fearful deeds." 

driving out Reading lgrs (cf. LXX), as in I Chron 17:21. MT has /'~k. "in(?) your 
land." 

his people, whom he ransomed as his own Here the chief witnesses, following the 
tendency elsewhere in the passage, read "your people, whom you redeemed as your 
own." The question, addressed rhetorically to Yahweh, alludes to what Yahweh him-
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self has done, and so the second person naturally arises (e.g., LXXL "whom ... you, 
0 God, led along to redeem as a people of your own"; LXX, I Chron 17:21 "making 
a name for yoursetr'; etc.); but properly the question asks what other god has done this, 
and the third person is to be retained or restored throughout (cf. Driver). 

a nation So LXX: ethne = gwy (cf. OL). MT: gwym, "nations" (pl.), "as not one 
nation merely but several were driven out before Israel" (A. Geiger apud Driver). 
The originality of gwy is assured by the singular suffix remaining on 'lhyw, "its 
gods." 

and its gods So MT: 'lhyw. 4QSam' has w'hlym, "and tents" (!), an obvious error 
shared by LXX (kai skenomata; cf. OL). 

24. your people Israel as your own people That is, lk 't 'mk ysr'l I'm (cf. LXX, 
Vulg.). MT inserts another lk after ysr'I. 

25. my lord So LXX8A, OL Ms. As in MTMss in vv. 28,29 below, MT here (cf. OL, 
Syr.) has "my lord(= Yahweh) God," an instance of the qere (cL vv. 19,20,22) 
intruding into the text. LXXLMN have "my lord Yahweh." 

and his house So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL has "and concerning his house" as in I 
Chron 17:23. 

let it be confirmed So LXXL (cf. LXXeAMN): pistotheto = ye'iimen, as in I Chron 
17:23. MT has hiiqem, "cause it to stand." 

for all times Followed in LXX8 by kyrie pantokrator thee tou israel = yhwh ~b'wt 
'lhy y§r'I. Omit with MT, LXXALMN. The LXX8 plus is the remnant of a misplaced 
correction of that MS's long haplography in vv. 26-27 (see below). 

Do So MT: w'sh. LXX0
, along with Aquila and Symmachus (cf. LXXL), correct 

LXX kai nyn = w'th, "And now, now then," to the reading of MT (kai poieson = 
w'sh); note the error in BHS. 

26-27. LXX8 has suffered a long haplography, corrected in LXXALMN, from "Yah-
weh Sabaoth, god over Israel" in v. 26 to "Yahweh Sabaoth, god of Israel" in v. 27. 

26. forever MT, LXXLMN add l'mr. Delete with LXX8A. 
in your care Syr., MTM5, Targ.Ms add "forever." 
27. god of Israel LXXA and certain other MSS here repeat parts of vv. 25-26: 

" ... god of Israel. And now, as you promised, 'Let your name be great forever!' said 
Yahweh Sabaoth, god of Israel. ... " 

found the courage That is, m~· ... 't lbw, lit. "found his heart." LXXL: "found his 
heart in God. " 

28. my lord Yahweh So MT (ketfb); cf. LXX. In MTMss the qere, "my lord God" 
(thus yhwh 'lhym), has intruded into the text (cf. Syr., Targ.) as in MT in v. 25 and 
MTMss in v. 29. LXXA "my lord" probably does not reftect an original, shorter text (but 
cf. I Chron 17:26, "Yahweh"). 

about Cf. LXX, Syr., Targ.Mss. MT has "to," as if" ... you have said ... to your 
servant"; but this is a case of the frequent substitution of 'l for 'l in the text of Samuel 
(1 :24; 2:9; etc.). 

29. please bless So MT: hw'I wbrk. 4QSam' confirms hw'l (h[w]'l), for which LXX 
arxai and Syr. sr' reftect h~l. "begin (to bless)." 

my lord Yahweh So MT (ketfb); cf. LXX. In MTMss the qere, "my lord God," 
has intruded into the text (cf. Syr., Targ.) as yhwh 'lhym, as in vv. 25 (MT) and 28 
(MTM55) above. 
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NOTES 

7 18. went in. That is, into the tent-shrine of the ark (6:17; 7:2). 
remained before Yahweh. That is, before the ark where Yahweh was believed to be 

present. The verb, wayyeseb, suggests lingering after others have departed (cf. I Sam 
1 :22). At a primitive stage in the growth of the larger narrative David may have 
remained before the ark after the conclusion of the ceremony described in chap. 6 (see 
the COMMENT). According to the present form of the text, however, wayyeseb must 
be understood to indicate that David remained for some time after entering the tent, 
perhaps because of the earnestness of his prayer (cf. I Sam 1:16), or that David sat 
before Yahweh. Prayer in such a posture, however, is not otherwise known in the Bible, 
and, as Smith says, "the unusual attitude has occasioned prolix discussion on the part 
of the commentators." Caird's comment is typical: "What is probably meant is a 
kneeling position in which the worshiper sat back on his heels with his head erect
one of the postures used by the Mohammedan in prayer." The rabbinic notion that only 
the Davidic kings were permitted to sit down in the temple court (Y oma 25a) probably 
arose from this verse (cf. Thenius). 

Who am I . .. what is my house ... ? Echoed in another prayer of David in I Chron 
29:14, this is the appropriately humble response to divine (Judg 6:15; I Sam 9:21) or 
royal (I Sam 18:18) favor. 

20-21. As explained in the COMMENT on § XV ("Literary History"), parts of 
Nathan's oracle derive from prophetic circles hostile to the idea that the dynastic 
promise to David might be regarded as a divine response to David's plans to build a 
temple, or, indeed, to any grandiose gesture of patronage towards Yahweh by David. 
As the NOTES that follow show, the present verses (20-21) seem designed to introduce 
a similar point of view into David's prayer. 

20. What ... your servant? Hebrew mci yosip diiwfd 'od 'elekii lekabbed 'et- 'abdekii, 
lit. "What more can David add to you to honor your servant?"; see the Textual Notes. 
David can give Yahweh nothing he does not already have (cf. 7:5, "Are you going to 
build me a house ... ?"). Thus Yahweh's decision to glorify David is a free, un
motivated act of divine favor. 

21. as it pleased you. Hebrew kelibbekii, lit. "according to your heart," used also in 
another prophetic context (I Sam 13: 14) to stress the divine freedom, in that case 
involving the selection of the king (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE on "a man of his own 
choosing" at 13:14). 

this great thing. Hebrew haggedul/ci hazzii't, an act of divine largess, a magnalium 
dei. Driver and others have found "the meaning of the expression 'done all this 
greatness'" to be "obscure," but it is evidently the purpose of the following infinitive 
construct phrase (leh6dia' 'et-'abdekii. "informing your servant") to provide the more 
exact definition needed. Thus the "great thing" here referred to is not the dynastic 
promise, as Driver evidently assumes, but its revelation. 

informing your servant. See the preceding NOTE. The phrase could also mean "to 
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make your servant known" (cf. NEB). If our interpretation is correct, the allusion is 
to the revelation mentioned in v. 19. The absence of a second object specifying what 
David was informed has troubled some commentators (Smith, etc.), but the usage is 
paralleled (Jer 11: 18). 

22-26. In these verses the horizon of David's praise broadens from the previous 
theme of Yahweh's benefaction towards him and his house to encompass Yahweh's 
great deeds on behalf of Israel as a whole. Such a shift of focus suggests Deuteronomis
tic expansion, as in vv. 9b--1 la above. The association of the welfare of the people with 
the welfare of the Davidic dynasty suggested by the juxtaposition of ideas found h~re 
is a characteristic Deuteronomistic theme (cf. McCarthy 1965:132). The Deuterono
mistic character of vv. 22-24 was recognized by Rost (1926:49,53-54,72). Noth be
lieved they contain "deuteronomistic extensions" (1967:252 n. 8; cf. 1981 :55), and most 
subsequent scholars have agreed (contrast Hertzberg; Seybold 1972:38). Mettinger 
(1976:51) has argued persuasively that the full extent of the insertion is vv. 22b--26 on 
the grounds that Deuteronomistic expressions occur in v. 25 as well as vv. 22...:.24 and 
that the kf- clause beginning v. 27 was probably the original continuation ofv. 22a (now 
continued by the kf- clause in v. 22b). The Deuteronomistic character of vv. 22b--26 
is demonstrated by the presence of the following characteristic themes and cliches (cf. 
especially Weinfeld 1972:37-38 and n. 4): 

I) yn kmwk, "there is none like you," to which compare I Kings 8:22. Cf. Jer 10:6,7. 
2) 'mk ysr'I, "your people Israel," as in Deut 21:8; 26:15; and I Kings 8:33,34, 

38,43,52. Cf. Jer 32:21. 
3) lpdwt ... pdh, "to ransom ... he ransomed" (cf. Driver 1895:101; Stamm 1940:21). 

Used of Yahweh's ransom of Israel from bondage in Egypt in Deut 7:8; 9:26; 13:6; 
15:15; 21:8; and 24:18. 

4) lw I'm, "as a people of his own," to which compare Deut 4:20; 7:6; 14:2; 26:18; 
28:9; 29:12 [29:13]; and I Sam 12:22. Cf. Jer 7:23; etc. 

5) hgdwlwt whnwr'wt, "great and fearful deeds," exactly as in Deut 10:21. 
6) wtkwnn lk ... I'm, "when you established ... as your own people." Similarly, 

Deut 28:9; 29:12; and I Sam 12:22. See also no. 4 above. 
7) w'th ... hyyt Ihm l'lhym, "you ... became their god" (cf. Baltzer 1971:102). See 

Deut 26:17; 29:12. Cf. Jer 7:23; etc. 
8) hdbr 'fr dbrt . .. y'mn. "the thing you promised ... let it be confirmed," exactly 

as in I Kings 8:26. Similar expressions with forms of the verb qwm. "be established," 
which occurs here in MT, are common in Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic passages 
(Deut 9:5; I Sam 3:12; I Kings 2:4; 6:12; 8:20; 12:15; cf. Jer 29:10; 33:14; in pre
Deuteronomistic literature: Num 23:19; I Sam 1:23); see Weinfeld 1972:350; Veijola 
1975:75; Mettinger 1976:51 and n. 9. 

9) dbrt, "you promised" (bis). Cross (1973:254 [no. 21]) has called attention to the 
use of dibbir, "speak," in reference to divine promises in Deuteronomic (Deut I: 11; 
6:3; 9:3; and very often) and Deuteronomistic (Josh 13:14,33; 22:4; 23:5, 10; etc.; cf. the 
passages listed in no. 8 above) literature. 

10) wygdl smk, "let your name be great." Cf. the references to Yahweh's "great 
name" in I Sam 12:22; I Kings 8:42; Jer 10:6; 44:26. See also the NOTE on "your name" 
below. 

according to everything we have heard. The "we" language is another indication of 
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the intrusiveness of vv. 22ff. (cf. Mettinger 1976:51 ). Deuteronimistic theology con
stantly emphasizes the people's own witness to Yahweh's greatness. When referring to 
his deeds it is what they have seen with their own eyes that is stressed (Deut 4:9; 7: 19; 
10:21; 11:7; 29:1 [29:2]; Josh 23:3; 24:7; etc.). Here where Yahweh himself-not his 
deeds-has just been praised, the Deuteronomistic writer prefers to speak of what the 
people have heard with their own ears (cf. Deut 4:33 and see Weinfeld 1972:38,207-8). 

23. As noted in the COMMENT on § XV, Pfeiffer's opinion of II Samuel 7 was very 
low. He regarded the present verse, with its overtly confessional rhetoric and its 
troubled text (cf. the Textual Notes), as "the worst instance of illiterate inanity" in the 
passage (1948:372). In fairness to the Deuteronomistic author of vv. 22-26 we ought 
to point out that while his theology is hardly subtle or gracefully expressed, the text 
he produced (and our Textual Notes attempt to reproduce) was not the perplexing 
clutter that Pfeiffer found in the received Hebrew text. 

what other nation. Cf. Deut 4:7,8, and vv. 32-40, especially v. 34, which reads: "Or 
has another god ever tried to go take a nation for himself from the midst of another 
nation by ordeals, signs, wonders, and warfare, by a strong hand and an extended arm, 
and by great terrors, as Yahweh your god did with you in Egypt before your very eyes?" 
Cf. Weinfeld 1972:38 n. I. 

24. The covenantal language of this verse (cf. Deut 29:9-12 [29:10-13]: "Today you 
all stand before Yahweh your god ... to enter into a covenant ... in order that he 
may establish you today as his people and he himself may become your god ... ") is 
formally comparable to that used in v. 14 above to describe Yahweh's adoption of 
David's offspring: "I shall become a father to him, and he will become a son to me." 
Similarly, the use of "forever" here recalls the emphasis on the permanence of the 
dynastic promise (cf. the NOTE on "forever" at 7: 13). As stressed by McCarthy (1965: 
132-33), it is axiomatic to Deuteronomistic thought that finally "the people's position 
depends on that of the king and his line" (cf. I Sam 12:13-15). Noth (1967:253-54) and 
Hertzberg, though they do not regard vv. 22b-26 as Deuteronomistic expansion 
throughout, offer a similar interpretation of the juxtaposition of king and people. 
Hertzberg says, "The promise that the house of David will be 'for ever' corr~sponds 
to the choice of Israel to be the people of God 'for ever' ... The house of David and 
the people of God are thus bound together eternally by the promise of Nathan." 

26. your name. The greatness of Yahweh's name is linked to the establishment of 
the Davidic dynasty. McCarthy (1965: 135-36) sees in this a further link between the 
welfare of the kings and that of the people in view of the fact that it was "on account 
of his great name" that Yahweh did not abandon his people when they first demanded 
a human king (I Sam 12:22), providing instead that his name should be magnified 
through a chosen dynasty. 

27. See v. 11 above. 
28. this good thing. According to II Kings 25:28, when Amel-Marduk, king of 

Babylon, freed Jehoiachin from prison and gave him a position at court, he "said good 
things" (waydabber . .. [ob6t) to him and "set his throne above the thrones of the other 
kings with him in Babylon." In I Kings 12:7 Rehoboam is advised to "speak good 
words" (wedibbartii ... debiirim [obim) to the Israelites so that they would "become 
[his] servants always." To "say a good thing" (dibber Jobti). said of a suzerain, is to 
enter into a covenantal relationship with a vassal according to usage that can be 
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illuminated by reference to covenantal terminology from non-Israelite sources (see I 
Samuel, pp. 322,399, and bibliography cited there). In the present passage Yahweh, 
by saying "this good thing" (harfoba hazzo't) to David-that is, by promising him a 
"house ... forever under [Yahweh's] care" (cf. v. 29)-has brought David and his 
dynasty into a covenantal relationship with himself (cf. Malamat 1965:64). On the 
absence of the word berit, "covenant," here, see, in addition to Malamat, Cross 1973: 
260,270. 

COMMENT 

David enters the tent he pitched for the ark (6: 17) and offers a long prayer in 
response to the oracle reported by Nathan (7:5-16). After an opening expres
sion of his own insignificance (v. 18) and Yahweh's graciousness in revealing 
his plan for David's house (vv. 19-21), the king extols Yahweh's uniqueness 
(v. 22) and his beneficent acts on behalf of Israel (vv. 23-24). There then 
follows a series of petitions imploring Yahweh to keep his promise and estab
lish the rule of the Davidic dynasty (vv. 25-29). In particular, David invokes 
Yahweh's blessing on his house for all time to come (v. 29). 

In the COMMENT on § XIII ("Background in Ritual") we noted the features 
the description of the ark's arrival in Jerusalem in 6:1-19 shares with other 
ancient Near Eastern accounts of the introduction of national gods into new 
capital cities. As pointed out there, these accounts conventionally included an 
invocation of blessing on the kings and their people. The kings would say, as 
Sargon did after the construction of Sargonsburg (dur farrukln, modern Khor
sabad), "The gods who dwell in that city,-may every work of my hand be 
acceptable to them. That they will dwell in their shrines, and that my rule 
(dynasty) may be secure,-may this be their command to all eternity" (Luck
enbill 1926/27:vol. II:§94). In II Samuel 6 David, too, is motivated by a desire 
to secure divine blessing. The temporary interruption of the ark's progression 
into the City of David and its sojourn in the house of Obed-edom (6:1~1 l) 
provide an occasion for this desire to be stated explicitly: "When King David 
was told that Yahweh had blessed the house of Obed-edom and all he had 
because of the holy ark, [he] said to himself, 'I'll bring the blessing back to my 
own house!'" (6:12). When the ark finally comes to rest (6:17), David offers 
sacrifices, prepares a feast for the people, and invokes a blessing on them (6: 18), 
but nothing is said of a blessing on David's house (cf. the first NOTE at 6:20) 
before v. 29 of the present passage. 

The pertinence of the invocation of blessing in v. 29 to the events of chap. 
6 is part of the larger question of the original relationship between chaps. 6 
and 7--or, rather, between the story of the transfer of the ark in 6:1-19 and 
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the reports of Nathan's oracle in 7:1-17 and David's prayer in 7:18-29. As we 
have seen, 6:1-19 is a document of Davidic date describing the introduction of 
Yahweh's ark into Jerusalem. At the core of7:1-17 is a Solomonic document 
linking David's plan to build a temple to a divine promise of abiding dynasty. 
In its present form, 7: l 8-29 is a response to the dynastic promise. Oddly 
enough, however, it makes no reference to a temple (cf. Mettinger 1976:54--55). 
To this fact, moreover, we may add another oddity, viz. that the major thrust 
of David's prayer is a request for something he has already been promised (cf. 
Tsevat 1965:355). We must not overstress this point. In vv. 25-29, as they now 
stand, David is praying for the fulfilment of a promise (''. .. as for the thing 
you promised ... let it be confirmed ... " etc.), the promise is explicitly referred 
to in v. 27, and in any case, as Cross (1973:247 n. 118) puts it in criticism of 
Tsevat, "A traditionally pious man prays daily that the divine promise ... be 
fulfilled." Nevertheless, the primary thrust of the prayer towards the blessing 
of David's house, combined with the total absence of the temple theme, sug
gests that David's prayer in its primitive form was associated with the ark 
ceremony in chap. 6 rather than the dynastic promise in chap. 7. 

The pre-Deuteronomistic portions of 7: I 8-29, apart from the prophetic 
insertion in vv. 20--21 (see the NoTE), include vv. 18-19, 22a + 27-29. Of this 
vv. 18 and 29, (29a + b/3; "for you, my lord, Yahweh, have spoken" [29ba] 
is intrusive) can be reckoned to the conclusion of the ark ceremony. David, 
having blessed, feasted, and dismissed the. people, remained (cf. the NOTE at 
v. I 8) to ask for a blessing on his house. In this request a Solomonic writer, 
from whose hand come vv. 19,22a + 27-28 (29ba), found an occasion to 
attach his account of Nathan's oracle to the older document describing the 
ark's arrival in Jerusalem. His purpose was to show that David's request for 
a dynasty was buttressed by a divine promise, and that the erection of the 
temple was an outgrowth of the arrival of the ark in Jerusalem. That is, he 
sought to associate his own twin themes of dynastic promise and royal temple 
with events in the time of David. 

In its final form David's prayer has another focus, viz. praise of the unique
ness of Yahweh (v. 22b) and his ransom oflsrael from Egypt (vv. 23-24). This 
is characteristic of the editorially expanded prayers and litanies of the 
Deuteronomistic history (see Weinfeld 1972:36-40). The shift of attention 
from the house of David to the people in general in v. 23, the presence of a 
long series of Deuteronomistic cliches in vv. 22b--26, and other factors men
tioned in the NOTES indicate that at least this section (vv. 22b--26) is late and 
thus that David's prayer has undergone substantial revision. Indeed, a few 
scholars doubt our ability to penetrate beyond the Deuteronomistic veneer of 
7:18-29 (Carlson 1964:128; Cross 1973:254 n. 154; Veijola 1975:74--77), but 
it seems clear that some attempt to recover the conclusion of the Davidic
Solomonic documents in chaps. 6 and 7 is called for, and that a minimal view 
of the extent of their revision should be taken (cf. Mettinger 1976:51-52). 
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Nevertheless, it is helpful to keep in mind the probability that the final 
arrangement of the materials found throughout the larger section of text with 
which we are now concerned (5:11-8:18) is the work of a Deu~eronomistic 
editor. From his point of view the events described here are of signal impor
tance. As explained in the COMMENT on § XV, Deuteronomistic thought 
viewed the reign of David as an age of promise and preparation looking ahead 
to the establishment of the chosen dynasty and the erection of the temple. The 
reign of Solomon would be the age of fulfilment-but only if it was an age of 
peace: Solomon must have "rest" to build the temple (cf. I Kings 5:18 [5:4). 
It fell to David, therefore, not only to receive the promises and pray for their 
fulfilment ("Do as you promised ... I" v. 25) but also to prepare for their 
fulfilment by pacifying the land. In keeping with this view, our editor has 
placed a catalogue of David's victories in the passage that follows. 



XVII. THE WARS OF DAVID 
(8:1-14) 

The Philistines 

8 1 After this David defeated the Philistines and subjugated them, 
taking the common land out of Philistine control. 

The Moabites 

2He also defeated the Moabites and, making them lie down on the 
ground, measured them off by line-two lines were to be put to death 
and one full line was to be spared. So the Moabites became tribute
bearing servants of David. 

The Arameans 

30n his way to leave his stela at the River David defeated Hadadezer 
son of Rehab, the king of Zobah, 'capturing from him a thousand of 
chariots, seven thousands of cavalrymen, and twenty thousands of foot 
soldiers. [He] hamstrung all the chariot horses, saving a hundred of 
them. 5When the Arameans of Damascus came to support Hadadezer, 
king of Zobah, David slew twenty-two thousands of [them]. 6[He] 
stationed a prefect in Aram Damascus, and the Arameans became 
tribute-bearing servants of David. (Yahweh gave David victory wher
ever he went.) 'David took the golden bow cases canied by the servants 
of Hadadezer and brought them to Jerusalem. 8Also, from Tebah and 
Berothai, Hadadezer's cities, King David took a very large amount of 
bronze. 

9When Toi, the king of Hamath, heard that David had defeated all 
the forces of Hadadezer, 10he sent Joram, his son, to greet him and 
congratulate him for having fought against Hadadezer and defeated 
him, for he himself was involved in hostilities with Hadadezer. [Joram] 
had with him articles of silver, gold, and bronze, 11and these King 
[David] sanctified to Yahweh in addition to the silver and gold he had 
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sanctified from all the nations he had subdued-12Eclom, Moab, the 
Ammonites, the Philistines, and Amalek-as well as that from the spoil 
of Hadadezer son of Rehab, king of Zobah. 13David built a monument 
when he returned from his defeat of the Arameans. 

Edom 

Also, Abishai son of Zeruiah defeated the Eclomites in the Valley of 
Salt-eighteen thousands. 14[David] stationed a prefect in Eclom, and 
all the Eclomites became servants of the king. Yahweh gave David 
victory wherever he went. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

8 I. taking We read lit. "And David took," the unanimous reading of the witnesses 
to the text of Samuel. I Chron 18:1 preserves a shorter text, "And he took." 

the common land MT has mtg h 'mh, which ought to mean "the bridle of the water 
channel" (cf. Rabbinic Hebrew 'amma. "canal, sewer") or "the reins of the forearm" 
(cf. Hertzberg). Some older commentators took it to mean "control of the mother city" 
(cf. 20: 19 and Phoenician 'm, "metropolis"). The recent tendency is to leave it un
translated and treat it as a proper noun, "Metheg-ammah" (so AV, RSV, NN; cf. 
NEB). I Chron 18:1 reads gt wbntyh, "Gath and its daughter villages." Perhaps the 
original was mgr h'mh/h'mth, that is, miggat ha'amma or ha'amm~ta, "from Gath 
to Ammah," i.e., the place in the vicinity of Gibeon near which the action takes place 
in 2:24. But this seems forced. Provisionally I prefer to follow LXX ten aphoris
menen (cf. OL dilectionem) and read hmgrs (Wellhausen: mtgrsh ). 

2. were to be put to death Reading wyhyw . .. lhmyt on the basis ofLXX kai egeneto 
... tou thanatosai. MT ha~ wymdd . .. lhmyt, "he measured off to be put to death." 

and one full line MT wml' h~bl, lit. "and the fulness of a line" (so LXXMN; cf. 
LXXL, OL, "the fulness of the third line"). LXX8A: "and two lines." 

became MT: wthy. 4QSam': wy( ]. I Chron 18:2: wyhyw. 
to be spared So MT, OL. LXX: "he (LXXA "they") spared." 
servants of David MT ldwd l'bdym, the first part of which (ldwd) has been lost in 

LXXA and another Greek MS by homoioarkton. 
3. to leave That is, /ehosib, "to cause to remain, leave; put." MT reads the same 

consonantal text as /ehiilib. "to restore, replace," and I Chron 18:3 substitutes for it 
a synonym, leha~~ib. It is impossible to tell whether LXX epistesai reflects leh~ib or, 
as I suspect, lehosib. 

the River Glossed (correctly) by MT (qere), MTMss, LXX, and I Chron 18:3 as "the 
River Euphrates." Omit prt with MT (ketib). Cf. Nedarim 37b. 

4. capturing Lit. "and David captured." 
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from him Omitted at this point by 4QSam'; but we cannot be certain that the scroll 
did not read mmnw elsewhere in the clause (cf. Ulrich 1978:57). 

a thousand of chariots, seven thousands of cavalrymen We read 'Ip rkb wsb't 'Ip 
prsym on the basis of LXX chilia harmata kai hepta chiliadas hippeon (cf. OL), 
4QSam' 'Ip r[ ), and I Chron 18:4 'Ip rkb wsb't '/pym prsym (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.99). 
MT has 'Ip wsb' m 'wt prsym, "a thousand and seven hundreds of cavalrymen." I assume 
that MT lost rkb wsb't 'Ip by haplography and that the present text arose from an 
imperfect attempt to correct the damage. See also Ap-Thomas (1943), who concludes 
from a comparison of the Hebrew and Greek texts of the various passages where these 
statistics are given (II Sam 8:4; 10: 18; I Chron 18:4; 19: 18; cf. Josephus, Ant. 7. 99) that 
the original figures were one thousand chariots, seven hundred cavalrymen, and twenty 
thousand foot soldiers. 

of them So MT, Syr. LXX8
: "for himself." LXXALMN: "of them for himself." 

6. a prefect So LXX0 AL_ MT, LXXMN, Josephus (Ant. 7.104): "prefects." 
7. carried by Lit. "that were upon," reading 'I (LXX epi; Syr., Targ. '/) for MT 

'/, which, as Driver observes, cannot indicate possession; see the Textual Note on 
"about" in 7:28. LXX" has "that he had made upon" (cf. I Kings 14:26 [MT, LXX"J, 
"the golden shields that Solomon had made"}--hence the tradition that the Silte haz
ziihiib were golden yokes or collars (OL Ms: torques; Aquila to II Sam 8:7 and LXX to 
I Chron 18:7: tous kloious). See the NOTE on "the golden bow cases." 

Hadadezer So MT. LXX adds "king of Zobah." 
At this point LXXL adds kai panta ta hop/a ta chrysa kai ta dorata, "and all the gold 

shields (hop/a= mgny) and the large shields [dorata = ~nh(!), cf. I Kings 10:16]." The 
source of this plus is the text of LXX18

l at I Kings 14:26, where we read of "the large 
gold shields [dorata = ~nh(!)) that David took from the hand of Hadadezer, king of 
Zobah, and brought to Jerusalem-everything that he took, the gold shields [hop/a 
= mgny)." In I Kings 14:26 both MTand LXX are corrupt; there is confusion between 
the golden objects David took from Hadadezer in the present passage and the golden 
shields (~inna and miiginnim) made by Solomon in I Kings 10:16-17. See, further, the 
Textual Note that follows. 

to Jerusalem Here LXX, OL, 4QSam', and Josephus (Ant. 7.105) all exhibit an
other long plus not found in MT or I Chronicles 18. LXX has kai e/aben auta sousa
keim basileus aigyptou en to anabenai auton eis ierousalem en hemerais roboam (so 
LXXALN; LXX8 has ieroboam) huiou so/omontos, reflecting wyq~ 'tm swsq mlk m~rym 
b'ltw '/ yrwslm bymy r~b'm bn s/mh, "and Shoshenq, king of Egypt, took them when 
he came up to Jerusalem in the days of Rehoboam, son of Solomon." The text of the 
scroll is fragmentary, but it can be reconstructed with the help ofLXX and OL. It reads 
gm 'wtm l[q~ ·~r swsq (cf. OL et haec accepit postea susac) mlk m~rym b)'iwtw '/ 
y[rwslym) bymy r~b'm bn s/w[mh), "These, too, Shoshenq, king of Egypt, later took," 
etc.; for this word order see v. 11. Though it is possible to think of ways in which this 
notice might have been lost from MT (e.g., by haplography from yrwslm [ h) at the end 
of the verse to slmh at the end of the plus or, in a text arranged at the end like OL 
[in diebus roboam ft/ii salomonis cum ascendisset in ierusa/em = bymy r~b'm bn slmh 
b'ltw 'I yrwslm ), from yrwslm to yrwslm ), it is probable that the short text of MT stands 
closer to the primitive situation. There is considerable evidence of a tendency towards 
conftation of the present passage and I Kings 14:26. Cf. also Barthelemy 1980:15. 
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8. Tebah So Syr. (tb~). LXXL ([ma]tebak), etc.; cf. I Chron 18:8 (tb~t). MT has 
bf~. See the NOTE. 

Berothai MT brty. LXX ton eklekton reflects b~ry. "the young men of." I Chron 
18:8 has kwn. See the NOTE. 

King . .. bronze Syr. has this clause before "and brought it ... " in v. 7. 
King David took We read the word order of MT, 4QSam', LXXALMN, etc. LXX" 

reads these words between the names of the two cities (setting aside the conjunction) 
-thus, "Also, from Tebah King David took from the young men (cf. the Textual Note 
on "Berothai" above) of Hadadezer's cities," etc.-and OL omits them altogether. 

a very large amount of bronze MT: n~st hrbh m 'd. 4QSam', I Chron 18:8: n~st rbh 
m'd. 

At this point LXX, OL, Josephus (Ant. 7.106), and I Chron 18:8 have another long 
plus (the scroll is not extant after m ['d]). LXX: en auto epoiisen sa/omon tin tha/assan 
tin cha/kin kai tous stylous kai tous loutiras kai panta ta skeui (LXXL adds ta cha/ka) 
= bh 'sh s/mh 't ym hn~st w't h'mwdym w't hkyrwt w't kl hklym (kly hn~st), "With 
it Solomon made the bronze sea and the pillars and the basin and all the utensils (bronze 
utensils)." I Chron 18:8: "With it Solomon made the bronze sea and the pillars and 
bronze utensils (w't kly hn~st). OL: " ... from which (de quo) Solomon made all the 
bronze utensils in the temple (omnia vasa aerea in templo) and the pillars and the altar 
(et a/tare = w 't hmzb~)." Cf. I Kings 7: 13-4 7 and Barthelemy 1980: 16. 

9. Toi MT to'i. LXX"MN (tho[u]ou) and OL (thou) reflect to'u, "Tou" (so I Chron 
18:9). LXXL has eleiab = 'ly'b, "Eliab." 

to. Joram See the NOTE. MT has yoriim. In I Chron 18:10 we find hlidoriim, 
"Hadoram" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7. 107: adoramos). In the present passage LXX has 
ieddouran, evidently a corrupt mixture (cf. Malamat 1963:6 n. 23). 

having fought So MT, LXXLMN_ LXX": "having defeated." 
for he ... Hadadezer MT and I Chron 18:10 have ky 'ys ml~mwt t)>/w hyh 

hdd'zr, "for Hadadezer was a man-of-wars-of (i.e., often at war with) Toi." LXX 
reflects a shorter and divergent text: hoti (anti)keimenos in to adraazar = ky mt~rh 
hyh bhdd'zr, which I have adopted. For (anti)keimenos we expect something graph
ically closer to 'ys ml~mwt than, for example, §tn, "adversary" (cf. I Kings 11:14,25), 
but hardly ys ml~mwt itself, as frequently assumed, for which we should expect a more 
literal rendering. In Isa 41:11 antikeimenoi soi corresponds to hn~rym bk. "those 
hostile to you," in precisely the sense required here, and n~rh or (for graphic reasons 
more likely) mt~rh seems a likely retroversion for (anti)keimenos here. Alternatively, 
read m~h (i.e., ma~~eh, "engaged in a struggle with"); cf. 'n§y ~wtk parallel to 
'nsy ml~mh in Isa 41:12 and bh~tw in Ps 60:2. 

11. King [David] So LXX". MT, LXXALMN, Syr., I Chron 18:11: "King David." 
nations So MT, I Chron 18:10. LXX: "cities" (cf. v. 8). 
12. Edom So LXX, Syr., as in I Chron 18:12. MT has 'rm, "Aram." 
Moab So MT, Syr., LXXALMN_ LXX" has "the land of Moab." 
from the spoil So MT: mSll. Syr. mn sw/fnh, "from the authority," is probably an 

inner-Syriac error for mSI/ under the influence of v. 7. 
13. David built a monument So MT, LXX: wy's dwd sm (for sim, "name," in the 

sense of "monument," see the NOTE). The rather curious reading ofTarg.-wkns dwyd 
m$rym, "David gathered troops"-is shown by I Sam 14:48, where Targ. wkns msrym 
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corresponds to MT wy's ~y/, to reflect a variant, viz. wy's dwd ~yl. "David acquired 
power" (for this translation, see I Samuel, the NOTE at 14:48); cf. also Syr. 

when he returned ... the Edomites The chief witnesses display considerable diver
gence here. MT has bSbw mhkwt 't 'rm, "when he returned from his defeat of the 
Arameans," a reading shared by Syr., which, however, has 'dwm, "Edom, the Edo
mites," for 'rm. LXX has kai en to anakamptein auton epataxen ten idoumaian, which 
reflects wbsbw hkh 't 'dwm. "and when he returned, he defeated the Edomites." I Chron 
18:12 has w'bsy bn $TWYh hkh 't 'dwm, "and Abishai son of Zeruiah defeated the 
Edomites," to which compare Josephus, Ant. 7.109. A comprehensive solution to the 
several problems here is possible, I think, if we assume the original text to have read 
as follows: bsbw mhkwt 't 'rm w'bsy bn $TWYh hkh 't 'dm. MT is to be explained on the 
assumption of haplography caused by homoioteleuton, a scribe's eye having skipped 
from 't 'rm to 't 'dm. leaving bsbw mhkwt 't 'dm. the text reflected by Syr., MT"'ss; 
in MT 'rm arose subsequently from 'dm at the beginning ofv. 12. In LXX and I Chron 
18: 12, the haplography involved the similar sequences (w)bsbw and w 'bsy. In Chroni
cles (w)bsbw mhkwt 't 'rm was left out, leaving the text as it now stands (see above). 
In LXX mhkwt 't 'rm w'bsy was left out, leaving •(w)bsbw bn ~rwyh hkh 't 'dm. This 
intermediate stage in the development of the text of LXX is corroborated by the 
superscription of Psalm 60, where, in a reference to David's Aramean wars, we are told 
(v. 2) that "Joab (!)returned and defeated the Edomites in the Valley of Salt." Clearly, 
the author of this superscription knew a text of our passage that read wbsbw bn $rwyh 
hkh 't 'dm, "and when he returned, the son ofZeruiah defeated the Edomites"; he quite 
naturally identified bn $rwyh as the most prominent of Zeruiah's sons, Joab, whose 
exploits in Edom are on record elsewhere (I Kings 11: 15, I 6). In the text of LXX, "the 
son ofZeruiah" was subsequently omitted, probably by recensional adjustment to MT, 
leaving the Greek reading that we now have (see above). 

in the Valley of Salt So MT: bgy' ml~. LXXL (cf. OL): kai en gemelex = wbgy' 
ml~. "and in the Valley of Salt." LXX""' (cf. OL): en gebe/en = bgblm, "in their 
territory." 

eighteen thousands So MT, I Chron 18:12. LXX: "as much as (eis = 'd) eighteen 
thousands." Syr.: "he slaughtered (~rb) eighteen thousands." OL "'': "as much as 
twenty-three thousands." Ps 60:2: "twelve (Snym for smwnh) thousands." 

14. [David] stationed a prefect in Edom MT is conflate: wysm b'dwm n$bym bk/ 
'dwm sm n$bym, "And he stationed in Edom prefects, in all Edom he stationed 
prefects" (cf. LXXAL0

). Perhaps the variants were (A) wysm b'dwm n$yb (sing., with 
LXXN, Syr.), "And he stationed in Edom a prefect," and (B) wbkl 'dwm sm n$bym, 
"And throughout Edom he stationed prefects." We read variant A. I Chron 18:13 has 
wysm b 'dwm n$bym, perhaps in consequence of haplography in a text identical to that 
of MT. See also Talmon 1960:177. 

[David] The subject is made explicit in a few witnesses (LXXL, Syr., etc.) and is 
necessary in English. In the Hebrew original, however, the syntax alone allowed such 
an interpretation (pace Wellhausen), the statement about Abishai being couched in the 
syntax of a circumstantial clause (w'bsy . .. hkh . .. , not wyk 'bsy)-thus, " ... David 
built a monument ... and, Abishai son of Zeruiah having defeated the Edomites in 
the Valley of Salt, he (i.e., David) appointed," etc. 

and all the Edomites became MT: wyhy kl 'dwm 1-. lit. "and all Edom be-
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came ... ," probably the primitive reading. LXX kai egenonto pantes hoi idoumaioi 
and Syr. whww klhwn 'dwmy' (cf. Targ.) reflect wyhyw kl h'dwmym, lit. "and all the 
Edomites were .... " LXXL: "and all in Edom (pantes en re idoumaia = kl b'dwm) 
were .... " I Chron 18:13: wyhyw kl 'dwm, "and all Edom were .... " . 

of the king So LXX". MT, Syr., LXXLMN, I Chron 18:13: "of David." 

NOTES 

Map 4 shows the location of the various states conquered by David according to this 
chapter. 
8 I. Alt ( 1936) has argued that this verse is an epitome of 5:6-26, written by an editor 
who inserted chaps. 6 and 7 into a series of battle accounts. Thus it concerns the capture 
of the city-state of Jerusalem (h'mh. "the mother city"?; cf. the Textual Note on "the 
common land") from Philistine control (cf. de Groot 1936:192). It may, however, refer 
to a subsequent victory or series of victories. 

the common land. The reading is uncertain (see the Textual Note). In the time of 
Saul (cf. I Samuel 13-14) the Philistines occupied the rural territory adjacent to the 
Israelite cities (hammigras, "the common land"). Despite occasional Israelite victories 
(I Sam 17:52; II Sam 5:20,25) the Philistine presence seems to have persisted (cf. I Sam 
14:52; 31: I; II Sam 5: 17,22) until the final expulsion mentioned here. See further the 
COMMENT. 

2. Saul, too, fought successfully against Moab (I Sam 14:47). David, before he became 
king, had cordial relations with the Moabites according to I Sam 22:3-5, where we are 
told that he sequestered his parents in Mizpeh of Moab to protect them during his days 
as a fugitive from Saul's court, and biblical tradition even asserts that there was Moabite 
blood in David's family (Ruth 4: 13-22). Whatever friendship once existed between 
David and the king of Moab (cf. I Sam 22:3), however, seems to have vanished when 
David became king of Israel. 

measured them off by line. This method of selecting prisoners of war for execution 
is not mentioned elsewhere. 

3. On his way . .. the River. This phrase stands at the end of the verse in the Hebrew 
text, and it is commonly supposed that it is Hadadezer who was marching to the 
Euphrates (cf. Malamat 1963:3). But, if so, he would hardly have encountered David 
on the way since Israel was south of Zobah and the Euphrates north. Surely it was 
David, in the flush of recent victories, who was marching to the Euphrates to leave a 
monument to himself. It is quite possible, moreover, that the occasion for David's 
march was his victory at Helam over the Aramean coalition (10:15-19), which may 
thus have preceded the events ofvv. 3ff. in the present chapter (cf. Elliger 1936; Bright 
1972:197 n. 41). This victory cost Hadadezer his allies, including forces from beyond 
the Euphrates ( 10: 16), and left him vulnerable to a final blow. David was now at Helam 
with new allies to the north and east ( 10: 19) and, therefore, with his way open to the 
Euphrates. The events of 8:3ff. fit neatly at this point (viz. between 10: 19 and 11: I). 

his stela. Hebrew yado. lit. "his hand," which here means "stela, monument" (cf. 
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18:18 and I Sam 15:12), as recognized by some recent translators (NEB, NJV); cf. 
Delcor 1967:230-34. The interpretation that David (or Hadadezer; cf. the preceding 
NOTE) went to the Euphrates ("the River"; see below) to "restore his power" (RSV; 
cf. the Textual Note on "to leave") is also possible, but we must keep in mind the fact 
that the Euphrates was a boundary to which western kings aspired to march and leave 
a monument. Thus, for example, the Egyptian king Thutmosis III boasts in the records 
of his eighth campaign that he erected a stela on the bank of the Euphrates near 
Carchemish beside another stela erected by Thutmosis I a generation earlier (ANET' 
239; cf. 240). 

the River. The Euphrates, called in the Bible nehar perat, "the River Euphrates," 
hannahar haggadol, "the Great River," and, most often, simply hannahar, "the 
River,'' as in this case (cf. the Textual Note). According to de Groot and van den Born, 
however, the river here is the Yarrnuk, and others have taken it to be the Jordan. 

Hadadezer son of Rehab. The leader of the coalition of mercenaries that opposed 
David in the conflict described in chap. JO, which chronologically may have preceded 
the present events (see above). Hadadezer's patronymic, "son of Rehob,'' has been 
taken as evidence that Zobah at this time was ruled by a dynasty from Beth-rehob, 
another Aramean state and an ally according to 10:6. Malamat (1963:2-3), noting the 
fact that the armies of Beth-rehob and Zobah are mentioned as a single contingent in 
10:6 (cf. I Sam 14:47 [LXX]), argues that Hadadezer ruled first in Beth-rehob, with 
which he later combined Zobah in a personal union analogous to David's rule of Judah 
and Israel. Hadadezer's role in chap. IO, where he appears as the leader of a large 
coalition of states, suggests that he wielded considerable power, his influence extending 
beyond the Euphrates into northwest Mesopotamia (10:15) and as far southeast as 
Ammon (10:6); see Malamat 1963:1-2 and bibliography inn. 4. He is not mentioned 
by name in contemporary extrabiblical sources, but he has been provisionally identified 
with an unnamed Aramean king mentioned in Assyrian annals as having conquered 
certain territories on the upper Euphrates south of Carchemish in the time of the 
Assyrian monarch Ashurrabi II, a contemporary of David (Malamat 1958:101-2; 
Albright in CAH' 11/2:534; cf. Luckenbill 1926/27:vol. I:§603). Josephus (Ant. 
7.101-3) cites the Roman period historian Nicolas of Damascus as recording that 
Hadadezer, whom he calls Hadad (adados), "having become very powerful, ruled over 
Damascus and the rest of Syria except Phoenicia. He waged war against David, the king 
of Judah, and having been tested in many battles-the last being beside the Euphrates, 
where he was defeated-he came to be thought of as the strongest and manliest of kings . 
. . . After his own death his descendants ruled for ten generations, each taking up both 
the sovereignty and the name of his father, like the Ptolemies in Egypt." Nicolas was 
probably mistaken in concluding that the Ben-hadads of Damascus were descended 
from Hadad(ezer) ofZobah: The king who established the Damascene dynasty is more 
likely to have been Rezon son of Eliada, a onetime vassal but not a descendant of 
Hadadezer (cf. the NOTE on "Damascus," v. 5), and the throne name bir hadad, "Son 
of Hadad," is probably to be explained differently (see the NOTE at 7:14). 

Zobah. The leading Aramean state in the time of David and before the rise of 
Damascus, Zobah was centered on the eastern slope of the Anti-Lebanon mountain 
range and may have included parts of Coele-Syria as well (cf. the NOTES on "Tebah" 
and "Berothai," v. 8); see Forrer 1920:62; Malamat 1963:4 n. 13. Zobah survived until 
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at least the seventh century e.c., when "the district ofZobah (Assyrian subatu [subutu. 
subite ])" was the name of an Assyrian province (cf. ANET' 298; Forrer 1920:62,69). 

4. thousand(s) ... hundred. The size of these military units is uncertain. An 'elep 
("thousand") of infantry may have had about a dozen men. Cf. I Samuel. the NOTE 

at 4:10. 
hamstrung all the chariot horses. Hebrew way'aqqer ... 'et-kol-harekeb. The verb 

'iqqer means "uproot, tear loose, mutilate" (cf. Jastrow 1108) and specifically "ham
string" in Josh 11 :6-9, where we are told that Joshua, having defeated a coalition of 
kings hired to defend the Canaanite stronghold Hazor, "hamstrung their horses and 
burned their chariots" (v. 9). Presumably, then, this is its meaning here, harekeb. lit. 
"the chariotry," being used metonymically for "the chariot horses," though one might 
also consider some such translation as "stripped down all the chariots." Assuming the 
correctness of our translation, we must ask why David would waste a horde of valuable 
animals by hamstringing them. Was this because "Israelite annies in tbe past had not 
used the chariot, and they still fought mainly on foot" (Bright 1972: 199)? Or, if David's 
troops did use chariots, was it because they already had an almost full complement of 
horses and, having taken the few they could use ("a hundred"), destroyed the rest as 
a precaution against their falling into enemy hands (cf. Yadin 1963:vol. 11:285)? It is 
possible that some such practical motivation lay behind David's action, but comparison 
with Josh 11 :6-9 suggests another kind of explanation. In both passages the hamstrung 
horses are captured from mercenary enemies. It may be that a special code of punish
ment applied in such cases, as in the case, for example, of covenant violations. The fact 
that in the Joshua passage the hamstringing of the horses is divinely commanded (v. 

6) reinforces the possibility that some special code, ritually sanctioned, is being applied. 
"'Don't be afraid of them,' said Yahweh to Joshua, 'because at this time tomorrow I'm 
going to present them all to Israel as ritually profane [~ii/a/fm ): Their horses you will 
hamstring and their chariots you will burn.' " 

5. Damascus. The city became the capital of an Aramean state after the collapse of 
the Hittite empire ca. 1200 e.c. In the time of David, Aram Damascus was evidently 
one of several small Aramean states overshadowed by the power of Aram Zobah. After 
the events described here and in chap. JO these became tributaries of Israel. But late 
in the reign of Solomon it was Damascus, not Zobah, that was able to cast off the 
Israelite yoke and take the lead in what soon would become a substantial Aramean 
empire (cf. Mazar 1962: 104-6). The author of the Damascene rise was a certain Rezon 
son of Eliada, who had once been a vassal of Hadadezer. A notice in the received 
Hebrew text of I Kings 11:24 suggests that Rezon's desertion from the army of 
Hadadezer took place "when David slew them,'' i.e., at the time of the present events 
(cf. 10:19); but we cannot be certain of this: The notice, which is lacking in the 
Septuagint (LXX"L), is secondary, having arisen as a marginal note to v. 23 (cf. Gray 
1970:286). 

6. a prefect. Hebrew ne~ib (ni~~ab?; cf. I Kings 4:7, 19), which might also mean 
"garrison." In either case the establishment of a formal Israelite presence, probably 
including an army of occupation, is indicated. Cf. I Sam (10:5) 13:3,4, where the 
presence of a Philistine prefect in Gibeah, Saul's capital, is mentioned. 

(Yahweh gave David victory wherever he went.). See v. 14. The notice is premature 
at this point. It may have arisen from a textual accident, later repaired, when a scribe, 
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misled by the similarity of vv. 6a and 14a, omitted everything in between. As the 
Textual Notes show, the names "Aram" and "Edom" were especially liable to confu
sion. 

7. the golden bow cases. Hebrew Si/{e hazziihiib. Borger (1972) has clarified this 
previously obscure tenn. A *sele! was a bow case that might be carried ceremonially 
by a royal official. The tomb of a certain Aspathines, a dignitary of the Persian King 
Darius I, bears a relief showing Aspathines carrying Darius' bow case, described in an 
accompanying inscription by the Babylonian tenn sal{u (written with the logogram for 
wooden objects). Babylonian Sal{u is an Aramaic loanword meaning "quiver" (AHw 
1147). In a MS from Qumran (I IQtgJob) Aramaic sl! is used to translate Hebrew 'sph, 
"quiver" (van der Ploeg and van der Woude 1971 :76). Thus, in the present passage the 
translation of slry by pharetras, "quivers," found only in Symmachus (cf. Josephus, 
Ant. 7.104), is correct. Evidently, however, a further distinction is to be made between 
•sele{. "bow case," and 'aspa, "quiver" (Borger 1972:393). 

8. Tebah. Hebrew {eba~ (cf. the Textual Note), which according to Gen 22:24 was 
the name of a son of Abraham's brother Nahor by a concubine and thus the eponymous 
ancestor of a collateral Aramean tribe. It was a city in the Biq'ii. (Coele-Syria) south 
of modern Homs, mentioned in the Amarna archive ({u-bi-!Ji), Thutmosis Ill's list of 
conquered Asian cities (du-bi-!Ji), and the Papyrus Anastasi (ANET' 477); see Albright 
1934:40 (Vl.C.19) and 66 (XXI.C.4). 

Berothai. Hebrew berotay, probably identical to berota of Ezek 47:16. The modern 
site is thought to be Bereitan, a few miles south of Ras Ba'albek in the Lebanon Valley. 
Ras Ba'albek is the site of Cun (Ku-nu of Ramesses Ill's list; cf. Albright 1934:60 
(XVII.C. 7]), which appears in the synoptic parallel to the present passage in I Chron 
18:8. We should probably think of all three-Tebah, Berothai, and Cun-as principal 
cities of the kingdom of Zobah. 

9. Toi, the king of Hamath. The city of Hamath, which lay on the middle Orontes 
(modern I:Iamii.), was the capital of a Neo-Hittite state that bordered Zobah on the 
north (cf. I Chron 18:3). The king's name given here, to'i, is probably a hypocoristic 
fonn of a longer name (t)-DN) containing the common Hurrian element *tagi- or 
*tegi-, known from syllabic (ta!Ji-, te!Ji-) and alphabetic (tg-) cuneiform ter.ts. See 
Liverani 1962:70 and, for the Ugaritic examples, Grondahl 1967:263. His son's name, 
however, is Semitic (see below). 

10. Joram's mission establishes an alliance between Israel and Hamath, in which 
Israel was evidently the senior partner. As Malamat (1958:101; 1963:6) puts it, "The 
fact that the embassy was headed by ... the son of the king of Hamath, and that it 
brought David expensive gifts, seems to imply that it was not simply a show of courtesy 
nor even an act for concluding a parity treaty." 

Joram. It is surprising that Toi's son has an Israelite name (yOriim < *yiihu-riim, 
"Yahweh is exalted"). In I Chron 18:10 he is called hiidoriim (= *haddu-riim, 
"Haddu/Hadad is exalted"), "Hadoram," and many commentators would restore this 
name here. As Malamat (1963:6-7) has argued, however, we should probably assume 
that this prince, whose Aramean name was in fact Hadoram, took a second name 
indicative of his fealty to David. 

11. sanctified to Yahweh. David has the booty ritually purified for cultic use. It will 
eventually become part of Solomon's treasure (I Kings 7:51). 
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12. Amalek. The only campaign of David against the Amalekites recorded in the 
Bible took place before he became king (I Samuel 30), and the plunder was not 
sanctified but distributed among the cities of Judah (30:26-31). 

13. a monument. Hebrew sem, lit. "a name," which here means a -memorial or 
monument; cf. Isa 55: 13, where sem stands in parallel to 'or '6liim lo' yikkiiret, "an 
abiding sign never cut off." Thus sem here is equivalent to yad. "hand," in V. 3 (see 
the NOTE on "his stela"); cf. Isa 56:5. The question we cannot answer is whether the 
"name" David makes is a victory monument like the "hand" of v. 3 or a cult object 
of some kind, perhaps even an idol, made from portions of the sanctified booty (cf. Exod 
32:2--4; Judg 8:24-27). 

Abishai son of Zeruiah. See the NOTE at 3:18. 
the Valley of Salt. The location is unknown, but the battle must have taken place 

in Edomite territory. The name (ge'-melaM would suit any of several places south and 
east of the Dead Sea, and the common identification with the Wadi el-MilJ:i, south of 
Beersheba, has little to recommend it. 

COMMENT 

Although a rough attempt was made to place the events of this chapter into 
a sequential relationship with the preceding materials ("After this ... " v. 1), 
it is clear that the organizing principle here is theme, not chronology. This is 
a catalogue of victories. Fragments of the records of David's successes against 
the Philistines, the various inhabitants of Transjordan, and the Arameans to 
the north have been assembled to show what David did "to save Israel ... from 
all their enemies" (3:18) and to illustrate "thi: warfare that surrounded him, 
until Yahweh put [his enemies] under the soles of his feet" (I Kings 5: 17 [5:3]). 
In the larger story, therefore, the catalogue serves to show the pacification of 
the land and extension of its boundaries under David. The repeated refrain, 
"Yahweh gave David victory wherever he went" (vv. 6, 14), attributes the 
success to divine favor. 

As explained in the COMMENT on § XV, Deuteronomistic thought under
stood the time of David as an age of glorious preparation for the fulfilment of 
the ancient promises of "rest" for the people and a chosen place of worship 
(Deut 12:10-11). The catalogue of victories in the present chapter shows how 
David's exploits made the time of "rest" possible. It is probably a Deuterono
mistic compilation of ancient fragments organized about the theme of victory 
and placed immediately after Nathan's oracle of temple and dynasty, which 
was to be fulfilled when the Israelites had "rest from all their enemies" (7: 
10-11). 

Viewed as a historical resource, this catalogue-along with the materials in 
5:6-10,17-25; 10:1-11:1 + 26-31; and 21:15-22-provides a cogent picture 
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of the political significance of David's wars. As Alt pointed out some time ago 
(1968[1930]:225-27; 1953:vol. 11:68-69; cf. Malamat 1958:100), the Philistines 
can be regarded as the heirs, at the beginning of the Iron Age, to the Egyptian 
empire in Palestine. The Israelites were at first one of the peoples under the 
sway of the Philistines, as the biblical narratives of the reign of Saul, who 
achieved no lasting victory over them, illustrate well. The Philistines failed, 
however, in their attempt to check the unification of Judah and Israel by David 
(see the CoMMENT on § XII), who was able to confine them permanently to 
the coastal plain (cf. 5:25) and free the Palestinian countryside ("the common 
land"?; see the NOTE) from occupation. 

By establishing its ascendancy in central Palestine, therefore, Davidic Israel 
supplanted Philistia as heir to Egyptian suzerainty there. This brought Israel 
into direct conflict with Aram Zobah in the north (Malamat 1958:100). This 
state had grown in power in a fashion comparable to Israel itself, and under 
Hadadezer it had expanded its dominion eastward from a base in Coele-Syria 
until it exercised some jurisdiction in districts from Transeuphrates south to 
Transjordan (see the NOTE on "Hadadezer son of Rehob," v. 3). Thus, in the 
clash between these two fledgling powers, Israel and Zobah, nothing less was 
at stake than "the political hegemony over the area between Mesopotamia and 
Egypt" (Malamat 1958: 101). The issue was resolved in a series of three battles, 
of which the final and decisive one was that described here in 8:3-5 (on the 
chronological priority of 10:1-19 to 8:3-5, see the first NOTE at v. 3). In the 
aftermath of this victory David conquered the Ammonite capital (11: 1 + 
26-31) and received gifts of fealty from the king of Hamath (cf. the NOTES 

to v. 10). With other conquests in Moab (v. 2) and Edom (vv. 13b-14), of 
which the chronological position relative to the Philistine and Aramean cam
paigns is unknown, David established a small empire extending from the 
Orontes to the River of Egypt. 



XVIII. DAVID'S CABINET (I) 
(8:15-18) 

8 15So David ruled over Israel, exercising justice and equity for all his 
people. 16Joab son of Zeruiah was in charge of the army. Jehoshaphat 
son of Ahilud was remembrancer. 17Zadok son of Ahitub and Abiathar 
son of Ahimelech were priests. Shausha was scribe. 18Be,naiah son of 
Jehoiada was in charge of the Cherethites and the Pelethites. The sons 
of David were priests. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

8 15. Israel So LXX". MT, LXXMN: "all Israel." 
exercising That is, wyhy 'sh, lit. "and he did.'" So LXX". MT, LXXA1.MN: "and 

David was doing ... 
16. Ahilud MT ·~ylwd (cf. LXXMN' OL, Josephus [Ant. 7.110], I Chron 18:5), as 

in 20:24 and I Kings 4:3. LXX": acheia = ·~yh, "Ahijah.'" LXXA: achimelech = 

·~ymlk. "Ahimelech.'" LXX': acheinaab for acheinadab (?) = ·~yndb, "Ahinadab,'" 
or acheinaam = ·~yn'm, "Ahinoam.'" 

remembrancer So MT: mzkyr. MTM"': hmzkyr. "the remembrancer ... LXX: epi 
ton hypomnematon = '/ hzkrnwt, "in charge of the records'" (cf. OL). 

17. Abiathar son of Ahimelech Only in Syr. and Eth., and probably in these wit
nesses by secondary correction. All others, including I Chron 18: 16, have the name and 
patronymic in reverse order; that this is erroneous can be shown by reference to 20:25, 
where it is said that Zadok and Abiathar (not Ahimelech) were David's priests, and 
I Sam 22:20; 23:6; 30:7, where Abiathar's father is identified as Ahimelech. Wellhausen, 
assuming that Ahitub was the grandson of Eli mentioned in I Sam 14:3, argued that 
Zadok could not be his son, since no Elid but Abiathar escaped the massacre at Nob 
(I Sam 22:20). Noting a tendency to subordinate Abiathar to Zadok elsewhere (II Sam 
15:24-29), Wellhausen concluded that the original reading of the present passage was 
the reverse of the received reading: "Abialhar son of Ahimelek son of Ahitub and 
Zadok.'" Wellhausen has been widely followed in this proposal (cf. Gunneweg (1965:99, 
104-5], who explains MT as an attempt to provide Zadok with a Levitical genealogy), 
but Cross (1973:212-14) has discovered a mechanical solution to the problem. Criticiz
ing Wellhausen's assumption that the Ahitub mentioned here must be the descendant 
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of Eli, Cross proposes that haplography occurred, perhaps in a text that (like LXXM55, 
I Chron 18:16; cf. LXX" at I Sam 21:2,9; etc.) had 'bymlk for ·~ymlk. Thus w~dwq bn 
·~yrwb w'bytr bn 'bymlk. "Zadok son of Ahitub and Abiathar son of Abimelech," 
became w~dwq bn ·~yfwb w'bym/k, "Zadok son of Ahitub and Abimelech." This 
reading, in tum, says Cross (p. 214), "was further corrupted from a marginal note 
reading 'bytr, inserted in the wrong place and filled out with bn." 

Shausha The name is uncertain. Evidence favoring sawsii', "Shausha," includes 
LXX"MN (s)asa here and LXX sousa in II Sam 20:25 (LXXMN, cf. OL) and I Chron 
18:16 (cf. LXX" iesous at II Sam 20:25 and sousan in Josephus, Ant. 7.293) as well as 
MT fawsii' in I Chron 18:16 and MT (qere) sewii' in II Sam 20:25. There is some 
support for sfSii', "Shisha," which stands in MT in I Kings 4:3 and the Targ. (SyS') to 
I Chron 18:16; note also Josephus' reading (Ant. 7.110), seisan. MT here has seriiyd, 
"Seraiah," in which it is followed by LXXAL saraias and Syr. sry' in I Chron 18:16 (but 
here Syr. has sry' = seriiyd, "Sheraiah"). 

Mettinger (1971 :25-30) follows Cody (1965) in an ingenious but unconvincing inter
pretation of the evidence. They take Seraiah to be the man's name and sys' or the like 
to be a corrupt approximation of the Egyptian scribal title ss s'. t. See, further, the 
Textual Note on "Shausha" at 20:25. 

18. in charge of ... and The original reading was probably'/ ... w-, as in I Chron 
18:17. In the present passage Syr., Targ., Vulg. reflect'/ ... w'/, "in charge of ... and 
in charge of," as in MT in 20:23. Here MT has w- ... w- (as if, "Benaiah son of Jehoiada 
and the Cherethites and the Pelethites and the sons of David," etc.), but we know that 
Benaiah was put in charge of David's Cherethite-Pelethite bodyguard (cf. 23:23; I 
Kings 1 :38). LXX symbou/os kai ... kai points to yw'~ w- ... w-, "counselor and 
... and." The divergence of MT and LXX from the indisputably correct sense must 
be explained by appeal to other passages, the influence of which may be felt here. For 
MT see I Kings 1 :38, where "Benaiah son of Jehoiada and the Cherethites and the 
Pelethites" is correct. For LXX compare I Chron 27:33-34, where we read, "Ahi
thophel was counselor to the king ... and after Ahithophel was Jehoiada son ofBenaiah 
[sic]"; apparently a son of Benaiah who shared Benaiah's father's name succeeded 
Ahithophel as royal counselor, a fact that led a confused scribe to identify the grandfa
ther with the grandson in the present passage by inserting yw~. "counselor," as a gloss 
after "Jehoiada." 

were priests So MT: khnym hyw. This reading is grammatically odd-hyw is super
fluous at best-and textually uncertain, finding support from the versions only in the 
texts of Vulg. (sacerdotes erant) and Aquila (hiereis esan). In place of khnym, "priests," 
Syr. has rwrbyn and Targ. rbrbyn, both "great men"(= gdwlym?), and LXX has 
aularchai, "princes of the court, courtiers" (cf. OL in principes ... domus regis. 
"princes in the house of the king"). The reading of I Chron 18: 17 is wbny dwd 
hr'foym /yd hmlk. "And the sons of David were foremost, next to the king," or perhaps, 
"And the elder sons of David (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.110) were next to the king"; for 
/yd hmlk. LXX in I Chron 18:17 has didoxoi tou basi/eos. perhaps msny hmlk. "second 
to the king." In light of this evidence Wenham (1975:80-82) has recently proposed an 
original sknym, "administrators (of the royal estates)," comparing nouns of office in 
Ugaritic (skn) and Nee-Assyrian (laknu) texts; cf. Shebna in Isa 22:15. The reading 
sknym was already suggested by Hitzig (1865:318), and Cody (1969:103-5) mentions 
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it too, though as a tendentious corruption of khnym. In support of his proposal 
Wenham might have noted the proximity of khnym in v. 17, which in many MSS (as 
in BHS) must have stood immediately above the reading in question in v. 18. It is 
difficult, however, to think or the surprising designation of David's sons as priests as 
having arisen by corruption from an uncontroversial text. Almost all critics, therefore, 
have agreed that the readings of I Chron 18: 17 and the versions in II Sam 8: 18 are 
interpretive paraphrases of the reading of MT by scribes who considered it impossible 
that there should be non-Levitical priests. Tentatively, we follow this majority opinion. 

NOTES 

8 16. Joab son of Zeruiah. See the NOTE at 2: 13. Joab's formal command of the army 
dates from his heroism in the siege of Jerusalem (I Chron 11:6; cf. the NOTE at 5:8). 
Except for a brier period during which he is displaced (17:25; 19:13), he will remain 
in command throughout David's reign. 

Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud. According to I Kings 4:3, Jehoshaphat remained in office 
under Solomon. 

remembrancer. Hebrew mazkir. The title might be taken to suggest that this was the 
official in charge or public records, the recorder (RSV). It has been compared, however, 
to the Egyptian office of whmw, "speaker," whose duty it was to make reports to the 
king and transmit royal decrees (Erman and Grapow 197l:vol. I:344); see de Vaux 
(1939), Begrich (1940/41), Mettinger (1971:52-62), and Bright (1976:202-3), and con
trast Reventlow ( 1959), who is criticized by Boecker (1961 ). The suitability or appealing 
to Egyptian sources for the elucidation of the obscure titles "remembrancer" and 
"scribe" (see below) depends on the likely assumption of Egyptian influence on the 
Davidic court either directly or indirectly hy way of the highly Egyptianized Canaanite 
and Phoenician courts. If the office: of mazkfr arose by analogy to that of whmw, then 
it may have "united the functions of a master of the ceremonies and foreign minister 
and other duties also" (Eissfeldt in CAH' Il/2:585). 

17. Zadok. Zadok shared the high priesthood with Abiathar until David's death, 
when his colleague and rival was banished (I Kings 2:26) and he took full title to the 
office (cf. I Kings 2:35). Deuteronomistic tradition saw in this the fulfilment of a divine 
decree of priesthood analogous to the divine decree of kingship found in chap. 7 (see 
the oracle in I Sam 2:27-36 and the notice of its fulfilment in I Kings 2:27). It offered 
a justification for the exclusion of non-Jerusalemite priests from temple service that the 
cultic centralization of the Deuteronomic reform produced. Eventually only those 
priests who traced their descent to Zadok were regarded as eligible for temple duties 
(Ezek 40:46; etc.). According to I Chron 5:29-34 [6:3-8], Zadok was a descendant of 
Aaron's son Eleazar, but it has been widely believed since the time of Wellhausen 
(1957[1878]:121--40) that this genealogy is a sacerdotal fiction. Wellhausen regarded 
the Zadokites as parvenus without authentic Levitical genealogy. Recently, however, 
Cross (1973:207-15) has defended the authenticity of the Aaronid lineage of Zadok, 
tentatively identifying him with an aide-de-camp of the same name who, according to 
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I Chron 12:28, was part of a contingent of Aaronid troops who joined David in Hebron 
(contrast Hauer 1963). See also Cross's acute criticism of the so-called "Jebusite hy
pothesis" of Rowley (1939) and others, according to which Zadok was the priest of the 
Canaanite temple in pre-Davidic Jerusalem. 

son of Ahitub. As in I Chron 5:33-34 [6:7-8). This Ahitub can hardly be Saul's 
chaplain, the Ahitub of I Sam 14:3, who was Eli's grandson and Abiathar's grandfather 
(cf. I Sam 22:20); see Cross 1973:214. 

Abiathar son of Ahimelech. See the Textual Note. A descendant of Eli, the priest of 
Shiloh in I Samuel 1-4 (see the preceding NOTE), Abiathar is the only survivor of Saul's 
massacre of the priesthood at Nob (I Sam 22:6--23), after which he came under David's 
protection and served as his personal priest (cf. I Sam 23:6--13; 30:7-8). He will share 
the office of high priest with Zadok throughout David's reign until, having sided against 
the succession of Solomon (cf. I Kings 1:7; etc.), he is banished from court after David's 
death (I Kings 2:26). For the Deuteronomistic interpretation of this, see the NOTE on 
"Zadok" above and I Samuel, pp. 92-93,366. 

Shausha. See the Textual Note. The name iawsii' is non-Semitic, possibly Egyptian 
(de Vaux 1939:398-99) or Human (Mazar [Maisler] 1946/47:110-12). According to 
I Kings 4:3, his sons succeeded him in office. 

scribe. Hebrew soper. As in the case of "remembrancer" (see the NOTE above), the 
office may have existed by analogy to the Egyptian office of scribe (ss), who was "the 
personal secretary of the ph!lraoh and his chef de bureau" (Eissfeldt in CAH' 11/2:585). 
See also Mettinger 1971:35-51. 

18. Benaiah son of Jehoiada. See 23:20-23. Benaiah will supplant Joab as commander 
of the army under Solomon (cf. I Kings 2:35). The position he holds now, captain of 
the bodyguard (cf. 23:23), is the one David himself once held under Saul (cf. I Sam 
22:14). 

the Cherethites and the Pelethites. The royal bodyguard (cf. 23:23). David probably 
raised this private mercenary army while living in Ziklag (I Samuel 27-31), near which 
was "the Negeb of the Cherethites" (I Sam 30:14), presumably the homeland of the 
first of the two groups. Like the Philistines, the Cherethites and Pelethites probably 
came to Palestine with the migrations of the Peoples of the Sea. The Cherethites have 
been plausibly identified as Cretans; the origin of the Pelethites is totally obscure (see, 
in general, Muntingh 1960; Delcor 1978). The name happeleti may have become 
distorted after the pattern of hakkeret£ "the Cherethites," but it is not likely that they 
were, as often supposed (cf. Hertzberg, etc.), happeliSt£ "the Philistines" themselves. 
We should probably seek another Aegean or Anatolian place-name; cf. Schult (1965), 
who cites a Punic votive inscription from Constantine, Algeria, in which a certain 
Hannibal son of Baalhanun is

1
called hplty. 

The sons of David were pri~sts. The statement is surprising because it implies that 
in the time of David "the priesthood was not yet regarded as hereditary or as limited 
to the tribe of Levi" (Rowley 1967:95-96). The versions suggest that kiihanim might 
mean something other than "priests" (see the Textual Note); according to Kimchi they 
were simply high-ranking officers; and Grotius (cited by Thenius) assumed that al
though a kiihen of God was a priest, a kiihen of a king was a minister of state. But 
there is no evidence to warrant assigning a special meaning to kiihlinim here. We must 
assume, with most interpreters (most recently Armerding 1975), that in the time of 
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David and Solomon (I) there were special priests assigned to the royal household, like 
Ira the Jairite (II Sam 20:26) and possibly Zabud son of Nathan (I Kings 4:5 [but cf. 
Gray 1970: 131 ]), and (2) members of the royal family might serve in this capacity. 

COMMENT 

This roster of David's cabinet may be compared to that in 20:23-26, which 
has a different arrangement of the names found here and adds those of Ira the 
Jairite, a priest, and Adoniram, the master of the corvee. The latter also served 
under Solomon (I Kings 4:6) and seems to have still been in office at the 
beginning ofRehoboam's reign (I Kings 12:18 [LXX]). It has been argued that 
Adoniram cannot have been appointed until late in David's reign and, there
fore, that the present list, in which he does not appear, is earlier than the one 
in chap. 20, in which he does (Begrich 1940/41:5-6). I agree with Ackroyd, 
however, who thinks it likely that the two lists are "simply variants, rather 
than reflections of different periods of David's reign" (cf. I Kings 4:2-6 and 
2:46 + [46h]). The variants probably arose in the course of the final arrange
ment of the book, when 21:1-14 was removed from its original position preced
ing chap. 9 (see the COMMENTS on §§ XIX and XXXV and the Introduction, 
pp. 18-19) to its present location. The last portion of chap. 8 was reproduced 
in both places, producing the doublet we now have. 



XIX. MERIBBAAL 
(9:1-13) 

9 1"Is anyone still left of the house of Saul," asked David, "whom I 
may treat loyally for Jonathan's sake?" 

2Now there was a servant of the house of Saul named Ziba, and he 
was summoned to David. 

"Are you Ziba?" the king asked him. 
"Your servant," he said. 
3"ls there now no one of the house of Saul whom I may treat with 

the loyalty of God?" asked the king. 
"There is still a son of Jonathan," Ziba told the king, "a cripple." 
4"Where is he?" asked the king. 
"He is in the house of Machir son of Ammiel," Ziba told the king, 

"in Lo-debar." 5So the king had him brought from the house ofMachir 
son of Ammiel in Lo-debar. 

6When Meribbaal son of Jonathan son of Saul came to David, he fell 
on his face and groveled. 

"Meribbaal," said David. 
"Your servant," he said. 
7"Don't be afraid," David told him, "for what I'm going to do is treat 

you loyally for the sake of your father, Jonathan! I'm going to return 
to you all the property of your grandfather, Saul, and as for you, you're 
going to eat your food at my table from now on!" 

8"What is your servant," he said, groveling, "that you should pay 
attention to a dead dog like me?" 

9Then the king summoned Ziba, Saul's steward. "I have given every
thing that belonged to Saul and all his house to your master's son," he 
told him. 10"Y ou are to work the land for him-you and your sons and 
your servants. You will bring food into your master's house for them 
to eat. But Meribbaal, your master's son, will eat his food at my table 
from now on." (Ziba had fifteen sons and twenty servants.) 

11"Just as my lord the king instructs his servant," said Ziba to the 
king, "your servant will do." 

So Meribbaal ate at David's table like one of the king's sons. 12Merib-
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baal had a small son named Micah. All who lived in the house of Ziba 
were Meribbaal's servants. 13Meribbaal himself lived in Jerusalem, for 
he always ate at the king's table. He was crippled in both legs. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

9 2. Ziba (2) So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL: "Ziba the steward" (cf. v. 9). 
"Your servant" So MT, LXXL. LXX8 AMN, Syr., Vulg.: "/am your servant." 
3. asked the king Reading wy'mr hm/k, lit., "and the king said," with MT, LXX. 

Syr. adds "to him." 
4. asked the king Reading wy'mr hmlk. lit., "and the king said," with LXXBAMN. 

MT, LXXL, Syr. add "to him." 
in Lo-debar So MT. MTMss, LXX, Syr.: "from Lo-debar," as in v. 5 and 17:27. 
5. the king So Syr. MT, LXX: "King David." 
6. Meribbaa/ See the Textual Note at 4:4. 
groveled LXX adds "to him." Omit with MT. 
said David LXX, Syr. add "to him." Omit with MT. 
7. your grandfather So LXX8 MN = 'by 'byk (contrast Ehrlich 1910:292). MT (cf. 

Syr., LXXAL) has lost 'by by haplography-thus, "your father." 
8. he said, groveling So MT, Syr., LXXL. LXX8 AMN make the subject explicit. 
9. the king So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL: "King David." 
Saul's steward Omitted by Syr. 
10. You will bring food into your master's house Reading whb't '/ byt 'dnyk /~m with 

LXXL. MT has whb't whyh lbn 'dnyk l~m. "You will bring (your harvest), and it will 
be food for your master's son" (see the NOTE). But the syntax of the verse, which 
contrasts the provision of food for the family ("your master's house") with the special 
provision for "Meribbaal, your master's son" (in the emphatic first position), strongly 
favors LXXL; see Ehrlich 1910:292. 

for them to eat That is, w'klw = we'iike/u, lit. "and they will eat" (so LXXLMN: 
kai phagontai). MT interprets w'klw as wa'akii/O, "and he (i.e., Meribbaal; see the 
preceding Textual Note) will eat it." 

(Ziba ... servants) This parenthesis is disruptive and unnecessary at this point. 
Though there is no textual basis for excising it, it is almost certainly a marginal note 
derived from 19:18. 

11. ate Vocalizing 'kl as 'aka/ with LXX (isthien). MT is obliged by its erroneous 
reading of "at my table" (see the following Textual Note) to treat the entire clause as 
if it were part of the preceding speech of Ziba and to read 'kl as 'okil; but "will eat" 
would require y'kl (so MTMss. Vulg.). 

David's table So LXX8AMN_ MT "my table" (retained by Ehrlich 1910:293) shows 
the influence of vv. 7 and 10, and Syr., LXXL "the king's table" looks ahead to v. 13. 
OL Mss, Vulg. "your table" reflects an attempt to correct the obvious error of MT while 
keeping the speech in Ziba's mouth (adopted by Thenius). 
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NOTES 

9 I. The question of a survivor in the house of Saul is raised by the account of the 
execution of the Saulids in 21:1-14, which probably once stood before chap. 9. The 
matter of the original and present arrangements of this material is discussed in the 
COMMENT as well as the Introduction (LITERARY HISTORY). Veijola (1975:87 n. 43) 
regards v. l, which anticipates v. 3, as editorial, the proper introduction to the episode 
coming in v. 2 (cf. van den Born; Langlamet 1979/81:(86:)208-9). 

whom I may treat loyally. Hebrew we'e'eseh 'imm6 ~esed. This act of ~esed has its 
background in David's relationship to Jonathan, specifically Jonathan's support of 
David in the perilous days of his departure from Saul's court (cf. especially I Samuel 
20). In the present, Deuteronomistically edited, form of the biblical text this connection 
is made explicit by expansions of the older account of David's rise to power (I Sam 
20:11-17,23,40-42; cf. 23:14-18), according to which Jonathan implored David to do 
~esed with his family ("if I die, never cut off your loyalty from my house" [I Sam 
20:14-15)) and bound him by an oath of Yahweh (I Sam 20:23,42; cf. II Sam 21:7). 
In the older form of the story, however, I Samuel 20 and II Samuel 9 belonged to 
different documents, and the reference to David's remarks ("for Jonathan's sake") was 
more general. The emphasis is on the freely given. ~esed of David, who might well have 
had Meribbaal put to death (cf. 19:29) were he not mindful of having once needed 
~esed himself from Meribbaal's father (I Sam 20:8); cf. Sakenfeld 1978:88-90. Note in 
this regard the threefold repetition of David's motive of "loyalty" (~esed) in vv. 1,3, 
and 7, whereby the narrator stresses that it was this motive-and no other-that 
prompted David to bring Meribbaal into his household. See, further, the COMMENT. 

3. a son of Jonathan ... a cripple. Meribbaal was identified and his lameness 
explained to us in 4:4. As pointed out in the NOTE there, this information may have 
stood originally here in 9:3 (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.113). The significance of Meribbaal's 
infirmity is discussed in the COMMENT. 

4. Machir son of Ammie/. The name has a good pedigree in northern Gilead. In the 
twelfth century e.c., when the Song of Deborah was composed, Machir seems to have 
been a tribe occupying the territory between Ephraim and Zebulun (Judg 5:14), which 
in the developed biblical tradition belonged to Manasseh, which is not mentioned in 
Judges 5. Evidently Manasseh was originally a clan of Machir that grew powerful and 
displaced it or, possibly, a rival tribe that drove Machir away (see de Vaux 1978:586-87, 
651-52 and bibliography). In any case, the Machirites came to be thought of as a clan 
of Manasseh (Num 26:29), and in the biblical genealogies Machir is a son of Manasseh 
(Gen 50:23; etc.) and the father of Gilead (Num 26:29). In this final arrangement the 
territory of Machir was that part of Gilead said to have been given them by Moses 
(Num 32:39-40; Deut 3:15), specifically the territory between Mahanaim and the 
Yarmuk (Sheri'at el-Menadireh, Map 2) but also including, at least in theory, Bashan 
(cf. Josh 13:29-31; 17:1). This was the vicinity in which Abiner and Ishbaal established 
a rump government after Saul's death (cf. the NOTE on "Mahanaim" at 2:13), and it 
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must have maintained a fierce loyalty to the house of Saul. Our Machir is likely to have 
shared this sentiment, and it is not surprising to find him harboring the Saulid scion 
Meribbaal. Nevertheless, Machir will eventually become a supporter of David (17:27). 
Was he won over by David's "loyalty" to Meribbaal (cf. Sakenfeld 1978:89 n. 114), or 
is David's surprising support in Transjordan to be explained in some other way? See 
the CoMMENT on § xx. 

Lo-debar. A city in northern Transjordan, possibly modern Umm ed-dabar (Map 2). 
Though mentioned in the description of the northern boundary of Gad in Josh 13:26 
(read lo debar for MT lidbfr), Lo-debar was in fact a Manassite or Machirite town 
maintaining the Saulid loyalty of neighboring cities like Mahanaim and Jabesh-gilead. 

7. all the property of . .. Saul. We can assume that David took full control of Saul's 
property in Benjamin and elsewhere after the demise of lshbaal and the expulsion of 
the Philistines. Though a family estate was inalienable and hereditary, it could be 
appropriated by the crown in the absence of a suitable heir; but in this instance an heir 
is later found and the property is restored (cf. Ben-Barak 1981). Nevertheless, the 
reassignment is only pro forma. David's future actions will show that he maintains 
actual control (already in vv. 9-10; cf. 16:14; 19:30). 

you're going to eat your food at my table. A seat at the king's table represented royal 
patronage and special favor. Thus in I Kings 2:7 David on his deathbed addresses 
Solomon in reference to the staunch loyalty of Barzillai (II Sam 17:27; 19:32-39), "As 
for the sons of Barzillai the Gileadite, treat them loyally (ta 'aseh-~esed), and let them 
be among those who eat at your table!" In I Kings 18: 19 we are told that the prophets 
of Baal and Asherah enjoyed the special patronage of the Samarian court, "eating at 
Jezebel's table." A particularly relevant example is II Kings 25:27-29 = Jer 52:31-33, 
where Jehoiachin, the exiled king of Judah and (like Meribbaal) the scion of a defeated 
royal family, is released from prison by Amel-Marduk (Evil-merodach) and accorded 
a position of honor at the Babylonian court. Afterwards, we are told, "He ate his food 
in [Amel-Marduk's] presence from then on [tamfd; cf. II Sam 9: 10] for the rest of his 
life." Compare also Psalm 23, where the psalmist speaks of Yahweh as a gracious king 
("my shepherd," v. 1), who sets him a place at his table (v. 5) and permits him to live 
in his house (v. 6). See, further, the NOTE at v. 10. 

8. a dead dog like me. Here, as in I Sam 24:15, "dead dog" is a term of extreme 
self-abasement (cf. I Kings 8:13 [LXX]); in 16:9 it is a term of contempt for someone 
else. The point is not that a dog is vile or contemptible (pace Winton Thomas 1960:417) 
but that it is insignificant-and a dead dog the more so. For "dog," "dead dog," and 
"stray dog" used similarly in the courtly language of extrabiblical documents from the 
ancient Near East, see I Samuel, pp. 384-85. To the particular expression used here 
by Meribbaal-meh 'abdeka kf panfta 'el hakkeleb 'ilier kamonf, "What is your servant 
... that you should pay attention to a dead dog like me?"--compare the language of 
a sixth-century e.c. letter from Lachish (Lachish ostracon 2.4 = KAI 194.4): my 'bdk 
klb ky zkr 'dny 'bdh. "Who is your servant, a dog, that my lord should have remem
bered his servant?" Cf. miyami anaku kalbu iSten . . . • "Who am I, some dog ... ?" 
in a fourteenth-century e.c. letter from Syria (EA 202:12-13). 

9. Saul's steward. Hebrew na'ar means "young man" and thus "servant, retainer" 
or "squire, soldier" (MacDonald 1976; Stiihli 1978; cf. the NOTE at 2: 14). Though often 
used in reference to ordinary household servants in a general way (13:17), the term can 
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connote a specific office of high rank, evidently that of steward or superintendent of 
the property of an estate. Thus in 19: 18 Ziba is called na 'ar bet sii'u/, "the steward of 
the house of Saul." Here he is called na'ar sii'u/, "Saul's steward," and in 16:1 "Merib
baal's steward." To these titles may be compared those found on Hebrew and Ammo
nite seals bearing the legend (1-)PN, n 'r PN,, "(belonging to) PN,, the steward of PN,"; 
see A vigad 1976. 

10. Ziba is to work Saul's estates and provide for the family with the produce. But 
Meribbaal will live in Jerusalem under royal patronage and evidently at royal expense. 
The received Hebrew text gives the impression that Meribbaal is to receive shipments 
of food from his estate (see the Textual Note), and Rainey has seen this as evidence 
for an administrative system under which royal courtiers were supported by income 
from their estates, an assumption he then uses to explain the purpose of the Samaria 
ostraca and certain obscure administrative texts from Ugarit (l 967b; 1979). But the 
force of David's instructions as they appear in the superior Greek text is to emphasize 
the opposite point, viz. that Meribbaal will be supported at David's expense. 

12. Micah. According to I Chron 8:34-45 (cf. 9:40-41), Micah became the father of 
four sons. Our story in its present form shows that both Jonathan (I Sam 20: 14-16) 
and Saul (I Sam 24:21-22) realized that the survival of their family lay in David's 
hands, and, as it turns out, it is through Meribbaal and Micah, who have now come 
under David's protection, that the house of Saul will be preserved. 

COMMENT 

Long ago, when Jonathan was helping the young David escape from Saul's 
court, he adjured David to "deal loyally with me; but if I die, never cut off 
your loyalty from my house. And when Yahweh cuts off each of the enemies 
of David from upon the face of the earth, if the name of Jonathan is cut off 
from the house of David, then may Yahweh call David to account!" (I Sam 
20:14-16). Now Jonathan is dead, David is king, and David's enemies are "cut 
off," as the preceding chapter has shown systematically. In other words, the 
time foreseen by Jonathan has come. David, therefore, acts promptly to exer
cise "loyalty" (l)esed, vv. 1,3,7) to Jonathan's descendants. In particular, he 
determines the whereabouts of Jonathan's lame son Meribbaal (cf. 4:4) and 
sends for him. He formally restores Saul's estate to Meribbaal and gives him 
a seat at the royal table, a place of honor at court. Henceforth Meribbaal is 
to live under David's patronage, and "the name of Jonathan" will never be 
"cut off from the house of David." 

These events fit smoothly into the larger story in its present, Deuteronomis
tically edited, form. There is no reason to believe that I Samuel 20 and II 
Samuel 9 derive from a single original document-though both may come 
from the reign of David (see the section LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduc-
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tion). Nevertheless, a Deuteronomistic hand has made the connection between 
them explicit by the addition of I Sam 20:11-17,23,40-42 (see I Samuel, pp. 
16-17,344). As explained in the COMMENT on § XVII, it was also a 
Deuteronomistic writer who compiled the catalogue of David's wars, in which 
David's enemies are "cut off," and placed it in the narrative immediately 
preceding the present passage. As an episode in the Deuteronomistic history, 
therefore, II Samuel 9 joins with I Samuel 20 to link separate components of 
the story of David into a narrative unit, while offering, like the episode of 
David and Michal in 6:20-23, a resolution to issues arising from earlier events 
in the larger story. In particular, David's relationship to Meribbaal is presented 
as a sequel to his past relationship to Jonathan and, most especially, the result 
of a spontaneous initiative of David undertaken in faithful recollection of 
Jonathan's earnest entreaty. 

This suggests that it was also Deuteronomistic editing that separated the 
story of the Gibeonites' revenge in 21: 1-14 from its natural sequel here in chap. 
9 and consigned it to an appendix at the end of the materials on the reign of 
David. The connection between these two passages was first recognized by 
Klostermann, who has been followed by a large number of commentators 
(Budde, Schulz, Hertzberg, Caird, de Vaux; cf. also Carlson 1964:198-203). 
It has been doubted by Smith and others, most notably Gunn (1978:68), who 
argues that chap. 9 is a sequel not to 21: l-14 but to chaps. 2-4, with particular 
reference to the death of Ishbaal (cf., already, Segal 1965/66:36-37). But 
David's question in v. 1 implies that Saul's house is threatened with extinction, 
not merely that one Saulid, however prominent, has died. Thus, it is very 
difficult to suppose that the seven Saulids put to death in chap. 21 are alive 
at the beginning of chap. 9 (Budde). In other words, the events of21:1-l4 are 
almost certainly chronologically prior to those of chap. 9, having taken place 
early, not late, in David's reign (Budde). Though it may not be possible, as 
Klostermann supposed, to identify a verbal relic of the editorial separation of 
these two passages (see the NOTE on "Afterwards" at 21:14), it seems clear 
that David's question in 9: l presupposes the events of 21: l-14 and is phrased 
with reference to them, and it is reasonable, therefore, to assume that 21:1-14 
+ 9:1-13 once stood in continuous narrative sequence. The separation, then, 
must have been made by a Deuteronomistic editor who saw David's treatment 
of Meribbaal in the context of his long-standing relationship to the house of 
Saul rather than of the suspicious circumstances of the Gibeonites' revenge. 
The additions to I Samuel 20 and the relegation of II Sam 21:1-14 to an 
appendix, therefore, were parts of a single redactional effort to stress David's 
sincerity in his treatment of Meribbaal (Hertzberg) and, at the same time, to 
reinforce the continuity of the larger history. 

It can also be shown that II Samuel 9 represents an introduction to the story 
that follows in chaps. 10-20 and-passing over the appendices in chaps. 21-24 
-I Kings 1 and 2. The two men introduced to us here, Ziba and Meribbaal, 
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will have an important role there (16:1-14; 19:24--30). Moreover, if these 
chapters (II Samuel 9-20 + I Kings 1-2) are finally concerned with the 
question of the succession to David, as many scholars have concluded, the 
identification of the crippled guest in David's household as the sole Saulid heir 
can be said to contribute to this larger theme. Indeed, Rost's programmatic 
analysis of this material as a succession narrative identified chap. 9 as the 
beginning of the main body of the narrative in its present form. 

On the other hand, II Sam 21:1-14 + 9:1-13 displays a literary and the
matic completeness in itself. It has a clear beginning ("There was a famine in 
the time of David ... ," 21:1) and end ("So Meribbaal ate at David's table 
like one of the sons of the king," 9: 11 b), followed by a concluding summary 
(9: 12-13). It contributes to the succession question ("Why did Solomon suc
ceed David to the throne?") only in the most general way, but it addresses 
another question ("Why did David execute the seven Saulids and summon the 
eighth to Jerusalem?") directly and succinctly. For these reasons it seems 
preferable to think of2I:1-14 + 9: 1-13 as deriving from an originally indepen
dent document taken up by the author of I Kings 1-2 in support of his work. 
Thus, it stands alongside the apology of David (I Sam 16:14--II Sam 5:10) and 
the story of Abishalom's rebellion (II Samuel 13-20) as part of a corpus of 
writings from the court of David cited evidentially in support of the apologetic 
argument of I Kings 1-2 (see the section LITERARY HISTORY in the Introduc
tion; cf. Mccarter 1981 :361-64). The S9lomonic apologist may have found 
this account of the fate of the Saulids useful because it depicted David as he 
wanted him to be seen, just but severe (cf. I Kings 2:5-9). Also, the bloodbath 
that accompanied Solomon's accession might be viewed more generously if 
David's execution of the Saulids was kept in mind. In any case, the account 
of Meribbaal's arrival at court provided a needed and convenient introduction 
to the Meribbaal-Ziba subplot of the story of Abishalom 's rebellion. (I do not, 
however, wish to join Langlamet [ 1979-81] in reviving the hypothesis of Cook 
[1899/1900:169-76] that the various Meribbaal elements in chaps. 9, 16, and 
19 [cf. 21 :7] derive from a single, originally independent document [Cook] or 
an early editorial expansion of the story [Langlamet]. Still less convincing is 
the argument of Veijola [ 1978] for extensive Deuteronomistic expansion in 
these chapters [in chap. 9, vv. 1,3,6,7,lOaEb, and 13], pro-Davidic editing 
obscuring the fact that, as Veijola believes, Meribbaal was Saul's son [cf. 
9:7,9,10; 16:3; 19:25; in addition to 21:7] and a contemporary of David. The 
Meribbaal passages in chaps. 16 and 19 seem organic to their context, as we 
shall see.) 

Considered as an originally independent document from the reign of David, 
II Sam 21:1-14 + 9:1-13 reveals its purpose readily. It addresses publicly 
known events-the execution of the Saulids and the summons of Meribbaal 
-which must have cast the gravest suspicion upon David, especially among 
Benjaminites. Did David purge the house of Saul in order to secure his own 
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claim to the throne of all Israel? Was Meribbaal, the surviving Saulid heir, a 
prisoner in David's household? Public appearances lent credence to such 
suspicions. Our document, however, seeks to explain that, despite appearances, 
David's behavior was just and honorable. The execution of the $even Saulids 
was necessitated by the requirements of blood justice arising from Saul's 
treatment of the Gibeonites (21:1). David had nothing personal at stake in 
issuing the order of execution; on the contrary, he was acting in the interest 
ofall Israelites to bring relief from the famine (see the COMMENT on§ XXXV). 
As for Meribbaal, he was brought from Jerusalem not as a prisoner but as an 
honored guest. David summoned him out of loyalty to his past relationship 
with his father. He restored his family estate to him and gave him a position 
at court. The modem historian must evaluate David's role in these events in 
awareness of the favorable slant of the report in 21:1-14 + 9:1-13 as well as 
the unfavorable predisposition of Benjaminites like Shimei son· of Gera, who 
regarded David as a "bloodstained fiend of hell" (16:7). The Gibeonites' claim 
on the house of Saul is not likely to have been a pure fiction, but we cannot 
doubt that David welcomed the opportunity to decimate by legal means a 
family with a strong claim to his throne. Meribbaal probably did enjoy the 
status and treatment of an honored member of the court who "always ate at 
the king's table," language pointing to a position of privilege (see the NOTES 

at vv. 7, 10); but we cannot deny the advantage it was to David to have the sole 
heir to the house of Saul under his own roof, where he could keep an eye on 
him. It may be more than accidental, moreover, that the one male Saulid who 
survived the purge was lame. A man who was lame-or had any physical 
blemish-could not function as a priest (Lev 21:1~23). We are nowhere told 
that a blemish excluded a man from becoming king (but see the NOTE at 
14:25), but in view of the sacrosanct character of the king's body (cf. the NOTE 

at 1:14) it seems most unlikely that a man "crippled in both legs" could have 
been regarded as a qualified candidate for the throne. 

Whatever the historical relationship was between David and Meribbaal, 
their relationship within our story is now established. David is Meribbaal's 
benefactor and patron as well as the king to whom he owes allegiance. The 
terms implicit in this relationship will be appealed to more than once as the 
story continues to unfold. 



XX. THE WAR WITH THE ARAMEAN COALITION 
(10: 1-19) 

10 1After this the king of the Ammonites died, and Hanun, his son, 
became king in his place. 2David thought, "I'll treat Hanun son of 
Nahash loyally just as his father treated me loyally." So [he] sent 
servants to console him over his father. 

But when David's servants reached the land of the Ammonites, 3the 
Ammonite leaders said to Hanun, their lord, "Does it seem to you that 
David is honoring your father when he sends yotl comforters? Isn't it 
rather to explore the city-to spy on it and look it over-that [he] sends 
his servants to you?" 4So taking David's servants, Hanun shaved off 
their beards, cut their skirts in half up to the buttocks, and sent them 
away. 

5When David was told, he had the men met, for they were deeply 
humiliated. "Stop over in Jericho," said the king, "until your beards 
have grown back; then return." 

6When the Ammonites saw that they had offended David, [they] sent 
away and hired the Arameans of Beth-rehob and the Arameans of 
Zobah-twenty thousands of foot soldiers-and the king of Maacah 
and the men of Tob--twelve thousands of men. 'When David heard, 
he dispatched Joab with all the soldiers. 

8The Ammonites marched out and drew up for battle at the entrance 
to the gate, with the Arameans ofZobah and Rehob, then men ofTob, 
and Maacah remaining apart in the open country. 9Joab, seeing that 
battlefronts were set against him both before and behind, made a selec
tion from all the elite troops in Israel and drew up to meet the Ara
means. 1°The rest of the army he put under the command of his brother 
Abishai, who drew up to meet the Ammonites. 11 "Ifthe Arameans are 
too strong for me," he had said, "you must give me help, and if the 
Ammonites are too strong for you, I'll come to help you. 12Take courage 
and we'll exert ourselves on behalf of our people and the cities of our 
god! May Yahweh do what seems good to him!" 

JJWhen Joab and the force that was with him closed in to fight with 
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the Arameans, they fled from him, 14and the Ammonites, seeing that 
the Arameans had fled, also fled from Abishai and went into the city. 
So Joab returned to Jerusalem from the Ammonite campaign. 

The Battle of He/am 

15When the Arameans saw that they had been routed by the Isra
elites, they reassembled, 16and Hadadezer had the Arameans who were 
across the River brought. They came to Helam with Shobach, the 
commander of Hadadezer's army, leading them. 11When David was 
told, he gathered all Israel, crossed the Jordan, and came to Helam, 
where the Arameans drew up in front of [him], fought with him, 18and 
fled before the advance of Israel. David killed seven hundreds of the 
Aramean charioteers and forty thousands of their cavalrymen, and he 
also struck down Shobach, the commander of their army, so that he 
died there. 19 And when all the vassals of Hadadezer saw that they had 
been defeated by Israel, they sued Israel for peace and became its 
vassals, and the Arameans were afraid to help the Ammonites again. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

10 1. At this point the character of the Septuagintal evidence for the text of Samuel 
changes radically. LXX8 is no longer a direct witness to the 0G text, representing 
instead the so-called kaige recension. LXXL, with all its peculiarities and problems, is 
now our best source of OG readings. See the section TEXT AND VERSIONS in the 
Introduction. 

3. the city Targ. "the land." Cf. I Chron 19:3 and see Talmon 1975:345. 
4. their beards So LXX. MT has "half (~~y) their beards" in anticipation of "cut 

their skirts in half (b~~y)." 
5. When David was told So LXXL: kai apinge/i to daueid = wygd (wayyuggad) 

ldwd. MT (cf. LXX9
AMN): wygdw ldwd, "When they told David." At this point LXX, 

4QSam', and I Chron 19:5 add "about the men"; omit with MT. Cf. Barthelemy 
1980:24-25. 

6. they had offended David MT has nb'sw bdwd, lit. "they stunk with David," for 
which I Chron 19:6 offers a more distinctive equivalent, htb'sw 'm dwd. LXX kati
schynthisan ho laos daueid points to bwsw 'm dwd, "the people ('m = 'am) of David 
were ashamed." 

and hired ... thousands of men The witnesses preserve variant ways of presenting 
this list. Our translation generally follows that shared by MT and LXX. The fragments 
of4QSam' share with Josephus (Ant. 7.121) and I Chron 19:6-7 an alternative that, 
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in the form presented by the Chronicler and Josephus, is so elaborated with intrusive 
materials from 8:3-6 as well as MT's text of the present passage that it is difficult to 
recover with certainty. The Textual Notes that follow draw upon this alternative 
presentation only where it is possible to be reasonably certain that an authentic variant 
reading exists. Ulrich (1978: 152-56) provides an expert evaluation of the several read
ings involved and the affinities among them. 

and hired So MT (cf. LXX): wyskrw. I Chron 19:6 has a different reading of which 
the first three words are preserved in a fragment of 4QSam': 'Ip kkr ksp lskr Ihm. "a 
thousand silver talents to hire for themselves" (cf. also Josephus, Ant. 7.121). 

the Arameans of Beth-rehob So MT (cf. LXX): 'rm byt r~wb, lit. "Aram Beth
rehob." I Chron 19:6, Josephus (Ant. 7.121), and Ps 60:2 have 'rm nhrym. "Aram 
Naharaim," that is, "the Arameans of Mesopotamia." 

and the Arameans of Zobah Omitted by LXX 9
. 

foot soldiers So MT, LXX, to which compare Josephus, Ant. 7.121. The chariots 
and cavalrymen of I Chron l 9:fr 7 and 4QSam' may have arisen under the influence 
of 8:4. 

the king of Maacah MT, followed by LXX, adds "one thousand of men," on which 
see Ulrich 1978:155. We omit 'Ip ys with I Chron 19:7 and, as space considerations 
dictate, 4QSam' (N.B. also Josephus' total of twelve thousand for both Maacah and Tob 
[Ant. 7.121]). 

the men of Tob So MT: ys ~wb. 4QSam' reads this as a man's name, (')js~wb, 

"lshtob," to which compare LXX eistob, Syr. 'sytwb. and Josephus (Ant. 7.121) 
istobon. See also the NOTE. 

At the end of the verse a long passage, absent from MT and those witnesses (here 
including LXX) dependent on MT, appears in I Chron 19:7 and in a shorter form in 
the fragments of 4QSam', which may be reconstructed on the basis of the Chronicles 
text. I Chron 19:7 makes no mention of "the men of Tob" or the number of troops sent 
by Maacah and Tob. After referring to "the king of Maacah and his army," it goes on 
as follows: wyb'w wy~nw lpny mydb' wbny 'mwn n'spw m'ryhm wyb'w lml~mh. "And 
they came and encamped in front of Medeba. And the Ammonites had gathered from 
their cities, and they came to fight." Space considerations show that if 4QSam' con
tained the designation of the number of troops from Maacah and Tob-which seems 
likely, since the scroll has the reference to Tob (see above}--it cannot also have included 
the first sentence in the reading from Chronicles just cited. Thus I reconstruct the scroll 
as follows: (wbny] 'mwn n'spw mn h('ryhm wyb'w lhl~]m. lit. "And the Ammonites 
had gathered from their cities, and they came to fight." This leaves space on the scroll 
before v. 7; it was probably empty (paragraphing; cf. I Chron 19:7-8). We should 
probably regard this plus, whether in its shorter (4QSam') or longer (I Chron 19:7) 
form, as expansive. The reference to Medeba, which seems much too far south (cf. 
Bright 1972: 198 n. 43), is troubling, and, more important, there is no apparent mecha
nism for its loss. Neither, however, is there an apparent motivation for its insertion or 
a known source. 

7. the soldiers The text of MT (cf. LXX 9
) is conflate, reading h~b' hgbrym, "the 

army, the soldiers," which has been adjusted in LXXL, Syr., Targ., OL, and I Chron 
19:8 (ketib) to ~b' hgbrym, "the army of soldiers." Read hgbrym. 

8. the gate So MT, LXX9
"M, Syr. (cf. 11:23). LXXLN and I Chron 19:9 have "the 

city." Cf. I Samuel. the Textual Notes at 9:14,18. 
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9. seeing MT (cf. LXX8
, etc.): wyr', lit. "And (Joab) saw." LXXL reflects wyr'm, 

"And (Joab) saw them." · 
before MT mpnym, rendered ek tou kata prosopon by LXX'8l, in which it is com

bined with ex enantias = lqr't, "opposite." In recensional correction.to MT, LXXA 
(correctly) omits ex enantias, and LXXLM (incorrectly) omit ek tou kata prosopon. 

the elite troops in Israel So MT (ketfb): b~wry by5r'l, an archaic construction (GK' 
§130a) revised by MT (qere) to b~wry ysr'l (Freedman). LXXL = b~wr bny y5r'l, "the 
elite troops [collective; cf. I Chron 19:10] of the Israelites." 

11. he had said So MT, LXXBAMN. LXXL: "Joab had said to Abishai." Syr.: "he 
had said to Abishai his brother" (cf. v. 10). 

you must give me help That is, whyth ly lysw'h, lit. "you must be a help to me" (so 
MT; cf. LXXL). LXX8 AMN = whytm, etc., "you [plural] must give me help." 

I'll come to help you So MT (cf. LXXL): whlkty lhwsy' lk. LXX8AMN = whyynw 
lhwfy'k, lit. "we'll be to help you," i.e., "it will be our task to help you." I Chron 19: 12: 
whws'tyk, "I'll help you." · 

12. and we'll exert ourselves So MT, LXXBAMN. LXXL: "and we'll exert ourselves 
and fight." 

to him So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL adds "concerning us." 
13. they fled So MT (cf. LXX8AMN): wynsw. LXXL = wyns 'rm, "the Arameans 

fled." 
14. So Joab . .. campaign Reading wysb yw'b m 'I bny 'mwn yrwslym, lit. "And Joab 

returned from against the Ammonites to Jerusalem," with LXXL, OL (cf. I Chron 
19:15). Before "to Jerusalem," MT (cf. LXX'1N) inserts "and (he) came," and MTMss 
(cf. LXX8A) insert "and they (?) came." 

15. When the Arameans saw that they had been routed So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL, 
OL have "When the Ammonites saw that the Arameans had been routed" in reminis
cence of v. 14. 

by the Israelites So LXXL, Syr.M55: lpny bny y5r'l. MT (cf. LXX8AMN) has lost bny 
after lpny- thus, "by Israel." 

16. and Hadadezer had ... brought That is, wysl~ hdd'zr wy~', lit. "and Hadadezer 
sent and brought." So MT, LXXLMN. LXX8

: "and Hadadezer sent and assembled." 
to He/am Thenius understood MT ~ylm as "their army" (cf. Vulg.); but LXX, 

Syr., and Targ. take it as a proper noun identical to ~l'mh in v. 17, and this is evidently 
correct (Ewald 1878:155 n. 2; cf. Wellhausen, Driver). 

17. the Arameans drew up in front of [him] So MT, LXXem•ALMN. LXX8 : "David 
drew up in front of the Arameans" (cf. I Chron 19: 17). 

18. and.fled MT has "and Aram fled." Omit 'rm with Syr.Mss (Englert 1949:12) 
and LXX8 (in which it is restored marginally). 

David killed The figures that follow are those of MT and LXX8
, but the witnesses 

differ: 

MT, LXX8
: 700 rkb + 40,000 prsym 

Syr.: 1,700 rkb + 4,000 prfym + "a great army" (w'm' sgy") 
LXXL, OL: 700 prfym + 40,000 rgly 

I Chron 19:18 
and Josephus, 

Ant. 7.128: 7 ,000 prfym + 40,000 rgly 
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19. all che vassals of Hadadezer MT has kl hmlkym 'bdy hdd'zr, "all the kings. the 

vassals ofHadadezer." LXX is similar, but corresponding to 'bdy hdd'zr LXXL (cf. OL) 
has hoi symporeuomenoi co adraazar. "who traveled with Hadadezer," possibly reflect
ing 'bry hdd'zr or hhwlkym (a variant of hmlkym?) lhdd'zr. Syr. and one Greek 
minuscule (d = 107) omit "the kings" in agreement with I Chron 19:19, probably 
reflecting the primitive situation: hmlkym arose as a marginal correction of hm/'kym 
in 11: I (see the Texcual Nore there) and found its way into the text at this point. 

NOTES 

10 1-2. Hanun's father, Nahash, was an enemy of Saul (I Samuel 11) and may have 
regarded himself ipso facto an ally of David. Outside of the present passage nothing 
is said of a relationship between David and Nahash except in 17:27, where we are told 
that a son of Nahash named Shobi was among those who received David in Mahanaim 
and provided for him during his flight from Abishalom. If this was the act of "loyalty" 
(~esed) referred to here, as seems probable, it follows that Abishalom's rebellion, 
described in chaps. 13-20, was historically prior to the present events. As explained in 
the COMMENT, we should probably think of Nahash as having allied himself to David 
during the reign of Saul or lshbaal to offset the threat Israel posed to Ammon. The 
language of covenant loyalty (~esed) found in the present passage suggests that David's 
dispatch of a delegation to Rabbah was in keeping with an established protocol accord
ing to which such embassies were sent at the death of treaty partners in the interest 
of maintaining covenant relationships intact (Moran 1963a:80). Nahash, says David, 
"treated me loyally" ('iisa . .. 'immiidi ~esed), presumably by providing him assistance 
at Mahanaim. It is therefore David's wish to "treat Hanun son of Nahash loyally" 
('e'eseh-~esed .. . ). i.e., reassure the new Ammonite king about the continuity of the 
alliance. 

3. and look ic over. Hebrew iilehopkiih. lit. "and curn it over," rendered by most 
recent translators as "and overthrow it." But as Ehrlich pointed out long ago (1910: 
294), the verb hpk has the meaning "overthrow, destroy" elsewhere only with Yahweh 
as subject. Here it is probably synonymous with the adjacent verbs ~iiq6r. "explore," 
and uleraggeliih. "to spy it out," as required by the synoptic parallel in I Chron 19:3, 
where the order is altered: /a~qor welahiipok uleraggel. "to explore [the city), to look 
[it] over, and to spy [it] out." Thus the Targum Jonathan is correct in rendering wlhpkh 
as wlmbdqh. "and discover its secrets," in the present passage. 

4. The treatment of David's emissaries finds parallels in gestures of humiliation
whether real, ritual, or symbolic--on other occasions: To the shaving of the beard 
compare Isa 15:2; Jer 41 :5; 48:37; etc.; to the exposure of the buttocks compare Isa 20:4. 
However, the particular combination here suggests symbolic castration, a peculiarly 
appropriate punishment for presumed spies in view of the widespread analogue of 
eyeballs and testicles in myth and folklore. Removal of the beard symbolically deprives 
a man of his masculinity. Cutting off the skirt may be a palliative for castration, and, 
in any case, it bares the testicles, and thus-by the same kind of transference that led 
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Oedipus to gouge out his eyes after discovering that he had been sleeping with his 
mother-it exposes the "eyes" of the secret spies. 

5. Jericho. See Map 6. The city (Tell es-Sul!an) lay near the Jordan, nqt far from the 
point at which David's emissaries would have crossed on their return from the Ammo
nite capital. The most direct road from Jerusalem to Rabbah crossed the river just north 
of the Dead Sea and proceeded east via Heshbon (cf. Yadin 1955:347). 

6--19. According to a number of scholars (Rost 1926: 184-91; Flanagan 1972: 176; 
Gunn 1978:65, 70) the Aramean war described in these verses had nothing to do with 
David's conflict with the Ammonites. Thus they regard this section, vv. 6(or 6b)-:19, 
as secondary in its present context, i.e., in its connection to IO:l-15(6a) + 11:1-2 + 
12:26--31. I agree with Hertzberg, however, in regarding chap. 10 as a unit. The 
intervention of the Zobah coalition in the lsraelite-Ammonite conflict is not implausi
ble; on the contrary, it is consistent with what seems to have been an Ammonite policy 
of seeking alliances with Israel's rivals in order to neutralize the Israelite threat, and 
it is a strategically reasonable move on the part ofZobah in view of the growing conflict 
of interest in the region between the new Aramean and Israelite powers. See the 
discussion in the COMMENT. 

6. Beth-rehob. The city-state is called Rehob in Num 13:21, where it is said to mark 
the northern boundary of Canaan, and in an Egyptian list of cities conquered by 
Thutmosis III (ANET' 243). Judg 18:28, where we are told that it controlled the valley 
in which Dan was built, calls it Beth-rehob. It lay at the southern foot of Mount 
Hermon and the Anti-Lebanon range (Map 6); the capital city has not been identified. 
The fact that it is mentioned here before Zobah, the larger state that led the coalition, 
suggests that Beth-rehob was in some sense the ranking member of the group. This 
might be explained by reference to the patronymic of Hadadezer son of Rehob, the king 
of Zobah, which has been taken by Malama! and others to indicate that Zobah was 
ruled by a dynasty from Beth-rehob (see the NOTE on "Hadadezer son of Rehob" at 
10:3). Thus Beth-rehob would have had the samt: relationship to Zobah at this time 
that Judah had to Israel during the reigns of David and Solomon. 

Zobah. See the NOTE at 8:3. 
twenty thousands. The number seems to be intended to refer to the combined infantry 

of Beth-rehob and Zobah, lending weight to Malamat's theory that the two were joined 
in a personal union by Hadadezer (see the NOTE on "Hadadezer son of Rehob" at 8:3). 
Twenty "thousands" ('elep) may have contained about two hundred men (cf. the first 
NOTE at 8:4). 

Maacah. Along with Geshur (13:37,38) Maacah occupied the Golan, north of Gilead 
and south of Mount Hennon (Map 6). Maacah lay north of Geshur and thus closer 
to Beth-rehob and Zobah; and whereas Geshur allied itself to David's kingdom by 
marriage (2:9), Maacah joined the rival coalition. See, in general, Mazar [Maisler] 
1961 :21-22,26--27. 

the men of Tob. "The land of Tob" (Judg 11 :3,5; I Mace 5: 13) was a small state in 
northern Transjordan, usually identified with modern e!-Taiyibeh, ca. twelve miles 
southeast of the Sea of Galilee (cf. de Vaux 1978:820 and n. 143). The designation 
'is {ob. "the men of Tob," could be rendered "the man of Tob," i.e., the ruler of Tob, 
as rulers of lesser rank are referred to in Akkadian letters of the second millennium 
(Jirku 1950); but this usage seems confined to letters addressed to high-ranking kings 
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in which a local ruler, who might elsewhere be called "king," seeks to avoid offense 
by refraining from calling himself or another local ruler "king." 

twelve thousands. If our analysis of the textual data is correct (cf. the Textual Note 
on "the king of Maacah "), this number refers to the combined strength of Maacah and 
Tob, and we should probably think ofTob as subject to Maacah at this time (cf. Boling 
1975: 197). 

8. the gate. Presumably of Rabbah, the Ammonite capital, modem Amman, and not 
Medeba (I Chron 19:7); see the last Textual Note at v. 6. 

9. Evidently Joab's army marched to Rabbah by the most direct route via Jericho 
and Heshbon (see the NOTE on "Jericho," v. 5), a tactical blunder that left it with 
hostile troops on two fronts (Yadin 1955:349-50; cf. Stoebe 1977:243). The best road 
for a military expedition was that taken later by David, as explained in the Non at 
v. 17. 

10. Abishai. See the NOTE at 2: 18. 
12. the cities of our god. Hebrew 'ii.re 'elohenu. reflected uniformly in the textual 

witnesses. Nevertheless, a number of emendations have been offered: (1) delete 'ry as 
a corrupt dittograph of the last two letters of the preceding b'd (Schulz, Hertzberg); 
(2) read 'rwn '/hynw, "the ark of our god" (Klostermann, Budde, Smith, Nowack, 
Caird); (3) read 'ry '/hynw, "the altars of our god"; (4) read 'bdy 'lhynw, "the servants 
of our god" (Ehrlich 1910:294-95). Giveon (1964) interprets the received text in light 
of the ancient associations of the cult of Yahweh with the geography of southern 
Transjordan. Egyptian toponymic lists from the fourteenth and twelfth centuries B.c. 
refer to a "land of the Shosu," the Egyptian name for the nomads of southern Palestine 
and Transjordan, called yhw: (ya-h-wa), in the vicinity of another "land of the Shosu" 
called s'rr, evidently biblical Seir (Giveon 1971, nos. 6a and 16a; for a discussion, see 
especially Herrmann 1967 and 1981:76,84). The Mesha stele (KAI 181:14-18) shows 
that Yahweh was still worshiped in the middle of the ninth century in the old Reubenite 
sanctuary of Nebo (Num 32:3,38), a dozen or so miles southwest of Rabbah. Thus 
Giveon understands "the cities of our god" to refer to cities with venerable associations 
with Yahweh in southern Transjordan. "The very ancient tradition of these [cities]," 
he reasons ( 1964:416), "made Joab's remarks meaningful for David's warriors in 
Ammon: by exhorting them to fight for the 'cities of our God' he was arousing the 
religious feelings of his followers, renewing a very old and sacred tradition.." 

15-19. Smith followed Winckler (1895-1900:vol. 1:139) in regarding vv. 15-19a as 
secondary, pertaining to a different campaign (cf. Cook 1899/1900:157). The direct 
participation of David suggests that it may have taken place earlier, before his retire
ment from the battlefield during the Philistine wars (21:17; cf. Flanagan 1972:176 n. 
18). We cannot assume, however, that all conflict with Philistia was over when the war 
with Zobah broke out or, in particular, that the battle referred to in 21: 15-17 had 
already occurred. As indicated in the NOTE on vv. 6-19 above, I prefer to think of chap. 
10 as a unit. Verses 15-19, then, describe a second phase of the same war (cf. Rost 
1926:77). 

16. Hadadezer. The king of Zobah and leader of the Aramean coalition. See 8:3. 
across the River. As in the case of "the River" in 8:3, some scholars doubt that the 

Euphrates was originally intended here. Some think of the Jordan, others the Yarmuk 
(de Groot, van den Born, Stoebe 1977:245), still others the Leontes (Schulz following 
Jeremias 1930:524). But Arameans were firmly ensconced along the middle and upper 
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Euphrates and in northwest Mesopotamia by the time of David, and there is nothing 
implausible about the assumption that Hadadezer recruited help in Transeuphrates (cf. 
Malamat 1958: 100 n. 19; Mazar [Maisler] 1962: 102); this is true especially if Malamat's 
identification of the Aramean king mentioned in Assyrian records contemporary with 
David as conqueror of territories on the upper Euphrates with Hadadezer (see the 
NOTE at 8:3) is correct. 

He/am. The exact location of Helam is unknown. According to Ezek 47:16 (LXX) 
it lay between Damascus and Hamath (Cornill 1886). If this is correct, it cannot have 
been far from Hadadezer's principal cities, Tebah and Berothai (8:8; cf. Map 6). But 
this seems too far north: Shobach's expedition is evidently an offensive thrust into or 
at least towards Israelite territory. The location of the known cities of I Mace .5:26, 
where Alema is probably identical to Helam, suggests a site in northern Transjordan. 
In I Mace 5:26, moreover, Alema is preceded by "in" (en) rather than "at" (eis). which 
precedes the other place-names, suggesting that "in Alema" is an attribute of the 
preceding city, Bosor (Goldstein 1976:301), the location of which is known (Bu~r 
el-Hariri, forty to forty-five miles east of the Sea of Galilee on the Transjordanian 
plateau). It follows that Alema/Helam was a region, not a city, and this is consistent 
with the description of the battle in vv. 17-18 below, which describes a clash in open 
country rather than the siege of a city. 

17. David intercepts the Arameans in Helam, thus avoiding the predicament of Joab 
earlier (v. 9). Yadin (1955:347-51) concludes that David must have crossed the Jordan 
at Adamah (Tell ed-Damiyeh) at the southern end of the Valley of Succoth (cf. 11: 11) 
following the best road for a military expedition into Transjordan. 

18. Shobach. In I Chron 19: 16, 18 the name, here s6bak, is given as s6pak, "Sho
pach." It may be non-Semitic. 

19. "From this it is clear that Hadadezer's satellites kept their former political regime 
and merely exchanged Israelite for Aramean suzerainty." So Malama! (1963:3), who 
argues (p. 2) that "David took over Hadadezer's realm not only territorially, but also 
structurally. That is to say, the diverse political entities of Aram Zobah were absorbed 
by Israel with no change in the status which they previously held-a practice which 
seems to have been not uncommon in the international relations of the ancient Near 
East." See also Bright 1976:195. 

COMMENT 

This account of David's Aramean war requires commentary of two kinds. It 
must be discussed first as a historical resource; then its place and literary 
function in the larger narrative must be assessed. 

Historical Considerations 

As explained in the NOTE on vv. 1-2, David's words in v. 2 suggest that 
Nahash, the Ammonite king defeated by Saul in I Samuel 11, was able to 
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maintain his nation's independence from Israel (despite Josephus, Ant. 6.80) 
and, furthermore, that he allied himself to David in his long struggle with the 
house of Saul. The specific act of "loyalty" (~esed) David refers to may have 
been Nahash's dispatch of a delegation led by his son Shobi to receive David 
at Mahanaim in his flight from Abishalom, which, therefore, must have taken 
place before the present events. But such a gesture presupposes a prior alliance 
and shows that the Ammonite king recognized a duty to David personally 
rather than as king of Israel. In all probability, then, the relationship between 
Nahash and David goes back to the days before David became king of Israel. 
In view of Ammon's vulnerability to a strong Israelite state, such a relationship 
was strategically desirable. That is, it was in Ammon's interest to neutralize 
the power of Saul and Ishbaal by supporting a rival. It is probably in order 
to renew this relationship with Nahash's successor, therefore, that David sends 
a delegation to Rabbah to greet the new king and "console him over his father" 
(v. 2). Times have changed, however. David now rules a united Israel and is 
himself a threat to Ammonite security. Thus it is consistent with Ammon's 
earlier policy to reject David's gesture and seek a new alliance to neutralize 
the power of Israel again. 

When we are told in v. 6, therefore, that the Ammonites "hired" a coalition 
of states led by Hadadezer king of Zobah, we should not be surprised. There 
is not sufficient cause to deny a historical connection between David's Ammo
nite war and his battles with the Arameans described in vv. 6-19, which some 
scholars regard as secondary (see the NOTE). It is unlikely, however, that the 
Ammonites had the resources to hire such an army as outright mercenaries 
(cf. Stoebe 1977:244). Surely Hadadezer considered an alliance with Ammon 
to be in his own interest. Thus we should probably think of the Ammonite 
incident as the occasion for an inevitable conflict between two new and grow
ing powers. As explained in the COMMENT on § XVII, Zobah had established 
ascendancy over a number of states north and east of Israel. Hadadezer's 
power was growing just as David's was. At stake in the clash between Zobah 
and Israel, then, was political supremacy in Palestine and most of southern and 
central Syria (cf. Malamat 1958:101; 1963:1). 

According to our account, this war took place in three phases. The first 
battle, which evidentiy was fought outside the gate of Rabbah (cf. the NOTE 
at v. 8), is described in vv. 6-15. It was occasioned by the Aramean incursion 
into southern Transjordan in response to the summons of the Ammonites. It 
seems to have been only a qualified victory for Israel, Joab having let himself 
be maneuvered into fighting a battle on two fronts (v. 9) and thus having been 
too weakened by the battle, we must suppose, to follow up his victory with a 
siege of the Ammonite capital (cf. v. 14b). The second engagement, described 
in vv. 15-19, took place in the region ofHelam in northern Gilead, where the 
Arameans, though reinforced by troops from Transeuphrates (v. 16), were 
isolated from the Ammonites. Israel, now led by David himself (cf. the NOTE 
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on vv. 15-19), won a less equivocal victory, which David followed up with a 
ceremonial march to the Euphrates (8:3). The final and decisive battle, then, 
seems to have been that described in 8:3-8 (see the first NOTE at 8:3). It must 
have taken place in a region formally controlled by Zobah. The result was an 
Israelite conquest of Hadadezer's coalition and the incorporation of the territo
ries subject to Zobah into David's empire. At this point David was able to 
concentrate his forces for a siege of Rabbah, described in 11: 1 + 12:25-31, 
and the Ammonite capital finally fell sometime during the following year (cf. 
11: 1 ). 

Literary Considerations 

In all probability this account of David's Aramean and Aromonite con
quests (10:1-19 + 8:3-8 + 11:1 + 12:25-31) derives from contemporary 
(Da vidic) annalistic sources (Rost 1926: 79; Hertzberg; Why bray 1968 :21; 
etc.). Whether it was drawn from a single report of consecutive events or 
compounded from two or more archival entries is debated; we have embraced 
the former position (see the NOTES at vv. ~19 and 15-19). It remains to 
inquire into the circumstances of its present location. It does not seem to have 
had an original connection to any of the other source materials in the Samuel 
corpus. Flanagan (1972: 176) has noted points of contact with the Mahanaim 
episode in 17:24-29, part of the story of Abishalom's revolt in chaps. 13-20. 
As we have seen, it is probable that 10:2 refers specifically to the events 
described in 17:27-29. But this is no more than we expect in documents of 
more or less contemporary origin, and there is nothing to suggest that the story 
of the Ammonite-Aramean wars had any original literary connection to the 
story of Abishalom's revolt. 

Why, then, and by whom was this war chronicle inserted into the larger 
account of the reign of David? According to Rost (1926:200-1) and many who 
have followed him, it was taken from the archives by the author of Rost's 
Solomonic succession narrative in II Samuel (6] 9-20 + I Kings 1-2 to serve 
as a framework for his own account of David's adultery with Bathsheba and 
murder of Uriah in 11:2-12:25. As explained in the COMMENT on § XXI, 
however, it is unlikely that the David-Bathsheba-Uriah story belonged to the 
original succession narrative as conceived by Rost or to the Davidic literature 
that, as we have described the succession narrative, was taken up by the author 
ofl Kings 1-2 in his defense of Solomon. As we shall see, II Sam 11 :2-12:25 
is a later composition with a prophetic point of view comparable to that of 
similar materials in I Samuel. If the account of the Ammonite and Aramean 
wars owes its place in our story to the author of 11 :2-12:25, therefore, it must 
have been drawn from the archives by a prophetic writer who sought it out 
as a vehicle for his report of the Bathsheba-Uriah affair. According to the 
tradition he knew, this incident belonged in the context of David's siege of 
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Rabbah (contra Rost 1926:77), so he selected the appropriate archival entry 
as a framework. He affixed the whole (chaps. 10-12) to the account of Abisha
lom's rebellion (chaps. 13-20) as a kind of theological preface. It was his belief 
that the turmoil described in the latter document was a direct result of David's 
sin with Bathsheba. In this he may have been guilty of an anachronism, since, 
as we have noted, the siege of Rabbah seems to have occurred after Abisha
lom's rebellion. But he was living long after the events and, his interests being 
theological rather than chronological, he was either unaware of or indifferent 
to the contradiction involved in his use of his sources. His own composition 
begins in the following section. 



XXL THE BATHSHEBA AFFAIR 
(1 l:l-27a) 

11 1When the time of year at which the kings had marched out came 
around again, David sent off Joab with his servants and all Israel to 
ravage the Ammonites and lay siege to Rabbah. But David himself 
remained in Jerusalem. 

David and Bathsheba 

20ne evening David got up from his bed and went walking about 
on the roof of the palace, and he saw a woman-a very beautiful 
woman-bathing. 3[He] sent out inquiries about the woman. "Isn't 
she Bathsheba daughter of Eliam," someone said, "the wife of Uriah 
the Hittite?" •so David sent his agents to get her, and when she came 
to him he lay with her. It was the time of her purification, and she 
returned home 5a pregnant woman. She sent someone to inform 
David. 

"I'm pregnant," she said. 

Uriah's Furlough 

6David contacted Joab: "Send me Uriah the Hittite!" So Joab sent 
Uriah to him, 1and when [he] came to him, David asked if Joab was 
well and if the army was well and if the war was going well. 

"Yes, well," he replied. 
8Then David told Uriah, "Go down to your house and wash your 

feet!" But when Uriah took his leave of the king, he marched out with 
the weapon-bearers 9and slept at the king's door with his master's 
servants; he did not go down to his house. 

101t was reported to David that Uriah had not gone down to his 
house. So David said to Uriah, "Didn't you just arrive from a journey? 
Why didn't you go down to your house?" 
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11"The ark and Israel and Judah are staying in Succoth," Uriah said 
to [him], "and my lord Joab and my lord's servants are encamped on 
the battlefield. Then how can I go to my house to eat and drink and 
lie with my wife? By your very life, I won't do such a thing!" 

12"Stay here today, too," David told [him], "and tomorrow I'll let 
you go." So Uriah stayed in Jerusalem that day, and on the next day 
uDavid invited him to eat and drink with him. He became drunk, but 
in the evening he went out and slept in a bed with his master's servants; 
he did not go down to his house. 

The Death of Uriah 

14ln the morning David wrote a letter to Joab and sent it along with 
Uriah. 15ln the letter he wrote: "Send Uriah where there is hard fighting, 
then withdraw from him, so that he will be struck down and die." 16So 
Joab, as he kept watch over the city, stationed Uriah in a place where 
he knew there were powerful men, 11and when the men of the city came 
out to fight with Joab, some of the army of the servants of David fell, 
and Uriah the Hittite also died. 

18Joab sent someone to tell David all the details of the battle. 19He 
instructed the messenger as follows: "When you finish relating all the 
details of the battle to the king, 20if he becomes angry 21say, 'Also your 
servant Uriah the Hittite is dead.' " 

22When Joab's messenger came to the king in Jerusalem, he reported 
to David everything Joab had sent him [to say]. 21"The men overpow
ered us," [he] said to David. "They marched out against us in the field, 
and when we drove them back to the entrance to the gate, 24the arrows 
rained heavily on your servants from the wall, and some eighteen of the 
king's servants died." 

When the messenger finished telling the king all the details of the 
battle, David was furious with Joab. "Why did you go close to the city 
to fight?" he asked the messenger. "Didn't you know you would be 
assailed from the wall? Who slew Abimelech son of Jerubbaal? Didn't 
a woman drop an upper millstone on him from the wall when he died 
at Thebez? Why did you go close to the wall?" 

"Also," said Joab's messenger to the king, "your servant Uriah the 
Hittite is dead." 

25Then David said to the messenger, "This is what you are to say to 
Joab: 'Don't worry about this, for sometimes the sword devours one 
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way, sometimes another. Intensify your assault on the city and raze 
it!' ,, 

David's Marriage to Bathsheba 

26When Uriah's wife heard that her husband was dead, she mourned 
for her lord. 278Then when the period of grief had passed, David had 
her brought to his house, where she became his wife arid bore him a 
son. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

11 I. the kings So MT .. ss, LXX, OL, Targ., Vulg., and I Chron 20:1; cf. Syr. MT 
has "the messengers." We follow the versions in assuming that the reference is to the 
marching out (ft!) of "the kings" (hmlkym; cf. I Chron 19:2) in 10:2. See also the 
NOTE. 

to ravage the Ammonites Omitted by Syr. 
2. One evening Reading wyhy l'rb on the basis of LXX"AMN kai egeneto pros hes

peran. MT, LXXL, OL, Syr., etc., have wyhy l't 'rb under the influence of l't ft 
hml(')kym in v. I. 

and he saw a woman . .. bathing To this clause most witnesses add m '/ hgg, "from 
the roof," but in varying positions (MT: "and he saw a woman bathing from the roof'; 
LXXL: "and he saw from the roof a woman bathing"), a sign of its secondary origin. 
Evidently Syr., which omits the phrase, represents the primitive situation. 

3. Bathsheba That is, bat-seba' (so MT, Syr.; cf. LXXA). LXX"N (cf. LXXLM) have 
bersabee, as if reflecting be'er-seba ', "Beersheba" (!). In I Chron 3:5 (MT) she is called 
bat-sua', "Bathshua." 

Eliam So MT: 'eli'iim, for which LXX"AMN have e/iab = 'elf'iib, "Eliab," LXXL 
ela = 'e/ii', "Ela," or 'e/a, "Elah," and Syr. ·~yn'm = 'ii~ino'am, "Ahinoam." I Chron 
3:5 has 'ammf'el, "Ammie!." 

Uriah the Hittite Glossed in 4QSam' as [n]wS' k/y yw'6, "Joab's weapon-bearer," 
a reading also known to Josephus (Ant. 7.131). Cf. v. 9. 

4. and when she came to him So MT and 4QSam': wtbw' '/yw. LXX kai eiselthen 
pros auten reflects wyb' 'lyh, "and he went in to her" (cf. v. 24). 

It was the time of her purification Reading why' mtqdst, lit. "and she was purifying 
herself' (see the NOTE) with 4QSam'. MT (cf. LXX, OL) adds m[m 'th, "from her 
uncleanness," an explicating expansion. 

and she returned Reading wtsb with MT and LXX"AMN (kai apestrepsen). 4QSam' 
(wt6(w']), LXXL (kai ape/then), and OL Ms (et intravil) point to wtb', "and she came," 
which Ulrich (1980: 128) prefers. The two verbs stand together in the conflate text of 
Syr. 
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5. a pregnant woman That is, wattahar hii'iHd, lit. "(and) the woman was preg
nant." 

"I'm pregnant" MT (cf. LXXL, OL): hrh 'nky. 4QSam' (cf. LXX0AMN): 'nwky hrh. 
6. Joab At this point LXX8AMN insert legon = /'mr. "saying," and LXXL inserts 

kai eipen = wy'mr, "and said" (cf. Syr.). Space requirements indicate that 4QSam' 
shared one of these longer readings . 

. Send MT: sela~. 4QSam': Il~h = Sil~d (GK' §48i). 
to him So LXXL, OL, and probably 4QSam', which, though not extant at this point, 

has insufficient space for the longer reading of MT, LXX 0AMN, "to David." Syr. is 
doubly long: " ... the Hittite to David." 

7. and ... came MT wyb'. of which LXX0MN combine two translations, kai 
paraginetai and kai eiselthen (omitted by LXXAL, OL). 

to him So MT, LXX0AMN, Targ. Syr., LXXL, OL, Vulg., and MTM55 : "to David." 
asked LXXLN, Targ.r.<ss add "him." Syr. adds "David." 
"Yes, well," he replied That is, wy'mt lslwm, as reflected by LXXL kai eipen 

hygiainei (cf. OL and Josephus, Ant. 7.132). This was lost in MT (cf. LXX0AMN) before 
wy'mr (homoioarkton) at the beginning of the next verse, and 4QSam' ([hml~m]h 
w[y'mrj) seems to share this shorter, haplographic reading (but cf. Ulrich 1978:187). 

8. took his leave of the king Lit. "went out from the presence of the king"; so 
LXXL. MT, LXX0AMN, Syr.: "went out from the house of the king" (in anticipation of 
v. 9). 

he marched out with the weapon-bearers MT has wt~' ·~ryw ms't hmlk. "and there 
went out after him a portion from the king," mS't being, as Budde says, "a characteristic 
gift for a guest or dignitary, also probably a dish from the king's table" (cf. Gen 43:34). 
LXX0 AN follow MT, and LXXLM, OL, though they point to a different reading, have 
received enough recensional correction towards MT to render them almost unintelligi
ble. LXXL kai exelthen opiso autou (7) ton parestekoton to basilei might mean "and he 
went out after those who stand by his (?) king," although it seems likely that autou is 
recensional and that we should retroject wy~· ·~ry hn~bym lmlk. "and he marched out 
after those who guard the king." 4QSam' at this point reads [] 'wryh b[ ], exhibiting 
confusion between ·~ry(hw), "after (him)," and 'wryh, "Uriah." Josephus' comment at 
this point (Ant. 7.132) that Uriah slept "with the other weapon-bearers," if it is not 
simply derived from "with his lord's servants" in v. 9 (as seems unlikely), may point 
to a variation on LXX bn~bym lmlk from which the reading of MT, ms't hmlk, is more 
easily derived, viz. bnS'y hklym, "with the weapon-bearers." I should reconstruct 
4QSam• here to read (wyf] 'wryh b[ns'y hlkym], "but Uriah marched out with the 
weapon-bearers." Since 'wryh is less likely to be original than ·~ry(w). we must correct 
this on the basis of our analysis of LXX above to wyf ·~ry nsy hklym. Of our three 
readings-( I) wtf '~ryw ms't hmlk (MT), (2) wn' '~ry hn~bym lmlk (LXX), and (3) 
wy~· ·~ry nsy hklym-1 regard the last as that from which the others are most likely 
to have been derived and as providing the most satisfactory sense. 

9. and slept Or rather, "and Uriah slept"; so MT and all versions. 
at the king's door So LXX0MN, Syr. MT, LXXAL: "at the door of the house of the 

king." 
with his master's servants So LXX8AMN. MT, LXXL, OL, Syr.: "with all his master's 

servants." 
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10. It was reported Reading wayyuggad with 4QSam' (wygd) against MT (cf. LXX) 
wayyaggidu, "They reported." 

to David So MT, LXX0AMN. LXXL has "to King David," and space considerations 
suggest that 4QSam' shared the longer reading. , 

that MT: /'mr (cf. LXXL, OL). LXX0AMN = /'mr ky. OG = ky. 
Why So MT, Lxx•AMN, Syr. LXXL, MT .. 55

: "And why." 
11. The ark So MT (cf. LXX8

, Targ.): h'rwn. LXXN = hlw' h'rwn, "Aren't the 
ark ... ?" LXXA = 'm h'rwn, "If the ark .... " LXXL = 'm 'rwn h'lhym, "If the holy 
ark .... " OL = 'rwn yhwh, "Yahweh's ark .... " Syr. = 'rwn bry(yhwh. "The ark 

of Yahweh's covenant .... " 
how So LXXL: pos = 'yk. In MT 'yk was lost before 'ny. It was restored marginally 

but found its way into the text in the wrong place, before w~y npsk, "By your very life," 
as now reflected by Lxx•AMN pos ze he psyche sou = 'yk w~y npsk; subsequently the 
misplaced 'yk became ~yk. "By your life," by accommodation to what follows (so now 
MT). 

By your very life That is, w~y npsk. See the preceding Textual Note. 
I won't do such a thing! That is, 'm "sh 't hdbr hzh; so MT (cf. LXX). Syr. /' 'bd 

'n' 'yk hdh probably reflects 'm "sh kzh, "I won't act that way!" 
12-13. and on the next day David invited him Reading wmm~rt qr' lw dwd with 

LXXL and Syr. MT, LXX0 AMN associate "and on the next day" with the foregoing. We 
follow Wellhausen, Driver, etc., and JB, NEB, and NJV. In favor ofMT's arrangement 
are Smith, etc. (cf. Simon 1967:215), and RSV. See the NOTE on "today ... tomorrow," 
v. 12. 

13. He became dronk Reading wayyiskar on the basis of LXXL kai emethysthe and 
Syr. wrwy. MT (way5akkerehu), LXX0AMN (kai emethysen auton), and Syr ... 5 (w'rwy): 
"He (David) got him (Uriah) drunk." 

and slept in a bed LXXL has kai ekoimethe en te koite ho oureias. Omitting the 
explicit subject, "Uriah," with all other witnesses, we can reconstruct wyskb bmskb, 
which is reflected also by one MS ofOL and by Syr. *wdmk bmkmk. which, however, 
has become wdmk by inner-Syriac haplography. MT (cf. LXX"AMN) has lskb bmskbw, 
"to sleep in his bed." 

15. Send LXX0 AMN eisagage reflects hby', of which MT hbw is a remnant, 'alep 
having been lost before the following '1. LXXL (cf. OL) parados suggests tn, "Put" (cf. 
OL, Vulg. pon [it]e), anticipating v. 16. 

where there is hard fighting Reading 'I hml~mh h~zqh. lit. "into the hard fighting," 
on the basis of LXXL eis ton polemon ton krataion. LXX"AMN ex enantias tou polemou 
tou krataiou reflects lqr't hml~mh h~zqh. "towards the hard fighting." MT has conflate 
prepositions: 'I mwl pny hml~mh h~zqh. "into the front ('I mwl or 'I pny) of the hard 
fighting." Syr. br's ~y/' dqrb = br's ~b' hml~mh (?), "at the head of the battle force" 
(cf. Num 31:14). 

then withdraw ... struck down Omitted by OL Mss. 
16. So Joab. as he kept watch Reading wyhy bswr yw'b with 4QSam' (w[y]Jiy 

bswi' [yw'b]). MT (cf. LXX0AN) substitutes a more common verb: wyhy bsmwr yw'b. 
LXXLM perikathesthai, OL obsideret/obsidit, and Syr. sr' reflect ~wr for swr, thus"So 
Joab, as he besieged . ... "Contrast Ulrich 1978:137-38. 

over Reading 'I with LXX epi. Syr. '/, etc. MT has 'I for '/ as frequently in Samuel. 
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where he knew So MT (cf. Lxx•AMN). LXXL ton ponounta seems to reflect ~wlh. 
"weak"-thus, " ... a weak place, because there were," etc. (cf. OL in locum pessi
mum). 

17. of the servants of David So MT (cf. Lxx•AN): m'bdy dwd. LXXLM, OLMs reflect 
kdbr(y) dwd, "according to the instructions of David." 

and ... died Reading wymt with MT (cf. LXXALN). LXX" reflects wymtw-thus, 
" ... fell and died, and also Uriah," etc. 

18. David So MT, LXXLMN. LXXA: "the king." LXX": "King David." 
of the battle LXX8M add lalesai pros ton basilea = ldbr 'l hmlk here after pantas 

tous logous tou polemou = 't kl dbry hml~mh. This follows the same sequence in the 
next verse, and we may suppose that its presence here is residual of a haplographic loss, 
subsequently repaired, by which all but the end of v. 19 fell out. 

19. He So MT, LXX"AMN. LXXL, Syr.: "Joab." 
20. if he becomes angry That is, whyh 'm t'lh ~mtw, lit. "if his anger arises"; cf. 

LXXL. MT: "if the king becomes angry." 
angry At this point in MT (vv. 20-21) we find w'mr lk, "and says to you," followed 

by the entire speech of David that, in our reconstructed text, stands in v. 24. But it is 
unreasonable to suppose that Joab would anticipate David's remonstrance in every 
detail. The speech was lost from its original location by haplography, as explained in 
the second Textual Note at v. 24, and because the accident in v. 24 left not even a 
vestigial reference to David's questioning, a later scribe, seeking to repair the damage 
by restoring the lost words from another MS, found the present context with Joab's 
anticipatory remarks to be the most congenial location for them. A defense of MT in 
vv. 20-24 may be found in Barthelemy 1980:13-15; cf. Simon 1967:218-20. 

21. say Syr. 'nhw d'mr lk hlyn 'mr lh = (whyh) 'm y'mr lk 'lh 'mr lw, "(and) if 
he says these things to you, say to him." 

In LXXL there follows the entire text of the messenger's speech in vv. 23-24 below. 
This is contrary to the sense of the passage, however, because Joab at this point is telling 
the messenger what to say if David becomes angry after hearing "all the details of the 
battle" (cf. v. 19), and it is the messenger's speech that will convey these details. The 
only detail to be held back is the one that Joab knows will mollify David. 

Also So MT (cf. LXXL): gm. LXX"AMN kai ge = wgm, "And also." See the Textual 
Note on "Also," v. 24. 

22. When Joab's messenger ... Jerusalem We read wyb' m/'k yw'b 'l hmlk 
yrwslm on the basis of LXXL kai paregeneto ho angelos iaab pros ton basi/ea eis ierou
salem. LXX"AMN have kai eporeuthe ho angelos ii5ab pros ton basilea eis ierousalem 
kai parageneto = wylk m/'k yw'b 'l hmlk byrwslm wyb'. "So Joab's messenger went 
to the king in Jerusalem, and when he arrived .... " MT originally shared the text of 
LXX"AMN but suffered damage by haplography, a scribe's eye skipping from yw'b 
to wyb'. Thus MT reads wylk hml'k wyb'. "So the messenger went, and when he 
arrived .... " Cf. Syr., in which yw'b 'l hmlk byrwslm has been removed in approxima
tion to MT but final wyb' is lacking. 

everything Joab had sent him [to say] MT: 't kl 'sdl~w yw'b. This was part of the 
material lost from LXX by the long haplography described in the Textual Note that 
follows, and it remains absent from LXXL, though in Lxx•AMN it has been restored 
in a slightly different form, viz. panta hosa apengeilen (LXXMss [cf. OL] synetaxen) 
auto ioob = 't kl 'Jr hgyd (~wh) lw yw'b, "everything Joab had told (commanded) him." 
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There follows in LXX a long plus (v. 22+ ), which, as the following Textual Note 
explains, preserves material lost by haplography in MT. 

23-24. Critics since Thenius have recognized that MT is defective at this point and 
that the long plus of LXX (22+) preserves original material. What seems fo have gone 
unnoticed, however, is that LXX has also suffered a loss, a fact obscured by the 
recensional insertion of materials from MT, vv. 23 and 24. Even together MT and LXX 
do not now contain the full reading, but there is enough to permit a restoration that 
is uncertain only in a few details. We read: "wy'mr hml'k 'I dwd ky gbrw 'lynw 
h'nsym wy~'w 'lynw hsdh wnhlmm 'dpt~ hs'r "wykbd '1 h~~ym '/ 'bdyk m'/ h~wmh 
wymwtw m'bdy hmlk kSmnh 'sr 'ys wykl hm/'k ldbr '/ hmlk 't dbry hml~mh wy~r dwd 
'I yw'b wy'mr '/ hml'k lmh ngstm 'I h'yr lhl~m h/w' yd'tm ky tkw mn h~wmh my hkh 
't 'bymlk bn yrwb'/ h/w' 'sh hslykh '/yw pl~ rkb mn h~wmh wymt btb~ lmh ngstm 'I 
h~wmh wy'mr ml'k yw'b '/ hmlk gm 'bdk 'wryh h~ty mt (for the details of specific 
readings, see the Textual Notes that follow). The present condition of MT can be 
explained on the basis of haplography from the first hmlk in v. 24 to the fourth. Thus 
MT preserves v. 23 almost intact and reads in v. 24, wyr'w hmwr'ym '/ 'bdk m 'I h~wmh 
wymwtw m 'bdy hmlk wgm 'bdk 'wryh h~ty mt, "The archers shot at your servants from 
the wall and some of the king's servants died. And your servant Uriah the Hittite is 
dead, too." In LXX the haplography involved 't kl in the last phrase ofv. 22 (see the 
preceding Textual Note) and 'r kl in v. 24. The resulting text included nothing of v. 
23 or v. 24 before 't kl, and it preserved everything in v. 24 after 't kl; it contained, 
in other words, vv. 22+ and 24b. In the present text of LXX, however, vv. 23 and 24 
have been inserted by way of recensional adjustment towards MT. Because of the 
defective character of MT itself, the insertion was placed before wgm 'bdk 'wryh h~ty 
mt to approximate the text of MT. The result is an inversion of the original order of 
the speeches: David becomes angry in v. 22 before the messenger has reported the bad 
news in vv. 23-24a! 

23. They marched out So MT, LXX"A"'N, and LXXL (v. 21+). LXXL (v. 23): "The 
men marched out." 

against us We read 'lynw with LXX"L"'N, Syr., Targ. MT, LXX\ Targ."'55 have 
'/ynw. 

and when we drove them back Reading wnh/mm on the basis of LXXL kai 
synelasamen autous, "and we drove them back," Syr. w'ttsymn, "and we set upon 
them," and Targ. whwyn' rrdyn lhwn, "and we were expelling them." MT has wnhyh 
'/yhm, "and we were against them" (?). 

the gate So MT, LXX"A"'N. Syr. and Vulg. have "the city." LXXL in v. 21 has "the 
city" and is divided here between tes poleos, "the city" (c,e,) and tou pylonos, "the gate" 
(bo). To this confusion cf. 10:8. 

24. the arrows rained heavily Reading wykbd 't h~~ym, lit. "and it was heavy with 
arrows" (cf. GK' §12lab), on the basis of LXXL kai katebarynthe ta be/e (cf. OL et 
mittebantur graviter sagittae). MT (qere}, LXX"A"'N, and Targ. have wyrw hmwrym, 
"and the archers shot." Syr., omitting "on your servants," has wsdw hnwn dqymyn, 
which seems to reflect wyrw hrmym, understood as "and those who were up high 
(hiiriimfm) shot," but better "the bowmen (hiiromfm) shot." 

some eighteen That is, kSmnh 'sr 'yS. This was lost from MT at the beginning of 
the haplography described above in the Textual Note on vv. 23-24. It is preserved by 
LXXL (cf. OL) as hosei andres deka kai okto. 
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When the messenger had finished telling the king Cf. v. 19. We read wtkl hm/'k ldbr 
'I hmlk conjecturally. This part of the text has been lost in all witnesses, but this or 
something very close to it is required. 

all the details of the battle This and what follows are preserved by LXX in v. 
22 +. See the Textual Note on vv. 23-24. 

David was furious with That is, wy~r dwd 'I. So LXX: kai ethymothe daueid (so 
LXX"A"'N; LXXL [cf. OL], orge daueid = 'p dwd-thus, "David's anger [burned at]") 
epi (so LXX\ LXX"A"'N, pros = 'I). 

you would be assailed Reading tkw (tukku) with LXX plegesesthe. MT (v. 20) has 
yrw, "they would shoot," to which LXX0 AMN in v. 20 have been conformed. 

Jerobbaal Reading yrwb'I with LXXLMN ierobaal, Syr. ndwb'I [*yrwb'I] (v. 21; cf. 
Englert 1949: 16). LXX0A have ieroboam, "Jeroboam," as in I Sam 12: 11, to which they 
add in v. 21 huiou ner, "son of Ner" (!), as if pointing to a text that had "Abiner" for 
"Abimelech." MT (v. 21) has yrwbst, another example of the substitution of bOset, 
"shame," for ba'al, understood as "Baal" (see the NOTE on "lshbaal" at 2:8). Here, 
however, the received vocalization is yerobeset (cf. MT yoseb bassebet in 23:8). 

Also In LXX"AMN gm (kai) has become wgm, "And also" (kai ge), the copula 
having arisen after the haplography that afflicted MT (and thus by recensional adjust
ment LXX) joined this statement to the messenger's battle report (" ... some eighteen 
of the king's servants died, and also your servant Uriah," etc.). The earlier situation 
is preserved by LXXL: kai = gm; cf. v. 21, where LXX0 AMN reflect wgm while MT and 
LXXL preserve gm. 

25. Don't worry about this MT: 'I yr' b'ynyk 't hdbr hzh (so LXX"A"N); cf. GK' 
§ 1171. For 't, LXXL reflects 'I (so MT"': '/ = 'I). 

and raze it MT (cf. LXX"A) adds we~azzeqehu, which we omit with LXXL"N· The 
verb as it stands in MT must be taken as instructions to the messenger, "And encourage 
him [viz. Joab]!" Syr. ws~wpyh. "and overthrow it,'' is impossible even if the feminine 
suffix is substituted (~zqh), for ~zq in Ptel does not mean "overpower" and in Qal does 
not take a direct object (pace Thenius). 

26. Uriah's wife So MT, LXX. Syr.: "the wife of Uriah the Hittite" (cf. v. 6). 
her husband ... her lord So MT: 'ysh ... b'lh. In LXX the first of these synonyms 

seems to have been leveled through, in Syr. the second. Before "her husband" MT and 
LXX specify "Uriah"; omit with Syr. 

27. had her brought MT wysl~ . .. wy'sph. lit. "sent and gathered her." LXXL = 

wysl~ . .. wyq~ 't btsb'. "sent and took Bathsheba." 

NOTES 

11 I. A literal translation of the opening clause is "And it was at the return of 
the year (/itsubat hassanci). at the time of the marching out of the kings .... " This is 
usually understood to mean "In the spring of the year, the time when kings go forth 
to battle ... " (RSV), an interpretation that goes back at least to Josephus (Ant. 7.129). 
"The return of the year," wherever it occurs, is taken to mean springtime on the basis 
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of the present passage, since military campaigning began after the onset of the dry 
season. But the reference here is not to the marching out of kings in general but of some 
specific kings (hammeliikim, "the kings"). This can only refer to the coalition of 
Aramean kings summoned by the Ammonites in 10:6 (cf. I Chron 19:9, where they are 
also called "the kings"). Thus "the return of the year" does not refer to the spring but 
rather to the coming around again of the time of year at which the Aramean kings 
marched to the aid of the Ammonites. That is, the siege of Ammon began at a time 
one year after the beginning of the clash described in 10:8ff. This probably was, as a 
matter of fact, spring, the time for war and love; but our text does not say so. 

We follow Rost (1926:80) and others in regarding this verse as part of the framework 
in which the story of David and Bathsheba (11:2-12:24) has been inserted. Some 
scholars who accept the framework theory, however, have emphasized the importance 
for the David-Bathsheba story of the contrast between the army's departure and 
David's staying behind (Gunn 1978:70, following Ridout 1971:152-53; cf. Veijola 
1979:240); thus they conclude that 11: I is an original part of the story, not the frame
work. It seems to me that their premise is correct but not their conclusion. The contrast 
in 11: I is indeed important for the subsequent story, but it does not follow that 11: I 
comes from the hand of the narrator of 11 :2ff. David's decision not to accompany the 
army is not disgraceful in itself: It may have been made in the spirit of 21: 15-17 or for 
other reasons. It was the author of 11 :2ff. who saw the ironic potential in the decision 
and exploited it. After all, it is not for his failure to accompany the army to war that 
the king is going to be condemned; it is for what he does at home while the troops are 
in the field. 

Rabbah. The Ammonite capital, modem Amman. 
2. from his bed. It is evening, not night. David must have taken a long afternoon nap. 
the roof of the palace. David's bed was probably on the roof (cf. I Sam 9:25), which 

was breezy and cool, a good place for an evening walk. 
3. Bathsheba daughter of Eliam. It is unusual for a woman's patronymic to be given, 

especially when she is identified by her husband's name ("the wife of Uriah the Hit
tite"). This suggests that the identity of Bathsheba's father was significant, although 
I cannot discover why. According to 23:34 Ahithophel had a son named Eliam, who, 
like Uriah (23:39), was one of David's warriors. It is taken for granted that this Eliam 
was Bathsheba's father in the Talmud (Sanhedrin 69b, IOia), but we cannot be sure. 
Eliam is called Ammie), a variant of the same name, in I Chron 3:5, and the name of 
the father of Machir of Lo-debar (9:4; 17 :27) was Ammie!. According to I Chron 26:5, 
one of the sons of Obed-edom (6: 10) was called Ammie!. But again there is no reason 
to identify either of these Ammiels with Bathsheba's father. 

Uriah the Hittite. Uriah was one of David's elite warriors, the Thirty (13:39). It does 
not follow from his designation as "the Hittite" that he was a mercenary or even a 
foreigner. The fact that he has a good Yahwistic name ('uriyii. "Yahweh is my light") 
suggests that he was born in Israel. The Hittites were an Anatolian people who estab
lished a considerable empire in Syria in the second millennium B.C. After the collapse of 
the empire at the end of the Late Bronze Age (ca. 1200 e.c.), Hittite civilization survived 
in a number of small states in northern Syria. The Neo-Hittite states, as they are called, 
which remained in the time of David, were predominantly Semitic, especially Aramean, 
in population. It must have been from one of them that Uriah's family came to Israel, and 
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thus, though probably born in Israel and ethnically Aramean, he is called "the Hittite." 
4. It was the time of her purification. That is, wehi mitqaddeiet, lit. "And she was 

purifying herself," a circumstantial clause describing Bathsheba's condition at the time 
of her intercourse with David (Driver; GK' §14Ie). Thus it does not mean "Then she 
purified herself(viz. from intercourse (Lev 15:18))," as supposed by Keil. As pointed 
out in the Textual Note, many witnesses add mi![um 'iitiih. "from her uncleanness," an 
explicating expansion based on an interpretation of the text that was probably correct. 
Bathsheba was ritually cleansing herself after involvement in some kind of uncleanness, 
in this context almost certainly the ritual impurity of menstruation (Lev 15:19-24). 
This does not mean, as Guttmann (1964:7) supposes, that David defiled himself by 
intercourse with a menstruous woman (cf. Lev 15:24) in violation of purity laws (Lev 
18:19). The point of the circumstantial clause is rather that Bathsheba's menstrual 
period was recently over-that is, that the seven days of ritual impurity prescribed in 
Lev 15:19 were just past-and that therefore (1) her intercourse with David took place 
at a propitious time for conception (so already Isaac Abrabanel and, among modems, 
Nowack, Driver, Smith, Segal, and Hertzberg; cf. the Talmudic tractate Niddah 31 b), 
ovulation ordinarily taking place from ten to fourteen days after the onset of menstrua
tion, and (2) Uriah could not have been the father of the child (Simon 1967 :213, citing 
the eleventh-century French exegete Joseph Kara). Pertinent to the first point is the 
testimony of pre-Islamic tribesmen cited by Robertson Smith (1966(1907]: 132-33 n. 1) 
that if pregnancy is desired the optimal time for intercourse with a woman is "when 
she is cleansed from her impurity." 

8. wash your feet. Often taken to mean no more than "refresh yourself' (Budde, 
Smith, etc.). But in view of other references to "the feet" ( = the genitals) in sexual 
contexts (Ruth 3:4,7; cf. Ezek 16:25) Isaac Abrabanel was probably right to take this 
expression as a euphemism for sexual intercourse (Simon 1967 :214; so Hertzberg). 

10. a journey. For derek, "way, road, journey," in reference to a military expedition 
(Judg 4:9; etc.), see the remarks of Greenberg cited by Simon 1967:214 n. 2. He 
compares the same usage of Akkadian barriinu (AHw. s.v. barriinu 6). 

11. To David's frustration the pious soldier insists on maintaining the ritual purity 
of the battle camp (Deut 23:10--15 [23:9-14)) even on furlough. The warrior conse
crated at arms (Josh 3:5) was supposed to maintain a regimen of sexual abstinence, a 
rule David himself once followed-or pretended to follow-scrupulously (I Sam 20:6). 

The ark. The contrast to the beginning of chap. 7 is pointed. There (7: I) it was David 
who thought it wrong to reside in a comfortable house while Yahweh's ark resided 
"amid curtains." Uriah's oath is almost a paraphrase of the oath attributed to David 
by the tradition reflected in Ps 132:3-5 (see the NOTE on 7:1 and the COMMENT on 
§XIII): 

I will not enter the shelter of my house, 
I will not lie on the mattress of my bed, 
I will not let my eyes have sleep, 

or my eyelids slumber, 
until I find a place for Yahweh, 

a camping place for Jacob's Bull! 

Now, however, David seems perfectly content to remain in his house, and he must be 
reminded by one of his own soldiers--0ne he has wronged-that it is not right to lie 
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in one's bed when the ark is in the field. The implications of this irony are· explored 
in the COMMENT on § XXII. 

Succoth. Interpreting sukkot as a proper noun, as suggested by Yadin [Sukenik] 
( 1955). The rendering "booths" (RSV) is open to a number of objections. The ark was 
housed in a tent (6: 17), not a booth, but "tents" (AV, JB) is an indefensible translation 
here. Nor did soldiers camp in booths. It is unreasonable, moreover, to think of the 
commander and the professional soldiers ("Joab and my lord's servants") camping on 
the bare ground alongside booths used by the rest of the army ("Israel and Judah"). 
Surely, then, Yadin is correct in reading "Succoth" here (so NJV, NEB [note]) and in 
I Kings 20: 12, I 6. As he explains (pp. 344-4 7), the Valley of Succoth, now called the 
Ghor, had great strategic value to David as a forward base of operations in his cam
paigns to the east and north. It had short lines of communication to Jerusalem, Rabbah, 
and Damascus; it had topographical protection from the surrounding rivers, wadis, and 
mountains; and it was rich in natural resources. The site of the city- of Succoth is 
thought by many to be Tell Deir 'Alla, ca. twenty-five miles northwest of Amman and 
about a mile north of the Jabbok (Map 6); cf. Shebiit 38d. 

encamped on the battlefield. For hassadeh, "the field (of battle)," see Yadin [Sukenik] 
1955:342 n. 3. While the bulk of the army is stationed in readiness at the forward base 
of Succoth, the commander and professional soldiers are dug in against Rabbah, i.e., 
at the front. It is there that Uriah, as one of the Thirty (23:39), thinks he, too, should 
be. 

12. today . .. tomorrow. Does David keep this promise? He says he will let Uriah 
go on the next day but invites him to dinner the next day, and Uriah spends that night 
in Jerusalem (v. 13), not departing until morning. (Note that adoption of the arrange
ment of the received Hebrew text, which associates "and on the next day," v. 12, with 
what it follows rather than what it precedes [the Textual Note at vv. 12-13], does not 
alter this sequence of events or otherwise solve the problem.) The promise is kept only 
if we assume that David is here speaking to Uriah in the evening and that days are being 
reckoned from sunset to sunset ("the evening and the morning," Gen I :5; etc.). Thus 
Uriah spends the evening of the interview of v. 12 and the next morning in Jerusalem 
("today"), goes to the banquet and sleeps with the servants on the evening of the next 
day (vv. 12-13), and departs in the morning (v. 14) of that same day ("tomorrow"). 

14-15. Uriah is the carrier of his own death warrant. The normal procedure would 
be for a messenger to carry the message and read or recite it to Joab, but for obvious 
reasons this will not do in this situation. David writes the letter personally and Joab 
reads it to himself-both evidently are literate. It is entirely consistent with poor 
Uriah's character that he can be relied upon not to look at the letter or, if he cannot 
read (Ackroyd), have it read to him. On the motif, widespread in world literature, of 
the messenger carrying his own death warrant, see Gunkel 1921: 132. Perhaps the most 
interesting illustration is found in the Iliad (6.168-90), where the Argive king Proteus, 
suspecting Bellerephon of adultery with the queen, arranges for the young man's death 
by sending him to Lycia with a coded message asking the Lycian king, Proteus' 
father-in-law, to put him to death. 

16--17. Joab does not follow instructions exactly (Simon 1967:216--17), but he gets 
the job done. 

18-21. This time the message is sent in the usual way (cf. the NOTE on vv. 14-15 
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above). It is phrased in such a way as to conceal from the messenger, and anyone 
overhearing his report to David, its real purpose. 

24. Abimelech son of Jerubbaa/. David cites a bit of military history to illustrate the 
danger of fighting too close to the wall of a city under siege. The story of Abimelech's 
demise at Thebez in preserved in Judg 9:50-55. 

27. the period of grief According to Sir 10: 12 mourning lasted seven days, a custom 
that seems to have been in effect throughout the biblical period (Gen 50: 10; Judith 
16:24; cf. I Sam 31: 13 = I Chron 10: 12). The thirty-day periods of grief for Moses 
(Deut 34:8) and Aaron (Num 20:29) are exceptional. 

COMMENT 

The resolution of the Ammonite conflict is deferred in the narrative as our 
attention is directed away from public affairs to the private life of the king. 
David does not participate in the siege of Rabbah in person. He remains in 
Jerusalem, where he sees a beautiful woman bathing and, after ascertaining 
that she is the wife of one of his elite soldiers, claims her for himself. Bathsheba, 
unlike the aggressive queen-mother of I Kings 1-2, is a completely passive 
figure here. Uriah is also passive, inasmuch as he submits wholly to the 
regimen of a soldier. Ironically, however, it ·is this very submission that renders 
him unsusceptible to David's machinations. When David learns that Bath
sheba is pregnant, he summons Uriah from the front on the pretext of obtain
ing news of the war (v. 7). If Uriah sleeps with his wife, the child will be 
thought to be his. But the staunch fighting man will not indulge himself in 
domestic pleasures while the rest of the army is in the field. In desperation, 
then, David solves his problem by contriving Uriah's death in action and, in 
due course, marrying the widowed Bathsheba. 

It is obvious that this chapter is chiefly concerned with the private behavior 
-or misbehavior-of the king. The events related jolt the reader, who has 
become accustomed to the mild and generally upright David of the preceding 
materials. The rabbis were inclined to make excuses for David. Bathsheba, 
they concluded (Shabbat 56a), was not married to Uriah when David sum
moned her. Noting the tokens or pledges ('iirubbattam) David was told to take 
from his brothers when he visited Saul's battle camp in I Sam 17: 18, they 
surmised that these were things that pledge a man to a woman. Thus everyone 
-including Uriah-who marched out in the wars of David first wrote a bill 
of divorce. Nor was Uriah's death unjustified: By disobeying David's order to 
go to his house, he was rebelling against royal authority and, therefore, was 
guilty of treason (Shabbat 56a; Qiddushin 43a). 

The modern reader, on the other hand, is tempted to inquire with, for 
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example, Cohen (1965) into the psychological motivation for David's conduct. 
Although not yet an old man, David, it seems, was now too old to accompany 
his army into the field routinely. It was the crisis caused by this c}Jange in his 
life, says Cohen, that accounts for his behavior: " ... David felt that his loss 
of mature powers, with its consequent blow to his self-esteem, struck at the 
center of his being: his masculinity .... (Thus] he had to reassure himself of 
his manliness, his strength, his power. In this frame of mind he stepped out 
on the roof at eventide" (1965: 146). David's desire for Bathsheba was not born 
of love, therefore, or even lust, but of a need to reassert his flagging manhood. 
Love and lust are reserved for young Aminon in chap. 13; David is a victim 
of "retirement neurosis" (F. Alexander apud Cohen 1965:146). · 

The difficulty with such a plausible analysis is that we have no way of 
knowing whether it is correct or not. The narrator gives us no clue to David's 
motives in his conduct towards Bathsheba. Indeed, the absence of such. a clue 
is one of the remarkable aspects of the story (Perry and Sternberg 
1968/1969a). David's misconduct is presented bluntly and without explana
tion, as if any hint of his motivation might mitigate his crime in the mind of 
the reader (Garsiel 1972; 1973:20). This is in striking contrast to the situation 
elsewhere in the stories about David. In reading the account of his rise to 
power, we noted that everything the young man did that might be interpreted 
as wrong was described in terms carefully chosen to gainsay such an interpreta
tion (cf. McCarter 1980b:499-502). Most often his private motivation was set 
forth in detail in order to contradict the impression his public deeds might give. 
Thus, for example, when he left Judah to become a mercenary captain in the 
Philistine army-an act of treason on the face of it-we were shown that he 
did so only in despair of a reconciliation to Saul and, more specifically, out of 
a well-founded fear for his own life (I Sam 27:1). The same pattern is found 
in the stories of David's later life. In view of the public events recounted in 
chap. 9, for example, we might suspect that Meribbaal was being put under 
house arrest were we not specifically informed of David's generous motivation 
in 9: 1. In the chapters that follow, moreover, we shall see further examples of 
this pattern, whereby possibly contemptible deeds of David are mitigated by 
reference to some noble or at least innocent motivation. But here in chap. 11 
there is nothing corresponding to this pattern. The most egregious behavior 
possible on the part of a king is attributed to David without a word of 
mitigation. 

It is extraordinary, therefore, that a majority of modem scholars have 
followed Rost in thinking of chaps. 11-12 as an original part of a document 
also including chaps. 13-20, where David is guilty of no more serious crime 
than excessive paternal affection (13:21). Can the narrator who describes 
David's cold contrivance of the murder of the steadfast and blameless Uriah 
be the narrator who takes such pains to show David's innocence in the death 
of the rebel Abishalom (18:5, 12-15)? We cannot argue that David's conduct 
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with Bathsheba was so heinous that a writer otherwise favorably disposed to 
David felt that he could not gloss over the king's misconduct in this case. As 
we shall see, the author of the account of Abishalom's rebellion in chaps. 13-20 
is not simply a chronicler of events. His work represents a carefully designed 
narrative explanation of David's role in a series of tumultuous and almost 
disastrous public events. David is depicted as passive, excessively lenient, 
submissive to the divine will and even to the whims of his family and chief 
officers. As explained in the COMMENTS on§§ XXIV-XXXIII, it is precisely 
this passivity that will account for his troubles and also, perhaps, for their 
resolution. Here in chaps. 11-12, however, David is hardly passive: He is a 
taker (see the NOTE at 12:4). 

The king who takes is the king of I Sam 8:11-17, about whom the prophet 
Samuel warned the people. He is the king of the prophetic history that em
braces the story of the origins of monarchy in Israel in its present form (I 
Samuel, pp. 18-23 and passim). It seems clear that the story of David, Bath
sheba, and Uriah-and Nathan!-in II Samuel 11-12 is another contribution 
from the prophetic hand that introduced, for example, the report of Saul's 
Amalekite campaign in I Samuel 15, where the king commits a crime (I Sam 
15:8-9), comes under prophetic censure (I Sam 15:17-19,22-23,26,28; cf. II 
Sam 12:7-12), and confesses (I Sam 15:24,30; cf. II Sam 12:13). The verbal and 
rhetorical parallels between Nathan's speech in II Samuel 12 and the words 
of Samuel in I Samuel 15 and elsewhere are striking; these are discussed further 
in the NOTE on 12:7-12. The pattern here, then, is that familiar to us from 
the prophetic passages of I Samuel but lacking in the oldest materials about 
David-the story of his rise to power in I Sam 16:14-II Sam 5:10 (exclusive 
of the appearance of Samuel's ghost in I Sam 28:3-25), the report of the fate 
of the Saulids in II Sam 21:1-14 + 9:1-13, and the account of Abishalom's 
rebellion in II Samuel 13-20. Nowhere in the latter materials does a prophet 
dominate the scene, mediating Yahweh's will to the king, and nowhere in them 
is David depicted in such opprobrious terms (cf. Flanagan 1972:176). 

As we noted in our study of I Samuel, the editorial technique by which the 
prophetic writer comments on his sources is a simple one. Characteristically 
he attaches to the older materials, which are left more or Jess intact, passages 
from his own hand that present the theological terms in which the old materi
als are to be understood. Thus, for example, in the story of David's rise to 
power in its original form the theme of Yahweh's special favor to David 
provided a theological leitmotif("Yahweh was with him") according to which 
David's meteoric rise was explained (Mccarter 1980b:503-4). In the process 
of incorporating this old document into the larger prophetic history, however, 
accounts of Saul's rejection (I Samuel 15) and David's anointment (I Sam 
16:1-13)-both by prophetic mediation-were prefaced to the older docu
ment. Thus David's divine favor and uncanny success were now to be under
stood specifically in light of the notion of the prophet's prerogative on author-
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ity of Yahweh to make and unmake kings. Saul is a king rejected by Yahweh 
and thus denounced by his prophet; David is a man freely chosen by Yahweh 
to become king (cf. I Sam 13:14) and duly anointed by his proph~t. The same 
editorial technique is in evidence in the present passage. The catastrophic 
events recorded in the old story of Abishalom's rebellion are interpreted as. the 
working out of Yahweh's word of denunciation of David spoken by Nathan 
in 12:7b--12 (see the COMMENT on § XXII). This interpretation is offered by 
the simple procedure of introducing a prophetic writer's account of the Bath
sheba affair and David's ensuing audience with Nathan as a preface to the older 
document. 

As to the reliability of this writer's source of information, we can only 
speculate. That Solomon's mother was once the wife of one of David's elite 
soldiers is not likely to have been a historical fiction; nor need we doubt that 
Uriah died in action. The circumstances must have stirred public suspicion at 
the time, so that the interpretation of the events that our prophetic narrator 
received from his tradition may ultimately derive from circles contemporary 
with and hostile to David. It is also possible that the story .in 11: 1-27 was 
received intact in the prophetic writer's s9urce and, therefore, that his own 
contribution is confined to l 1:27b--12:26 or even l 1:27b--12:15a, which many 
scholars have thought secondary in relation to 11: 1-27a. A conclusion to this 
question and final remarks on the incorporation of chaps. 11-12 as a whole 
must be reserved for the COMMENT on § XXII. 



XXII. NATHAN'S PARABLE 
(l 1:27lrl2:25) 

l l 21bYahweh regarded the thing David had done as wrong, 12 1and 
[he] sent Nathan to David. When he came to him, he said to him, "Pass 
judgment on this case for me. There were two men in a certain city, one 
rich and one poor. 2The rich man had a great many sheep and cattle, 
3but the poor man had nothing at all except one little ewe lamb, which 
he had bought and brought up together with himself and his children. 
It ate from his morsel and drank from his cup and slept in his embrace. 
It was like a daughter to him . 

... A visitor came to the rich man, but he spared taking one of his own 
sheep or cattle to fix for the traveler who had come to him. Instead he 
took the poor man's ewe lamb and slaughtered it for the man who had 
come to him." 

5David was incensed at the man. "As Yahweh lives," he said to 
Nathan, "the man who did this is a fiend of hell! 6He shall repay the 
ewe lamb sevenfold because he did this thing and spared what belongs 
to him!" 

7Then Nathan said to David, "You are the man! This is what Yah
weh god of Israel has said: 'It was I who anointed you king over 
Israel, and it was I who kept you free from the clutches of Saul. 81 
gave you your master's daughter and made his wives lie down in your 
embrace. I gave you the daughters of Israel and Judah, and if they 
were not enough, I would give you that many again. 9Why did 
you treat Yahweh with contempt, doing what he regards as wrong? 
You struck down Uriah the Hittite with the sword! You took his 
wife as your own wife and killed him with an Ammonite's sword! 10 A 
sword, therefore, will never be lacking in your house, because you 
treated me with contempt and took the wife of Uriah the Hittite to be 
your own wife!' 11This is what Yahweh has said: 'I'm going to stir up 
trouble for you out of your own house. I'm going to take your wives, 
before your very eyes, and give them to someone else, and he will lie 
with them in the light of the sun itself-12for though you acted in 
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secret, I shall do this thing in front of all Israel, in front of the sun!' " 
13Then David said to Nathan, "I have sinned against Yahweh!" 
"Yes, but Yahweh has transferred your sin," said Nathan1o David. 

"You won't die, 14but because you insulted Yahweh in this matter, the 
child who has been born to you shall die." 

David's Vigil 

ISWhen Nathan had gone home, God afflicted the child Uriah's wife 
had borne to David, and it became sick. 16David entreated God on 
behalf of the boy. [He] fasted. He kept going inside and spending the 
night on the floor. 11The elders of his house approached him 'to get him 
up from the floor, but he refused and would not eat any food with them. 
18When, on the seventh day, the child died, David's servants were afraid 
to tell him that the child was dead. "While the child was alive," they 
said, "we spoke to him and he wouldn't listen to us. So how can we tell 
him the child is dead? He might do something rash!" 

19David, however, noticed that his servants were whispering together, 
and [he] realized that the child must be dead. 

"ls the child dead?" [he] asked his servants. 
"Yes, dead," they replied. 
2°Then David got up from the floor, washed and oiled himself, 

changed his clothes, and went to the house of Yahweh to worship. 
When he returned home, he asked for food, and when it was brought 
to him, he ate. 

21 "What is this thing you've done?" his servants asked him. "While 
the child was still alive you fasted and wept and kept a vigil, but once 
the child was dead you got up and ate food!" 

22"While the child was still alive," he said, "I fasted and wept because 
I thought, 'Who knows? God might take pity on me and the child might 
live!' 21But now that he is dead, why should I fast? Would I be able to 
bring him back? I'll go to him, but he won't come back to me." 

The Birth of Solomon 
24David comforted Bathsheba, his wife. He went to her and lay with 

her, and she bore a son. She called him Solomon. But Yahweh loved 
him 25and sent instructions through Nathan the prophet that he was to 
be called Jedidiah by the grace of Yahweh. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

12 I. Nathan So MT. LXX, Syr., MT"'ss: "Nathan the prophet." 
When he came to him So MT, LXX"A"'N. LXXL: "When Nathan came to David" 

(b = wb' nln 'I dwd; o = wyb' 'lyw ntn; c,e, = wyb' 'I dwd ntn). 
"Pass judgment ... for me" Reading hgyd n' ly '1 hmsp! hzh on the basis of 

LXXL anangeilon de moi ten krisin tauten (cf. OL, Vulg."'ss). Though this is lacking 
in MT (cf. LXX"A"'N), it is hardly secondary. In all likelihood it was followed in MT 
by an expansive wy'mr lw, "and he said to him," a situation that led to haplography 
(wv'mr lw hgyd n' ly hmsp! hzh wv'mr /w). Compare the related reading found in two 
Greek cursive MSS: anangelo soi de krisin kai eipen = 'gydh n' lk msp! wy'mr, "'Let 
me inform you of a case.' And he said . ... " 

2. The rich man had As pointed out in GK' §126d, we should read le'iisir for MT 
le'iisir. "A rich man had .... " Cf. LXX. 

3. and brought up Reading wy~yh on the basis ofSyr. w~y· hwt. MT (cf. OL, Targ.) 
has two verbs at this point (wy~yh wtgdl, "and brought [her] up and she grew up") 
and LXX three (kai periepoiesato kai exethrepsen auren kai hedrynthe [LXXL synerra
phe), "and he kept [her) safe and brought her up and she grew up"). The first two verbs 
of LXX are probably variant renderings of wy~yh. but the short text of Syr. deserves 
preference. 

4. to the rich man That is, lii'is he'iisir. MT le'is he'iisir is evidently a Masoretic 
error (cf. GK' § 126x). 

for the traveler MT /'r~. The reading of LXX is lnkry, "for the stranger" (LXXA 
to xeno; cf. LXXL), and the two readings are combined in LXX""'N (to xeno [ro] 
hodoiporo). 

the poor man's ewe lamb Reading 'r kbst hr(')s with Syr. and LXX"A"'N in prefer
ence to MT 't kbst h'ys hr's (cf. LXXL). 

and slaughtered it We read wyzb~h with one MS of LXXL (c,). In other MSS of 
LXXL (bo; cf. e1) this is combined with the reading of MT, wy'sh, "and fixed it" (cf. 
LXX"A"'N), which is reminiscent of the previous l'swt, "to fix." 

for the man So MT, LXX. Syr. repeats "for the traveler" (/'r~· = l'rM. 
5. at the man MT: b'yS. LXXL = 'I h'yS. 
he So MT, LXXL, Syr. Lxx•AMN make the subject explicit. 
6. sevenfold So LXX"A"'N. MT, Syr., LXXL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.150): ':fourfold," 

in keeping with Exod 21 :37 (22: I] (Thenius). Contrast Phillips 1966:243. 
and spared what belongs to him We read w'I 'sr lw ~ml in preference to MT w'I 

'fr/' ~ml, "and because he had no compassion," as first suggested by Schill ( 1891) and 
adopted by Hertzberg, Ackroyd, and others (contrast Simon 1967:231). This emenda
tion is without textual support, but it has much to recommend it. Thus understood, 
the verb ~iimal has the same meaning in its occurrences in vv. 4 ("but he spared") 
and 6 ("and spared"). Also, the awkward shift from 'qb 'Ir, "because," to w'I 'fr, 
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"and because," is eliminated. To the style of the restored verse Schill compares Gen 
22:16. 

7. the man 
This is what 

LXXAMN, Syr. 

LXX8 AMN add "who did this." Omit with MT, LXX\ Syr. 
Preceded in LXX8L by hoti = ky. "Because." Omit ky with MT, 

king MT lmlk. read as lemelek. The same consonantal text is taken by Syr., Targ. 
as /imlok, "to rule over." Cf. the Textual Notes on "king" in 2:4 and "over them as 
king" in 2:7. 

over Israel Syr. and one cursive MS of LXX have "over my people Israel": cf. 
5:2,12; 6:21; 7:7,8,10,11,23,24; and the Textual Note on "Israel" in 3:18. · 

8. daughter ... wives ... daughters That the rest of the verse is concerned with 
the many women provided David by Yahweh has been obscured in all extant witnesses 
except Syr. (see below). Yet compare Josephus, Ant. 7.151. 

daughter So Syr.: bnt = bt. MT has byt. "house." LXXL panta = kl, "everything" 
(a vestige of mykl bt, "Michal, [your master's] daughter"?). The originality ofSyr. here 
was first stressed by Klostermann. Cf. "the daughters," below. 

and made his wives lie down MT has w't nsy 'dnyk, "and your master's wives," a 
second object of w'tnh, "I gave." LXXL kai tas gynaikas autou shows that this origi
nally was w't nsyw, "and his wives." Syr. (which reads "and your master's wives" with 
MT) adds 'dmkt = hskbty, "I caused to lie down." There is no apparent mechanism 
for the loss of hskbty; but the superiority of the text of Syr. elsewhere in this verse and 
the elegantly chiastic prose that this restoration produces is in its favor. Read w't 
nsyw hskbty. 

the daughters So Syr.: bnt = bnwt. MT, LXX have "house." Syr. is favored not 
only by the general context but by the grammar of the sentence: kiihenna. "(as many) 
as they, that many," at the end of the verse calls for a feminine plural antecedent. 
Contrast Englert 1949: 16 and Carlson 1964: 152. 

that many Hebrew kiihenna. lit. "(as many) as they." This is repeated in MT, but 
there is no reflection of wkhnh in LXX. 

9. Why So MT, LXXL. LXXN (cf. OL): kai ti, "And why ... ?" LXX8
: hoti, 

"Because ... " (cf v. 10). LXXLM: kai ti hoti, "Why is it that ... ?" 
Yahweh So LXXL and Theodotion (cf. OL: "God"). MT, LXX8 AMN, Syr. soften the 

question to "Why did you treat the word of Yahweh with contempt?" See, further, the 
first Textual Note on v. 14, where the euphemism in that verse is discussed. 

what he regards as wrong So MT (ketlb): hr' b'ynw, lit. "the wrong thing in his 
eyes" (so LXX, Targ.M55

). MT (qere): hr' b'yny, "the wrong thing in my eyes" (so Targ .. 
Vulg.). Either reading is acceptable: Yahweh himself is speaking, but he has just 
referred to himself in the third person. Syr .. Targ.Mss and one Greek cursive reflect 
hr' b'yny yhwh, "the wrong thing in Yahweh's eyes." 

with an Ammonite 's sword Reading b~rb lbn 'mwn on the basis of LXX8 en rhom
phaia huio ammon. Other witnesses support b~rb bny 'mwn. "with the sword of the 
Ammonites." 

10. will ... be lacking LXXL, Theodotion: exarthesetai = tkrt, lit. "will be cut off." 
MT (cf. LXX9AMN): tswr. "will tum aside." There is no basis for choosing between these 
variants. 
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me Omitted by LXX8
• 

11. to someone else That is, lr'k (cf. LXX, Syr., Vulg.), which is plural in MT. 
with them So Syr. MT, LXX: "with your wives." 
12. the sun MT hsm.S (cf. Theodotion, Syr.). LXX = hsms hz't, ''this sun, the sun 

itself' (cf. v. 11 ). 
14. Yahweh As first noted by Geiger (1857:267), the chief witnesses are euphemis

tic, and the primitive reading, 't yhwh, is reflected only in a single Greek cursive MS 
(c = 376). MT (cf. LXX, OL, Syr., Targ.) has 't 'yby yhwh, "the enemies of Yahweh." 
Some of the ancient translators (LXX, Vulg., Symmachus) did not take this as euphe
mistic, choosing instead to render the preceding verb (ni'e~ ni'~tii) as a causative 
Pi'el (GK' §52g), a solution followed by AV ("thou hast given great occasion to the 
enemies of the LORD to blaspheme") and a few modem interpreters (Hertzberg, Gos
linga); but Mulder (1968:110-12) has demonstrated the impossibility of this position 
on the grounds that ni'e~ never has such a meaning elsewhere and that in the context 
it makes no sense to think of David's sin, which is a secret, as having caused Yahweh's 
enemies-whoever they might re-to blaspheme. Significantly, 4QSam' (cf. Coptic) has 
a different euphemism, viz. ;i [d]br yhwh, "the word of Yahweh," to which compare 
v. 9. (Note that BHS is in error here in its citation of the reading of 4QSam'; the 
apparent lamed in the photograph used by de Boer is in fact a shadow behind a small 
hole in the leather.) Cf. Ulrich 1978:138; Barthelemy 1980:5. 

Such euphemisms were not introduced in order to falsify a text but rather out of 
respect for God and saintly persons (Mulder 1968:109-10). The rabbis were aware of 
the phenomenon of /yin' m'ly', "euphemism" (Berakot I lb, etc.), in the Bible, and 
examples occur in the Talmud (e.g., fwn'yhm .fl ysr'I, "the enemies of Israel," for 
"Israel" in Sukkah 29a) and other Postbiblical Hebrew and Aramaic (cf. Dalman 
1960:109) texts, and the practice is evidently derived from high antiquity. Yaron (1959) 
has called attention to an Egyptian example in the so-called Coptos Decree of the 
thirteenth dynasty, and Anbar [Bernstein] (1979) has discovered a probable example 
in an Akkadian letter from Middle Bronze Age Mari. Nevertheless, the conclusion of 
Anbar and Y aron regarding biblical euphemisms of this type requires modification. It 
is true, as Anbar says, that "it is not necessary to attribute them to later scribes" (p. 
111 ), yet it remains possible that any one of them might derive from a later scribe. In 
the present case there is no ambiguity: The fact that independent textual witnesses 
employ different euphemisms shows that the primitive text had none. Similarly, in v. 
9 the absence of the euphemistic word in some witnesses shows it to be scribal and 
secondary beyond question. Incidentally, the euphemistic expansion in I Sam 25:22, 
which is lacking in LXX8

A (cf. I Samuel, p. 394), is also unquestionably late and scribal. 
In I Sam 20:16, where no textual witness lacks the euphemistic words (J Samuel, p. 
337), Anbar [Bernstein] is possibly, but not certainly, correct in retaining ''the enemies 
of David." As Mulder has noted ( 1968: 113), Samuel seems to have been subject to this 
kind of scribal tampering more than other parts of the Bible, which may have been 
accorded a higher degree of sacredness and unalterability. Compare, in this regard, the 
routine substitution of bO.fet for ba'al. discussed in the NOTE on "lshbaal" at 2:8. 

shall die MT mwt ymwt, for which 4QSam' has mwt ywmt, "shall be put to death," 
the standard formula in the Priestly legislation of the Pentateuch (Exod 21:12; Lev 20:2; 
etc.); cf. also Judg 21:5. 
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15. God So 4QSam': 'lwhym (cf. LXXL). MT has yhwh, "Yahweh" (cf. 
LXX 0AMN, Syr.), which is too specific, the roference being to divine affiiction in general 
(see the NOTE). 

and it became sick That is, wy'ns, which has been lost in 4QSam• before the 
following word, wybqs (homoioarkton). 

16. David entreated God The reading of 4QSam', wybq[s dwy]d mn h'lwhym, 
supported by Syr., Targ., is probably to be preferred to that of MT, wybqs dwd 't 
h'lhym. For h'/hym, "God," LXXMss, Targ., and Vulg. reflect yhwh, "Yahweh." 

and spending the night MT and LXXA (kai eu/isthe kai ekoimethe) have two verbs 
here, win wskb, "and he kept spending the night and lying down." LXXL has eka
theuden = skb, suggesting that wskb stood in the Vorlage of OG. LXX8Mi<, however, 
now read kai eulisthe = win, suggesting that at the time they were recensionally 
conformed to MT, the latter read win (not win wskb ). 4QSam' ([ ] ; wyskb) sides with 
OG. We may choose, therefore, between the variants win and wskb. Tentatively I 
should read win. At this point 4QSam' (bsq) and LXXLMN (en sakko; cf. Josephus, 
Ant. 7.154) add "in sackcloth"; omit bsq with MT, LXX"A· 

17. approached him Reading wyqrbw ... 'lyw on the basis of LXXL kai prose/than 
... pros auton and 4QSam' wyqf[bw ... ] ... 'lyw. MT has wyqwmw ... 'lyw, "stood 
beside him." Graphic confusion of res for waw and bet for mem was possible especially 
in the late Hasmonean and early Herodian scripts of the first century e.c. Syr. lacks 
a correspondent to '/yw/'/yw; but before zqny bytw (where ep' auton = '/yw is placed 
in Lxx•MN) Syr.Mss read klhwn (thus, "All the elders of his house"), and this unique 
plus is probably, in fact, a corruption of '/why in the Syriac script, in which 'e and 
kii.ph on the one hand and nun and yud on the other were easily confused. 

eat 4QSam' and MTMss brh. for which MT (erroneously) reads br'. 
with them That is, 'ittii.m. 4QSam' has 'wtm, to which compare m 'wtk, "from 

(with) you," in 24:24. 
18. "While the child was still alive," they said So MT: ky 'mrw hnh bhywt hyld 

~y. LXXL = /'mr ky 'wd hyld ~y. "saying, 'When the child was still alive .. .' " (cf. 
V. 21). 

we spoke to him LXXL adds "to get him up from the ground" (cf. v. 17); omit with 
MT, Lxx•AMN, Syr. 

So how MT: w'yk. 4QSam': [w];y[k]h. OL = w'th 'yk, "So now how," to which 
compare the reading of one MS of LXXL(o): kai nyn ean = w'th 'm, "So now if." 

19. noticed Reading wysk/ on the basis of LXX"AMN kai syneken. The meaning is 
that David was alerted by the fact that his servants were whispering among themselves 
-thus he "noticed, pondered, gave his attention to (the fact) that," etc. MT (cf. 
LXXL) has wyr', "saw." 

20. his clothes MT (qere) simlotii.yw (cf. Lxx•AMN, Syr.). MT (ketib) reads smltw, 
"his cloak." 

food LXX arton phagein reflects /~m /'kl. "food to eat," which originally stood in 
MT also but was lost after wyS'I (homoioteleuton). Syr., however, points to a shorter 
text, l~m· = l~m. 

and when it was brought to him MT (cf. Lxx•AMN) has wysymw /w /~m. "and they 
set food before him." We omit /~m with Syr.; it probably arose in MT after the loss 
of /~m in the preceding clause (see above), and its presence in LXX is probably 
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recensional. For wysymw we read wywsm, "and it was set (before), brought (to)" (cf. 
Gen 24:33), with LXXL kai paratethe. 

21. While the child was still alive Reading b'wd hyld ~y with Wellhausen on the 
basis of LXXL eti (gar) tou paidiou zontos, Syr. kd ~Y hw' !/y'. and Targ. 'd drby' qyym. 
MT has b'bwr hyld ~y (cf. LXXBAMN), "for the sake of the child (when) alive" (Driver). 

and kept a vigil LXX kai egrypneis and OL et vigilasti reflect wtsqd, which was 
lost in MT after wtbk because of the similarity of dalet and final kap. 

and ate food LXX adds "and drank (wine)." 
22. God So Syr., MTMss. MT, LXX: "Yahweh." 
might take pity on me So MT (qere): w~nny (ketib = y~nny). LXX has ei e/eesei 

me = 'm y~nny, "whether (Yahweh) will take pity." Syr. has 'n mr~m '/why = 'm 
y~nn 'lyw, "whether (God) will take pity upon him (the child)." 

23. he(I) So MT, LXXBMN. LXXAL: "the child." 
to bring him back MT (cf. LXXBAM) adds 'wd, "again"; omit with LXXLN (cf. Syr.). 
24. went So MT, LXX8AMN. LXXL: "spoke." 
and lay with her So MT, LXXBAMN. LXXL: "and (she) lay with him." 
She called So MT (qere), Syr., Targ. MT (ketib): "He (i.e., David) called." See also 

the NOTE. 

25. by the grace of Yahweh So MT: b'bwr yhwh. the meaning of which is discussed 
in the NOTE. This is to be preferred as lectio difficilior to bdbr yhwh, "by the word of 
Yahweh," which appears in MTMss and seems to be reflected by LXXLMN, OL, and 
Theodotion (but cf. de Boer 1966:27). The translations ofSyr. (m!IY dmry' yddw) and 
Vulg. (eo quod di/igeret eum dominus), "because the Lord loved him," are interpretive. 

NOTES 

11 27b. This half-verse is one of three statements (the others are in 12:24 and 17:14) 
to which von Rad has called special attention (1966:198-201) as the only theologically 
explicit passages in the succession narrative, in which he, following Rost, would include 
II Samuel (6;7)9-20 + I Kings 1-2. The purpose of the statement, he says (p. 199), 
is "to encourage the reader to associate God's judgment on David with the develop
ments which now ensue. If he has taken note of the brief and quite unemotional warning 
at II Sam. XI.27, and then read of the succession of blows which befall the house of 
David, the reader will know where to look for the explanation of all this piling up of 
disasters: God is using them to punish the King's sin." Because we have not found 
chaps. 10-12 to be part of the original Solomonic succession narrative, we must press 
von Rad's point a step further. The introduction of the story of David and Bathsheba 
into the larger narrative in a position immediately preceding the old account of Abisha
lom's rebellion was the contribution of a writer who interpreted the disastrous events 
of chaps. 13-20 in reference to David's behavior towards Bathsheba and Uriah. Verse 
27b, therefore, is the first announcement of Yahweh's displeasure; the very specific 
indictments in the oracle to follow (especially vv. 9-12) will make the connection 
explicit. See the CoMMENT. 
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12 1-6. Nathan's "juridical parable" (see the COMMENT) seems to be rooted .in tribal 
custom and law. Simon (1967:227-31) cites an account of the bedouin tribes in the 
district ofBeersheba (al-'Arif 1974[1933]: 146-48) for a practice by which it was permis
sible for a member of a tribe to take a sheep or goat from his neighbor's flock to serve 
to an unexpected guest. This privilege was accorded, however, only when the host had 
no stock of his own available. Moreover, among the animals specifically excluded was 
a "sheep that once had been the pet lamb of the family" (al-'Arif 1974:146). Seen in 
this light (and assuming that such customs were very ancient), Nathan's parable 
highlights David's crime not as an instance of theft but of the abuse of the poor and 
powerless by the rich and poweiful. See also the following NOTE and the COMMENT. 

4. taking . .. took. As Seebass (1974:205-6) points out, the rich man's crime is not 
merely an instance of the theft of an animal, which in Israel was a simple tort that would 
hardly have needed to be brought before the king; it is an instance of taking, i.e., the 
abuse of the poor by the rich, of the powerless by the poweiful. The king .was supposed 
to uphold the cause of the powerless and prevent such abuse (Ps 72:2,4, 12-14; etc.). 
In prophetic circles, however, the king was regarded as the taker par excellence (cf. 
Samuel's warning to the people in I Sam 8:11-18 and, on the thematic significance of 
taking in the prophetic account of the origins of the monarchy,/ Samuel, pp. 213,218), 
and it is the crime of taking that Nathan's parable lays at David's door. See, further, 
the COMMENT. 

5. a fiend of hell. Hebrew ben-mfiwet, lit. "a son of death." This expression does not 
mean "one who is as good as dead" or "one who deserves to die," as commonly 
supposed. No good parallel for such a meaning exists among the numerous uses of the 
noun ben, "son." Instead ben-mawet, "son of death," and 'is-mawet, "man of death" 
(19:26), should be compared to ben-beliya'al. "son of hell," and 'is-be/iya'al, "man of 
hell," which mean "fiend of hell" or, more generally, "scoundrel, damnable fellow" (see 
the NOTES at 16:7; 20:1). Thus I would now read "a fiend of hell" and "hellfiends" in 
I Sam 20:1 and 26:16 (/Samuel [erroneously], "a dead man," and "dead men"). In 
other words, David, by calling the rich man ben-mfiwet, is characterizing the man's 
behavior, not condemning him to death. We should not, therefore, suppose that David 
contradicts himself in v. 6 by demanding a sevenfold restitution after he has imposed 
a death penalty here ("the man who did this is a dead man") pr expressed an opinion 
that the ri1.:h man ought to die ("the man who did this deserves to die"); cf. Phillips 
1966:243-44; Seebass 1974:204-5. 

6. sevenfold. Cf. Prov 6:31. In these two passages the claim for sevenfold compensa
tion "is not to be taken literally and simply means pert"ect restitution" (de Vaux 
196lb:vol. I:l60); see the extended discussion of Carlson (1964:152-57). Coxon (1981) 
stresses the possibility of wordplay in "the subtle intrusion of Bathsheba's name" into 
the narrative by the reference to "sevenfold" (sib'iitayim) restitution. As explained in 
the Textual Note, some witnesses to our text show adjustment to the stipulation of 
fourfold compensation for the theft of a sheep in Exod 21 :37(22: I), and the penalty for 
a crime of this type in the bedouin law cited by Simon (see the NOTE on vv. 1-6 above) 
was also fourfold restitution (al-'Arif 1974: 147). In the Talmud (Yoma 22b) the four
fold compensation was related directly to David's case: His punishment was the death 
of four children, viz. the first child of Bathsheba, Tamar, Aminon, and Abishalom. 

7-12. Many of those scholars who follow Rost in thinking of chaps. 10-12 as an 
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original part of a succession narrative containing II Samuel (6;7)9-20 + I Kings 1-2 
regard the oracle in vv. 7b--12 as secondary and, according to some, Deuteronomistic 
(Rost 1926:92-99; von Rad 1966: 179; Carlson 1964: 157-59; Mellinger 1976:29-30; 
etc.). They admit, however, that the connection between David's crimes and the trou
bles looked forward to here is already implicit in the larger account in chaps. 1~12. 
Moreover, as we have seen, the attitude of chaps. 1~12 as a whole towards the king 
and their stress on the importance of the prophetically mediated divine word corre
spond in outlook to certain passages in I Samuel where a prophetic viewpoint is 
expressed. This is nowhere more clear and explicit than in the present verses, where 
an angry prophet stands in judgment before a chastened king, just, for example, as in 
I Samuel 15. The oracle in vv. 7b--12 is dressed out in prophetic speech forms (vv. 7, 11; 
cf. 7:5,8). It opens with an accusatory retrospective on Yahweh's beneficent treatment 
of David (vv. 7b--8a) comparable to I Sam 15:17-18. The denunciation itself(v. 9) is 
begun in the interrogative, as in I Sam 15:19, and in both passages the king is accused 
of having done that which is "evil in Yahweh's eyes," i.e., that which "Yahweh regards 
as wrong." In both passages, moreover, the king is penitent ("I have sinned," II Sam 
12:13; I Sam 15:24,30) when confronted with his crime. Verses 7b--12, then, are not 
likely to be secondary to the prophetic narrative in chaps. 1~12; on the contrary, they 
contain a clear expression of its viewpoint, and they contribute directly to its chief 
purpose, viz. the theological interpretation of chaps. 13-20 (cf. the COMMENT on 
§ XXI). See also the NOTE at vv. 11-12 below. 

7. This is what Yahweh ... has said. The prophetic messenger formula; see the NOTE 
at 7:5. 

I . .. anointed you king. The reference is to I Sam 16:1-13, the prophetic account 
of David's anointment by Samuel. 

8. your master's daughter. Saul's daughter Michal (3: 13, etc.). 
his wives. Nowhere else are we told that David took Saul's wives for himself. Never

theless, entering the royal harem was a way of claiming the throne (cf. 16:21-22 and, 
in general, Tsevat 1958b), and it is plausible to suppose that David took over Saul's 
harem (from Ishbaal?) along with the kingdom. Pointing to the present p&S¥ge, Leven
son and Halpern (1980:507,513-14; cf. Levenson 1978:27) have argued for the identity 
of Saul's only known wife, Ahinoam daughter of Ahimaaz (I Sam 14:50), with David's 
wife Ahinoam of Jezreel (I Sam 27:3; 30:5; II Sam 2:2; 3:2); they might have cited the 
Talmud (Sanhedrin I Ba) in support of this argument. 

9, 10. the sword/ . .. A sword. Because David was responsible for Uriah's death by 
the sword, David's family will be ravaged by the sword: His firstborn son, Aminon, will 
die by the sword (14:23-29); his son Abishalom will take up the sword in rebellion and 
then die by the sword (18:15); his son Adonijah will die by the sword (I Kings 2:25). 
Thus David's own sanctimonious words of reassurance to Joab in 11 :25 have come back 
to haunt him: " ... sometimes the sword devours one way, sometimes another" (cf. 
Carlson 1964: 158). 

10, 11. your house . .. your own house. The future of David's house was a principal 
theme of chap. 7, and it is of special importance in the present chapter as well. Before, 
however, we were told of a promise of continuing rule for Davie's house; here we learn 
of trouble to arise from David's house. See the COMMENT. 

11-12. It has been widely held since the time of Wellhausen (1871:184; 1899:256) 
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that these verses, with their explicit references to future events, are secondary, a reflex 
of 16:21-22. Seebass (1974:207), however, holds them to be original in their present 
context, expressing, in fact, the main point of the passage. On this point I agree with 
Seebass. As explained in the NOTE on vv. 7-12 above, the oracle in vv'. 7b--12, with 
its forecast of trouble for David, is an essential component of the story in chaps. 10-12, 
and this is especially true of vv. 11-12. 

13. Yahweh has transferred your sin. The verb (he'ebir) means more than "has put 
away" (RSV). The sin cannot simply be forgotten: It must be atoned for. Thus, if David 
himself is not to die, the sin must be transferred to someone who will (see Gerleman 
1977:133-34). Cf. 24:10 and, on he'ebfr as "transferred," 3:10. 

14. you insulted Yahweh. See the discussion in the first Textual Note on this verse. 
15-23. The story of David's vigil is very strange. David's behavior during the child's 

illness is like that of a man mourning the dead; but when the child dies, David does 
not mourn. His explanation in vv. 22-23 is logical but curiously indifferent to conven
tional rules of behavior. It is difficult to agree with Pedersen (I 940:vol. IV :455~57) that 
David's actions disclose "a revolutionary new attitude in the psychic history of Israel," 
wherein mourning would no longer be viewed as a spontaneous response to the intru
sion of the uncleanness of death into someone's life but rather as having meaning only 
as an act that might influence Yahweh, or with Brueggemann ( 1969:489-90) that David 
is shown by his behavior to be "fully responsible, fully free man, indeed, fully man" 
because he believed himself "fully trusted by God" in consequence of Yahweh's invest
ment in him in Nathan's oracle in chap. 7. Elsewhere David mourns the dead when 
they are dead (1:17ff.; 3:31-35; 13:36-37; 19:1), and it would be precarious to regard 
his behavior in the present episode, which is not part of the oldest literature about 
David (cf. the COMMENT on§ XXI and Conroy 1978:75 n. 134), as indicative of his 
general attitude towards mourning, still less towards routine cultic or ritual acts as 
such. Instead, these words are probably to be seen as a rationalistic explanation to his 
companions for behavior for which the real explan11tion is different. As Gerleman has 
pointed out (1977: 138), David and his servants have differing views of the death of the 
child, because David alone knows that it has been foreordained by Yahweh as atone
ment for David's sin. From the servants' viewpoint David seems to be mourning at the 
wrong time. From his own viewpoint, however, David is not. mourning at all. By his 
fasting and self-humiliation he is imploring Yahweh to spare the child ("David en
treated God on behalf of the boy," v. 16). Whereas it would be illogical to stop 
mourning when someone dies, it is logical .to stop imploring God when one's petition 
has failed. Thus, behavior that seems strange to his servants seems perfectly reasonable 
to David. See also the following NOTE. 

18. the seventh day. The child's illness lasted seven days. Thus David's fasting and 
self-humiliation also lasted seven days, and since this was the prescribed period of 
mourning (see the NOTE on 11 :27 in § XXI), David could be said to have complied 
with the conventions of behavior after all, albeit proleptically. This may be a part of 
the strange logic underlying his actions. Veijola, on the other hand, probably presses 
the significance of the seven-day period too far. Assuming that the mention of seven 
days refers to the age of the child, he concludes (1979:242-43) that the period of the 
child's illness and David's "mourning" corresponded to Bathsheba's period of un
cleanness, which, after the birth of a male child, would have lasted seven days (Lev 
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12:2). Thus when David "went to her and lay with her" (v. 24) Bathsheba was just 
at the end of her period of purification after uncleanness, the most propitious time for 
conception, exactly as she was when she conceived the first time (see the NOTE at 
11 :4). But there is nothing in the text to support Veijola's first assumption (p. 242 n. 
47), viz. that the seventh day mentioned in v. 18 was the seventh day of the child's 
life, or his second assumption (p. 243), viz. that the second pregnancy began one 
week after the termination of the first. The child may have been several days or weeks 
old-or more-when it became ill, and a considerable span of time is probably tele
scoped in v. 24. As Veijola himself admits (p. 243), it is biologically implausible to 
suppose that Solomon was conceived a week after the birth of his unfortunate 
brother; nor is Veijola's insistence on the legendary character of the story and its 
emphasis on psychological realism (p. 244) enough to make us more comfortable with 
such an assumption. 

20. the house of Yahweh. It is a surprise to find mention of a house of Yahweh in 
Jerusalem in the time of David. The expression ordinarily refers specifically to a temple, 
not to a sanctuary in general. Elsewhere, however, our sources are insistent that there 
was no Yahwistic temple in Jerusalem before the time of Solomon. As we noted, this 
was a principal concern of Nathan's oracle in chap. 7. Thus we must interpret the 
present reference to a temple in one of two ways. In agreement with Rupprecht 
(1977:120 and passim). who believes that Solomon's temple was a renovation of an old 
Jebusite cultic structure taken over by David (p. 102), we might accept the present 
reference as reliable evidence for a Yahwistic temple of Davidic date that somehow 
escaped the editorial censorship of later, probably Deuteronomistic, editors, who re
garded Solomon's temple as unprecedented. The alternative, which I prefer, is to take 
the present reference to the house of Yahweh as anachronistic. If David, the dynastic 
founder, did build a temple, it is difficult to imagine that the tradition would have 
denied the fact. Why, in other words, would Deuteronomistic writers have handed 
down a fiction that David did not build a temple, while at the same time laboring so 
earnestly to excuse him for failing to do so (see above, pp. 219-220)? It is much easier 
to suppose that they were reckoning with the embarrassment of historical fact. An 
anachronism, moreover, is much less surprising here than it would be, for example, in 
the chapters that follow. Chaps. 13-20, as we shall see, probably derive from Solomonic 
and, ultimately, Davidic times. In 15:25, however, the shrine of the ark is referred to 
by the term nciweh, "camping place," that is, "tent(!)-shrine" (see the NOTE there). If 
our interpretation of chaps. 10-12 is correct, the present passage is part of a later 
compilation of materials composed from a prophetic perspective and dating, perhaps, 
to the eighth century e.c. (cf. I Samuel, pp. 21-23). At this date it would be quite 
natural to refer to the king entering the house of Yahweh in Jerusalem for worship. 
Recall, finally, the similar dilemma regarding references to a pre-monarchical temple 
of Yahweh at Shiloh in I Samuel I and 3 (cf. the first NOTE at 7:6); these, too, are 
materials deriving from prophetic circles(/ Samuel, pp. 18-19 and 49-101 passim). 

24. she bore a son. The sequence of events as presented gives the impression that both 
Bathsheba's sons were born during the siege of Rabbah. This is unlikely. There is 
nothing else to suggest that the siege lasted more than one season's campaign. In all 
probability the second birth took place some time after the fall of the Ammonite capital. 
It is not at all surprising that the narrator, having related the story of David and 
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Bathsheba, should include mention of the birth of the child because of whom their 
union was important to posterity (cf. Budde). We must also remember the probability 
that the story of David and Bathsheba was set secondarily in the framework of the 
Aramean-Ammonite war chronicle, as explained in the COMMENT on§ XXI. Veijola 
(1979:238-40), on the other hand, cites the apparent birth of two sons during one 
season's campaign as evidence for his contention that the story of the first birth was 
a fiction invented to protect Solomon from the charge of illegitimacy. 

She called him Solomon. In the time to which our story refers it seems to have been 
the mother's prerogative to name a newborn child (I Sam 1 :20; 4:21; etc.); see Stamm 
1960a:287 and Veijola 1979:234 n. 18 for relevant bibliography. But why does Bath
sheba call the child se/omoh? The explanation given in I Chron 22:19-that Yahweh 
foretold the name to David as an indication that Israel would have sii/om, "peace," 
during Solomon's reign-stems from a tradition unknown to the author of the present 
account and irrelevant to the matter at hand. Modern scholarship has.attempted to 
explain the name in a number of ways (see Stamm 1960a:288-89; Gerleman 1973:13). 
Recently Stamm (1960a) and Gerleman (1973) have related it successfully to a group 
of names (cf. Stamm 1965) signifying that a child is viewed as a replacement or 
substitution for a lost sibling or parent. Thus selomoh means "his replacement" 
(cf. si/lem, "make amends, replace, restore") and was given by Bathsheba in reference 
to the death of her first child or, less likely, her husband. Veijola (1979:234-36), who 
thinks the story of the first birth was a fiction invented to protect Solomon from charges 
of illegitimacy, believes the name refers to Uriah. I agree with Stamm (l 960a:296) and 
Gerleman (1973:13) in taking it as a reference to the first child of David and Bathsheba, 
whose loss was compensated for by the birth of selomoh, '"his replacement" (see also 
Mettinger 1976:30). 

25. The idiomatic grammar of this verse has caused confusion among modern 
translators. Verse 25a reads wayyisla~ beyad niitiin hanniibi' wayyiqrii' 'et-semo yedf
deyfih. lit. "and he sent by the hand of Nathan the prophet, and he called his name 
Jedidiah." In reference to a divine or royal command, wayyisla~ followed by another 
verb-thus, "and he sent and did something"-means "and he had something done" 
(cf. 3:15; 9:15; 11:27; 14:2; etc.). In a case where wayyisla~ is followed by beyad PN, 
PN is the agent acting on behalf of the subject of wayyisla~; thus, compare I Kings 2:25 
to the present passage (Schulz). The meaning of v. 25a, then, is "and he had his name 
called Jedidiah by agency of Nathan the prophet," or, as rendered in our translation, 
"and sent instructions through Nathan the prophet that he was to be called Jedidiah." 
For a full discussion of the grammar of this passage, see de Boer 1966. 

Jedidiah. Hebrew yedfdeyiih, lit. "Beloved one of Yahweh." The name is mentioned 
nowhere else in the Bible, and some have doubted it was Solomon's. Klostermann, for 
example, thought it was the name of the dead child. If, in fact, it was another name 
for Solomon, how are we to explain the fact that he had two names? Honeyman 
(1948:22-23) came to the plausible conclusion that one was a private or personal name 
and the other a throne name. If this is correct, selomoh must, in view of the considera
tions presented in the NOTE at v. 24, have been the private name and yedfdeyiih the 
throne name. This is what we should expect: The name given by the parents ought to 
be the personal name and that given by the dynastic god the throne name. Honeyman 
argued for the reverse and was thus obliged to assume (p. 23) that Jedidiah was vaguely 
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remembered as another name for Solomon, but, its origin as a private name having been 
forgotten, it was reinterpreted as "an assurance of divine favor at the time of the child's 
birth." 

by the grace of Yahweh. Hebrew ba'abur yahweh. Ordinarily ba'abur means "for the 
sake of' or "with respect to"-thus NEB, "for the Lord's sake." Modem translations 
are characteristically vague, typified by RSV, which, following AV, reads "because of 
the LORD." De Groot took the expression to mean "because (in this name) Yahweh 
(is found)." As pointed out by de Boer (1966:27), however, the expression b'bwr DN 
is clarified by its occurrence in the Phoenician Karatepe inscriptions of the late eighth 
century e.c. (KAI 26.1.8; Il.6, 11-12; III. I I), where b'br DN must mean something like 
"by the grace of DN" (cf. Friedrich and Rollig 1970:§252.1.a). 

COMMENT 

The description of David's crimes in chap. 11 was straightforward and concise, 
almost laconic. The narrator offered no word of evaluation or even explana
tion. Any question of justice that might have arisen in the mind of the audience 
was left unanswered. David's behavior was never challenged; the king seemed 
to stand above the law. At the beginning of the present section, however, we 
are suddenly reminded ofa higher law. "Yahweh," we are told, "regarded the 
thing David had done as wrong" (11 :27b). This is the signal that the questions 
of justice raised by chap. 11 are now to be addressed (cf. Arpali 1968/69). The 
prophet Nathan arrives at court under the pretext of bringing a case before the 
king for judgment. He tells the story of a rich man who wrongfully took 
something from a poor man, and before he is through David has indignantly 
condemned not only the rich man for taking the poor man's ewe lamb but also 
-unwittingly-himself for taking the wife of Uriah the Hittite. The prophet 
goes on to pronounce Yahweh's judgment on the chastened king. 

The events of chap. 11, in other words, created a tense and unstable situa
tion. David's behavior was unacceptable, but any response, whether on the 
part of the narrator or of other characters in the story, was lacking, and ethical 
questions seemed foreclosed. The audience was left unsatisfied. This closed 
system is broken open in chap. 12 by means of a miiSiil, as the story of the 
poor man's ewe lamb is called in the Talmud (Baba Batra 15b). This particular 
type of miiSiil is a judgment-eliciting story of the sort found also in 14:5-11 
below as well as I Kings 20:39--40 (cf. Isa 5:1-7). With Simon (1967:220--25) 
we might call such a story by the functional definition of "juridical parable," 
though this use of the term "parable" may be open to objections from aformal 
point of view (cf. Gunn 1978:40--42; Coats 1981 :368-80). A juridical parable 
is a type of speech that functions to break open a closed system of the sort 
found here. It presupposes a situation of concealment (Simon 1967:226) or 
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denial, whether of motives or ethical issues, and its purpose is disclosure and 
exposition. 

The way in which Nathan's juridical parable achieves its purp_ose has been 
shown most clearly in a paper by Roth (1977), who relies especially on Cros
san's studies of story ( 1975). Roth (p. 8) stresses the problem in the story 
created by the contrast between David's roles as king and rich oppressor. As 
king, David is expected to administer justice; as rich oppressor, however, he 
subverts justice. The parable, too, sets up a tension between what is expected 
and what happens. According to Crossan (l 975:66), "There is in every para
bolic situation a battle of basic structures. There is the structure of expectation 
on the part of the hearer and there is the structure of expression on the part 
of the speaker. These structures are in diametrical opposition, and this opposi
tion is the heart of the parabolic event. . . . What actually happens in the 
parable is the reverse of what the hearer expects." In the case of Nathan's 
parable, David expects one of the rich man's sheep to be given to the visitor, 
but the poor man's ewe lamb is unexpectedly given; it is the resulting shock 
that initiates action and eventually leads to a solution of the problem (Roth 
1977:5-6). David the royal judge condemns David the rich oppressor. The 
closed system is broken open, judgment is elicited, and the tension is resolved. 

Roth (p. 9) argues that a new picture of David emerges from this story, one 
in which the "hidden opposition" in the traditional picture of him is mediated. 
It seems to me that the ultimate objective of the story in chaps. 1~12 is, as 
in the case of similar passages in I Samuel, to paint a picture of kings in general 
rather than David in particular. The tension between what the king is hoped 
or expected to do and what kings actually do is exploited again and again in 
the prophetically oriented stories told about Saul, and what emerges there-
as here-is a "mediated" view of the royal office. But insofar as the immediate 
context of II Samuel 1~12 is concerned, Roth is surely correct. These chap
ters, as we have seen, stand as a preface to the story of Abishalom's revolt in 
chaps. 13-20. The picture of David in that story is generally flattering. He is 
not depicted as a paragon, but he is shown to be a good man, and his flaws, 
as we shall see, are excessive gentleness, leniency, and paternal affection. His 
troubles are the result of the reckless behavior of those about him. With chaps. 
1~12 in place, however, this picture of David is radically modified. His 
passivity in chaps. 13-20 is counterbalanced by his self-serving willfulness 
here. Ultimate responsibility for the trouble that arises "out of [his] own 
house" (12: 11) is laid at his own feet. 

In the previous two COMMENTS we concluded that the story in chaps. l ~ 12 
derives from the hand of a writer whose perspective was prophetic. Taking an 
archival report of David's Aramean-Ammonite wars as a framework (10:1-19 
+ 8:3-8 + 11: l + 12:25-31), he inserted his own account of David's sin with 
Bathsheba (l l :2-12:24). In composing this account he may have relied on a 
chain of tradition transmitted in prophetic circles. It seems unlikely, however, 
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that he drew from a written source. A number of scholars (most recently 
Dietrich 1972:127-29; Wiirthwein 1974:19-30, especially p. 24; Veijola 1979: 
233-34) have followed Sch wally (1892: 155) in striking the report of Nathan's 
audience with David as secondary with regard to the surrounding narrative, 
and it is true that l 1:27b--12:15a can be lifted out rather neatly, removing the 
prophet almost (12:25) entirely from the story. But in view of our earlier 
observation of the manner in which the tension produced by the moral ambigu
ity of chap. 11 relies on David's encounter with Nathan for its resolution, it 
is difficult to imagine 11 :2-27a + 12: l 5b--24 existing in isolation from 11 :27b--
12: 15a. I prefer to think of the David-Bathsheba-Uriah-Nathan sequence (11: 
2-12:24) as the wholly original work ofa prophetic writer who inserted it into 
the archival frame and set the finished composition in front of the story of 
Abishalom's rebellion, which it serves as an interpretive preface. 

We are now in a position to see how the words of the oracle in vv. 7b--12 
specifically anticipate events described in the chapters that follow. At issue is 
a sin and its consequences. David has treated "Yahweh with contempt, doing 
what he regards as wrong" (12:9). He "took" (vv. 9,10) Uriah's wife and was 
the cause of Uriah's death by the sword. The punishment, therefore, is that 
"a sword will never be lacking in [David's) house" (v. 10). This looks ahead 
in a general way to the turmoil to come: As explained in the NOTE at vv. 9,10, 
David's family will be ravaged by the sword. Similarly, in v. I la we are told 
that the trouble to arise from David's house will be set in motion by Yahweh 
in punishment for David's sin. Verses 11~12, moreover, are even more ex
plicit-and specific-in their anticipation of subsequent events. Because David 
lay with Uriah's wife in secret, Yahweh is going to arrange for someone to lie 
with David's wives in public. This looks ahead specifically to 16:21-22, where 
Abishalom will enter David's harem. As we shall see, Abishalom does so as 
a way of publicly asserting his claim to David's place as king, and in the 
original account of Abishalom's rebellion the episode was included to docu
ment that assertion. But in light of vv. 11-12 in the present oracle, the events 
of 16:21-22 are seen as part of Yahweh's response to David's behavior and a 
specific component in a scheme of prophecy and fulfilment. 

The oracle in vv. 7b--12 is also retrospective. It looks back in v. 7 to David's 
anointment by the prophet Samuel (cf. I Sam 16:1-13), a necessary legitimat
ing rite in the prophetic view, and to his preservation from Saul. In v. 8 it 
recalls his marriages to Michal and his other wives. These verses are reminis
cent of a similar retrospective that stands in vv. 8-9a of Nathan's earlier oracle 
in chap. 7. A major theme of that oracle, David's house, is an issue in this one 
as well. In chap. 7 David was promised an enduring "house," a dynasty, and 
although we noted evidence there of prophetic reflection on the ancient themes 
of temple and dynasty, we found nothing in chap. 7 to cast a cloud over the 
dynastic promise itself: For the prophetic editor of chap. 7 the Davidic dynasty 
was a given of history. Nevertheless, prophetic thought was suspicious of 
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dynastic succession, inasmuch as it seemed incompatible with Yahweh's ap
pointment of "a man of his own choosing" (I Sam 13:14) as Israel's leader. 
In the earlier discussion (p. 229), therefore, we anticipated an expression of 
further reservations about David's house. In the present oracle, rhen, we hear 
of David's house as a place of endless strife (v. 10) and a source of trouble for 
David (v. 11). No doubt prophetic thought saw in the violent character of 
David's sons an illustration of the risks involved in dynastic succession. Abi
shalom, in particular, could be said to stand in relation to David as Abimelech 
did to Gideon, and in chap. 15 below the trees will again make the bramble 
king (cf. Judg 9:7-20). But the point here is more specific. It is the king himself, 
not his son or sons, who is responsible for the turmoil to come. The divine 
promise of a house for David was made in the aftermath of an expression by 
David of self-denial and concern over the inadequacy of the housing of Yah
weh's ark (7:2; cf. Ps 132:3-5). The divine announcement of endless trouble 
in David's house is made in the aftermath of a demonstration by David of a 
great capacity for self-indulgence and an apparent indifference to the lodging 
of the ark. Lest the irony in David's change of attitude be overlooked, the 
selflessness of the earlier David was pointedly brought to mind in chap. 11 by 
the exasperating virtue of poor Uriah, who staunchly refused to go to his house 
while the ark was in the field (see the NOTE on "the ark" at 11:11). The 
prophetic writer who produced this elaborate story of royal sin (chaps. 10--12) 
has attempted to show his audience that kings are not selfless and pious men; 
despite sanctimonious gestures, they are likely to turn out to be self-serving 
and unscrupulous. Now, in chap. 12, he shows once again that kings are 
responsible for their deeds to a higher authority. No king who chooses to "treat 
Yahweh with contempt" can be secure in his position. Not even the solemn 
promise of a house for David is immune to the sting of the prophetically 
mediated divine word: The enduring house can become a place of enduring 
strife. 

Considered in still broader perspective, the story in chaps. 10--12 might be 
described as the birth story of Solomon. But, if so, it seems a strange birth 
story, to say the least, especially when viewed in comparison to the accounts 
of the births of heroes like Samuel, Samson, and so on. The circumstances, if 
not downright sordid, are hardly auspicious. Solomon's nativity, like that of 
Ichabod (I Sam 4: 19-22), is inglorious. Also, as in the case of Ichabod, how
ever, Solomon's birth is not of central interest to the larger story. As we have 
seen, the climax of the story in chaps. 10--12 comes in 12:7a ("You are the 
man!"), when the implications of David's deeds are brought to view. The oracle 
of judgment (vv. 7b-12), David's confession and vigil (vv. 13-17), and the 
death of the child (vv. 18-23) are denouement. The birth of Solomon (vv. 
24-25) is postscript. We have the impression that the narrator reported Solo
mon's birth as a matter of obligation. Having related the story of David's sin 
with Bathsheba and its consequences, he could hardly fail to mention the birth 
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of the child who was the chief reason the union of David and Bathsheba was 
remembered as important. It is erroneous, therefore, to interpret Solomon's 
birth and the assertion that "Yahweh loved him" (v. 24) as indicating that "the 
grace of God once again shines out over this child-and so over David, too" 
(Hertzberg). On the contrary, David, though his sin has been "transferred" 
and atoned for, remains in disgrace as far as the author of chaps. 1(}..12 is 
concerned, and David's house is to be a permanent dwelling place for trouble 
and the sword. The statement that Yahweh loved the second child is a bit of 
tradition explaining Solomon's other (throne?) name (see the NOTE on "Jedi
diah," v. 25) and cannot bear the thematic and theological weight often at
tributed to it. Nor should we overemphasize the fact, irrefutable in itself, that 
the story shows that Solomon was not the child of an adulterous union. There 
is nothing to suggest that the account was designed specifically to show this. 
From beginning to end it is a story about David, not Solomon (cf. Gunn 
1978:82-83); it is concerned with David's deeds and their immediate conse
quences for him and his family. This also weighs against the more radical 
hypothesis of Cook (1899/1900: 156--57) as recently revived by Veijola (1979; 
cf. Wlirthwein 1974:32) that the story of the first child is a fiction crafted in 
defense of Solomon, who was in fact the child of the adulterous union (see also 
the NOTES). 

Probably, then, II Samuel l(}..12 should not be described as Solomon's birth 
story. This designation is better reserved for II Sam 12:24-25 alone, which 
stands as an appendix to the larger story that precedes it. That story concludes 
gloomily in v. 23, with no brighter prospect ahead than trouble out of David's 
house, and the presence of vv. 24-25 should not be permitted to relieve the 
gloom the author of 11 :2-12:23 has worked so hard to produce. It does not 
follow from this, however, that we are entitled to pass lightly over the events 
ofvv. 24-25 or to view them in isolation from their context. Within the larger 
biblical tradition the first appearance of David's heir is no trifling matter. 
Solomon's birth may be extraneous to the major thematic concerns of the story 
of David and Bathsheba, but seen in a larger perspective it is a momentous 
event. This is essentially the paradox of the Book of Ruth, which presents a 
story of absolute integrity without the concluding genealogical identification 
of Ruth's son as David's ancestor (Ruth 4: 17b-22) but which attains a new 
significance with the appendix in place. Confronted with such a situation, the 
reader must avoid (I) reading the story for the sake of the appendix alone
thus letting the tail wag the dog-and (2) overlooking the significance of the 
appendix. As suggested above, II Sam 12:24-25 may have been added as a 
matter of obligation by the author of 11 :2-12:23, to which it seems to have had 
no special thematic significance. In itself, however, it is an important passage, 
and from its perspective 11 :2-12:23 is significant as background. In contrast 
to the illegitimate, nameless, and ill-fated child of vv. 15-23, the child of vv. 
24-25 is legitimate, twice-named (!), and-as the audience knows-the future 
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king of Israel (Roth 1977:9). It is this last point that shows the inadequacy of 
our comparison to the story of Ichabod's birth: Solomon was no Ichabod (cf. 
Matt 6:29 = Luke 12:27). I Sam 4: 19-22 does not reverberate beyond the story 
of the capture of the ark, but II Sam 12:24--25, however incidental to its present 
context, introduces us to the central figure of I Kings 1-11. 



XXIII. THE SACK OF RABBAH 
(12:26--31) 

12 26Joab, fighting at Rabbah of the Ammonites, captured the Royal 
Citadel. 21[He] sent messengers to David to say, "I've been fighting at 
Rabbah, and I've captured the citadel of the water supply. 28So muster 
the rest of the army, encamp against the city, and capture it yourself; 
otherwise I'll be the one to capture [it], and my name will be called 
there." 

29So David mustered the entire army, went to Rabbah, and fought 
there until he captured [the city]. 10He took Milcom's crown from his 
head: Its weight was a talent of gold, and in it was a precious stone, 
which afterwards was upon David's own head. He brought out the spoil 
of the city-a very great quantity. 11 He brought out the people who 
were in it, ripped [it] with saws and iron cutting tools, and set them to 
work with the brick mold. Then, after he had done the same to all the 
cities of the Ammonites, David and the entire army returned to Jerusa
lem. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

12 26,27. the Royal Citadel ... the citadel of the water supply That is, 'yr hmlwkh 
... 'yr hmym, as attested by MT and LXX. In Syr. and Targ. 'yr hmym has been 
conformed to 'yr hmlwkh, and there is also a tendency among modern critics to resolve 
the apparent contradiction. Many follow Wellhausen in reading 'yr hmym in both 
verses. But Wellhausen was mistaken about the graphic similarity of hmlwkh and 
hmym: yod was not likely to be confused for lamed, still less mem for kap he. In fact, 
there is no basis for a challenge to the received text. We must suppose that 'yr hmlwkh 
and 'yr hmym are two names for the place captured by Joab. Perhaps "the Royal 
Citadel" was the official name used by the narrator and "the citadel of the water 
supply" was not a name ("the Citadel of Waters") but rather Joab's descriptive way 
of identifying its strategic importance to David. See, further, the NOTE. 

28. and capture it yourself So LXXL: kai prokatalabou auten su = wlkdh 'th. MT 
has lost 'th after wlkdh (homoioteleuton). 
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30. Milcom's MT has ma/kiim, "their king" (so LXXAL; Josephus, Ant. 7.161); 
while LXX:0MN, preserving two renderings of a single original (mlkm), have melchom 
(LXX8 melchol) tou basileus, "Milcom their king." In the case of malkiim, "their 
king," the pronominal suffix is without antecedent (Wellhausen, Driver), -and it has long 
been recognized that the correct reading is milkom, "Milcom" (see the NOTE). (O'Ceal
laigh [1962:186 n. 2]: "their Molech.") 

and in it was a precious stone We read wbh 'bn yqrh (cf. Syr., Targ.), as in I Chron 
20:2. In MT, LXX (w)bh, "(and) in it," has been lost; note the repetitive sequence zhb 
wbh 'bn in the original. 

which afterwards was That is, wthy, lit. "and it was" (so MT, LXX, Targ.; Syr. has 
w'ttsym, "and it was placed"). The subject must be the stone (so Syr.; the other 
witnesses are ambiguous), not the crown, which was far too heavy for a human being 
to wear (see the NOTE on "a talent of gold"). 

31. ripped [it] MT has wysm, "and he set [the people to work?]," supported by 
LXX0AMN and Syr. The patently superior reading of I Chron 20:3, wy5r, lit. "and he 
sawed, ripped," is preserved in the present passage by LXXL kai dieprisen (cf. OL, 
Targ.). The object is not expressed. It is often taken to be "them," i.e., the people 
mentioned in the preceding clause (thus OL, explicitly, illos), leading to the conclusion 
that David is torturing his prisoners (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.161). The resumptive use of 
an independent pronoun in the following clause ('6tiim, "them"), however, shows that 
"them ( = the people)" is not the implied object in the present clause. Thus it must be 
the city itself ("it") that David is ripping up. See, further, the NOTE. 

with saws and iron cutting tools Reading bmgrh wb~r1y hbrz/, lit. "with the saw and 
the cutting tools of iron." After hbrzl many witnesses preserve a variant of bmgrh, viz. 
bmgzr(w)t (hbrz/), "with axes of iron" (cf. MT, LXXAL, Targ., and I Chron 20:3; 
omitted by LXX0MN, Syr., and a few MSS of MT). Syr., which follows MT in reading 
wysm for wysr (see the preceding Textual Note), makes a quite different interpretation 
of the circumstances: w'rmy 'nwn bqwlr' dprz/' wbsslt', "and he put them into iron 
collars and chains." O'Ceallaigh (1962.:183-84) suggests the reading "And the people 
who were in her (the city) he brought out and set [wysm] at tearing her down [bemag
geriihl], even with iron crows .... " 

and set them to work MT has wh'byr, "and kept causing them to pass (into the brick 
mold?)"; see the NOTE. In all probability, however, the original was wh 'byd, lit. "and 
caused them to labor continually," as first recognized by Hoffmann (1882:66); cf. Exod 
1:13; 6:5. 

with the brick mold We read wmlbn with MT (qere) and LXX dia tou plintheiou 
(LXXLMm• en madebban, "in Madeba," in consequence of confusion of the Greek 
majuscules lambda and delta in a transliteration of mlbn ). MT (ketfb) has bmlkn, 
which O'Ceallaigh ( 1962: 185-86) reads bammiilekfn, an Aramaic (I) participial noun 
meaning, he says, "the Molechs"-thus, "And he made them transgress against 
([h'byr] i.e., desecrate, violate or destroy) the Molechs" (cf. already Thenius). 
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NOTES 

12 26,27. the Royal Citadel . .. the citadel of the water supply. Hebrew 'ir hamme
lilka . .. 'fr hammayim. Since there is no clear basis for another reading (see the Textual 
Note), we must assume that these are two designations for the same place. Rabbah itself 
was a royal city inasmuch as it was the residence of a king. But the capture of Rabbah 
as a whole will come later, v. 29. It follows that 'fr hammeluka, "the Royal City" or 
"the Royal Citadel," must have been a fortified sector ('fr) of greater Rabbah in the 
same way that 'irdiiwTd, "the City (or Citadel) of David," was a fortified sector of larger 
Jerusalem (cf. the NOTE at 6: 10). The name suggests that it was the district of Rabbah 
that contained the royal palace. But Joab describes it to David as 'ir hammayim. "the 
citadel of the waters," suggesting that it also protected the city's water supply. Perhaps 
Joab captured the royal fortress of Rabbah, which stood atop the steep hill overlooking 
and protecting the flowing spring fed by the Jabbok (Wadi 'Amman), which provided 
the city's water. If this is correct, the task left for David must have been a simple one. 

28. the rest of the army. Cf. 11: 11, the NOTE on "Succoth," where, if Yadin [Sukenik) 
is correct, the bulk of David's anny remained while Joab laid siege to Rabbah with the 
elite troops. 

and my name will be called there. If someone'.s name is invoked over (niqrii' sem PN 
'al) someone or something, that person or thing is specially associated with him and, 
in a sense, derives its identity from him, as, for example, in the case of a woman deriving 
her identity from her husband (Isa 4: I) or a prophet from his god (Jer 15: 16). The 
expression implies rule, dominion (Isa 63: 19). In the Bible its primary uses are theologi
cal, describing Israel as Yahweh's special people (Deut 28:10; etc.) or referring to the 
special association with Yahweh of the ark (II Sam 6:2 = I Chron 13:16), the Solo
monic temple (I Kings 8:43 = II Chron 6:33; etc.), or the city of Jerusalem (Jer 25:29). 
In the present case, then, Joab is warning David that if he does not assume personal 
command of the army for the final siege, Rabbah will be regarded thereafter as Joab's 
own conquest, not that of the king. 

30. Mi/corn's crown. Milcom was the national god of the Ammonites, as we know 
from the Bible (I Kings 11 :33; etc.) as well as Ammonite inscriptions and seals. The 
reference here is to his cultic image, called simply "Milcom," just as the image of the 
Philistine god Dagon is called "Dagon" in I Sam 5:2, etc. The word 'ii{iira. lit. 
"wreath," is used elsewhere in reference to crowns in general as marks of royalty or 
other distinctions. This one is jeweled (cf. Zech 9: 16) and made of gold. Its great weight 
(see below) suggests that the image was larger than man-size. Hom (1973), who prefers 
to read "their king" instead of "Milcom" here (cf. the Textual Note), has called 
attention to a group of stone sculptures of crowned heads and one complete statue 
found in the vicinity of Amman, ancient Rabbah. It is not clear whether these represent 
gods or kings, but the complete statue is barefoot and,. therefore, taken by Hom (p. 179) 
as a king standing on holy ground. Thus the sculptures may represent crowned Ammo
nite kings of the first half of the first millennium e.c., as Hom concludes (pp. 179-80). 
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On the other hand, the crowns find their best known parallels in divine headgear, as 
Horn points out (pp. 174-75). They are " ... conical caps or hats similar to those worn 
by Ba'al or Reshep statues found in Palestine and Syria, with an additional feature, 
namely a plume or feather attached to each of its two sides" (p. 174); thus they closely 
resemble the Egyptian 'atef crown, worn especially by the god Osiris. This might have 
been the type of crown David found on the head of the image of Milcom, but it would 
be somewhat reek.less for us to assume so. The stone heads may have come from a 
gallery of kings, or they may be a series of representations of Milcom; but they are just 
as likely to be decorative ornaments from an Egyptianizing temple or other public 
building. 

a talent of gold. About seventy-five pounds (cf. Horn 1973: 172). The weight shows 
that it must have been the stone, not the crown, that David wore afterwards (cf. the 
Textual Note on "which afterwards"). 

31. ripped [it] with saws. David dismantled the fortifications of the conquered city, 
a common procedure in siege warfare (cf. II Kings 25: 10) intended to· make sure that 
another siege would not soon be necessary. Some of the ancient versions understood 
v. 31 to refer to tortures imposed by David on the inhabitants of Rabbah ("ripped them 
with saws," etc.), but this interpretation is grammatically improbable (see the Textual 
Note) and most commentators since Klostermann have doubted it; see also Condamin 
(1898), Goslinga (1959), and Stoebe (1977:245). David is setting up work crews of 
captives for the economic exploitation of the conquered territory, evidently standard 
practice for victorious kings (cf. de Vaux 1978:326). 

and set ... mold. In view of the preceding NOTE we can conclude thaf the present 
statement does not mean "and caused them repeatedly to pass through [wehe'ebfr] the 
brick kiln." The evidence of Postbiblical Hebrew (Jastrow 756) confirms that malben 
means "mold," not "kiln," and a brick mold-a bottomless rectangular box used to 
make a brick (Hoffmann 1882:i3}-was too small for anyone to "pass through" even 
under torture. At best, then, we might read "and he kept causing them to pass over 
to the brick mold," i.e., "and consigned them to the brick mold." But it is more likely 
that we should read "and caused them continually to work [wehe'ebfd] with the brick 
mold," i.e., "and set them to work with the brick mold" (see the Textual Note). 

COMMENT 

These verses conclude the long account of David's Ammonite-Aramean war 
begun in chaps. 8 and 10. As explained in the COMMENT on § XX, this account 
(10:1-19 + 8:3-8 + 11:1 + 12:25-31) probably derives from contemporary 
annalistic sources; it was drawn from the royal archives to serve as a frame
work for the story told in 11:2-12:24. The present section describes the suc
cessful conclusion to David's conflict with the Ammonites. When Rabbah fell, 
Ammon was incorporated into the Davidic empire, where it probably re
mained until after the death of Solomon (cf. Bright 1972:228). 



XXIV. THE RAPE OF TAMAR 
(13:1-22) 

13 'This is what happened afterwards. Abishalom son of David had 
a beautiful sister whose name was Tamar, and Aminon son of David 
fell in love with her. 2Aminon was so upset over his sister Tamar that 
it made him sick, for she was a virgin and it seemed to him impossible 
to do anything to her. 1Now Aminon had a friend named Jonadab, the 
son of David's brother Shimeah. Jonadab was very wise, •and he said 
to [Aminon], "Son of the king, why are you poorly like this morning 
after morning? Won't you tell me?" 

"It's Tamar," Aminon told him, "my brother Abishalom's sister. I'm 
in love with her." 

5"Lie down on your bed," Jonadab said to him, "and act sick. Then 
when your father comes to visit you, say to him, 'Let my sister Tamar 
come and take care of me. Let her fix some food in front of me so that 
I can watch; then I'll eat out of her hand.' " 

6So Aminon lay down and acted sick, and when the king came to visit 
him, Aminon said to [him], "Let my sister Tamar come and make a 
couple of hearty dumplings in front of me; then I'll eat out of her hand." 

1David sent someone to Tamar at home to say, "Go to your brother 
Aminon and fix him some food." 8So Tamar went to her brother Ami
non's house, where he was lying down. She took some dough, kneaded 
it, formed it into hearty dumplings in front of him, and boiled the 
dumplings. 9But when she took the pan and served him, he refused to 
eat. 

"Get everybody away from me!" [he] cried. Then when everyone had 
left him, 10he said to Tamar, "Bring the food into the bedchamber, so 
I can eat out of your hand." So Tamar picked up the dumplings she 
had made and took them to her brother Aminon in the bedchamber. 
"But when she offered him something to eat, he grabbed her. 

"Come on, sister!" he said to her. "Lie with me!" 
12"Don't, brother!" she said to him. "Don't force me, for such a thing 

isn't done in Israel! Don't commit such a sacrilege! 11For my part, where 
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would I take my shame? And as for you, you would be like one of the 
outcasts in Israel! So speak to the king! He won't keep me from you!" 
14But he would not listen to her and, overpowering her, he l~y with her 
by force. 

11Then Aminon felt a very great hatred towards her-indeed, the 
hatred he felt towards her was greater than the love he had felt for her. 
"Get up!" [he] said to her. "Go away!" 

16"Don't, brother!" she said to him. "For this wrong, sending me 
away, is worse than the other you did me!" 

But he would not listen to her, 11and, summoning the servant who 
attended him, he said, "Put this woman out, away from me, and bolt 
the door behind her!" isbso his attendant put her out, bolti,ng the door 
behind her. 188(She had on a long-sleeved gown, for that is the way the 
virgin daughters of the king used to dress from puberty on.) 

19Tamar took ashes and put them on her head. She tore the long
sleeved gown she had on, put her hand on her head, arid went away, 
crying constantly as she went. 20Her brother Abishalom said to her, 
"Has Aminon, your brother, been with you? Now hush! He's your 
brother! Don't take this thing to heart!" So Tamar lived as a desolate 
woman in the house of her brother Abishalom. 

21 When King David heard about all these things, he was furious; but 
he did nothing to chasten his son Aminon, because he loved him since 
he was his firstborn. 22 Abishalom said nothing to Aminon, bad or good, 
but [he] hated him for having forced his sister Tamar. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

13 I. Abishalom See the Textual Note at 3:3. 
beautiful So MT: yph. LXX kale to eidei sphodra = ypt mr'h m'd, "very beautiful 

in appearance." 
Tamar So MT (tiimiir), LXXAL (thamar), and Josephus, Ant. 7.162 (thamara). 

Lxx•MN have themar, "Temar." 
Aminon See the Textual Note at 13:20. 
2. that it made him sick Hebrew lht~lwt, the verb used of feigned sickness in vv. 

5,6. Some critics have found it necessary to emend the text (without support from the 
ancient witnesses) to /~/wt (Budde) or some other verb (cf. Ewald 1878: 171 n. 1; Ehrlich 
1910:301). Klostermann: lhthll, "that it drove him crazy." 

and it seemed to him impossible That is, wypl' b'ynyw, lit. "and it was wonderful 
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in his eyes." For b'ynyw MT, followed by LXX8AMN (cf. Syr.), has b'yny 'mnwn
thus, "and it seemed to Aminon," etc.; the two readings are combined in the text of 
LXXL, where amnon has been added recensionally to en ophthalmois autou. Space 
considerations suggest that 4QSam' preserved the shorter reading. 

to do Syr. has "to say." 
3. Jonadab So MT (y6niidiib) and LXX0AMN (ionadam!b). LXXL (ionathan) and 

4QSam' ([y]hwntn) have "Jonathan" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.164), the name of another 
(?) son of Shimeah mentioned in 21 :21 (see the NOTE there). 

Shimeah MT sm'h (= sim'a), as in V. 32. MTMSS have sm", as in I Chron 2:13; 
20: 17; II Sam 21 :21 (qere). In II Sam 21 :21 (ketib) it is sm 'y. In the present passage 
4QSam' reads sm 'yh. In I Sam 16:9 and 17: 13 MT spells the name smh. 

very wise So LXXL: phronimos sphodra = ~km m 'd. MT (cf. LXX0 AMN) has 'ys 
~km m 'd, "a very wise man." Space considerations suggest that 4QSam' shared the 
shorter reading of LXXL. 

4. to [Aminon] We read /w, "to him," with MT and 4QSam' (cf. LXX0AMN). 
LXXL and Syr. have "to Aminon," and making the name explicit is also helpful in 
English. 

5. to visit you So LXXL: tou episkepsasthai se = lpqdk. MT and 4QSam' (cf. 
LXX 0AMN, Syr.) have /r'wtk, "to see you." It is difficult to choose between these 
variants. See also v. 6. 

and take care of me LXXL has kai parasteketo moi psomizousa me, "and stand near 
me feeding me." This is probably a harmonized conflation of alternate readings, viz. 
kai parasteketo moi = wtn~b '/y, "stand beside me = take care of me" (cf. I Sam 4:20), 
and kai psomisati5 me = wtbrny, "and feed me," the reading of Lxx•AMN, to which 
MT adds l~m. "bread." The reading of MT, LXX0AMN anticipates what follows and 
wtn~b '/y is probably original. 

some food So MT (cf. LXX0 ALN): 't hbryh. In anticipation ofv. 6 LXXM and certain 
other MSS read dyo kollyridas = sty lbbwt, "a couple of dumplings." 

in front of me So MT (cf. LXX): l'yny, lit. "before my eyes." Syr. has /y, "for me," 
and Vulg. omits the expression altogether. 

out of her hand So MT, LXXL. LXX 0AMN, Syr. have "out of her hands" (plural). 
Cf. vv. 6, 10. 

6. to visit him See the Textual Note on "to visit you" in v. 5. Here again we follow 
LXXL (episkepsasthai auton) in reading lpqdw, "to visit him," against MT, LXX8 AMN 
/r'wtw, "to see him." Note that in this case LXXL is corroborated by Josephus' use of 
skeptomenou (Ant. 7.166). 

come LXX, Syr. add "to me"; omit with MT. 
her hand So MT, LXX. Syr. has "out of her hands" (plural). Cf. vv. 5, 10. 
7. to your brother Aminon So Syr., LXXL (= '/ 'mnwn ·~yk). MT has byt 'mnwn 

·~yk (cf. Syr. Mss, LXXAMN), "to the house of your brother Aminon" (cf. v. 8). LXX8 

reflects a text that originally shared the reading of MT but in which 'mnwn was lost 
before ·~yk (homoioarkton)-thus, "to the house of Aminon." 

8. She took So MT, LXX 0AMN. LXXL, OL: "Tamar took." 
kneaded it MT (qere) and MTMss, wtls ( = wam~loS), as in I Sam 28:24 (MT). MT 

(ketib): wtlws ( = wattii/6s or wattiilus), which 4QSam' has in I Sam 28:24 (see I 
Samuel, p. 420). Cf. GK' §72t. 
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9. the pan MT 't hmsrt. The rare word has prompted much discussion and a few 
attempts at emendation, but it seems to be firmly attested in Postbiblical Hebrew and 
Aramaic (independent of references to the present passage) as a term for a pan used 
in preparing and cooking ~iilu[, the batter dumplings identified by Targ. with Tamar's 
pastry in the present passage (cf. v. 7, where Targ. wt~lw[ . .. trtyn ~ly[t' corresponds 
to MT wtlbb ... sty lbbwt, "and [let her] make a couple of dumplings")., Thus 
Lxx•AN (to tiganon) and OL (sartaginen ... ) render 't hmsrt with words denoting 
cooking pans, and Targ. reads yt msryt', which elsewhere in Targ. (Onkelos) translates 
Biblical Hebrew ma~iibat (Lev 2:5; etc.), a shallow cooking pan used in the preparation 
of cereal offerings. 

had left him So MT: wyfw. LXX, Vulg., MT"55
, Targ."55 = wyw~y'w, ·i.e., 

Hip'il as in the preceding clause-thus, "Then when they had got everyone away from 
him .... " 

10. your hand So MT, LXX. Syr., as in vv. 5 and 6, has "your hands" (plural). 
11. sister So MT (cf. LXX"A"N, Syr.): ·~wty, lit. "my sister," omitted from the 

Vorlage of LXXL in a series of four words ending in -y (bw'y skby 'my ·~wty) or from 
the Greek text itself in the sequence met' emou adelphi mou. 

13. For my part, where MT w'ny 'nh. LXXL reftects the loss of 'ny (homoioarkton). 
where would I take my shame MT 'nh 'wlyk 't ~rpty (cf. LXX"AMN, Syr.). LXXL 

pou ouch ixei to oneidos mou reftects a variant, 'nh I' tbw' IJrpty, "where would my 
shame not come (with me)." 

14. he (I) So MT, Syr. LXX: "Aminon." 
he lay with her MT has wayyiskab 'otiih. reading 'th as accusative rather than 

prepositional ('ittiih). The prepositional form is 'ot- more or less regularly in Jeremiah, 
Ezekiel, portions of Kings, and rarely elsewhere (cf. 24:24). Occasionally, however, 
't- following forms of siikab, "lie," is read 'ot- instead of 'itt- by the Masoretes in 
material where 'itt- is the prepositional form (Gen 34:2; Lev 15: 18,24; Num 5: 13, 19). 
In all such passages the consonantal text ('t- not 'wt-) can be interpreted preposition
ally, and in all of them the versions do, in fact, read prepositional forms. This is true 
in the present case, where the versions reftect 'th ( = 'ittiih) or 'mh (so MT"55

) and 
4QSam' has 'th, unambiguously 'ittiih in the full orthography of the scroll. How are 
we to explain the Masoretic treatment of these passages? Was there a special develop
ment in the semantic range of siikab (cf. GK'§ I I 7u)? This would not explain why in 
some passages forms of siikab are treated this way and not in others. Perhaps siikab 
has been substituted in these cases for a transitive verb deemed obscene by the scribes. 
The verb siigil, a transitive synonym of siikab, occurs four times in MT (Deut 28:30; 
Isa 13: 16; Jer 3:2; Zech 14:2), and in each the qere substitutes a form of siikab. It may 
be that the same phenomenon has occurred in our passage and those like ij (Gen 34:2; 
etc.). In these cases, then, the qere has intruded into the text, but the accusative particle 
has been preserved in the Masoretic tradition as a vestigial clue to the original reading. 

15. was greater LXX" inserts at this point meizon hi kakia hi eschati i hi proti 
= gdwlh hr'h h'~rwnh mn hr'swnh, lit., "greater is this latter wrong than the former." 
This plus arose by mislocation of a marginal annotation to v. 16 (see the third Textual 
Note there). 

16. Don't, brother! . .. For We read l' ~y ky on the basis of LXXLMN mi adelphe 
hoti (cf. OL). MT (cf. LXX0 A) has 'l (= 'l) 'wdt, "Concerning, on account of," as the 
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result of graphic confusion of ~y for wd and ky for t. Here we follow Thenius, 
Wellhausen, and S. R. Driver against the more recent proposal of G. R. Driver 
(1950:48-49) to read 'al 'iidat (= 'iidii), "Nay, (this great wrong) is more grievous," 
etc.; cf. Conroy 1978: 151. 

she So MT, OL, Syr. LXX makes the subject explicit. 
this wrong ... you did me MT as it stands is unintelligible: hr'h hgdwlh hz't 

m '~rt 'fr 'syt 'my ISl~ny, "(Concerning) this great wrong, (greater?) than the other 
which you did me, sending me away." LXXLMN (cf. OL) reflect a different reading: 
megale he kakia he eschate hyper ten proten hen pepoiekas met' emou tou exapostei/ai 
me = gdwlh hr'h h'~rnh mhr'fot 'fr 'syt 'my /s/~ny, "(because) greater is the latter evil 
than the former that you did me, sending me away." LXX8A have been conformed to 
the text of MT here, but in v. 15 LXX0 has a plus, meizon he kakia he eschate e he 
prate, which represents another translation of gdwlh hr'h h'~rnh mhr'foh and, evi
dently, was an old variant in the margin of LXX8 preserving the original LXX reading 
of v. 16. Most critics have rejected the unintelligible reading of MT in favor of the 
intelligible alternative of LXX on the assumption that the former is a corruption of the 
latter (Wellhausen). The form of m ·~rt without the article was taken by Wellhausen 
as indirect support for LXX he eschate = h ·~rnh or (as he retroverted it) h ·~rt in 
preference to *mh ·~rt, which he supposed to be the necessary form in MT; but probably 
m ·~rt is correct as it stands, the article being absent because ·~rt governs the following 
short 'fr clause, as in the case of bimqom 'iiser . .. , "the place where," etc., in 15:21 
(cf. GK' §§130cd,138g). It seems impossible, moreover, to derive the reading of MT 
from that of LXX, and it is much more likely that the text of MT points to a variant 
reading corrupted by fallout from MT's confusion of'/ ·~y ky for '/ 'wdt (see the Textual 
Note on "Don't, brother ... For" above). I assume that MT originally had •gdwlh 
hr'h hz't m'~rt, etc., lit. "(Don't, brother, for) greater is this wrong than the other," 
etc.; the change of gdwlh from a predicate adjective to an attributive took place after 
the change from '/ ·~y ky (which was followed by a clause) to 'l 'wdt (which required 
a nominal phrase as its object). In my opinion, therefore, we must reckon with ancient 
variants, (A) gdwlh hr'h h ·~rnh mhr'foh 'fr 'syt 'my lsl~ny, "greater is the latter wrong 
than the former that you did to me, sending me away," and (B) gdwlh hr'h hz't 
m ·~rt 'fr 'syt ISl~ny, "greater is this wrong than the other that you did me, sending me 
away." Our translation represents variant B. 

to her So MT: /h. LXX reflects bqwlh, as in v. 14. 
17. who attended him So MT: msrtw (cf. Syr.). LXX has ton proestekota 1011 oikou 

(autou), "who was in charge of the (his) house." Does this reflect 'fr 'l hbyt? 
he said LXX, Syr. add "to him." Omit with MT. 
Put Reading sl~ n. on the basis of LXXLMN exaposteilon de. MT has sl~w n" but 

the plural verb, apparently a simple error, is not compatible with the fact that Aminon 
is speaking to one servant. Note that in LXX"A the LXX plus "to him" (see the 
preceding Textual Note) is preserved alongside the recensionally adjusted imperative, 
the result being the curious reading kai eipen auto exaposteilate de tauten, etc., "and 
he said to him, 'Send [plural!] this woman away ... .'" 

18. The entire verse has been lost from the text of Syr. after v. 17 (homoioteleuton). 
from puberty on Wellhausen's proposal to emend MT m'ylym. "garments" (LXX 

tous ependytas auton = m'y/yhn, "their garments"), to m'wlm finds support in Jose-
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phus, Ant. 7.171: "for in ancient times (ton archaion) virgins wore," etc. Hertzberg's 
objection that "a fashion for king's daughters in Israel cannot have been all that old" 
does not seem cogent if we keep in mind the probability that v. 18a arose.as a marginal 
annotation to the reference to the "long robe" in v. 19 (see the NOTE). The objections 
of Conroy (1978: 151-52), however, are forceful. It is doubtful that me'oliim. ''from 
ancient times," can mean "in ancient times." Conroy follows the suggestion of Kloster
mann to read me'ollfm, "from childhood on" (cf., earlier, Eichhorn I 803:vol. 11:528). 
This, or some other noun from 'w//'11, is possible. I prefer, however, to derive the noun 
from 'Im, "be sexually mature"-thus, me'ii/om or me'iilumim, "from puberty." 

19. ashes and put them So LXXALMN (cf. OL): spodon kai epetheken = 'pr wtsm. 
LXX" adds a second spodon-thus, 'pr wtsm 'pr, "ashes and put ashes." MT originally 
shared the reading of LXX" but lost wtsm 'pr by haplography ("Tamar took ashes on 
her head," etc.). Schulz, Conroy (1978:34 n. 66), and Barthelemy (1980:24) regard the 
reading of MT as original, a pregnant construction, and interpret the verb in LXX as 
an explicating expansion. 

her hand So MT. LXX, Syr., Vulg. have "her hands" (plural), preferred by Driver 
and others. The evidence is ambiguous: See the NOTE. 

20. Has ... been So MT, LXX. Syr. "Has ... lain ... ?" 
Aminon The correct vocalization of MT 'mnwn elsewhere (vv. 1,2, etc.) is 'iimfnon, 

as shown by 'iiminon in the present passage, which alone preserves the fuller spelling 
('mynwn). The old, defective spelling 'mnn led to the traditional mispronunciation 
'amnon, "Amnon." Cf. the Textual Notes on "Abiner" at 2:8 and "Abishalom" at 3:3. 

Now hush! Cf. OL. MT, followed by LXX, etc., inserts ·~wty-thus, "Now, my 
sister, hush!" 

Don't take this thing to heart! MT reads'/ tsyty 't /bk ldbr hzh. lit. "Don't set your 
heart (mind) on this thing!" LXXL has en = '/('/) for 't (cf. OL) and interprets ldbr 
hzh as tou lalesai ti = /edabber hazzeh, "to say anything." LXX"A"' (combining two 
interpretations of ldbr hzh?) has tou /a/esai eis to rhema touto (as if ldbr '/[ = '/] hdbr 
hzh ), "to speak concerning this thing." We read the text of MT. Alternatively, how
ever, we might suppose the primitive text to have been '/ tsyty '/ /bk ldbr '/ hdbr hzh. 
"Don't bring (it) to mind by talking about this thing"; MT would then be deemed 
haplographic (l[dbr '/ h]dbr hzh) and subsequently modified ('/ > 't) in favor of the 
common idiom syt lb /-, "'set the heart on." 

a·desolate woman Reading smmh with LXX"A"'N, OL, Vulg., and MT"'". MT, 
LXXL, and Syr. have wsmmh, "and (was) a desolate woman." Hertzberg supposes that 
mrh preceded this and fell out of the text after tmr-thus, "a bitter and desolate 
woman." Many critics have attempted to preserve the w- as an example of an emphatic 
or epexegetical waw; see Conroy 1978:152 and GK' §§l 18p,154a(N). 

21. When King David heard Reading whmlk dwd sm' with MT, LXXAL, OL, and 
4QSam• (of which [ ]sm' 'i[] is extant at this point). LXX""'~ = wysm' hmlk dwd. 

but he did nothing . .. his firstborn We read w/' ·~b (cf. I Kings 1 :6) 't rw~ 'mnwn 
bnw ky 'hbw ky bkwrw hw' on the basis of LXX kai ouk elypesen to pneuma amnon 
IOU huiou autou hoti egapa auton hoti prototokos autou en and 4QSam' ( 'hjbw ky 
bkwr[w ] (so also OL; cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.173). This material is lacking in MT, and 
notwithstanding Wellhausen's uncharacteristic non possumus ("Wie die Liicke in MT. 
enstand, lli.sst sich kaum ermitteln"), it seems clear that the loss was haplographic, a 
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scribe's eye skipping from w/' at the beginning of the lost passage (v. 21 +) to wl' at 
the beginning of v. 22 (homoioarkton). Cf. Barthelemy 1980:3; Ulrich 1980:132. 

NOTES 

13 I. Abishalom .. . had a beautiful sister. After the transitional formula (cf. Conroy 
1978:41-42) the story opens l'bslwm ... , lit. "Belonging to Abishalom was," etc. The 
larger story in chaps. 13-20 is concerned principally with Abishalom's revolt, and even 
though the chief actors in the opening episode (13:1-22) are Tamar and Aminon, 
Abishalom, as Conroy puts it (1978:26), "overshadows the scene from the very start" 
(also Schulz, Mauchline). Significantly, then, Tamar is not identified as David's daugh
ter but as Abishalom's sister. "Sister" in this case means full-sister. That is, she was 
a daughter of David and Maacah, Abishalom's mother (3:3). It follows, of course, that 
she was also Aminon's (half-)sister (v. 2). 

Tamar. An important name in the family of David. Evidently David's daughter was 
named for his ancestress, whose story is told in Genesis 38; cf. Ruth 4:18-22; I Chron 
2:3-5,9-15; Matt 1 :3--6. 

2. it made him sick. 

Seven (days) to yesterday I have not seen the sister, 
And a sickness has invaded me. 

My body has become heavy, 
Forgetful of my own self. 

If the chief of physicians come to me, 
My heart is not content (with) their remedies; 

The lector priests, no way (out) is in them:-
My sickness will not be probed. 

To say to me: "Here she is!" is what will revive me; 
Her name is what will lift me up; 

The going in and out of her messengers 
ls what will revive my heart. 

More beneficial to me is the sister than any remedies; 
She is more to me than the collected writings. 

My health is in her coming in from outside: 
When (I) see her, then (I) am well. 

If she opens her eye, my body is young (again); 
If she speaks, then I am strong (again); 

When I embrace her, she drives evil away from me--
But she has gone forth from me for seven days! 

This is a stanza of Egyptian love poetry (Papyrus Beatty I, verso C iv ~v 2, trans. 
J. A. Wilson for ANET' 468--69) in which a young man expresses his lovesickness in 
the absence of his "sister," i.e., his lover (cf. Cant 4:9, etc., and the NOTE in v. 11 
below). The motif was common in Egyptian poetry, and in view of other direct or 
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indirect Egyptian cultural influences on the courts of David and Solomon, Caspari, and 
recently Conroy ( 1978:27 and n. 27 with bibliography), have noted that the original 
audience of the story of Aminon and Tamar may have known the poetic malady of 
lovesickness in its Egyptian expression and recognized its symptoms here in a young 
man who is love-sick for his actual sister. Though Conroy does not mention it, lovesick
ness became a theme of Hebrew love poetry as well; thus in Cant 5:8 the young woman 
says: 

I adjure you, daughters of Jerusalem, 
If you find my lover, 
What will you tell him? 
That I am sick with love! 

(cf. Cant 2:5, where, however, the "sickness" has another cause, according to Pope 
1977:382-83,529). 

impossible. That is, because she was a virgin, "a hint that, as was proper, unmarried 
girls, and particularly those of the royal house, would be carefully guarded" (Ackroyd 
with most commentators). 

3. a friend. In Judg 14:20 the man called Samson's "friend" was evidently the one 
who served him as best man in his unsuccessful marriage to a Philistine woman from 
Timnah. Similarly, in Sumero-Akkadian terminology "friend" (kuli = ibru) was a 
technical term for best man (van Selms 1957: 119). Elsewhere in the Bible we find a 
"friend" acting formally on behalf of a man in his dealings with a woman in Gen 38:20. 
Thus the term "friend" here may mean more than an intimate acquaintance. Jonadab 
may have routinely served Aminon as a matchmaker and adviser in affairs of the heart. 
Van Selms' conclusion ( 1957: 120) that this was the original function of the officer of 
court called the King's Friend (see the NOTE at 15:37), however, is difficult to assess. 
It seems to depend heavily on the present passage, inasmuch as this is the only case 
where the "friend" of a royal person is involved in his dealings with women. The 
argument would be that as prince Aminon would already have a "friend," who would 
become "King's Friend" at Aminon's accession to the throne. The language, however, 
presents a problem: la'amfnon rea', "Aminon had a friend," suggests that this man was 
one friend among others (cf. GK' §129c), contrary to what we should expect ifhe held 
an official post as Aminon's friend. 

David's brother Shimeah. Elsewhere "Shimei" or "Shammah" (cf. the Textual Note); 
Shimeah was Jesse's third son (I Sam 16:9; etc.). 

wise. The English adjective connotes an admirable quality, but in the Bible " 'wis
dom' is a purely intellectual and morally neutral quality" (Whybray 1968:58). It was 
used for attaining goals, whether admirable or not (Mendenhall 1973: 172; cf. Ackroyd). 
We should not be surprised, therefore, to find Jonadab, who uses his wisdom in 
contemptible ways, called "very wise." He is "wise for doing evil," as the rabbis put 
it (Sanhedrin 2 la). For the same reason it is misleading to translate ~iikiim as "subtil" 
(AV), "crafty" (RSV), "shrewd" (NEB, JB; cf. Caird), or "clever" (NJV); cf. Driver; 
Mendenhall 1973: 172 n. 93. Indeed, as Freedman points out to me, "wise" is misleading 
because of the connotation in English. 

4. Aminon's reply is a series of gasping sighs: 'et-tiimiir ... 'a~6t 'abi'!iil6m 'ii~i 

... 'ani 'i5heb. A somewhat exaggerated effect is achieved by repeated alliteration of 
'alep followed by -o and -a sounds with a few gutturals thrown in for good measure. 
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On the language of this verse in general, see Conroy 1978:29 and his citations of Alonso 
Schi:ikel. 

6. a couple. For sete, "two," as "a couple, a few," see Ehrlich 1910:301. 
hearty dumplings. This dish was made from dough that was kneaded and boiled (v. 

8) and must, therefore, have been some kind of dumplings or puddings, not "cakes" 
(so RSV and most English translations). It was boiled in a pan or mold called a 
ma.fret (v. 9), mentioned only here in the Bible but used in rabbinic times for preparing 
~ii/u/, a dumpling made by stirring flour in water. The Hebrew name for the dish is 
lebib6t (rendered ~iili/iitii' by the Targum Jonathan), and this might mean that they 
were heart-shaped (KB'}--cf. /ebiib, "heart." But note the denominative verb libbeb, 
"enhearten," i.e., "give strength, vigor," found in Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew, not 
to mention Aramaic cognates. As Pope has shown (1977:478-80), this verb has.an 
erotic sense in its occurrences in Cant 4:9, where it means "ravish" the mind (Pope) 
or simply "arouse, excite": 

You arouse me, my sister, bride! 
You arouse me with one of your eyes! 

In the present passage, then, Aminon asks David for lebib6t, enheartening dumplings, 
perhaps a traditional food for the sick because of its nourishing quality ("hearty") and 
digestibility ("boiled"). This seems a reasonable sickbed request on the face of it, but 
Aminon, by asking that Tamar prepare the dumplings (te/abbeb . .. /ebib6t}, is privately 
anticipating more than the restoration of his health, as the use of libbeb in Cant 4:9 
suggests. Cf. Budde, Brockington. 

9. and served him. Hebrew watti$$Oq (or watta$$iq) lepiiniiyw, lit. "and set down [viz. 
the pan] before him." Josh 7:23 shows that yii$aq/hi$$iq lipne PN means "set before" 
or "put down in front of." In reference to food, then, it means "serve" (cf. II Kings 
4:40,41) like Y$q b'ap- in the hippiatric texts from Ugarit (CTCA 160[= UT' 55).3, 
5,9,29; 161[= 56).11,16,20,22). See also the NOTE on "They put down" at 15:24. 

"Get everybody away from met" That is, h6$i'u kol- 'is me'iilay, as in Gen 45: I and 
Judg 3:19, "a courtly formula of dismissal" (Conroy 1978:30 n. 45). 

11. sister. Aminon calls Tamar 'ii~6ti because she is his half-sister but also, perhaps, 
because of the traditional use of "brother/sister" terminology in love poetry. a. the 
NOTE on "it made him sick," v. 2, and the citation of Cant 4:9 in the NOTE on "hearty 
dumplings," v. 6. 

12-13. Tamar's warning is acute and farsighted, and to this extent we are reminded 
of Abigail's words to David in I Sam 25:24-31. Whereas Abigail's remonstrance was 
heeded, however, Tamar's will not be. 

12. such a thing isn't done in Israel. The expression refers to serious violations of 
custom (Gen 20:9; 29:26) that threaten the fabric of society. Compare, especially, Gen 
34:7, where language similar to that of the present verse is used in reference to She
chem's rape of Dinah, a "sacrilege in Israel." 

sacrilege. Hebrew nebiild is customarily rendered "folly" or "foolishness," but recent 
studies by Gerleman (1974), Phillips (1975), and especially Roth (1960) have shown 
this to be inadequate and misleading. It is "a general expression for serious disorderly 
and unruly action resulting in the breakup of an existing relationship whether between 
tribes, within the family, in a business arrangement, in marriage or with God. It 
indicates the end of an existing order consequent upon breach of rules which main-
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tained that order" (Phillips 1975:241). In other words, nebiilti refers to a violation of 
the sacred taboos that define, hedge, and protect the structure of society. It is a sacrilege 
(Roth); cf. Isa 9:16 [9:17]; 32:6. Thus, for example, in the Achan episode in Joshua 7 
the private appropriation of taboo objects-items of spoil restricted by the sacred "ban" 
(herem)-is an act of nebiilti (v. 15), and as a result of their breach of sacred discipline 
(~f. v. 1, wayyim'a/u bene yifrii'e/ ma'a/) the protection afforded the Israelites by their 
relationship with Yahweh is forfeit (v. 11) and the army falls into disarray and defeat. 
As Roth notes (1960:406), nebii/ti is used especially of sexual misconduct, including 
rape (Judg 20:6,10), promiscuity (Deut 22:21), adultery (Jer 29:23), ·and homosexual 
assault (Judg 19:23). The "sacrilege" of Aminon is also of this character and, as 
explained in the COMMENT, its consequences will be far-reaching. 

13. For my part, where would I take my shame? Conroy (1978:31 n. 51) compares 
Gen 37:30, where Reuben expresses helplessness and wretchedness in almost identical 
language ("For my part, where shall I go?"), and a passage in the Beth-shan stele of 
the Egyptian king Sethos I (ca. 1318-1304 e.c.), where the defeated princes of foreign 
lands say "Where shall we go?" (ANET' 253). 

the outcasts in Israel. See the NOTE at v. 12. Having committed nebiilti, "a sacrilege," 
in Israel, Aminon would become niibiil, an "outcast," having forfeited his place in the 
society he endangered. Niibiil is traditionally rendered "fool" (cf. the NOTE on "sacri
lege" above), but it refers to someone who has severed himself from society by socially 
destructive behavior and has become an outcast, a moral pariah (see Roth 1960:402-4). 
Compare the denominative(!) verb *nibbel, "treat as a niibiil," i.e., "reject, despise." 

He won't keep me from you! What does Tamar mean? Does this remonstrance imply 
that marriage between Aminon and Tamar would have been possible? Intercourse 
between brother and sister is explicitly forbidden in both Deuteronomic (Deut 27:22) 
and Priestly (Lev 18:9,11; 20:7; cf. Ezek 22:11) legislation, suggesting that marriage 
between Aminon and Tamar would be impossible. Pointing to the case of Abraham and 
Sarah (cf. Gen 20: 12), however, some scholars have argued that the prohibition of 
marriage with a sibling was a late development (Daube 1947:77-79) or that consan
guinity was originally thought to exist only with the children of one's mother (de Vaux 
1961 b:vol. I: 19-20). From this it would follow that marriage with the son or daughter 
of one's father might have been permissible in the time of David. But we cannot be sure. 
It would be naive to draw straightforward conclusions about prevailing marriage 
customs from the patriarchal stories, and the laws of Leviticus 18, where marriage to 
the children of one's father is expressly forbidden (vv. 9, 11), seem to presuppose the 
social structure of the extended family of a patriarchal system and have been thought, 
therefore, to derive from pre-monarchical times (Elliger 1955). Moreover, even if it 
could be determined whether the biblical laws forbidding marriage to one's half-brother 
or half-sister were theoretically in effect in Israel in the time of David, we could not 
assume that the authority of such rules would have been recognized in Jerusalem, 
especially in their application to the royal family, and their existence or nonexistence, 
therefore, would not be conclusive in the interpretation of Tamar's words. There seem 
to be four possibilities. (I) The laws of Lev 18:9, I 1 were not in effect in the time of 
David. In this case Tamar's words are a forthright appeal for reason, and Aminon's 
crime consists "not in casting his eyes on his half-sister, but in violating her without 
having contracted a marriage and in contracting no marriage after having violated her" 
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(Daube 1947:79). (2) The laws were in effect but not recognized in Jerusalem. In this 
case Tamar's words are, as in the first case, a sincere appeal, and Aminon's crime is 
rape, not incest (Conroy 1978:17-18 n. 3), though there might be some ambiguity on 
the last point in the mind of the audience. (3) The laws were in effect in Jerusalem, but 
their purpose was not to regulate marriage but to prevent casual intercourse with 
women a man could expect to encounter in his household. In this case Tamar's words 
are again an appeal for reason, and Aminon is guilty of violating the laws of Leviticus 
18 but, because he could have married her, not of committing incest (Phillips 1975:239). 
(4) The laws were in full effect. In this case Tamar's words, unless she is simply 
temporizing, imply that David would have been willing to permit the marriage despite 
its illegality, and Aminon is guilty of both rape and incest. Of these possibilities it is 
the last that is most defensible. While our sources are very candid about, for example, 
foreign marriages made by the royal family in the time of the early monarchy, no sibling 
marriage is mentioned, and it seems probable that some kind of prohibition was in 
effect. Tamar's assumption that David would be willing to overlook such a prohibition 
in order to accede to Aminon's request is consistent with what we know of David's 
attitude elsewhere (v. 21). The story as a whole, with its extraordinary preponderance 
of sibling references (see the COMMENT), gives the impression that the brother-sister 
relationship between Aminon and Tamar is of special significance. It is very difficult, 
moreover, to think of the "sacrilege" T!imar speaks of so emphatically in vv. 12-13 as 
a simple rape (Wenham 1972:342), since a man who raped an unbetrothed woman was 
not punished but required only to marry her (Deut 22:28); the rape of Dinah in Genesis 
34 was a sacrilege because Shechem was not an Israelite, and the Levite's concubine 
in Judges 19 was raped to death by a group of men. Surely, then, the sacrilege in the 
present passage is incest. 

15. It was Tacitus (Agricola 42.15) who said, "It is human nature to hate those whom 
you have injured," and according to Max Beerbohm (Zuleika Dobson, chap. 13), "Of 
all the objects of hatred, a woman once loved is the most hateful." A number of poets 
and psychologists could be cited on the readiness with which love---especially of the 
acute, grasping variety-turns to hatred and the intensity of the hatred thus produced. 
Accordingly, most modem commentators have thought it adequate to explain Ami
non's sudden change of heart by reference to general truths of human behavior. The 
rabbis, however, supposed that Aminon hated Tamar because, when he raped her, he 
became entangled in her pubic hair and injured himself (Sanhedrin 21a). 

16. According to Exod 22: 15 [22: 16), "If a man seduces a virgin who is not betrothed 
and lies with her, he must make her his wife by paying the bride-price." Similarly, Deut 
22:28 says, "If a man meets a virgin who is not betrothed and seizes her and lies with 
her, then when they are found the man who lay with her will give the young woman's 
father fifty pieces of silver. She will become his wife because he forced her. He cannot 
send her away (Sa/le~iih) as long as he lives." On such a basis Tamar protests that 
"sending [her] away" (lesalle~eni) is a greater wrong than raping her (cf. Carlson 
1964: 181 ). "Send away" (Silla~) is a technical term for the dismissal of a divorced wife 
(Deut 24:1-4). It is true that Aminon and Tamar are not married (cf. Conroy 1978:33 
n. 59), but Tamar implies that they must now become married in view of what has 
happened and that Aminon has forfeited his right to send her away. 

17. this woman. Hebrew zo'r, contemptuously, like zeh, "this fellow," in I Sam 10:27; 
21:16; etc. (GK' §136b). Contrast Caspari. 
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away from me. Hebrew me'iilay, which "itself is contemptuous, implying that the 
person to be removed is a burden to the speaker" (Conroy 1978:33 n. 60). 

l 8b. bolting. For wena'al we should probably read wenii'ol, a resumptive infinitive 
absolute. Comparison with Judg 3:23 shows that a change to wayyin 'ol, "and he 
bolted," is not warranted, and it is unlikely that wenii'al is a frequentative, implying 
fastening with several bolts (GK' §l 12tt n. I). 

!Sa. This antiquarian notice arose long after the composition of the story as a 
marginal comment on the "embroidered gown" mentioned in v. 19. Like the similar 
notice in I Sam 10:9, it found its way into the text a bit too soon (cf. I Samuel. p. 177). 
It is less disruptive after v. !Sb than before it. Here we follow Wellhausen. Contrast 
Conroy 1978:34. 

a long-sleeved gown. The meaning of ketonet passim, which occurs only here and in 
Genesis 37, is uncertain. The traditional "coat of many colors" goes back to the 
Septuagint's treatment of the phrase in Gen 37:3 as chitona poiki/on, "an.embroidered 
(or variegated) frock," which may have been a guess based on one meaning of.pas in 
Rabbinic Hebrew, viz. "strip, stripe"-thus ketonet passim, "gown of strips" or 
"striped gown." Another postbiblical meaning of pas was "palm (of the hand)" or "sole 
(of the foot)"; hence the Septuagint's reading in the present passage, chiton karpotos. 
"a frock with sleeves reaching to the wrists" (LXX"), or chiton astragalotos. "a frock 
reaching to the ankles" (LXXL). This is the origin of modern translations such as "long 
robe with sleeves" (RSV). Unfortunately, pas is not attested elsewhere in Biblical 
Hebrew, and we cannot be sure of its ancient meaning. Nor have attempts to explain 
it on the basis of extrabiblical materials succeeded. Speiser ( 1964:289-90), for example, 
compares Akkadian kitii pi5annu. which he defines as "a ceremonial robe which could 
be draped about statues of goddesses, and had various gold ornaments sewed onto it"; 
but the character of the pi5annu-garment is so obscure (Oppenheim 1949) and the 
correspondence of pisannu to passim so awkward that this avenue of exploration does 
not seem very promising. More recently Mendenhall ( 1973:54-55) has called attention 
to the obscure Ugaritic word p<j (CTCA 2[ = UT' 137].1.19,35) in connection with 
Hebrew kiitonet passim. He presents a strong argument for identification of p<j and its 
parallel, 'nn, with Akkadian (me/ammii, pulubtu) and Hebrew (kab6d) terms for the 
"glory" of a god or king, the refulgent envelope that surrounded the divine or royal 
body. He then goes on (p. 55) to equate p<j with ketonet passim, "which describes a 
garment ... associated with the highest social or political status. In other words, the 
term does not describe the form of the garment but its social function. It actually is 
used only of Joseph, who dreams of his brothers bowing down to him, and of Tamar, 
the princess of the royal house." The chief problem with this proposal is philological: 
Mendenhall cites no parallel for the presumed correspondence of Hebrews to Ugaritic 
<j. which may reflect etymological •<j or even•! (realized in Hebrew as z or S) but never 
to my knowledge •s (cf. Cross and Freedman 1964) or a non-Semitic consonant realized 
in Hebrew ass. My own solution, which reverts to one of the traditional interpretations 
of ketone1 passim, is more prosaic. Very probably pas is identical to 'epes. "extremity." 
Note the place-name 'epes dammim in I Sam 17: 1, called pas dammim in I Chron 
11: 13. In Biblical Hebrew 'opsayim means "ankles" unambiguously in Ezek 47:3, the 
Talmudic form (Yoma 77b) being 'apsayim: and, as already noted, Hebrew pas and 
Aramaic pissetii' (also pas, passii', pissii') meant "foot" as well as "hand" in rabbinic 
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times. In Ezek 47:3 me 'opsayim, lit. "water of the ankles," must mean "water extend
ing to the ankles," in view of v. 4, where the water rises to the knees, then the loins 
(me motnayim). It follows that ketonel passim means "gown extending to the extremi
ties"-i.e., hands and feet, since it is plural, not dual-and thus "long gown with 
sleeves," essentially the reading of the Septuagint and a number of modern translations. 
Asiatics wearing such garments are depicted in tile decorations from the palace of 
Rainesses III (1198-1166). 

19. She lore the long-sleeved gown. Because the garment was customarily worn by 
virgins (v. !Sa), some interpreters have supposed that Tamar tore it as a mark of her 
lost virginity (Ehrlich 1910:302-3). But the gesture can be explained sufficiently as an 
expression of grief (I: 11; etc.). Rending the clothes was a response to calamities other 
than death (II Kings 5:7; etc.). 

put her hand on her head. Placing one hand on the head (see the Textual Note on 
"her hand") was another gesture of grief(Conroy 1978:152). At the end of the Egyptian 
"Story of Two Brothers," for example, the grieving elder brother goes "to his house, 
with his hand laid upon his head, and ... smeared with dust" (ANET', p. 24). In Jer 
2:3 7, on the other hand, Israel under the image of a rejected lover expresses her shame 
by coming away with both hands on her head (Ehrlich 1910:303). 

went away, crying constantly as she went. Hebrew wauelek hiilok wezii'aqa, a perfect 
consecutive coordinated with an infinitive absolute as found elsewhere only in Josh 6: 13 
(GK' §I 13t). The usual construction coordinates two infinitivCli. absolute (Josh 6:9[!]), 
as in II Sam 3:16 [MT], but compare 16:13 and the NOTE on "following ... cursing" 
there. 

20. Whether Tamar lived in Abishalom's household before the rape (Hertzberg) or 
not (Budde) cannot be determined. In either case, she goes now to her full-brother, the 
natural leader of her "branch" of the house of David. Hoftijzer (1970a) discerns the 
outline of a fratriarchal family structure here, thus extending an old theory about 
patriarchal society (Gordon 1935) to the time of David. But see Conroy (1978: 18 n. 
5) and, on fratriarchy in the patriarchal age, de Vaux (1978:234--35). 

"Has Ami non ... been with you?" A euphemism; cf. Gen 39: 10 (Ehrlich 1910:303). 
a desolate woman. The verb siimem, "be desolate," refers most often to land that is 

abandoned and neglected (Isa 49:8; etc.). With respect to a woman it means unmarried 
(Ehrlich 1910:303), as shown clearly by the ironic contrast in Isa 54: I, where it is said 
that "the children of a desolate woman (S6mema) will be more numerous than the 
children of a married woman." The connection between land and women involved here 
is that expressed by the clichCd Canaanite complaint about neglected farmland: "My 
field is like a woman without a mate from lack of plowing" (EA 74: 17-19; cf. 75: 15-17; 
81 :37-38; 90:42-44). 

21. he was his firstborn. See 3 :2. 
22. said nothing . . . bad or good. By calling attention to Genesis 31, Hoftijzer 

(I 970a:55-56) has shown that this expression refers not simply to silence but to re
straint from hostile action. In Gen 31 :24 God tells Laban in a dream not to "say 
anything to Jacob, good or bad." It is clear in Gen 31 :29, however, that Laban feels 
obliged to refrain not simply from harsh judgment but rather from vindictive action. 
In the present passage the restraint is self-imposed. Abishalom is biding his time. 

bur. In view of the preceding NOTE, the conjunction ki is better taken as adver-
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sative/concessive than causative ("said nothing ... because [he] hated him"); so 
Hoftijzer 1970a:55 n. 6; Conroy 1978:18 n. 6. 

COMMENT 

The story of the rape of Tamar and its consequences in chaps. 13 and 14 stands 
as a prologue to the account of Abishalom's rebellion in chaps. 15-20. The 
prologue has its own literary integrity (cf. Long 1981), beginning as it does 
with a detailed report of the violent events that led to Abishalom's exclusion 
from the court and concluding with an equally detailed description of the 
process by which his reconciliation to the king was finally achieved. It would 
be a mistake, however, to conclude that chaps. 13-14 originally existed as an 
independent narrative centered on Tamar (so Caspari in his commentary as 
well as 1909:318-24 and 1911 :239-42, and recently Delekat 1967:26,29; the 
criticism of such a conclusion in Conroy 1978:92 is decisive). These two 
chapters are principally concerned with Abishalom. The opening words, where 
his name is the first mentioned and Tamar is identified as his sister, show this 
(see the NOTE at 13: 1 ), as do the facts that the time references in the story 
(13:23,38; 14:28) attach themselves to his activities (Conroy) and that the only 
significant interruption in the course of the narrative is a long parenthesis 
(14:25-27) testifying to his beauty and popularity. All of these things are 
praeparatio for the account of the revolt in chaps. l 5ff. 

More specifically, chaps. 13-14 provide the knowledge uf private matters 
necessary, in our narrator's opinion, for a correct understanding of the public 
events recounted in chaps. 15-20. Those events will arise from a clash of 
personalities presented to us here. First there is Abishalom. He is handsome 
and winning (14:25), but he is also vindictive and rancorous, not a man to 
accept the king's kiss (14:33) as a seal of lasting reconciliation after the wrong 
he perceives his enforced exile to have represented. He is self-willed to a fault 
and reckless in seeking to gain his own ends (cf. 14:28-32). Then there is 
David, gentle king and doting father. There is no violence or vengeance in him, 
but he is carelessly compliant (13:7) and indecisive (cf. 14:1) in dealing with 
his own family, and his affection for his sons makes him too lenient when 
punishment is in order (13:21 ). Finally there is Joab, as usual the foil to David's 
gentleness (cf. 3:39). He is always ready with a quick solution-for better or 
for worse-when the king's mildness precipitates a problem. The interaction 
of these three men in the private events of chaps. 13-14 prepares us fully to 
understand their roles in the public events to follow. 

Most fundamentally, chap. 13 is a story of nebii/ci, "sacrilege." As explained 
in the NOTE at v. 12, nebii/ci is a violation of the sacred taboos that define and 
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maintain the social structure and, as such, represents a serious threat to the 
society itself. The particular "sacrilege" committed here is incestuous rape. 
Although there is no certainty about the legal status of marriage between 
half-siblings in Davidic Israel (see the NOTE on "He won't keep me from you!" 
v. 13), our narrator makes it unavoidably clear that incest is an issue by the 
extraordinary frequency of sibling terms he employs in vv. 1-14 ("brother" 
and "sister" six times each; cf. Flanagan 1972: 180). Thus the particular inci
dent that begins the story of Abishalom's revolt is an act of violence born of 
excessive love within the royal family, viz. Aminon's rape of Tamar. The 
immediate result is an act of violence born of excessive hate within the family, 
viz. Abishalom's murder of Aminon. There is, as Gunn aptly puts it (1978: 
100), "excess of love at the beginning, excess of hate at the end." In the process 
of all this the son, Abishalom, is estranged from the father, David, and will 
eventually make war on him. The initial sacrilege, therefore, will precipitate 
the destruction of the entire social unit, the family. And because this particular 
family is the royal family, the social fabric of all Israel will finally be threatened 
(chap. 20). 



XXV. THE DEATH OF AMINON 
(13:23-37) 

13 23Two years later Abishalom had sheepshearing in Baal-hazor near 
Ophrah, and he invited all of the king's sons. 24He went to the king and 
said, "Your servant has sheepshearing. Let the king and his servants 
go with your servant!" 

25But the king said to Abishalom, "No, son, we won't all go. We 
would just make things more difficult for you." And though [Abisha
lom] pleaded with him, he would not agree to go. 

But when [the king] bade him farewell, 26Abishalom said, "At least 
let my brother Aminon go!" 

"Why should he go with you?" said the king. 2'But when Abishalom 
pleaded with him, he let Aminon and all the king's sons go with him. 

So Abishalom prepared a banquet like a king's banquet. 28"Be alert!" 
[he] instructed his servants. "When Aminon is lighthearted with the 
wine and I say to you, 'Strike down Aminon!', then kill him! Don't be 
afraid, for I myself have given you the command! Steady yourselves and 
be stalwart!" 

29When Abishalom's servants did to Aminon as Abishalom had in
structed, all the king's sons got up, mounted their mules, and fled. 30But 
while they were on the road, the following report reached David: 
"Abishalom has slain all the king's sons, and not one of them is left!" 
31The king got up, tore his clothes, and lay down on the ground; and 
all the servants who were standing about him tore their clothes, too. 

32Then, however, Jonadab, the son of David's brother Shimeah, spoke 
up. "My lord the king mustn't think that the servants killed all the 
king's sons," he said, "for only Aminon is dead. This happened because 
of Abishalom's anger from the time [Aminon] forced his sister. nso my 
lord the king mustn't take this thing to heart, thinking all the king's 
sons are dead. Only Aminon is dead." 

34Just then the soldier on watch looked up and saw a crowd of people 
traveling the Horonaim road on the side of the mountain in the descent, 
and [he] came and reported this to the king. "I have seen men," he said, 
"on the Horonaim road on the side of the mountain." 
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nThen Jonadab said to the king, "The king's sons have come! It's just 

as your servant said!" 36By the time he finished speaking, the king's sons 
had arrived. They wept aloud, and the king, too, and all his servants 
wept grievously. 37He mourned for his son for many days. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

13 23. Two years later MT: /fotym ymym. lit. "in two years (in) days" ·(cf. 
LXXBAM: eis dietirida himeron), as in 14:28. LXXL meta dyo eti = ·~ry fotym, "after 
two years" (cf. OL). Syr.: /'dn b'dn, lit. "from season to season (i.e., in one year)." 

Ophrah MT has 'prym, "Ephraim," to which LXXBAMN ephraim corresponds. 
LXXL gophraim, which shows that the first consonant was 'ayin, has been partially 
conformed to the reading of MT (from •gophera [cf. I Sam 13:17]). See, further, the 
NOTE. 

24. and his servants Joi.ion (1928:308-9) suggests reading wk/ bnyw, "and all his 
sons," for MT w'bdyw. 

with your servant So MT (cf. LXXBAMN): 'm 'bdk. LXXL, OL, and Vulg. (cf. 
Josephus, Ant. 7.174) share the doubly divergent reading of 4QSam': 'I 'bdw, "to his 
servant." 

25. make things more difficult for you So 4QSam': nkbyd '/yk (cf. Neh 5: 15). MT 
preserves the older orthography, nkbd '/yk, and interprets nkbd as Qal-thus, "be a 
burden on you." 

And though [Abishalom] pleaded Reading wypfr with 4QSam', LXX (kai ebiasato/ 
katebiazeto), Syr. (w'lfh), OL (cogerat), etc. MT has wypr~. as if "And he broke out 
(upon him)." For the same metathesis, see v. 27 and I Sam 28:23; II Kings 5:23. 

he (2) So MT. LXXL has "the king." 
26. let my brother Aminon go MT adds "with us" ('tnw; MTMss 'mnw), and 

LXXL (met' emou) and OL (mecum), "with me." We omit both with 4QSam' ([ylk n]' 
'mnwn ·~y), though one might restore 'ty in the text of the scroll on the assumption 
of haplography before 'mnwn (homoioarkton). 

he So MT, LXX8"L. LXXMN and several other MSS make the subject explicit. 
said the king MT, LXX8"MN, and 4QSam' add "to him." Omit with LXXL. 
27. pleaded See the second Textual Note at v. 25 above. 4QSam' is not extant at 

this point, but the other major witnesses read as in the previous case. 
So Abishalom ... a king's banquet Reading wy's 'bslwm msth kmsth hmlk on the 

basis of LXX kai epoiisen abessalom poton kata ton poton tou basi/eos (cf. OL and 
Josephus, Ant. 7.174). Space considerations show that 4QSam' shared this reading, 
though only [h ]m [l]k survives on the leather. MT has lost the entire sentence by 
haplography with the immediately preceding word, hmlk (homoioteleuton). See Joi.ion 
1928:309 and, recently, Ulrich 1978:85; 1980:132-33; Barthelemy 1980:3. 

28. then kill So MT: wahamittem. 4QSam' has wmttm = umotattem, "then dis
patch." 
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for I myself Reading ky 'nky with LXXL. MT prefaces this with hlw', "ls it not 
(so) that I myself ... ?" 

and be stalwart That is, whyw lbny ~yl; so MT and 4QSam' (cf. LXX"AMN). 
LXXL, OL reflect whyw (l)'nsy (eis andras, viri) ~yl. ' 

29. as Abisha/om had instructed So MT: k'sr $Wh 'bslwm. In LXX, OL, Syr., and 
Vulg. k'fr $Wh Ihm 'bslwm, "as Abishalom had instructed them," is reflected, and this 
has led to the loss of 'bslwm in LXXL (homoioteleuton). 

30. one of them So MT: mhm '~d (cf. OL). MTMss, mhm 'd '~d (cf. LXXL, 
Targ. Ms). MTM55 : mhm 'ys (cf. Syr.). 

31. who were . .. their clothes, too Reading hn$bym 'lyw qr'w 't bgdyhm on the basis 
of Lxx•AMN hoi periestotes auto dierrixan ta himatia auton. MT (cf. LXXL) has n$bym 
(LXXL = n$bw 'lyw) qr'y bgdym. "were standing (stood about him) with tom clothes." 
OL has sciderunt vestimenta sua et astabant ei = qr'w 't bgdyhm wy$bw 'lyw. "tore their 
clothes and stood about him." In 4QSam' only the last word survives; it is bgdyw, "his 
(!) clothes," which, unless it is simply an error caused by attraction to bgdyw earlier 
in the verse (so Ulrich 1978: 129; 1980: 133), indicates that the scroll may have read 
something like [ ... qr'w ys] bgdyw, " ... tore, each man his clothes." 

32. Shimeah MT sim'a. Cf. the Textual Note at V. 3. 
My lord the king . .. that Reading 'dny hmlk ky with LXX, Syr. MT has lost hmlk 

ky, a scribe's eye having skipped from -ny to ky. 
the servants killed all the king's sons MT (cf. LXX"AMN) has 't kl hn 'rym bny hmlk 

hmytw, "they (LXX"AMN "he") killed all the lads, the king's sons," and LXXL reflects 
kl hn'rym bny hmlk mtw (cf. Syr.), which anticipates v. 33. 4QSam' has [] hn'rym kw/ 
bny hm[lk]. We might interpret these data as evidence for a doublet (cf. Ulrich 
1978:139), 't kl hn'rym and 't kl bny hm/k, of which the former would be preferable 
in light of v. 33-thus read 't kl hn'rym hmytw/hmyt, "they/he killed all the lads." 
But the use of hmyt(w) with an implicit subject of such remote antecedence is odd; 
moreover, hn'rym, "the lads," in the narrative are the "servants" of Abishalom (vv. 
28,29), who do the killing. I prefer, therefore, to read hn 'rym ('t) kl bny hmlk hmytw. 
Note that the reading of 4QSam' might be urged in support of either solution. 

he said So MT, Lxx•AMN, Syr. LXXL, OL: "saying." 
This happened because of Abishalom 's anger The original was probably ky '/ 'p 

'bslwm h.vth, lit. "For it was on account of Abishalom's anger," an idiomatic expression 
used also in II Kings 24:20 = Jer 52:3 (cf. Jer 32:31) and Jer 24:3. In Jer 24:3, however, 
MT reads py for 'p, and the same substitution has taken place in MT in the present 
passage (thus, " ... according to the command of Abishalom ... "); in both places LXX 
reflects the original 'p. After hyth in the present passage MT adds swmh (ketfb. cf. GK' 
§731), an insertion in explanation of the idiom ("For it was determined," etc.), which 
may be deleted with LXXLM, OL, and 4QSam' (cf. Ulrich 1980: 134). The scroll, which 
reads [ ]hyh, seems, like LXXLM (hoti en orgi en auto abessalom) and OL (in ira enim 
est at abessalon), to understand "Abishalom" as the subject of the verb ("For Abisha
lom has been in anger [against him] ... "). 

[Aminon] The name is made explicit in LXXL. 
his sister MT, Syr., LXX"AMN: "Tamar, his sister." LXXL: "his sister Tamar." The 

variation suggests that the name is secondary. 
34. At the beginning of the verse all witnesses read with MT wybr~ 'bslwm, "And 

Abishalom fled." The notice anticipates v. 38 and is out of place at this point. Perhaps 
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it arose as a syntactic variant of w'bslwm br~ (v. 38), retained marginally and inserted 
into the text in the wrong place. Wellhausen also strikes these words, which he associ
ates with the duplication and confusion in vv. 37,38 (see below). 

che Horonaim road(!) . .. on the side of the mountain(2) We read bdrk ~rnym 
m~d hhr bmwrd wyb' h~ph wygd lmlk wy'mr 'nsym r'yty mdrk ~rnym m~d hhr. The text 
of MT is much shorter in consequence of haplography, a scribe's eye having skipped 
from bdrk ~rnym m~d hhr to mdrk ~rnym m~d hhr. For ~rnym MT has ·~ryw, "behind 
him," but we expect a place-name here, as hinted by the construct form of mdrk 
(midderek). and the reference to "the descent" (bmwrd) suggests "Horonaim" (cf. Josh 
10:11, where MT has bmwrd byt ~rnym and LXX" epi tes katabaseos horon[e]in = 

bmwrd ~rnym), as confirmed here by LXXL soraim and later in the verse by LXX"A 
oronen and LXXMN oran. The portion of the text missing in MT (bmwrd . .. hhr) can 
be reconstructed from LXX en re katabasei kai paregeneto ho skopos kai apengei/en 
to basilei kai eipen andras heoraka (LXXL horon heoraka andras = r'h r'ycy 'nsym) 
ek res hodou tes oronen ek merous tou orous. Our reconstruction agrees essentially with 
that of Wellhausen, who, however, would strike the first m~d hhr, the reflection of 
which in LXX he regards, perhaps correctly, as recensional. 

36. wepc grievously That is, bkw bky gdwl, lit. "wept a great weeping" (cf. LXX"). 
MT (cf. LXXALMN) adds m'd-thus, "wept a very great weeping." 

37. Verse 37a reads w'bslwm br~ wylk 'I clmy bn 'my~wr mlk gswr, "And Abishalom 
had Hed and gone to Talmai son of Ammihur, the king ofGeshur" (so MT; see, further, 
the Textual Nore on "Geshur" in 13:38). This intelligence is out of place. It probably 
arose from a correction of v. 38a, which is haplographic in the text of MT, to which 
other witnesses have been conformed. In a text identical to that of v. 37a, a scribe's 
eye skipped from wylk to mlk (homoioteleuton), leaving w'bslwm br~ wylk gswr, the 
present text of v. 38a. This was corrected by supralinear insertion of the longer original, 
but the correction was incorporated erroneously into the text as v. 37a. The isolation 
of v. 37b from v. 36, which it originally followed immediately, has caused further 
confusion in some witnesses, as the two Texrual Noces that follow explain. 

He The separation of v. 37b from v. 36 (see the preceding Texrual Nore) left 
the subject of "mourned" in doubt, and in some witnesses it was made explicit. Thus 
LXXL, OL: "the king"; LXXA: "David"; LXX"MN (cf. Syr.): "King David." 

many days That is, ymym rbym. So MT"ss, OL, Syr. MT (cf. LXX) has kl hymym, 
"all the while," i.e., while Abishalom was in Geshur. With the separation ofv. 37b from 
v. 36 (see above) it was possible to assume that the son whom David mourned was the 
absent Abishalom, not the deceased Aminon. 

NOTES 

13 23. Two years later. Hebrew liSniicayim yiimim, as in 14:28 (also Gen 41:1; Jer 
28:3, 11 [MT]; cf. Dan 10:2,3). 

sheepshearing. Gozezim was a time of festivity as well as work; it was y6m !Db. lit. 
"a good day" (I Sam 25:8), i.e., a day of feasting and celebration (see I Samuel. p. 397). 
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Thus, it will not provoke suspicion for Abishalom to invite his father and brothers. 
Baal-hazor near Ophrah. The modem site is Jebel 'A~ur, ca. two miles northwest of 

e~-Taiyibeh, ancient Ophrah (Noth 1966); see Map 7. The ancient name of the latter 
city was 'opra, "Ophrah" (Josh 18:23; etc.), or 'epron, "Ephron" (II Chron 13:19). It 
may have been called 'eprayim, "Ephraim," in later times, this name having replaced 
the ancient one in some witnesses to our text (see the Textual Note), and it has been 
identified with the "town called Ephraim (ephraim)" of John 11:54 (cf. Brown 1966: 
441). Nevertheless, it is impossible for us to read "Baal-hazor, which lies within 
Ephraim (the tribe)," with Schunck (1961 :194), who compares other place-names given 
nearer definition by tribal designations. As Seebass points out (1964:498), the preposi
tion 'im means "near, in the vicinity of," not "within." 

26. At least. Here and in II Kings 5:17, wiilo' (unless, with Matthes [1903:122-23] 
following Kuipers, it is to be read wiilu ', "Would that ... !") has the force of "If not, 
then at least ... "(cf. GK' §159dd). 

27. /ike a king's banquet. As in I Sam 25:36, evidently a conventional way ofreferring 
to a sumptuous feast. This "banquet" is a misteh, i.e., a drinking-bout, and Abishalom's 
plan relies on Aminon's enthusiastic participation in the drinking (v. 28). 

28. The syntax of this verse is discussed by Joi.ion (1928:309-10). 
29. mules. The mule, not the ass or horse, seems to have been the riding animal of 

royalty in the time of David. Abishalom will ride a mule on the battlefield in 18:9, and 
Solomon will take the saddle of David's mount, "the king's mule," as a gesture of 
succession in I Kings 1 :33,38,44. If purity laws like Lev 19: 19 against hybridizing 
animals were in effect at this time, these mules must have been imported, and since 
horses seem to have been scarce in Israel before the reign of Solomon (I Kings 10: 
26-29), this seems likely in any case. 

30. An exaggerated report of the assassination reaches Jerusalem ahead of the royal 
party. 

31. To these gestures of grief, compare 1:11-12; 3:31-35; 12:16-17. 
32. Jonadab. Aminon's "friend" seems to have been "wise" (13:3) enough to stay 

home from Abishalom's party. Here he gives counsel to David, referring rather coldly 
to the death of the man he served as intimate adviser (see the NOTE on "a friend" at 
13:3). 

34. the Horonaim road. This is not the Moabite city Horonaim of Isa 15:5 and Jer 
48:3,5,34 (called ~wrnn, "Hawranen," in the Mesha stele, KAI 181:31,32). It is the 
"two Horons" (~oronayim), i.e., Upper and Lower Beth-horon, modem Beit 'Ur 
el-Foqa and Beit 'Ur el-TaJ:ita, lying a couple of miles apart ca. ten or twelve miles 
northwest of Jerusalem. The royal party must have fled Baal-hazor by way of Bethel 
and picked up the Horonaim road to Jerusalem near Gibeon. See Map 7. 

COMMENT 

Abishalom avenges the violence done to his sister by taking the life of his 
brother. The incestuous rape reported in the first part of the chapter precipi-
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tates, and is compounded by, fratricide. The private and public consequences 
of these crimes will be grave, as the story of Abishalom's rebellion in chaps. 
1 Slf. shows. 

Seizing the occasion of a sheepshearing feast, Abishalom issues an invitation 
to the royal family that, if accepted, will put them in his power. We cannot 
be sure that the king's courteous but negative response is cautionary, but it is 
probable that David already suspects Abishalom's ambition and fears him on 
that account. It is even less clear, but not impossible, that Abishalom originally 
meant to kill David too. The request in v. 24 ("Let the king ... go") may hint 
that he already has his eye on the throne. In any case, his chief objective in 
the interview with the king is to maneuver Aminon into a vulnerable position, 
and in this he succeeds. David does not suspect this dimension of the scheme, 
as shown by the fact that Jonadab will have to remind him of the rancor 
Abishalom harbors against Aminon (v. 32b). Again (cf. 13:6-7) David is 
finally persuaded to grant the request of one of his sons-indeed, he seems to 
give more than is asked: "At least ... Aminon" (v. 26) but ... "Aminon and 
all the king's sons" (v. 27). 

It may be that David was later suspected of complicity in the murder of 
Aminon. The narrator seems to be exerting himself to show that the king was 
in no way implicated. We have already been told pointedly that David did no 
harm to Aminon "because he loved him" (13:21). Here we are shown that 
David was unaware of Abishalom's real reason for inviting Aminon to Baal
hazor and that, in fact, he let Aminon go along only when pressed by Abisha
lom. The need for Jonadab's reminder in v. 32b gives further stress to David's 
innocence of knowledge of the motives of Abishalom. It follows, according to 
our narrator, that despite his well-known fondness for Abishalom (cf. 18:5; 
19:1) David did not abet him in the slaying of Aminon. 

Abishalom continues to occupy the center of our attention even when he is 
offstage in vv. 29ff. David is quick to believe the rumor that "Abishalom has 
slain all the king's sons" and, as we have said, it is necessary for Jonadab to 
identify the real deed and its motive to him (v. 32). What, then, was the 
explanation of events that David had in mind? Perhaps we are to assume that 
he already suspects Abishalom of a desire for the throne. 



XXVI. ABISHALOM'S RETURN 
(13:38-14:7, 15-17,8-14, 18-33) 

13 38Abishalom, meanwhile, had fled and gone to Talmai son of Am
mihud, the king of Geshur. When he had been there for three years, 
39King [David's] enthusiasm for marching out against [him] was spent, 
for he was consoled over Aminon's death. 

The Ruse of the Tekoite Woman 

14 1When Joab son of Zeruiah perceived that the king's mind was on 
Abishalom, 2he had a wise woman brought from Tekoa. "Act as if you 
are in mourning," he told her. "Dress in mourning clothes and don't 
rub yourself with oil, so that you'll be like a woman who has been 
mourning the dead for some time. 3Then go to the king and speak to 
him as follows." Then Joab put the words in her mouth. 

•so the Tekoite woman went to the king, fell down with her face to 
the ground, and, paying homage, said, "Help, 0 king!" 

5"What is your problem?" said the. king. 
"Truly I am a widow woman," she said. "My husband is dead. 6Your 

maidservant used to have two sons, but the two of them got into a fight 
outdoors with no one to pull them apart, and one struck the other down 
and killed him. 'And now the whole clan has risen up against your 
maidservant! They say, 'Give us the man who struck down his brother, 
so that we may kill him for the life of the brother he slew!' So they will 
eliminate the heir, and the one ember I have left will be quenched. Then 
no name or remnant will be established for my husband on the surface 
of the earth! 

15"Now, then, this is the reason I came to tell the king about this. A 
certain kinsman was terrorizing me, and your maidservant thought, 'I'll 
speak to the king! It may be that the king will do as his handmaid asks! 
16Then surely [he] will agree to rescue his handmaid from the grasp of 
the man who is seeking to eliminate me and my son together from 
Yahweh's estate!' "So your maidservant said, 'Let the word of my lord 
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the king be final, for my lord the king is like an envoy of God in 
attending to good and evil!' And may Yahweh your god be with you!" 

8"Go home," said the king, "and I shall render judgment on your 
case." 9(Also the Tekoite woman said to the king, "Let the guilt fall 
upon me, my lord king, and upon my father's house! The king and his 
throne will be innocent!") 10"As for the man who's been speaking to 
you," said the king, "bring him to me, and he won't get at you 
again!" 

11 "Let the king mention Yahweh his god," she said, "that the avenger 
of blood might not destroy so much! Then they will not eliminate my 
son." 

So he said, "As Yahweh lives, not a hair of your son shall fall to the 
ground!" 

12Then she said, "Let your maidservant say something else to my lord 
the king!" 

"Speak," he said. 
13"Why have you devised such a thing against the people of Yah

weh?" she said. "For by reason of the king's having said this thing they 
become guilty, in that the king does not permit his exile to return. 1•For 
your son is dead, and as water spilled on the ground cannot be gathered 
up, so he cannot take up his life again. Yet it seems reasonable to the 
king to keep his exile away from him." 

18ln reply the king said to the woman, "Don't conceal from me 
anything I ask you!" 

"Let my lord the king speak!" said the woman. 
19"ls the hand of Joab with you in all this?" said the king. 
"By your life, my lord king," said the woman, "it is impossible to 

turn to the right or the left from anything my lord the king says! For 
it was your servant Joab who appointed me, and he put all these words 
in your maidservant's mouth himselfl 20It was in order to put another 
face on the matter that your servant Joab devised this stratagem, but 
my lord has wisdom like that of an envoy of God for knowing things 
on earth." 

21The king said to Joab, "I am acting according to your advice. Go 
bring back young Abishalom!" 

22Joab fell upon his face on the ground, and, prostrating himself, he 
blessed the king and said, "Today your servant knows that I have found 
favor with you, my lord the king, for the king is taking the advice of 
your servant!" 
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2lThen Joab got up, went to Geshur, and conducted Abishalom to 
Jerusalem. 24The king said, "He may go over to his house, but he shall 
not see my face." So Abishalom went over to his house, but he did not 
see the face of the king. 

25 Abishalom! There was no other man in Israel so greatly admired 
as he! From the soles of his feet to his scalp he had no blemish. 26When 
he shaved his head-it being at the end of each year when he would 
shave [it], for it would be heavy on him, that he would shave [it]-:--he 
would weigh the hair of his head: one hundred shekels by the King's 
Weight! 27Three sons were born to Abishalom, and one daughter, whose 
name was Tamar-she was a beautiful woman. 

The Reconciliation 

28When Abishalom had lived in Jerusalem for two years without 
seeing the face of the king, 29he sent for Joab in order to send him to 
the king; but he refused to come to him. And he sent a second time, 
but he refused to come. 3°1'hen he said to his servants, "Look, Joab's 
property is adjacent to mine, and he has barley there. Go set it on fire!" 
So Abishalom's servants set the property on fire. 

Joab's servants came to him with their clothes torn and said, "The 
servants of Abishalom have set the property on fire!" 31So Joab got up 
and came to Abishalom in his house. "Why have your servants set my 
property on fire?" he said to him. 

32"Look,'' Abishalom told [him], "I sent for you, saying, 'Come here 
so I can send you to the king to say, "Why did I come from Geshur? 
It would be better for me if I were still there! Now then, let me see the 
face of the king! If there is any guilt in me, put me to death!" ' " 

))When Joab went to the king and informed him, he summoned 
Abishalom, who came to the king and prostrated himself to him. Then 
the king kissed Abishalom. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

13 38. For the text of v. 38a, see the first Textual Note at 13:37. 
Talmai See the Textual Note at 3:3. Here the distribution of witnesses is similar. 

MT has ta/may. LXX tholmai and variants, OL to/mi. and Syr. twlmy. 
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Ammihud So Syr., Targ., and MT (qere): 'ammfhud (cf. LXX). MT (ketfb): 
'ammf~ur. 

Geshur At this point in v. 37 many witnesses add the equivalent of b'r$ ~y/m, "in 
the region of Helam" (cf. 10:16,17), which may have arisen as a marginal gloss on 
"Geshur." Thus LXXL (cf. Lxx•AMN): eis gen chal{l)am(an); 4QSam': 6'(r$ ... ]. In 
v .. 38 gswr, everything between it and the preceding wylk having been lost (see above), 
was altered in a few MSS of MT to gswrh-thus, " ... had gone to Geshur." 

39. The text established for the beginning of this verse by Wellhausen is confirmed 
by the evidence of 4QSam' (see below). The present reconstruction agrees in most 
details with that of Wellhausen, but our interpretation of the verse is somewhat differ
ent. See the NOTES. 

King [David's] enthusiasm . .. was spent That is, wt kl (watteke/) rw~ hmlk (see the 
NOTE), as deduced by Wellhausen and supported by LXX1L>MN kai ekopasen to pneuma 
tou basi/eos (cf. Targ., OL Ms). 4QSam' offers confirmation: ( ... rw ]~ hmlk. MT has 
wtkl (wattekal) dwd hm/k, "David the king finished ... ," but the verb is feminine(!), 
agreeing with rw~. not dwd. 

against So MT"ss. Targ., LXXL. MT has 'I, "to, towards," which, however, should 
be read 'I, as often in Samuel. 
14 2. he So LXX .. N. MT, Lxx•AL: "Joab." 

4. went So LXX, Syr., Vulg., Targ ... ss. MT .. ss. MT: "said." 
"Help, 0 king!" So MT, Targ. Syr. (cf. Vulg.): "Help me, my lord king!" LXX: 

"Help, 0 king, help!" 
5. she said So MT, LXX". LXXL: "the woman said." Syr.: "she said to him." 
6. The verse begins with the conjunction in MT (we-. lit., "And ... "),expanded in 

LXX" to kai ge = wegam, "And also." 
no one to pull them apart For MT m$yl. "one who pulls apart" (reflected also by 

LXX"AN [ho] exairoumenos and Syr. mNyn '), LXXL" (ho) syllyson (cf. OL qui dissolu
erit) suggests mly$. "mediator, arbiter"-thus, "no arbiter between them." 

one ... the other That is, h '~d 't h '~d; so MT. LXXL" reflect h '~d 'r ·~w. "one 
... his brother," in anticipation of v. 7. Both readings are reflected by the conflate text 
of LXX8AM: ho heis Ion hena adelphon autou. 

struck ... down Reading wyk with LXX, Syr., Targ., Vulg. MT wykw (cf. 
Targ ... ss) evidently arose after the preceding plural verb (wyn$w), the clause being 
(erroneously) taken to mean "and they struck (wayyakku), each the other," that is, 
"and they struck each other"; this was revocalized in view of the sequel ("and killed 
him") to mean "and he struck him down (wayyakko), the one the other," that is, "and 
one struck the other down." Here we follow Thenius, Wellhausen, and others against 
Keil and, recently, Hoftijzer 1970b:419-20 n. 4. 

7. They say So MT (cf. LXX"AMN): wy'mrw. LXXL reflects /'mr, "saying." 
they will eliminate So Syr. See Joiion 1928:31~11. MT has "let us eliminate," 

which is defended by Wellhausen. 
the heir MT: "also the heir." LXXL: "your heir." Both expansions are found in 

LXX". 
and the one ember . .. will be quenched So LXXL: kai sbesthesetai ho spinther = 

wkbth hg~lt. The reading of MT is equally acceptable-wkbw 'r g~ly. "and (they will) 
quench my ember"-but that of LXXL is better with 'fr hs'rry (see below). 
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I have left Reading 'fr hS'rty on the basis of 4QSam' Ii [s] ;rty; cf. LXXL ho hypole
/eimmenos moi (cf. OL) and Syr. (d) 'strt /y, which suggest nS'rh ly. lit. "(who) remains 
to me." MT has nS'rh, "(who) remains." See Ulrich 1979:10--11. 

name or remnant So MT, LXXAL, Syr. LXX"M: "remnant or name." 
15-17. This dislocation is discussed in the NOTE. 

15. this is the reason MT 'fr. omitted by one MS of MT and a few other witnesses 
(BHS). LXXL seems to reflect '/ 'fr. 

the king So LXXL, Targ. Ms. 4QSam' has an old variant, "my lord" ('dwny), and 
the two are inelegantly combined in MT, LXX0AMN, and Targ.: "th·e king my lord." 
Syr. has the usual formula: "my lord the king." 

was terrorizing me That is, yr'ny, read as plural (yere'uni) by MT. But the spelling 
favors the singular, yere'eni. LXX opsetai me suggests yir'ani or yir'uni. "was (were) 
looking at me." 

your maidservant thought See MT, LXXLMN, etc. LXX"A "your people will say" is 
erroneous. 

I'll speak So MT: 'dbrh n'. LXXLMN (cf. LXX"A) have lalesato he doule sou 
tdbrh n' sp~tk, "Your maidservant will speak," as in v. 12. 

16. to rescue MT lh~y/. LXX reflects w~sy/, "and will rescue." 
who is seeking So LXX: tou zetountos = hmbqs, which (pace Barthelemy 1980: 

25) was lost in MT after h ys (homoioteleuton). Space considerations suggest that 
4QSam' had the longer reading (Ulrich 1979:12). 

Yahweh's So LXXL, Targ., Theodotion. MT, LXX"AMN, etc.: "God's." 
17. your maidservant So MT, LXXLMN. LXX"A: "the woman." 
Let . .. be Reading yhy n' with LXX (eie de), OL, Vulg., and MTM55(BHS). MT 

has yhyh n'. 
final MT lmnw~h or lmn~h (limnu~a; cf. BHS), lit. "a resting, resolution," thus 

"final"; see the NOTE. LXX, OL, Syr. interpret lmn~h as /emin~a. "a gift, sacrifice." 
God So MT, LXX0AMN, Syr. LXXL, OL, Targ.: "Yahweh." 
may ... be So MT. LXX, OL, Vulg., MTM 55(BHS): "will be." 
8. Go home So MT. The various MSS of LXX add hygiainousa = bslwm, "in 

peace," in a variety of positions, and space considerations suggest that 4QSam' shared 
the reading and order of LXXL: "Go home in peace." See Ulrich 1979: 11. 

said the king MT, LXXLMN, and 4QSam' add "to the woman." Omit with LXX"A 
(cf. Syr.). 

9. Let the guilt ... my father's house! The elements of the sentence are arranged 
in several different ways in the various witnesses. 

and his throne So MT: wks'w. LXXL kai ho thronos tou basileos = wks' hmlk. "and 
the king's throne." 4QSam': [wks' mmlk]iw. "the throne of his kingship" (cf. Targ. 
wkrsy m/kwtyh). 

10. As for the man who's been speaking to you MT hmdbr '/yk, construed as casus 
pendens with the clause that follows. LXX" reflects my hmdbr '/yk, "Who is the one 
who has been speaking to you?" LXXL, OL share the reading of MT, to which they 
add dbr-thus, "Anyone who says anything to you." 

bring him According to Wellhausen MT wahiibe't6 should be read wahiibe'tfw 
( < •wahabe'tihu). In LXXL, OL the casus pendens construction has been erased and 
thus the conjunction does not appear. 
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get at MT lg't, for which 4QSam' has the more common form lngw' (then having 
been omitted and restored supralinearly). 

you (2) So MT, LXXLM, and 4QSam'. LXX"AN have "him"-thus, "and he won't 
approach him [the remaining son?) again." 

11. the king So MT, LXX"AM. MTMss. LXXLN, OL, Syr.: "my lord the king," as 
in V. 9. 

his god So LXX"AM. In LXXL, OL "his" has been removed in partial correction 
towards MT ''your god." Either reading is acceptable. LXXN here reads "Let my lord 
the king remember his maidservant." 

that ... so much Evidently we are to read meharbot ( . .. /e5a~el), lit. "from 
(destroying) excessively," but for harbOt MT (ketfb) inexplicably has hrbyt and MT 
(qere) harbat. Cf. GK' §75ff. Klostermann proposed mhrpwt-thus, "that he [Yahweh] 
not permit the avenger of blood to destroy." 

the avenger of blood Plural in LXXL, OL. 
they LXXL, OL: "you." 
he said LXXLN: "the king said." 
a hair of your son That is, misfo'iirot (MT misfo'iirat) benek. lit. "from the hairs 

of your son" (cf. LXX, Vulg.); one MS of MT has ms'rwt (BHS) and 4QSam' has 
[ms'r)wt. Syr., Targ., MTMs have "from the hair of the head of your son." 

12. she said So LXX8
. MT, LXXAMN: "the woman said." LXXL: "the Tekoite 

woman said." 
he said LXXL: "the king said." 
13. Yahweh Cf. LXXL. 4QSam' ('lw(hy)m) agrees with MT 'lhym, "God," which 

should in any case be h'lhym in the expression. 'm h'lhym, "the people of God." er. 
Budde, who compares I: 12 and 6:21 as well as I Sam 2:24. 

For by reason of the king's having said this MT has wmdbr hmlk hdbr hzh. The 
sense of this seems to be that reflected in our translation, but it is doubtful that this 
can be derived from the text if umiddabber is taken with the Masoretes as equivalent 
to umitdabber, as in Num 7:89; Ezek 2:2; 43:6 (Driver, etc.). Instead we follow Budde 
and others (most recently Hoftijzer I 970b:430 n. I) in understanding middabber as 
min + dabber. Note, however, that LXXL has a different reading: kai ek tou parelthein 
ton basilea ton logon touton = wmh'byr hmlk hdbr hzh, which Thenius understands 
as "And yet the king set aside (ma'iibir) this word .... " It is doubtful, though, that 
ma 'iibir is justified by the evidence or that the syntax will support Thenius' interpreta
tion; we should read instead "And by reason of the king's having put aside (umeha'ii
bir) this thing ... ," i.e., "Because the king has excused this thing (viz. the crime of 
the woman's son)." 

they become guilty On this interpretation or MT k 'sm. see the NOTE. LXXL IOU 

enkrateusasthai seems to reflect lhsmr. "to restrain himself," but how this might relate 
to the rest or the clause is unclear (Thenius: "And yet the king sets aside this word 
in refraining from permitting," etc.). 

his exile So MT (nd~w) and 4QSam' ([nd~ )w). LXXL: "the one exiled from him" 
(= hnd~ mmnw); cf. v. 14. 

14. For your son is dead So LXXL, Theodotion: hoti tethneken ho huios sou = 

ky m/ bnk. (The reference is to Aminon; see the NOTE.) In MT this has become a 
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trite generality: ky mwt nmwt, "We must all die" (RSV, NJV); so 4QSam' (k[y' mwt] 
iimwt). 

so he cannot take up his life again Again LXXL and Theodotion provide the prim
itive reading: kai ouk elpi(z)ei ep' auto psyche = wl' ys' 'lyw nps (for e{pizein psyche 
= nissii' nepes, cf. Jer 44:14 [LXX 51:14]). In MT 'lyw has become 'lhym. "God"
thus, "and God will not spare life" (cf. the Textual Note that follows). LXXMN, 
recognizing the error, omit 'lhym, and LXX8

, perhaps to avoid an impiety, omits I' 
(thus, "and [only] God spares life"). 

Yet . .. from him Reading w~sb hmlk m~sb Ind~ mmnw nd~. lit: "And the king 
thinks a thought to exile from him an exile," on the basis again of LXXL: kai elogisato 
ho basileus logismon tou aposasthai ap' autou aposmenon (the other principal MSS of 
LXX reflect the same text but with loss of hmlk m~sb by haplography). MT has 
w~sb m~sbwt lblty yd~ mmnw nd~. "And he [i.e., God; cf. the preceding Textual 
Note] devises plans not to keep an exile away from him." Many critics and translators, 
endeavoring to derive some satisfactory sense from MT, have followed Ewald in read
ing ~wsb for w~Sb-thus, "And God will not take away the life of one who devises plans 
not to keep an exile away from him." 

18. In reply . .. the woman So MT: wy'n hmlk wy'mr 'I h'sh, lit. "And the king 
answered and said to the woman." Ulrich (1979:6,12), on the basis of space require
ments and a fragment of 4QSam' ([ ] hi[qw'yt]), restores 4QSam' here as [wy'n 
hmlk] 't h'sh (htqw'yt wywmr], "And the king answered the Tekoite woman and 
said .... " 

19. with you in all this So MT, LXXL, OL. LXX8AMN: "in all this with you." 
said the woman That is, wt'mr h'sh. All witnesses are expansive. MT has wt'n 

h 'sh wt 'mr. "the woman answered and said." LXX8AMN reflect wt 'mr h 'sh 'I hmlk, "said 
the woman ro the king," the probable reading of 4QSam' (Ulrich 1979: 12). LXXL (cf. 
OL) reflects wt'n wt'mr h'sh 'I hmlk, with which the fragmentary text of 4QSam' may 
be compared (see Ulrich 1979:12). 

it is For MT 's, 4QSam' and MTMss have the ordinary ys (cf. Targ. 'yr). See the 
NOTE. 

in your maidservant's mouth MT: bpy sp~tk. 4QSam': bpy 'mtk. 
20. your servant Joab devised That is, 'sh 'bdk yw'b; so MT, LXX"N, and 

4QSam' (['f]h 'bdkh y(w'b ]). This is prefaced in LXX8AL by 'fr. which transforms v. 
20a into an awkward continuation of v. 19 (" ... he put all these words into your 
maidservant's mouth himself in order to put another face on the thing that your servant 
Joab had done, this stratagem"). 

this stratagem Reading hmrmh hz't on the basis of LXX8 ton do/on touton for MT 
hdbr hzh, "this thing" (so LXXALMN). 

for knowing things on earth Reading ld't 'fr b'r~ with LXXL tou gnonai ta epi tes 
ges and 4QSam' (ld']i ;fr b'r~. lit. "to know that which is on earth." MT (cf. 
LXX"A"N, Syr., Targ., Vulg.) expands and modernizes. The use of 'sr without 't as an 
accusative in an independent relative clause (GK' §138e) is archaic and poetic (Isa 
52: 15; etc.); but the parallel cited by Ulrich (1979: 12) from a dependent relative clause 
in KAI 181 :29 is not relevant. 

21. I am acting That is, 'syty, lit. "I (hereby) do" (GK' §106m), to which LXX"A 
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add soi = lk, "for you" (see the Textual Note on "Go bring back" below). A few MSS 
of MT, LXX, and Targ. have 'syt (-ta), "you have done." 

according to your advice Reading kdbrk on the basis of Syr. 'yk d'mrt (cf. LXX 
and Vulg.) and 4QSam' [kdbr]kh (but Ulrich [1979:6] reads ['t hdbr h]zh). MT has 
't hdbr hzh, "(I hereby do) this thing." 

Go bring back Reading lk whsb with LXXLMN, OL. MT has wlk hsb. 4QSam' has 
wlk whsb (cf. LXXA). In LXX" lk was lost after kdbrk (before the recensional addition 
of touton = hzh) and restored in the wrong place, before kdbrk (cf. the Textual Note 
on "I am acting" above). 

22. prostrating himself LXX\ OL add "to him" (cf. v. 33 [MT]). 
your servant knows So MT, LXX"AMN, and 4QSam'. OL (cf. LXXL) has "I 

know." 
for Expressed by 'fr in MT (cf. Driver on I Sam 15:15). MTMss have ky (BHS). 

LXX hoti is ambiguous, but LXXL kathoti suggests k'5r. 
the king So MT, LXXL. Lxx•AMN: "my lord the king." 
your servant So MT (qere), MTMss, OL Ms, Targ., Vulg., and 4QSam'. MT (ketib) 

and LXX have "his servant." See Ulrich 1979: 13. 
23. Then Joab got up MT wyqm yw'b, for which 4QSam' has wy'b. 
25. Abishaloml There was no other man ... as he Reading gm 'bs/wm /' hyh ys 

kmhw on the basis of 4QSam' gm 'bslwm [ ]; cf. LXXMs, OL Ms. MT has wk'bslwm /' 
hyh 'ys yph. "And there was no other handsome man (so greatly admired) as Abisha
lom." See Ulrich 1979: 13. 

Israel So LXXL, Syr. MT, LXX", etc.: "all Israel." 
admired MT lehalle/, lit. "to praise." LXX ainetos suggests mehul/al, "praised" 

(Smith). 
his scalp MT qdqdw, miswritten qwqdw in 4QSam'. 
26. (it] (2) We omit the pronoun, which stands in MT and LXX"A, with 

LXXLMN_ 

one hundred So LXXL and OL. MT, LXX8AMN and 4QSam': "two hundred." 
Weight That is, 'bn, lit. "stone(s)"; so MT and 4QSam'. LXX reflects sq/, "shekel." 
27. Tamar So MT (cf. LXX"A) and 4QSam'. LXXLMN, OL Ms reflect ma'ilka. "Maa-

cah," evidently the OG reading. I Kings 15:2 and II Chron 11 :20-22 (cf. I Kings 
15:10,13) refer to a "Maacah daughter of Abishalom," who married Rehoboam (see 
the Textual Note on the plus below). But is this the same Abishalom (cf. Budde)? 
Maacah was a common Geshurite name-the name of Abishalom's Geshurite mother 
(II Sam 3:3) and, indeed, of an adjacent state (II Sam 10:6}-and Abishalom may also 
have been a common Geshurite name. It is possible that Maacah is the primitive 
reading here, the name of the beautiful (cf. II Sam 13: I) Tamar having arisen in MT 
by confusion with Abishalom's sister (so Rosmarin 1933). But I assume that the name 
Maacah arose in LXX, along with the plus described below, on the basis of an un
founded scribal identification of the daughter of Abishalom son of David with the 
daughter of an otherwise unknown (Geshurite?) Abishalom mentioned in I Kings 15:2, 
etc. 

beautiful So MT: ypt mr'h, lit. "beautiful of appearance" (cf. LXXMN, OL, Syr.). 
LXX8AL reflect yph m 'd, "very beautiful." 

At this point LXX (cf. OL) adds kai ginerai gyni to rhoboam huio salomon kai tiktei 
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auto ton abia (so LXXL"'N, OL [abiam]; LXX" has abiathar), which reflects wthy 'sh 
/r~b 'm bn slmh wtld /w 't 'byh, "and she became the wife of Rehoboam son of Solomon 
and bore to him Abijah." The source of this notice is I Kings 15:2, (cf. II Chron 
11:20--22). Rosmarin (1933) argues that it is original, having been omitted in MT by 
way of correction to I Kings 15:2. 

29. he (I) So OL. Ulrich (1980: 142): "possibly the original short text ... also 
possibly a stylistic omission." MT, LXX, 4QSam': "Abishalom." 

he refused (I) LXXL: "Joab refused." 
a second time Preceded in MT and 4QSam' (cf. LXXL) by 'wd, "again"; omit with 

LXX"A"'N. After "a second time" 4QSam' adds 'lyw, "to him." 
30. he So MT. LXX, OL, Syr.: "Abishalom." 
Joab 's property is adjacent to mine LXX and OL, the various MSS of which show 

considerable variety in the arrangement of words here, add at one point or another "in 
the field." Thus, for example, OL suggests "Joab's property is in the field adjacent," 
etc. The addition probably arose from a conflation of variants, viz. ~/qt yw'b, "Joab's 
property," and sdh yw'b, "Joab's field," of which the former is more distinctive. 

adjacent to mine That is, 'al yadi, lit. "at my hand, beside me"; so 4QSam' ('/ 
y[dy]); cf. MT, LXX". LXXL, OL reflect '/ ydnw, "beside us." 

Go MT /kw (cf. LXX"A"'N, etc.). LXXL reflects /kw n' wr'w, "Go and see." 
set it on fire Reading wh~ytwh (weha~~ituha) b's with MT (qere). MT"'ss, and 

4QSam' ([w]h~ytwh b's). MT (ketib): whw~tyh b's, probably understood as weho~e'tihu, 
"and I shall bring him (i.e., Joab) out with fire." Cf. GK' §71. 

property on fire (I) ... property on fire (2) The repetition of 't h~lqh b's has caused 
a long haplography in MT. The text can be restored on the basis of LXX, OL, and 
4QSam': 't h~lqh b's wyb'w yldy yw'b '/yw qr'y bgdyhm wy'mrw h~ytw 'bdy 'bslwm 't 
h~lqh b'S. In retaining this plus we follow Thenius, Klostermann, Smith, and Ulrich 
(1979:14), against Wellhausen and Budde. 

3 I. my property That is, 't h~lqh 'fr /y; so MT (cf. LXX"). LXXL reflects 't sdy. 
"my field." 

32. saying LXXL adds hapax kai dis, "once and a second time." Cf. v. 29. 
let me see the face of the king So MT (cf. 4QSam' and LXXL): 'r'h pny hmlk. 

LXX" reflects hnh 't pny hmlk /' ryty, "the face of the king I have not seen." 
If So Syr. and MT"'ss (BHS). MT, LXX: "And if." 
put me to death MT wehemitani, the implied subject of which is "you (David)." 

LXXLMN reflect wehumatti. "let me be put to death." 
33. and prostrated himself to him MT (cf. Syr., Targ., Vulg.) has wyst~w Jw (Syr., 

Vulg. omit lw) '/ 'pyw 'r~h lpny hm/k, "and prostrated himself to him upon his 
face on the ground before the king." LXX reflects wyst~w /w wypl '/ 'pyw 'r~h /pny 
(LXX"A = wlpny) hm/k, "and prostrated himself to him and fell upon his face on the 
ground before the king." 4QSam' is not extant, but the preceding wybw', "came," is 
preserved, followed by space for thirty to thirty-five letters to the end of the verse 
(Ulrich 1979:14). Ulrich argues plausibly for reconstructing wybw' ['/ hmlk wyst~w lw 
wysq hmlk /'bslwm J, which we have adopted as the primitive reading. The text of MT 
and LXX appears overcrowded, probably the result of a conflation of variants, viz. 
wyst~w lw and wypl 'I 'pyw 'r~h lpny hmlk. Of these, the former is favored by what 
Ulrich calls "the ironic literary allusion" in 15:5. 
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NOTES 

13 38. Talmai son of Ammihud, the king of Geshur. Abishalom seeks refuge with his 
maternal grandparents; see 3:3 and, for Geshur, the NOTE at 2:9. 

39. At the beginning of this verse we read the text reconstructed by Wellhausen and 
confirmed by evidence from Qumran: wattikel riJ.a~ hammelek lii~i't 'al 'iibi'Siilom. This 
is usually taken to mean "the spirit of the king yearned to go forth to ('el) Abishalom." 
But kiild is stronger than "yearn"; it means "be spent"-thus, in Ps 84:3 [84:2) we reild 
niksepd wegam-kiiletii napsi ... , "My soul longs, yea, faints (for the courts of the 
LORD)" (RSV), and in Ps 143:7 kii/etd riJ.~i. "My spirit fails!" (RSV). I think the 
meaning here, then, is lit. "the king's enthusiasm for marching out against ('al) Abisha
lom was spent." If David longed for Abishalom, Joab's ruse in 14:llf. would not be 
necessary. Nor is David's treatment of Abishalom after his return (14:24) consistent 
with the interpretation that he longs to see him here. The meaning is rather that David 
is no longer openly hostile to Abishalom and, therefore, ready to be prodded step by 
step towards a reconciliation. 
14 I. the king's mind was on Abishalom. Again, it is erroneous to suppose that this 
(lib hammelek 'al 'iibi'Sii/Om) implies that David is now favorably disposed towards 
Abishalom. The meaning is rather that Joab selects a time when he knows that David 
is thinking about Abishalom, trying (presumably) to decide how to handle the matter. 

2-22. The episode of the ploy of Joab and the wise woman that precipitated Abisha
lom 's return was regarded as part of the original succession narrative in the program
matic studies of Rost and von Rad, and its originality is taken for granted in most recent 
work on the subject as well (Whybray, Gunn, Conroy, etc.). Wiirthwein, however, who 
has proposed a new understanding of the succession narrative as an originally anti
Davidic/anti-Solomonic narrative complex that has been given a pro-Davidic/pro
Solomonic slant as a result of a series of editorial revisions (see the Introduction, pp. 
13-16), designates II Sam 14:2-22 a "wisdom anecdote" inserted to show Joab's role 
in Abishalom's recall and thus to transfer the responsibility for the disastrous events 
to follow from David to Joab (1974:46-47). Wiirthwein's position has been pressed 
further by Dickert (1979), who attempts an analysis of the redactional history of the 
insert, which was based, he says, on a pre-Deuteronomistic "wisdom anecdote" (vv. 
2-4aa,4b--7aa, 10, 11b--12aa,13b, 15, 18-21 ), which was expanded by two Deuterono
mistic revisions. The first of these (vv. 4&P,8-9, 12aj3b,22) was intended to heighten the 
dignity of the king in relation to Joab and the wise woman, while idealizing David and 
his throne and removing any attachment of blame to him; it can be attributed to the 
Deuteronomistic historian. The second revision (vv. 7&Pb,lla,13a,14,16-17) offers a 
theological reinterpretation expressing dynastic and theocratic interests; it derives from 
a later, "nomistic" Deuteronomist (Smend's DtrN; seep. 7 in the Introduction). I have 
expressed a lack of confidence in this extreme tum in the source-critical analysis of the 
Samuel narratives in the Introduction. In the present case one of Wiirthwein's funda
mental reasons for regarding vv. 2-22 as secondary, viz. that 13:39 shows that David 
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was already ready to recall Abishalom without Joab's intervention (1974:46), is based 
on a common misinterpretation of the text (see the NOTE on 13:39 above). . 

2. a wise woman. In view of what we noted about wisdom in the case of Jonadab 
(13:3), we must think of it as a tool for accomplishing purposes and attaining goals. 
It may express itself in a variety of skills and talents, most characteristically in an ability 
to use speech to achieve desired results. This is clearly the case of the wise women .of 
Samuel. There are three of these. The first is Abigail, who, though not called a wise 
woman, is praised for her "good intelligence" (I Sam 25:3) and "judgment" (I Sam 
25:33); her speech in I Sam 25:24--31, which exhibits a number of points of contact with 
the present story (Hoftijzer l 970b:424--27; cf. Gunn 1978:42-43), is a carefully designed 
piece of rhetoric that accomplishes its purpose effectively. The same can be said of the 
speeches of the wise woman of Abel of Beth-maacah in II Sam 20: 1.6-19 and the wise 
woman of Tekoa here, in which there are again several points of contact (see Conroy 
1978:142 n. 99 and the COMMENT below). "It is self-evident," as Eissfeldt says (1965: 
12), "that such men and women, specially skilled in speech, possess a technique which 
does not depend solely upon a particular gift, but also upon tradition and 'training'; 
there were in other words certain fixed fonns of speech." Thus, we must agree with 
Hoftijzer (1970b:429 n. 2) against Gevaryahu's contention (1969:11; cf. Budde) that the 
designation "wise" in the present passage is indicative especially of a skill at uttering 
lamentations (cf. Jer 9:16). Joab is in need of an actress, not a professional mourner. 

Tekoa. A village in the Judaean hills about ten miles south of Jerusalem (Map 7); 
the modem site is Khirbet Tequ'. Tekoa was an agricultural community, perhaps best 
known as the home of the prophet Amos (Amos 1: I). Presumably Joab went to Tekoa 
to hire his accomplice because David might recognize a local woman (Ehrlich 1910: 
305). There is no reason to suppose that the town had a distinctive wisdom tradition, 
as argued by Wolff (1964:53-54) on the basis of the present passage and the alleged 
influence of folk wisdom on the oracles of Amos; on this last point, see the acute 
remarks of Clements 1975:76-79. 

Joab put the words in her mouth. Compare Exod 4:15; Num 22:38; and Ezra 8:17 
(Hoftijzer J 970b:4 l 9 n. 3). 

5-7. The woman describes her fictitious plight to David. As Hoftijzer points out 
( l 970b:42 l-22), she stresses the extenuating circumstances of the case, viz. her widow
hood (v. 5) and the fact that the culprit is now her late husband's only heir (v. 7b). Strict 
justice would require that the son be handed over to the family, but the woman seeks 
an exceptional ruling from the king. 

7. the one ember I have left will be quenched. Compare the Old Babylonian expression 
describing a man with no family as one "whose brazier has been quenched" (kinunfu 
be/U, CAD 2.73; cf. Borger apud Hoftijzer 1970b:422 n. 2). 

15-17. In our received text and all versions, these three verses stand after the woman 
drops her mask in vv. 13-14 and before David asks her about Joab's complicity in vv. 
18-19. This presents a very awkward sequence of events. As Caird says, "If these verses 
are not displaced from an earlier part in the story, then she must be trying to cover 
up the real object of her coming by a voluble reversion to the ostensible object." Even 
after having tipped her hand, in other words, she attempts to resume the role in order 
to avoid being too obvious (Thenius); she tries to make what is really her main concern 
seem a secondary matter (Hertzberg). But, as Budde showed, this will not do. After 
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her words in vv. 13-14 the woman's masquerade is over; she cannot take up the widow 
woman role again (Ehrlich' 1910:308; Hoftijzer 1970b:438). At this point (viz. after v. 
14) there remains only the question whether she has tricked the king on her own 
initiative or someone has put her up to it, and David does not need to be "like an envoy 
of God" (v. 17) to answer the question and name her accomplice. In its received 
position, at the beginning of v. 15, the conjunctive element we'attd, "So now," is 
pointless, since vv. 15-17 have nothing to do with the issues of vv. 13-14. As first 
recognized by Cook (1899/1900:158 n. 34) and fully set forth by Budde, vv. 15-17 
belong between vv. 7 and 8. Having stated her case in vv. 5-7, the woman goes on 
(we'attd) to explain why she came to the king. Her words, which look like sheer 
verbosity (Budde: "blosse Schwatzhaftigkeit") after v. 14, are in fact the very articula
tion of her request, which vv. 5-7 left unexpressed. Verses 15-17 are, in short, a 
carefully fashioned component of the imposture, hardly "a gush of feminine loquacity" 
(cf. Hertzberg). 

15. A certain kinsman. There is disagreement among interpreters of this difficult 
passage about the meaning of hii'iim. Some think it a reference to "the people" in 
general (Ehrlich 1910:308; Dickert 1979:37). Others (e.g., Hoftijzer 1970b:439) under
stand it to refer to "the clan" in v. 7 and render it according to the earlier sense of the 
word, "family, kindred" (cf. Speiser 1960). The latter position is more plausible, espe
cially if we are correct in relocating vv. 15-17 here after v. 7. Thus hii'iim is surely 
related in some way to hammilpii~d. "the clan," in v. 7. But the two may not be 
synonymous. Verses 16 and 10 refer to one member of the clan in particular who has 
been threatening the woman, and both references assume that this man has already been 
mentioned. Quite probably, then, we should un.derstand 'am in the sense of "kinsman" 
here, rendering the definite article according to the force explained in GK' §126qr
thus, "a certain kinsman," i.e., one member of the clan in particular. In support of this 
interpretation is the likelihood that the verb "was terrorizing me" is to be read as 
singular (see the Textual Note). 

16. Then surely [he] will agree. Hebrew kf yilma' hammelek. Following a wish 
introduced by 'ulay, "It may be" (v. 15), such a ki-clause probably has the force of 
an emphatic, corroborative apodosis in a conditional clause (GK' §159ee). 

Yahweh's estate. As Forshey (1975) has shown, na~iilat yahweh may refer to the 
people as well as the land of Israel. Here the woman means that if her son is killed, 
her family will have no representative among the future generations of Israel. Forshey's 
suggestion that the use of the expression to refer to the people arose after the loss of 
the land (i.e., at the time of the Babylonian exile) seems improbable to me. On the 
contrary, such a usage can only have arisen in a time when the close identification of 
people and land could be taken for granted. On the other hand, Forshey is probably 
correct in arguing (p. 52) that the expression in I Sam 26: 19 refers primarily to "the 
political and religious community," not the land (against I Samuel, p. 408). An "estate" 
(na~ald) was landed property, held inalienably by an individual, whether acquired by 
inheritance, military victory, or feudal grant. Mythically conceived, Yahweh's estate, 
land and people, was granted him by the Most High ('elydn) at the time of the allotment 
of nations to the various gods (Deut 32:8 [LXX]) or, alternatively, it was the land won 
in the conquest. 

17. final. Hebrew /imnu~ti The interpretation of this as referring to the relief or 
satisfaction the woman expects from the king's ruling (cf. Hoftijzer 1970b:439-40) lies 
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behind its rendering in modem translations with terms such as rest, comfort, and relief 
(RSV, NEB, NJV, JB, etc.). Rather than expressing confidence in a favorable ruling, 
however, the woman is throwing herself on the mercy of the court with a polite 
reference to the king's ability to decide justly. By limnu~a she means that David's word 
will put the matter co rest, and that she is content to accept the settlement thus reached. 

the king is like an envoy of God. Here, in v. 20 below, and in 19:28 the conviction 
is expressed that King David is as wise and just as a divine being ("an envoy of God," 
cf. 24: 16). In reference to our passage, Mowinckel ([ 1956]:66) speaks of the endowment 
of the king with superhuman wisdom as a part of the Israelite ideology of kingship. 
The evidence of Samuel (II Sam 14: 17,20; 19:28; cf. I Sam 29:9 [MT]), however, cannot 
bear the weight of such a conclusion. As Hoftijzer points out (I 970b:440--4 I), all these 
comparisons are on the lips of individuals attempting to ingratiate themselves to David. 
They are rhetorical cunning-flattery not doctrine. The woman seeks to ingratiate 
herself in the present episode by attributing superhuman wisdom to the.king twice, here 
for his ability to distinguish right from wrong in a case of justice ("attending to good 
and evil"; cf. Mettinger [ 1976:242], against Hoftijzer [I 970b:44 J ], who takes the expres
sion as merismus, implying omniscience) and, more generally, in v. 20 for his awareness 
of what goes on about him ("knowing things on earth"; cf. Mettinger 1976:269). 

9. A difficult verse, both with regard to its meaning and to its relationship to the 
verses that precede and follow it (Hoftijzer J 970b:424--28; Bicker! 1979:32-36). In view 
of the fact that the woman is trying to persuade David to make an exceptional ruling 
on her case--i.e., to set a manslayer free from blood vengeance-the present verse is 
usually understood as an assurance that she, not David, will suffer any harmful conse
quences that might arise from such a ruling (Thenius, Keil, Schulz, de Groot, Ackroyd, 
etc.); it is, in other words, an acceptance of possible guilt ("On me be the guilt!"). 
Somewhat differently, Hoftijzer (l 970b:425-28) takes it as a confession of guilt ("On 
me is guilt") as a prelude to asking for mercy. Klostermann, by contrast, took it as a 
complaint about where the burden of guilt will fall ("On me will be the guilt" = "I 
will be blamed"), an explanation that at least has the virtue of making an intelligible 
connection with v. IO ("If anyone says anything to you, bring him to me!"). It seems 
clear, however, that David's words in v. IO are a response to the woman's case as she 
has presented it, not to her words in v. 9. Indeed, what she says here is simply ignored 
by the king. Nor is v. 9 clearly pertinent to the ongoing conversation. The language 
is similar, though not identical, to that used by Abigail in I Sam 25:24 at the beginning 
of her long petition to David. What Abigail says (bi 'iidoni he'iiwon, "Let the guilt be 
mine, my lord!") is probably a fuller version of the conventional entreaty bi 'iidoni, used 
in addressing superiors, especially when taking exception or making a bold request 
(Exod 4: JO, 13; Num 12: 11; Judg 6: 15; etc.); cf. KB'. Thus, we might think of v. 9 as 
a formulaic prelude to the woman's further request of an oath in v. 11. But the language 
here ('iilay 'iidoni hammelek he'iiwon, etc.) is not precisely that of the conventional 
formula, and no example of the bi 'iidoni formula, including that in I Sam 25:24, is 
nearly so drawn out and explicit as what we have here. If we take v. 9 as a prelude 
to v. 11, moreover, we still have the problem of the relationship between vv. 9 and 10. 
Verse 9, in short, is isolated and disruptive in its present location. Note, further, its 
concern with the protection of David and his throne from guilt, a concern also ex
pressed in 3:28-29, which disrupts its context in a similar way. It is very likely, then, 
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that we have here in v. 9 another Deuteronomistic expansion, added to protect the 
house of David from guilt arising from the interview, most especially, perhaps, from 
David's words in v. 11 with which he unwittingly puts Abishalom under the protection 
of an oath. This is similar to the position of Dickert ( 1979:32-36), who, however, also 
regards vv. 8 and I la as secondary (cf. the general NOTE on vv. 2-22 above). 

11. mention. Hebrew ziikar means "remember" but also, like Akkadian zakiiru. 
"mention, call (the name of)"; cf. Jer 23:36 and, for mentioning Yahweh, Jonah 2:8 
[2:7] and many other passages. The woman is asking the king to utter Yahweh's name 
in a binding oath. See de Boer 1962:33; Hoftijzer 1965; 1970b:428 n. I; contrast 
Schottroff 1964: 168--69. 

the avenger of blood. Evidently the "kinsman" of v. 15 and the "man" of vv. 16 and 
10. Here he is called go'el haddiim. According to tribal custom "the avenger of blood" 
had the responsibility of avenging the death of a family member; thus he is a prominent 
figure in the laws regulating and limiting the traditional blood-vengeance system in 
Num 35:9-34; Deut 19:4-13; and Joshua 20. As pointed out by de Vaux (1961a:vol. 
I: 12), however, it is surprising to find blood vengeance operative within the clan, i.e., 
against a member of the clan. With de Vaux, then, we might suppose that the clan seeks 
the life of the woman's son not in vengeance for his brother's blood but to purge the 
clan of guilt, the mention of the avenger of blood being "abnormal, and ... used here 
in a loose sense." But the words of the clansmen in v. 7 above seem to belie this 
interpretation: "Give us the man ... so that we may kill him for the life of the brother 
he slew!" 

As Yahweh lives. David grants the woman's request that he "mention" Yahweh. A 
solemn oath of the king now protects the fictitious son of the Tekoite woman and also, 
as the verses that follow show, his own son Abishalom. 

13. On the history of the interpretation of this difficult verse, see Hoftijzer 1970b:429-
34. The meaning of the first sentence might be that by excluding Abishalom from Israel 
the king has devised something against the people by excluding the heir presumptive 
from their midst (Wellhausen, etc.). Alternatively, it might be that by protecting a 
fratricide with an oath and thus condemning himself for his treatment of Abishalom 
he has devised something against the people by putting their king in jeopardy (Budde, 
etc.). But these interpretations are too subtle. The woman accuses David of devising 
something against the people directly, not indirectly by peril to the crown prince or the 
king. Now that the woman's son is protected by a royal oath, his kinsmen can no longer 
refuse him his place in the clan. Similarly, the kinsmen of Abishalom, "the people of 
Yahweh," must embrace Abishalom again. But they cannot while the king keeps him 
in exile. Thus David has put the people under a solemn obligation they are unable to 
fulfil. 

they become guilty. Hebrew ki'iisem (MT ke'iisem. "he is/they are, as it were, 
guilty"), the proclitic kl particle attached to a verb in the final position, an emphatic 
construction familiar from Ugaritic (UT' §§9.17; 13.51) and Hebrew (Pss 49:16; 118: 
10,11,12; 128:2; etc.). The subject of the stative verb is usually taken to be the king, 
but in that case the syntax is awkward, hammelek standing in each of the surrounding 
phrases and especially superfluous in the one that follows. More probably it is the 
people of Yahweh ('am yahweh) who are said to become guilty (so Gevaryahu [ 1969: 
2fr27], whose interpretation of the meaning is different), for, as we have seen, it is 
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against them that David is accused of having devised something, and it is against his 
kinsmen that the fratricide is protected by David's oath. 

14. your son is dead. The woman's argument is that Aminon is dead and David's 
refusal to end Abishalom's exile cannot change the fact. Joab knows that David is now 
"consoled over Aminon's death" (I 3:39) and that he is trying to decide what to do 
about Abishalom (14: I). 

19. it is. The particle 'is occurs only here in Biblical Hebrew (cf. Mic 6: 10, where 
the text is doubtful), thought it might be the first element in the name "Ishbaal" (see 
the NOTE at 2:8). It is, however, the standard particle of existence in Ugaritic ('i!) and 
Aramaic ('it [ay )). 

20. wisdom like that of an envoy of God. See the NOTE at v. 17. 
24. he shall not see my face. See the NOTES at 3: 13, where it is explained that to "see 

the face of the king" was a privilege accorded those in favor at court, while exclusion 
from a personal interview with the king was a sign of disgrace. 

25-27. This long parenthesis of testimony to Abishalom's beauty and popularity 
prepares us for the story of how, by his personal charm, he "stole the hearts of the men 
of Israel" ( 15:6) in§ XXVII below. It also shows why David found him difficult to resist 
or reject, even after the revolt (cf. 19: I ff.). Conroy ( 1978: 110) notes further its literary 
functions of focusing attention squarely on Abishalom and providing an interlude in 
the course of the narrative during Abishalom's two years of exile. Nevertheless, it has 
been regarded as secondary by a number of commentators (Klostermann, Budde, 
Nowack, Dhorme, Schulz, Bressan, van den Born, de Vaux, Caird, Mauchline, Ack
royd). 

26. Reference is made to Abishalom's remarkable hair in order to give further 
illustration of his great beauty; compare the description of the beloved young man in 
Cant 5:11 with his piled-up locks (cf. Pope 1977:536). In addition to supporting the 
description of Abishalom's good looks, however, this notice may be intended to prepare 
the audience for the strange manner of his demise. He will die after being caught by 
his head in a tree (18:9ff.), and commentators since: Josephus (Anc. 7.239) have often 
concluded that his hair was entangled in the branches. See, further, the NOTE at 18:9. 
Two less likely purposes of the reference to Abishalom's hair should also be mentioned. 
(I) Long hair suggests strength as well as beauty (Judg 16:15-17), so that v. 26 might 
be a hint at Abishalom's martial prowess. But there is nothing elsewhere to suggest that 
he was an accomplished warrior. In any case, the rabbis were probably mistaken in 
thinking that he was a Nazirite (Nazir 4b). (2) The specific content of David's oath of 
protection for the fratricide (v. 11) was that not one of his hairs should fall to the 
ground. Ackroyd wonders if the present notice was introduced under the influence of 
the oath. 

For the grammar of the extraordinarily involved and awkward circumstantial clause, 
"it being at the end of each year when ('fr) he would," etc., see Driver. Joiion (1928: 
311) takes 'fr to mean 'r 'sr r'sw. "the hair of his head," which he thinks was lost and 
restored by a marginal abbreviation (!). Subsequent critics seem not to have found this 
suggestion edifying. 

one hundred shekels. A shekel weighed a bit less than half an ounce, so that one year's 
harvest from Abishalom's head weighed two or three pounds. This is quite a lot of hair, 
especially if it was washed regularly. 
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the King's Weight. This standard, 'eben hammelek. is not mentioned elsewhere in 
the Bible. Wellhausen, who regarded the verse as post-exilic, thought the King's Weight 
was the standard of the Great King of the Persian Empire as distinct from the old 
Israelite standard. The equivalent Aramaic term, 'bny mlk'. which occurs in the papyri 
of the Jewish community at Elephantine (Cowley 1923:nos. 5:7, 6:14, and 8:14; cf. p. 
xxxi), may in fact refer to the Persian standard. But there is no reason to doubt that 
a royal standard was established and used at the Israelite coun during the time of the 
monarchy (cf. Scott 1959:34; Rainey 1965b:35), as was also done, for example, in 
Assyria and Babylonia (for the Assyrian "King's Weight," aban sarri, see CAD 1: 
59-60). 

27. Three sons . .. and one daughter. Contrast the information given in 18:18, and 
see the NOTE there. The daughter may have been named for her "desolate" (13:20) 
aunt, and it is for this reason that her name alone of the four children is given (contrast 
Hertzberg). 

33. the king kissed Abishalom. The kiss indicates reconciliation and restoration of 
the royal favor (cf. 15:5, where Abishalom's own kiss intimates royal [sic] favor). On 
the other hand, there is no reason to conclude that it is a gesture of affirmation of 
Abishalom's right to succeed David, as speculated by Schulz on the basis of I Sam 10: 1 
(cf. Conroy 1978:103). 

COMMENT 

As explained in the COMMENT on§ XXIV, chaps. 13-14 provide knowledge 
of the private affairs of the Israelite court necessary for an understanding of 
the public events to be recounted in chaps. 15ff. The story of Abishalom's 
reconciliation with his father in the present section brings this praeparatio to 
its conclusion. The violence of the preceding events is replaced by a fragile 
harmony in the house of David. 

As in chap. 12, David is confronted with an imaginary situation demanding 
a royal verdict. Again the case is the shadow ofa real situation in David's own 
life, a situation he has been unable to resolve. Blind to the pertinence of the 
case to himself, he is now able to pass judgment with a sense of justice befitting 
a king. By this means the stalemate reached at the end of chap. 13 is broken, 
and the tension building in the royal household abates. 

The abatement of tension, however, will be temporary. The resolution ap
parently arrived at here is false. Permitting Abishalom to return will tum out 
to have been a mistake. This will become clear quickly in the chapters that 
follow, and it is a major component of the message of the composition as a 
whole (chaps. 13-20). Note, in this regard, the effect of the several verbal links 
between the accounts of David's interview with the wise woman of Tekoa in 
the present passage and Joab's interview with the wise woman of Abel of 
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Beth-maacah in chap. 20 (cf. Conroy 1978: 142 n. 99). That chapter is a "public 
epilogue" to the story of Abishalom's revolt, just as chaps. 13-14 constitute 
a "private prologue," and the two wise-woman scenes stand at either end of 
chaps. 15-19 in a dramatic inclusion. In both cases the fate of a man who 
causes trouble for Israel (cf. 20:6) is decided. In both cases the integrity of 
Israel is involved, that is, there is a question of the elimination of someone from 
"Yahweh's estate" (14:16; 20:19). In the present case, however, the king's 
decision sets aside the clan's demand for blood justice in the interest of keeping 
the Tekoite woman's only heir alive. The effect of this disposition of the 
woman's sham case is to make possible the return of Abishalom to court. The 
fratricide will go unpunished under the protection of a royal oath. The result 
of this subordination of the need of the society-in this case Israel as a whole 
-for blood justice to the interests of an individual will be a swift unraveling 
of the social fabric. In the case described in chap. 20, however, the opposite 
decision will be made. There the concern is not over the elimination of an 
individual heir from Yahweh's estate, as in 14: 16; rather, it is over the elimina
tion of an entire city and, by implication, the society as a whole. As the woman 
from Beth-maacah puts it, "Why should you swallow up Yahweh's estate?" 
In chap. 20, then, the individual will be given up for the sake of the group, 
and the result will be a restoration of harmony. If the verbal echoes of chap. 
14 in chap. 20 carry a message, it is that Abishalom should not have gone 
unpunished, that he certainly should not have been permitted to return to 
court, a parlous flaw in the fabric of Israelite society. 

The story of two brothers who quarrel outdoors, one killing the other, 
cannot but remind the reader of the Bible of the story of Cain and Abel in 
Genesis 4 (cf. Blenkinsopp 1966:51; Gunn 1978:43; etc.). We cannot be sure 
that this old story was in the mind of the author of the story of Abishalom's 
rebellion, but the correspondences are striking. Note, in particular, the need 
for the protection of the exiled fratricide, a need met by divine decree in the 
one case (Gen 4:15), by royal oath in the other (II Sam 14:11). It is where the 
stories diverge, however, that the account of Cain's fate casts most light on 
Abishalom's case. Cain is protected by a sevenfold sanction against anyone 
who harms him, but his exile is not revoked; he remains a wanderer, "cursed 
with regard to the ground" (Gen 4: 11). Abishalom, however, is not only 
protected by David's oath, he is also brought back to Israel, where his "curse" 
(if we may call it that) can contaminate others. 

It is high testimony to the Tekoite woman's craft that she is able so effec
tively to command royal sympathy for herself and her son over against the 
legitimate claims of the clan. More remarkable still is the facility with which 
she is able to elicit a parallel to the case of Abishalom. One of her two sons 
struck and killed the other, she says (14:6), when they "got into a fight 
outdoors with no one to pull them apart." The murder of Aminon, however, 
was premeditated and carefully planned. Nevertheless, the wise woman, once 
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she has persuaded the king to put her son under the protection of a royal oath, 
is able even to persuade the king that the exclusion of the fratricide Abishalom 
from Israel is a danger to "the people of Yahweh" (14:13). And now that the 
oath is in the air, she is probably correct. At this point Israel is in trouble either 
way. 

In its disregard for larger moral questions and consequences in the interest 
of the attainment of an immediate goal, the woman's masquerade exhibits what 
has become familiar to us as the Machiavellian spirit of the sons of Zeruiah 
(I Sam 26:~1 l; II Sam 2:2~30; 16:9-12; 18:10-15; 20:8-10; etc.). Behind the 
scenes lurks the sinister figure of Joab, manipulating the king and his authority 
to purposes that he, Joab, thinks good. It may be true, as Gunn suggests 
( 1978: 100), that in this instance Joab is acting out of a genuine interest in the 
welfare of the state. But, if so, he remains nonetheless indifferent to the moral 
issues involved and, in any case, his efforts lead to disaster, as Gunn admits. 
Thus David, though not free of blame, is presented as a king sincerely inter
ested in the welfare of his people (14:13-14 + 18-21) but unable to control 
the reckless sons ofZeruiah (cf. 3:39) and, as always, sentimental and vulnera
ble where his own sons are concerned. Thus our narrator, before his account 
of the revolt itself begins, has carefully prepared the way by acquainting us 
with the personalities of these two principal figures, Joab and David. 

As has been the case since the beginning of the story of the rebellion (13: I), 
however, our attention is centered on the figure of Abishalom. We have come 
to know him as a rancorous and scheming young man, brooding and sullen 
(13:22) yet capable of displays of extraordinary personal charm and persua
siveness in the pursuit of his own ends (13:2~27). In the present episode our 
attention is further concentrated on him by the interlude in 14:25-27, after 
which we witness a fresh illustration of the single-mindedness with which he 
promotes his own cause and the abandon with which he resorts to violence. 
We are now prepared to understand the momentous developments of chap. 15. 



XXVII. THE EVE OF THE REVOLT , 
(15:1-12) 

15 1 At a later time Abishalom began to make use of a chariot with 
horses and fifty men to run before him. 2[He] would get up early and 
stand beside the road, and whenever there was anyone who had a suit 
to come before the king for judgment, Abishalom would call to him and 
say, "What city are you from?" 

"Your servant is from one of the tribes of Israel," [the man] would 
say. 

3Then Abishalom would say, "Look, what you have to say is good 
and straight, but you will get no hearing from the king. •1 wish someone 
would appoint me as a judge in the land," [he] would say. "Then anyone 
who had a suit might come to me, and I would adjudicate it in his 
favor." 5And whenever a man drew near to prostrate himself to him, 
he would reach out and embrace him and kiss him. 6Abishalom dealt 
this way with all Israel when they came to the king for a judgment, and 
[he] stole the hearts of the men of Israel. 

1 At the end of four years Abishalom spoke to the king: "Let me go 
fulfil the vow I made to Yahweh-in-Hebron, 8for your servant made a 
vow when I was living in Aram-geshur, as follows: 'If Yahweh will 
bring me back to Jerusalem, I shall serve Yahweh-in-Hebron!'" 

9"Go in peace!" the king told him. So he arose and went to Hebron. 
10 Abishalom sent agents throughout the tribes of Israel with the 

instructions, "When you hear the sound of the shofar, say, 'Abishalom 
has become king in Hebron!'" 11 With [him] went two hundred men 
from Jerusalem who had assembled and gone in good faith; they knew 
nothing of the matter. 12He had Ahithophel the Gilonite, David's coun
selor, summoned from his city, Giloh, where he was offering sacrifice. 
The conspiracy was strong, and the army with Abishalom grew larger 
and larger. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

15 1-6. The principal verbs in this passage are modal-habitual or durative-a fact 
obscured in most extant witnesses by the tendency to replace the imperfect or converted 
perfect verbs with ordinary perfects and converted imperfects. LXXL reflects the cor
rect forms with Greek imperfects throughout, except in the case of the first verb 
(y'sh), which is preserved correctly only in 4QSam'. For further statistics see Ulrich 
1979:15. 

I. At a later time So MT: wyhy m'~ry kn (cf. 3:28), for which 4QSam' substitutes 
the ordinary expression of transition, [ w }Yhy ·~ry kn, "Afterwards." 

Abishalom began to make use of So 4QSam': w'bslwm y'sh lw (cf. Josephus, Ant. 
7.194), for which all other witnesses substitute wy's lw 'bslwm, "Abishalom made use 
of' (cf. I Kings 1:5). See Ulrich 1979:14-15. 

2. beside the road The witnesses point to a conflation of variants, 'l yd hs'r, "upon 
the 'hand' of the gate" (cf. I Samuel, the NOTE on 4:13), and 'I hdrk, arbitrarily chosen 
here. Thus MT has 'l yd drk hS'r, and 4QSam' has 'l yd hdrk. Syr. goes its own way: 
'l gb tr" dmlk' = 'l yd s'r hmlk, "beside the king's gate." 

and whenever there was ... would call Reading whyh ... wqr' with 4QSam' 
(wh[yh] ... wqr'), LXXL, and OL in preference to MT (cf. LXX") wyhy . .. wyqr'. 
Cf. Ulrich 1978:107. 

anyone 4QSam' (cf. LXX, Targ.): [k]wl 'yS. MT (cf. Syr.): kl h'yS. 
for judgment MT: lm5p!. 4QSam': 'l hmsp!. 4QSam' (erroneously): msP!
Abishalom ... to him MT: 'bslwm '/yw (cf. LXXA). 4QSam': lw 'bsl[wm] (cf. 

LXX"L). 
2-4. say . .. would say . .. would say . .. would say We read w'mr . .. w'mr 

... w'mr . .. w'mr on the basis of the imperfect verbs of LXXL. In 4QSam' only the 
second verb survives on the leather, but it reads w'mr correctly. In 4QSam' the first 
two seem to have survived as w'mr, though neither is entirely preserved (see Ulrich 
1979:15), while the second two have become wy'mr . .. wyw'mr. In LXXL, 4QSam' 
([w'nh h'ys] w'mr), and 4QSam' (w'nh [h'ys w'mr]) the second w'mr is expanded to 
w'nh h'ys w'mr, "the man would answer and say." MT (cf. Lxx•MN) has wy'mr 
... wy'mr . .. wy'mr . .. wy'mr. 

4. in the land So MT, etc.: b'~. LXXL reflects 'l h'r~ '/ yfr'/, "over the land, over 
Israel." 

a suit Cf. LXXL. MT (cf. LXX") has a conflation of variants, "a suit and a judgment 
(milpii!)," as if it were "a legal pleonasm" (Conroy 1978: 148) or hendiadys for "a just 
suit." 

6. The modal verbs continue in this verse. Read w'sh ... wgnb with LXXL kai epoiei 
(LXX" kai epoiisen = wy's) ... kai idiopoieito (so LXX"); so probably 4QSam' 
([w'sh .. . ]w[gn]b). MT has wy'S. .. wygnb. 

the hearts MT, LXX"". Syr.: lb (collective). LXXLMN, OL = Ibby. 
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rhe men So MT, LXXBAM. LXXL, OL: "all the men." LXXN: "the sons." Syr.: "all 
the sons." 

7. four years The impossible 'rb'ym foh, "forty years," of MT (cf. LXX0AMN) was 
explained in a variety of ways by the scribes, rabbis, and church fathers (see Thenius, 
Smith). The reading "four years" is represented by LXXL, Syr., Vulg.; and Josephus 
(Anr. 7.196), who correctly understands it as a specification of the time that had passed 
since the reconciliation of David and Abishalom. An alternative solution is to 'read 
'rb'ym ywm. "forty days," with two MSS of MT (Ehrlich 1910:311; Eissfeldt 1931: 
39-40) on the assumption of haplography and erroneous correction. Neither solution 
is entirely free of difficulties of interpretation; see Conroy 1978: 106--7 n. 40. Tentatively 
I prefer the former. Perhaps the primitive reading was 'rb'-m foh, with enclitic -m. 

rhe king So MT, Syr. (cf. LXXL: "the king, saying"). LXX8AMN: "his father." These 
two variants have equal claim to originality. 

8. will bring me back Strengthened by the infinitive absolute hiiseb, as reflected by 
LXX epistrephon, Syr. mhpkw, and Targ. 'tb'. MT (ketib) ysyb ("If Yahweh will bring 
back. bring me back"?) and MT (qere) yiisob ("If Yahweh will again bring back"?) are 
both unsuitable. 

Yahweh-in-Hebron Only LXXL represents "in Hebron," and there is no apparent 
motive for its loss. It may well be a simple expansion based on v. 7 (cf. Barthelemy 
1980: 12), but I agree with Smith that it "seems necessary" and that it "may have been 
left out because it emphasizes the distinctness of the Yahweh of Hebron" (cf. Kloster
mann, Budde). See the NOTE on "Yahweh-in-Hebron," v. 7. 

9. he arose LXXL: "Abishalom arose." 
10. agents MT mrglym (cf. LXX, Syr., Targ., Vulg.). 4QSam' has myrwslm. "from 

Jerusalem." 
has become king MT mii/ak (cf. LXXAL, Syr.). LXX0 MN reflect miilak me/ek. 
12. He had Ahithophel . .. summoned We read wysl~ wyqr' 't ·~ytpl with 4QSam', 

in which wyqr' was at first left out by haplography and then added supralinearly: 

[wyq]r' 
[wyJI]~ 't '~[y]tpl 

In MT wyqr' was also lost, but not restored, and the subject was made explicit-thus, 
wysl~ 'bslwm 'r ·~ytpl, "Abishalom sent Ahithophel." LXXLMN reflect wys/~ 'bs/wm 
wyqr' 'r 'hyrpl, "Abishalom had Ahithophel summoned," the second verb surviving 
intact but the name being added as in MT. LXX8

, in the process of its recensional 
approximation to MT, stumbled over the assertion that Abishalom, who was not in 
Giloh, "sent Ahithophel ... from his city Giloh," and read "send (word) ro Ahithophel 
... in his city" (cf. Syr.); but despite the dative ro acheirophel. "to Ahithophel," the 
title symbou/on was left in the accusative (Ulrich 1979: 16). 

rhe Gilonite MT hgylny; cf. 23:34. LXX" has ro thekonei = {/)tqw'y (?), "the 
Tekoite," which might be preferred as lectio difficilior. 

from his city, Giloh So MT: m'yrw mgylh (cf. LXXLMN). LXX8 has "in his city, 
Giloh" (see the preceding Textual Nore). Syr.: "(He sent for['/] Ahithophel ... ) and 
brought him (wdbrh = wyb'hw) from his city, Giloh." 

Giloh MT g/h. LXX8 A go/a points to gw/h, an error for gylh. LXXL merallaad is 
an error for megallaad (confusion of the similar majuscules tau and gamma), which 
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reflects mg/'d, "from Gilead" (cf. the LXXL correspondent of MT hgylny in 23:34). 
where he was offering sacrifice That is, bzb~w (cf. Lxx•MN), to which MT adds 

't hzb~ym (cf. LXXAL, OL, Syr.). 
was (2) Reading whyh with LXXL (kai en). OL (et erat), and 4QSam' ([whlvli) in 

preference to MT wyhy. 
strong So MT (cf. LXX 8

, etc.): 'm~. LXXL poreuomenon kai stereoumenon reflects 
hwlk w'm~. "growing stronger and stronger." 

NOTES 

15 I. a chariot . .. and fifty men to run. Appurtenances appropriate to a king (I Sam 
8: 11 ). The runners served as a personal escort or bodyguard for the king (I Sam 21 :8 
[?]; 22: 17; I Kings 14:27,28). 

4. a judge in the land. I doubt if Herrmann (1981: 164) is correct in stating that 
Abishalom, by using the term sope!. "judge," is trying "to associate himself with the 
best Israelite traditions," i.e., appealing to sectional sentiment in the north and nostal
gia for the time of the judges. This interpretation is incompatible with the patently royal 
connotations of the procurement of a chariot and runners (I Sam 8: I). On the contrary, 
Abishalom is appealing to the equally venerable, but not distinctively Israelite, tradition 
of the king as judge, a role that, in his opinion, David is not now playing. Moreover, 
as explained in the COMMENT, it is unlikely that Abishalom's revolt was confined to 
the north. 

6. stole the hearts. Comparison to Gen 31 :20 shows that this expression does not 
mean "captured the affection" but rather "deceived, duped," the heart being the seat 
of the will and intellect. Smith: "So Absalom stole the brain oflsrael, be fooled them." 
Conroy (1978:106 n. 35) notes that this emphatic final sentence in the paragraph (vv. 
1-6) shows the man speaking of justice to be a thief. 

7,8. Yahweh-in-Hebron. Abishalom's vow was to the Hebronite Yahweh, the local 
manifestation of the national god worshiped in Abishalom's hometown. Thus the vow 
cannot be fulfilled in Jerusalem even though Yahweh is worshiped there too. To this 
formula, DN-in-GN, compare "Dagon-in-Ashdod" in I Sam 5:5 (Freedman) and 
"Ashtart-in-Sidon" ('st<rt> b~d[?]n), mentioned on an Ammonite (!) seal of the 
seventh century e.c. (Avigad 1966:24 7-51 and pl. 26). lnscribed pithoi of the early 
eighth century from Kuntillet 'Ajriid to be published by Zeev Meshel refer to two local 
Yahwehs with the formula DN of GN: yhwh smrn. "Yahweh of Samaria," and yhwh 
tymn/tmn, "Yahweh of Teman." 

8. when I was living in Aram-geshur. See 13:38 and, on the Aramean state of Geshur, 
the NOTE at 2:9. Apart from the transitional phrase in v. I ("At a later time"), this 
verse contains the only direct reference in chap. 15 to the events of chaps. 13-14. For 
this reason Langlamet (1976b:351), who thinks the account of Abishalom's rebellion 
did not originally contain the story told in chaps. 13-14, would strike v. 8 as secondary. 
As explained in the COMMENT on § XXIV, however, the original independence of 
chaps. 13-14 is unlikely. 
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10. the shofar. See the NOTE at 6:15. 
12. Ahithophe/. The element rope/ is otherwise unknown in the Hebrew onomasticon. 

It seems to mean "foolishness, insipidity," suggesting that 'a~itope/ might be a deliber
ate distortion satirizing the man's ill-used wisdom. The actual name, then, will have 
been something like 'a~ipele{. "Ahiphelet" (cf. 'e/fpele{. "Eliphelet," in 5:16 and 23:34 
[Hertzberg; contrast Noth 1928:236)). According to Mazar [Maisler] (1963b:317 n. 1) 
rope/, like boset (see the NOTE on "lshbaal" at 2:8) is a derisive substitute for ba'al
thus, ·a~iba 'al, "Ahibaal" (so also Carlson 1964:251-52). 

Giloh. Listed in Josh 15:48-51 among a group of eleven towns in the Judaean hills 
south of Hebron. The site is unknown. A new suburb of Jerusalem has been given .the 
name of Giloh because of the resemblance of the name of the nearby town Beit Jalah 
to that of the biblical city; but Ahithophel's home lay much farther south (see A. Mazar 
1981:2). 

COMMENT 

In preparation for the coup d'etat that takes place offstage at the end of this 
section, Abishalom sets himself up as king and builds a base of support. His 
style is flamboyant and characteristically direct. As explained in the NOTE at 
15: l, the chariot and runners suggest royalty. In the case of Adonijah, whose 
self-designation as king is reminiscent-probably deliberately so-of that of 
Abishalom (Mccarter 1981 :365), the significance of such a retinue is made 
explicit. In I Kings 1:5 we are told that "Adonijah son of Haggith had been 
vaunting himself, saying, 'I am the king!' and he made use of a chariot with 
horsemen and fifty men to run before him." 

Abishalom's treatment of Israelites coming to the capital for litigation of 
grievances is clearly intended to create a private base of support on which he 
can rely in the struggle to come. Still brooding, perhaps, on his own recent 
experience with David, he depicts the king as unresponsive and inaccessible. 
He represents himself, however, as approachable and sympathetic,.and thus 
he succeeds in beguiling "the men of Israel" (v. 6). 

Who are "the men of Israel" to whom Abishalom commends himself in vv. 
2-6? Are we to think of all the people here, including Judah, or is only the 
old northern tribal area, Israel proper, meant? The question touches on the 
larger issue of the participation of Judah in the rebellion. The terminology is 
ambiguous, since we are in the period, the time of David, when "all Israel," 
an old designation of the northern tribes as a whole (2:9; 3: 12,21 ), was being 
extended to include Judah (Flanagan 1975:108-9), as notably in 17:11. Some 
scholars still follow Alt (1968(1930]:293-301) in thinking that only Israel 
proper was involved in the revolt, Judah remaining loyal or neutral (Soggin 
1967:75; Flanagan 1975:108-9; Herrmann 1981:164). Others conclude that 
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both Israel and Judah were in rebellion (Noth 1960:201; Weingreen 1969:263; 
Cohen 1971:96,107; Bright 1972:204; Bardtke 1973; Mettinger 1976:122-23). 
As we shall see, a number of factors favor the latter position. First, the banner 
of Abishalom, a son of David born in Hebron (3:3), would be a very unlikely 
rallying point for a revolt of the northern tribes. Second, it would be extraordi
nary for someone to arrange to have himself proclaimed "king in Hebron" (v. 
10), the traditional capital of Judah (2: I), if he expected only northern support 
(but see Alt 1968:298 and n. 153; Herrmann 1981:164). Third, we are told that 
two powerful men of Judah, Ahithophel (v. 12) and Amasa (17:25), were 
among the leaders of the conspiracy. Fourth, David does not attempt to take 
refuge in Judah, as we might expect if it was loyal or neutral; instead he flees 
in the opposite direction. Finally, Hushai's words in 17: 11, unless we interpret 
them as meaning something other than what they seem to mean (see the NOTE 
there) or strike them as secondary, show that it was possible for Abishalom 
to muster troops from "all Israel from Dan to Beersheba." For these reasons 
it seems preferable to think of Judah as having been actively involved in the 
revolt. Abishalom's intrigues reported in vv. 2-6 of the present passage may 
nonetheless have been intended primarily to curry favor in the north. He was, 
after all, a Hebronite by birth (2:3) and could probably rely on a natural 
constituency in Judah. But there is no reason to assume that his purpose was 
to incite northern sectional sentiment in his favor (cf. the NOTE on "a judge 
in the land," v. 4). 

It is appropriate to address another historical question at this point. What 
was the cause of Abishalom's revolt? In considering this question we must keep 
in mind the fact that the text provides an implicit answer of its own. Our 
narrator has gone to considerable trouble to show us that the revolt grew out 
of the interaction of the chief characters in the story, and especially that it was 
an expression of the ambition and rancor of Abishalom. At a deeper level, we 
have been shown that the calamity now about to take place arose inevitably 
from the "sacrilege" of Aminon and the fratricide of Abishalom. Such expla
nations, however, are not satisfactory for the modem historian. The first is 
inadequate, inasmuch as it does not explain why Abishalom was able to 
command a following. The second is simply inappropriate by modem stan
dards. It does not follow from this that the story of Abishalom's revolt is not 
a historiographical document, as Whybray (1968:11-19) and Gunn (1978: 
20-21) conclude. It is historiography in every sense, but its evaluative criteria 
are not ours. 

Our narrator locates the causative factors of historical change in private 
events and declines, therefore, to give us the information we need to make 
modem historical judgments (Wellhausen 1957:262). Why was Abishalom 
able to gain such widespread support for his revolt? Clearly there was a general 
disaffection with David. It is not surprising that in a document supportive of 
David we are not told what had made him unpopular. We have already ruled 
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out sectionalist sentiment, which will not surface until chap. 20. Noth (l 960: 
201), apparently following Alt (1968:293-301), speculates about disapproval 
of David's policy of imperial expansion, and Weingreen (1969) cites a mid
rashic interpretation of the superscription of the third [second) verse of Psalm 
3 (Tanhuma Ki tissa 4) that concludes similarly that David was vilified for his 
ruthless military campaigns (as well as the Bathsheba affair). Soggin ( 1967:75), 
taking his clue from Abishalom's words in vv. 4 and 6, speaks of the erosion 
of traditional personal freedoms after the imposition of a harsh and incompe
tent bureaucracy. Bright's analysis of the latter years of David's reign touches 
on most of the possible issues. He surmises (1972:203-4) that "miscellaneous 
grievances were abroad upon which clever men knew how to play. While we 
are not told in detail what these were, there was certainly resentment of the 
intrusion of the state upon tribal independence, resentment of the burgeoning 
court and of the privileged position of David's retainers. There were certainly 
a thousand petty personal jealousies between ambitious courtiers of which we 
know nothing. There was discontent with the administration of justice (ch. 
15:1-6). Moreover, the winning and holding of the empire required Israelite 
levies to serve year after year, at small profit to themselves and increasingly 
as mere auxiliaries of David's troops; they probably responded with diminish
ing enthusiasm, until, in the end, conscription may have been necessary to raise 
them." As for the revolt itself, Bright concludes (p. 204) that it "seems ... 
to have fed on a mass of indefinable grievances." 



XXVIII. DAVID'S FLIGHT FROM JERUSALEM 
(15: 13-16: 14) 

15 13An informant came to David to say, "Abishalom has the hearts 
of the men of Israel!" 

14"Arise!" said David to all his servants who were with him in Jerusa
lem. "We must flee if we're to escape from Abishalom! Go quickly, or 
he'll soon overtake us, push down the city on top of us, and attack [it] 
with the edge of the sword!" 

15"Whatever the king chooses," said the king's servants to him, "we 
are your servants!" 

16So the king marched out with all his household at his heels. [He] 
left ten concubines to keep the house. 11[He] marched out with all his 
servants at his heels, and they came to a halt at the last house, 18while 
the whole army passed on beside him. (All those who were with him 
-all the officers and warriors-were six hundred men, and they went 
beside him.) 

When all the Cherethites and Pelethites and all the Gittites who had 
come at his heels from Gath were passing by in front of [him], 19the king 
said to Ittai the Gittite, "Why are you going with us? Go back and stay 
with the king, for you're a foreigner and you've gone into exile from 
your home, too. 20You came only yesterday: Then shall I dislodge you 
today to go with us, as I wander wherever I might? Go back! And take 
your kinsmen back with you! May Yahweh deal loyally and faithfully 
with you!" 

21"As Yahweh lives," said Ittai in reply to the king, "and as my lord 
the king lives, wherever my lord is, there, too, your servant will be, 
whether it means death or life!" 

22Then David said to lttai, "Pass on by!" So Ittai, all his men, and 
all the children who were with him passed by. 

The Return of the Ark to the City 

23All the land was weeping aloud as the whole army passed by. As 
the king was crossing the Wadi Kidron, the whole army was passing 
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before him on the Olive Way in the wilderness, 24and there, too, were 
Zadok (with all the Levites carrying the ark of the covenant of Yahweh) 
and Abiathar. They put down the holy ark until all the, army had 
finished passing by from the city. 

2sThen the king said to Zadok, "Take the holy ark back into the city! 
If I find favor with Yahweh, he'll bring me back and show it to me along 
with its camping place, 26but if he says [to me] 'I don't like you'-well, 
here I am! Let him deal with me as seems best to him!" 

21Then the king spoke to Zadok the priest: "Look, you return to the 
city peacefully, Ahimaaz your son and Jonathan son of Abiathar, your 
two sons, with you. 281'11 bide my time in the steppes of the wilderness 
until word comes from you advising me." 

29So Zadok and Abiathar took the ark back into Jerusalem and 
deposited it there, 10while David made his way up the Slope of the 
Olives, weeping as he went. His head was bare and he went along 
barefooted, and the whole army that was with him, each man with his 
head bare, wept as they went up. 

An Encounter with Hushai the Archite 

11 When David was informed that Ahithophel was in the conspiracy 
with Abishalom, [he] said, "Make Ahithophel's counsel foolish, 0 
Yahweh!" 12Then, as [he] approached the summit, where God was 
worshiped, there to meet him was Hushai the Archite with his clothes 
torn and dust upon his head. 11"1fyou travel with me," David told him, 
"you'll be a burden on me. 1"But if you go back to the city and say to 
Abishalom, 'Your brothers departed, 0 king, after the departure of 
your father, and now I am your servant, 0 king. Spare my life! I was 
your father's servant in the past, and now I am your servant!'-then you 
can frustrate Ahithophel's counsel for me. 1szadok and Abiathar, the 
priests, will be with you there. Report everything you hear from the 
king's house to [them]. 16Their two sons are there with them-Zadok's 
son-Ahimaaz and Abiathar's son Jonathan-and you can communicate 
anything you hear to me through them" 11So Hushai, the Friend of 
David, entered the city, just as Abishalom was arriving in Jerusalem. 

Ziba 's Report 

16 1When David had passed a little beyond the summit, there to meet 
him was Ziba, Meribbaal's steward, with a yoke of saddled asses laden 
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with two hundred loaves of bread, one hundred bunches of raisins, one 
hundred baskets of summer fruit, and a skin of wine. 

2"Why do you have these things?" said the king to Ziba. 
"The asses are for the royal household to ride," said Ziba, "the bread 

and summer fruit are for the servants to eat, and the wine is for those 
who grow faint in the wilderness to drink." 

1"But where is your master's son?" said the king. 
"He's staying in Jerusalem," Ziba told the king, "for he said, 'Today 

the Israelites are going to give me back my father's kingdom.'" 
•so the king said to Ziba, "Everything that Meribbaal has is now 

yours!" 
"I am prostrate!" said Ziba. "May I find favor with my lord the 

king!" 

The Shimei Incident 

5When King David reached Bahurim, out came a man from the 
clan of the house of Saul, Shimei son of Gera by name, cursing as he 
came. 6He hurled stones at David and all his servants, and all the 
army and the warriors to his right and left. 1 As he cursed [he] said, 
"Get out of here! Get out of here! You bloodstained fiend of hell! 
8Yahweh has requited you for all the blood of the house of Saul, 
whose place you took as king! [He] has handed the kingdom over to 
your son Abishalom! You're in this evil predicament because you're a 
bloodstained man!" 

9Then Abishai son of Zeruiah said to the king, "Why should that 
dead dog curse my lord the king? Let me go over and cut off his head!" 

10But the king said, "What do you sons of Zeruiah have against me? 
If someone curses that way, it's because Yahweh has said, 'Curse 
David!' to him. Who, then, can say, 'Why have you done this?' 11 Look," 
said David to Abishai and all his servants, "my own son, the issue of 
my own body, is seeking my life! How much more so, then, this Ben
jaminite! Leave him alone and let him curse, for Yahweh has told him 
to. 12Perhaps Yahweh will take notice of my affliction and requite me 
with something good in place of his curse today.'' 

11So David and his men marched along the road, with Shimei follow
ing alongside on the terrace of the mountain cursing, hurling stones at 
the flank, and scattering dirt as he went. 14The king and all his army 
arrived at the Jordan exhausted, and they refreshed themselves there. 
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TEXTUAL NOTES 

15 13. the hearts Cf. MT, etc. Vulg.: "the whole heart." 
the men of Israel So MT, LXX0AMN. U(XL, Vulg.: "all Israel." 
14. We must flee if we're to escape That is, wnbr~h thy lnw ply[h, lit. "And let us 

ftee. Then we shall have an escape" (cf. Exod 7:9 and GK'§ 109h). We follow the text 
of 4QSam' ([wnbr~h] thy lnw [ply[h]) against MT wnbr~h ky I' yhyh ply[h, "We must 
ftee, for we'll have no escape." Cf. Ulrich 1979: 16. 

Go quickly LXXA: ''And go quickly." 
he'll soon overtake us MT ymhr whsgnw, lit. "he will be quick and overtake us." 

LXXL phthase ho /aos kai katalabe hemas may reftect ygy' h'm whsgnw, "the army will 
arrive and overtake us." 

push down the city on top of us MT has whdy~ 'lynw 't hr'h, which can hardly mean 
"bring disaster upon us" (KB'). Read wd~h '/ynw 't h'yr with LXXL kai ep{Jsetai 
eph' hemas ten po/in. 

15. Whatever MT: kk/, "according to all." LXXL, Syr., Vulg. = bk/, "in all." 
the king So LXXL. MT has "my lord the king." LXX0AMN have "our lord the king." 
to him So LXXL. MT, LXXeAMN: "to the king." 
16. concubines Cf. MT, LXXAMN. LXX8 L: "(of) his concubines." If we read an 

indefinite with MT, however, we must strike 'et as intrusive from 20:3 (GK' §117d). 
the house So MT, LXX0AMN. LXXL: "his house." 
17-18. As recognized by Wellhausen, the text of LXX in these verses is conftate. 

LXX8 reads "kai exelthen ho basi/eus kai pantes hoi paides autou peze [kai estesan en 
oiko to makran "kai pantes hoi paides autou ana chPira autou paregon kai pas ho chettei 
kai pas ho phe/etthei] kai estesan epi tes e/aias en te eremo "kai pas ho laos pareporeueto 
echomenos autou kai pantes hoi peri auton kai pantes hoi hadroi kai pantes hoi ma
chetai hexakosioi andres kai paresan epi cheira autou kai pas ho chereththei kai pas ho 
pheleththei kai pantes hoi geththaioi hoi hexakosioi andres hoi ekontes (cf. LXXLMN) 
tois posin auton ek (cf. LXXLM; LXX8

: eis [cf. I Sam 27:2)) geth pareporeuonto (cf. 
LXXLMN; LXX8

: kai poreuomenoi) epi prosopon tou basi/eos, reftecting wy~· hmlk wk/ 
'bdyw brglyw wy'mdw bbyt hmr~q wk/ 'bdyw 'I ydw 'brw wk/ hk(r)ty wk/ hplty wy'mdw 
'/ hzyt bmdbr wk/ h'm 'brym '/ ydw wk/ 'fr 'tw wk/ hgdwlym wk/ hgbwrym ss m 'wt 
'ys wyb'w '/ ydw wk/ hkrty wk/ hplty wk/ hgtym ss m'wt 'ys 'sr b'w brglyw mgt 'brym 
'I pny hmlk, "The king marched out with all his servants at his heels, and they came 
to a halt in the last house, and then all his servants passed on beside him-all the 
Cherethites and the Pelethites-and they came to a halt beside a certain olive tree in 
the wilderness, while the whole army passed on beside him. (All those who were with 
him-all the officers and warriors-were six hundred men, and they went beside him.) 
When all the Cherethites and Pelethites and all the Gittites who had come at his heels 
from Gath were passing by .... "Everything I have set in brackets in the Greek text 
is recensional, designed to bring the text in line with that of MT (Wellhausen). Thus, 
the original LXX version of v. I Th is kai estesan epi tes e/aias en te eremo = wy'mdw 
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'I hzyt bmdbr, a variant of MT wy'mdw byt hmr~q; of these, the obscure reference of 
LXX ("a certain olive tree in the wilderness") may be suspected of anticipating v. 23, 
and the reading of MT ought probably to be retained. In MT the army marches in v. 
I 7a and David's servants in v. I Ba; in LXX8 the situation is reversed. In this case LXX 
is correct: David and his cortege of courtiers stop while the rest of the army passes them 
by (Wellhausen). The material concerning the Cherethites, Pelethites, and Gittites at 
the end of the verse is often also taken as recensional in LXX, but this is not correct. 
What Wellhausen failed to see was that MT is defective (haplographic). LXX, except 
for the recensional plus at the beginning, preserves the approximate shape of the 
primitive text, which was wy~· hmlk wk/ 'bdyw brglyw wy'mdw byt hmr~q (see above) 
wk/ h'm 'brym '/ ydw wk/ 'fr 'tw wk/ hgdwlym wk/ hgbwrym ss m'wt 'ys wyb'w '/ ydw 
wk/ hkrty wk/ hplty wk/ hgtym 'sr b'w brglyw mgt 'brym 'I pny hmlk. The text of MT 
was shortened by a haplography involving the repeated sequence '/ ydw wk/. LXXL is 
shorter than LXX8

, mentioning the Cherethites and Pelethites only once, and might 
seem, therefore, to suggest an alternative reconstruction. But this is specious: LXXL is 
also haplographic, having lost everything from the first ss m'wt 'y.i' to the second in a 
text similar to that of LXX8

. Note, finally, that the second ss m 'wt 'ys has been stricken 
from our reconstructed text. The authority for this is Syr., which surely preserves the 
primitive situation. The six hundred were David's personal army, raised before he went 
to Gath (I Sam 23: 13; 27:2; 30:9); they were not Gittites. 

18. All those who were with him Cf. LXX8 (see above). In LXXL this stands after 
"all the officers." 

all the . .. warriors Cf. LXX8 (see above). LXXL: kai pantes hoi machetai tou basi
leos = wk/ gbwry hmlk, "all the king's warriors." 

ar his heels from Gath So MT (cf. LXXM). LXXL: "from Gath at his heels." 
19. and (2) ... too So MT: wgm; cf. LXX in the doublet in v. 20. Here LXX reflects 

wky, "and because." 
you've gone into exile Reading giilitii on the basis of LXX metokekas (metanas

teseis in the doublet in v. 20) in preference to MT go/eh. "you're an exile." The 
prepositional phrase lmqwmk. "from (!) your home," requires a verb of motion. See 
the NOTE. 

from your home MT lmqwmk; see the NOTE. LXX, Syr., and Vulg. all translate 
the preposition as "from," and this is more likely to mean that they read mmqwmk 
(so MTM5

) than that they correctly interpreted lmqwmk. 
20. At the beginning of v. 20 LXX8 preserves its own version of v. 20aa. This is 

followed by a recensional duplicate of vv. 19b/3 + 20aa identical to the text of MT. 
The plus is lacking in the other major MSS of LXX. 

You came LXX paragegonas reflects b'th (LXXL = b'th 'th, "You [emphatic] 
came" [dittography?]), expressed in MT by an infinitive construction, bw'k. 

shall I dislodge Reading MT (qere) 'iini'iikii in preference to MT (ketib) 'nw'k (i.e., 
'iinu'iikii; but nw', "totter," is never transitive in Qa/). 

to go with us MT: 'mnw I/kt. LXXL: I/kt 'mnw. In LXX8 I/kt is not reflected in 
the first (and older) translation, but it is precisely at this point that the recensional plus 
was inserted, and it ends with tou poreuthenai = I/kt, which probably was not lacking 
in the OG text. 

Go back/ That is, lk swb, lit. "Go, return!" This reading is preserved in LXXLMN 
(poreuou kai anastrephe); lk was lost in MT after hwlk. 
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May Yahweh ... with you/ Reading wyhwh y'sh 'mk ~sd w'mt on the basis-0f LXX 
kai kyrios poiisei meta sou eleon (LXXL) kai alitheian. MT has lost wyhwh y'sh 'mk 
by simple haplography after the preceding 'mk (Wellhausen). 

21. and as my lord the king lives So MT: w~y 'dny hmlk. LXXL and Syr. (also 
Symmachus and Theodotion) reflect w~y npsk 'dny (omitted by Syr.) hmlk, "and as 
you yourself live, my lord the king"; cf. I Sam 20:3; 25:26. 

The oath is introduced by ki (cf. the NOTE on "May God ... again" at 3:9); so MT 
(qere), MTr.iss (cf. LXX, Syr.). MT (ketib): ki 'im, "(I can do nothing) except that" 
(cf. GK' §163d). 

my lord (2) So LXX0MN. MT, LXXAL: "my lord the king." 
22. David So MT. LXX8 has "the king," and the two are combined in LXXL. 
lttai (I) LXXL: "Ittai the Gittite." 
Pass on by/ LXX adds met' emou = 'ty, "with me," which probably arose from 

a duplicate of 'ty, "Ittai." 
Ittai (2) So LXXLMN. MT, LXX0

: "lttai the Gittite." 
all his men, and all the children who were with him So MT. LXX0

: "(and) all his 
servants, and all the force (ho ochlos = h~yl [cf. Syr. ywrt')?) that was with him." 
LXXL: "and all his servants. And the king and all his men .... " LXXMN: "And the 
king, all his servants, and all the force that was with him .... " 

23. weeping MT bwkym. LXXL eulogountes reflects brkym, "blessing," a graphic 
error for bwkym, which has been added recensionally later in the verse ("blessing aloud 
and weeping"). The Hebrew letters w and r were liable to confusion in many scripts 
of the fourth through first centuries e.c. 

passed by LXX0 MN add "in the Wadi Kidron," which arose as a recensional note, 
conforming 't n~l qdrwn below to MT bn~l qdrwn. Omit with MT, LXXAL. 

crossing the Wadi That is, 'br 't n~/; cf. LXX8 M. MT has 'br bn~l. "passing along 
in the Wadi" (so LXXAL; cf. LXXN). 

before him on Reading 'I pnyw 'l on the basis of LXXL pro prosopou autou kata. 
MT has 'l pny--thus, "in front or• or "on the sunace of." 

the Olive Way in the wilderness Reading drk hzyt ('5r) bmdbr on the basis of 
LXXL tin hodon tis elaias tis en ti erimo (cf. OL). MT has drk 't hmdbr, and it is 
evident that 't is a corrupt vestige of hzyt. 

24. Yahweh So LXX:9 AMN. MT, LXXL: "God." 
and Abiathar Preserved corruptly in LXX8 as apo baithar, as if mbytr ( = mbytw, 

"from his house"?), and in MT as wy'l 'bytr, "and Abiathar came up/lifted up (offer
ings)." In MT this stands later in the verse, after "the holy ark." The cause of the 
corruption was the late insertion of "(with all the Levites carrying the ark of the 
covenant of Yahweh)"; see the NOTE. As Wellhausen supposes, there may have been 
a deliberate editorial attempt-not entirely successful-to remove the non-Zadokite 
priest Abiathar from the context altogether. 

the holy ark That is, 't 'rwn h 'lhym, lit. "the ark of God"; so MT, LXX8• LXXL: 
"the ark of the covenant (of Yahweh [one MS])." 

25. the city LXXAL add kai kathisato eis ton topon autis = whwsybw 'l mqwmw, 
"and deposit (it) in its place" (cf. I Kings 8:6 and the first Textual Note at 6: 17 above), 
which Klostermann and Budde retain. 

26. [to me] Explicit in LXXL. Omit with MT, LXX0AMN. 
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27. Look So LXXL: blepe = r'h (LXX8A"N: idete = r'w, "Look" [plural]). MT 
has hrw'h, "Are you ('th) watching?" In adopting the LXX reading we follow Budde, 
Nowack, Dhorme, Schulz, Hertzberg, Goslinga, Caird, and others. MT is accepted by 
de Groot and Carlson (1964:173-75), who follow Arnold (1917:93) in taking it as a 
rhetorical question: "Are you a seer?" i.e., "You are no seer!" MT haro'eh is emended 
to hiiro'eh by Keil(" ... the priest, 'O seer, you .. .'")and Klostermann ("You are 
an oracular priest ... "). Hoftijzer ( 1971 :608-9) interprets the consonantal text of MT 
as a formulaic idiom meaning "Pay attention!" or the like. Wellhausen and Ehrlich 
( 1910:313) read hr's, "the chief (priest)," etc. 

Ahimaaz Prefaced in LXXL by idou = hnh or r'h, "Look." 
28. The verse begins with hnh (or r'h, LXXL idou ), lit. "Look" but best left untran

slated. MT has r'w (cf. LXX 0A"N), "Look" (plural). 
bide my time So MT (cf. LXX8

): mtmhmh. LXXL has prosdechomai hymas, "I 
shall receive you." 

in the steppes of the wilderness MT b'rbwt (so qere [cf. LXX]; the ketfb is b'brwt, 
"in the passes") hmdbr; cf. 17: 16. LXXL has epi tes elaias en te eremo = 'I hzyt bmdbr, 
"beside a certain olive tree in the wilderness" (cf. the Textual Note to vv. 17-18). 

29. the ark So LXX8
. MT, LXXALN, Syr.: "the ark of God." 

and deposited it Reading wayyoseb on the basis of LXX8 kai ekathisen. MT has 
wayyesebu (cf. Syr. wytbw), "and they remained." LXXL kai anestrepsen reflects way
yiisob. "and it (?) went back." Smith suggests wayyeseb (cf. Syr. " 55 wytb ), "and it 
remained." 

30. the Slope of the Olives So MT, LXX0 AL_ LXX"N (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.202): "the 
slope of the Mount of Olives." See the NOTE. -

weeping as he went MT 'lh wbwkh. In LXX, anabainon kai klaion (LXXA"N) was 
left out of LXX8 after elaion, "Olives" (partially restored in LXXL). 

31. When David was informed We read wldwd hwgd. lit. "And it had been told to 
David." MT has wdwd hgyd, "And David had told," but wldwd is attested by MT"55

, 

LXXLMN, Syr., Targ., Vulg., and 4QSam' ([w]ldwy(d]), and hwgd (so MT"5
) is sup

ported by LXX9AMN, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. 
Ahithophel So MT. LXX0 LMN and Vulg. reflect gm ·~ytpl. "Ahithophel, too." 
Make . .. foolish MT sakkel, reflected by LXXL as mataioson. LXX0 diaskedason 

reflects hiiper, "Frustrate," which anticipates v. 34 below and 17:14. 
Yahweh So MT, at the end of the speech, and Syr., at the beginning. LXX0 reflects 

"Yahweh, my god" at the end of the speech, and LXXL has this at the beginning. 
32. Then. as [he) approached Reading whyh dwd b' with LXX8A""' (kai en .. . ) 

in preference to MT wyhy dwd b' (cf. LXXL, OL). 
the summit MT hiiro's, taken by LXX as a proper noun. Targ. and Vulg. reflect 

r's hhr. "the summit of the mountain" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.203). Syr. has dwkt' ~d'. 
"a certain place." 

where God was worshiped So MT: 'Ir yst~wh sm l'lhym. lit. "where one would 
prostrate himself to God" (cf. LXX8

, etc.). LXXL, OL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.203) reflect 
wmst~wh sm lyhwh, "and prostrated himself there to Yahweh" (cf. Caspari). 

God So MT, Syr., LXX8
""'. LXXLN, OL, Targ., and Vulg. reflect "Yahweh." 

there That is, whnh. "and behold" (MT, LXX8
, etc.). LXXL reflects (w)hnh sm. 

"and behold there." Syr. w't' Jwth suggests wyb' 'lyw, "(Hushai the Archite) came to 
him," instead of whnh lqr'tw (MT). 
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Hushai rhe A rehire Glossed in LXX and OL as "David's friend" (cf. Josephus, Anr. 
7.203); see v. 37. 

33. David LXXL: "the king." 
34. Your brothers . .. and now We read the text of a long LXX plus lost from MT 

by haplography. LXX8 reads dielelyrhasin hoi adelphoi sou kai ho basileus katopist.hen 
mou dielelythen ho pater sou kai nyn. reflecting 'brw ·~yk whmlk ·~ry 'br 'byk w'th, 
understood to mean, "Your brothers departed, and the king after me departed-your 
father-and now." (LXXL shows an attempt to improve this awkward interpretation 
by reading ·~ry 'br after 'byk-thus, "Your brothers departed, and the king, your 
father, after me departed." The reading of LXX8 appears in LXXL as part of a plus 
after v. 36.) But this makes little sense. The plus as understood by the LXX translators 
is obscure and, probably for this reason, has not commended itself to modern critics. 
The picture changes, however, when it is recognized that ·~ry 'br 'byk is not to be read 
'a~iiray 'iibar 'iibikii with LXX but 'a~iire 'iibOr 'iibikii, "after your father departed" 
or "after the departure of your father." The conjunction before hmlk, which (like the 
other hmlk in the verse) is vocative, is secondary. Thus 'brw ·~yk hmlk ·~ry 'br 'byk 
w'th means "Your brothers departed, 0 king, after the departure of your father, and 
now .... " This was lost in MT by homoioarkton before the succeecfing 'bdk. 

Spare my life! LXX eason me zesai probably reflects ~yny. of which a variant, 
·~yh. "Let me live!" led to the defective reading of MT, 'hyh. "I am." 

in the past So LXX, Syr. MT: "and in the past." 
and now Rendered twice by LXX8 AL. 
then you can frustrate MT whprth (cf. LXX 0AMN). LXXL (cf. Syr.) = whpr (impera

tive). 
35. At the beginning of the verse we read whnh with LXX (cf. Syr.). MT has whlw'. 
from the king's house So MT (cf. LXX8A): mbyt hmlk. LXXMN = mpy hmlk, 

"from the king's mouth." LXXL = m'm (para) hmlk, "from the king." 
36+. At this point LXXL adds a misplaced duplicate of portions ofv. 34: kai ereis 

to abessalom dielelythasin hoi adelphoi sou kai ho basileus katopisthen mou dielelythen 
ho parer sou kai ego artios aphigmai kai ego doulos sos = w'mrt /'bslwm 'brw ·~yk 

(w)hmlk ·~ry 'br 'byk w'ny m'z b'yty (cf. v. 20) w'ny 'bdk, "and you will say to 
Abishalom, 'Your brothers departed, 0 king, after the departure of your father. And 
I arrived in the past, and I am your servant.' " 

37. Hushai LXXAL add "the Archite." 
Jerusalem LXXL adds kai acheitophel mer' autou = w'~ytpl 'tw, "and Ahithophel 

was with him." See 16:15. 
16 I. Meribbaal See the Textual Note at 4:4. In the present passage (vv. 1,4) 
Meribbaal is called mepi-boset, "Mephibosheth," by MT (cf. LXX 0AMN) and memphi
baal = mpyb'l, "Mippibaal," by LXXL. 

one hundred (!) So MT, LXX 8
A. LXXLMN: "an ephah." 

one hundred (2) So MT, LXX0
A. LXXMN: "an ephah." LXXL: "two hundred" (cf. 

I Sam 25:18). 
baskets of summer fruit MT qy~ (cf. GK' §134n). LXXLMN (palathai/on) reflect 

dblym, "date-cakes," perhaps read also by LXX8A (phoinikes. as if tmr. "palm 
[branches]"(?], but possibly dblym, "[fruit of the] date-palm"), 

2. asses LXXL (cf. OL): "saddled asses." 
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the bread Reading whl~m with MT (qere) and all the versions. MT (ketfb): 
wlhl~m. The erroneous lamed arose from mechanical repetition of the initial lamed 
of the preceding words (Thenius, Wellhausen, citing Maurer). 

summer fruit LXX has "date-cakes," as in v. 1 (LXXL: "date-cakes and raisins"). 
those who grow faint MT: hy'p (cf. LXXL). LXX8 AMN = hy'pym. 
3. But The conjunction is omitted by LXXL. 
for LXXL: "and." 
the Israelites So MTMss: bny yfr'I, also reflected by Syr. and one MS of LXXL (o). 

MT has byt ysf'I, "the house of lsrael"-thus, perhaps, "Today they are going to give 
me back the house of Israel, my father's kingdom." 

4. May I find So MT: 'mf LXXL = mfty, "I have found." 
with That is, b'ny, "in the eyes or· (cf. LXXL). MT has b'nyk, "in your eyes:· 
5. reached Reading wyb' with LXX8AMN kai elthen. MT (cf. LXXL) has wb', which 

might be interpreted as a participle ("As King David was coming to Bahurim ... "), 
but in such a case we should expect a different word order (whmlk dwd b' 'd b~wrym). 
Cf. GK' §§112tt,113t. 

6. He hurled So MT (wysql), LXXMN. LXX8AL continue with participles (wmsq/). 
his servants So LXXL, Syr. MT, LXX8AMN: "King David's servants." 
his right and left So MT. LXX: "the (LXX8A "his") right and left of the king." 
8. whose place you took as king MT 'fr mlktt~t(y)w (cf. LXXLMN). LXXBAMm• reflect 

ky ml kt t~tyw, "because you took his place as king." 
You're in this evil predicament So MT: whnk br'tk, lit., "And behold yourself in 

your evil" (cf. LXX8AMN). LXXL, OL reflect wyr' lk 't r'tk. "And he (Yahweh) has 
caused you to see this misfortune of yours." 

9. dead dog MT hklb hmt (so LXX8 AMN). LXXL ho ky0n ho epikataratos reflects 
hklb h 'rwr, "accursed dog." 

10--11. This passage is highly repetitious. We may have here an elaborate repository 
of variants and blended corrections arising from attempts to repair an accident in the 
text of a single long speech. If this is the case, the primitive text may be irrecoverable. 
It is also possible, however, that David spoke twice in the primitive text and the 
repetition, therefore, is authentic and must be interpreted as such. Our translation 
reflects this latter alternative. The two verses exhibit a strong tendency towards confla
tion in any case, as the Textual Notes that follow show. 

10. the king said LXXLMN add "to Abishai." 
you sons ofZeruiah Cf. MT, LXXBAMN, Syr. Only one son ofZeruiah is present (viz. 

Abishai), and LXXL, therefore, reads a singular. But as in 19:23, David is referring to 
his general relationship to his violent nephews. See the NOTE. 

If . .. because We read kh yqll wky with MT (qere) and LXX8AMN (contrast 
Langlamet 1979/81 :395-98). In LXX, however, this is preceded by a reflection of 
whn~w lw w-, "Leave him alone and," an anticipation of v. 11 found also in Syr. and 
Vulg. Here MT (ketfb) has ky yqll wky. and LXXL reflects ky (dioti) yqll ly ky. 

can say LXXL (auto = lw) and LXXN (pros auton = 'lyw) add "to him." 
11. Abishai LXXL: "Joab" (!). 
Leave him alone Singular in LXXL, which would be appropriate in v. 10 (cf. the 

Textual Note on "If ... because"), but not here. 
for Yahweh has told him to That is, ky 'mr lw yhwh (so MT, LXX8AMN). LXXL 
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and Syr. reflect the word order of v. 10: ky yhwh (Syr. = h'lhym) 'mr lw, to which 
SyrMss add d!f~' ldwyd = qll 't dwd, "Curse David!" (cf. v. 10). 

12. my affliction Reading b'nyy with MTMss, LXX, Syr., and Vulg. (cf._I Sam I :I I; 
etc.). MT (ketib): b'wny, "my guilt." MT (qere): b'yny, "my eye" (cf. Targ.). This is 
listed by the Masoretes among the so-called tiqqune hassoperim, "the emendations of 
the scribes." See Levin (1978:73 n. 11), who regards both b'wny and b'yny as deliberate 
alterations of b'yn(y)w, "with his own eyes" (cf. already Geiger 1857:324-35). 

and requite Cf. LXX"AMN, Syr., Vulg. MT: "and Yahweh will requite." 
his curse So MT, LXX (LXXA "this curse," erroneously). Syr. and MTMss (ketib): 

"my curse" (BHS). 
13. his men So MT, LXX"A· LXXMN: "all his men." LXXL: "all the meri with him." 
cursing. hurling ... as he went The original was probably hiil6k weqallil wesaq

qel (cf. LXX"AMN), lit. "going and cursing and hurling," but the second and third 
infinitives have become finite verbs ( . .. wyqll wysql) in MT, a most awkward construc
tion. In Syr. these verbs are also finite, but the problem does not arise because hlwk 
is missing (cf. Snaith 1945:18). 

at the flank We read m!fdw, lit. "from his side," with LXX"AMN ek plagion autou. 
LXXL and Vulg. reflect 'lyw, "at him." MT repeats /'mtw, "alongside him" (MTMss 
mzh l'mtw [BHS]), which Langlamet (1979/81:402-6) retains. 

14. his army So LXX". MT, LXXLMN, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. read "the army (that 
was) with him." 

at the Jordan Missing in MT and most other witnesses. Some designation of place 
is, however, "imperatively demanded" (Driver; cf. Wellhausen, Smith). One MS of 
LXXL has para ton iordanen = 'I hyrdn, "beside the Jordan" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.210: 
epi ton iordanon) after eklelymenoi = 'ypym, "exhausted," and 17:22 shows this to be 
the correct spot. Perhaps '/ hyrdn preceded 'ypym in the text of MT and was lost by 
homoioarkton. Joiion (1928:312) suggests changing 'ypym to 'd hmym, "to the water." 
Other suggestions are listed by Snaith 1945:19. See 11lso Langlamet 1979/81:406-12. 

NOTES 

15 13. the hearts of the men of Israel. That is, their minds. The meaning of the message 
is that Abishalom has deluded the Israelites and thus captured their loyalty, not 
necessarily their affection (though he probably has that, too). See the NOTE on "stole 
the heans," 15:6. 

16-17. The beginning ofv. 17 recapitulates the beginning ofv. 16 after the circum
stantial clause about the concubines. "All his servants" (v. 17a) is equivalent to "all 
his household" (v. 16a). The mention of the concubines is preparatory to 16:21-22. 
Langlamet (1976b:352) would strike vv. 161:>-17a as secondary for two reasons: (I) He 
does not think the concubine episode in 16:21-22 was an original pan of the story of 
Abishalom's revolt (cf. Langlamet 1977), and (2) he reads the (inferior) text of the 
received Hebrew (MT) ofv. 17a, according to which it was "all the army" that marched 
out after David in contradiction to v. 16a (cf. Cook 1899/1900:162,176). 
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18. six hundred men. According to Mazar (l 963b:314) "the size of regular regiments 
in Israel and Philistia" (cf. I Sam 13: 15; etc.). ls the present reference to the six hundred 
men who followed David before he became king (cf. I Sam 23:13; 25:13; 27:2; 30:9)? 
The point may be that they alone remain loyal now that his kingship has been taken 
away. 

the Cherethites and Pelethites. The royal bodyguard, who probably followed David 
from Ziklag. See the NOTE at 8: 18. 

the Gittites. While living in Ziklag, David served in the army of the king of the 
Philistine city of Gath (I Samuel 27), where he won the loyalty of this contingent of 
Gittite mercenaries. On the location of Gath, see Rainey 1975. 

19. Ittai the Gittite. The commander of the Gittite force and one of David's staunch
est supporters. In the battle in the Forest of Ephraim he will stand alongside Joab and 
Abishai as commander of a third of David's army (18:2). His name, 'ittay, may be 
compared to Hittite atta- and Hurrian attai, both "father" (Laroche 1966:47,241,337; 
Gelb, Purves, and McRae 1943:207), an oriomastic element common at Ugarit (Gron
dahl 1967:221-22); the change •'attay > 'ittay conforms to a standard Northwest 
Semitic pattern of dissimilation. A Semitic origin of the name, hypocoristic of the type 
'itto-DN, "ON is with him," is also possible. For other possibilities, see Delcor 1978: 
411-13. 

from your home. Hebrew limqomekii. The preposition means "to" or "at," but with 
an appropriate verb of motion-like giilitii. "you've gone into exile," here (cf. the 
Textual Note )-the required sense in English is "from." Compare our adoption in the 
COMMENT on § Xlll of Hillers' translation of limnu~iitekii in Ps 132:8 as "from your 
resting place." On the present passage, cf. Carlson 1964: 170. 

20. Sakenfeld (1978:1-8) draws a happy parallel to Ruth 1:8, where Naomi bids 
farewell to Ruth and Orpah with a wish that Yahweh might "deal loyally" with them, 
and Ruth, like lttai, refuses to return. On the loyalty of Yahweh to an individual, see 
the Norn at 7:15. On the collocation of "deal loyally and faithfully" (~esed we'i!met). 
see Sakenfeld 1978:32-34, where she shows that the combination has the force of "be 
sure to do ~esed. " 

23. the Wadi Kidron. The valley between the city and the Mount of Olives to the 
east; see Map 3. The Kidron was a traditional boundary of Jerusalem (I Kings 2:37), 
so that at this point David can be said to have left the city. 

the Olive Way. Hebrew derek hazzayit (see the Textual Note), a road leading up the 
Slope of the Olives (v. 30) and over the crest to Bahurim (16:5). 

24. Zadok ... and Abiathar. David's two chief priests. See the NOTES at 8: 17. 
(with all . .. of Yahweh). Most commentators agree that the mention of the Levites 

here is secondary, the contribution of a late, possibly Deuteronomistic, editor who 
insisted that the holy object must have had an appropriate retinue of Levites (contrast, 
however, Ehrlich 1910:313). Compare, for example, the Levites added by the Chroni
cler (I Chronicles 15) to the party David organized to bring the ark into Jerusalem (II 
Samuel 6). Compare also I Sam 6:16. 

They put down. Hebrew wayya~fqu, for which we might have expected wayya~fgu, 
as in 6: 17. But this form receives support from (I) its occurrence in Josh 7:23 (way
ya~fqum, "and they put them down"), (2) the use of Ugaritic y~q b'ap- to describe the 
placing of solid foods in front of a horse in the hippiatric texts (CTCA 160 [ = UT' 
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55).3,5,9,29; 161 [= 56).11,16,20,22), and the comparable use of Biblical Hebrew 
yii.~aq/hi~~iq lipne PN in reference to serving foods, as explained in the first NOTE at 
13:9, and (3) the use of the passive participle mu~ii.q to mean "fixed in place" in Job 
11:15 (cf. 22: 16) and Rabbinic Hebrew (Jastrow 590). Taken together, the evidence 
suggests that y~q. "set," is less likely to be a semantic extension of y~q. "pour out," than 
a dialectal variant of y~g. "set"; cf. Gordon 1965:413-14 (§19.1141). 

25-26. Wiirthwein (1974:43) assigns these verses, together with v. 29, to his "pro
David" redaction, while Langlamet (l 976b:352) considers them part of his "theologi
cal-sapiential" redaction (see the Introduction, p. 14). According to Veijola (1975:46), 
they derive from the hand of the Deuteronomistic historian; but the language is not 
Deuteronomistic (cf. Langlamet 1976a:l24). It is true that David is cast in a favorable 
light here, but, as explained in the COMMENTS on §§ XXIV-XXXIII, I regard the 
original story of Abishalom's rebellion to have been favorable to David. Langlamet's 
remark on the duplication in the beginnings of vv. 25 and 27, therefore, does not seem 
to me to be sufficient evidence to strike vv. 25-26 as redactional. 

25. its camping place. Hebrew nii.wehU, "a specific designation of a tent shrine" 
(Cross 1973: 125, in reference to newe qodsekii.. "your holy encampment," in Exod 
15:13). On nii.weh. "camping place," see Edzard 1959; Malamat 1962:146; 1971:16-17. 
Contrast Rupprecht 1977:93-95. 

28. the steppes of the wilderness. The Jordan Valley north of the Dead Sea. The royal 
party will stop on the west bank (16:14) and await word from Jerusalem (17:15tf.). 

30. the Slope of the Olives. This probably refers to the steep ascent of the second (Jebel 
e\-Tur) of the three summits of the Mount of Olives, which rose east and northeast of 
Davidic Jerusalem. It is possible, though, that ma'ii/e hazzetfm, "the Slope of the 
Olives," was an older name for har hazzetim. "the Mount of Olives," which is not 
attested before the post-exilic period (Zech 14:4 [bis)). 

31. David's petition to Yahweh is given great stress by von Rad (1966:200). David 
utters these words as he climbs the Slope of Olives. When he reaches the top, a place 
of worship (v. 32), he will find, as if in answer to his prayer, a man who "can frustrate 
Ahithophel's counsel" (v. 34). All of this looks ahead to the report ofHushai's masquer
ade in 17:5-14. 

Langlamet, who, like Wiirthwein (1974:33-42), regards 17:5-14 as part of a pro
Davidic redaction of the succession narrative, considers the present verse (along with 
most of v. 34) to be secondary; see Langlamet l 976b:352-53 and especially 1978:59-61. 
David's prayer, says Langlamet, anticipates the frustration of Ahithophel's counsel (cf. 
17: l 4b) in the work of a redactor who sought to demonstrate the divine control of the 
events leading to the rejection of Abishalom in favor of Solomon. 

32. the summit, where God was worshiped. The only known place of worship on the 
Mount of Olives was the so-called Mount of Corruption (har hammas~it) of II Kings 
23: 13, where foreign gods are said to have been honored at the instigation of Solomon's 
foreign wives. But the Mount of Corruption was probably the southern limit of the 
Mount of Olives, whereas David, on his way to Bahurim (16: 15), seems to be crossing 
the middle summit, as explained in the NOTE at v. 30. Was "the priestly city of Nob" 
(I Sam 22:19) located atop the Jebel e\-Tur (cf. Voigt 1923; Albright 1932b:413)? 

Hushai the Archite. The name ~usay may belong to a common type that indicates 
ethnic origin, suggesting that the family came from sua~. "Shuah" (sic!: cf. ~usa [I 
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"something good" for David, not to retribution on Shimei, whose execution will take 
place after David's death. These verses (10-12) correspond in tone to David's reply to 
Abishai in I Sam 26:9-11. Both passages exhibit David's piety towards the god of Israel 
and forbearance in dealing with the house of Saul. Thus they tend to strengthen his 
claim on the Israelite throne, and they belong, in all probability, to the earliest form 
of each narrative. The meaning of David's reply in the present passage can be para
phrased as follows. It is obvious from the circumstances of David's flight that he is now 
living under the impact of a curse. He is in exile from his home and his own son has 
become his enemy. All this must reflect the divine will. It is hardly surprising, therefore, 
that Yahweh should put a curse against David in the mouth of a Benjaminite. Nor 
would it be proper or possible to change things by slaying Shimei. Instead, the attitude 
that David takes is one of patience and trust in Yahweh. He hopes for "something 
good" in return for the curse he must now endure; this evidently looks ahead to his 
restoration. See, further, the COMMENT. 

10. What do you ... have against me? That is, mallf [ma+lf. GK' §§37bc] weliikem. 
lit. "What do you and I have (between us)?" exactly as in 19:23. Comparison with other 
passages(Judg 11:12; I Kings 17:18; II Chron 35:21) shows that this most often means, 
"What issue or grievance is there between us that you should want to harm me?" Thus 
David is saying to Abishai here and in 19:23, "What do you sons of Zeruiah have 
against me, that you continuously cause me trouble?" David's point is that it would 
be disastrous for him to take Abishai's advice. A good discussion of this idiom, which 
occurs as a Semitism in John 2:4 (Snaith 1945:14), can be found in Brown 1966:99, 
though I cannot agree with his interpretation of the present passage as meaning "This 
is not our concern." 

13.following ... cursiag. Hebrew hiilok wayqallil, an infinitive absolute coordinated 
with an imperfect consecutive, as in I Sam 19:23. See GK' §I 13t, I Samuel, p. 329, 
and, in the present volume, the NOTE at 13:19. 

COMMENT 

When news of the revolt reaches the king, he immediately departs, marching 
out of the capital city with his private army to seek safety in the wilderness. 

This description of David's flight from Jerusalem might be subtitled "Many 
Meetings." Beginning with his arrival at the last house in the outskirts of 
the city ( 15: 17), David has a series of important encounters as he crosses the 
Kidron (15:23), makes his way up the Mount of Olives (15:30) and over the 
summit (16:2) to Bahurim (16:5), from which his company winds down finally 
to the Jordan (16:14). Along the way, at stages in the journey, David meets 
Ittai the Gittite (15:18b-22), the priests Zadok and Abiathar (15:24--29), Hu
shai the Archite (15:31-37), Ziba, the steward of Meribbaal (16: 1--4), and the 
Benjaminite agitator Shimei (16:5-13). 

Each of these meetings prepares the reader for some part of the story to 
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follow, the issue immediately at stake being loyalty or disloyalty to David in 
the struggle to come. Ittai and his men, for example, show themselves staunch 
in their allegiance despite their foreign birth. Ittai will command a third of 
David's army in the battle in the Forest of Ephraim (18:2). Zad~k and Abia
thar, too, are prepared to go into exile with David, but he sends them b.ack. 
They-and more especially their sons Ahimaaz and Jonathan-will play im
portant roles in the little drama of advising and strategy presented in 16: 
15-17:23, roles anticipated by David's instructions to them here in 15:27-28. 
Similarly, Hushai, who will play the key role in that drama, is introduced to 
us here for the first time. As we shall see, the rebels' disregard for the advice 
of Ahithophel will predetermine the outcome of the battle in the Forest of 
Ephraim, and it is in David's conversations with Zadok and Hushai in the 
present episode that an effective plan for subverting the counsels.of Abishalom 
is formulated. The meetings with Ziba and Shimei, on the other hand, look 
beyond the battle to the king's return to Jerusalem. David's final disposition 
of the case of Meribbaal in 19:25-31 will be based in part on the testimony Ziba 
gives here; similarly, the pardon of Shimei in 19: 17-24 will be granted against 
the background of his behavior here. 

David Under the Curse 

At the same time that he is preparing us for events to come, however, the 
narrator is working out the central thematic issue of his account of Abisha
lom's revolt. He is fashioning a structure of responsibility, blame, and divine 
censure that becomes increasingly visible as the story goes along. In David's 
attitude towards the disposition of the ark and the chief priests we see a king 
prepared to submit fully to the divine will. We can speak of David's trust in 
Yahweh if we want. The main point, however, seems to be his resignation to 
Yahweh's will, whatever it might be. "Let him deal with me as seems best to 
him!" he says (I 5:26). The reader is naturally caught up in this attitude of 
patient resignation and finds himself as willing as David to see in the resolution 
of the story a demonstration uf what the divine will actually is. This attitude 
is reinforced by the narration of the Shimei incident, in which David again 
shows himself ready to submit to whatever Yahweh has in store. In this case 
the king's resignation is set in high relief by the contrasting example of one 
of the always precipitate sons ofZeruiah. As at other times, "David is prepared 
to allow that the kingdom is not his to grasp or cling to but lies in the hands 
of others to give" (Gunn 1978: 102). Again this passivity on David's part guides 
the reader in his own judgment: Events will show what Yahweh has in mind. 

If events reveal the divine will, however, what can be concluded from the 
present situation? The king is marching into exile, but his flight seems some
times to have the character of a religious pilgrimage rather than a strategic 
military retreat (Gressmann). He submits to the ordeal with humility. It is as 
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if he is the object of severe divine disapproval. Indeed, as many commentators 
stress (Caspari, etc.), details of the narrative suggest that his journey over the 
Mount of Olives was made as an act of penance: "All the land was weeping 
aloud," (15:,23) and as for the king himself, "His head was bare and he went 
along barefooted" (15:30). Ackroyd sees in these details evidence that "the 
story of an actual rebellion is being told under the influence of forms which 
belong to worship, in which the humiliation and triumph of the king are 
celebrated not as historical events but as indications of the king's relationship 
to God" (cf. Psalm 89, especially vv. 39-46 [38-45]). I prefer to interpret the 
penitential character of the procession as evidence that David-and the narra
tor-understood his exile from the city as a situation to which a penitential 
response was somehow appropriate. 

This is consistent with David's attitude towards Shimei. The Ber1jaminite 
curses him, and he is resigned even to. this. "Leave him alone and let him 
curse," he says ( 16: 11 ). Nor does he deny the validity of the curse. "If someone 
curses that way, it is because Yahweh has said, 'Curse David!' to him" (16:10). 
In other words, David himself admits that Shimei is cursing him because 
"Yahweh has told him to" (16: 11). It follows that David's penitential behavior 
is an acknowledgment that his exile should be interpreted as evidence of a curse 
under the impact of which he has come. This does not mean that he accepts 
the interpretation of the curse made by Shimei in 16:8 (see the NOTE there). 
If the curse had arisen from David's shedding of Saulid blood, he could hardly 
hope, as he does in v. 12, that "Yahweh will take notice of my affliction and 
requite me with something good in place of [Shimei's] curse." 

Why, then, is David cursed? David himself does not seem to know. Consis
tent with his behavior elsewhere in the story of Abishalom's revolt, his posture 
is one of acceptance and patience. He acknowledges the curse, humbles him
self, and hopes for "something good" to come of it in the end. The reader of 
the larger story has been prepared to interpret David's troubles as the result 
of the crimes reported in chap. 11 (see the COMMENT on § XXII); but now 
we are concerned with the older story of Abishalom's revolt (chaps. l3ff.) and 
the interpretation the original narrator made of the situation. It is uncharacter
istic of the original narrator to be as direct and explicit as the prophetic author 
of chap. 12. In the older story, therefore, the reasons for the curse are implied 
in the events themselves without recourse to interpretive passages like 12:7-12. 
Nevertheless, the reasons are clear. All of this began with the "sacrilege" 
(nebiila) committed by Aminon. As in Joshua 7 and elsewhere, the result of 
such a sacrilege is general disaster (cf. the NOTE at 13: 12). The disaster might 
have been averted ifthe king had punished the perpetrator of the sacrilege, but 
the just king yielded to the devoted father ( 13:21 ). In consequence, the incestu
ous rape was complicated by fratricide, and the disastrous sequence of events 
began. 

David, then, is implicated in the causes of the trouble, but he is not directly 
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responsible. Direct responsibility falls upon Abishalom. The gradual resolu
tion of the crisis thus begun will, accordingly, bring hardship to David, doom 
to Abishalom, and, as we shall see, the narrator will permit-not constrain
his audience to see in this resolution the operation of divine justice. Indeed, 
this quiet providence is already shown to be at work in the present material. 
By his exile and humiliation David has suffered the consequences of his impli
cation in the events of chaps. 13-14. It seems, in fact, that his penalty is paid, 
for at the moment his fortunes reach their low point with the intelligence that 
Ahithophel has defected to the enemy (15:31), he utters a prayer to Yahweh 
and his fortunes begin to change (von Rad 1966:200). At that moment he 
reaches the summit of the Mount of Olives, a place "where God was wor
shiped," and finds Hushai there (15:32). Hushai is quite lite~ally the answer 
to a prayer, for it is he who will defeat the counsel of Ahithophel, thereby 
predetermining, as we have said, the outcome of the showdown in the Forest 
of Ephraim. To be sure, this will be a result of careful planning by David, 
Hushai, and others. But it will not result only from human planning; lest the 
reader be confused on this crucial point of interpretation, the narrator will 
insert an uncharacteristically forthright interpretive parenthesis into his ac
count of the rejection of Ahithophel's counsel (17:14b) as a reminder of Yah
weh's oversight of these events. But we are getting ahead of the story: The 
counsel of Ahithophel and its rejection by Abishalom are reported in the 
material to follow. 
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cross over immediately, or else disaster will befall the king and the 
entire army that is with him!' " 

11Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz were waiting in En-rogel-a maid
servant would come and give them information, and they would go and 
report it to King David-for they could not risk being seen entering the 
city. 18But a soldier saw them and told Abishalom. So they both left 
quickly and went to the house of a man in Bahurim who had a well in 
his yard. They got down into it, 19and the wife took a cover, stretched 
it over the mouth of the well, and spread groats over it, so that nothing 
would be noticed. 20Then when Abishalom's servants came to the 
woman's house and asked her where Jonathan and Ahimaaz were, [she] 
told them, "They went on in the direction of the watercourse." Though 
[the men] sought them, they found nothing, and so they returned to 
Jerusalem. 

21 After they left, [Jonathan and Ahimaaz] climbed out of the well and 
went and made their report to King David. "Arise," they told him, 
"and cross the water quickly, for this is how Ahithophel has given 
counsel against you!" 2280 David and the entire army that was with him 
arose and crossed the Jordan, so that by the morning light there was 
not a straggler who had not crossed the Jordan. 

The Death of Ahithophel 

23 Ahithophel, when he saw that his counsel was not acted upon, 
harnessed his ass and went up to his home in his own city. Having given 
instructions concerning his estate, he hanged himself and died. He was 
buried in the tomb of his father. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

16 15. the men of Israel So LXX8
. MT (cf. LXXL) has "the army (h'm). the men 

of Israel." 
16. to Abishalom LXXL adds eis ten po/in = '/ h'yr. "to the city." 
"Long live the king/" Repeated in MT, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. LXX has zeto he 

basileus = y~y hm/k only once (so MT"'ss). One could argue for haplography in LX)! 
or, as assumed here, dittography in MT. 

18. and these people So MT, LXX8
AMN, etc. LXXL ho laos autou. "and his people,' 

is probably an inner-Greek error for ho /aos houtos (so LXX8
, etc.); cf. v. 14 (LXX8

) 
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to him So MT (qere), LXX, etc.: lw. MT (ketib): I'. 
19. whom should I serve MT lmy 'ny "bd (cf. LXX", etc.). LXXL tinos ego doulos 

and Syr. dmn 'n' 'bd' reflect lmy 'ny 'bd, "whose servant am I?" Ehrlich (1910:315), 
plausibly but without textual support, reads "br for "bd-thus, "to whom should I 
cross over (i.e., transfer my allegiance) ... ?" Joilon (1928:312) suggests "md, also 
changing the preceding lmy to /pny-thus, "before whom should I stand?" (see Ehr
lich's suggestion on "I served" below). 

if not [David's] son MT hlw' lpny bnw (cf. LXX). Syr. has I' hwt b'ydy (hd'), as 
if reflecting I' thyh bydy (z't), "this is not in my hands (under my control)." 

I served All witnesses reflect 'bdty, which is awkward before lpny (Snaith 1945:21) 
and for which Ehrlich (1910:315), again without textual support but with a second from 
Joilon (1928:312), would read 'mdty, "I stood (before)"; cf. I Kings 18:15; etc. 

your father Reading 't 'byk with MTMss, LXXL. MT (cf. LXX"AMN) has lpny 
'byk. 

in your service So MT (cf. LXX", etc.): lpnyk. LXXL reflects 'mk, "with you." 
21. the house LXXAMN: "his house." 
you've become odious MT nb'st, for whiah LXX has kateschynas. reflecting hbyst, 

understood as "you've put (your father) to shame." But hbyst probably arose from a 
defective spelling of hb'yst, a Hip'il variant of nb'st with a similar meaning (cf. I Sam 
27:12). 

and everyone . .. will gain strength So MT: w~zqw ydy kl 'sr 'tk, lit. "and the hands 
of all who are with you will be strong." bXXL has kai kratesousin hai cheires sou kai 
panton ton meta sou, which might reflect an original longer reading, w~zqw ydyk wydy 
kl 'fr 'tk, "and your hands and the hands of all who are with you will be strong," 
shortened by haplography in MT. I assume, however, that LXXL reflects a conflation 
of variants, viz. w~zqw ydyk and w~zqw ydy kl 'fr 'tk. 

22. his father's concubines LXXL: "all his father's concubines." 
23. In those days So MT (cf. Syr., Vulg.): bymym hhm. LXX reflects bymym 

hr'fnym, "in former days." 
had been consulted We read yS'l. lit. "one used to consult," with MT (ketib). MT 

(qere) has yS'l 'yS. Cf. Nedarim 37b. 
17 I. Let me choose So MT, Syr. LXX (emauto) and Vulg. (mihi) add ly, "for 
myself." 

twelve So MT, LXX"AMN, Syr., and Vulg. LXXL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.215): "ten." 
3. will come back Cf. LXXL, OL. MT: "I'll bring back." 
as a bride ... one man MT is defective here and, as first recognized by Thenius 

(so Wellhausen, Ewald [1878:183], Klostermann, Driver, Budde), the primitive text is 
to be recovered from LXX. LXXL (cf. LXX8

, OL) reads: kathos epistrephei (LXX": 
he) nymphe pros ton andra au tis plen psychin andros henos, from which we may restore 
kswb (h)klh 'l 'ysh rq nps 'ys '~d. As Thenius showed, MT suffered further corruption 
after being shortened by haplography involving 'yS(h) and 'ys-thus, kSwb hkl 
(MTM55

: kl) h 'ys 'sr. The objection of Ehrlich (1910:315), recently restated by Bar
thelemy (1980:27-29), that the collocation of kal/a, "bride," with 'fS, "husband," 
instead of ~iitiin, "bridegroom," is "unhebraisch" strikes me as forceless. Are we to 
believe that a newly married man, ~iitiin, was not also called 'is in regard to his bride 
until after the wedding week? Barthelemy argues (p. 28) that the eight days during 



XXIX. THE COUNSEL OF AHITHOPHEL 
(16: 15-17:23) 

16 15Abishalom and all the men of Israel had arrived in Jerusalem, 
and Ahithophel was among them. 

The Arrival of 1Iushai 

16When Hushai the Archite, the Friend of David, came to Abisha
lom, Hushai said to Abishalom, "Long live the king!" 

11"Is this your loyalty to your friend?" said Abishalom to Hushai. 
"Why didn't you go with your friend?" 

18"I didn't," said Hushai to Abishafom, "because him whom Yahweh 
and these people and all the men of Israel have chosen-to him I belong 
and with him I'll stay! 19And in the second place, whom should I serve 
if not [David's] son? Just as I served your father, so I am now in your 
service!" 

Ahithophel's Counsel 

2<>'fhen Abishalom spoke to Ahithophel. "Give us your counsel! What 
shall we do?" 

21 "Go to your father's concubines, the ones he left to keep the house," 
said Ahithophel to Abishalom. "Then all Israel will hear that you've 
become odious to your father, and everyone on your side will gain 
strength." 2280 a tent was pitched for Abishalom on the roof, and 
Abishalom went to his father's concubines in the sight of all Israel. 

23ln those days the counsel Ahithophel gave was regarded as if the 
word of God had been consulted; all of [his] counsel to Abishalom was 
regarded this way, just as it had been to David. 17 1And Ahithophel 
said to Abishalom, "Let me choose twelve thousands of men and go in 
pursuit of David tonight. 21'll come upon him when he is weary and his 
guard is down. I'll surprise him, so that the entire army that is with him 
will desert and I can attack the king alone. 3Then the entire army will 
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come back to you, as a bride comes back to her husband. You seek the 
life of only one man, so the entire army can be at peace." 4This plan 
seemed sound to Abishalom and all the elders of Israel. , 

The Double-dealing of Hushai 

5Then Abishalom said, "Summon Hushai the Archite, and let's hear 
what he has to say." 6And when Hushai came to [him], Abishalom said 
to him, "This is what Ahithophel has advised. Shall we act on his 
advice? And if not, advise us yourselfl" 

1"This time," said Hushai to Abishalom, "the counsel ;\hithophel 
has given is not good. 8You know,'' [he] said, "that your father and his 
men are crack soldiers and that they are embittered, like a bear bereft 
in the wild or a sow snared in the wild. Your father is a warrior: He 
won't spend the night with the army; 9he'll be hidden in a pit or some 
other place. And when the army falls in the first engagement, anyone 
listening will hear it and think, 'There has been a rout of the army that 
follows Abishalom!' " 10Even if he is a stalwart man with the heart of 
a lion, he'll grow faint with fear, for all Israel knows that your father 
is a crack soldier and that those who are with him are stalwart men. 

11 "Instead, I myself must offer counsel as follows: Let all Israel, from 
Dan to Beersheba, gather about you, as many as the sands of the sea, 
so that you personally may travel among them. 12We'll come upon 
[David] in one of the places where he can be found and descend upon 
him as fog descends over the ground; and of him and the men with him 
not even one will be spared. 131f he withdraws into a city, all Israel will 
bring ropes to that city and drag it down into the wadi until not a pebble 
can be found there!" 

14Abishalom and all Israel thought that the counsel of Hushai the 
Archite was better than the counsel of Ahithophel. (For Yahweh had 
ordained that the counsel of Ahithophel should be frustrated, so that 
[he] might bring misfortune upon Abishalom.) 

Hushai Informs David 
15Then Hushai said to Zadok and Abiathar, the priests, "This is how 

Ahithophel counseled Abishalom and the elders of Israel, and this is 
how I myself counseled them. 16Quickly now, send word to David as 
follows: 'Don't spend the night in the steppes of the wilderness, but 
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cross over immediately, or else disaster will befall the king and the 
entire army that is with him!' " 

11Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz were waiting in En-rogel-a maid
servant would come and give them information, and they would go and 
report it to King David-for they could not risk being seen entering the 
city. 18But a soldier saw them and told Abishalom. So they both left 
quickly and went to the house of a man in Bahurim who had a well in 
his yard. They got down into it, 19and the wife took a cover, stretched 
it over the mouth of the well, and spread groats over it, so that nothing 
would be noticed. 2°Then when Abishalom's servants came to the 
woman's house and asked her where Jonathan and Ahimaaz were, [she] 
told them, "They went on in the direction of the watercourse." Though 
[the men] sought them, they found nothing, and so they returned to 
Jerusalem. 

21 After they left, [Jonathan and Ahimaaz] climbed out of the well and 
went and made their report to King David. "Arise," they told him, 
"and cross the water quickly, for this is how Ahithophel has given 
counsel against you!" 22So David and the entire army that was with him 
arose and crossed the Jordan, so that by the morning light there was 
not a straggler who had not crossed the Jordan. 

The Death of Ahithophel 

21 Ahithophel, when he saw that his counsel was not acted upon, 
harnessed his ass and went up to his home in his own city. Having given 
instructions concerning his estate, he hanged himself and died. He was 
buried in the tomb of his father. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

16 15. the men of Israel So LXX8
. MT (cf. LXXL) has "the army (h'm), the men 

of Israel." 
16. to Abishalom LXXL adds eis ten po/in = 'I h'yr, "to the city." 
"Long live the king!" Repeated in MT, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. LXX has zero he 

basi/eus = y~y hmlk only once (so MTMss). One could argue for haplography in LX)I 
or, as assumed here, dittography in MT. 

18. and these people So MT, LXX8"MN, etc. LXXL ho laos autou, "and his people,' 
is probably an inner-Greek error for ho taos houtos (so LXX8

, etc.); cf. v. 14 (LXX8
) 
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to him So MT (qere), LXX, etc.: lw. MT (ketib): I'. 
19. whom should I serve MT lmy 'ny "bd (cf. LXX8

, etc.). LXXL tinos ego doulos 
and Syr. dmn 'n' 'bd' reflect lmy 'ny 'bd, "whose servant am I?" Ehrlich (1910:315), 
plausibly but without textual support, reads "br for "bd-thus, "to whom should I 
cross over (i.e., transfer my allegiance) ... 1" Joiion (1928:312) suggests "md, also 
changing the preceding lmy to lpny---thus, "before whom should I stand?" (see Ehr
lich's suggestion on "I served" below). 

if not [David's] son MT hlw' lpny bnw (cf. LXX). Syr. has I' hwt b'ydy (hd'), as 
if reflecting I' thyh bydy (z't}, "this is not in my hands (under my control)." 

I served All witnesses reflect 'bdty, which is awkward before lpny (Snaith 1945:21) 
and for which Ehrlich (1910:315), again without textual support but with a second from 
Joiion (1928:312), would read 'mdty, "I stood (before)"; cf. I Kings 18:15; etc. 

your father Reading 't 'byk with MTMss, LXXL. MT (cf. LXXBAMN) has lpny 

'byk. . 
in your service So MT (cf. LXX", etc.): lpnyk. LXXL reflects 'mk, "with you." 
21. the house LXXAMN: "his house." 
you've become odious MT nb'st, for whiah LXX has kateschynas, reflecting hbyst, 

understood as "you've put (your father) to shame." But hbyst probably arose from a 
defective spelling of hb'yst, a Hip'il variant of nb'st with a similar meaning (cf. I Sam 
27:12). 

and everyone . .. will gain strength So MT: w~zqw ydy kl 'sr 'tk, lit. "and the hands 
of all who are with you will be strong." ~XXL has kai kratesousin hai cheires sou kai 
pantiin ton meta sou, which might reflect an original longer reading, w~zqw ydyk wydy 
kl 'fr 'tk, "and your hands and the hands of all who are with you will be strong," 
shortened by haplography in MT. I assume, however, that LXXL reflects a conflation 
of variants, viz. w~zqw ydyk and w~zqw ydy kl 'sr 'tk. 

22. his father's concubines LXXL: "all his father's concubines." 
23. In those days So MT (cf. Syr., Vulg.): bymym hhm. LXX reflects bymym 

hr'foym, "in former days." 
had been consulted We read yS'l, lit. "one used to consult," with MT (ketib). MT 

(qere) has yS'l 'ys. Cf. Nedarim 37b. 
17 I. Let me choose So MT, Syr. LXX (emauto) and Vulg. (mihi) add ly, "for 
myself." 

twelve So MT, LXX"AMN, Syr., and Vulg. LXXL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.215): "ten." 
3. will come back er. LXXL, OL. MT: "I'll bring back." 
as a bride ... one man MT is defective here and, as first recognized by Thenius 

(so Wellhausen, Ewald [1878: 183], Klostermann, Driver, Budde), the primitive text is 
to be recovered from LXX. LXXL (cf. LXX", OL) reads: kathos epistrephei (LXX8

: 

he) nymphe pros ton andra autes plen psychen andros henos, from which we may restore 
kSwb (h)klh 'l 'ysh rq nps 'ys '~d. As Thenius showed, MT suffered further corruption 
after being shortened by haplography involving 'ys(h) and 'yS--thus, kSwb hkl 
(MTMss, kl) h'ys 'sr. The objection of Ehrlich (1910:315), recently restated by Bar
thelemy (1980:27-29), that the collocation of kal/a, "bride," with 'fS, "husband," 
instead of ~iitiin, "bridegroom," is "unhebraisch" strikes me as forceless. Are we to 
believe that a newly married man, ~iitiin. was not also called 'is in regard to his bride 
until after the wedding week? Barthelemy argues (p. 28) that the eight days during 
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which a bride was properly ka/la would be insufficient time for her to become estranged 
from her husband and return to him. But here Barthelemy has missed the point of the 
metaphor: From the point of view of the conspirators, the army with David is properly 
the new bride of the new king = husband, Abishalom. 

so the entire army Read wk/h'm with MTM55, LXX, Syr., Vulg., and Targ. "55
. MT 

has kl h'm. 
5. Summon Singular in MT; plural in LXX, Syr., and Vulg. 
Hushai Preceded by gm in MT and LXX. We omit gm with MTMss, Syr. 
At the end of the verse MT adds gm hw', "he, too" (emphatic, GK' §1351), which 

we omit with LXXL. 
6. to him LXXL: "to Hushai." In most witnesses /'mr follows, but it is probably 

to be omitted with MTMss. Syr., and a few other witnesses. 
This ... advised So MT: kdbr hzh dbr ·~ytpl. LXXL reflects kdbr hzh 'fr dbr 

·~ytpl, to be read as indirect discourse, ". . . (spoke to him) about the thing that 
Ahithophel had advised." 

And if not So MTMss (cf. LXX, Syr.): w'm 'yn. MT has 'm 'yn. "lfnot. ... " LXX 
he pos probably reflects 'm 'yk, "Or (?) how (do you advise us)?" 

7. the counsel So MT, LXXL. LXX8AMN: "this counsel." 
8. said LXXL, Vulg.: "said again." 
his men LXXL: "the men with him." 
crack soldiers MT gbrym. "strong men, crack soldiers," for which LXX seems to 

have read gbrym m 'd (sphodra), "very strong men." 
or a sow snared in the wild This has fallen out of MT because of haplography ("in 

the wild ... in the wild"). It can be restored on the basis of LXX8 kai hos hys tracheia 
en to pedio = wk~zyrh rksh ( = rekusii?) bsdh. If the two metaphors are old variants, 
the sow has better claim to originality than the bear, which has parallels (see the NOTE). 

9. he'll be hidden That is, hnh hw' n~b'. Before hnh LXX adds the conjunction; 
omit with MT. After hnh MT adds 'th. "even now"; omit with OL and one MS of 
LXXL. 

the army So LXXL: ton laon = h'm. MT has bhm. "(some) among them" (?). 
will hear it Followed in LXX"N by kai pataxei = whkh. "and he (?) will defeat 

(them)." 
11. Instead ... as follows Reading ky kh y·~ 'nky y'~ty on the basis of LXX8 hoti 

houtos symbouleuon ego synebouleusa. MT ky y'~ty is haplographic (ky ... 'nky). 
about you Omitted by LXXN. MT (cf. LXX8A) has 'lyk. LXXLM reflect '/yk. 
as the sands of the sea MT k~wl 'fr 'I hym. lit. "as the sand that is beside the sea." 

MTM55
, Targ. Ms have the standard expression k~wl 'fr '/ spt hym. "as the sands that 

are upon the shore of the sea" (BHS). 
among them MT has bqrb, understood as baqrab. "into battle"; but qeriib is 

probably an Aramaism and late. Most critics read bqrbm on the basis of LXX19
> en 

mesa auton. We should probably, however, read bqrbw (the antecedent being kl yfr'l), 
the final -w having been Jost before the initial w- of the following word. 

12. upon (I) Cf. LXXALMN, Syr., Targ., Vulg. MT, LXX 8
: "to." 

the men Cf. LXX8"N. MT, LXXL (cf. LXXA), Syr.: "all the men." 
13. can be found So MT, LXXL, OL, and Vulg. (nmf). LXX8AMN, Syr., and Targ. 

has "is left" (nS'r). 
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14. all Israel Cf. LXXL, OL, Syr. MT, LXX"AMN, Vulg., Targ.: "all the men of 

Israel." 
the counsel of Ahithophel (1) LXX": "the good counsel of Ahithophel." 
the counsel of Ahithophel (2) MT, LXXAMN: "the good counsel of Ahlthophel." OL 

(cf. LXXL): "the counsel of Ahithophel and the counsel of Abishalom." 
At the end of the verse LXX"A add panta, "all" (as if "every misfortune"), which 

is out of place here. Omit with MT, LXXLMN. 
15. Hushai So MT, LXXAL, OL. LXX"MN: "Hushai the Archite." 
the priests Omitted by OL, which may preserve the primitive situation at this point. 
the elders of Syr.: "all." 
16. Quickly now, send word That is, w'th sl~w mhrh whgydw, lit. "And now, send 

quickly and inform." LXXL kai nyn speusantes apangeilate seems to reflect a shorter 
and perhaps superior reading: w'th mhrw hgydw, "And now, quickly inform." 

David So MT, LXX"AMN, and Syr. LXXL: "to the king." OL: "to.King David." 
in the steppes MT b'rbwt (cf. LXX). Several MSS of MT have b'brwt, "in the 

passes" (BHS); cf. 15:28. 
cross over immediately We read 'br mhr on the basis of LXX"AMN diabainon speuson 

(cf. LXXL: diabethi ta hydata = 'br hmym, "cross over the waters"; cf. vv. 20, 21). 
MT has an alternative with its own claim to originality: 'bwr t'br, "you must cross 
over." 

17. entering So MT: lbw' (cf. LXX", etc.). MTM5
: wlbw', "or entering" (cf. LXXL, 

Syr., Vulg.). 
18. Bahurim So MT: b~wrym (cf. LXX"AMN, etc.). LXXL baithchorron suggests 

byt ~rwn, "Beth-horon." 
who had MT wlw, lit. "and belonging to him (was)." LXXL reflects wl'ys, "and 

belonging to the man (was)." 
19. the mouth of So MTMss (py}, LXXL, OL, Syr., Targ., and Vulg. MT (pny), 

Lxx•AMN: "the surface of." 
20. in the direction of the watercourse MT is obscure, reading mykl hmym. The 

assignment of a meaning like "water-channel" to mfkal is arbitrary (cf. Driver). The 
versions offer indirect help at best, but Barthelemy's attempt to interpret all the ver
sional readings as interpretations of MT (I 980:2fr..27) is forced. LXX" has mikron tou 
hydatos, "a little bit of water," but the original scribe wrote meikron tou hydatos, 
suggesting that m(e)ikron arose from a transliteration of an obscure Hebrew original; 
that is, mykl may have been rendered meichal, which became mikron in an attempt 
to make Greek sense of it (cf. 16:1, LXXL). OL and Josephus (Ant. 7.226) suggest that 
the woman is saying that the two young men stopped by for water (OL prendere 
aqua) and then went on, but v. 21 shows that "the water" probably refers to the Jordan. 
LXXL has speudontes (cf. OL, Vulg.M55

), "hurrying," upon which we might suspect the 
influence of v. 21 (mhrh 't hmym); but there is nothing here corresponding to hmym 
(a point on which the note in BHS is misleading). In view of MT mykl hmym, it is 
graphically most likely that speudontes reflects mbhlym, confusion of k and b being 
common in scripts of the fourth through first centuries B.C. This suggests that MT's 
reading may derive from an original •mybl hmym, from which LXXL mbhlym also 
arose. Tentatively, I read miyyebal hammayim. For yiibiil, "(water)course," see Isa 
30:25 and 44:4. 
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Josephus (Ant. 7.227) amplifies the woman's speech, adding that "She predicted that 
if they pursued them promptly they would overtake them." Here we detect the inftu
ence of Josh 2:5 on Josephus or his Vorlage. 

21. they told him So LXXLMN, OL, Syr. (cf. Vulg.). MT, LXX"\ Targ.: "they told 
David." 

22. there was not . .. the Jordan So MT: 'd '~d /' n 'dr 'fr /' 'br 't hyrdn, lit. "until 
one did not lag behind who had not crossed the Jordan." LXXL (cf. OL) is different: 
heiis IOU me apokalypthenai ton /ogon houtiis diebesan ton iordanen = 'd blty h'dr dbr 
kh 'brw 't hyrdn, "until not a thing was left behind. Thus they crossed the Jordan." 

23. his ass So LXX, Syr., and Vulg. MT: "the ass." 
the tomb of his father LXXAL: "the house of his father." 

NOTES 

16 16. the Friend of David. See the NOTE at 15:37. 
"Long live the king!" As shown by de Boer (1955), Lipinski (1965:352), and Met

tinger (1976:131-37), the expression ye~f hammelek, lit. "May the king live!" is not 
merely a wish for the well-being of the king. It is an acclamation by which royal 
authority is officially recognized and assented to; according to Mettinger it is actually 
an elliptical form of an oath of allegiance. In any case, it is uttered here with exquisite 
irony. Abishalom assumes the sentiment is directed at him, whereas Hushai is secretly 
thinking of David. (Compare David's similarly sly words to Achish of Gath in I Sam 
29:8.) 

17. your loyalty. Hebrew ~asdeka, on which see the NOTES at 2:5,6; 9:1; 10:1; and, 
with regard to the present passage, Sakenfeld 1978:31-32. Abishalom, says Sakenfeld, 
"perceives Hushai's abandoning of David as the failure to do ~esed. Yet by this 
ingenious tum of phrase the narrator of course suggests to the reader that Hushai's 
action is in fact his ~esed for David. David's life depends on Hushai's act of ~esed." 
So also Conroy 1978:114. 

your friend (bis). If we are correct in concluding that Hushai was called "the Friend 
of David" (v. 16) as an honorific title, as explained in the NOTE at 15:37, we must 
conclude with de Vaux (1961b:vol. 1:123) that Abishalom here, by twice referring to 
David as Hushai's "friend," is making a sarcastic play on words. 

18. Hushai pretends to believe Abishalom to be king by divine election as well as 
popular acclamation ("him whom Yahweh ... and all the men of Israel have chosen"). 
On the equation of popular acclaim with divine choice, see Schmidt 1970: 180--81.187. 

19. And in the second place. Hebrew wehassenft, uncommon or unique in such a use 
in the Bible (cf. Conroy 1978: 133 n. 75), but compare the common use of fonita(m) 
with the same force in Amama Akkadian (Caspari). 

21-22. By claiming the royal harem Abishalom publicizes his claim to the throne 
(cf. Tsevat 1958b). Compare, in this regard, Solomon's reaction to Adonijah's request 
for Abishag, the last woman to sleep in David's bed (I Kings 2:22-23), and the 
possibility that David himself took over Saul's harem (see the NOTE at 12:8). In 12: 11 
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-which, as we have seen (the COMMENTS on §§ XXI, XXII), probably belongs to a 
later, prophetically oriented introduction to the story of Abishalom's revolt-this 
incident was anticipated as retributory for David's sin with Bathsheba. I do not agree, 
however, that the present verses (along with v. 23 and the words "Give us your 
counsel!" in v. 20) are secondary to the story of the revolt itself, as argued by Langlamet 
(1977; 1978; cf. 1976b:353) following Wiirthwein (1974:36) and ultimately Cook 
( 1899/1900: 162-64, l 76). 

It was Cook's position that two originally independent accounts of the frustration 
of Ahithophel's counsel have been combined in our story, a conclusion reached after 
close examination of the events that ensue in chap. 17, where Cook finds internal 
contradictions. We are told that Hushai's counsel, which calls for a delay and muster 
of the army, was taken. But at certain points it seems that Ahithophel's plan for an 
immediate night attack has been adopted after all (17:16,21). Similarly, Wiirthwein 
argues for redactional expansion. According to the original narrative, Hushai, having 
been instructed by David to frustrate Ahithophel's counsel (15:34), does so by reporting 
the counsel, which was accepted by Abishalom, to David in time for him to escape. 
To this, says Wiirthwein, a later redactor added David's prayer that Ahithophel's 
counsel be made foolish (15:31), together with the present verses (16:21-22), which 
show Ahithophel giving counsel that is, in Wiirthwein's opinion, foolish. Also second
ary is Hushai's advice (17:5-14), counseling a delay in the departure of the army, and 
its acceptance by Abishalom. The purpose of the secondary material, says Wiirthwein, 
is to cast David in a favorable light by showing that Yahweh was on his side. Langla
met's position is somewhat different. He, too, finds pro-Davidic editing in the passage, 
but he relates the prayer in 15:31 directly to the rejection of Ahithophel's counsel in 
favor of Hushai's in 17:5-14. The present verses, 16:21-22, he assigns to a still later 
redaction (cf. 1978:69-73). Budde, in criticism of Cook, and Gunn (1978:115-16), in 
criticism ofWiirthwein, have shown that the unevenness of the narrative is not so severe 
as to require the postulation of multiple sources or redactions. Certainly Gunn is 
correct in concluding that there is nothing foolish about the advice given in 16:21-22. 
The NOTES that follow will show how I interpret the problematic passages. 

21. you've become odious to your father. Compare I Sam 13:3-4, where Saul blew the 
shofar to publicize the fact that the Israelites had become odious or obnoxious (lit. "had 
begun to stink") to the Philistines. The signal used to publicize the present rebellion 
is no more subtle, especially since the shofar has already been sounded (15: 10). 

23. the word of God. That is, a divine oracle, which seems in this period to have been 
obtained through the use of an ephod and the sacred lots, as explained in the NOTE 
at 5:19. 
17 1-4. The soundness of Ahithophel's plan lies in its emphasis on swift action. 
David's army is weary and disorganized, not yet ready to withstand an assault from 
even a moderate force. Ahithophel, therefore, wants to attack while his enemy is 
vulnerable. He knows that, given minimal time, David, an expert and seasoned guerrilla 
warrior, will be able to organize a formidable force of his own and make his position 
secure. We may wonder if Ahithophel underestimates the loyalty of the king's private 
army in expecting them to desert in the face of a sudden attack (cf. the fallowing NOTE). 
But we shall not find out: The counsel of Ahithophel will finally be rejected in favor 
of that of Hushai. 
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3. as a bride comes back to her husband. See the Textual Note on ·"as a bride 
... one man." A "bride" (kallti) is a young woman recently married or about to be 
married. Ahithophel's metaphor describes the army with David as a bride taken away 
from her new husband, the new king Abishalom. Given a chance, says the wise man, 
she will return willingly. In view of what we know of the loyalty of men like Ittai 
(15:19-22), however, we must doubt that the wise man is correct. Ahithophel turns out 
to be foolish in attributing his own fickleness to other men, and, ironically, it is the 
loyalty of Hushai, who seems fickle but is not, that will defeat Ahithophel's counsel. 

5-14. Wiirthwein (1974:33-35,40-42) and Langlamet (1976b:353-54; 1978:67-74; 
cf. Cook 1899/1900:163-64) regard these verses, together with vv. 15b and 23, as 
secondary, part of the pro-Davidic redaction they believe this material to have under
gone; see the NOTES at 16:21-22 and 14:2-22, with which Langlamet finds a number 
of points of contact in the present passage. Mettinger (1976:29) considers vv. 5-14 to 
be Deuteronomistic. 

7-10. Hushai's arguments against Ahithophel's plan are specious. He says that, like 
a wild animal, David will be more dangerous if cornered (v. Sa). A sudden night attack 
will fail because David, a member of the warrior elite ('iS mil~amti), will not sleep on 
the open field with mere troops (ha'am) but in some special and hard-to-find place (vv. 
8b-9a). Because of the reputation of David's army (v. I Ob), moreover, anyone overhear
ing the clash of troops at night would assume that Abishalom's forces had been bested 
(v. 9b). The only result of Ahithophel's plan would be to start a panic among Abisha
lom's own supporters (v. lOa)! 

7. not good. Not good for David! Again Hushai's sly words cut two ways. Cf. Conroy 
1978: 114. 

8. like a bear bereft in the wild. Cf. Hos 13:8; Prov 17:12. The sow metaphor, 
however, is unparalleled (cf. Ps 80:14 [80:13]), and Wellhausen doubts it is Hebraic. 

11-13. Hushai's plan, which he knows will give David time to organize his defenses, 
is that Abishalom will wait until he can muster the entire army available to him (v. 
I la), that Abishalom himself will lead the army (v. 11 b), and that they will fall upon 
David en masse and annihilate his force (v. 12). He advises, in other words, taking time 
for a call-up of the conscript army of "all Israel, from Dan to Beersheba." There is no 
reason to hurry, he implies, because with an army of that size Abishalom will be able 
to overwhelm David wherever he might go, even into a fortified city. The effect of the 
adoption of this plan will be to permit David to rest (cf. 16:14), to obtain provisions 
for his army (17:27-29), to organize his forces (18: l-2a), and, perhaps most impor
tantly, to select the terrain on which the battle will be fought (18:6). In the Forest of 
Ephraim the advantage of the superior numbers Abishalom here elects to muster will 
be minimized, as we shall see. 

11. all Israel, from Dan to Beersheba. Hushai's description of the forces available 
to Abishalom is important evidence for the position adopted in the COMMENT on 
§ XXVII that not only Israel but also Judah was involved in the revolt. Those historians 
who hold that Judah remained loyal or neutral must regard the description as second
ary or illusory. According to Alt ( 1968:298 n. 152), for example, it arises from "political 
nostalgia," and Flanagan ( 197 S: 108-9) calls it "a deliberate and theatrical exaggera
tion." I take it to be original and to mean what it says. Abishalom can, at least 
theoretically, call up a huge army of tribal militia from both Judah and Israel. The 
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cliche "from Dan to Beersheba," as a merismatic description of greater Israel (see the 
NOTE at 3:10), occurs elsewhere in Samuel in Deuteronomistic (II Sam 3:10) and 
prophetic (I Sam 3:20) contexts, but in II Sam 24:2, 15 and the present passage it derives 
from Davidic times. ' 

as many as the sands of the sea. Cf. Judg 7:12; I Sam 13:5; I Kings 4:20; 5:9; etc. 
12. as fog descends upon the ground. Fog (!al) is not used elsewhere in the Bible in 

a military metaphor. Conroy (1978: 125 n. 46), however, calls attention to the compari
son of the cavalry of the Sons of Light to "clouds or banks of fog" in the War Scroll 
from Qumran (IQM12:9; 19:12). There, as here, the allusion is to the enveloping of the 
enemy by an enormous number of troops. 

14. (For Yahweh . .. upon Abishalom.). This parenthesis is the last of three theologi
cally explicit passages (11:27; 12:24; and 17:14) stressed by von Rad (1966:199-200) 
as crucial to the interpretation of the succession narrative (see the NOTE at l 1:27b 
[§ XXII]). The reader is reminded of David's fleeting prayer in 15:31,."Make Ahith
ophel's counsel foolish, 0 Yahweh!" As explained in the COMMENT on§ XXVIII, the 
meeting with Hushai at a place "where God was worshiped" (15:32) immediately after 
this prayer was believed by the narrator to have been providential, not accidental (von 
Rad; cf. Gunn 1978: 108-9). Here was a man who could fulfil David's wish and "frus
trate Ahithophel's counsel" (15:34). Abishalom's fatal choice of counsel, then, was 
divinely influenced in order, again, "that the counsel of Ahithophel should be frus
trated." As explained in the COMMENT below, therefore, this parenthesis is crucial to 
an understanding of the story of Abishalom's revolt: It shows once and for all what 
Yahweh has in mind. Compare the similar parenthesis at the end of I Sam 2:25; its 
interpretive significance for the ark narrative is comparable to that of the present 
parenthesis for the story of Abishalom's revolt (cf. Miller and Roberts 1977:70). 

15-16. The words of David's informants here and in v. 21 present a problem of 
interpretation. Hushai, having reported on Ahithophel's counsel and his own (17:15), 
sends David an urgent warning to cross the Jordan immediately ( 17: 16). When Jona
than and Ahimaaz convey the message to David, the gist of it is the same: "Cross the 
water quickly" (17:21). This urgency might suggest that Ahithophel's plan, which 
called for an immediate march against David (17: 1), was accepted after all. Thus it 
would lend support to a source-critical reconstruction of the story in which the counsel 
of Hushai in 17:5-14 and the allusions to it in l 7:15b and 17:23 are regarded as derived 
from another source or added by a redactor (see the NOTES at 15:31and17:5-14). It 
would follow that in the primary story Ahithophel's advice was accepted, and Hushai, 
whose role was that of an informer only, reported the plan to David in time for him 
to escape. I wonder, however, if the urgency of the message to David is incompatible 
with the story of the counseling contest as it stands. If Ahithophel's plan had been 
accepted, it is doubtful that Hushai could have helped David at all. Ahithophel's march 
was to take place immediately ("tonight," 17: 1 ), and although a swift runner would 
probably have been able to reach David ahead of Ahithophel's army, there would have 
been little time to alert the troops and no hope of marching them across the river before 
the enemy arrived. Hushai's plan gains a few days for David, but still there is no time 
to waste. Moreover, Hushai has learned from Ahithophel that David's present position 
is vulnerable. It is not surprising, therefore, that he urges him to break camp immedi
ately and move into more secure terrain. It is true that Hushai's counsel is not men-
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tioned in v. 21, where the report of Jonathan and Ahimaaz is recorded. But there is 
no reason to assume that the narrator is reporting the entire message at that point. It 
is customary in biblical narrative to summarize or otherwise abbreviate details already 
known to the audience. The message to David is already reduced to summary form in 
Hushai's report to the priests in vv. 15-16. In v. 21, then, we have a summary of a 
summary, and only the most important parts of the message remain. The principal 
things Hushai wants to convey to David are the vulnerability of his present position, 
as revealed by the words of Ahithophel, and the need for swift defensive action. The 
summarized message in v. 21, therefore, mentions Ahithophel's counsel and urges 
David to act ("Cross the water quickly"). 

15. Zadok and Abiathar. The two priests were left in Jerusalem precisely for the 
purpose they serve here. See 15:27-28. 

16. the steppes of the wilderness. Where in 15:28 David told Zadok he would be 
waiting for news (cf. 16:14). Hushai stresses the vulnerability of this position revealed 
by Ahithophel's counsel and urges David to cross immediately to the east bank, putting 
a natural barrier between him and the vast army Abishalom is mustering. 

or else disaster will befall the king. Hebrew pen yebul/a' lammelek. Recent Hebrew 
lexicography distinguishes between bl' I, from *bl', "swallow," and bl' II, from *big, 
"reach, attain, arrive at." The evidence of Arabic balaga suggests that bl' II in Pi'e/ 
might mean "cause (a message) to reach" and thus "inform," and KB', following Jacob 
(1912:287), would render the Pu 'al here and in Job 37:20 as "be informed"-thus, "or 
else the king ... will be informed." But Hushai probably would not refer to Abishalom 
as the king when speaking to David, and the expression "the entire army that is with 
him" ought, as in v. 2, to refer to David's army. Arabic balaga refers to exertion, to 
extreme or excessive action, often with a sense of affliction. Thus Guillaume ( 1962:321) 
compares the form of the present passage to the use of ba/aga in a similar impersonal 
passive construction to refer to the extreme affliction of the subject-thus, "or else 
disaster will befall the king." Our translation follows Guillaume. The alternative is to 
follow G. R. Driver (1934:52) and most translators in taking yebulla' from bl' I in a 
metaphorical sense-"or else the king ... will be swallowed up." 

17. Jonathan and Ahimaaz. The sons of Abiathar and Zadok, implicitly designated 
as messengers by David in 15:27. 

En-rogel. A spring southwest of the City of David in the Wadi Kidron, just south 
of its junction with the Wadi Hinnom (Map 3). It marked one point on the boundary 
of the tribal territories of Benjamin and Judah (Josh 15:7; 18:16). The modem site is 
Bir Ayyub, "Job's Well." 

would come and give ... would go and report. The verbs are frequentative (GK'§ l 12k 
and n. 4) "and express how communication was regularly maintained between David 
and his friends in the city" (Driver). The previous errands thus implied must have taken 
place while David was making his way towards the Jordan (cf. 15:31 ), for there has 
been insufficient time for repeated trips since he arrived there, and this is evidently the 
first message since Abishalom's arrival in Jerusalem (cf. Budde). 

18-20. Compare to this little episode the more elaborate story of Rahab and the spies 
in Joshua 2. Two spies in danger of being discovered are harbored by a woman, who 
successfully deceives and turns away their pursuers. In Josh 2:6 the men are hidden 
on the roof with stalks of flax spread over them; in the present passage they are hidden 
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in a well with groats spread over them. See, in general, Gunn (1976:223-25; 1978: 
44-45), who speaks of the influence of a traditional story pattern here. Contrast Van 
Seters (1976b:27-2B), who argues for a direct literary dependence of the present passage 
on Joshua 2. I agree with Gunn that we have a traditional story pattern here, but I do 
not see this as evidence that the primary reason for the composition of the larger story 
was entertainment, or that the story is a product of what Gunn calls "oral-traditional 
composition." This is a case of the influence of a traditional story pattern on the 
composition of an original literary work. 

18. Bahurim. See 16:5 and the NOTE at 3:16. Maps 3,7. 
19. groats. That hiirlpot, which occurs only here and in Prov 27:22 (with reference 

to something crushed with mortar and pestle), means groats, grits, or polenta was.the 
opinion of the rabbis (Jastrow 367). The Targum Jonathan renders the word deqiliin 
= deqiqiin (?), "pounded grits" (Jastrow 319), and the Vulgate expands helpfully, quasi 
siccans ptisanas, "as if drying barley-groats." One Greek translation (LX~8), however, 
attempts no rendering (araphoth), and another (LXXL) reads palathas. "cakes of 
preserved fruit." In retaining the received form we follow Schulthess (1905) against 
Koehler (1922), who proposes ~ii.ripot. a term for grains of sand added to barley for 
grinding purposes (?). 

20. in the direction of the watercourse. That is, towards the Jordan; see the Textual 
Note. 

21. The report the young men make to David is recorded here in summary form. 
See the NOTE on vv. 15-16 above. 

23. Matthew may have had the death of Ahithophel in mind when he fashioned his 
report of the suicide of Judas (Matt 27:5); Acts 1: 1 B, obscure as it is, does not seem 
to allow that Judas hanged himself. The motifs of the betrayal, the son of David, and 
the ascent of the Mount of Olives are all there in Matthew. Gethsemane, where Jesus 
was betrayed, cannot have been far from the place on the Slope of the Olives where 
David stood when he learned that Ahithophel had betrayed him (15:30-31). 

his own city. Giloh (see 15: 12). 

COMMENT 

Having taken his leave of the king to whom his loyalty truly belongs, Hushai 
hurries to Jerusalem to express a pretended loyalty to the new king. It seems 
that Abishalom is completely taken in by the imposture of the Friend of David 
(16: 16), for Hushai quickly finds himself deep in the counsels of the enemy. 
The task assigned him by David, to "frustrate Ahithophel's counsel" (15:34), 
is a formidable one. When Ahithophel states an opinion, we are told, it is 
ordinarily accepted straightway, "as if the word of God had been consulted" 
(16:23). And, indeed, Ahithophel's advice to Abishalom is given with oracular 
authority and clarity of vision. None of Abishalom's followers hesitates to 
accept it (17:4). Nevertheless, Hushai is equal to the task. As explained in the 
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NOTE on 17:1-14, Ahithophel recognized that success for Abishalom de
pended less on numerical superiority than timing. He knew that David was 
vulnerable now, but that if given time to organize he would be difficult to 
defeat. Thus Ahithophel's plan called for immediate action. Hushai is able to 
counter this by insisting on caution and safety in numbers, neither of which 
is appropriate to the circumstances (see the NOTE on 17:11-13). He persuades 
Abishalom to delay-a fatal mistake. Using a messenger system devised for the 
purpose earlier (cf. 15:27-28), Hushai and the loyal priests of Yahweh send 
word to David, who is able to cross the Jordan to safety (l 7:22) and, eventu
ally, to organize his defenses (18:1). 

In this episode we stand at the midpoint in the story of Abishalom's revolt. 
As explained in the COMMENT on § XXVIII, much of the account of David's 
sorrowful march into exile in the preceding material was preparatory. In 
particular, the encounters with Zadok and Abiathar in 15:24-29 and Hushai 
in 15:31-37 were described in anticipation of the present episode. Moreover, 
the course of future events, as recounted in chaps. 18-20, is, to a large extent, 
set by what happens here. The outcome of the battle in the Forest of Ephraim 
is decided in advance by Abishalom's choice of counsel here. This episode, 
then, is central, pivotal to the story in chaps. 13-20. 

The centrality of the counseling contest of Ahithophel and Hushai gives 
further stress to what we have already noticed about the narrator's interpretive 
parenthesis in 17: 14b (see the COMMENT on§ XXVIII). There we are told that 
Abishalom's fateful choice of counsel was made because "Yahweh had or
dained that the counsel of Ahithophel should be frustrated, so that [he] might 
bring misfortune upon Ahithophel." It follows that the resolution of the story 
-the quelling of the revolt and the restoration of David-will be a reflex of 
the divine will, and David's attitude of resignation to the course of events as 
reflective of Yahweh's purposes is going to be vindicated. 



XXX. DAVID'S ARRIVAL IN MAHAN AIM 
(17:24-29) 

17 2•Abishalom crossed the Jordan, all Israel with him, David having 
arrived at Mahanaim. 

Amasa 

25 Amasa had been put in charge of the army by Abishalom in place 
of Joab. Amasa was the son of a man named Ithra the Ishmaelite, who 
had gone to Abigail daughter of Nahash, the sister of Zeruiah, Joab's 
mother. 26lsrael and Abishalom encamped in the land of Gilead. 

A Reception Committee 

21When David arrived in Mahanaim, Shobi son of Nahash from 
Rabbah of the Ammonites, Machir son of Ammie! from Lo-debar, and 
Barzillai the Gileadite from Rogelim 28had brought sleeping couches 
with embroidered covers as well as bowls and ceramic jars with wheat, 
barley, flour, roasted grain, broad beans, lentils, 29honey, the curd of the 
flock, and the cheese of the herd. They offered these things to David 
and his army to eat, for they thought the army would have become 
famished, exhausted, and parched in the wilderness. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

17 24. all Israel So LXXA, Syr. MT, LXX"L"N: "all the men of Israel." 
25. lthra That is, yitrii' (so MT; cf. Syr., Targ., Vulg.). The various MSS of LXX 

and OL point directly or indirectly to yet er. "Jether," as the name is given in I Chron 
2: 17. These are longer and shorter forms-both probably "correct"---of the same name. 
Compare the similar variation in the name of Moses' father-in-law in, for example, 
Exod 4: 18 (yeter ... yitr6); er. Levenson and Halpern 1980:511-12. 

the Ishmae/ite So LXXA and I Chron 2: 17 (hysm "ly). Here MT has hyfr'ly. "the 
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Israelite" (so LXX"L, OL) and LXXM has ho izraelites = hyzr"ly, "the Jezreelite," 
preferred by Levenson and Halpern (1980:511-12). 

Abigail The name should be read 'abfgayi/, as in I Chron 2:17, as shown by LXX 
abeigaian, OL abigae/, Targ. 'bygy/, and Vulg. abigail in the present passage. The 
spelling of MT, 'bygl (vocalized 'abfga/, "Abigal," by the Masoretes), reflects a pronun
ciation with contraction of the diphthong, -gel. The ketfb/qere distinction in 3:3, 'byg// 
'abfgayil. is to be explained in the same way. Cf. the frequent spelling yrws/m(-/em) 
for yerosii/ayim. 

daughter of Nahash This is an apparent error, but there is no reliable textual 
witness to contradict it. As Zeruiah's sister, Abigail was Jesse's daughter (cf. I Chron 
2:16). A number of Greek MSS, including LXXLMN, actually read iessai, "Jesse," in 
place of naas, "Nahash," here; but this is a result of secondary correction. It is quite 
possible that bt n~s. "daughter of Nahash," arose from a misplaced duplicate of bn 
n~s. "son of Nahash," in v. 27 below (Wellhausen). The text as it stands makes sense 
only if Nahash is the mother of Abigail and Zeruiah, which is improbable (Wellhausen), 
or if Nahash is the name of an earlier, deceased husband of Jesse's wife (Hertzberg); 
see the NOTE. 

the sister of Zeruiah Cf. I Chron 2:16. Here LXX"A have "the brother of Zeruiah"; 
but though Zeruiah had at least seven brothers (I Chron 2:13-15), none was named 
Nahash. 

26. Israel and Abishalom So MT. LXX"A: "All Israel and Abishalom. LXXMN: 
"Abishalom and all Israel." LXXL, OL: "Abishalom and all the men of Israel." 

the land Omitted by LXXN. 
27. Shobi So MT: wsby. lit. "and Shobi" (cf. LXXLM, OL). In LXX" the conjunc

tion is taken as part of the name: ouesbei. 
28. had brought sleeping couches with embroidered covers Cf. LXX": enenkan deka 

koitas kai amphitapous = hby'w 'srt mskb wmrbdym, "had brought ten beds and 
embroidered covers." That we should read 'rst ('arsot miskiib). "couches," for 'frt. 
"ten," was first recognized by Klostermann (cf. Syr., where 'rst' wtswyt' probably 
corresponds to 'rst [w]mskb). Of the reading adopted here (hby'w 'rit mskb wmrbdym) 
only mskb appears in MT. The verb, however, is necessary, supported by Syr. and Vulg. 
as well as LXX, and favored by Wellhausen, Budde, Dhorme, Schulz, Hertzberg; cf. 
Driver, Nowack. We should probably explain the text of MT as the result of haplogra
phy from mrglym at the end of v. 27 to mrbdym; mskb returned through partial 
restoration (cf. Wellhausen, Budde). In many witnesses (LXXMN, OL) the conjunction 
is omitted before the translation of mrbdym, which is. thus construed adjectivally 
(" ... embroidered sleeping couches"). For a defense of MT, see Barthelemy 1980:22; 
Conroy 1978:54 and n. 27, 153. 

bowls MT sappot. LXX: "ten bowls." In Syr. and Vulg. this was eliminated recen
sionally by scribes who were anxious to reduce the list to the numerical equivalent of 
MT but who did not understand the correspondence of the various translations and 
originals. 

At the end of the verse MT adds a second wqly. "and roasted grain," which can be 
omitted on authority of LXX and Syr. 

29. the curd of the flock Reading w~m 't fn on the basis of Syr. w~ 'wt' d'n '. MT 
has w~m 'h wfn, "curd and flocks (goat meat?)." 
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They offered Reading wygysw with LXX kai prosenenkan in preference to MT 
hgysyw, which arose after the loss of the previous verb. 

and his army So LXXL. MT: "the army that was with him." 
they thought That is, 'mrw, lit., "they said," the usual way of expressing (private) 

motivating thoughts; so MT and most witnesses. LXX"A: "he (David) said." 

NOTES 

17 24. On the syntax of this verse, see Conroy 1978:53 and n. 20. 
25. Wi.irthwein (1974:46 n. 80) and Langlamet (1976b:354) would strike this verse 

as secondary on the grounds that it disrupts the narrative flow of vv. 24 and 26 and 
that Amasa will not be mentioned again in connection with the coming battle. They 
regard the introduction of the Amasa theme (17:25; 19:14; 20:4--5,8-13; I Kings 2:5-
6,3lb--33) a part of the pro-David/anti-Joab redaction they identify in the larger story 
(see the Introduction, p. 14). Conroy (1978:42 n. 2, 48), however, notes that the details 
of Amasa's identification are useful at this point to give additional stress to the familial 
character of the conflict. 

Amasa. A ranking military officer, a member of David's own family (cf. 19: 13), and 
evidently a leading citizen in Judah. His recruitment represents important support for 
the revolt in the south. Note that later, to appease the people of Judah after the revolt 
is quashed, David himself will put Amasa in charge of the army ( 19: 13). 

Ithra the /sh.maelite, who had gone to Abigail. As explained in the TeJCtua/ Note, the 
evidence for the gentilic of Amasa's father is ambiguous; he may have beefl called "the 
Israelite," which makes no sense, or "the Jezreelite," i.e., a resident of the Judean town 
southwest of Hebron. The latter seems entirely fitting at first glance, and it is defended 
by Levenson and Halpern (1980:511-12), who argue ingeniously that Ithra was the real 
name of the man called Nabal, "Fool," in I Sam 25:3 and passim. Levenson and 
Halpern, however, do not discuss the extraordinary way in which the relationship 
between Ithra and Abigail is described. He "had gone to" (bii' 'el) her, we are told. 
She is not called his wife here or in I Chron 2: 17, and it is clear they were not married 
in the usual sense. Either Amasa was the illegitimate issue of a casual liaison or, more 
likely, he was the child of a special type of relationship comparable to the ~adiqa 
marriage of the ancient Arabs, according to the terms of which the woman remained 
with her children in her parents' home and received periodic visits from the man 
(Smith, Hertzberg). Compare, in this regard, Samson's marriage to a Philistine woman 
in Timnah (Judges 14). Amasa's father, then, was an Ishmaelite, but Amasa himself 
was in fact a member of his mother's family, the house of Jesse. 

Abigail. See I Chron 2:16,17. Levenson and Halpern (1980:511) raise the possibility 
that this Abigail, David's sister, is identical to the Abigail of I Samuel 25, who became 
David's wife and the mother of his obscure second son, Daluiah (3:3): "There are only 
two Abigails in the entire Hebrew Bible, one the wife of David and one the sister. What 
is the probability that tl;le only two people of this name would be not only contemporar
ies but sisters-in-law?" As explained in the preceding NOTE, it is unlikely that lthra 
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can be identified with Nabal, and this lessens the probability that the two Abigails were 
identical, though it remains possible. 

daughter of Nahash. Abigail's patronymic may be a scrap of textual flotsam (see the 
Textual Note). If it is authentic, we must suppose with Hertzberg that Nahash was the 
name of an earlier husband of Jesse's wife, to whom she bore Abigail and Zeruiah. 
Names compounded with nii~iis. "snake," were not uniquely Ammonite (10:2; 17:27); 
the name na~son. "Nahshon," in fact, had an excellent pedigree in this part of Judah 
(I Chron 2:10,11; Ruth 4:20). 

Zeruiah, Joab's mother. David's sister (I Chron 2:16). 
26. Israel and Abishalom. The order is anomalous. Mauchline suggests plausibly that 

this emphasizes Abishalom's decision to accompany his army, a point at issue in the 
counseling duel of Ahithophel and Hushai (17:11). Conroy (1978:54, 141) thinks it may 
imply an insult to Abishalom. Caspari supposes that Abishalom at first stood here 
alone, Israel being added as seemed to befit the word "encamped." I think Caspari's 
solution, which does not explain the odd word order, is backward. The original text 
said "Israel encamped," but since the identity of "Israel" in this material is apt to be 
ambiguous at times, some helpful ancient added "and Abishalom." 

27-29. Again, Langlamet (1976b:355) regards these verses as secondary preparation 
for 19:32-40. He argues that they disrupt the continuity between vv. 24 + 26 and 18: I. 

27. Shobi son of Nahash from Rabbah. On the Ammonite king Nahash, see the NOTE 
at 10: 1-2. There we were told that he was succeeded by his son Hanun. Shobi is 
mentioned only in the present passage. In the COMMENT on § XX I took the position 
that the siege of Rabbah described there took place sometime after the resolution of 
Abishalom's rebellion. Accordingly, the providing of food to David in the present 
passage by Shobi son of Nahash, who is probably still alive, may be the gesture of 
"loyalty" (~esed) referred to by David in 10:2. 

Machir son of Ammie/ of Lo-debar. See the NOTES at 9:4. Once a loyal supporter 
of the house of Saul and the patron of Meribbaal, Machir is now loyal to David. See 
the CoMMENT. 

Barzillai the Gileaditefrom Roge/im. "Gilead" is ordinarily a geographic designation 
(cf. the NOTE at 2:9), but here it seems to refer to a tribe or other ethnic unit, as in 
Judg 5: 17, where it stands between Reuben and Dan in an old war song. On the question 
of a tribe of Gilead, see de Vaux 1978:574-76 and the bibliography cited there. The 
site of the Gileadite town of Rogelim is unknown (Bersinyii? [Map 7]). In return for 
his good treatment of David here, Barzillai will receive an invitation to Jerusalem after 
the rebellion is quelled ( 19:33-40). Although he will declare himself too old for life at 
court, his sons will eventually take their places at Solomon's table (I Kings 2:7). For 
the possible identification of this Barzillai with the father of Adri(el) the Meholathite, 
husband of Saul's daughter Merob, see the NOTE at 21:8. 

29. the curd of the flock, and the cheese of the herd. Hebrew we~em 'at ~o'n usep6t 
biiqiir, interpretation of which has been hampered by textual corruption (discussed in 
the Textual Notes), the unrecognized parallelism, and the presence of the hapax 
legomenon §ep6t. The verb •spy in Postbiblical Hebrew and Aramaic (Jastrow 1615) 
means tilt, strain, or pour out liquid, slowly leaving the sediment. Thus sepot is 
probably a product of some such process, and the parallel here with "curd" suggests 
"cheese" or the like. The Arabic evidence elicited by Wetzstein (1883:276-78; cf. BOB, 
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Mauchline) for a translation like "cream" is vitiated by the lack of correspondence in 
the sibilants of the Hebrew (s < *s or *!) and Arabic (s < *f;) words in question. 

would ... parched. Three perfect verbs, not adjectives (Joiion 1928:312). 

COMMENT 

David is received warmly in Mahanaim by a delegation of local worthies 
bringing field provisions for his army. It is historically noteworthy that this 
Transjordanian area, which was the seat of Ishbaal's government in his long 
struggle with David (cf. 2:8-9), is the one place David can find haven and 
support for his struggle against Abishalom. In the case of Shobi, we may think 
of an Ammonite policy of neutralizing the larger Israelite army (which Abisha
lom now controls) by supporting David or speculate on an alliance between 
David and Nahash, Shobi's father, dating from the time of their mutual 
antagonism to Saul (on both possibilities, see the COMMENT on § XX). But 
it is surprising to find Machir, once the guardian of Meribbaal (9:4), and 
Barzillai of Gilead-an old stronghold ofSaulid sympathy-supporting David 
with such enthusiasm. 

We must, however, keep in mind the point of view of the narrator of the 
story of Abishalom's revolt. If he was not also the author of the story of 
David's rise to power in I Sam 16:14--11 Sam 5:10 and the account of the 
execution of the Saulids in II Sam 21:1-14 + 9:1-13, he was at least in 
sympathy with the viewpoint expressed in both of those compositions, which 
are intended to show that David deserved the sympathy and loyalty of past 
followers of the house of Saul. Our narratOI did not, in other words, accept 
the truth of Shimei's accusations in 16:8, as we have seen. It was his view, 
instead, that David should be embraced by even the most zealous followers of 
Saul. He will attempt to demonstrate the validity of this position by his account 
of David's treatment of Shimei and Meribbaal in 19: 17-31, and this may be 
the reason for his emphasis on the loyal spontaneity of Machir and Barzillai 
here (cf. 19:32-40). The modern historian may suspect that David's support 
in Transjordan was born of fear of the army he brought with him rather than 
loyalty to his person, but the author of the present episode is intent that we 
should think otherwise. 



XXXI. THE BATTLE IN THE FOREST OF EPHRAIM 
(18:1-19:9abam 

18 1David mustered the army that was with him, setting captains of 
thousands and captains of hundreds over them. 2[He] divided the army 
into three parts, one third under the command of Joab, one third under 
the command of Abishai son of Zeruiah, Joab's brother, and one third 
under the command of Ittai the Gittite. 

Then the king said to the army, "I, too, shall march out with you!" 
3"You mustn't march out," they said, "for if we retreat, no one will 

pay attention to us, and if half of us die, no one will pay attention to 
us. But you are like ten thousands of us! So it is better for us for you 
to be in the city to help." 

.. 'I'll do what seems best to you," the king told them. So [he] stood 
atop the gate as the entire army marched out by hundreds and thou
sands. 1And [he] instructed Joab and Abishai and Ittai as follows: 
"Protect young Abishalom for me!" The entire army was listening 
when the king instructed all the commanders concerning Abishalom. 

6Then the army marched out into the field to confront Israel, and 
there was a battle in the Forest of Ephraim. 1The army of Israel was 
routed there before the advance of the servants of David, and the 
slaughter that day was great-twenty thousands! 8The fighting was 
scattered over the surface of the whole region, and the forest consumed 
more troops that day than the sword. 

The Death of Abishalom 

9 Abishalom was far ahead of the servants of David, riding on his 
mule. But as the mule went under the tangle of a certain large terebinth, 
[Abishalom's] head caught in the terebinth, and he was left hanging 
between the sky and the ground as the mule under him went on ahead. 
10Someone who saw him reported it to Joab. 

"I just saw Abishalom hanging in a tree!" he said. 
11 "1fyou saw him," said Joab to the man who was making the report, 
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"why didn't you strike him to the ground? Then I'd have been obliged 
to give you ten pieces of silver and a belt!" 

12But the man said to Joab, "Even if I felt the weight of a thousand 
pieces of silver upon my palm, I wouldn't lay a hand on the king's son! 
For within our hearing the king instructed you and Abishai and Ittai, 
'Be careful of young Abishalom!' 110therwise I would have been dealing 
recklessly with my own life; for nothing is hidden from the king, and 
you were stationed some distance away." 

14"I won't dally with you this way!" said Joab. He took three sticks 
and struck them against Abishalom's chest while he was still alive in 
the tree, 11and ten soldiers, Joab's weapon-bearers, surrounded Abisha
lom and killed him. 

The Cairn of Abishalom 

16Then Joab blew on the shofar, and the army turned back from its 
pursuit of Israel, for Joab held [it] in check. 11They took Abishalom, 
cast him into a large pit in the forest, and heaped up over him a very 
large pile of stones, while all Israel fled, each man to his tent. (1 8When 
Abishalom was still alive, he erected a pillar for himself in the Valley 
of the King, for he said, "I have no son by whom my name might be 
remembered." So he called the pillar by his own name. It is called 
"Abishalom's Monument" even today.) 

The Report of Abishalom 's Death 

19Then Ahimaaz son of Zadok said, "Let me run to the king with the 
news that Yahweh has set him free from the power of his enemies!" 

20"Y ou won't be a bearer of news today," said Joab. "You'll bear the 
news some other day, but today you won't bear news." This was be
cause the king's son was dead. 21Then Joab said to a certain Cushite, 
"Go tell the king what you've seen!" So the Cushite bowed to Joab and 
set out. 

22Again Ahimaaz son of Zadok spoke to Joab. "Whatever the situa
tion, let me run, too--after the Cushite!" 

"Why should you run, my boy?" said Joab. "You'll have no reward 
for going." 21But [Ahimaaz] said, "Whatever the situation, let me run!" 
So he said, "Run!" and Ahimaaz ran along the Circuit Road, passing 
the Cushite. 
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24David was sitting between the two gates, and the watchman on the 
roof of the gate went to the wall, looked out, and saw a man running 
towards him alone. 25So the watchman shouted to inform the king. "If 
he is alone," said the king, "there is news on his lips!" But as he drew 
closer, 26the watchman saw another man running. 

When the watchman on the gate shouted to say, "There's another 
man running alone!" the king said, "This one is bringing news, too!" 

2'Then the watchman said, "I can see that the first man runs like 
Ahimaaz son of Zadok." 

"He's a good man," said the king, "and it's because of good news that 
he comes!" 

28When Ahimaaz drew near, he greeted the king and prostrated 
himself before [him] with his face to the ground. "Blessed be Yahweh 
your god," he said, "who has delivered up the men who raised their 
hands against my lord the king!" 

29"Y oung Abishalom is all right?" said the king. 
"I saw a great commotion," said Ahimaaz, "when Joab, the king's 

servant, was sending your servant off; but I don't know what it was." 
30"Go take your place over there," said the king. So he went over and 

stood. 
31Then the Cushite arrived. "Let my lord the king receive the news," 

he said, "that today Yahweh has set you free from the power of all those 
who rose up against you." 

32"ls young Abishalom all right?" said the king to the Cushite. 
"May all the enemies of my lord the king and all who rise up against 

you in malice be like that young man!" said the Cushite. 

David Mourns for Abishalom 

19 1Then the king began to tremble. He went up to the upper room 
of the gate and wept, and as he wept he said, "My son, Abishalom! My 
son, my son, Abishalom! Would that I had died instead of you! Abisha
lom, my son, my son!" 

2Joab was told that the king was weeping and mourning over Abisha
lom. 3The victory that day turned into mourning for the entire army 
when [they] heard that the king was grieving over his son. 4The army 
stole into the city that day just as a humiliated army steals in when they 
have fled in battle. 5 As for the king, he had covered his face, and he cried 
in a loud voice, "My son, Abishalom! Abishalom, my son!" 
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Joab 's Intervention 

6Then Joab came indoors to the king. "Today," he said, "you've 
mortified your servants, who saved your life this very day, as well as 
the lives of your sons and daughters and the lives of your wives .and 
concubines, 1by loving those who hate you and hating those who love 
you! Indeed you've made it clear today that officers and servants are 
nothing to you-for you know that if Abishalom were alive today, we'd 
all be dead! Then things would seem right to you! 8Now then, get up, 
go out there, and placate your servants! For, by Yahweh, I swear that 
if you don't go out there, not a man will stay with you tonight, and this 
will be worse for you than anything that has happened to y9u from your 
childhood until now!" 

9So David got up and took his seat in the gate, and when [they] were 
told that the king was sitting enthroned in the gate, the entire army 
presented themselves to [him]. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

18 I. the army So MT, LXX 9
A, Syr. LXXL"'N, OL: "the entire army." 

2. divided ... into three parts Reading wy.m on the basis of LXXL kai etrisseuse 
(cf. OL). MT (cf. LXX 9

A"'N) has wysl~. "sent," which Conroy (1978:153) defends by 
appeal to Arad ostracon 24 (cf. Lemaire 1973: 14; Aharoni 1981 :48). If it is the case, 
as seems probable, that the broken context of lines 13-14 or this ostracon refers to a 
transfer of troops with the words wSl~tm 'tm rmtng[b by]d mlkyhw. "and you shall 
send them to Ramoth-negeb under the command of Malkiyahu," it is also the case that 
this is a special situation, a dispatch or troops from one garrison to another, to which 
the present passage is not analogous. David is not sending his army anywhere: He is 
mustering it and organizing it for the coming battle. From a text-critical standpoint, 
moreover, it is incredible to suppose that wys/S arose from wysl~ and not the reverse. 
Nor does it seem necessary, with Joiion (1928:312-13), to add wytn. "and he put," after 
wyslS. 

the king So MT, LXXL. LXX 9
A"'N: "David." OL: "King David." 

At the end or v. 2 and the beginning of v. 3 Syr. omits everything from "!,too," to 
"for." Evidently a scribe simply skipped a line of his text. 

3. march out OL adds "into battle." 
they said So LXX 9

AMN. MT, LXXL, OL, and 4QSam' ([wy'mr] h'm): "the army 
said." 

no one will pay attention to us (bis) We read /' ysym lnw lb . .. /' ysym lnw lb. The 
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first occurrence is supported by LXXL (ou stesetai en hemin kardia) and OL (non stabit 
in nobis cor nostrum), which have been conformed to MT in the second occurrence. 
The second occurrence is confirmed by the extant fragments of 4QSam': [/' ysy ]m lnw 
lb. MT (cf. LXX8

) twice has /' ysymw 'lynw ('lynw) lb, "they will not pay attention 
to us." See Ulrich 1978:107-8; 1980:138-40. 

if half of us ... to us Omitted by homoioteleuton after the preceding statement by 
Syr. and a few MSS of MT and LXX. 

But you So LXX9AN (= ky 'th). MT (cf. LXXLM, OL, Syr.): "For now" (ky 'th) 
-thus, "For now there are ten thousands like us." 

But you ... of us! The reading of LXXL here, shared by Theodotion, is obscure: 
(hoti) kai nyn aphairethisetai ex hemiin he ge deka chiliasin = (ky) gm 'th ykrt mmnw 
h 'r~ 'frh 'lpym, "For even now the land will be cut off from us, ten thousands." OL 
is similar to this, reflecting ky gm 'th ykrtw (separentur) mmnw 'frh 'lpym, "For even 
now ten thousands will be cut off from us." 

it is better for us/or you to be So LXXL: kalon estin hemin tou einai se = !Wb (yhyh) 
lnw hywtk. MT: !Wb ky thyh lnw, "it is better that you be for us .... " 

in the city So LXX = b'yr. MT has m'yr, "from the city." Conroy (1978:153-54) 
conjectures that the original was b'yr with the sense of ''from the city," the more usual 
preposition for "from" having been substituted in MT. This is unlikely. The preposition 
be- sometimes requires the translation "from" in conjunction with verbs of motion, but 
not in a situation of the present kind. Moreover, m 'yr ought to be mn h 'yr or mh 'yr. 
This shows that the text of MT arose by graphic confusion of b for m, a common error 
especially liable to occur in scripts of the late Hasinonean and early Herodian periods. 

to help So MT (qere): l'zwr. MT (ketfb): l'zyr. In LXX8 the ketfb and qere of MT 
are reflected in a double translation: boetheia tou boethein. LXXL reflects l'zwr lnw, "to 
help us." 

At the end of the verse, Syr., the text of which is seriously disturbed here, adds a 
sentence: "And David's servants said to him, 'Pray let us go out and quickly fight with 
them!'" 

5. Protect See the NOTE. 

was listening So 4QSam': sm 'ym. MT: sm 'w, "listened." 
6. the army So MT. LXX: "the entire army." 
the field So MT, LXXL, OL, and 4QSam' ([h]sdli); cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.236. 

LXX0 AMN: "the forest." 
Ephraim So MT. LXXL (maainan) and LXXAm• (maenan) have "Mahanaim." See 

also the NOTE. 

7. the slaughter MT, Syr. add a second sm, "there." Omit with LXX. Contrast 
Hertzberg, Conroy 1978: 154. 

twenty thousands Twenty-five, according to OL. LXX adds andriin = ys, "men." 
In LXXL the figure is preceded by kai piptousin = wyplw, "and (twenty thousands) 
fell." 

8. The fighting MT adds "there." Omit with LXXL (cf. Syr.). 
was scattered MT (ketfb): np~wt (but BHS: np~yt [?)) = nepu~ot (cf. Isa 11: 12). MT 

(qere): npw~t = napo~et. Either reading is acceptable. 
the whole region So MT: kl h 'r~. LXXLMN, OL = kl hy'r, "the whole forest." 
than the sword That is, m ·s, 'klh h~rb, lit. "than those whom the sword con-
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sumed." After 'klh. Lxx•MN add b'm, "of the soldiers," in reminiscence of /'kl b'm 
earlier. 

9. was far ahead of We read wygdl ... lpny on the basis of LXXL kai in megas 
... enopion. MT has wyqr' .. . lpny, usually interpreted to mean, "chanced to mee~." 
But the point is that Abishalom was about to escape when the branch stopped him and 
allowed Joab and the rest to catch up. 

riding That is, whw' rkb, lit. "and he was riding"; so LXXL and 4QSam' (whw; 
[rwkb]). MT: "and Abishalom was riding." 

caught MT wy~zq (cf. LXXLMN). LXX8 has kai ekremasthi = wytl, "hung," in 
anticipation of the next clause. 

and he was left hanging MT has wytn (wayyuttan), "and he was set," which, as long 
recognized, is to be corrected to wytl, as reflected by LXX kai (an)ekremasthi (cf. Syr., 
Targ., Vulg.). This is now confirmed by 4QSam': wyti. 

hanging LXXL adds "in the tree" (cf. v. 11). 
10. Someone Reading 'ys with 4QSam' for MT 'ys '~d. "One man." 
11. making the report MT adds "to him." Omit with LXX8

, Syr: 
strike him MT adds "there." Omit with LXX", Syr. 
ten pieces of silver So MT: 'frh ksp. Instead of "ten," LXXLMN, Josephus (Ant. 

7.240), and 4QSam' @m)sy[m); cf. Ulrich 1978:108-9) have "fifty." A few witnesses 
(LXXL, etc.; cf. Targ.) seem to read sqly before ksp--thus, "ten (fifty) silver shekels." 

12. Be careful MT simru-mi. which critics have dealt with in one of two ways. 
Many (Budde, Smith, etc.) would read If, "for me, for my sake," for mf on authority 
of the versions; but If can be impeached as reminiscent of v. 5. Others (cf. GK'§ 137c) 
attempt to read mf as an indefinite--thus, "Be careful, whoever you might be ... "; 
but such a construction is without good parallel (cf. Driver). I prefer to retain mi. 
understood as·an enclitic particle. Though the existence of enclitic -m in Biblical 
Hebrew is now generally acknowledged, its vocalization is unknown. The present 
instance suggests that in direct speech it was pronounced mi. as in Akkadian. 

13. Otherwise . .. recklessly So MT: 'w 'syty ... sqr. LXX8
: mi poiisai ... adikon 

= m 'swt ... sqr. "(Be careful of young Abishalom) so as not to deal recklessly (with 
his life)." LXXL: kai pos poiiso . .. adikon = w'yk "sh .. . sqr, "And how can I deal 
recklessly (with my own life) ... ?" 

14. "/won't dally with you this way!" So MT:/' kn ·~ylh lpnyk. lit. "Not thus shall 
I tarry ('o~fla) before you!" LXXL (cf. LXXA, Vulg., Targ.) has dia touto ego arxomai 
enopion suu = /kn ('nky) '~lh lpnyk, "Therefore I shall begin ('ii~iil/a) before you!" 
The latter is preferred by Budde, G. R. Driver (1962:133), and others. 

He So MT. LXX: "Joab." 
sticks According to Thenius we should read sl~ym, "darts," with LXX" beli in 

preference to MT sb!ym, "sticks" (so Wellhausen, Smith, Budde, Driver, Caspari). But 
we follow the interpretation ofG. R. Driver (1962: 133-34) and read MT; see the NOTE. 

17. They took Reading wyq~ with LXX in preference to MT wyq~w. The anteced-
ent subject is h'm, "the army." LXXLMN have "Joab took." 

a large pit LXX"AL combine two translations of '/ (h)p~t (h)gdwl, viz. eis chasma 
mega and eis ton bothynon ton megan. The second is identical to MT and recensional. 
The first is probably primitive in both form (indefinite) and position (before "in the 
forest"). If the definite article is original, we must read "a certain large pit" (GK' 
§I 26qr) or "the large pit," assuming the place was well known (Dhorme). 
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and heaped up MT has wy~bw, "and erected," which is appropriate to a monument 
(v. 18) but not a pile of stones. Accordingly, Budde would restore wyqymw, "and raised 
up," the verb used in the analogous passages Josh 7:26 and 8:29 (see the NOTE). But 
Joiion (1928:313) has recognized the primitive reading in our passage. Read wy~brw (cf. 
Vulg.). 

18. When ... pillar The witnesses preserve variants, which are both represented 
by the conflate (and corrupt) text of LXX". One variant, which is found in MT, reads 
w'bs/m lq~ wnb lw b~yw 't m~bt 'fr, lit. "And Abishalom took and erected for himself 
during his life the pillar that is .... " A second variant is reflected by LXXL"'N: kai abes

salom (de) eti zon elaben kai estisen (he)auto stilin = w'bslm 'wd ~Y lq~ wy~b lw 
m~bh, lit. "And Abishalom, when still alive, took and erected a pillar .... " Kloster
mann and Budde used the conflate text of LXX"A to develop a text in which David 
erected the pillar for Abishalom. 

I have ... my name LXX": "He has ... his name" (indirect discourse). 
by his own name. It is called These words ('/ smw wyqr' /h) fell out of LXX" after 

"So he called the pillar" (wyqr' lm~bl). 
19. said LXXL and Syr."'55 add "to Joab." 
Let me run . . . with the news Reading 'rw~h n' 'bsrh, lit. "Let me run, let me 

carry the news," with LXXL dramon di euange/ioumai and Syr. 'rh! 'sbrywhy. MT (cf. 
LXX8

, etc.) has 'rw~h n' w'bfrh, "Let me run and carry the news." 
the king LXXL: "King David." 
has set him free MT sp!w. lit. "judged him." LXX"A omit "him." 
20. said Joab So LXXL. MT: "said Joab to him." 
but today So MT: whywm hzh. LXX = wbywm hzh, "But on this day." 
This was because So MT (qere): ky '/kn, lit. "For it was because .... " LXXL reflects 

ky alone, which might be considered superior by virtue of its shortness. MT (ketib): 
ky 'I (kn having fallen out before the following bn), as if "For it (the news) would be 
concerning the king's son (who is) dead" (cf. Syr.). 

21. Go tell So MT. MT"'55, LXXL: "Go and tell." 
the Cushite In its second occurrence in this verse in MT kwsy appears without the 

article, as if it were a name, "Cushi"; in its other occurrences in vv. 21-32 of MT it 
has the article. LXX, Syr., Vulg., and Targ. treat it as a name throughout. Note also 
the superscription to Psalm 7: "A shiggaion of David, which he sang to Yahweh 
because of the words of Cushi (so LXX; MT 'Cush'), a Benjaminite." 

and set out So LXX": kai exilthen = wyf. MT (cf. LXXL, Syr. v. 22): wyr~. "and 
ran." 

22. You'll have no That is, wlkh 'yn; so MT (cf. LXXL). LXX8 deuro ouk estin soi 
presupposes approximately the same text with (w)lkh interpreted two ways. 

reward for going MT bswrh m§'t. The second word is vocalized mo~i't, perhaps 
understood as "(no news [besora]) finding ( = mo~e'et) anything" or "(no news) bring
ing ( = mo~i't) anything" (Driver). But besora by itself can mean "reward" (cf. 4: 10). 
Thus the LXX gloss(?), eis ophe/(e)ian = lb~. "for gain," is unnecessary, and m§'t 
should not be interpreted to refer to finding or bringing in something. Wellhausen's 
proposal to read mu~i't, "(no reward) will be found (for you)," is accepted by Budde 
and others (cf. Targ. mtyhb). I prefer to read mi~~i't, lit. "from going forth" (cf. 
wyf in v. 21 [LXX]). Joab is saying that Ahimaaz has nothing to gain from going. The 
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sense of LXX poreuomeno. though it appears at first glance to point to leholek (Kloster
mann), is close to our interpretation of m$'t. 

23. But [Ahimaaz] said We read wy'mr, which is missing in MT but necessary 
(contrast Thenius, Keil, and Conroy 1978:70 n. 109). It is preserved by LXX"A, Syr., 
and Vulg. LXXLMN reflect wy'mr ·~ym'$. "But Ahimaaz said," and it is also necessary 
to make the subject explicit in English. Possibly the longer reading fell out of MT.after 
m$ 't at the end of the preceding verse. 

24. towards him alone Reading lbdw lpnyw with LXX monos enopion autou. In MT 
lpnyw has dropped out after lbdw. 

25. If he is alone So MT. LXXL: "If he runs alone." 
26. on the gate So LXXL: epi ten pylen = 'I hs'r. LXX" pros te pyle reflects '/ ( = 

'/) hs'r, which in MT is interpreted as 'el hasso'er. "to the gatekeeper." 
another Cf. LXX, Syr., Vulg., Targ. Ms. MT lacks ·~r. so that the watchman repeats 

the final words of v. 24 exactly (hnh 'ys r$ lbdw). 
27. and . .. because of MT has w'l for w'l (cf. LXX"), as often in· Samuel. LXXL 

hyper reflects '/, without the conjunction (see the Textual Note that follows). 
he comes So MT: wybw' (cf. LXX8

). LXXL readsyby' and interprets David's words 
as "He's a good man because of the good news he brings. " 

28. drew near Reading wyqrb on the basis of LXXL kai prose/then and LXXM kai 
prosegagen. MT (cf. LXX0 AN) has wyqr', "shouted," which Schulz and Conroy 
(1978:72 n. 115) prefer. 

who raised So MT: 'fr ns'w (cf. LXXALMN). LXX" has tous misountas = '.fr fo'w 
(or hfo 'ym ), "who hated," which does not fit the statement as presently constituted. 
It presupposes a reading such as 'fr sgr bydk 't h'nsym hfo'ym 't nps 'dny hmlk (cf. 
LXXMss psychen tou kyriou mou to basileos), " ... who has delivered into your hand 
the men who hate the soul of my lord the king." 

29. I saw So MT: r'yty. LXXL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.25) reflects sm 'ty . .. ·~ry. "I 
heard ... behind me." 

when . .. off Reading bsl~ yw'b 'bd hmlk 't 'bdk with LXXLN (cf. Vulg.). MT has 
Isl~ 't 'bd hmlk yw'b w't 'bdk. "for sending the king's servant, Joab, and your servant." 

what it was MT mh, to which LXX adds sm-thus, "what was there." 
30. and stood So MT, LXX"A· LXXMN: "behind him." LXXL: "and stood behind 

him." 
31. he said So Syr., Vulg. MT: "the Cushite said." LXX: "he said to the king." 
you . .. you Syr.: "him ... him." 
32. against you LXX"AMN, Vulg.: "against him." 

19 I. tremble So MT: wyrgz (cf. LXX" kai etarachthe). LXXL has kai edakrysen 
= wydm' (?), "Then the king began to weep." 

as he wept So LXXLMN: en to .klaien = bbktw. MT: blktw, "as he went." 
2. Joab was told So MT, LXX"AMN_ LXXL, Syr.: "They told Joab." 
and mourning Reading wmt'bl with Syr., Targ., and MTMss (BHS). MT has 

wyt'bl. "and he (Joab?) mourned." In LXX both verbs are finite. 
4. humiliated So MT, etc.: hnklmym. LXXL ettemenos kai etimomenos = h~tym 

whnklmym. "shattered and humiliated." 
5. and he cried So LXXL, Syr., Vulg. MT: "and the king cried." 
my son Cf. LXX. MT adds another "my son" (cf. v. I). 
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6. indoors That is, hbyt(h); so MT, LXX, Syr."'55
• The word is omitted by Syr., 

which may preserve the primitive situation at this point. 
your servants So LXXL. MT: "all your servants." 
your life LXX"A: "you." 
and concubines LXXL: "and the lives of your concubines." 
7. Indeed you've made it clear That is, ky hgdt; so MT (cf. LXXL"'). Lxx•AN = 

wtgd, "And you made it clear." 
you know So LXXL. MT: "/ know." 
if So MT (qere) and 4QSam' ([w]/w): wlw (cf. LXX, Targ.). MT (ketib): wl'-thus, 

"Abishalom is not alive today." 
today (2) Cf. LXXL. Placed at the beginning of the clause in MT ("I know today 

that ... "). 
we'd all be dead That is, wklnw mtym, into which MT inserts another hywm, 

"today" (omit with LXXL, Syr.). In LXX"AL and Syr. the conjunction is omitted, 
perhaps reftecting the primitive situation. 

8. I swear LXXLN: "they have sworn." 
that if you don't go out there Reading ky 'm 'ynk yw~· with LXX and 4QSam' (ky 

;m ).[nk yw~']J. In MT, 'm has fallen out. At this point LXX" adds another semeron 
= hywm, "today" (omit with MT, etc.), and LXXL adds eis apantesin tou /aou = 

lqr't 't h'm, "to meet with the army"; both expansions have inftuenced OL. 
and this will be worse for you So MT: wr'h /k z't. The text of LXX is conftate, 

combining the OG reading (kai epignothi seauto = wd'h /k, "and know for yourself') 
with that of MT (kai kakon [LXXL: cheiron] soi = wr'h /k); cf. Barthelemy 1963: 
121-22; Ulrich 1978: 145-46. 

9. in the gate (bis) LXXL: "upon the gate." 
and when [they] were told We read wygd (wayyuggad) /kl h'm, lit. "and it was told 

to the entire army." MT has wlkl h'm hgydw, "and to the entire army they told," and 
Lxx•AMN reftect wk/ h'm hgydw, "and the entire army told." 

NOTES 

18 2. three parts. Threefold division of an army is a strategy used elsewhere in 
attacking a battle camp (Judg 7:16; I Sam 11:11) or, in "one case, a city (Judg 9:43). 
Perhaps, then, the battle (v. 6) began with a raid by David's army on Abishalom's camp 
(cf. 17:26). It may be, however, that such a division of an army was simply traditional, 
unrelated to specific strategies; so Boling (1975:147) and Conroy (1978:55 n. 33), both 
following Mendenhall ( 1958:57-58 n. 32), who cites antecedents at Mari. 

Abishai. It might seem unnecessary to identify Abishai, who has appeared as recently 
as 16:9-12, as "Joab's brother." But the narrator uses every occasion possible to stress 
the role of Joab in the events to follow (Conroy 1978:56). 

lttai. See 15: 18b--22. 
2-4. Then the king . .. the king told them. The dialogue between David and the army 

(vv. 2b-4a) is regarded by Wiirthwein (1974:44-45) and Langlamet (1976b:355) as 
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secondary, a part of the pro-Davidic editing they believe the story to have undergone. 
Noting the similarity to 21: 17, Langlamet concludes that the present verses were 
introduced by a redactor who wanted to emphasize David's absence from the battle. 
I agree that the dialogue is reported to emphasize David's absence while also showing 
that he did not stay away out of fear; but I regard it as part of the onginal account 
of Abishalom's revolt (so Conroy 1978:44 and n. 3). 

3. ten thousands. Hebrew 'iisard 'iilapfm, "ten 'e/ep-contingents" or "thousands," 
not 'iiseret 'ii/apfm, "ten thousand" (Ehrlich 1910:318). In either case the force of the 
hyperbole is clear. 

5. Compare 3:35-37. These two passages are examples of apologetic writing in its 
most forthright vein. We are shown that David wanted Abishalom treated leniently, 
further evidence of the king's irenic disposition and affection for his son. Moreover, he 
expressed his wishes clearly to the commanders, including Joab, and the "entire army" 
were witnesses. Responsibility for Abishalom's death, therefore, can be placed squarely 
on Joab's shoulders when the events of vv. 9-15 are reported. Blame is thus removed 
entirely from David, and he is shown to be worthy of the loyalty of Abishalom's 
followers in the aftermath of the revolt. 

Protect. Hebrew /e'a! is apparently intended as a prepositional phrase (cf. BDB, KB') 
meaning "Deal gently." This was doubted by Haupt (1926), however, who denied the 
existence of a noun 'a!. "gentleness." He derived the word from lw!. "cover, veil," and 
read lot (<•/at), an infinitive absolute used as an imperative (GK' §l 13bb). It seems 
probable that some form of /wt is intended (cf. /a'a! for la't = lat. "he had covered," 
in 19:5 below), perhaps *Iii('}(, a simple imperative. The sense of "cover" and thus 
"protect" is favored by the paraphrase simro, "Be careful of," in v. 12. 

young Abishalom. David's use of na'ar, "young (man)," in reference to Abishalom 
here and in vv: 12, 29, and 32 below is demonstratively affectionate (Budde, Schulz, 
Conroy 1978:48; contrast Caspari). As elsewhere, the narrator is intent upon keeping 
David's love for his son before us. 

6. the Forest of Ephraim. Since the battle clearly took place in Transjordan, a 
question arises about a district east of Jordan with the name of a tribe west of Jordan. 
Noth (1960:201) identifies the battleground as "the wood hill country in the central 
land east of Jordan south of the Jabbok," a region originally settled, he concludes (pp. 
60-61), by settlers from Ephraim west of Jordan (so Hertzberg). This is possible but 
not certain; see de Vaux 1978:788-89. 

7. twenty thousands. About 100 to 280 men according to the figures given in the 
NOTE at 6:1. 

8. The.fighting was scattered. Compare I Sam 14:23+ in the description of the battle 
of Michmash Pass (cf. I Samuel, the Textual Note at 14:23b). 

the forest consumed more troops ... than the sword. Clearly the Forest of Ephraim 
was "not an orderly tree-planted area, but rough country with trees and scrub and 
uneven ground, dangerous terrain for both battle and flight" (Ackroyd). By delaying 
in Jerusalem on Hushai's advice, Abishalom permitted David to cross the Jordan 
( 17: 16) and choose for the battleground the forests of Gilead, which could be compared 
even to those of Lebanon for density (Jer 22:6; Zech 10: 10), and where the numerically 
superior force of Abishalom's conscript army would be at a disadvantage against 
David's more skilled private army, with its considerable experience of guerrilla warfare. 
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9. Josephus (Ant. 7.239) interpreted Abishalom's predicament as follows: "Borne 
along at a gallop, he was bounced up by the unsteady motion, so that his hair became 
entangled in a shaggy tree with large, widely overhanging branches, and he was left 
hanging in this odd way." The Talmud (Sotah 9b) understands the text in a similar way, 
adding the moralizing interpretation that because Abishalom gloried in his hair he was 
hanged by it. Many modern commentators doubt that Abishalom's extraordinary head 
of hair (14:26) is involved here, and in fact the text does not say so (Caird, Ackroyd). 
We might suppose, then, that the young man is trapped by the neck in a fork of crossed 
branches (cf. G. R. Driver 1962:131). Other commentators, however, think the hair 
may be involved after all (Bressan, van den Born, Hertzberg, McKane, Goslinga). 
Surely Conroy is correct when he suggests (1978:44 n. 4) that the narrator had the 
connection to 14:26 in mind and intended the reader to "draw a contrast between 
promise and pride on the one hand and humiliation and doom on the other." 

his mule. As explained in the NOTE at 13:29, the mule was the royal saddle animal 
in the time of David, and the symbolic force of Abishalom's unmuling in the present 
passage ought not be overlooked (Alonso Schakel). As Conroy puts it (1978:60), "The 
mule was a royal mount; losing his mule Absalom has lost his kingdom." 

the tangle. The noun sobek, which occurs only here, can be explained by reference 
to Arabic sabaka, "entangle, intertwine." It refers to the tangled branches of the 
terebinth. 

a certain large terebinth. Hebrew hii'e/a haggedola. Unless a particular well-known 
tree is meant (Kirkpatrick}--thus, "the large terebinth"-the article has the force 
described in GK' §126qr. The 'e/a-tree might be a terebinth or an oak or something 
else (see bibliography in Conroy 1978:61 n. 58). 

between the sky and the ground. That is, in midair, as in 24: 16. See Rosmarin ( 1932) 
and Levine ( 1975; 1976:97). 

10--14. These verses are regarded by Wiirthwein (1974:43-48) and Langlamet 
(l 976b:355) as secondary, part of the pro-David/anti-Joab redaction they suppose the 
story to have undergone. Langlamet finds vv. 14 and 15 incompatible: If Abishalom 
had three darts in his heart (see the NOTE at v. 14), it would hardly have been necessary 
to finish him off. In the original account, Langlamet concludes, Abishalom was killed 
by the ten soldiers; vv. 10--14 were inserted to lay the blame more directly at Joab's 
door. If G. R. Driver's interpretation of v. 14 is followed, however, the difficulty of vv. 
14-15 is removed (see below). In any case, our interpretation of the story of Abisha
lom's revolt as an originally pro-Davidic document assumes that Joab's ruthlessness 
was a primitive and essential component of the narrative. 

14-15. As noted above, the rabbis saw Abishalom's arboreal suspension as an appro
priate consequence of his pride in his hair. They conclude similarly (Sotah 9b) that it 
was because he cohabited with his father's ten concubines (16:22; cf. 15:6) that he was 
pierced with ten lances and that it was because he stole three hearts-the heart of his 
father, the heart of the courts of justice, and the heart of Israel (cf. 15:16}--that he was 
struck in the chest (heart!) with three sticks. The interpretation I have adopted, how
ever, is that of G. R. Driver ( 1962: 133-34; cf. NEB). If Joab "took three darts in his 
hand, and thrust them into the heart of Absalom" (RSV, v. 14), ten soldiers would 
hardly have been required to dispatch him (v. 15), even granting that this was a 
responsibility of a warrior's weapon-bearers (I Sam 14:13). It seems better to under-
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stand the three sebii!fm of v. 14 as a bunch of stout sticks that Joab struck (tq') against 
Abishalom's chest (leb) in order to dislodge him from the tree. Once on the ground 
Abishalom was at the mercy of Joab's men. An alternative explanation offered by 
Hertzberg also avoids contradiction of v. 15: three darts, not spears, thrust in Abisha
lom's chest started a flow of blood that marked him for death. Thus understood, v. 
14b/3 ("while he was still alive in the tree") might better be grouped with v. 15 than 
v. 14 (so already Thenius). In any case it is clear that Joab deliberately arranged for 
Abishalom to die at the hands of an entire platoon, so that no individual (certainly not 
himselfl) could be named the killer. 

16. the shofar. See the NOTE at 6:15. 
held [it] in check. Hebrew ~iifok . .. 'et-hii'iim, lit. "held the army (i.e., David's 

troops) in check." According to Thenius, however, Joab's restraint of the army is 
already indicated by the first part of the verse. The meaning here, he says, is that Joab 
"spared (i.e., wished to spare) the army (i.e., the Israelite forces of Abishalom)." Either 
meaning of ~iifok is acceptable, and Thenius' interpretation has found some support 
(Klostermann, etc.); but it presents the difficulty that, thus understood, the two refer
ences to "the army" in the verse, neither of which is further defined, have different 
meanings. 

17. a large pit ... a very large pile of stones. This is the burial of an accursed man. 
Compare: (I) Josh 7:26, where Achan, having been stoned to death for his sacrilege 
(Josh 7:15), is buried under "a large pile of stones"; (2) Josh B:29, where the king of 
Ai, having been hanged on a tree, is thrown into a pit (LXX) and covered with "a large 
pile of stones"; and (3) Josh 10:27, where five enemy kings, having been put to death 
and hanged from trees, are thrown into a cave, the mouth of which is then covered with 
large stones. Abishalom is accursed as a fratricide and rebel, and he too was hanged 
on a tree (cf. Deut 21 :23). Mythically speaking, it is the fate of the rebel who would 
ascend the throne that he will descend into the pit. In the Judaeo-Christian tradition 
one could mention Isa 14: 12-15 and the myth of the fall of Lucifer. In Aegean tradition 
the Giants, in consequence of their revolt against the Olympians, are buried beneath 
huge stones (islands!), and the rebellious monster Typhon, after being pummeled to 
exhaustion by the lightning bolts and hailstones of Zeus (cf. Josh 10:11; 7:25), winds 
up buried beneath Mount Aetna. 

each man to his tent. See the NOTE at 19:9 (§ XXXII). 
IB. This parenthesis is evidently a late redactional notice introduced to identify a 

monument well known in the time of the redactor who added it ("even today"); cf. 
Cai rd; Carlson 1964: l 3B n. 4, I B7; Langlamet l 976b:355; Ackroyd; Conroy l 97B:64-66 
and nn. B4-B7. The implied connection between "Abishalom's Monument," obviously 
a memorial stela of some kind, and the "large pile of stones" of v. 17 is spurious
indeed, it is silly. Moreover, the statement that Abishalom had "no son" is in direct 
contradiction to 14:27, where we are told he had three sons. Thenius-followed by 
Schulz, Hertzberg, Gunn (197B:33), and others-concluded that Abishalom's three 
sons died young, a possibility for which he found support in the absence of their names 
from 14:27, in contrast to the naming of their sister Tamar. A few commentators 
(Smith, Kennedy, Mauchline; cf. Caird) consider IB:IB primitive and 14:27 late. 

a pillar for himself In connection with this passage Cassuto (1939: 126-27) and 
others (see bibliography in Conroy l 97B:65 n. BB) have called attention to CTCA 17 
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[ = UT' 2 Aqht].1.27,45; 2.16, where it is implied that in Ugaritic society the ideal son 
was "one who erects the stela of the 'god' of his father," that is, his father's shade or 
ghost ('l'b; cf. I Sam 28:13 and the interpretation of Job 12:6 offered in I Samuel, p. 
421 ). Since Abishalom has no son to do this, he must do it "for himself." He wants 
to be sure that he will be remembered and also, perhaps, that his shade will receive 
offerings (cf. Deut 26:14). 

the Valley of the King. In Gen 14: 17 this name appears as a gloss on the Valley of 
Shaveh, possibly another name for the Wadi Kidron (15:23) or a part of it. The 
traditional site is immediately east of the City of David at the foot of the Mount of 
Olives, where there is a Hellenistic or Roman period tomb popularly known as "Absa
lom's Tomb"; but there the wadi (na~a/) is too narrow to be called a valley 
('emeq). Accordingly the King's Valley is usually located at the confluence of the 
Kidron and the Valley of Hinnom, south of the City of David (or some other place 
entirely). It may be that the royal family owned property there. 

"Abishalom's Monument." Hebrew yad 'abiSiilom; on yad, "stela, monument," see 
the NOTE at 8:3 and, in general, Delcor 1967:230-34. 

19. Ahimaaz son o/Zadok. Cf. 15:27,36. Evidently Ahimaaz remained with David's 
anny after the events recounted in 17: 17-21. Having carried bad news before, he now 
wants a chance to carry what he thinks is good news. 

20-21. Joab refuses to let Ahimaaz carry the news. The reason is the death of 
Abishalom. Ahimaaz knows nothing of this, as he says in v. 29 below. (Verse 20bj3, 
"This was because the king's son was dead," is not a part of Joab's answer to Ahimaaz, 
who is not a liar or coward, as v. 29 would then imply; it is an explanation of the 
narrator.) Joab could inform Ahimaaz of Abishalom's death, but Ahimaaz, as one of 
those staunchly loyal to David and not under Joab's sway, could not be expected to 
react favorably or to make the official report in the positive way Joab wants (cf. v. 32b). 
Thus Joab appoints another runner, a member of the anny, who can be relied upon 
to report the victory and the death of Abishalom as good news. There is no reason to 
suppose the fact that this fellow is a Cushite to have special significance. The designa
tion suggests that his ancestry was Ethiopian or Nubian, and a few commentators 
(Dhorme, de Vaux) conclude that his black skin was a signal to David of the bad news 
he was carrying. But, clearly, both Joab and the Cushite thought the news was good 
and wanted the king to think so too. The tradition behind the superscription to Psalm 
9 held that the Cushite ("Cushi," see the Tex:cual Note at v. 21) was a Benjaminite, 
and this is not impossible: Cushi, father of the prophet Zephaniah, was a great-grandson 
of Hezekiah (Zeph 1: 1 ); presumably Cushi's mother was an Ethiopian-thus he was 
kusi. a Negro, and at the same time a Judahite. 

22-23. Ahimaaz insists on going despite Joab's attempts to dissuade him. Excited 
about the victory and unaware of the death of Abishalom, the young man wants to be 
the first to tell the good news to the king. Joab, being who he is, cannot comprehend 
such innocent enthusiasm. "You'll have no reward for going," he says, mistakenly 
attributing to Ahimaaz the sort of motive that would stir his own enthusiasm. When 
the young man persists, Joab's patience, which is never very resilient (cf. v. 14), gives 
way, and the conversation ends on a brusque monosyllable, ru~. "Run!" 

22. my boy. Not in this case an expression of affection (pace Conroy 1978:70 and 
n. 106). The tone of beni, lit. "my son," on Joab's lips is condescending, patronizing, 
or at least ironic. 
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reward for going. Hebrew besora m4~e't; see the Textual Note. As in 4: 10, besora 
means "reward" not "news" (so Ehrlich 1910:321). 

23. the Circuit Road. The Circuit or Kikkar (hakkikkiir) was the valley of the lower 
Jordan. The Cushite, we must assume, has set out on a direct, overJand route to 
Mahanaim, which lay not far away to the north of the battlefield, and he will have rough 
going all the way because of the hills and dense undergrowth. Ahimaaz chooses. the 
"longer but better road" (Hertzberg), probably the major local artery, along the Jordan 
Valley. 

27. a good man ... good news. Compare I Kings 1 :42, where Adonijah will welcome 
Jonathan son of Abiathar with the words, "Come in, for you are a stalwart man ('is 
~ayi/), and it must be good news that you bring (we!6b tebasser)!" Probably 'is {ob, 
"a good man," here has something of the connotation of 'is ~ayi/, "a stalwart man," 
there, viz. that the messenger is loyal to the cause (cf. the NOTE at 2:7); on "good(ness)" 
as a term of political loyalty, see I Samuel, p. 322. David, in other words, recognizes 
the runner as a man staunchly loyal to him, not one of Joab's lackeys, and assumes that 
the news is good. In a way he is correct: Ahimaaz has come to report good news and 
knows nothing else. But there is bad news to follow. 
19 7. those who hate you . .. those who love you. On love and hate as terms of political 
loyalty, see I Samuel, the NOTES on 16:21 and 20:17 and the references there (see 
additional bibliography in Conroy 1978:78 n. 151). David's mistake-if it is a mistake 
-is permitting his natural human love to take precedence over the love he officially 
owes to his loyal subjects as their king. This is an excellent example of the conflict 
between David the father and David the king that runs throughout the story of the 
revolt, as shown most clearly by Gunn (on the present passage sc;e 1978:103). The 
audience is inclined, as usual, to sympathize with David, for the commonplace wisdom 
of loving one's friends and hating one's enemies seems both callous and inadequate at 
this point (cf. Delekat 1967:30, who compares the Sermon on the Mount). Still, the 
truth of what the hard-boiled Joab is saying is also undeniable. Viewed in terms of 
political realities, the shoes of David's love are on the wrong feel. Moran (1963a:8 l) 
compares EA 286: 18-20, where the king of Jerusalem reports having said to an officer 
of the king of Egypt, "Why do you love the Apiru but hate the governors?" 

9. sitting enthroned. That yoseb has this connotation here was recognized by Caspari. 
For a list of Ugaritic and biblical parallels, see Dahood in Fisher 1972:264-65 (cf. 
Schoors in Fisher 1972: 115), to which add the text published in Ugaritica V, 111.3 (RS 
24.245). 

COMMENT 

The outcome of Abishalom's revolt is decided in a single battle. David has had 
time to organize his forces, a consequence of Abishalom's fatal choice of 
counsel(§ XXIX). The army marches out of Mahanaim in three companies, 
passing in review before the king, who, on the advice of his troops, has elected 
to stay away from the battlefield. Battle is joined in the tangled Forest of 
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Ephraim, where the superior might of the conscript army of all Israel is 
neutralized in favor of David's more experienced and canny professionals (cf. 
the NOTES at 17:11-13 and 18:8). David's victory is decisive: The partisans of 
Abishalom fortunate enough to escape both the sword and the forest (cf. 18:8) 
flee to their homes (l 9:9by [§ XXXII]), and the rebellion simply evaporates. 

At the center of this section stands the account of the death of Abishalom 
(18:9-15), and the reader's attention is centered on Abishalom's death, its 
causes and consequences, throughout the section. As the troops are marching 
out of Mahanaim, David instructs his three generals very clearly: "Protect 
young Abishalom for me!" (18:5). He says this standing "atop the gate" (v. 
4) in full hearing of everyone, and the narrator, not wanting to take the chance 
that his audience might overlook the point, states explicitly, "The entire army 
was listening" (v. 5). When Abishalom falls into the hands of Joab's troops, 
we are reminded of David's instructions by the report of a conversation be
tween Joab and the soldier who reports Abishalom's entrapment to him 
(18: I0-14a). Nevertheless, Joab, acting solely on his own authority, has Abish
alom dispatched straightway. 

It is clear that the narrator is working very hard here to show his audience 
that David was not responsible for the death of Abishalom. As always in chaps. 
13-20, David appears as a gentle man and loving father, referring to his 
murderous rebel son-whom he knows to be seeking his life (16: 11 )-with 
obvious affection as "young Abishalom" (see the NOTE at v. 5). His order of 
protection for Abishalom is reported so pointedly (18:5) and repeated so 
specifically (18: 12) that we cannot doubt it is regarded by the narrator as of 
primary importance. The narrator is attempting to evoke sympathy for David, 
probably addressing himself to former supporters of Abishalom's cause in the 
aftermath of the revolt. David loved Abishalom, says the narrator. Abisha
lom 'skilling was not David's doing-indeed, it was done against his specific 
orders, publicly issued. David was absent from the battlefield (v. 3). It was 
Joab, acting independently and in deliberate violation of his orders, who had 
the young man put to death. If Joab did so on the basis of a careful appraisal 
of the situation and a fear of the long-range political consequences of sparing 
Abishalom's life, we are not told this. We can assume, if we want, that Joab 
was drawing upon his keen sense of political pragmatism and his Machiavel
lian sense of public morality. But for the narrator Joab is, as usual, only a foil. 
He is important because the audience's acquaintance with his behavior will 
exonerate David. When the audience has been made aware of what actually 
took place on the day of the battle in the Forest of Ephraim, they will under
stand that David is not to be blamed for Abishalom's death and, therefore, that 
he has not forfeited his claim on the loyalty of those Israelites who followed 
Abishalom. 

The account of the report of Abishalom's death to David and his reaction 
(18:9-19:9abal3) restates and reinforces the narrator's argument as just 
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defined. David's eagerness for tidings is clearly shown by his close attention 
to news from the road. His optimism (cf. v. 27) is ironic and pitiful. The news 
will not be good for him, even though his army has won a battle and quelled 
the rebellion. David is concerned only for the welfare of Abishalom. He offers 
no reaction at all to the news of victory given by the two messengers in 18:28 
and 18:31. Instead he asks immediately if Abishalom is all right ( 18:29,32). 
Similarly, he is so overcome with grief at the news of Abishalom's death that 
he ignores his responsibilities to his troops entirely. He is inconsolable. His 
lament is loud and long and, again, witnessed at least indirectly by the entire 
army (19:3). In fact, the army, insulted and humiliated by the king's demon
strative grieving over the fallen enemy, is on the point of desertion when Joab, 
again coarsely pragmatic and wholly unsentimental, intervenes and brings 
David back to his senses. 

The scene closes with David "sitting enthroned in the gate" -of Mahanaim 
(19:9). He is king once again. Now he must return and reclaim the throne in 
Jerusalem. 



XXXII. DAVID'S RETURN TO JERUSALEM 
( l 9:9by-20:3) 

19 9lsrael had fled, each man to his tent. 10The entire army was 
complaining to all the staff-bearers oflsrael. "It was the king who saved 
us from all our enemies," they said, "and he was the one who rescued 
us from the clutches of the Philistines. But now he has fled from the 
land and from control of his kingdom, 11and Abishalom, whom we 
anointed over us, is dead in battle. Why, then, do you have nothing to 
say about bringing back the king?" 

When the things all Israel was saying reached the king, 12[he] sent 
word to Zadok the priest: "Speak to the elders of Judah as follows: 
'Why are you the last to bring the king back to his house? llYou're my 
kinsmen! You're my bone and my flesh! Then why are you last to bring 
back the king?' 1•And to Amasa say, 'Aren't you my bone and my flesh? 
Now then, may God do thus and so to me and thus and so again, if you 
are not the commander of my army in pface of Joab from now on!' " 

Arrival at the Jordan 

15Then all the men of Judah were like one man in their resolve, and 
they sent word to the king: "Come back, you and all your servants!" 
16So the king started back and reached the Jordan as the Judahites were 
arriving in Gilgal, having come down to meet the king and conduct 
[him] across the Jordan. 11Also Shimei son of Gera, the Benjaminite 
from Bahurim, hurried down with the men of Judah to meet King 
David, 18a thousand men from Benjamin with him. But Ziba, the stew
ard of the house of Saul, and his fifteen sons and twenty servants waded 
through the Jordan ahead of the king 19and did the work of bringing 
the king across and doing the things he wanted done. 

Shimei Pardoned 

Shimei son of Gera, falling down before the king as he crossed the 
Jordan, 20said to [him], "Let my lord not think of wrongdoing! Don't 
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think back to the wrong your servant did on the day my lord was 
marching out of Jerusalem! Let the king not take it to heart! 21 For your 
servant knows that I was at fault-but, look, today I came, first of all 
the house of Joseph to come down to meet my lord the king!" 

22Then Abishai son of Zeruiah spoke up. "Shouldn't Shimei be put 
to death on this very spot?" he said. "For he cursed Yahweh's 
anointed!" 

23"What do you sons of Zeruiah have against me," said David, "that 
you should become my adversary today? Shall anyone be put to death 
in Israel today? Don't you know that today I begin to rule over Israel?" 
24Then the king said to Shimei, "You shall not be put to death!" and 
gave him his oath. 

Meribbaal 

25 Also Meribbaal son of Jonathan son of Saul had come to meet the 
king. He had not cut his toenails or trimmed his mustache or even 
washed his clothes from the day the king left until the day he returned 
safely. (26When he came to Jerusalem to meet with the king, the king 
said to him, "Why didn't you go with me, Meribbaal?" 

2'"My lord king!" he said. "My servant let me down: For your 
servant said "to him, 'Saddle me an ass, so I can ride on it and go with 
the king!'-for your servant is lame. 28And he slandered your servant 
to my lord the king. But my lord the king did what I thought was good 
-like an envoy of God! 29For though all the men of my father's house 
were nothing but fiends of hell to my lord the king, you set your servant 
among those who eat at your table. From whom, then, could I have 
better treatment?" 

But when he cried out to the king, 30the king said, "Why do you talk 
so much? I have spoken: You and Ziba shall divide the property!" 

31 "Let him take it all," said Meribbaal to the king, "since my lord the 
king has come home safely!") 

Barzillai 

32Also Barzillai the Gileadite had come down from Rogelim. He went 
along with the king to see him off from the Jordan. nBarzillai was a very 
old man-eighty years old-and he had provided for the king while he 
was staying in Mahanaim, for he was a very important man. 
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1'"Come along with me," said the king to Barzillai, "and I'll provide 
for your old age in Jerusalem with me." 

15But Barzillai said to the king, "How many days would I have there, 
that I should go up with the king to Jerusalem? 16l'm now eighty years 
old. Do I know right from wrong? Can your servant taste what I eat 
and drink? Can I hear the songs of men and women? Then why should 
your servant become a burden on my lord the king? 11It is just a short 
distance that your servant will go along with the king, so why should 
the king give me a reward such as this? 18Let your servant go back, so 
that I can die in my own city near the grave of my father and mother! 
But here is your servant Chimham: Let him go along with my lord the 
king, and treat him as you think best!" 

19"Chimham shall go along with. me," said the king, "and I'll treat 
him as I think best, and anything else you choose to ask of me-I'll do 
that for you, too!" 

'
0When the entire army crossed the Jordan, the king stayed behind. 

He kissed Barzillai and blessed him. Then [Barzillai] went back home, 
•

1and the king crossed over to Gilgal. Also Chimham crossed over with 
him. 

Dissension in the Ranks 

The entire army of Judah was marching along with the king, and also 
half of the army of Israel. ' 2Then all the men of Israel came to the king 
and said to [him], "Why have our brothers, the men of Judah, stolen 
you away and conducted the king and his household across the Jordan 
along with all of David's men?" 

41The men of Judah gave this reply to the men of Israel: "Because the 
king is closely related to us! And why are you angry about this? Have 
we eaten any of the king's food? Has he given us a gift? Has he brought 
us a present?" 

44"We have ten shares in the king!" said the men of Israel in reply 
to the men of Judah. "And furthermore we, not you, are firstborn! So 
why have you slighted us? And why weren't we given priority because 
of what we said about bringing back our king?" 

The men of Judah were more stubborn in the things they said than 
the men of Israel, 20 1and a scoundrel named Sheba son of Bichri the 
Benjaminite, who happened to be there, blew on the shofar and said: 
"We have no share in David and no estate in the son of Jesse! Every 
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man to his tent, Israel!" 2So all Israel left David to follow Sheba son 
of Bichri, while the men of Judah accompanied their king from the 
Jordan to Jerusalem. 

The Fate of the Concubines 

3When David reached his house in Jerusalem, [he] took the ten 
concubines he had left to watch the house and put them in a guarded 
cell, where he provided for them but did not visit them. They were 
confined until the day they died, widows while alive. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

19 10. complaining Reading nlwn with LXXL" gongyzontes. MT has ndwn. a 
unique Nip'al of dyn. meaning "in a state of mutual strife (with)" (?); cf. Driver. 

the staff-bearers of Israel See the NOTE. 

the king So MT, Syr. LXX and 4QSam' (hmlk dwj[d]) have "King David." 
from all MT has mkp. "from the clutches of." In LXX8 (cf. LXXL) this is com-

bined with mkl, "from all," preserved alone in LXX". Evidently mkl was the OG 
reading, and it is preferable to mkp, which anticipates the language of the subsequent 
clause. 

and from control of his kingdom That is, wm 'I mmlktw, lit. "and from (being) over 
his kingdom"; cf. LXX"N· Again this is the OG reading, combined in LXX 0AL with that 
of MT, m 'I 'bslm, "from (?) Abishalom," which is shown to be inferior by its anticipa
tion of the next word in the text (w'bslm. "and Abishalom," v. 11) and by the awkward 
construction of me'al with a proper noun (Klostermann). 

11. and Abishalom Omitted in LXX8 by haplography; cf. the preceding Textual 
Note. 

whom we anointed over us LXXL adds eis basilea = lmlk, "as king." 
When ... the king This sentence (wdbr kl yfr'I b' 'I hmlk) is preserved here in its 

proper place in LXX, OL, and, as space considerations require, 4QSam' (see Ulrich 
1978:89). In MT it was lost after the preceding sentence by homoioteleuton (/hsyb 't 
hmlk ... 'I hmlk) and restored erroneously after lhsyb 't hmlk in v. 12 (hence the 
repetition of 'I bytw. "to his house," at the end of v. 12 in MT). As Thenius recognized 
long ago, however, it is necessary in the earlier position to explain David's actions in 
V. 12. 

12. to Zadok the priest So 4QSam': 'I ~dwq hkw[hn ], uniquely. All other wit
nesses support MT in reading 'I ~dwq w'I 'bytr hkhnym, "to Zadok and Abiathar the 
priests." 

At the end of the verse MT adds wdbr kl yfr'I b' 'I hmlk 'I bytw, a displaced correction 
of the loss in v. 11 of MT (see the Textual Note on "When ... the king," v. 11 ), to 
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which most other witnesses have been recensionally corrected. In Syr. the displaced 
plus continues with a rough equivalent of v. 12a. 

13. At the end of this verse, after " ... to his house," LXXL adds a translation of 
wdbr kl ysr'I b' '/ hm/k, which stands after the same words in v. 12 in most witnesses. 
See the Textual Notes on "When ... the king" in v. 11 and at the end of v. 12. 

14. And to Amasa say Reading wl'ms' t'mr(w) with MT, LXX. Syr., however, has 
w'mr /'ms', "And he (David) said to Amasa"; a case for this reading could be made. 

Now then So LXX: kai nyn = w'th, which has fallen out of MT after 'th. 
15. Then ... resolve Lit. "Then the heart of every man of Judah was inclined like 

one man." The verb is wyf, which we read as wayyef with Targ. (w'tpny) and MTMss 
(BHS); cf. Budde. MT (cf. LXX) has wayyaf, "And he inclined [transitive] the heart 
of every man," etc., the subject being understood as David or, perhaps, Amasa (so 
explicitly in LXXL). 

to the king LXX, Syr., and Vulg. reftect l'mr, "saying," before the speech that 
follows. 

16. the Judahites That is, "Judah"; so MT. LXX: "the men of Judah." 
having come down Reading /rdt with MTMss (BHS) and LXXL (katabenai); cf. v. 

21. MT has I/kt, "having gone." 
17-19. The correct arrangement of these verses was recognized by Wellhausen. The 

first clause of v. 18 belongs with what precedes it, v. 17, not with what follows it. Shimei 
and his men arrive with the men of Judah (v. 17) and wait for the king on the west 
bank. Only Ziba and his family wade through the Jordan ahead of David (v. 18). This 
is why Ziba has brought such a large retinue-he wants to ingratiate himself with the 
king-and David's decision in v. 30 suggests that he succeeds. 

18. waded through MT has w~l~w. "and they kept wading through"(?), but Well
hausen saw that this should be ~l~w. the initial w- having been repeated from the end 
of the previous word, 'tw. LXX8 resolved the problem of tense by reading kai kateu
thynan = wy~l~w. "and they waded through." LXXL kai apostellousin epi reflects 
wysl~w '/, "they sent (word) across." On the meaning of~/~ see the NOTE. 

19. and did the work At the beginning of the verse LXX preserves the OG reading 
of several words, after which the MT equivalent has been supplied recensionally in all 
MSS except LXXL. We follow LXX kai eleitourgesan ten /eitourgian in reading wy'bdw 
h'bdh (cf. Syr.). From this we might restore wy'brw h'brh, "and crossed the ford" (cf. 
Targ. and Vulg.), which stands closer to MT w'brh h'brh, "and the ford (?) kept 
crossing" (cf. Wellhausen, Driver). But the verb, in view of the two infinitive phrases 
that follow and specify it ("bringing ... across ... doing"), must refer to work in 
general, not crossing alone. 

the king Cf. LXX (OG). MT: "the king's house." 
before the king So MT, Syr., LXXA. LXX8LMN: "on his face before the king." 
20. Let my lord not think of wrongdoing/ So LXX ( = '/ y~sb 'dny 'wn ). MT: 'I 

y~sb ly 'dny 'wn, "Let my lord not reckon (my) wrongdoing to me!" 
my lord was marching out So LXX8

: ho kyrios mou exeporeueto = 'iidoni yij~e·. 
MT has yii~ii' 'adoni-hammelek, "my lord the king marched out" (so LXXL; cf. 
LXXAMN). 

21. to come down to meer MT lrdt /qr't. LXXL eis katabasin seems to reftect 'I 
mwrd, "to the descent (of my lord the king)." 
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22. "Shouldn't Shimei be . .. ?" LXXL: "Shimei should be ... !" 
23. Shall anyone ... today? The first word should probably be read hhywin (cf. 

LXXLMN). In MT the statement begins hywm and in LXX"A hywm /' ("No one shall 
be," etc.). 

in Israel So MT, LXXL, OL. LXX"AMN: "from Israel." 
Don't you know that Reading (h)lw' yd'tm ky on the basis of LXXL ouk oidate hoti 

(cf Josephus, Ant. 7.266). MT: ky hlw' yd'ty ky, "For don't I know that." LXX": hoti 
ouk oida ei = ky /' yd'ty 'm, "For I don't know if." 

I begin to rule That is, 'mlk 'ny; cf. LXX. MT: 'ny mlk. "lam king." See the NOTE. 
25. Meribbaal See the Textual Note at 4:4. 
son of Jonathan son of Saul Cf. LXXLMN, Syr. MT seems to have suffered haplogra

phy: bn [yhwntn bn] S'wl, "son of Saul"; but one could argue for the originality of this 
reading (bn S'wl = a member of Saul's family). LXX" reflects bn bn S'wl, "grandson 
of Saul," a scribe's correction. 

cut his toenails MT 'sh rglyw. lit. "done his feet," rendered twice by LXX (Thenius) 
as etherapeusen IOUS podas aUIOU, "cared for his feet," and onychisalo, "done his nails," 
to which LXXL adds las cheiras autou = ydyw, "his hands"-thus, "cared for his feet 
or done his fingernails" (cf. JB). See, further, the NOTE. 

safely MT bslwm, to which LXXL adds '/ yrws/m, "to Jerusalem," which might 
be original, having fallen out after bsl(w)m. 

26. When he came to Jerusalem Only a few minuscules of LXX support a reading 
like "And he had come from Jerusalem (to meet the king)," favored by Thenius and 
Wellhausen. See the NOTE on vv. 26-31. 

27. he said So MT. LXX, Syr.: "Meribbaal said to him." 
to him, 'Saddle Reading lw ~bsh with LXX (cf. Vulg.) for MT '~bsh, "I'll saddle." 

See Thenius, Wellhausen. 
28. did ... God MT and LXX diverge in arrangement and sense here. MT has 

km/'k h'/hym w'sh h{wb b'ynyk, "is like a messenger of God. Then do that which is 
good in your eyes!" LXX" reflects 'sh h{wb b'yny kml'k h'lhym, lit. "did that which 
was good in my [!) eyes-like a messeng.:r of God," after which the equivalent of the 
second sentence of MT has been added recensionally. The LXX version is preferable: 
As the following verse shows, Meribbaal is saying that his opinion of David was one 
of gratitude and admiration and thus implying that he would on no account have 
behaved as Ziba claimed. 

29. From whom, then Reading myd my on the basis of LXXLMm• ek cheiros tinos 
in preference to MT mh, "What (further right [?) do I have ... )." 

he cried out We read wyz'q with LXXLMm• (kai eboesen). MT (cf. LXX") has 
w/z'q(y), "by crying (that I should cry) further to the king." 

30. said MT, LXX"AMN, Syr. add "to him." Omit with LXXL. 
Why do you talk so much? That is, lamma tarbeh debareka, lit. "Why do you 

multiply your words?" (cf. Job 34:37; Eccles 10: 14). For tarbeh, which is reflected by 
LXXL plethyneis, MT has tedabber-thus, lmh tdbr 'wd dbryk, "Why do you keep say
ing your words?" We omit 'wd, present in both MT and LXXL, with Syr. and LXXN 

32. went along That is, wy'br, which was taken to mean "crossed over" by a scribe 
who added hyrdn. "the Jordan" (Wellhausen), creating an awkward duplication ("the 
Jordan ... from/at the Jordan") here. The same thing has happened in v. 37. 
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from the Jordan So LXXL = myrdn. It is also possible, though less defensible, to 
read byrdn, "at the Jordan," or 't hyrdn (cf. MTM55

, LXX8
), "(to send him [over]) the 

Jordan," but not 't byrdn (MT), an artificial combination of the two (Wellhausen). 
33. while he was staying MT has besibiito. evidently intended as equivalent to 

besibto (LXX en to oikein autou. en to kathesthai autou ). The spelling bsybtw is less 
likely to represent an authentic form than to reflect, as recognized by Wellhausen, the 
influence of sybtk. "your old age," which stood in the following verse in the Vorlage 
of LXX and may have appeared marginally in MT. 

34. your old age So LXX (to geras sou) and OL (senectutem tuam): sybtk. MT has 
'tk. "you." 

35. How ... there We read kmh ymym yhyw ly sm on the basis of LXXL posai 
hemerai esontai moi ekei. MT is quite different: kmh ymy iny ~yy, "How many are the 
days of the years of my life?" We can see that (I) sm and sny and (2) yhyw and ~YY 
correspond graphically, but a full explanation of the divergence and a firm determina
tion of priority elude us. 

36. Do I know So MT (cf. LXXL). LXXAMN: "Don't I know" (cf. Syr.). 
taste LXX: "still taste." LXXMN gnosetai, "recognize," is an inner-Greek corrup

tion of geusetai (so LXX8AL) = y{'m (MT). 
hear So LXXL. MT: "still hear." 
become a burden So MT (yhyh ... /ms'). LXXL (cf. Syr.): "be a burden"(= yhyh 

... ms'). MT has 'wd, "still," before /ms'; omit with LXXL. 
37.just a short distance So MT: km'~. LXXL hoti oligon suggests ky m ~. "Because 

. . . a short distance." 
will go along That is, y'br. The extant text in all major witnesses reflects y'br 

... 't hyrdn, "will cross the Jordan." See the second Textual Note at v. 32. 
38. go back So MT: yiisob-nii' (cf. LXXL). LXX8 (kathisato) and Syr. (npws) have 

"remain," reading the same consonantal text as yeseb-nii'. 
near MT 'm. LXXL kai taphesomai en reflects w'qbr b-, "and be buried in." 
Chimham LXXLMN, Syr. add "my son" before or after the name. The name appears 

in MT as kimhiim, reflected in LXX8 as chamaam; see the NOTE. LXXLM acheinaam 
(as if ·~yn'm, "Ahinoam") arises from •(a)chimaam. Syr. bmhm is the result of an 
inner-Syriac error involving the graphically similar letters bet and kap. 

39. said the king LXXL adds "to him." 
as I think best So LXXLMN, Syr. MT: "as you think best" in reminiscence of v. 38. 
40. stayed behind So LXXLMN: histekei = 'md. MT has 'br. "crossed over"; but 

David does not cross until v. 41. 
[BarzillaiJ The name is supplied in LXXL, and it is also necessary in English. But 

the shorter text of MT is superior. 
41. Chimham MT kimhiin (here only), possibly by dissimilation (Freedman). 
was marching along So LXX8AMN = 'brym. MT (ketib): wy'brw, "and they 

marched along." MT (qere): he'ebirU, "conducted (the king) along" (cf. LXXL). 
43. The men of Judah a. LXXL. MT: "All the men of Judah." Syr.: "All the house 

of Judah." 
the men of Israel Syr.: "and were saying to the house of Israel." LXXL: "the men 

of Israel and said"; cf. v. 44. 
Has he given ... a present? So LXX'L1: e doma (d)edoken hemin (omitted by 
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LXXBAMN) e arsin eren hemin = 'm min ntn (/nw) 'm mS't ns' lnw. As Wellhausen 
concluded, the text of LXX might instead reflect a double translation of MT 'm 
ns't ns' lnw, but I assume that MT has lost min ntn lnw 'm by haplography (homoioark
ton); the change from ms't to ns't in MT is secondary. 

44. And furthermore ... firstborn! That is, wgm bkwr 'ny mmk, lit. "And also 
firstborn am I, rather than you!" So LXX: kai prototokos ego e su; OL: et primogenitus 
ego sum quam tu. In MT this was corrupted to wgm bdwd 'ny mmk, "And also in David 
I am more than you!" a translation of which has been added recensionally to the text 
of LXX. The mutilation of bkwr to bdwd, understandable graphically, was prompted 
by the slogan in 20: I. 

And why ... what we said MT has w/' hyh dbry r'swn ly, lit. "And my word 
was not first to me." This is usually taken to mean "Wasn't my word first ... ?"that 
is, "Didn't I speak first (about bringing the king back)?" But there is no textual sup
port for emending w/' to hi' (Smith, etc.), and in any case ly is superfluous to such 
an interpretation. The clause can be taken as continuing the force of the preceding 
wmdw': "So why have you slighted us, and (why) was my word not first ... ?" But 
the result is contrary to fact-the Israelites were first to speak about bringing David 
back (vv. 10-11)--and ly remains unexplained. The solution lies in the text of 
LXX 8A"'N, which reflects not w/' hyh (LXXL kai ouk egeneto) but w/' n~sb (kai ouk 
e/ogisthe). With this reading in place the clause can be taken as a continuation of the 
previous question ("So why ... ?"), and the purpose of ly becomes clear. Read wt' 
n~sb dbry r'swn ly. lit. "And (why) was my word not reckoned to me as prior" (to which 
LXX8 "'N add tou iouda = myhwdh. "[prior] to Judah"), that is, "And why was I not 
given priority because of what I said ... ?" 
20 I. his tent So MT, LXXL. LXX 8A"'N: "your tent." 

2. all Israel So LXX"L· MT: "all the men of Israel." Syr.: "all the sons of Israel." 
3. the ten concubines LXX: "his ten concubines." Cf. the Textual Note at 16: 13. 
the house LXXL: "his house." 
widows while alive Cf. LXX: cherai zosai = 'almiinot ~ayyot (Wellhausen, Budde); 

see the NOTE. MT has 'almiinut ~ayyut. "the widowhood of life" (?). Targ. 'rmln 
db'lhwn qyym. "widows of their living husband," shows an interpretation of the text 
similar to the one we have adopted. 

NOTES 

19 9. each man to his tent. This part of the story line is now resumed from the end 
of 18:17, where we were told that "all Israel," i.e .. Abishalom's army, "fled each man 
to his tent." This expression, "each man to his tent," is a cliche referring specifically 
to the demobilization of an army: Judg 7:8; 20:8; I Sam 4:10; 13:2; II Sam 18: 17; 19:9; 
20:1 (cf. II Chron 10:16),22; II Kings 14:12 = II Chron 25:22. In some of these 
passages (I Sam 4:10; II Sam 18:17; 19:9; II Kings 14:12 =II Chron 25:22) it refers 
more specifically to the flight home of a defeated army. 

10. the staff-bearers of Israel. See the Textual Note at 7:7, where we adopt the 
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suggestion of Reid (1975) to revocalize sib[e yisrii'el. "the tribes of Israel," as siibe[e 
yisrii'el, "the staff-bearers of Israel." See also 5:1, where "the staff-bearers of Israel" 
stand in the position of "the elders of Israel" in 5:3 (Reid 1975:20). The change is 
probably to be made in the present passage, too, though Reid does not cite it. The army 
is urging the ruling elders of Israel, not the tribes as a whole, to reconsider their position 
towards David. 

12-14. Judah, where the revolt began (15:10) and from which its leadership was 
principally drawn (Ahithophel, Amasa, Abishalom himself), evidently was slower than 
Israel in reclaiming David as its king. David's message is directed at this problem. 
Because he is himself a Judahite, he says, the elders of Judah-"my bone and my flesh" 
-should not lag behind the staff-bearers of Israel in renewing his kingship. As a 
conciliatory gesture-obviously aimed at those who had supported Abishalom-he 
states his intention to appoint Amasa, Abishalom's chief general (17:25), in place of 
Joab, Abishalom's executioner, as commander of his army. On Amasa's parentage and 
position in Judah, see the NOTES at 17:25. 

16. Gilgal. An important Benjaminite shrine and place of sacrifice near Jericho and 
the Jordan; the modern site is unknown. Cf. Map 7. 

17-31. This material concerns David's relationship with the house of Saul. Cook 
(1899/ I 900: 169) regarded it as secondary, part of the originally independent document 
he supposed to have consisted of parts of chaps. 9, 16, and 19 (cf. the COMMENT on 
§ XIX and the NOTE at 16:1-14). Similarly, Langlamet (1976b:355-56; 1979-81) 
considers most of this material editorial expansion of the original story of the revolt. 
Specifically, he lists as secondary 19:17-40,41abay, and 42bc5 (see also the NOTE at 
20:3) and argues for an original connection between 19:16 and 19:4lb,8. 

17. Shimei. See 16:5-13, the events of which are alluded to by Shimei in v. 20 below. 
I 8. a thousand men from Benjamin. Unless the meaning is "a thousand of men," i.e., 

an 'e/ep-contingent (see the NOTE at 6:1), this is probably an exaggeration. As else
where, the narrator is eager to emphasize the loyalty of former followers of Saul to 
David (cf. the COMMENT on § XXX). 

Ziba. See 16:1--4 and, for background, 9:2-11. 
waded through the Jordan. Hebrew wanalle~u hayyarden, the meaning of which can 

be clarified by reference to Aramaic ~a/le~. "cleave, split; penetrate, pass through." The 
sense here is either that Ziba's party actually split the Jordan, i.e., dammed it up so 
David could cross dryshod, or, more likely, that they waded in and conveyed the royal 
party across on their shoulders. 

21. first of all the house of Joseph. Unless this can be read "before all the house of 
Joseph" (de Vaux 1978:643), which is unlikely, we are to think of"the house of Joseph" 
in the most general sense, a reference to all the northern tribes in contrast to "the house 
of Judah" (2:7,10,11); cf. Josh 18:5. In a stricter sense Shimei, a Benjaminite, was not 
of the house of Joseph (Josh 17:17; etc.). 

22-23. Veijola (1975:34) regards these verses as secondary, deriving from the hand 
of the Deuteronomistic historian. They provide a rationale for Solomon's execution of 
Shimei (cf. I Kings 2:8-9,44--46), which was lacking in the original text of the present 
passage as Veijola conceives it (19:19b--21 + 24), by implying that David might have 
put Shimei to death on some other day. Rost (1926: 101-2), though he considered the 
verses an original part of the succession narrative, also understood them to look 
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forward to Solomon's execution of Shimei. But see Conroy (1978: 103), who argues that 
within the story of Abishalom's revolt the case of Shimei is closed in this passage. I 
agree with Conroy. While there is no doubt that the author of I Kings 1-2 found 
support for Solomon's treatment of Shimei in the Shimei subplot of the story of 
Abishalom's revolt (II Sam 16:5-13; 19: 17, 19b-24), it is also clear that the narrator of 
the original story wanted to stress David's leniency and generosity towards the Ben
jaminite agitator. Nor would it be necessary for an editorial hand to insert vv. 22-23 
in order to point out the culpability of what Shimei did-which is not in doubt-or 
to illustrate further the ruthlessness of the sons of Zeruiah. 

22. Abishai. Abishai's role is reminiscent of the part he played in 16:9ff. 
he cursed Yahweh's anointed. On the sacrosanct character of the man anointed king 

at Yahweh's behest, see 1:14 as well as I Sam 26:9; 24:6. 
23. What do you ... have against me ... ? Hebrew mah-Ii weliikem, on which see 

the .NOTE at 16: 10. David's point is that an execution on the day of his coronation 
would be wrong (see the following NOTE) and, therefore, that Abishai's proposal 
actually imperils him. 

Shall anyone be put to death ... today? This passage, taken together with I Sam 
11: 13-15, suggests that a coronation was accompanied by a general amnesty. David 
becomes king today, albeit for the second time, and no one is to be executed (cf. Schulz; 
Macholz 1972: 170; Mettinger 1976: 119). The granting of a coronation day amnesty, 
if there was such a practice, may have had less to do with the crowning of the new king 
than the passing of the old king, under whom the criminals were condemned (cf. Num 
35:25,28; Josh 20:6 [Macholz 1972: 170 n. 18)). 

25. cut his toenails. Hebrew 'iisa ragliiyw, lit. "done his feet." The interpretation of 
this as "washed his feet" is criticized by Joiion ( 1928:314), who proposes to change 
ragliiyw, "his feet," to rii's6, "his head," in the sense of chevelure (Lev 10:6; etc.), 
comparing (n. 2) the collocation of clothes, hair, and mustache in Lev 13:45. Weill 
(1929:212) thinks the text of Josephus (Ant. 7.267) also favors reading rii's6. Most 
modern English translations, however, have retained rugliiyw and rendered the expres
sion "dressed his feet" or something similar, following AV (RSV, NEB; cf. JB). Our 
interpretation (cf. NJV, "pared his toenails") is that made by the rabbis (Yebamot 48a) 
on the basis of Deut 21: 12, where 'iisa is used of the nails and an action mentioned in 
regard to the head is cutting the hair. According to Yebamot 103a, on the other hand, 
v. 25 is euphemistic. 

26-31. David will not reach Jerusalem until 20:2-3, and the text does not say, "When 
he (Meribbaal) came from Jerusalem" (cf. NJV). Accordingly, some critics (Budde, 
Caspari, Hertzberg) regard yrws/m, "(to) Jerusalem," as secondary or misplaced. Con
roy (1978:98 n. 11) thinksyrwslm can mean "from Jerusalem" as it stands. I doubt this. 
In any case, the syntax-wayhi ki bii' yerusii/a(y)im. "When he came to Jerusalem" 
(not wayyiibii' yerusiilayim, "And he came to/from Jerusalem")-suggests that the 
conversation is to be thought of as taking place in the future. Verses 26-31, in other 
words, record a conversation that took place sometime after the events of the immediate 
context, when Meribbaal returned to (!) Jerusalem. These words are placed here be
cause they provide the logical resolution of the issues raised by the mention of Merib
baal's presence among the reception party. 

27. /er me down. Hebrew rimmiini, which, as noted by Thenius, does not mean 
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"deceived me" in this context. Instead it retains its more radical meaning suggesting 
harm resulting from the failure of something or someone relied upon. As in Lam 1: 19, 
it has the sense "left me in the lurch" (Thenius). 

lame. See 4:4; 9:3, 13. 
28. like an envoy of God. Routine ftattery. See the NOTE at 14:17. 
29. my father's house. The house of Saul, Meribbaal's grandfather (4:4; 9:3). 
fiends of hell. Hebrew 'anse-mawet, lit. "men of death" (cf. I Kings 2:26). See the 

NOTE at 12:5. 
those who eat at your table. See the NOTE at 9:7. 
30. I have spoken. Hebrew 'iimart~ the force of which is "I (hereby) declare" (GK' 

§I 06i). Is David's deci~ion "Solomonic," as Hertzberg describes it, or is it simply 
equivocal? It is difficult, perhaps impossible (cf. Ackroyd), to decide whether Ziba was 
lying in 16: 1-14 or Meribbaal is lying here. David's verdict suggests that he at least 
does not know. It may be that Meribbaal's response to the king's decision in v. 31 shows 
that he is the truthful one (cf. I Kings 3:26-:-27). Perhaps we should assume that David 
is persuaded of Meribbaal's sincerity but still moved by Ziba's recent service (vv. 
18-19). 

32. BarzillaL See 17 :27. 
36. Do I know rightfrom wrong? Knowledge of right and wrong, i.e., moral discern

ment, is what distinguishes animals and children from adult human beings and gods, 
as the Eden myth shows. By referring to his loss of this knowledge Barzillai is saying 
he has become like a child in his old age (cf. Deut l :39; Isa 7: 15, l 6). But it is not moral 
discernment he has lost. It is something else accompanying the transition from child
hood to adulthood, viz. sexual potency; cf. Gen 3:7, where sexual awareness comes with 
the knowledge of right and wrong, or Gilgamesh 1.4,29,34 (ANET', p. 75), where 
wisdom and understanding come with sexual experience. Barzillai's rhetorical question, 
in other words, is a polite way of saying that he has outgrown his sexual powers and 
that because of this-and the loss of his other sources of pleasure-he could not expect 
to enjoy himself at court. 

38. Chimham. This odd name, kimham. has been explained by Noth (1928:25 and 
n. 5) by reference to Arabic kamiha. "change complexion, become pale" (cf. Ps 63:2 
[ 63: I]?), as meaning "of pale complexion." But who is this "Paleface"? Is he Barzillai 's 
son, as many Greek and Syriac MSS assert (cf. the TeJCtual Note)? Ifso, he is presuma
bly among the sons of Barzillai commended to Solomon by David on his deathbed in 
I Kings 2:26. 

42. The complaint of the Israelite army is that it is the Judahite army that has claimed 
the honor of first receiving the king (vv. 15-16). The reader knows this is because of 
the hesitation of the Israelites (v. l la) and David's overture to the Judahites (vv. 
l llr-14). 

43-44. The details of the quarrel reflect differing attitudes towards King David. The 
men of Judah speak of the king as a particular individual, a man from Judah who is 
"closely related" to them (cf. v. 13). The men of Israel, on the other hand, speak of 
the king as the king, the particular man in office at present being of no concern to them. 
Thus they claim a greater interest in the king-ten shares (for the ten northern tribes) 
to Judah's one-and rights of seniority as "firstborn," a reference to the time before 
the incorporation of Judah into "all Israel'' (see Flanagan 1975). 
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food ... a gift ... a present. The men of Judah say they have received no special 
favors that the men of Israel should resent. Or are they insisting they were not bribed? 

44. what we said. That is, to the staff-bearers of Israel; see vv. 10--11. 
20 I. a scoundrel. Hebrew 'fs beliya'al; see the NOTE on "You bloods_tained fiend of 
hell!" at 16:7. 

the shofar. The shofar was also used to signal Abishalom's rebellion (15: 10). and 
Saul's revolt against the Philistines (I Sam 13:3). Cf. the NOTE at 6: 15. 

Sheba's slogan, "no share in David and no estate in the son of Jesse," will be taken 
up again at the time of the schism after the death of Solomon. See. I Kings 12: 16. 

Every man to his tent. See the NOTE at 19:9 above. 
3. Langlamet (1976b:356; 1977), following Cook (1899/1900: 167, 169, l 76) in regard

ing the concubine theme as secondary to the original story of Abishalom's revolt, would 
strike this verse along with 15:16b-17a and 16:21-22. 

the ten concubines. See 15:16. Now that these women have been illegally claimed by 
Abishalom (16:21-22), they must be put away. 

widows while alive. We follow Wellhausen in taking "living widows" (see the Textual 
Note) to mean "widows of living men"-in this case widows of the living man David. 
The other possibility, also noted by Wellhausen, is that "living widows" means "vigor
ous widows," i.e., "widows in the prime of life" (NEB). 

COMMENT 

The account of David's return journey to Jerusalem has two aspects, which 
coexist with some tension. This is, on the one hand, the record of a series of 
meetings reminiscent of the meetings of the outward journey(§ XXVIII). The 
meetings on David's flight raised questions and concerns, inviting the audience 
to look ahead with some anxiety to the events to come. The meetings of 
David's return offer reassurance, representing the resolution of many of the 
earlier concerns, such as the defection of Meribbaal and the threats of Shimei. 
In one sense, then, the present section contains a spirit of resolution. At the 
same time, however, there is a spirit of renewed conflict here. The circum
stances and events of the return of the king precipitate an outbreak of sectional 
hostility that will have to be resolved before the kingdom can finally be 
regarded as secure. 

The first of the meetings is with Shimei. The meeting with Shimei on David's 
flight was the last in that series (16:5-13), taking place after David had crossed 
the summit of the Mount of Olives, where the other meetings occurred, and 
reached the village ofBahurim, Shimei's home. At that time Shimei grievously 
cursed David. Now, however, he is first to welcome the king home, declaring 
himself at fault for his prior behavior. He receives a royal pardon from David. 
Here, as elsewhere, the narrator stresses David's leniency and generosity to-
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wards the former followers of the house of Saul and the reciprocal loyalty they 
feel for David. "A thousand men from Benjamin" came to receive David, we 
are told ( 19: 18), and David, for his part, granted Shimei a full pardon. Accord
ing to the author of I Kings 1-2, who was eager to offer justification for the 
bloodbath that accompanied Solomon's accession, David later demanded that 
Shimei should be punished (I Kings 2:8-9); but there is no hint in the story 
of Abishalom's revolt that the decision rendered here is not final (cf. the NOTE 
at 19:22-23). 

The next meeting is with Meribbaal. As explained in the NOTE, the conver
sation reported in 19:26--31 seems to have taken place later in Jerusalem. We 
are shown, nevertheless, that despite his lameness Meribbaal came to the 
Jordan, disheveled and unkempt like a man whose servant has "let him down" 
(19:27) or a loyal subject grieving for his exiled sovereign. Meribbaal's behav
ior seems to convince David that Ziba's earlier accusations (16:3) were false. 
Ziba himself, however, has rallied his entire family, hurried to the Jordan, and 
waded across to David with his sons and servants, leaving the rest of the 
reception party behind ( 19: l 8b-l 9a). He is most eager to be of help and to 
ingratiate himself with the king. David settles this contest of obsequiousness 
by declaring it a draw. 

The undercurrent of conflict that qualifies the optimistic tone of these meet
ings arises from sectional jealousy. As explained in the COMMENT on§ XXVII, 
there seems to have been.both northern and southern support for Abishalom's 
rebellion. Now that David is returning, however, there is a rivalry between 
Israel and Judah for priority in bringing him back. At first the Israelites 
vacillate ( 19:9-11 ), prompting David, who may have wondered if anyone 
would welcome him, to appeal directly to Judah. The appeal is made on the 
basis of kinship (19: 13), and the desired result is achieved, "all the men of 
Judah" (19: 15) endorsing the king's return with enthusiasm. 

David must have concluded later, however, that the appeal to his kinship 
with the Judahites was a mistake, for it seems to have promoted the sectional 
conflict that ensued. The sight of Judah conducting David towards Jerusalem 
provokes Israel, somewhat belatedly, to think of protecting its interests in the 
king. A quarrel breaks out in the two armies, with Judah claiming priority of 
place because David is a kinsman (19:43) and Israel claiming priority because 
he is king of Israel, of which the northern tribes represent the older and larger 
part (19:44). The result is, finally, the defection of the Israelite army under the 
leadership of a dissident from the Ephraimite hills (20:21) named Sheba. 

Despite the apparent movement of the narrative towards a reentry of Jerusa
lem and a resolution of conflict, therefore, this section ends amid turmoil and 
uncertainty. Sheba's revolt is potentially more disastrous even than Abisha
lom's (cf. 20:6). How this new problem is resolved is the subject of the section 
that follows. 



XXXIII. SHEBA'S REVOLT 
(20:4-22) 

20 •The king said to Arnasa, "Call up the men of Judah for me in three 
days; then report here." 5So Arnasa went to call up Judah, but he was 
late for the appointment that had been made for him. 6So David said 
to Abishai, "Now Sheba son of Bichri is going to cause us more trouble 
than Abishalorn did. Now then, take your master's servants with you 
and chase after him. He might find himself some walled cities and cast 
a shadow over our eyes." 1So Abishai called out after him Joab, the 
Cherethites and Pelethites, and all the warriors, and they marched out 
of Jerusalem in pursuit of Sheba son of Bichri. 

The Assassination of Amasa 
8They were near the big rock that is in Gibeon, and Arnasa was 

corning towards them. Joab was dressed in his tunic, and over it he was 
girded with a sword strapped to his hip in its sheath; but it slipped out 
and fell. 9"Are you well, brother?" [he] said to Arnasa, grasping 
Amasa's beard with his right hand to kiss him. 10 Arnasa was not on 
guard against the sword that was in Joab's hand. He struck him with 
it in the belly, so that his entrails spilled out on the ground; and though 
he did not strike him a second time, he died. 

Then Joab with his brother Abishai went on in pursuit of Sheba son 
of Bichri, 11but one of Joab's soldiers stayed behind with [Arnasa] and 
said, "Whoever favors Joab and whoever is on David's side, after Joab!" 
12But Arnasa was weltering in gore in the middle of the highway, and 
the man saw that the entire army stopped. So he moved Arnasa off the 
highway into the field and covered him with a blanket, for he could see 
that anyone who came upon him would stop. nwhen he had removed 
him from the highway, all the men went on by after Joab in pursuit of 
Sheba son of Bichri. 

The Siege of Abel of Beth-maacah 
14 [Sheba] passed through all the tribes of Israel to Abel of Beth

maacah. and all the Bichrites assembled and entered fthe citvl hehind 
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him. 15The entire army that was with Joab came and laid siege to him 
in Abel of Beth-maacah. Intending to pull down the wall, they cast up 
a siege-mound against the city, so that it stood against the bulwark. 

16Then a wise woman called from the wall. "Listen! Listen!" she said. 
"Tell Joab to come closer so that I can speak to him!" 11Then when he 
had drawn near to her, [she] said, "Are you Joab?" 

"I am," he said. 
"Listen to what your maidservant has to say!" she said. 
"I'm listening," he said. 
18"In the past," she said, "they had a saying, 'Let them inquire in 

Abel and Dan whether 19that which the architects of Israel ordained has 
been carried out!' You're trying to destroy one of Israel's mother cities! 
Why should you afflict Yahweh's estate?" 

20"1'll be damned if I'm going to afflict anything or destroy anything!" 
said Joab in reply. 21 "It's not like that. A man from the Ephraimite 
highlands, Sheba son of Bichri, raised his hand against King David. 
Give us him-by himself-and we'll go away from the city." 

So the woman told Joab, "His head will be thrown to you over the 
wall." 22Then she spoke wisely to the entire city, and they cut off Sheba 
son of Bichri's head and threw it to Joab. He blew the shofar, and [the 
army] dispersed from him, each man to his tent. Joab himself returned 
to the king in Jerusalem. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

20 6. Abishai Syr. (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.281) has "Joab," which Wellhausen consid
ered original. 

Now then So LXXAL = w'th. MT has a variant of this, viz. 'th, "You." Both 
variants are reflected in the conflate text of LXX". 

take . .. with you Reading q~ 'tk with LXX"LMN, Syr. In MT 'tk has been lost before 
the following 't. 

He might find Emending pn m~· to pn ymf (GK' §107q, n. 3). Cf. Driver. 
and cast a shadow over MT has wehi~il, "and snatch away," rendered wn~u. "and 

tear away," by Syr. Ewald (1878:193 n. I) was the first to recognize that LXX" kai 
skiasei, "and shade, cover," understands the verb as denominative from ~el, "shadow." 
We follow LXX, therefore, in reading wehe~e/. See also (S. R.) Driver's discussion of 
alternative interpretations (to which add G. R. Driver 1962). 

7. Abishai called out after him Joab No single witness is entirely acceptable, yet, 
oddly enough, a survey of them suggests several acceptable readings. MT has wyfw 
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·~ryw 'nsy yw'b, "There went forth after him (viz. Abishai) the men of Joab," etc. 
LXX" reflects wy$' ·~ryw w'nsy yw'b, "He (viz. Abishai) went forth after him (viz. 
Sheba) along with the men ofJoab," etc., the reading adopted by Driver. But we require 
a reference to Joab himself at this point, and it is likely that 'nsy, "the-men of," is a 
corruption of 'bsy, "Abishai." LXXL reflects WY$'q (kai parengeilen; cf. I Sam JO: 17) 
·~ry 'bsy 't h'm wyw'b. "He (viz. David) called out after Abishai the army, including 
Joab," etc. With a glance at this reading Smith, Budde, and many others would restore 
wn'w ·~ry 'bsy yw'b, "There went forth after Abishai Joab," etc., a plausible solution. 
Nevertheless, the verb of LXXL, WY$'q, is clearly preferable to wy~'w, especially in view 
of the occurrence of wy~'w later in the verse. We cannot adopt the entire reading of 
LXXL, however, for 't h'm, "the army," is surely secondary, and it seems unlikely that 
David would do the mustering. Read, therefore, wy$'q ·~ryw 'bsy ('t) yw'b. 

the Cherethites and Pelethites LXXL has lost "the Cherethites" and seems to under
stand hplty (phe/ti) as pal!i. "Palti(el)" (cf. I Sam 25:44 and II Sam 3: 1.5); but Paltiel, 
if involved at all, is probably carrying a firebrand at Sheba's right hand. The corruption 
is probably inner-Greek. 

and they marched out Omitted by LXXL. 
8. in Gibeon So MT: bgb'wn. LXXL 'I hgb'h, "upon the hill." 
Joab was dressed . .. and fell MT has wyw'b ~gwr mdw lbsw w'lyw (ketib: w'/w) 

~gwr ~rb m~mdt '/ mtnyw bt'rh whw' yf wtpl. "And Joab was girded in his tunic
his clothing-and over it the belt of a sword strapped on his hip in its sheath. And 
when he went forth, it fell." The combination mdw /bsw. "his tunic, his clothing," is 
suspicious, and reading •medew or the like for midd6--thus, "the tunic of his clothing" 
(cf. LXX)-is little better. Note also the repetition of ~gwr. especially striking if we 
read the second as ~iigur. "was girded," with LXX instead of MT ~agar. "the belt 
of." Budde would strike the second ~gwr. but it is the first that is wrong: One is 
dressed (lbs) in a tunic (mdh; cf. Driver and I Sam 17:38) and girded (~gr) with a 
sword. Moreover, LXXL (periekeito) and OL (indutus erat) seem to read lbws for 
~gwr in the first clause. Thus we read wyw'b lbws mdw. For w'/yw. "and over it," OL 
(cf. LXXL) reflects '/yw w-, "upon him, and"; we follow MT here. For whw' yf. "and 
he went forth," read why' Y$'h, "but it (the sword) came out" (cf. LXX8

, OL). Thus 
we follow Josephus' understanding of the passage: "He (Joab) went to meet him 
(Amasa), Joab being girded with a sword and dressed in a tunic. As Amasa was coming 
forward to greet him, he artfully made the sword fall, as if of its own accord, out of 
the sheath. Picking it up from the ground as he grasped Amasa by the beard with his 
other hand as if to kiss him, he killed him with an unforeseen thrust to the belly" 
(Ant. 7.284). It is strange, however, that we have nothing in the biblical text to explain 
how the fallen sword got from the ground to Joab's hand, where it turns up in v. 10. 
Klostermann's two-sword interpretation has received approval from a number of crit
ics: wyw'b ~rb bydw mt~t lbwsw (cf. Judg 3: 16) w'lyw ~gwr ~rb . ... "And as for Joab, 
a sword was in his hand under his clothes, and upon him (outside) he was girded with 
a sword," etc.; but the textual evidence will hardly support this. In Syr. the problem 
does not exist: The sword is strapped on Joab's hip "like a dagger" ('yk g/b' = kt'r 
[?] for bt'rh, "in its sheath"), and "as he went forth, his hand fell over his sword" (as 
if, whw' yf wtpl ydw '/ ~rbw), i.e., concealing it. This is tempting; but how is the loss 
of ydw '/ ~rbw to be explained? 
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10. against the sword That is, m~rb (cf. LXXL, Syr.). MT: b~rb, "by reason of the 
sword" (BDB). 

in the belly The preposition was probably '/ (LXXL epi), as in 4QSam': '/ h~mt 
MT has '/. Cf. 3:27. 

spilled out With Joiion (1928:315) we read wayyissiipeku (cf. LXX", Syr.) in place 
of MT wayyispok ("and he [Joab] spilled his [Amasa's] entrails out on the ground"). 

11. with [Amasa] We read '/yw with MT. LXXL and OL make the name explicit. 
Whoever . .. and whoever That is, my 'fr ... wmy (cf. LXX), for which MT has 

my 'fr ... wmy 'fr. 4QSam': my ['fr] ~p~ byw;b wmy ld[wyd]. 
12. gore LXXL: "his gore." 
13. him LXXL: "Amasa." 
the men So MT. LXX"AMN: "the men of Israel." LXXL: "the army." 
14. to Abel of Beth-maacah As in v. 15 (MT), 'blh byt m 'kh. Here MT has "to Abel 

and Beth-maacah." LXX": "to Abel and to Beth-maacah." LXXL: "and Abel and 
Beth-maacah." 

and all the Bichrites Reading wk/ hbkrym with LXX" kai pantes en charrei in 
preference to MT wk/ hbrym, "and all the Be rites (?)," LXXL kai pasai hai poleis = 

wk/ h'rym, "and all the cities," and Vulg. omnesque viri electi = wk/ hb~rym, "and 
all the picked warriors." 

assembled Reading nqhlw with LXX exenk/esiasthesan in preference to MT 
(qere) wyqh/w, "and they assembled." 

behind him Preceded in MT by 'p, on which see Driver and, for bibliography, 
Conroy 1978:118 n. 15. 

15. Intending MT has msty~m, apparently "causing destruction," but ingeniously 
explained by Ewald (1878:195 n. I) as a denominative from fo~at, "pit"-thus, "dig
ging a pit." LXXL enenooun and Targ. mt'styn, however, point to m~sbym, tentatively 
adopted here (cf. Syr., Vulg.). 

against the city The preposition is '/ (LXXL epi), not '/ (MT). 
16. the wall So LXX", Syr. MT, LXXL: "the city." 
to come ... to him That is, lqrb ... '/yw (cf. LXXL), treated as direct discourse 

in MT: qrb ... '/yk, "Come ... to you!" 
17. when he had drawn near So MT: wayyiqrab. LXXL: "when Joab had drawn 

near." LXX": "when someone had brought (him) near" (kai prosengisen = way
yaqreb). 

she said So LXXL. MT: "she said to him." 
''I'm listening" LXXL: "I'm listening. Speak!" 
he said So MT, LXXL. LXX": "Joab said." 
18. she said Followed in MT by /'mr. Omit with LXXL. 
they had a saying That is, dbr ( = diibiir) ydbrw, lit. "they used to say a saying"; 

cf. LXX. In MT dbr is understood as an infinitive absolute (dabber). 
in Abel MT b'b/, for which Syr. has bnby'. "of the prophet." 
18-19. and Dan . .. carried out MT has wkn htmw ( = hetammu) 'nky slmy 'mwny 

yfr'/, "and that way they reached a conclusion. I am one of(?) the peaceful ones of 
the trusted ones of Israel." The original reading of LXX, into which the equivalent of 
MT's reading has been recensionally introduced in LXX"A (cf. Barthelemy 1963: 
72, 132-33), was kai en dan ei exelipon (LXXL exe/[e ]ipen) ha ethento hoi pistoi tou is-
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rae/ = wbdn htmw ( = hiitammu) 'fr smw 'mwny yfr'/, "and in Dan whether that which 
the trusted ones of Israel ordained has been carried out." Most critics, following the 
lead of Ewald ( 1878: 195 n. 2), adopt the reading of LXX in preference to the obviously 
troubled text of MT. Recently, however, Barthelemy ( 1980:31-33) has mounted a 
vigorous defense of MT, arguing that LXX represents either a simplifying translation 
of a difficult Hebrew text or a translation of a simplified Hebrew text. But the awkward
ness of MT remains. Can hetammu stand as an intransitive verb? Can the association 
of 'iinoki with a plural construct sequence refer collectively to the people of Abel, as 
Barthelemy implies? Nor are his objections to the text of LXX convincing. It is true, 
as he says, that 'iimune yisrii'e/, "the trusted ones of Israel" (Pss 12:2 [12: I]; 31: 
24 [31 :23)), ought to be those who obey the laws, not those who ordain them; .but 
read 'iim6ne yisrii'il, "the architects of Israel" (see the NOTE). The variation of smw 
and slmy (< •slmw ), which also troubles Barthelemy, is to be explained by reference 
to the other examples of the interchange of sym and slm cited by Talmon (1975:347; 
cf. the first Textual Note at 2:20 in I Samuel). Our translation assumes that LXX 
reflects the original text. Our interpretation is explained in the NOTES. 

20. I'll be damned That is, ~lylh ly (cf. LXXLMN, OL, Syr.). MT repeats ~lylh 
(dittography). 

21. Sheba son of Bichri MT adds smw, "(is) his name." Omit with LXXL. 
over the wall So MT: b'd h~wmh. LXXL = m'l (apo) h~wmh, ''from the wall." 
22. Then she spoke ... to the entire city Reading wtdbr 'l kl h 'yr with LXX kai 

elalisen pros pasan tin po/in, to which a translation of MT's text-wtbw' h'sh 'I kl 
h'm, "Then the woman went to all the people"-has been added recensionally. Well
hausen compares the interchange of wt'mr and wtb' in 14:4. 

He blew LXXL: "Joab blew." 
[the army] ·Explicit in LXXL. 
from him MT has m'l h'yr, "from the city." In LXX8

A a rendering of this was 
added recensionally to ep' autou, the OG reading. MT is reminiscent of v. 21. Read 
mmnw. 

NOTES 

20 7. the Cherethiles and Pelethites. See 8:18; 15:18. 
8-13. Wiirthwein (1974:45-46) and Langlamet (1976b:356; cf. Cook 1899/1900: 

167-68) consider the material about Amasa's assassination (including 17:25; 19: 14; 
20:4-5) to be secondary, part of the pro-David/anti-Joab redaction they believe the 
story to have undergone. At the end of v. 13 Langlamet notes a "reprise" of the end 
of v. 7. 

8. the big rock .. . in Gideon. Pritchard (1960:6) has suggested that this "big rock" 
might be the "big high place" at Gibeon (Map 8) where Solomon offers sacrifices in 
I Kings 3:4. Blenkinsopp (1972:7,63) tentatively identifies it with the large stone set up 
as an altar by Saul after the battle of Michmash Pass (I Sam 14:33-35). 

14. Abel of Beth-maacah. The site, Tell Abil, lies ca. twelve miles north of Lake 
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Huleh, just east of Tell Dan (v. 18); see Map 8. This may have been the Abel ('u-bi-ra) 
conquered by Thutmosis III in the fifteenth century e.c. (Albright 1934:39 [VI.B. l)). 
It was certainly the "Abilakka" conquered by Tiglath-pileser III in the eighth century 
B.C. (ANET', p. 253; cf. I Kings 15:29). It was also taken by Ben-hadad I of Damascus 
during the reign of Baasha early in the ninth century B.C. (I Kings 15:20 = II Chron 
16:4). The regional or clan designation Beth-maacah ("the house of Maacah") is 
interesting. Did Abel have a traditional connection with the kingdom ofMaacah (10:6)? 

all the Bichrites. That is, all the fellow clansmen of Sheba son of Bichri. 
16. a wise woman. See the NOTE at 14:2. The woman has been chosen to represent 

the people of Abel in the parley by reason of her skills of speech and persuasion. 
18. Let them inquire. The beginning of the old saying, sa 'iii yesa 'elu, is grammatically 

strange. There are a few parallels for a Pi'el verb strengthened by a Qal infinitive 
absolute (see Driver), but the Pi'el of S'/ with this meaning is otherwise unattested. 

in Abel and Dan. Adjacent cities at the northern extreme of Israel proper (cf. the 
NOTE at v. 14 above). The woman defends Abel as a model city. Here and in Dan, she 
says, one could expect to find the intentions of the founding fathers of Israel cherished 
and faithfully performed. Why, then, would Joab harm Abel? 

19. the architects of Israel. I take 'iimone (MT 'iimune) yi5ra'el to be the original 
shapers of Israel, the founding fathers. (Compare 'amon, "architect," in Prov 8:30, 
where Wisdom is personified as a master craftsman accompanying God at the time of 
the construction of the world, and note Biblical Hebrew 'om man, "master craftsman," 
in Cant 7:2 and Aramaic 'mn, "architect, craftsman.") The reference is not to some 
specific group, such as the patriarchs, but to the ancient worthies in general from whom 
Israelite society was inherited. 

one of Israel's mother cities. Lit. "a city and a mother in Israel." For Phoenician 
'm, "mother (city), metropolis," see Tomback 1978:22-23. Malamat (1979) connects 
Hebrew 'ummd, a tribal designation (Gen 25:16; Num 25:15), Ugaritic 'umt, a kinship 
term, and Old Babylonian ummatum, a military unit, with 'em, "mother"; all origi
nally referred to the "mother unit of a tribe." He understands the "city and mother" 
of our passage not as mother city but as "city and family/clan." 

afflict. For this meaning of Hebrew bala' see the NOTE at 17:16. 
20. A man from the Ephraimite highlands. For the rabbinic conceit that Sheba, 

Micah, a man who kept his own Levite in his house in the Ephraimite hills (Judges 
17-18), and Nebat, the Ephraimite father of Jeroboam (I Kings 11:26), were one and 
the same man, see Sanhedrin !Ola. 

COMMENT 

"Revolt" may be too strong a term for this incident. We were told in 20:2 that 
"all Israel" followed Sheba when he abandoned David's entourage at the 
Jordan. But the present section shows that no organized rebellion emerged 
from the withdrawal of the Israelite forces. We have the impression that Sheba 
"passed through all the tribes of Israel" (v. 14) more or less alone, finding 
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support only among Bichrites, members of his own clan. "All Israel" seems 
to have gone home. The city of Abel opened its gates to the rebel, but the 
conclusion of the story suggests that he found no deep sympathy there. 

Most historians of Israel have concluded that Sheba's expression of dissent 
was significant not because it provoked a revolt of serious proportions but 
because it exposed a dangerous weakness in the structure of the kingdom. As 
Bright says ( 1972:205), it revealed the fragility of the union David had 
achieved. Thus there was reason for David's fear that Sheba might "cause us 
more trouble than Abishalom did" (v. 6): Whereas Abishalom's revolt threat
ened the king, Sheba's threatened the kingdom itself. The Sheba incident 
showed that the allegiance of the northern tribes to the house of David had 
become tenuous. David had won the loyalty of Israel by force of his personal 
skills and charm, but he maintained it after Abishalom's rebellion only by force 
of arms (cf. Herrmann 1981:165-66). In the larger historical perspective, 
therefore, the Sheba incident was important because it foreshadowed the final 
lapse of Israelite loyalty to the Davidic throne that occurred after the death 
of Solomon. The connection between these events is dramatized in the Bible 
by the adoption of Sheba's slogan "We have no share in David and no estate 
in the son of Jesse!" by the rebellious Israelite army in I Kings 12:16. We may 
not accept the rabbis' flat identification of Sheba with Nebat, the father of 
Jeroboam (see the NOTE at v. 20), but we can recognize a sense in which 
Sheba's dissent engendered Jeroboam's secession. 

The resolution of the Sheba incident brings to a close the larger account of 
Abishalom's revolt in chaps. 13-20. One might argue, with support from some 
of the older literary critics, that the events of chap. 20 were unrelated to 
Abishalom's revolt. But it is historically plausible that sectional strife should 
break out in the aftermath of a national trauma of such proportions, and chap. 
20 is a well-integrated part of the larger literary unit. As Conroy points out 
(1978:141-42), the appearance of the wise woman of Abel in the present 
chapter reminds the audience of the wise woman of Tekoa in chap. 14; and 
the connection between these two chapters, which is reinforced by a number 
of verbal parallels (Conroy 1978: 142 n. 99), is one of the principal unifying 
features of the larger story. As pointed out in the COMMENT on § XXVI, the 
masquerading wise woman of chap. 14, who has been told by Joab what to do 
(14:33), persuades David to set aside the interests of the society as a whole in 
favor of the interests of one man, and the result is a rebellion. In the present 
chapter the wise woman of Abel, who tells Joab what to do, counsels the 
sacrifice of one man in the interests of the society as a whole, and the result 
is the prevention of a rebellion. A resolution of the social chaos precipitated 
by the reception of the fratricide Abishalom at court is resolved by the execu
tion of a man who would lead the Israelites in a war against their brothers (cf. 
19:42). 

Note, finally, that the apologetic character of the story of Abishalom's 
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revolt, which is written in such a way as to invite sympathy for David among 
those who had followed Abishalom, continues in the present episode. The 
subject of the apology in this case is the death of Amasa. He had been among 
the leaders of the revolt (17:25) and was evidently a man of great influence and 
popularity in Judah (see the NOTES at 17:25). After the revolt was quelled, 
David appointed him commander of the royal army in place of Joab (19: 14), 
a gesture that secured for David the renewed loyalty of the Judahite army 
(19:15). This much was public knowledge. A few days later, however, when 
the king was securely on his throne in Jerusalem, Amasa was slain. There must 
have been widespread outrage among those men of Judah who, moved by 
David's appointment of Amasa, had conducted the king back to Jerusalem. 
The outward appearance of the events suggests treachery on the part of David. 
The author of our account, however, is intent, as usual, upon showing us that 
David was innocent of wrongdoing. We are shown that David assigned Amasa 
an urgent task that fell within the responsibilities of his new position. When 
Amasa was slow to accomplish this task, the welfare of the nation was im
periled. This was why David turned to Abishai, and it was Abishai, not David, 
who brought Joab into the affair (v. 7). David, then, had nothing to do with 
the assassination of Amasa. This was the work of Joab, acting on his own 
initiative and motivated by his usual sense of ruthless expediency, probably 
augmented in this case by envy and injured pride. 



XXXIV. DAVID'S CABINET (II) 
(20:23-26) 

20 23Joab was in charge of the whole army of Israel. Benaiah son of 
Jehoiada was in charge of the Cherethites and the Pelethites. 24Adoni
ram was in charge of the labor force. Jehoshaphat son of Ahilud was 
herald. nshausha was scribe. Zadok and Abiathar were prie~ts. 26lra the 
Jairite was also a priest of David. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

A tendency to correct towards the list in 8: 16-18 is felt throughout this list. 
20 23. of Israel Omitted by LXXM~, MTMss in correction towards 8:16 (cf. 
BHS). 

Jehoiada MT yhwyd' (cf. LXXAL"\ OL, etc.). LXX" has acheilouth = ·~ylwd. 

"Ahilud," the patronymic of Jeshoshaphat the herald (v. 24), whose name follows Joab 
immediately in 8:16. 

the Cherethites ... the Pelethites So MT, LXX", etc.: hkrty (so MT [qere], 
MTMss; MT [ketfb ]: hkry; LXX" tou cheletlithei [LXXA"": tou chereththei]) . .. hplty. 
LXXL and Theodotion have tou plinthiou ... tous dynastas (Theodotion: dynatous) 
= hmlbn ... hgbwrym, "the brick kiln (cf. 12:21) ... the warriors" (?). 

24. Adoniram Reading 'dnyrm on the basis of MT"'. LXX"A"~ (adon [e ]iram). and 
Syr. ('dwnyrm); cf. I Kings 4:6. MT (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.293) has 'drm. "Adoram"; 
cf. I Kings 12:18. LXXL (cf. OL) has iezedran (cf. ieddouran, the LXX rendering of 
hdwrm at 8: 10). 

the labor force MT hms (cf. LXX"A"", etc.). LXXL (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.293) 
reflects hmsym, "the labor forces." 

Jehoshaphat LXXL (cf. OL) has saphan. LXX"'"' has yoad. 
Ahilud LXXL (cf. LXX", OL) has achithalaa. 
herald So LXX (cf. 8:16). MT has "the herald." 
25. Shausha See the Textual Note at 8: 17 for the evidence in favor of 5awsii'. Here 

MT (ketfb) has sy' and MT (qere) sewii' (so MT"", Targ.). LXX"A have i(e)sous (cf. 
LXXMm'). LXXLM" have sousa (cf. OL; Josephus, Ant. 7.293; Targ."'). Syr. has fry' 
(cf. 8: 17 [MT)). 

scribe So MT, LXXLM" (cf. 8: 17). LXX"A have "the scribe." 
26. Ira That is, 'frii': so MT (cf. LXX"A'). LXX' iodae suggests yehoyiidii'. Be-
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naiah's patronymic (v. 23), which (unlike 'frii') is a pedigreed priestly name (cf. II 
Kings 11 :4; N eh 12: 10; etc.). 

the Jairite MT hayyiiTrf (cf. LXX8AN). LXXMN ho iether and Syr. (dmn) ytyr 
exhibit confusion with another Ira, viz. the Jattirite in 23:38 (see the Textual Note 
there). 

NOTES 

20 24. Adoniram. Identified further in I Kings 4:6 as "son of Abela" (MT 'abdii'). 
Adoniram seems to have continued in office throughout the reign of Solomon (I Kings 
4:6; 5:28 (5: 14]) and into at least the beginning of the reign of Rehoboam (I Kings 12: 18 
[LXX]; cf. II Chron 10: 18). 

in charge of the labor force. Captives of war were committed to enforced labor 
(Deut 20:11; cf. II Sam 12:31), and a similar treatment was accorded the surviving 
non-Israelite population of Palestine after the arrival of Israel (Josh 16:10; 17:13; 
Judg I :28,30,33,35). Solomon, especially, is said to have exploited this latter source of 
labor (I Kings 9:21 = II Chron 8:8) and even to have imposed enforced labor on "all 
Israel" (I Kings 5:27 (5:13], doubted by Noth 1960:211). To what extent David did 
so is unknown. This force of slave or conscript labor was called mas, a term that first 
appears (LU.MESMA.AZ.ZAMES) in a fourteenth-century e.c. letter from a king of 
Megiddo to the king of Egypt (Thureau-Dangin 1922:97, lines 23,25; cf. line 14) with 
reference to forced labor gangs in the Valley of Jezreel (cf. Gen 49:15; ANET', p. 
485). The title 'al hammas. "(officer) in charge of the labor force," is used in the 
Bible only of the officials of David, Solomon, and Rehoboam-in fact, apparently 
only of Adoniram (see the preceding NOTE). But we know the office continued 
throughout the monarchical period: A seventh-century e.c. Hebrew seal published by 
Avigad (1980) belonged to a certain Pelaiah son of Mattithiah, whose title was 'fr 
'/ hms. A useful discussion of the title and the institution of the mas is found in 
Mellinger 1971:128-39. 

26. Ira the Jairite. Jair was the eponymous ancestor of the inhabitants of a region 
called Havvoth-jair, "the villages of Jair," in Gilead (Num 32:41; Deut 3: 14; Josh 13:30; 
I Kings 4: 13; I Chron 2:22,23). Presumably Havvoth-jair is Ira's homeland. Blenkin
sopp (I 969a: 156), however, raises the possibility that he might be a Jearite, i.e., from 
Kiriath-jearim (cf. the NOTE at 21: 19), where the ark was housed before being brought 
to Jerusalem (6:2; I Sam 7:1,2). 

also. There is no mention in this list of other priests, and yet v. 26 begins wi!gam, 
"And also." Klostermann concluded from this that David's sons, identified as priests 
in 8: 18, were originally listed here before Ira. 

a priest of David. The rabbis concluded that the famine of chap. 21 was connected 
to David's honoring a private priest (Erubin 63a). In the time of David, however, there 
seems to have been no objection to the king's maintenance of a private priest even if, 
like Ira, he was not a Levite. 
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COMMENT 

This list duplicates that in 8: 16-18 with a few changes. It is, according to many 
scholars (Noth 1960:21(}...17; cf. 1981:56; Bright 1972:201; 1976:202; Herr
mann 1981:161; etc.), from the late years of David's reign; the previous list 
deriving from the early years. The reasons for this conclusion seem to be two, 
viz. the position of the two lists in the present Book of Samuel and the presence 
in the second list alone of Adoniram, who continued in office under Solomon 
(see the NoTE). 

It seems more likely, however, that the two lists derive from a single source 
and that the duplication is a relic of the literary history of the material (cf. 
already Budde). As explained in the COMMENT on§ XIX, 21:1-14 may once 
have stood before 9:1-13 as part of a single document. A Deuteronomistic 
editor excised 21:1-14 and he or a later editor consigned it to an appendix. It 
was in the course of the removal of 21:1-14, which in its original position 
before 9:1-13 was attached to and immediately followed the list of David's 
cabinet officers, that the duplication 8: 16-18 = 20:23-26 arose (Kapelrud 
1955:113, citing Mowinckel). 

If 20:23-26 and 8: 16-18 are variants of one original list, which has priority? 
Smith and Caird cite evidence favoring 20:23-26. The order is more logical: 
military officers (Joab, Benaiah), palace officials (Jehoshaphat, Shausha), 
priests (Zadok, Abiathar, Ira). There is an obvious motive for the omission of· 
Adoniram, viz. the desire to protect David from the sort of reproach leveled 
against Solomon for his use of enforced labor. Evidently, then, the present list 
(20:23-26) preserves the more primitive form of the roll of David's chief 
officers. 



XXXV. THE GIBEONITES' REVENGE 
(21: 1-14) 

21 1There was a famine in the time of David year after year for three 
years, and David sought an audience with Yahweh. "There is blood
guilt upon Saul and upon his house," said Yahweh, "because he put the 
Gibeonites to death." 

2So the king summoned the Gibeonites and said to them- (Now the 
Gibeonites were not part of the people of Israel-they were part of the 
remnant of the Amorites, but the Israelites had sworn an oath to them 
-and Saul, in his zeal for the people of Israel and Judah, tried to 
exterminate them.) 3So David said to the Gibeonites, "What can I do 
for you? In what way can I make amends, that you might bless Yah
weh's estate?" 

•"We have no claim of silver and gold against Saul and his house," 
[they] told him, "and it is not for us to put anyone to death in Israel." 

"What do you want?" he said. "For I'll do it for you!" 
5So they said to the king, "The man who set himself against us and 

persecuted us, who meant to eradicate us from having a place anywhere 
in the territory of Israel-6let us be given seven of his sons, so that we 
may crucify them to Yahweh-in-Gibeon on the mountain of Yahweh." 

"I'll do it," said the king. 1The king spared Meribbaal son of Jona
than son of Saul because of the oath of Yahweh that was between them, 
between David and Jonathan son of Saul, 8but [he] took the two sons 
that Rizpah daughter of Aia had borne to Saul, Armoni and Mippibaal, 
and the five sons that Merob daughter of Saul· had borne to Adri son 
of Barzillai the Meholathite. 9He handed them over to the Gibeonites, 
who crucified them on the mountain, the seven of them lying prostrate 
together. They were put to death in the days of Ziv at the beginning 
of the barley harvest. 

Rizpah 's Vigil 

10Rizpah daughter of Aia took sackcloth and spread it out for herself 
on the crag from the beginning of the harvest until the waters poured 
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down on them from the sky, letting no flying bird molest them during 
the day or wild beast at night. 11When David was told what Rizpah 
daughter of Aia, Saul's concubine, had done, 12[he] went and got the 
bones of Saul and his son Jonathan from the lords of Jabesh:gilead, who 
had stolen them from the plaza in Beth-shan, where the Philistines 
hung them at the time [they] defeated Saul on Gilboa. 13From there 
[David] brought up the bones of Saul and his son Jonathan, gathering 
up the bones of the men who had been crucified, too. 14He buried the 
bones of Saul and Jonathan in the territory of Benjamin in a chamber 
of the tomb of Kish, [Saul's] father. Everything the king commanded 
was done, and afterwards God accepted supplication on behalf of the 
land. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

21 1. a famine LXXL: "a famine in the land." 
bloodguilt upon Saul and upon his house Reading '1 s'wl w'l bytw dmym in prefer

ence to MT '1 S'wl w'l byt hdmym, which exhibits an incorrect division of words in the 
older orthography (• . .. byth dmym). LXX, though conflate and corrupt, points to the 
correct arrangement. See the Textual Note that follows. 

b/oodguilt . .. because he put . .. to death So MT: (h)dmym 'l 'sr hmyt. The troubled 
text of LXX is to be explained as follows. The OG probably read he adikia dia tou 
thanatosai au ton = h 'wn 'l hmytw, "the guilt because of his slaying," preserved in this 
form in one MS of LXXL (cf. Chrysostom). In other MSS of LXXL we find he adikici 
dia to thanato haimaton thanatosai auton. The inserted words, thanato haimaton. 
represent a "correction" of thanatosai au ton. made under the influence of a text similar 
to MT '1 bytw dmym, viz. '1 myt dmym, "because of bloody death." The recensional 
process has gone further in LXX8

, where thanatosai auton has been deleted and peri 
hou ethanatosen ( = MT '1 'fr hmyt) added in its place. 

2. the king So MT, LXXL. LXX8
: "King David." 

part of the people of Israel That is, mbny ysr'l, lit. "from the children of Israel." 
LXX8

: "( .•. the Gibeonites were not) the Israelites." 
part of the remnant MT mytr, rendered apo ton kataloipon (LXXL) or ek tou 

leimmatos in LXX. In LXX8
A"N, however, leimmatos has become haimatos--thus, 

"from the blood." 
had sworn an oath to them LXXL adds me apolesai autous = lblty 'bdm, "not to 

destroy them." One could argue for haplography by homoioteleuton (Ihm ... 'bdm), 
but the shorter reading is acceptable (cf. Josh 9: 15, 18, 19,20) and probably ought to be 
given preference. 

in his zeal for the people of That is, bqn'tw lbny (so MT), to which LXXL, however, 
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offers a shorter alternative: en to ze/o (tou israel .. .) = bqn 't, "in ( = by means of?) 
the zeal (of Israel ... ). " 

tried MT wybqs, for which LXXL and Theodotion (kai estese[n]) seem to have read 
wyqm, "arose." 

to exterminate them Reading lklwtm on the basis of LXXL, Theodotion syntelesai 
autous in preference to MT lhkwtm, "to slay them." Cf. Num 25:11. 

3. that you might bless Reading wbrktm with LXX 0AL kai eulogesete. MT (cf. 
LXX"'N kai eulogesate) has wbrkw, "and bless"-the imperative "used instead of the 
more normal voluntative, for the purpose of expressing with somewhat greater force 
the intention of the previous verb" (Driver). 

4. in Israel So MT, LXX 0A. LXXL"'N: '1rom all Israel." 
"What do you want?" We read mh ('tm) t~p~w with LXXL ti hymeis thelete and 

Vulg. quid . .. vu/tis. LXX0 reflects mh 'tm t'mrw, "What do you say?" MT has mh 
'tm 'mrym, "What are you saying?" 

he said So MT. LXXAL, Syr., Vulg.: "he said to them." 
For I'll do it Reading w'syty with LXX (cf. Vulg.) in preference to MT "sh, "I'll 

do it." 
5. The man who So MT: h'ys 'sr (cf. LXXL"'N). LXX 0 = h'ys, "The man." 

4QSam': 'ys ;[fr), "A man who." 
set himself against us and persecuted us We read klh 'lynw wyrdpnw on the basis 

of LXX 0 synetelesen eph' hemas kai edioxen hemas. MT klnw, "exterminated us," is 
impossible and obviously defective. 

who meant to eradicate us Reading 'fr dmh lhsmydnw in preference to MT 'fr 
dmh lnw wnsmdnw. As recognized by Wellhausen, lnw wnsmdnw is a corruption of 
lhsmydnw; the two readings stand side by side in the conflate text of LXX. The 
treatment of the first verb in v. 6 in 4QSam' shows that the scroll, though not extant 
at this point, also read wnsmdnw (see the Textual Note that follows). For dmh LXX 
reads rmh (parelogisato), "dealt treacherously." 

6. let us be given That is, yntn lnw ( = yinnaten liinii), lit. "let it be given to us"; 
so MT (ketib). MT (qere) has ytn lnw ( = yuttan-liinii), reflected also in LXX 8 

(doto hemin) but understood as yitten liinii, "let someone give us." LXXL and Targ. 
follow MT in reading the verb as passive, but they eliminate the synesis by reading a 
plural, ytnw (Targ.) or wntnw (LXXL, Targ. "'s), "let (seven of his sons) be given." The 
OG, preserved in LXXA"'N (dote hemin), seems to have read tnw lnw. "give us" 
(imperative). 4QSam' is similar: wnttm l[nw ), "and give us." Those witnesses in which 
the conjunction is prefixed to the verb (LXXL, 4QSam') are probably following the 
LXX interpretation of nsmdnw in v. 5 as nasmidennii. "we shall eradicate him (from 
having a place ... )," rather than nismadnii. "we have been eradicated" (MT); thus 
the verb here would be the second in the apodosis of the sentence and would require 
the conjunction. 

in-Gibeon on the mountain of Yahweh Following Wellhausen, we read bgb'wn 
(LXX8A) bhr yhwh. MT has bgb't S'wl b~yr yhwh, "in Gibeah of Saul, the chosen one 
of Yahweh." When •bfhar, "on the mountain" (cf. v. 9), was mistaken as be~ir or 
be~iir, "the chosen one," S'w/ arose as a gloss and gb'wn became gb't in view of I Sam 
11 :4; 15:34; and Isa 10:29. 

"I'll do it" That is, 'ny 'tn, lit. "I'll give (them)," to which LXXL adds "to you." 
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7. Meribbaal See the Textual Note at 4:4. 
that was between them LXXL: "that they had sworn between them." 
between David So MT, LXXL. LXX": "and between David." 
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8. Rizpah daughter of Aia Glossed in LXX"' and a few other MSS as "Saul's 
concubine" (cf. v. 11). 

Mippibaal That is, mippi ba 'al, "out of the mouth of Baal," which appears in MT 
as mepiboset and LXX as memphibosthe = mippi boset, "out of the mouth of shame:" 
See the Textual Note on "Meribbaal" at 4:4 and, for the euphemistic substitution of 
boset for ba'a/, the NOTE on "Ishbaal" at 2:8. 

Merob MT has myk/, "Michal," but we know that Michal was childless (6:23) and 
that Adri(el) was Merob's husband (I Sam 18: 19). LXXLN (merob) and MT"'55

, there
fore, are correct in reading mrb, "Merob" (cf. LXXM, Syr., Targ.). LXX" agrees with 
MT, but the fact that it renders mykl as michal instead of the usual LXX me/chol (3:13, 
etc.) shows that it is recensional and suggests (pace Barthelemy 1980: 18-19) that me rob 
was in fact the OG rendering. Thus merob cannot have been derived from I Sam 18:19, 
which was lacking in OG (cf. I Samuel, pp. 299-309). For the pronunciation of the 
name, see I Samuel, the Textual Note at 14:49. A defense of MT's reading ("Michal") 
may be found in Gliick 1965. For the rabbinical explanations of the contradiction in 
MT between 2:23 and 21 :8, see Sanhedrin 2 la. 

Adri The full name, 'dry'/ (I Sam 18:19), is attested in MT, LXXMN, and Syr. But 
a shortened fonn, 'dry. is suggested by LXX"AL and must be original here. Many of 
these witnesses (LXXLN, Syr.) support an alternative name, viz. 'zry('/), "Azri(el)" (so 
MTMSS). 

9. the seven of them So MT (qere): sb'tm. MT (ketib): sb'tym, "seven times." 
LXXLMN = hsb'h, "the seven," to which is prefixed ekei = sm, "there," which might 
be defended as primitive, having fallen out of MT before sb-. 

Ziv MT has q~yr br'snym, "harvest, on the first (days)," probably a corruption of 
hq~yr hr'swn, "the former harvest," which arose as follows: The following word, 
bt~lt (see below), was written mt~lt (so MT ketib) in anticipation of v. 10; subsequently 
the m-, obviously out of place, was associated with the preceding word, which thus 
became hr'sn(y)m; but b-. introduced marginally as a correction of mt~lt (cf. MT 
qere), found its way into the text in the wrong place. As shown by Brock (1973), 
however, LXXL zeion points to a shorter and obviously superior reading. We should 
not be misled by zeion, "spelt." Spelt was harvested later than barley: Brock compares 
Exod 9:31-32. Instead zeion is a Hellenized transliteration of the month name zw, 
"Ziv"; cf. I Kings 6:37, where MT zw is rendered ziou by LXXL. See, further, the NOTE. 

at the beginning So MT (qere): bt~lt. See the preceding Textual Note. 
10. Rizpah daughter of Aia LXXL adds "Saul's concubine." Cf. v. 11. 
on the crag The preposition is 'I (cf. LXXLMN, Syr., Targ., Vulg.). MT (cf. 

LXX"A): '/. 
from the beginning So MT (cf. LXXL, Syr., Targ., Vulg.): mt~lt. MT (cf. 

Lxx•AMN): bt~lt, "at the beginning." 
the harvest LXX, in reminiscence of v. 9, reads "the barley harvest." 
on them MT '/yhm, which will have been written '/yhm in some MSS according 

to the common variation of these prepositions in Samuel (cf. the Textual Note on "on 
the crag" above). It was probably the interpretation of '/yhm as '/hym that led to the 
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reading (my) 'lhym, "(the waters) of God," reflected by LXXLMll, OL (adopted as 
original by Klostermann). 

At this point LXXL (cf. OL) adds kai exelythisan kai katelaben autous dan huios 
iOa.s ek ton apogonon ton giganton = wysbm dn bn yw's mylydy hrp'ym. "and they (the 
wild beasts?) grew weary, and Dan son of Joash, one of the votaries of the Rephaim, 
captured them." The same notice appean after v. 11 in LXX8

. It derives from a 
marginal correction of the corrupt text of vv. I 5-16 below (see the Textual Note there). 
Perhaps it found its way into the text at this point because of the reference to birds 
('wp). as if, "when they flew away (wy'pw = wayya'upu), Dan son of Joash ... captured 
them"). 

11. what LXXLMN: "everything that." 
12. the lords of So MT: b'ly. LXXLM = 'nfy, "the men." LXX8

A
11 = 'nfy bny, "the 

men of the sons of." See the Textual Note at 2:5. 
the plaza So MT (cf. LXX8A). LXXLMN (cf. Targ.): "the walls," as in I Sam 31: 12. 
Beth-shan LXX8 omits "-shan." 
13. [David] brought up We read wy'l with MT, etc. In LXXL the subject is made 

explicit, and this is also necessary in English. 
14. He buried So LXXAL. MT: ''They buried." 
Jonathan a. Syr. MT: "Jonathan his son. .. LXXLMll: "Jonathan and the bones of 

those who had been crucified." LXX8
: "Jonathan and those who had been crucified." 

accepted supplication So MT: wy'tr. LXXL reflects an alternative: kai exilasaro = 
wykpr, "regarded (the land) as atoned for," as in Deut 32:43. 

NOTES 

21 I. David sought an audience with Yahweh. On the expression biqqes 'er-pine 
yahweh, lit. "seek the face of Yahweh," see Garcia de la Fuente (1968), who cites 
Babylonian and Hittite parallels showing that the underlying concept in "seeking the 
face" of a deity is that of an audience with a god in his temple comparable to an 
audience with a king in his palace. Compare, in this regard, the Hebrew expression "see 
the face of the king," discussed in a NOTE at 3: 13. Thus, in Biblical Hebrew to "seek 
the face of the king" was to seek an audience with him, to seek his counsel (II Chron 
9:23). To "seek the face of Yahweh" was to seek Yahweh's counsel, especially in time 
of danger or disaster (Hos 5: 15; II Chron 7: 14 ). Thus, as Garcia de la Fuente says, it 
means to seek divine succor (Pss 27:8 [bis]; 105:4 = I Chron 16:11), and this is the 
meaning in the present passage. It is clear from what follows that seeking an audience 
with Yahweh involved, in this case, the obtaining of an oracle (Malamat 1955:9 n. 2), 
though translations such as "consulted Yahweh" (JB) or "inquired of the Lord" (NJV) 
are too explicit (cf. Vulg. er consuluir David oraculum Domini/); the rabbis inferred 
from Num 27:21 that David was using the Urim and Thummirn here (Yebamoth 78b). 
Presumably David inquired of Yahweh in Jerusalem, but it is possible that he, like 
Solomon at a later time (I Kings 3:~15a), went to Gibeon for his divine audience 
(Hertzberg, etc.). 
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Saul ... put the Gibeonites to death. There is no mention elsewhere in the Bible of 
a slaughter of Gibeonites instigated by Saul. Attention naturally falls on the massacre 
perpetrated by Saul that we do know about, viz. that of the priesthood of Nob (I Sam 
22:6-23). The rabbis (Yebamoth 78b) interpreted the words of the oracle to_imply that 
by slaughtering the priests of Nob, for whom the Gibeonites were "hewers of wood and 
drawers of water" (Josh 9:23,27), Saul had eliminated the Gibeonites' source of food 
and water, thus indirectly causing their death. A number of modem scholars have 
attempted to distinguish the Nob of I Samuel 21 and 22 from the place referred to in 
Isa 10:32 and Neb 11 :32 and identify it instead with the sanctuary in Gibeon (von 
Schlatter 1893:246--48; Poels 1897:282-90; Bruno 1923:69-75; Hertzberg 1929:177-81; 
Hylander 1932:286,291-92; Brinker 1946:160). Thus it would be possible 'to associate 
the words of the present oracle directly with the slaughter of the priests of Nob, which, 
according to I Sam 22: 19, extended to all the inhabitants of the city (Bruno 1923:75-87; 
Hertzberg 1929: 177-78). But this hypothesis has not found wide support; see the 
balanced discussion of Blenkinsopp 1972:67-71. Still more problematic is lhe attempt 
of van den Born (1954:201-14) to identify the Gibeah of Judges 19 and 20 with Gibeon 
and relate the events recorded there to Saul's attempt to put the Gibeonites to death. 
It is safest to assume that the present oracle refers to events not recorded elsewhere in 
the Bible. Saul "in his zeal for the people of Israel" (v. 2) tried to exterminate the 
Gibeonites. His motive for doing so may have been, as Malamat suggests (1955:10), 
concern over the security risk represented by the Gibeonite cities, a group of non
Israelite enclaves on Israel's western border (see the following NOTE). The situation 
of these cities effectually cut Israel in half (Blenkinsopp 1972:56), and a Philistine
Gibeonite alliance such as Cazelles postulates (1955b: 170) would have been disastrous 
for Saul (cf. Malamat 1955:10). 

2. (Now the Gibeonites . .. to exterminate them.). On Gibeon in general see the NOTE 
at 2:12. In addition to Gibeon, the Gibeonites lived in Chephirah, Beeroth (cf. 4:2), and 
Kiriath-jearim (Josh 9: 17). They were non-Israelites, "part of the remnant of the 
Amorites," i.e., the pre-Israelite inhabitants of the land. The story of the ruse by which 
they entered into a treaty with Israel, thereby saving themselves from destruction in 
the conquest, is told in Joshua 9. It is because of Saul's violation of this treaty, we are 
told, that the famine has taken hold of the land. Saul's guilt, then, is not the result of 
shedding blood as such-he shed the blood of many peoples-but of shedding the blood 
of a people protected by treaty oaths. On this point see Malamat (1955:9), who is 
probably correct in doubting the conclusion of Smith, Caird, and others that this 
parenthesis was added secondarily. Veijola (1975:108) regards vv. 2b and 7 as 
Deuteronomistic. 

4. iris not for us to put anyone to death. The Gibeonites' predicament, as they express 
it, seems to be this. As resident aliens (gerfm; cf. Blenkinsopp 1972:34) protected by 
oath they are empowered to make certain pecuniary claims ("silver and gold") against 
Israelites to protect their interests. They are not, however, protected by blood-feud laws 
like native Israelites (cf. Blenkinsopp 1972:136 n. 31). Therefore, since their claim 
against the house of Saul arises from a blood grievance rather than any financial claim, 
they are helpless. For this interpretation see, for example, Cazelles l 955b: 165. A strong 
but not, perhaps, decisive objection to this interpretation is that, thus understood, the 
two 'en liinu clauses in the verse have different idiomatic meanings (cf. Pedersen 
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l940:vol. Il:383-84,532). The alternative is to read "we have no claim on the life of 
anyone (else [i.e., other than Saul and his house]) in Israel." 

6. so that we may crucify them. Hebrew wehdqa'anum, the meaning of which is 
uncertain. Apart from the present passage, hdqfa' occurs only in Num 25:4, where it 
also describes a form of execution "in the sun." The rabbis (Sanhedrin 34b) took it to 
mean "hang," and the Greek translation of the present passage, kai exe/iasomen, 
suggests crucifixion in the sun (cf. neged haJsemeS. Num 25:4). This remains the most 
plausible interpretation, though we need not go so far as Heller (1966:75-76), who 
thinks Gibeon was a center of sun worship (cf. Dus 1960) and concludes that the Saulids 
were crucified in honor of the sun god. In Qal the verb once refers to the dislocation 
of Jacob's thigh (Gen 32:26), and Kapelrud (1955:119-20; 1959:300-1), following 
Koehler, takes hdqia' to mean "expose (with arms and legs broken)." Another line of 
reasoning concludes that hdqia' describes ritual dismemberment (cf. Cazelles 
l955b:l67-70), a technical term for punishment of covenant violations (Polzin 1969). 
In view of the statement in v. 9 that the seven Saulids fell (wayyippe/u, here rendered 
"lying prostrate") together, a case might be made for returning to the un
derstanding of hdqia' favored by Robertson Smith (1969:419 n. 2). Noting Arabic 
waqa'a, "fall," which in the II- and IV-forms means "let fall, cast or hurl down," he 
concluded that hdqia' refers to execution by hurling down. In any case, it is clear that 
the execution is of a special kind and that an important part of it is the exposure of 
the bodies of the dead. With regard to this, Fensham (1964:100) points out that 
exposure of the corpse was part of the punishment for a treaty violation elsewhere in 
the ancient Near East. 

Yahweh-in-Gibeon. That is, the Gibeonite Yahweh, the local manifestation of the 
national god. See the NOTE on "Yahweh-in-Hebron" in 15:7,8. 

on the mountain of Yahweh. Presumably the Gibeonite high place of I Kings 3. 
7. This verse is secondary, having been introduced after the separation of9:1-13 from 

21:1-14. In the original account (21:1-14 + 9:1-13) David learned of Meribbaal's 
existence only after the death of his seven kinsmen. 

8. Rizpah daughter of Aia. Saul's concubine, who was the subject of the quarrel 
between Abiner and lshbaal in 3:7-11. 

Merob daughter of Saul. See I Sam 18: 17-19. 
Adri son of Barzillai the Meho/athite. Adri is called by his longer name, Adriel, in 

I Sam 18:19. The name of his father is given only in the present passage. Is he the 
Barzillai of 17:27 and 19:31-407 We cannot be sure, but it is quite possible. The Barzillai 
who assisted David at Mahanaim was a Gileadite from the unidentified town of Roge
lim. Adri is also a Gileadite; specifically, he is a Meholathite, and the town of Abel
meholah lay a few miles east of Jabesh-gilead at modem Tell Abii Kharaz. 

9. in the days of ZiY. See Brock 1973. The month of Ziv is mentioned elsewhere only 
in I Kings 6:1,37. Ziv in the old Canaanite calendar corresponds to lyyar in the 
Babylonian month nomenclature later adopted by the Jews. It was the second month 
(April-May) of the agricultural year, the time of the barley harvest. 

10. until the waters poured down ... from the sky. Did Rizpah's vigil last until the 
coming of the November rains? It seems more likely that an unseasonable, late spring 
or summer rain is meant, coinciding with the end of the famine and accompanying 
drought. Cf. Hertzberg. 
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12. the bones of Saul and his son Jonathan. See I Sam 31: 12-13, where we are told 
that the men of Jabesh burned and buried the bones of Saul and Jonathan. Thus, it can 
be no more than ashes that David here recovers. 

COMMENT 

Like the other six units of material in 20:23-24:25, this section is a self
contained composition with no direct relationship to what precedes or follows 
it. As explained in the COMMENT on § XIX, chap. 9 was probably a sequel 
or conclusion to 21: 1-14 before the separation of the original literary unit (21: 
1-6,8-14 + 9:1-13) by a Deuteronomistic editor. Thus the present section was 
consigned to an appendix at the end of the book or simply omitted, only to 
be restored out of sequence by a later editor. 

The original narrative unit described the execution of the house of Saul in 
payment of a debt of bloodguilt and the preservation of the line of Jonathan 
by David's patronage of Meribbaal. A famine had afflicted Israel for three 
years when David learned that its cause was an attempt by Saul to exterminate 
the Gibeonites, a non-Israelite enclave living in a group of cities north of 
Jerusalem. The Gibeonites were protected by an oath sworn in the time of 
Joshua (Josh 9:3-27), and Saul's attack on them was a violation of the treaty 
of the sort the tribal chiefs had warned against long before: "Now that we have 
sworn an oath to them by Yahweh, god oflsrael, we must not harm them. We 
must carry through on this and let them remain alive, so that wrath won't be 
upon us because of the oath we swore to them" (Josh 9:19-20). The famine 
was the expression of this divine rage or wrath (qe~ep), and it could be averted 
only by the death of the offending party. Thus the surviving male members of 
the house of Saul were crucified "on the mountain of Yahweh" in Gibeon, and 
the famine ended. 

A number of scholars have found evidence in this account for David's 
assimilation of Canaanite religious practices (Cazelles l 955b; etc.). In particu
lar, Kapelrud ( 1955; 1959) argues that the central issue of the story is the 
relationship between the king and fertility, and that the execution of the 
Saulids is a royal sacrifice. Because of the king's implicit responsibility for the 
fertility of the land, he says (1955:116-17; 1959:299), the famine cast David 
in a bad light. It was clear to David that a sacrifice was in order, and "For 
the sake of fertility a sacrifice of the highest rank was necessary" (1959:300). 
Kapelrud points to other biblical examples of royal sacrifice in times of ex
treme emergency, notably II Kings 3:26-27, where the sacrifice of the firstborn 
son of the king of Moab brings a great divine rage (qe~ep) upon Israel, saving 
a Moabite city from an Israelite siege. II Kings 16:3 and 21:6 show that this 
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practice was not unknown in Judah itself. David, however, did not choose his 
own son for sacrifice; still less did he propose himself as a victim. He chose 
the descendants of Saul. According to Kapelrud, he made this choice for two 
reasons: (1) He knew that the death of the Saulids would represent a legitimate 
royal sacrifice; and (2) he had political reasons for wanting them out of the 
way. Kapelrud (1955:120; 1959:301) considers the time of the sacrifice-"at 
the beginning of the barley harvest"-an important detail: "Here a direct line 
of connection is drawn between the sacrifice of the royal family, famine and 
drought." 

Kapelrud's treatment is limited by its disregard of the reason for the execu
tion offered by the text itself. The Saulids are crucified in propitiation of divine 
wrath arising from the violation of a treaty sanctioned by solemn oaths. This 
is no grandiose gesture of royal sacrifice comparable to a king's immolation 
of his infant son. It is a matter of propitiatory justice, of restitution exacted 
upon those who bear the guilt for a gross breach of a divinely sanctioned oath. 
Thus the discussions of our passage by Malamat (1955) and Fensham (1964) 
are much more instructive. Fensham (p. 20) shows that exposure of the dead 
body of a transgressor was part of the punishment for treaty violations else
where in the ancient Near East. Malamat's treatment brings into focus the 
central issue of a past crime transmitting its burden of guilt to the present 
generation. He succeeds in locating this issue within a known tradition of 
ancient Near Eastern historiography. He is able to demonstrate a common 
doctrine of causality in Hittite and Israelite literature according to which a 
national disaster (famine, plague, etc.) might arise from a past violation of a 
treaty oath. The primary Hittite texts are the so-called "plague prayers" of the 
fourteenth-century king Muriilis II (ANET', pp. 394-96). These prayers, ad
dressed to the Hittite storm god, describe a severe plague that has been raging 
in Hatti for years. Mur8ilis says that he has consulted an oracle and learned 
the cause of the plague. During his father's reign there was a peace treaty 
between Hatti and Egypt sanctioned by oaths to the Hittite storm god. His 
father violated this treaty by repeatedly attacking Egyptian troops. The plague 
first broke out among prisoners brought back from one of these raids, and it 
has been ravaging Hatti ever since. Mur8ilis now hopes to avert the scourge 
by admitting his guilt. "It is only too true," he says, "that man is sinful. My 
father sinned and transgressed against the word of the Hattian Storm-god, 
my lord. But I have not sinned in any respect. It is only too true, however, 
that the father's sin falls upon the son. So, my father's sin has fallen upon me." 
Muriilis also mentions his propitiatory offerings and, with reference to the 
innumerable Hittites who have died in the plague, offers to make any kind of 
further restitution the storm god might require. 

The biblical story of the Gibeonites' revenge shares the historiographical 
outlook of the plague prayers of Mur8ilis. The central figure in each account 
is a king who is trying to discover the cause of a national disaster-a famine, 
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a plague--and thus a way to avert it. The two documents have a common 
doctrine of causality which traces the present-day disaster to a past violation 
of treaty oaths. The famine arose in Israel because the former king, Saul, 
violated the oath sworn to the Gibeonites in the days of Joshua. The plague 
broke out in Hatti in consequence of the former king's violation of the oath 
sworn in ratification of a peace treaty with Egypt. In each case it fell to the 
succeeding king to find the means of restitution for these past crimes. In each 
case the god before whom the oaths of ratification were sworn~ Yahweh, the 
Hittite storm god-had to be appeased. 

Generically, however, the story in II Sam 21:1-14 and the plague prayers 
of Mursilis differ. The Hittite texts are prayers, addressed to the storm god and 
presumably intended to placate him. The Israelite text is a third-person narra
tive, and it is intended to sway a human audience. As Kapelrud. and others 
have stressed, the near extermination of the male descendants of Saul, any one 
of whom might have become a claimant to the throne, represented a great 
political gain for David. Similarly, the permanent residence of the one remain
ing Saulid, Meribbaal, in Jerusalem, where his activities could be carefully 
watched, contributed greatly to the security of David's throne. It is not difficult 
to imagine the public reaction to these events at the time they occurred. It 
would have been quite natural for David's contemporaries to conclude that the 
massacre of the Saulids and house arrest of Meribbaal were ruthless actions 
of the king undertaken for personal political gain (cf. Bright 1972:203). Many, 
especially those with past loyalties to the house of Saul, must have been in 
sympathy with Shimei's characterization of David as a "bloodstained fiend of 
hell" (16:7). The present account (21:1-14 + 9:1-13), however, addresses 
these suspicions with an attempt to allay them. There is no denial of the 
publicly known events: David did order the execution of the seven Saulids and 
he did summon Meribbaal to Jerusalem. Nevertheless, the account shows that 
the death of the sons of Rizpah and Merob was required by Yahweh in 
restitution of Saul's violation of a sacred oath. David did not act out of 
malicious self-interest. On the contrary, his actions were those of a king 
sincerely concerned for the welfare of the land. His purpose was to alleviate 
the famine, and in this he succeeded. Similarly, Meribbaal's status in Jerusalem 
is shown to have been that of a guest, not a prisoner. David invited him to join 
the royal table company (9:7) as a gesture of loyalty to his own past relation
ship with Jonathan, Meribbaal's father (see the COMMENT on § XIX). Thus 
David actually emerges from this account as a benefactor of the house of Saul! 
It was he who saw to it that Saul, Jonathan, and the seven sons of Rizpah and 
Merob received an honorable burial in their ancestral tomb (21: 1-14a). It was 
he who provided the one surviving Saulid with an honored place at court. 

We have no way of assessing the success of this apologetic document in 
allaying the suspicions of David's subjects. The Shimei incident (16:5-14), if 
it occurred later than the promulgation of our account, suggests that the 
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suspicions remained. The modem historian is also likely to read the argument 
for David's innocence with caution. Most would probably agree with Kapelrud 
that David acted out of a mixture of religious and political motives, addressing 
the powers of his office to a genuine public need but also manipulating the 
situation to his private advantage. 



XXXVI. THE VOTARIES OF RAPHA. 
(21:15-22) 

21 110nce again the Philistines fought a battle with Israel, and David 
went down with his servants to fight the Philistines. 

Dodo Son of Joash 

David became exhausted, 16and Dodo son of Joash, one of the vota
ries of Rapha, captured him. His helmet weighed three hundred bronze 
shekels, and he was girded with armor. He intended to kill David, 17but 
Abishai son of Zeruiah came to his aid, striking down the Philistine and 
killing him. 

Then David's men swore, "Don't march out to battle with us any
more! You mustn't put out the lamp of Israel!" 

Saph 

18After this there was another battle with the Philistines at Gezer. It 
was then that Sibbecai the Hushathite slew Saph, one of the votaries 
of Rapha. 

Goliath the Gittite 

19Then there was another battle with the Philistines at Gob, and 
Elhanan, a Jearite from Bethlehem, slew Goliath the Gittite, the shaft 
of whose spear was like a weavers' heddle rod. 

The Six-fingered Giant 

2°1'hen there was another battle in Gath. There was a giant who had 
six fingers on his hands and six toes on his feet-a total of twenty-four! 
-and he, too, was devoted to Rapha. 21 He defied Israel, and Jonathan 
son of Shimeah, David's brother, slew him. 
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22These four were devoted to Rapha-in-Gath, and they fell by the 
hands of David and his servants. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

21 15. with his servants So MT: w'bdyw 'mw, lit. "and his servants with him." 
LXXL: "and his men with him." 

15-16. David (2) ... him The defective text of MT can be repaired on the basis 
of the displaced marginal plus that stands before v. 11 in LXXL and after v. 11 in 
LXX8

A. MT has wyp dwd wysbw bnb 'fr bylydy hrph. "David became exhausted. And 
Jishbo (weyisb6) of Nob, who was among the votaries of Rapha .... " In v. 11 + LXX 
reads kai exelythesan kai katelaben autous dan huios iaa(s) ek ton apogonon ton gigan
ton, a marginal correction of the reading in vv. 15-16, which found its way into the 
text in the wrong place. This yields a clear text: wyp dwd wysbw (wayyiSbew < •way
yisbehu; cf. Cross and Freedman 1952:50 and n. 28) ddw (cf. LXXL dadou in v. 16) 
bn yw's mylydy hrph. The confusion in MT arose when ddw fell out of the text after 
wysbw (homoioteleuton). The resulting bn yw's was read bnb 'sr under the influence 
of bgwb in vv. 18, 19 (for which MTMss read bnwb ). 

16. His helmet very doubtful. MT qeno, "his ... ," is unique, and no satisfactory 
interpretation has been proposed. Most modern translators implicitly follow LXX tou 
doratos autou in reading "his spear" (JB; cf. NEB, NJV, etc.). One might read qano, 
"his (spear)shaft," apparently with Targ. swpnyh; compare Ugaritic qnm. "reeds (to 
be made into arrows)" (CTCA 17.6,23); but spear shafts are not made of bronze 
(Nowack). Syr. has (d)srynh = srywnw, "his cuirass" (cf. I Sam 17:5). Provisionally 
we follow Klostermann, Smith, Budde, and Nowack in reading qwb'w (cf. I Sam 
17:38). 

shekels MT msql is evidently a mistake for sql(ym) (so LXXL; cf. LXX8
) under the 

influence of msqlw earlier in the verse. 
armor The witnesses reflect variants, none of which gives an intelligible meaning. 

MT has ~dsh. "new(ness)," hence Syr. and Vulg., "a new sword," as if ~rb ~dsh; cf. 
Leibel ( 1958/59), who takes ~dsh alone as "sword." Targ. 'spnyqy ~dth, "a new girdle," 
indirectly supports the reading of LXXLM, OL Ms, and Theodotion, viz. parazonen = 
~gwrh. provisionally adopted here. The solution may lie behind LXX8 korynen. "a 
club, mace." What Hebrew original does this reflect? 

17. came to his aid So MT: wy'zr lw. LXXL kai esose ton daueid reflects wywsy' 
't dwd, "saved David." 

swore MT adds "to him." Omit with LXX, Vulg. 
18. Gezer Cf. LXXLMN_ We read gzr, "Gezer," as in I Chron 20:4. MT has "Gob" 

and LXX8 "Gath," anticipating vv. 19 and 20, respectively. 
Sibbecai So MT, which reads sbky as sibbekay. The vocalization sebOkay. "Sebo

cai," is attested by LXXMN (cf. LXX8 ... L) sobochai and LXXMN sabouchei in 23:27. 
the Hushathite MT ha~usati. LXXL = "the Hittite." 
Saph MT sap, for which I Chron 20:4 has sippay. probably a longer form of the 
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same name. The reading spy is indirectly attested by LXXLMN, which read tous 
episynegmenous = 'spy, "the ones rounded up (from the votaries of Rapha)." 

one of the votaries Reading mylydy (cf. LXXL) as in I Chron 20:4. MT has 'sr 
bylydy, "who was among the votaries." 

19. Gob So MT: gwb. LXX has rhob (or rhom ), a result of confusion of the Greek 
majuscules rho and gamma. 

a Jearite from Bethlehem MT has bn y'ry 'rgym byt hl~my, "son of Jarre-oregim 
the Bethlehemite." Omit 'rgym with LXXLMN and I Chron 20:5. We read y'ry (ye'iiri), 
"the Jearite," for bn y'ry for the following reasons: (I) Elhanan's patronymic is given 
as dwdw, "Dodo," in 23:24; (2) the fonn y'ry suggests a gentilic; and (3) Bethlehem, 
Elhanan's home, is closely associated with Kiriath-jearim, "the city of the Jearites'' (see 
the NOTES). We must suppose that byt hl~my is either a gloss on y'ry or, as I assume, 
an adjusted fonn of an original (m)byt l~m (cf. 23:24); cf. OL and Coptic. 

from Bethlehem ... Goliath That is, mbyt hl~m 't glyt (cf. MT and see the 
preceding Textual Note). I Chron 20:5 has 't /~my ·~y glyt, "Lahm!, the brother of 
Goliath," a scribal error with the effect of harmonizing this notice with I Samuel 17. 
See Driver. 

20. another battle LXXL adds "with the Philistines." 
a giant MT has 'ys mdyn (ketib)/mdwn (qere), "a man of Midian/Madon," or, 

perhaps, "a man of strife" or "a quarrelsome man" (cf. Jer 15:10; Prov 26:21) or even 
"a champion, gladiator, monomachist." It is more likely, however, that the primitive 
reading was 'ys mdh, "a man of(great) stature, a giant," as in I Chron 20:6 (cf. 23:21 
below and I Chron 11 :23). 

21. Jonathan So MT, the major Greek uncials, and I Chron 20:7. Syr. and a group 
of cursive MSS of LXX have "Jonadab," as in 13:3. Evidently Jonathan and Jonadab 
were brothers. 

Shimeah See the Textual Note at 13:3. Here MT (qere) has sm'h (but MT 
[ketib]: sm'y; cf. LXX"). LXXL reflects sm", as in I Chron 20:7. 

22. in-Gath A corrupt duplicate of bgt, viz. byt, "a house," has caused confusion 
in the text of LXX. 

NOTES 

21 16. the votaries of Rapha. The Hebrl?w expression is ye/Ide hiiriipa. This has 
traditionally been understood to refer to descendants (yelfde) of the Rephaim, legend
ary giants of the past (Gen 14:5; 15:20; Deut 2:10-11,20; 3:13; Josh 12:4; 13:12; 17:15; 
etc.). Recently, however, Willesen (1958a, 1958b) and L'Heureux (1974, 1976, 1979) 
have challenged the assumption that yiilfd refers to physical descent. In fact, it seems 
to be used in deliberate preference to bin, "son," to connote membership in a group 
attained by some other avenue than birth (cf. L'Heureux 1976:83). It refers eepecially 
to a slave or servant who provides military service, as suggested by Gen 14:14 (de Vaux 
196lb:vol. 1:219). According to Willesen (1958b:210; cf. 1958a:328) ayii/id was a slave 
"dedicated to the deity who was head of the social unit into which he was admitted 
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by consecration." L'Heureux is somewhat more cautious, concluding that the yelide 
hiiriipa were members of a military group into which one was admitted not by birth 
but by "adoption, initiation, or consecration" ( 1976:84). Willesen (1958a:331) explains 
hrph as a Greek word, viz. harpe. "sickle, scimitar." The yelide *harpe, then, were "the 
Corps of the Scimitar," an elite group of Philistine warriors of which the scimitar was 
the emblem. L'Heureux (1976:84--85) understands the yelide hiiriipti as "the votaries 
of Rapha," an elite group of warriors devoted to hiiriipii' (cf. I Chron 20:6,8), a divine 
epithet meaning "one who is in a healthy condition" (euphemistically for an under
world deity?) and applied in Ugaritic literature to a number of gods. One god in 
particular is called rp 'u. He appears as the patron of an elite military-aristocratic group 
called rp'um (L'Heureux 1974:26<r-70; Jirku 1965). In our translation we follow 
L'Heureux. The god to whom members of this "cultic association of warriors" (L'Heu
reux) devoted themselves was, more specifically, "Rapha-in-Gath" (see the NOTE at v. 
22). 

17. Abishai son of Zeruiah. See the NOTE at 2:18. 
You mustn't put out the lamp of Israel! Presumably a perpetually burning lamp was 

a symbol of endurance and prosperity, though there is no good parallel for this expres
sion elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew. The idea expressed in v. !Th is essentially that of 
18:3. 

18. Gezer. Gezer, west of Jerusalem in the direction of the Philistine plain, was an 
Israelite-Philistine border city, a natural site of conflict. See Map 9. 

Sibbecai the Hushathite. The village of Hushah (I Chron 4:4) lay in the Judaean hills 
a few miles southwest of Bethlehem (Map 9); the modern site is l:fusin (cf. Elliger 
1935:44). It is possible that Sibbecai was one of the Thirty; see the Textual Note on 
"Mebunnai the Hushathite," 23:27. 

19. Gob. Mentioned only here in the Bible (cf. the Textual Note on "Gezer," v. 18), 
omitted in the parallel in I Chron 20:5, and unknown in extrabiblical sources. 

Elhanan, a Jearite from Bethlehem. "The city of the Jearites·" (qiryat-yi'iirim) was 
Kiriath-jearim, but the connections between the inhabitants of that city and those of 
Bethlehem are well known (see p. 176). Just as there were Ephrathites in both cities, 
so evidently there were Jearites. 

Goliath the Gittite. This giant, the shaft of whose spear was "like a weavers' heddle 
rod" (cf. I Sam 17:7), was identified in tradition with an anonymous Philistine slain 
by David (I Samuel 17). See I Samuel, the NOTE on "Goliath" at 17:4, for details and 
alternative theories. Deeds of obscure heroes tend to attach themselves to famous 
heroes, and there is no doubt that the tradition attributing the slaying of Goliath to 
Elhanan is older than that which credits the deed to David. The contradiction in the 
tradition was eliminated in the targumic and midrashic literature by identifying David 
with Elhanan (cf. Pikozdy 1956:257 nn. 2,3). This harmonizing solution seems to have 
been introduced into modern scholarship by Bi:ittcher (1863:233-35), but it has become 
especially associated with Honeyman (1948:23-24), who concluded that "David" was 
the throne name of a man whose personal name was "Elhanan." Although this position 
continues to find adherents (von Pikozdy 1956; Ahlstrom 1959:37; cf. Bright 1972:-
188), its critics seem to have the stronger case (Stamm 1960b: 167-68, 182; Stoebe 
1967:215-16; cf. I Samuel p. 291); it is no longer possible, in any case, to argue that 
diiwid was a title, comparing Mari Akkadian da-wi-du-um ("defeat," not "high chief'; 
cf. Tadmor 1958). See, in general, Hoffmann 1973:168-206. 
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like a weavers' heddle rod. See I Samuel, the NOTE at 17:7. 
21. Jonathan son of Shimeah. On David's brother Shimeah or Shammah (I Sam 

16:9), see 13:3. Evidently Jonadab, the wise guy of chap. 13, was Jonathan's brother, 
though the ancient witnesses to our text show a tendency to identify them. 

22. Rapha-in-Gath. Hebrew harapa is probably equivalent to harapa' (I Chron 
20:6,8). It is a divine epithet meaning "the Hale One," comparable to Ugaritk rp'u 
(rapa'u/rapi'u, "the Hale One," or rapi'u, "the Healer"; see Parker 1972; Cross 1973: 
20-22; L'Heureux 1979:215-18). The latter is used of a number of gods, but there is 
one god in particular called rp 'u. Because of the associations of the U garitic rp 'um and 
the biblical Rephaim with the underworld, it is likely that "the Hale One" had a 
chthonic character and that the epithet was euphemistic. The worship of Rapha con
tinued in the time of David, and one of its centers, it seems, was the Philistine Gath. 
The Philistine champions defeated in the stories in the present section were cultically 
devoted to the Gittite Rapha (cf. "Yahweh-in-Hebron," the Hebronite Yahweh of 15:7, 
and "Yahweh-in-Gibeon," the Gibeonite Yahweh of 21:6). 

COMMENT 

These four brief episodes constitute a unit in that each describes a victory of 
one of David's warriors over a Philistine champion and, more specifically, each 
of the enemies is said to belong to a cultic association of warriors called the 
votaries of Rapha. The section as a whole may derive from an ancient archive. 
Attempts to determine the reason for its present position (cf. Hertzberg) will 
probably not succeed. It was deposited among a miscellany of unrelated items 
at the end of the story of Abishalom's revolt, awaiting integration into the 
book. On chronological grounds it ostensibly belongs in the context of David's 
Philistine wars (5:17-25), but no editor took it up and put it there, and it 
remains without context. 



XXXVII. A PSALM OF DAVID 
(22:1-51) 

22 1David addressed the words of this song to Yahweh at the time 
Yahweh rescued him from the grasp of all his enemies, including Saul. 
2He said: 

Yahweh! 
My cliffside stronghold, 

who keeps me secure! 
1My divine crag, 

in whom I find shelter! 
My sovereign peak of safety, 
my lofty refuge, 

from violent men he saves me! 

•Derided, I cried "Yahweh!" 
I called for help from my enemies. 

'The breakers of death engulfed me, 
the torrents of hell shocked me, 
6the cords of Sheol encircled me, 
the snares of death waylaid me. 

1In my distress I cried "Yahweh!" 
I called for help to my god. 
In his temple he heard my voice, 
my call for help was in his ears. 
8He took notice, and the earth shuddered, 
the foundations of the mountains trembled, 
they groaned because he was angry. 
9Smoke went up from his nostrils, 
a devouring fire from his mouth, 
glowing coals flared from him. 
10He spread open the sky and came down, 
a rain cloud beneath his feet. 
11 Mounting a cherub he flew, 
he swooped on the wings of the wind. 
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12He set darkness about him, 
his covert was the sieve of the waters. 
13From the brightness before him flared 
hail and glowing coals. 
14Yahweh thundered from the sky, 
Elyon roared. 
15He launched arrows and scattered them, 
shot lightning bolts and made them rumble. 
16The channels of the sea were exposed, 
the foundations of the world were laid bare 

by Yahweh's roar, 
by the blast of his nostrils. 

11Reaching from the heights he took hold of me, 
drew me out of the deep water. 
18He rescued me from my powerful enemies, 
from my foes-for they were too strong for me. 
19They waylaid me on the day of my ordeal, 
but Yahweh was a support for me. 
20He brought me out into the open, 
he drew me out because he preferred me. 
21Yahweh dealt with me according to my innocence, 
he treated me according to my blamelessness. 
22For I had kept the ways of Yahweh, 
I had not strayed wickedly from my god. 
21 All his judgments were in front of me, 
I had not removed his statutes from me. 
241 had been faultless towards him, 
I had carefully avoided guilt. 
25So Yahweh treated me according to my innocence, 
according to my blamelessness in his sight. 
26With the loyal you are loyal, 
with the guiltless you are guiltless, 
27with the pure you are pure, 
but with the perverse you are devious. 
28You-a humble people you will vindicate, 
but the eyes of the exalted you will bring low. 
29You are my lamp, Yahweh, 
my god, who sheds light on my darkness. 

453 
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10With you I can leap a gully, 
with my god I can jump a wall. 
11the god whose dominion is complete
[the decree of Yahweh is pure silver-] 
he is a sovereign for all who seek refuge with him. 
12For who is a god but Yahweh? 
Who is a crag but our god? 
nThe god who girded me sturdily 
and mapped out complete dominion for me. 
14Stationing my legs like tree trunks, 
he made me stand upright; 
15programing my hands for fighting, 
he shaped the bows of my arms. 

16You bestowed on me the gift of your victory, 
and your conquest made me great. 
11Y ou made my stride long beneath me, 
and my ankles did not falter. 

18When I pursued my enemies, 
I destroyed them; 
I did not tum back 

until they were finished. 
19When I smashed them, 

they did not get up; 
They fell beneath my feet. 

40You girded me sturdily for fighting, 
making my foes cower beneath me 
41and offering me the nape of my enemies. 
My adversaries-I struck them down! 

•
2They cried for help, 

but there was no one to save them, 
to Yahweh, 

but he did not answer them. 
431 ground them like the dirt of a path, 
like mud in the streets I mashed them. 
4'Y ou freed me from the conflicts of the army 
and set me at the head of the nations. 
A people I did not know served me, 
45by the hearing of the ear they obeyed me. 

§ XXXVII 
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46Foreigners abased themselves to me, 
they came fettered by their collars. 

47As Yahweh lives, 
Let my god be blessed! 
Let my safe crag be high! 

48The god who gave me vengeance, 
subduing people at my feet 
49and taking me away from my enemies. 
Yes, you lifted me up from my foes, 
you protected me from violent men. 
5°Therefore I extol you among the nations, 
I sing praise to your name: 

51The one who magnifies the victories of 
his king, 

who deals loyally with his anointed, 
with David and his descendants forever. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

455 

22 2. He said A rubric is inserted before the poem in some witnesses (LXX0
: 

ode, "A Song"; LXX'"': ode daueid, "A Song of David"; Syr.: tsbw~t' ddwyd, "A Song 
of David"; etc.). LXXL and Syr. open the poem in the manner of Ps 18:2, viz. 'r~mk 
yhwh ~zqy, "I love you, Yahweh, my strength (and my trust [Syr.))!" The variation in 
the opening words is discussed at length by Schmuttennayr (1971 :32-37). 

My cliffside stronghold That is, sl'y wm~dty, lit. "my cliff and my stronghold." For 
wm~dty. "and my stronghold," LXXL has ek thlipseos mou = m~rty. "from my dis
tress." 

3. My divine crag That is, 'ly ~wry, lit. "My god, my crag," as in Ps 18:3 (cf. LXX, 
Vulg., Targ., Syr. '°'55

). MT has 'lhy ~wry, "The god of my crag." Here and throughout 
the psalm LXX avoids a literal translation of ~wr. "crag, mountain," as a divine epithet. 
LXXL here and elsewhere reads plastes, "creator," which accords with the haggadic 
treatment of the epithet as if from the root y~r. "form, shape," with its rabbinic by-fonn 
~wr (cf. Berakot Sb, on Job 18:4, etc.). 

my lofty refuge That is, msgby wmnwsy, lit. "my lofty place and my place of 
refuge." For msgby LXXL has monotatos emoi, evidently reading lbd ly, "mine 
alone." 

from violent men he saves me MT has ms'y m~ms ts'ny, "my savior, from violence 
you save me." This is a corruption of ms'y m~msym ys'ny, "my savior, from violent 
men he saves me," the text reflected by LXXL ( . .. ex asebon sosei me). There is no 
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other second-person verb in the first twenty-five lines of the poem, and confusion of 
final -m with t was possible in scripts of many periods. Syr. preserves an intermediate 
form in which the m was associated with the following word but not read as t: . .. mn 
'wl' wprwgy = m~ms wms'ny, " ... from violence and the one who saves me." The 
reconstructed line, ms'y m~msym ys'ny, is evidently conflate: ms'y and ys'ny are 
variants, and though there is little basis for choosing between them, we might impeach 
ms'y for its conformity to the pattern of the previous m- prefix nouns. Thus we strike 
ms'y (so Dhorme, Schulz) and read m~msym ys'ny. 

The last four words of v. 3, wmnwsy ms'y m~ms ts'ny (see above), are lacking in 
Psalm I 8, and some critics (Gunkel 1926:68; cf. Smith) regard them as superfluous and 
secondary. Cross and Freedman (1953:21-22 n. 2) find variant texts, not wholly recon
structible, underlying vv. 2-4. In particular, they consider m~ms ts'ny, "from violence 
you save me," a variant of m'yby 'w.i", "from my enemies I am saved," in v. 4. See, in 
general, Schmuttermayr 1971 :37-40. 

4. Derided MT reads mhll as mehulliil, "praiseworthy," understood in reference 
to Yahweh. The word is treated by LXX in Ps 18:4 as mehallel, "offering praise," 
understood in reference to the psalmist. But in view of Ps 102:9 (102:8), where mhlly 
is parallel to 'yby, and for the sake of the parallelism in the present verse, we should 
probably read meholal, "treated as a fool, derided," if not mimmeholelay, "from my 
deriders." Thus the colon is semantically and structurally equivalent to that at the 
beginning of v. 7, which resumes its force after vv. 5-6. 

I called for help All witnesses reflect 'ws', "I was saved," but for the sake of the 
parallelism with 'qr', "I cried," we should probably read 'sw'. 

5. At the beginning of the verse MT has ky. Omit with Ps 18:5. 
breakers So MT: msbry. Syr., MTMSS: ~bly, "cords," as in Ps 18:5. 
6. Sheol So MT, LXXL. LXX 9

: "death." 
7. called for help MT again has 'qr', "cried," but LXX, Syr.; and Vulg. all reflect 

different verbs. Thus we should probably follow Ps 18:7 in reading 'sw' (Cross and 
Freedman 1953:23 n. 9). 

was in his ears MT b'znyw. Syr., like Ps 18:7, conflates this with a variant, lpnyw 
tbw', "came before him" (cf. Vulg.). For a somewhat different interpretation of the 
evidence see Cross and Freedman 1953:23 n. 13. 

8. He took notice MT (ketfb): wtg's, "(The earth) shuddered"; MT (qere): wytg's, 
"He (Yahweh) shuddered." But this verb occurs later in the verse, and LXX epeblepse 
(also in Coptic and Armenian), attached to the beginning of the verse, suggests an 
alternative, viz. wyb!. Perhaps wtg's arose as a marginal variant ofwtr's, "quaked," and 
was erroneously introduced into the text in place of wyb!. 

the mountains So Syr. (!wr') and Vulg. (montium): hrym, as in Ps 18:8. MT has 
hsmym, "the skies." 

they groaned So LXXL: kai ephonesen = wyhgw. MT has wytg'sw, "they shud
dered," as earlier in the verse. 

he was angry So MT: ~rh lw. LXX 9 (cf. Syr., LXXL) = ~rh yhwh bhm (Syr. = 

'lyhm), "Yahweh was angry with them." 
9. a devouring . .. mouth That is, w's mpyw t'k/ (MT), lit. "and a fire from his 

mouth was devouring." For mpyw LXXL and Syr. read mpnyw, "from his face." For 
t'kl LXXL reads t'kl 'r~. "was devouring the earth." 
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11. a cherub So MT. LXX: "cherubim" (preferred by Cross and Freedman 1953:24 
n. 28). 

he swooped Reading (w)yd' with Syr., Vulg., and Targ., as in Ps 18:11. MT has 
wyr', "he appeared," by confusion of rand d. Compare Deut 14:13, where MT reads 
hr'h for LXX/Samaritan hd'h. 

12. about him Preceded by strw. "his hiding place," in LXX (apokryphes au.tou) 
and Syr. ([l)gnyh). as in Ps 18:12. Presumably strw arose as a marginal gloss on or 
variant of sktw/swkw below, possibly on the basis of Ps 27:5 (Schmuttermayr 1971:71). 

his covert So LXX, Syr. = sktw (so Ps 18: 12) or swkw (so MTMss). MT has skwt, 

"booths." 
the sieve of the waters We follow MT in reading ~srt mym against LXX8 and Ps 

18:12, which have ~skt mym. "the darkness of the waters" (LXXL = [wy]~sk myw, 
"and he withheld his waters"). See, further, the NOTE. 

After ~srt mym MT has 'by s~qym. "thick masses of clouds" (so Ps 18:12). LXX8 

epachynen en nephelais aeros seems to reflect 'bh ('ibbd) b'by s~qym. "He thickened (it) 
with dark masses of clouds," representing two interpretations of 'b-. It has been noted 
that 'by s~qym does not fit metrically with what precedes it (Cross and Freedman 
1953:25 n. 34), but attempts to combine it with the lightning imagery that follows 
produce awkward results (cf. Cross 1973:159 and n. 61). In all probability this extrane
ous phrase, 'by s~qym, arose as a gloss on ~srt mym, the obscure phrase that precedes 
it (G. R. Driver 1957:155-56; so Bardtke 1969:1099). 

13. flared/hail and glowing coals Reading b'rw brd wg~ly 's. MT has b'rw g~ly 
's, having lost brd w- after b'rw. LXXL preserves brd w-, but for b'rw reads 'brw, 
"passed on"; this is also the reading of Ps 18:13, where 'brw is prefixed by a corrupt 
duplicate, 'byw, "his clouds" (cf. Feigin 1950:43)-thus 'byw 'brw brd wg~ly 's, "his 
clouds passed on (with) hail and glowing coals." 

15. shot lightning bolts Variants are reflected here. MT brq, "lightning," probably 
arose from one variant, viz. (wy)brq brq, "he flashed lightning" (so LXXLMN). Ps 18: 15 
has another, viz. wbrqym rb, "he shot lightning bolts," attested for II Sam 22:15 by 
Syr. (wbrq' [plural] 'sqy = wbrqym rbh). LXXL reflects a combination of these variants 
in corrupt form: wybrq brq bbrd, "and he flashed lightning with hail." In favor of the 
second variant (wbrqym rb [h]) are the suspicion of the influence of Ps 144:6 on the first 
and the occurrence of the rare verb rbb/rbh. "shoot (a bow)" (cf. Gen 21 :20 and 49:23 
in addition to *rab, "archer," in Jer 50:29; Job 16:13; and Prov 26:10). 

16. The channels of the sea That is, 'pqym ym. The -m after 'pqy is enclitic. It 
confused the scribes, who edited it out (II Sam 22:16) or associated it with ym-thus, 
'pqy mym, "the channels of water" (Ps 18:16). See Patton 1944:12; Cross and Freedman 
1950:294 and 1953:17,26 n. 41; Hummel 1957:93; Freedman 1960:102-3. 

by Yahweh's roar So MT: bg'rt yhwh. Ps 18:16 has mg'rtk yhwh, "by your roar, 
Yahweh," which shows the influence of Pss 76:7; 104:7 (cf. 80:17[80:16]). 

by the blast MT has bnsmt rw~. which LXXL shows to be a conflation of variants. 
We omit rw~ with LXXL (apo pnoes). 

his nostrils Ps 18: 16: "your nostrils," as in the case of "roar" above. 
18. from my powerful enemies We read me'oyebay 'oz, lit. "from my enemies of 

power" (cf. Dahood 1965b: 110). The rare but well-established phenomenon of a geni
tive following a suffixed noun (GK' §128d) led to the reinterpretation of this expression 
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as me'oyebi 'oz, "from my powerful enemy," in MT, but the translations of the versions 
and the parallel (miSSone'ay, "from my foes") point to the plural. In LXXL the confu
sion was resolved by a rearrangement of the text: m 'z 'yby, "from the power of my 
enemies." 

20. He brought me out We read MT wy~· . .. 'ty. LXX reflects wyfny, as in Ps 
18:20, but the emphatic pronoun is distinctive and, as explained in the NOTE, essential 
to the meaning of the verse. 

21. according to my blamelessness That is, kbr ydy, lit. "according to the cleanness 
of my hands." For kbr LXXL reflects kbd-thus, "He returned to me the honor ( = 

wealth?) of my hands." Cf. v. 25. 
22. strayed wickedly from So MT: rs'ty m- (see the NOTE). LXXL = rs'ty b'yny-, 

"acted wickedly in the eyes of." 
23. I had not removed . .. from me So LXXL: ouk apostesetai ap' emou = /' 'syr 

mny, as in Ps 18:23. Emendation of mny to mmny with Cross and Freedman (1953:27 
n. 55) is unwarranted: mny is a well-attested poetic form. MT has /' 'swr mmnh. "I 
had not departed from it (his statute [sing.]?)." 

24. towards him So MT: /w. LXXL, Vulg., and Syr. reflect 'mw, "with him," as in 
Ps 18:24 (cf. Dahood 1965b:lll-12). 

25. according to my blamelessness Reading kbr ydy, lit. "according to the clean
ness of my hands," with LXX, Syr., and Vulg., as in Ps 18:25. MT is defective as a 
result of confusion of rand d: *kbr [yd]y > kbry, "according to my purity." Similarly, 
LXXL has doxasmos mou = kbdy ( < *kb [r y )dy) before the LXX reading cited above. 
Cf. v. 21. 

26. The textual confusion in this verse is the result of haplography and correction 
in a highly repetitive quatrain (vv. 26-27); it is to be explained as follows. The primitive 
text, reflected in our translation, read: 

'm ~syd tt~sd 
'm nqy tnqh 

MT lost the second bicolon by haplography when a scribe's eye skipped from 'm n
in 'm nqy to 'm n- in 'm nbr in v. 27. The defective text was then corrected imperfectly. 
Instead of 'm nqy tnqh a variant, 'm tmym ttmm, was introduced, probably under 
the influence of v. 24. Moreover, as often happens, a duplicate arose at the point 
of insertion, nbr being preserved both before and after it. The awkward sequence 
nbr tmym then became gbr tmym (cf. Ps 18:26). Thus, in MT we read, "With the 
loyal you are loyal,/with the faultless warrior (gibb6r tammim) you are faultless." 
LXXL preserves the primitive reading, except that the equivalent of MT's second 
semicolon has been inserted recensionally between the first and second semicola. The 
original second semicolon, 'm nqy tnqh, is rendered unambiguously meta athoou 
athoos ese by LXXL, athoos being used elsewhere to translate only forms of nqh. Note 
that the LXX of Ps 18:26 also preserves this original translation, though it has been 
adjusted to the pattern of MT by the insertion of andros ( = gbr) before athoou, as if 
athoou athoos ese = tmym ttmm. 

27. you are devious Reading ttptl, as in Ps 18:27. MT has ttpl. "you are ignomini
ous," but it can probably be said of the author of this poem, as it is of Job, that "He 
did not ascribe ignominy (tip/a) to God" (Job I :22). The translations of LXX""'N and 
Syr. employ verbs cognate to the substantives preceding them, suggesting a variant 
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t'qs. "you are perverse." One could argue that this arose in conformity to the pattern 
of the three preceding semicola, as I assume, or, conversely, that t'qs was regarded as 
blasphemous by a scribe, to whom ttptl was more acceptable (though the verbs seem 
to have been synonymous). 

28. You Reading w't ( = we'atta in archaic orthography; Cross -and Freedman 
1953:28 n. 62) with MT (cf. I Sam 24:18; Ps 6:4; Job 1:10; Eccles 7:22; Neh 9:6). LXX 
ky 'th, "For you" (so Ps 18:28), anticipates v. 29. 

but the eyes of the exalted MT has w'ynyk 'I rmym, "but your eyes are on the 
exalted." The texts of LXXL and Ps 18:28 show that 'I is secondary, added after 'ynyk 
arose by confusion of final -m and -k from 'ynym (so LXX8

, Ps 18:28). The primitive 
reading was w'yny-m rmym. but the enclitic -m confused the scribes, who deleted it 
( = w'yny rmym. so LXXL) or revised rmym to an adjective ( = w'ynym rmwt, "but 
the exalted eyes"; cf. Syr.). 

29. You are my lamp So MT: 'th nyry. LXXLMN reflect 'th t'yr nry, "You light my 
lamp," as in Ps 18:29. The expansion, t'yr, probably arose from a marginal variant of 
yltgyh below. 

my god Reading 'ly on the basis of LXX moi (!) or 'lhy on the basis of Ps 18:29 
for MT wyhwh, "and Yahweh." 

who sheds light on That is, ygyh, a relative clause without a relative pronoun (GK' 
§1551); so MT. LXXL reflects tgyh, ''you shed light on" (so LXX in Ps 18:29). 

30. I can leap a gully See the NOTES. 
I can jump a wall So MT: 'dig swr, rendered exaloumai hos moschos. "I can jump 

like a bull" (as if swr = sor), by LXXL (!). 
33. who girded me Reading m 'zrny with 4QSam' (cf. LXXL, OL, Syr., Vulg., and 

Ps 18:33). MT has m'wzy. "is my refuge." LXX8 ho krataion me suggests m'zzny, "who 
strengthened me," though the verb is not elsewhere attested in Pi'el (Prov 8:28?). 

and mapped out Perhaps the obscurity of this stich is the result of the defective 
spelling of wyt'r, lit. "and he traced," as wytr (cf. wtzrny. v. 40), interpreted by MT 
as wayyatter, "and he searched out (?)," and replaced in Ps 18:33 by the lectio facilior 
wytn. "and he set, established." 

dominion for me That is, drky; so MT (qere). LXX, and Ps 18:33. MT (ketfb): 
drkw, "his dominion" (cf. v. 31). 

34. my legs So MT (qere). as in the versions and Ps 18:34. MT (ketfb): "his legs." 
like tree trunks Reading ke'elot. "like trees, terebinths," for MT kii'ayyiilot, "like 

does, hinds." 
upright So MT: 'I bmwty (cf. 4QSam': [ ... b]mty), lit. "on my backs, haunches." 

See 1:19. 
35. he shaped MT (w)n~t (see the NOTE). LXXL at this point betrays the influence 

ofl Sam 2:4: kai ouk esthenese = wl' ~th, "and (the bow of my arm) was not shattered." 
the bows of my arms Reading qst zr'ty with LXXL toxon brachionos mou (so 

Nowack, Schulz). MT has qst n~wsh zr'ty--thus, "(He shaped) my arms as a bow of 
bronze." This would be entirely appropriate. The "bow of bronze" of Job 20:24 is not 
a bow made of bronze or with bronze ornamentation or reinforcement (de Vaux). Nor 
is it necessary to think of "bow" in such a context as synecdoche (G. R. Driver 
1951 :248) or (better) metonymy for "arrowhead." Couroyer ( 1965) has shown that 
"bronze," a symbol of strength elsewhere (Jer 1:18; Job 6:12; 40:18; etc.), refers to the 
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great strength of the bow (cf. Pope 1973: 153). Thus n~wsh would fit the sense of the 
present passage well. But the shorter text of LXXL deserves preference, and the stich 
is too long metrically with the word in place. It may have arisen under the influence 
of Job 20:24 (Segal 1914/15:219). Since the parallel, yiiday, "my hands," is plural, we 
should probably retain the plural vocalization of MT, zero'otay, "my arms." Perhaps 
qst should be read qiisot, "bows" (cf. I Samuel. the Textual Note on 2:4, and Dahood 
1965a:l5), referring to the bows (elbows!) of the two arms. But "the bow (MT qefet) 
of my arms," referring to the sweep of the two arms together as bow-shaped, is also 
possible. 

36. the gift See the NOTE. 
your victory MT ys'k, for which LXX reflectsysy, "my victory." In Ps 18:36, too, 

MT has "your ... " and LXX "my .... " 4QSam' reads ys'k. 
At this point LXXL and Syr. reflect wymynk ts'dny, "Your right hand supported 

me," as in Ps 18:36. On the conflate text of LXXL, see Ulrich (1978:140). These words 
are lacking in the text of MT, however, and also in the usually full text of 4QSam', and 
although Ulrich speaks of haplography here (Cross and Freedman [1953:31 n. 82): 
"accidentally dropped out"), I should argue for the originality of the shorter text (cf. 
Nowack, Dhorme, Bardtke 1969: 1100). 

your conquest Reading 'nwtk, as in Ps 18:36 (see the NOTE). MT has 'ntk. "your 
response." Wellhausen's conjecture, 'zrtk, "your help," now turns up in 4QSam'. It is 
a (graphic) variant of 'nwtk. and the latter must be preferred by reason of its relative 
obscurity. 

37. my stride . .. beneath me So MT: §'dy t~tny. In LXXL a reading proximate to 
that of MT has been inserted before an older rendering of the verse. In the older text 
LXXL reads at this point oligotetes exestesan me = §'rym ~tny, "insignificant men 
dismayed me." 4QSam' omits "beneath me." 

and ... falter MT w/' m 'dw qrsly. for which the older translation in LXXL (see 
above) reads kai ouch hypestesan me hoi hypenantioi = wl' 'mdw qwmy /y, "and those 
who arose against me did not stand" (cf. Ulrich 1978: 102). In 4QSam' only the very 
beginning of this stich survives (w/['j), and there is also the beginning of a supralinear 
addition (wl'). Ulrich's conjecture that the scroll preserved the two readings also 
combined in LXXL is credible. 

38. I destroyed them So MT, 4QSam', and all witnesses to the text of Samuel: 
w'smydm. Ps 18:38 has a variant, w'sygm, "I overtook them." 

until they were finished So 4QSam': 'd klwtm, lit. "until finishing them," as in Ps 
18:38. LXX reflects a variant (rendered twice by LXXL): 'd ('fr) 'klm, "until I finished 
them." MT is conflate, embracing both variants in a harmonized text: 'd klwtm w'k/m, 
"until they were finished. And I finished them .... "See, further, the Textual Note that 
follows. 

39. they did not get up MT w/' yqwmwn, for which Syr. and Targ. reflect w/' yklw 
qwm. "they were not able to get up," as in Ps 18:39. It is possible that yklw arose from 
a marginal indication of MT's variant, 'k/m, at the end of the preceding verse (see 
above) or, alternatively, that 'klm arose from a marginal yklw. 

40. You girded me MT is defective: wtzrny. 4QSam' reads [w )t'zrrij, as in Ps 18:40. 
One is tempted to read tazzfreni, "You sanctified me (for battle)," omitting ~yl as 
reminiscent of v. 33. 
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sturdily MT QYI. lit. "with strength," to which LXXL (dynamin) adds kai agallia
sin = wgyl (?), "and rejoicing," a corrupt variant (cf. Ps 65:13). 

41. I struck them down/ 4QSam': ·~mytm, as in Ps 18:41 (cf. LXXL). MT: w'~mytm. 
LXX8 = w'mytm, "and I killed them." 

42. They cried for help So LXX = ysw'w, as in Ps 18:42. MT has ys'w, "They 
looked." 

no one to save them So MT and 4QSam': 'yn miy'. LXX8 ouk estin boithos suggests 
yn miw', "no cry for help." 

to Yahweh So MT and 4QSam•: 'I yhwh, interpreted by LXXL as "God Yahweh." 
In Ps 18:42 'I has become 'I, "because of' (7), rendered "the Most High" by Dahood 
(1965b: 117). . 

43. like the dirt of a path 4QSam• has [k'pr 'I] pny 'rQ. which shows the primitive 
reading to have been k'pr 'rQ. as conjectured by Wutz (1925). In MT (cf. LXX8

) this 
has become k'pr 'r~. "like the dirt of the earth." In LXXL and Syr. it has become 
k'pr 'I pny rwQ. "like dirt (dust) on the face of the wind," as in Ps 18;43. Dahood's 
suggestion (1965b:l 17) to vocalize rwQ as rewaQ-thus, "in the square" (cf. the NOTE 
on "on the wings of the wind," v. 11)---also saves the parallelism, but it does not" explain 
the reading of II Sam 22:43. 

I mashed them MT combines two variants: 'dqm 'rq'm, "I crushed them, I mashed 
them." The first of these is reflected alone in LXX8

, but in LXXL it has become 'r(y)qm, 
"I poured them out" (but see G. R. Driver 1936: 173-74), as in Ps 18:43. We follow 
4QSam' in reading 'rq'm alone. 

44. the conflicts of the army Reading miribe 'iim. as in Ps 18:44. In the MT of II 
Sam 22:44 'm, "the people, army," has become 'my, "my people," possibly by "actual
ization" towards the events of David's life (cf. Schmuttermayr 1971:169-70). LXX8 

reflects 'mym, "the peoples"; cf. the variation in Ps 144:2 between 'my (MT) and 'mym 
(MT"ss. Syr., Targ., Vulg.). Witnesses to 'm in II Sam 22:44 include LXXL, Syr., and 
Targ. The reading mryby is supported by MT and Syr. in II Sam 22:44 and indirectly 
by LXXL ( = mrby, understood as mirabbe, "from the leaders [of the army]"). In light 
of miribiibOt 'iim, "from the myriads of the army," in Ps 3:7 [3:6], some critics would 
restore miribbO 'iim (Ehrlich 1910:339; Rehm) or miribiibOt 'iim (Kraus 1963:139; cf. 
Bardtke 1969:1101) here. 

and set me So LXXL (ethou me) and Syr. ([w]t'bdny): tsymny. as in Ps 18:44. MT 
has tsmrny, "and protected me." 

at the head of the nations MT Ir's gwym. LXXL = l'wr gwym, "as the light of the 
nations" (!); cf. Isa 42:6; 49:6. Cf. Nowack. 

45-46. The text of these verses is confused in all witnesses. The major witnesses read 
as follows: 

MT: bny nkr ytkQsW ly 
lsmw' 'zn ysm 'w ly 
bny nkr yblw 
wyQgrw mmsgrwtm 

Ps 18:45-46: Ism' 'zn ysm 'w ly 
bny nkr ykQSw ly 
bny nkr yblw 
wyQrgw mmsgrwtyhm 
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4QSam': Ism(' 'zn ysm' ly) 
(bny nkr yk~sw ly) 
/' y~grw mmsrwtm 

§ XXXVII 

(On the reconstruction of the scroll, cf. Ulrich 1978: 109-11.) The simplest explanation 
of the data assumes bny nkr y(t)k~sw ly and bny nkr yblw (/y) to be variants. Thus both 
II Sam 22:45-46 and Ps 18:45-46 are conflate. 4QSam' preserves a shorter text, but 
/' is probably a replacement for bl, a corrupt vestige of a marginal indication of yblw 
(Ulrich). The arrangement of MT was probably like that of the psalm at one time, but 
bny nkr ytk~sw ly was lost by haplography and restored in a different position. We read: 

Ism' 'zn ysm 'w ly 
bny nkr ytk~sw ly 
y~grw mmsgrwtm. 

For further details see the Textual Notes that follow. 
46. abased themselves MT ytk~sw, for which Ps 18:46 has yk~sw (cf. Deut 33:29). 
they came fettered MT has wy~grw, "and they girded themselves" (?), evidently 

understood as "and they came halting" by LXX" (kai sphalousin, "and they stumbled") 
and LXX to Ps 18:46 (kai echo/anan, "and they limped") in light of Postbiblical 
Hebrew ~gr, "limp, be halt." LXXL elytrothesan, "they were released," is difficult to 
explain; Ulrich (1978:111) guesses that it might represent an interpretation of y~grw 
as "they were ungirt"-hence 4QSam' /' y~grw, "they were not girt" (see the Textual 
Note above on vv. 45-46). The reading of Ps 18:46, wy~rgw, is made attractive by its 
very obscurity; it is adopted here. The translation is discussed in the NOTE. 

by their collars That is, mmsgrwtm (so MT and Ps 18:46); see the NOTE. 4QSam' 
has mmsrwtm, "by their bonds" (so LXXL: ek ton desmon auton). In Ps 18:46 LXX 
has apo ton tribon auton = mmslwtm, "from their highways" (!). 

47. my god . .. my safe crag The witnesses differ in the placement of the parallel 
words '/hy, "(my) god," and ~wr(y), "(my) crag." In Ps 18:47 we read "my crag 
... the god of my safety" (cf. LXX"N in the present passage). In MT (II Sam 22:47) 
and the LXX of Ps 18:47 the two words are read together in the second position ("my 
god, my safe crag"); but while MT has "my crag" in the first position, the LXX of 
Ps 18:47 has "my god." No witness preserves the arrangement we read ('/hy . .. ~wr 
ysy), but the context (" ... be high") favors it. Note that for ~wry (in the first position) 
LXXL reads ho plasas me = hnrny, "the one who created me" (cf. Syr. m~ylny (?)). 

48. The god Combined in LXX with the variant "Yahweh." 
who gave Expressed by a participle in MT (hntn) but in LXXL (hos edoken) and 

4QSam' (['fr] ntn) by a finite verbal clause. The latter is prosaic (Freedman). 
subduing The original reading is preserved in 4QSam': wmrdd (cf. LXXL); cf. Ps 

144:2. This has become wmwryd, "bringing down," in MT (MT"': wmryd) and evi
dently mysr, "disciplining," in LXX" (paideuon). Ps 18:48 displays a variant, wydbr, 
"and he subdued" (cf. G. R. Driver 1930:284), as in Ps 47:4. 

49. and taking me away So MT: wmw~y'y (cf. LXX"). LXXL = wyw~y', "and he 
took me away." Syr. = wmp//y, "and rescuing me" (cf. Ps 18:49). 

Yes Reading 'p for MT w-. "And," as in Syr. and Ps 18:49. LXXL places 'pearlier: 
"from the wrath ('p) of the enemies," etc. 

you lifted me up LXXL, Syr."ss = "he lifted me up." 
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from my foes MT wmqmy, for which LXXL reflects wmmqwmy, "from my_ place." 
you protected me Reading tn~rny with LXXL (dietresas) and 4QSam' ([tJ;wny). 

MT has t~ylny. "you saved me." 
from violent men That is, m 'ys ~ms (collective); so Syr., Ps 18:49, arrd according 

to space requirements, probably 4QSam'. MT (cf. LXX) has m 'ys ~msym. as in Ps 
140:2. 

50. The divine name occurs at least once in this verse in all witnesses, but the variety 
of its location shows it to have been original nowhere. It probably arose from the 
reference to "your name," for which LXXL reads "the name of Yahweh." In MT and 
LXX" it stands before "among the nations," and in LXXL and Syr. it stands after (so 
Ps 18:50). 

I sing praise MT 'zmr. for which LXXL reads 'zkr, "I bring to mind, remember." 
SI. The one who magnifies the victories We read mgdl ysw't. The first word can be 

interpreted as magdfl. "The one who magnifies" (so MT [ketib], LXX, .and Ps 18:51 
[magdil]), or migdal, "The tower" (cf. Prov 18:10; here MT [qere] has migdol. which 
occurs elsewhere only as the name of a city [Exod 14:2, etc.]). The second word can 
be read yesu'ot. "victories" (so MT and Ps 18:50 [yesu'ot]; cf. LXX") or yesu'at. 
"safety" (so LXXL and 4QSam' [ysw't ]). In view of the predominant theme of the latter 
part of the poem, "The one who magnifies the victories" seems better than "The tower 
of safety" (cf. vv. 2-3). 

with David Followed in LXXL by a variant, eis genea = ldwr, "with (his) genera
tion" ( = ldwr wdwr, "from generation to generation," parallel to 'd 'wlm. "forever"?). 

NOTES 

A preliminary note on the spelling practices represented by the text of the psalm is in 
order. The orthography of II Samuel 22 is generally conservative in comparison to that 
of Psalm 18 in particular and to Masoretic usage as a whole. One especially striking 
feature has been stressed by Cross and Freedman (1953: 16). Several times in the poem 
the vowel o contracted from an original diphthong aw is spelled without w: ms'y and 
IS'ny in v. 3; mqsy in v. 6; msdwt in v. 16; and msy' in v. 42. The first two of these 
are not extant in the text of Psalm 18, but the three that are extant are spelled with 
w: mwqsy in v. 6; mwsdwt in v. 16; and mwsy' in v. 42. One of the five survives in the 
text of 4QSam', and it is written defectively: msy' in V. 42. There are two further 
probable examples of defective spelling of o < •aw in the MT of II Samuel 22: yblw 
( = •yobflu; cf. Klostermann, Nestle 1896:324, and Cross and Freedman 1953:33 n. 
103) in v. 46; and mryd ( = •morfd. preserved in the Aleppo Codex of MT but not 
the Leningrad Codex; cf. the Textual Note on "subduing," v. 48, and Cross and 
Freedman 1953:34 n. 109) in v. 48. Elsewhere there are five cases of aw or o < •aw 
for which the full spelling is used: mwt in v. S; mwt in v. 6; mwsdwt in v. 8; twsy' in 
v. 28; and mw~yy in v. 49; qwly in v. 7, qwlw in v. 14, and ywm in v. 19 are ambiguous 
(cf. Cross and Freedman 1952:24,50,53). II Samuel 22, therefore, preserves a stage in 
the development of orthographic practices at which the indication of medial o < •aw 
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by w has not yet been leveled through the text, as it has in Psalm 18. The surprising 
aspect of this is that there seems to have been no stage in the development of the spelling 
of Judaean Hebrew when •aw was not represented by w. In pre-exilic Judaean Hebrew 
aw remained uncontracted in all positions and thus was consistently represented by 
w (Cross and Freedman 1952:57; Freedman 1962:89), as recently confirmed by the 
publication of the Hebrew inscriptions from Arad (cf Aharoni 1981:142). We know 
little of the spelling practices of the fifth and fourth centuries, but in third-century 
orthography, when •aw had contracted to o in unstressed positions, the sound was 
represented by w with general consistency. On the other hand, o not derived from *aw 
was not consistently represented by w in this later period (cf. Freedman 1962). This 
suggests that the representation of o < •aw by w was a survival of historical spelling 
and thus that there never was a time when o < •aw was not represented by w in 
Judaean Hebrew. If the defective spellings of II Samuel 22 are Judaean in origin, 
therefore, they must represent an artificial and deliberately archaizing orthography 
deriving from a time after the contraction of diphthongs. We know of no such orthogra
phy. In view of considerations of this kind, Cross and Freedman postulated a northern 
origin for our psalm (1953:16; cf. Freedman 1962:89). In Israelite Hebrew the diph
thong aw was contracted in all positions (Cross and Freedman 1952:57). Assuming, 
then, that the cases noted above in which o < •aw is represented by w are secondary 
modernizations, we should suppose the orthography of II Samuel 22 to be pre-exilic 
and Israelite. It follows that the author of the psalm was a northerner, or at least that 
the psalm passed through the hands of an editor who spoke the northern dialect. This 
hypothesis, though attractive, remains tentative. Our evidence is too meager to rule out 
the existence of an archaizing orthographic tradition in early post-exilic Judah, and the 
data of II Samuel 22 need to be cast against the background of a book-by-book 
statistical analysis of Masoretic orthography as a whole. 
22 I. The psalm is identified with events in David's life, as in Psalms 3, 7, 18 (=II 
Samuel 22), 34, 51. 52, 54, 56, 57, 59, 60, 63, and 142. In contrast with the other cases, 
however, II Samuel 22 = Psalm 18 is not related to a specific incident but rather to 
Yahweh's ongoing protection of David, his rescue of David from "Saul and all his 
enemies" throughout his life. According to Dahood (1965b: 104, the reference is even 
more general, viz. to David's rescue from "Sheol (Se'o/ for sa'ul, 'Saul') and all his 
enemies." 

2-3. In the opening section of the psalm Yahweh is praised under the image ofa place 
of refuge high on a rocky hillside. The psalmist makes frequent use of hendiadys, best 
resolved in English: "my cliff and my stronghold" = "my cliffside stronghold"; "my 
god, my crag" = "my divine crag"; "my sovereign [see below) and my peak of safety" 
= "my sovereign peak of safety"; "my height and my refuge" = "my lofty refuge." 
The concept of Yahweh as a "crag" or "mountain" ($ur) offering refuge and safety is 
common (Isa 17:10; Pss 31:3-4 (31:2-3); 71:3; and often). More generally, though, 
Yahweh is "the crag of Israel" ($ur yisra'e/); cf. II Sam 23:3 and Isa 30:29, where 
$Ur, "crag," is virtually a synonym for 'e/ohfm. "god." Compare also such archaic 
proper names as $Uri'el. "El is my crag" (Num 3:35); $Uriiadday. "Shaddai is my crag" 
(Num I :6; etc.); and pada $Ur, "the Crag has ransomed" (Num I: 10; etc.; cf. Noth 
1928:129-30), as well as ha$$Ur, "the Crag," used as an independent divine title in 
passages like Hab 1:12 (cf Deut 32:4,18,37; etc.). "Many of the most important 
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Anatolian and Northwest-Semitic deities of the second millennium B.C. were deified 
mountains-a fact which ... explains why ~ur, 'mountain' ... appears so often in such 
an archaic poem as [Deuteronomy 32] in the meaning 'god, God,' as well as why it has 
the same sense in several Hebrew personal names of the Mosaic period" (Albright 
1961:23). Elsewhere in the present poem, therefore, when we find ~ur, "crag," parallel 
to 'el. "god" (vv. 32,47), we need not think specifically of the image of a lofty place 
of refuge invoked here. In other words, ~ur is another general designation for a divine 
being. 

3. My sovereign. Hebrew •megiinf (MT maginnf. "My shield"), on which see the 
NOTE on "shield" at 1 :21. It might seem prudent to retain "shield" in a context of 
shelter and protection like this. But mgny stands in this stich in the position of 'ly. "My 
god" ("My divine [crag]"), in the last. Moreover, miigiin, "sovereign,'' is a term of 
protection. Fundamentally it seems to designate one who bestows (feudal) gifts (see the 
NOTE on "the gift of your victory," v. 36, and Dahood 1965b:l~l7). and thus a 
suzerain who provides protection to his vassals in return for service. Thus Yahweh is 
called "a sovereign for all who seek refuge with him" in v. 31, where the parallel stich 
refers to the completeness of his "dominion" (darko). 

4. The psalmist invokes divine help against his enemies, a common motif in the 
Psalter: 3:2 [3:1]; 7:2 [7:1]; 17:10 [17:9]; etc. 

I cried ... I called. Hebrew 'eqrii' ... 'iwwiisea'. Here and often throughout the poem 
prefixed verb forms express past actions, contrary to the standard pattern of Hebrew 
prose. Study of the Ugaritic verb has shown that the prefixed form "was the common, 
generally used verb form in old Israelite poetry, as in old Canaanite poetry, and that 
its time aspect was determined by the context" (Cross and Freedman 1953:20). 

5-6. Compare Ps 116:3 and especially Jonah 2:~7a [2:5-6a]. The psalmist likens his 
distress to entrapment at the watery entrance to Sheol, the Underworld. On this 
imagery in general see Mccarter 1973. 

5. hell. That is, belfya'al. "(the place of) not coming up," on which see the NOTE 
at 16:7 and, on the present passage, Cross and Freedman 1953:22 n. 6. The parallelism 
here of belfya'al to mawet. "death," and se'ol, "Sheol,.the Underworld," confirms this 
interpretation against that which understands belfya'al as "worthlessness." 

6. Sheol. A common biblical designation for the shadowy abode of the dead. For the 
derivation of se'ol. "place of interrogation,'' see Mccarter 1973:408 n. 20 and bibliogra
phy cited there. 

7. his temple. For hekiil. "temple," used of Yahweh's heavenly dwelling, see also Pss 
11 :4 and 138:2 (?), cited by Patton (1944:21 ); cf. Mic 1 :2. 

8. The quaking of the earth (Ps 77:19 [77:18]). mountains (Isa 5:25), or foundations 
of the earth (Isa 24: 18) is a standard cosmic response to the approach of Yahweh in 
archaic and archaizing biblical poetry. Compare especially Judg 5:4-5 and Ps 68:9 
[68:8] in addition to extrabiblical passages cited at v. 14 below. In this context "the 
earth" probably refers to the netherworld, as argued by Dahood 1965b:l06; cf. Tromp 
1969:23-46. 

they groaned because he was angry. The third stich of the verse is suspected of being 
a gloss by many interpreters; cf. Cross and Freedman 1953:23; Schmuttermayr 1971 :62; 
and Bardtke in BHS. p. 1099. But, as shown in the Textual Notes, the verb htg's, 
"shuddered," the repetition of which has raised suspicions (cf. Cross and Freedman 
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1953:23 n. 18), was not used again here in the original, and the chiastic pattern of the 
tricolon favors retaining the stich: 

He took notice. and the eanh shuddered .... 
---===-=---====--they groaned because he was angry. 

9. In his anger Yahweh breathes fire like the monster Leviathan in Job 41:12. 
Elsewhere, too, Yahweh vents his wrath by breathing fire (Isa 66: I 5; Ezek 21 :36 (21 :31 ]; 
22:31; 36:5; 38:19; etc.) and smoke (Deut 29:19 (29:20]; Isa 65:5; Pss 74:1; 80:5 (80:4]). 
In vv. IJlf. below, the fiery language becomes part of the larger thunderstorm imagery 
that pervades this section of the poem. 

10. He spread open the sky. Yahweh spreads apart the sky like a warrior spreading 
open the ftaps of his tent. The verb nii!dlhi[td. used only here and in Ps 144:5 in such 
a context, might also mean "bend down, incline"-thus, "He bowed the heavens" 
(RSV). However, in view of Isa 63:19, "You tore open (qiira'tii) the sky (and) came 
down," the first interpretation is more likely (Cross and Freedman 1953:24 n. 23; Cross 
1973:159 n. 59). 

10-11. Elsewhere Yahweh is described as a sky-rider (Ps 68:34 (68:33]), who employs 
a cloud chariot to fty on the wings of the wind (Ps I 04:3; cf. Isa 19: I). If the standard 
emendation or interpretation (cf. Dahood 1968:136) of riikeb ba'ariib6t in Ps 68:5 (68:4] 
as "he who rides on the clouds" is correct, we have there a direct parallel to the 
common epithet of U garitic Baal Cloudrider (rkb 'rpt; see citations in Patton 1944:20). 

11. Mounting. For the preferability of rendering rkb in this sense rather than "rid
ing" or "traveling," see the discussion and bibliography in Schmuttermayr 1971: 
~6. 

a cherub. A mythological creature, probably in the form of a winged lion with a 
human head, i.e., a winged sphinx (Albright 1938). "Seated-upon-the-Cherubim" was 
a cultic epithet of the Shilonite Yahweh, envisioned as an enthroned monarch; see the 
NOTE at 6:2. Here Yahweh is thought of as swooping through the sky astride (?) a 
cherub. 

on the wings of the wind. Dahood (1965b: 107) argues that bknpy rw~ means not "on 
the wings of the wind" (rUa~) but "on the wings of broadness" (rewaM i.e., "on wings 
outstretched." 

12. his covert. Hebrew sukkiito (see the Textual Note). Compare Job 36:29: 

Can anyone understand the billowing clouds, 
the thunderings of his covert (sukkiito}? 

the sieve of the waters. Hebrew ~asrat mayim, the meaning of which was correctly 
understood by the rabbis (Taanit 9b) in light of Postbiblical Hebrew ~iisar, "sift, distill 
through a sieve." It is confirmed by the Ugaritic noun b!r. "sieve" (CTCA 6 [ = UT' 
49).2.32). In Arabic the same verb (ba!ara) means "become solid, thick, viscous; 
coagulate; curdle"; this suggests an alternative rendering of ~asrat, viz. "(place of) 
condensation." In any case, this cosmic structure is the celestial rain cloud. Perhaps 
it was called a sieve because rain falls to earth from it in small drops; see, in general, 
Feigin (1950), who, however, is mistaken in his preference (p. 42) for "the sieve of the 
skies" to ''the sieve of the waters" (smym for mym). 

13. To the rain-cloud imagery is now added flashing lightning and hail. The mode 
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of theophany is the thunderstorm, as often in older biblical poetry. See Cross 1973: 
156-63. 

14. For the voice of the storm god as thunder, see, for example, CTCA 4 [ = UT' 
51). 5. 7~ 71, wtn qlh b 'rpt frh /'ar~ brqm. "(Baal) will sound his voice' in the clouds, 
Hashing lightning bolts to the ground"; EA 147:14-15, " ... who utters his cry in the 
sky like Adad, and the whole earth quakes from his cry." See Schoors in Fisher 
1972:23-24. The motif is also common in biblical poetry: Isa 30:3~31; Jer 10:13 = 
51:16; Joel 4:16 [3:16]; Amos 1:2; Pss 29:3-9; 46:7 [46:6]; 68:34 [68:33]; 77:18-19 
[77:17-18]; 104:7; Job 37:4 (cf. Joel 2:11). In prose: Exod 9:22-35 (cf. 19:16; 20:18); 
I Sam 7:9-10 (cf. 12:17-18). 

Elyon. The "Most High" of the gods, to whom all the gods (Yahweh included 
originally: cf. Deut 32:8 [LXX, OL, Symmachus, 4QDt•]) were subordinate (Ps 82:6), 
was identified by the Israelites with their god, and 'e/y6n has become an epithet of 
Yahweh in the biblical literature (Pss 7:18 [7:17]; 47:3 [47:2]). Elsewhere yahweh and 
'ely6n stand in parallelism in Pss 21:8 [21:7]; 83:19 [83:18]; 87:5-6; 91:9; 92;2 [92:1]; 
etc. 

15. Like Zeus and the Ugaritic Baal, Yahweh hurled thunderbolts at .his enemies: 
Hab 3:11; Pss 77:19 [77:18]; 97:4; 144:6 (cf. Zech 9:14; etc.). 

them . .. them. The arrows, not the enemies, who will first appear in v. 18 (Duhm 
1899:54; Dahood l 965b: 109). 

16-17. Compare vv. 5-6. Yahweh's roar lays bare the bottom of the sea, where the 
psalmist is entrapped at the gates of the Underworld. From there, "in the deep waters," 
Yahweh rescues him. 

The channels of the sea. Hebrew 'apiqe-m( ) yiim; the enclitic -m( ) particle is 
discussed in the Textual Note. Patton ( 1944:29,34,35) cites CTCA 3[ = UT' 
'nt).4(E).14-15 and 17[= 2 Aqht).6.48: 'apq thmtm tgl(y). Comparison of the biblical 
"channels of the sea" to the Ugaritic "channels of the double-deep" is apt, but in the 
Ugaritic passages the verb refers to opening a tent Hap, not to exposing the bottom of 
the sea. For 'apq thmtm alone, see also CTCA 4[ = UT' 51 ).4.22; 6[ = 49).1.6. 

the foundations of the world. Hebrew mosed6t rebel, to which Patton ( 1944:29) 
compares m6sede ·are~ in Ps 82:5 and msdr 'ar~ in CTCA 4[ = UT' 51 ]. I .41, both "the 
foundations of the earth." To this list we can add m6sede ·are~ in Isa 24: 18; Jer 31 :37; 
Mic 6:2; and Prov 8:29; m6sed6t hii'iire~ in Isa 40:2; mosede hiirfm. "the foundations 
of the mountains," in Deut 32:22; and m6sede dor wiid6r, "the eternal foundations," 
in Isa 58: 12. 

Yahweh's roar. Hebrew ga'arat yahweh. on which see May 1955:17 n. 32; Dahood 
1965b:l IO; and Cross 1973:159 n. 63. 

18-19. The imagery of thunderstorm and raging waters gives way to a more direct 
mode of expression. It is no longer the subterranean "snares of death" (v. 6) that have 
"waylaid" the psalmist but rather his enemies. 

19. the day of my ordeal. See McCarter 1973 for the background to this expression. 
20. into the open. Compare Ps 31 :9 [31 :8]: "You did not hand me over to an en

emy;/ you made my feet stand in the open (bammer~iib)." Hammer~iib. "the open," 
refers to broad space with plenty of room. In the present passage, then, lammer~iib 
means "into the open" and refers to Yahweh's rescue of the psalmist from his tight 
predicament. Dahood (1965b:l I l) and Tromp (1969:47), however, understand ham
mer~iib as "the broad domain," a designation of the netherworld, and translate, "He 
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brought me out of the broad domain." Dahood renders Ps 31 :9 [31 :8], "You did not 
put me into the hand of the Foe, nor set my feet in the broad domain," understanding 
the particle lo' as negating both verbs ( 1965b: 189). In the case of the obscure occurrence 
of mer~iib in Ps 118:5, however, Dahood finds a reference not to the netherworld but 
to Yahweh's celestial abode (!); see Dahood 1970:156. The two occurrences of 
(ham)mer~iib outside of the Psalter weigh against Dahood's interpretations. In Hab 
I :6 li!mer~abe- 'ere~ refers to the Babylonians' march "abroad" to capture lands not 
rightfully theirs, and in Hos 14: 16 Yahweh is said to shepherd Israel kekebes bammer
~iib, "like a lamb in the open," i.e., "in a wide pasture" (cf. Andersen and Freedman 
1980:377). 

me ... because he preferred me. The first pronoun is emphatic, and the phrase ki 
~ape~ bi indicates not only affection but preference (20: 11 ). The psalmist asserts that 
Yahweh rescued him (and not someone else) because of a preference for him over others 
-in particular, we may assume, over the enemies of vv. 18-19. 

21-25. In these verses the psalmist boasts of his innocence and purity. Notice the 
repetition in vv. 21 and 25. This forms a chiastic inclusion (Schmuttermayr 1971:99) 
and marks off the section as a compositional unit within the poem. I am inclined, 
moreover, to agree with the earlier literary critics (Duhm 1899:54; Briggs 1906:145; 
Segal 1914/15:211-13; etc.) and, recently, Veijola (1975:120-24) in regarding vv. 21-25 
(or at least vv. 22-25) as an expansion. There is distinctive Deuteronomistic language 
here. To "keep the ways of Yahweh" (siimar darke yahweh) in v. 22, compare Judg 
2:22 (reading darke for MT derek with Targ. ), and for "the ways of Yahweh" see Deut 
8:6; 10:12; 11:22; 19:9; 26:17; 28:9; 30:16; Josh 22:5; I Kings 2:3; 3:14; 8:58; 11:33,38; 
II Kings 21 :22. The "judgments" and "statutes" of v. 23 are among the most familiar 
of Deuteronomistic cliches (cf. Weinfeld 1972:337-38). Contrast Weiser (1962: 192-93), 
who argues that these features are not necessarily Deuteronomistic (cf. also Schmutter-
mayr 1971 :95-99). See, further, the COMMENT. · 

22. strayed wickedly from. A pregnant construction: lo' riisa'ti me'i!lohay, lit. "I had 
not acted wickedly (turning away) from my god." Cross and Freedman (1953:27 n. 53) 
follow Albright in doubting the legitimacy of such a construction and restore lo' piis
a'ti . ... "I have not rebelled against . ... " comparing II Kings 8:20,22. For similar 
reasons Dahood (I 965b: 111) would associate the m of m 'lhy with riiia 'ti as enclitic and 
read 'i!lohay as vocative: "(I) have not been guilty, 0 my God." But riisa' occurs only 
nine times in Qal. and it seems too bold, therefore, to reject riisa' min- because it is 
not found elsewhere. Moreover, similar pregnant constructions involving min- with 
other verbs abound (GK' §119xy and especially I 19ff.). 

27. with the pure you are pure. Hebrew 'im-niibiir tittiibar. Zorell (1928), troubled 
by the contrast in v. 27 after the synonymous parallelism of v. 26, compares Arabic 
nabara, "raise," which, when used of the voice, can describe either insolent or imperi
ous behavior. He suggests a translation like "with the proud you deal with harsh 
severity." 

30. I can leap. The text reads 'iiru~. "I can run"; but this could be construed with 
an object only very awkwardly, and the meaning would have to be "I can rush toward, 
against" or the like (Schmuttermayr 1971: 109). Conjectures for interpreting 'iiro~ 

gi!dud include "I can run ( = go on) a raid" (KB') and, reading 'iiri~ for 'iiro~. "I can 
put a raiding party to flight" (Fleet 1931 ). The suggestion of Kimchi to derive the verb 
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from r!?!?· "crush," has been revived by Smith, Nowack, Dhorme, and others.- But the 
parallelism of 'adalleg, "I can jump," is strongly against all of these possibilities 
(Schmuttermayr 1971: 110). I think the solution lies in a different direction. With 
recognition of the meaning of gi!dud. "gully" or "fence" (see below), a~d in view of 
the parallel, 'iidalleg-sur, "I can jump a wall," it seems very likely that 'rw!? is a simple 
corruption of 'dw!?. "I can leap," a rare verb attested elsewhere only in Job 41:.14. 
Confusion of resh and dalet is so common as hardly to require comment (cf. the 
Textual Notes on "he swooped," v. 11, and "according to my blamelessness," v. 21). 

a gully. Hebrew gedud. For the meaning "gully" compare Ps 65:11 [65:10], where 
gi!dudehii, "its (the earth's) gullies," is parallel to ti!liimehii. "its furrows"; the verb 
hitgoded means to make incisions (gi!dud6t) in one's flesh. A possible but less likely 
meaning of gi!dud is "wall," on which see KB'. In any case, emendation to giider, 
"wall," in violation of the principle lectior diffici/ior preferendum est is out of the 
question. 

31. Something is wrong in this verse. Cross and Freedman (1953:29 n. 67) compare 
the first line to that of Deut 32:4: 

The crag whose work (pii'o/6) is perfect, 
for all his deeds (deriikiiyw) are just. 

They ask if a similar second line might have fallen out of our poem. They also note 
Prov 30:5, which is almost identical to the second and third lines of the present verse: 

Every decree of God ('i!/6ah) is pure silver; 
he is a sovereign for those who seek refuge with him. 

I think it is most likely that our second line is intrusive, a scribal importation from Prov 
30:5 (so Dhorme, Hertzberg, de Vaux, and many Psalms commentators); cf. also 
Bardtke 1969:1100. 

dominion. This meaning of derek, corresponding to Ugaritic drkr. is now widely 
recognized. See Dahood 1954 and, for bibliography, I 965b:2. 

pure silver. Hebrew !?iirupa. "pure, refined." "Silver" is implied; cf. Akkadian !?arpu. 
"refined (silver)," and ~urruppu, "refined" (attested only of silver). 

a sovereign. Hebrew miigiin (MT miigen ), on which see the NOTE at v. 3. 
32. The "monotheistic formula" found here appears in other literature first in the 

seventh century (Eichrodt 1961:vol.1:221), and it becomes common only later still. The 
language suggests a late date: mibba/'iide, "but, apart from," occurs elsewhere only in 
Josh 22:19, a late passage in Joshua (Noth 1981:117 n. 18) and Deutero-Isaiah (er. 
Hartmann 1961 :235). In fact, such a lyrical outhurst of monotheistic sentiment reminds 
us more of Deutero-Isaiah (43: 11; 44:6,8; 45:21) than anything else. It is not likely to 
have been a part of the original form of our poem (cf. Segal 1914/15:213). Indeed, we 
can probably identify the source of the expansion: Isa 45:5, where we read "I am 
Yahweh and there is no one else! Apart from me there is no god!" followed by "I gird 
you ... ," to which compare v. 31 below. 

33-46. A number of key terms in these verses have gone unrecognized or unex
plained, with the result that the passage appears in most modern translations as a rather 
obscure description of Yahweh's equipping the psalmist for war, as the expression "gird 
sturdily" or "gird with strength ( = armor)" in vv. 33 and 40 might suggest, and 
bringing him victory. In fact, however, the imagery is richer and more extravagant. 
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Yahweh creates the psalmist, fashions him as an efficient and powerful fighting machine 
capable of subduing the earth. Verse 33 introduces both themes, the creation of the 
warrior and the subjugation of the earth: In vv. 3~35 the divine manufacture of the 
psalmist is described. Yahweh first fonns two powerful legs and positions a warrior's 
body atop them (v. 34). Then he attaches the hands and anns (v. 35), tuned for fighting. 
The newly built fighting man is then granted a march of conquest (v. 36). Set in motion 
(v. 37) with long, steady strides, he subdues his enemies (vv. 38-43) and takes his 
position as an imperial ruler (vv. ~6). 

33. who girded me sturdily. Hebrew me'azzereni ~~yil. Compare the ironic reversal 
in I Sam 2:4 between the mighty, whose "bows" (elbows, anns; see below) are shattered 
(7) or paralyzed with fear (~attim). and the feeble, who are "girded with strength" 
('azero ~ayil). To gird with strength is to wrap stoutly, sturdily. It refers here to 
Yahweh's manufacture(!) of the body of the psalmist as a tightly wrapped and power
fully muscled instrument of war. This half-verse, then, introduces the theme of the 
divine manufacture of the psalmist-warrior irt vv. 3~37. 

and mapped out. Hebrew wayyeta'er, spelled defectively in the received text as wytr 
( = •wayyeta ['Jr). The verb is used twice in Isa 44: 13 with reference to a woodworker's 
use of a line and compass to trace out the design of his handiwork. It is generally 
acknowledged to underlie the corrupt text of Num 34:7,8, 10, where it refers to mapping 
out geographical boundaries. It probably occurs in Hab 3:6 in the same defective 
spelling found in our passage: "He (Yahweh) stood and surveyed (wymdd) the earth./ 
He looked and mapped out (wyt(')r) the nations." In the present passage it refers to 
Yahweh's mapping out a universal dominion for the psalmist, and it thus introduces 
the theme of vv. 38-46 below. 

complete dominion for me. Hebrew darki tamim. lit. "my dominion (as) complete." 
On derek, "dominion," see the NOTE at v. 31 above. 

34. upright. Hebrew 'al bamotay, lit. "on my backs, haunches~" As explained in the 
NOTES at 1: 19 and 1 :25, where David eulogizes Saul and Jonathan as having been slain 
"on your backs," that is, "standing upright" like warriors, the expression "stand on 
one's 'backs' ('al bamot-)" is an idiomatic way of referring to upright posture. Here 
the psalmist says that Yahweh, having given him legs like two powerful tree stumps, 
set his body atop his bamot. his hips and calves. Compare Hab 3:19: "Yahweh girded 
me (read 'zrny for MT 'dny) sturdily: he set my legs like tree trunks, and he caused 
me to walk (yadrikeni) upright ('al bamotay)." 

35. he shaped. Hebrew ni]Jat. Dahood (1965b:l 14) aptly compares CTCA 2.4 (= 
UT' 68).11 and 18, but he speaks of lowering weapons into the hands of a warrior. An 
important meaning of the verb n~t is not cited in the standard Hebrew and Ugaritic 
lexicons. The clue is Arabic na~ata, which means "hew, shape, dress (stone or wood)," 
etc.; cf. the noun na~t. which refers to woodwork, stonework, or sculpture. In Hebrew 
and Ugaritic na~at (Qal) and n~r (G) mean "descend." The Hebrew verb occurs once 
(Ps 38:3 (38:2]) in Nip'al with the sense "penetrate, sink in." Hebrew ni]Jat (Pi'el) and 
Ugaritic n~t (D) do not mean simply "bring down, lower" but ''press down, engrave, 
grave" and thus "fashion, shape, grave." This is clear in the Ugaritic passage cited 
above, where it is said of Kothar, the craftsman god, that he "fashioned (yn~I) a pair 
of clubs" for Baal-precisely what we expect of the Canaanite Hephaestus. On the 
other hand, to say that "Kothar lowered/brought down a pair of clubs" makes little 
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sense. In the present passage we are told that Yahweh, still under the image of a divine 
craftsman fashioning a sturdy warrior, "shaped (nl~al) the bows of my arms." That 
this is the meaning of the verb here has already been recognized by Reider ( 1952: 114 ), 
who translates "fashions my arms into bows of brass." Compare, finally, Ps 65: 11 
[65: 10], where God sends rain upon the earth, "Drenching its furrows, carving out 
(na~el) its gullies (gi!dudehii; cf. v. 30 above)." Other studies of this verb are reviewed 
by Schmuttermayr 1971:141-45, to which we may now add Couroyer 1981. 

the bows of my arms. The word "bows" (or "bow") refers to the shape or form of 
the psalmist's arms, not to an archer's weapon. Yahweh fashions his· arms as bows. 
Each hand (yad, the palm and wrist) is tuned for fighting. Each arm (zi!r6a', the strong 
part of the arm to the shoulder) is a mighty bow (elbow!). 

36. the gift of your victory. Hebrew mi!gan yis'ekii. The noun miigiin is to be under
stood in light of Ugaritic mgn, "gift," and the verb mgn, "give." Compare Akkadian 
magannu, "(freely given) gift," an Inda-Iranian loanword by way of Hurrian. The 
Canaanite word must derive from Akkadian; so, too, Aramaic maggiin, "gratuitously, 
in vain" ( = Akkadian ina/ana magiini), and even Arabic, majjan, "gift." Hebrew 
*miggen. "give," occurs in Gen 14:20; Isa 64:6 (LXX); Hos 11:8; and Prov 4:9. The 
term seems originally to have had to do with the granting of feudal gifts; thus it may 
be related to Phoenician-Hebrew mgn, "sovereign, suzerain" (cf. vv. 3,31), i.e., one who 
bestows feudal gifts. 

your victory ... your conquest. The word 'anwiiti!kii has been interpreted in many 
ways (cf. Schmuttermayr 1971: 148-52). Dahood (1965b: 116) is surely correct to stress 
the parallelism of yis'ekii and 'anwiiti!kii and insist on interpreting the latter in light 
of the verb *'nw, "subdue, conquer." The Phoenician inscription of Azitawadda from 
Karatepe illustrates the meaning well: "And I conquered (w'n) powerful lands which 
all the kings who were before me had not conquered (bl 'n)" (KAI 26A 1.19; 
ANET', pp. 653-54). 

37. beneath me. Hebrew ta~teni, a form occurring only in this poem (vv. 37,40,48) 
in Biblical Hebrew. In Psalm 18 it is replaced by the conventional form, ta~tfiy. in each 
occurrence. In both Ugaritic and Phoenician, prepositions are sometimes augmented 
with n before pronominal suffixes or (rarely) even nouns (Gordon 1965 § 12. 9; Segert 
1976 §51.26), a phenomenon occurring regularly in Biblical Hebrew only in the case 
of min-. "from." To ta~teni compare especially Phoenician t~tn ( = ta~ti!nl) in the 
Kilamuwa inscription (KAI 24.14) and t~rnm on the sarcophagus of Eshmunazor (KAI 
14.9). 

38-39. rhey were finished . .. I smashed chem. The Ugaritic verbs mb~. "smash," 
and kly, "finish off," occur in parallel in CTCA 5[= UT' 67].1.27-28; 19[= I 
Aqht].4.196-97,201-2 (Patton 1944:40). Elsewhere (CTCA 2.4[ = UT' 68].9; 3[ = 
'nt].2. 7-8) mb~ stands parallel to ~mt, "destroy," leading Dahood (in Fisher 1972:258) 
to speak of a poetic inclusion in vv. 39-41: "I smashed them ... I destroyed them." 
See the NOTE at v. 41b below. 

40-4 la. The foes of the warrior-psalmist cower in submission. In v. 41 a in particular, 
Dahood (I 965b: 116) identifies "the image of the victor placing his foot on the neck of 
the vanquished, as represented on reliefs and described in literary texts." He compares 
Josh 10:24, Exod 23:27, and Isa 51 :23, to which we may add Gen 49:8. 

41 b. My adversaries-I struck them down! Should this be associated with what 
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precedes or what follows? In favor of grouping it with the foregoing lines is the apparent 
parallelism ofvv. 40b ("my foes"), 4la ("my enemies"), and 4lb ("My adversaries"). In 
favor of grouping it with the following lines is the first-person verb, which looks ahead 
to v. 43. Note also that 'a~miiehem, "I struck them down" (on the meaning of ~mt see 
Held 1959, especially p. 172 n. 56), resumes the force of 'em~a,~em, "I smashed them," 
in v. 39; these verbs stand parallel in CTCA 2.4(= UT' 68].9 (cf. 3[= 'nt].2.7-8): 

Your enemies, 0 Baal-
your enemies you will smash (tmb~JI 
You will strike down (t~mt) your foes! 

"This means that, although standing apart, the paired verbs create an inclusion. The 
ancient listener or reader would doubtless have recognized the parallel brace and 
mentally linked the separated cola together" (Dahood in Fisher l 972:vol. I:80; cf. p. 
258). By this technique the second-person passage in vv. 40-4la with its somewhat 
different theme (the surrender of enemies) is isolated, and the principal theme of vv. 
38-43 (the slaying of enemies) is picked up from v. 39. 

46. they came fettered by their collars. Hebrew wayya~regu mimmisger6tam. The 
verb ~rg seems not to have meant "tremble (with rage or fear)" (cf. BDB, KB'), an 
interpretation relying heavily on Mic 7: 17 (" ... they will squirm [yrgzw] because of 
their collars"), but rather "be straitened" or even "be paralyzed" (Arabic ~arija, "be 
tight; be straitened, confined"; cf. Targumic Aramaic ~rgt mwt', "rigor mortis" (!]).The 
noun misger6tam, lit. "their rims" and thus "their neck stocks, collars," is probably 
the plural of masger, which BDB and KB' take as "dungeon" but which Ps 142:8 
(masger napSi, "the masger of my neck" (!])shows to have meant "(neck) stock, collar" 
like Biblical Hebrew sugar (cf. Rabbinic sugar, "dog collar"), a loanword from As
syrian sigiiru, "neck stock." The reference, then, is to conquered foreigners cringing 
before the psalmist and immobilized by reason of (min-) the stocks or collars they wear 
on their necks. 

47. As Yahweh lives. The standard oath formula, ~ay yahweh. Arguing for a precative 
translation on the basis of the rest of the verse, Dahood ( 1965b: 118) renders "May 
Yahweh live!" citing Ewald and comparing CTCA 10( = UT' 76].2.20, ~wt 'abt, "May 
you live, 0 my sister!" See also the discussion of Schmuttermayr 1971: 182-87. 

51. This verse contains a final word of praise, as v. 50 leads us to expect (Ehrlich 
1910:340). However, the specificity with which Yahweh is praised as David's benefac
tor has raised questions about the originality of the verse. Some of the earlier commen
tators thought the verse as a whole to be an addition intended to give the psalm closer 
application to the context identified in v. 1 (Nowack, etc.). More common, however, 
is the view that only v. 51 c, "with David and his descendants forever," is secondary 
(Duhm 1899:59; Cross and Freedman 1953:34 n. 116; etc.), an "actualizing" plus from 
the pen of the redactor who inserted the poem here (cf. Schmuttermayr 1971: 199). 
Veijola (1975:120-24) argues that v. Sic, along with vv. 1 and 21-25, reflects the touch 
of a Deuteronomistic hand. Nevertheless, the language seems appropriate to an old 
royal psalm. As Cross and Freedman point out (1953:34 n. 116), mesi~6. "his 
anointed," uses a term found frequently in the oldest sources of Samuel (I Sam 26: 
9, l l, 16,23; II Sam I: 14, l 6; 19:22) and poses no obstacle to an early date for v. 51. The 
rest of the terminology in v. 51 be is that of the ancient (Solomonic) promise of kingship 
to David underlying II Samuel 7, viz. vv. 1 lb-12 + 13b-15a (cf. pp. 224-25): 
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I) 'oseh ~esed. "who deals loyally." Cf. 7: IS and the NOTE there on Yahweh's ~esed, 
special "favor" or "loyalty" that maintains the family of David on the throne. 

2) zar'6, "his descendants." Cf. zar'ekii. rendered "your offspring" in 7: 12. 
3) 'ad '6/iim, "forever." As in 7:13b (cf. 7:29). 7:16 is Deuteronomistic. 

The terminology of v. S l, then, is that of Nathan's oracle and related passages. This 
might mean (I) that v. Sl is an original part of the psalm, which (therefore) must stem 
from circles at the Jerusalem court or, conversely, (2) that v. S l (or at least v. S lc) is 
an addition based on Nathan's oracle intended to associate a psalm that was not from 
the Jerusalem court with the house of David. In the preliminary NOTE on orthography 
and in the COMMENT we reckon with the possibility of a northern (Israelite) origin of 
the psalm. If this is correct, we shall have to bracket v. SI (or at least v. S lc) as 
secondary. 

COMMENT 

This psalm comes down to us in two versions, II Samuel 22 and Psalm 18. 
There are no structural or compositional differences between the two, and it 
is certain that they stem from a single original poem. The several divergences 
that do exist are scribal in origin and correspond to the categories of change 
that take place in the transmission of any ancient text (modernization of 
grammar and spelling, scribal errors, glosses, etc.). The presence of a doubly 
attested poem in the received text of the Bible affords a special advantage to 
students of the transmission of the text, and a relatively small number of such 
poems exist (Pss 14 = 53; 40:13-17 = 70; 57:8-12 = 60:7-14 = 108; Ps 
96:1-13 =I Chron 16:22-33; Ps 105:1--15 =I Chron 16:8-22; Ps 106:1,47-48 
= I Chron 16:3~36). Of these only II Samuel Z2 = Psalm 18 is thought to 
contain poetry of high antiquity. Our psalm, therefore, has attracted a great 
amount of scholarly attention. A full review of the literature before 1971 can 
be found in the balanced study of Schmuttermayr. 

Structure 

"Like the two spires of a cathedral the two parts of the mighty hymn soar 
to heaven" (Weiser 1962:187). The psalm extols Yahweh with praise and 
thanksgiving throughout, but it does divide naturally into two parts. The first, 
vv. 2-20, describes the psalmist's rescue from his enemies under the image of 
raging waters. Its dominant theme is the storm theophany of Yahweh. The 
second part, vv. 29-51, describes the psalmist as a mighty warrior who con
quers distant lands. Yahweh is praised as the psalmist-warrior's creator and 
the author of his victories. The intervening material, vv. 21-28, consists of an 
assertion of the psalmist's innocence and purity (vv. 21-25) followed by the 
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quotation of "an old gnomic quatrain" (Cross and Freedman 1953:28 n. 60) 
(vv. 26-27) and a brief reference to Yahweh's just reversal of human fortunes 
(v. 28). 

Some interpreters have concluded that the psalm is an amalgamation of two 
(or more) originally independent songs (Schmidt 1934; Baumann 1945/48: 132; 
Michel 1960:49; etc.). Others deny this (Weiser 1962: 186; etc.). Still others 
leave the question open (Cross and Freedman 1953:21). The presence of 
Deuteronomistic language in vv. 21-25 (see the NOTE), the major part of the 
verses that bind the two parts of the psalm together, suggests that the unity 
of the psalm may be editorial. The quatrain quoted in vv. 26-27 may be quite 
ancient (cf. Albright l 969b:25), but it does not relate directly to the principal 
themes of either of the two main sections of the psalm. The same can be said 
of v. 28. These transitional verses (21-28), together with the monotheistic 
formula of v. 32 (if it is not a still later addition [see the NOTE]), may have 
been introduced by the editor who added the psalm to the appendix of the 
Samuel corpus. By thus combining two old poems he produced a whole with 
direct application to the two dominant aspects of the then extant David 
tradition, viz. David's vindication from his enemies (Saul, Abiner, Ishbaal, 
Abishalom) and his foreign conquests. The first poem (vv. 2-20) was an old 
song of deliverance; it had no royal aspect before it was joined to the second 
poem (cf. Baumann 1945/48: 136). The second poem (vv. 29-31 + 33-50 
[5 lab?]) was a royal victory song. 

Provenience 

The presence of Deuteronomistic language in the linking segment indicates 
that the psalm as a whole probably does not predate the seventh century. This 
provides only a terminus ante quern, however, for the two major parts, which 
can have been much older. Before the Qumran discoveries showed that the 
psalm already existed in fully developed form in the pre-Christian period, a 
number of scholars believed it to be Maccabean in date (Duhm 1899:59; Spoer 
1907:155). A few have continued to defend a post-exilic date (Toumay 1956: 
167). Most now agree, however, that the poetry of the psalm is consistently 
archaic, as shown by comparison to Ugaritic poetry, early biblical poetry, and 
(by contrast) later biblical poetry with sporadic archaizing features (cf. 
Schmuttermayr 1971:23-24). The pioneer study in this respect was that of 
Cross and Freedman (1953), who identified archaic elements of language, 
theme, and prosody throughout the poem. Most of the more recent commenta
tors on Samuel (Hertzberg, van den Born, Goslinga) and Psalms (Weiser 
1962:186; Kraus 1963:141) support an early date. Many would agree specifi
cally with Freedman (1976:96), who now assigns the psalm to the tenth cen
tury in agreement with biblical tradition (cf. Albright 1969b:25 [tenth]; Rob
ertson 1972: 155 [eleventh-tenth]; Schmuttermayr 1971 :24 [tenth-ninth]). 
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The insertion of the psalm along with 23: l-7 here at the end of the Samuel 
corpus suggests that it may have been regarded as old and venerable and that 
it had a traditional association with David surpassing that of t~e pseudepi
graphical David songs in the Psalter. There is, however, no internal support 
of the sort displayed by the lament in chap. I for assuming Davidic authorship. 
One or both of the major parts of the psalm may have been composed as early 
as the time of David, and it is unlikely that either postdates the ninth century; 
but as a whole the psalm is a product of the seventh century or later. There 
is some reason, moreover, to think that it was composed by an Israelite, i.e., 
a speaker of the northern dialect (see the preliminary NOTE on orthography 
above). 

In view of these considerations we can tentatively reconstruct the literary 
history of II Samuel 22 = Psalm 18 as follows. The two poems in vv. 2-20 
and vv. 29-31 + 33-SO (Slab?) were composed early in the monarchical 
period, possibly in the northern kingdom. In seventh- or sixth-century Judah 
these two old poems were known and held in high regard, and their antiquity 
was recognized. At least the second poem, the royal victory song, had come 
to be associated with David. The psalm of deliverance may also have been 
assigned Davidic authorship. At that time the two poems were combined by 
an editor who inserted between them vv. 21-28, which reflect the Deuterono
mistic theology of the day. The superscription in v. I and the reference to 
"David and his descendants forever" in v. Sic (if not v. SI as a whole) were 
also added at this time. The result was a long poem of praise and thanksgiving 
applicable to the two aspects of the David tradition found in the Deuterono
mistic history, viz. deliverance from enemies and military conquest. Along 
with the "Last Words of David" (23:1-7), the psalm was included in the 
appendix to the stories of David. This appendix seems to have been compiled 
after the composition of the Deuteronomistic history; cf. Noth ( 1981: 12S n. 
3) and Veijola (197S:l2~24), who thinks the two poems were edited and put 
in their present position by the "nomistic" Deuteronomist (DtrN; contrast 
Mettinger 1976:281). See also the Introduction, pp. 18-19. 



XXXVIII. THE LAST WORDS OF DAVID 
(23:1-7) 

23 1These are the last words of David: 
The utterance of David son of Jesse, 
the utterance of the man God established, 
the anointed of the god of Jacob, 
the darling of the stronghold of Israel. 
2"Yahweh's breath spoke through me, 
his word was upon my tongue. 
1The god of Jacob spoke to me, 
Israel's crag said: 
'One who rules justly among men 
ruling in the fear of God, 
•is like the light of a morning at sunrise, 
a morning too bright for clouds, 
when because of a rain there is verdure from the earth.' 
5Surely my house is like this with God! 
For he has given me a perpetual covenant 
fully set forth and secured. 
But the man who shows no regard for me, 
he who does not favor me, 
will not sprout 6and will not grow up. 
They are like uprooted thorns, all of them. 
For they cannot be held in the hand, 
'and a man cannot touch them, 
except with an iron or wooden tool-
in the fire they will be burned up!" 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

23 I. oracle (bis) In both cases LXX (pistos) and OL (fide/is) reflect n 'mn. "secure, 
faithful." Read n 'm with MT. 
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God established Reading hqym 'I with 4QSam' (hqym 'I) and LXXL (hon anes
tesen ho theos). MT has hqm 'I, "established on high," which Barthelemy (1980:35) 
defends by comparison to Num 24:3, 15. It has been suggested that '/ represents the 
divine name 'al or 'elf, "the Most High" (Nyberg 1938:378,383; Driver 1938:92-93; 
cf. Bewer 1942:47-48; Richardson 1971 :260-61; er. already Dhonne [ = 'elyon ab
breviated]); but in view of the frequent interchange of the prepositions '/ and '/ in 
Samuel (22:42; etc.), it is safer to read '/ here (so Cross 1973:52 n. 31, 234 n. 66). 

the stronghold MT has zmrwt, which Mettinger ( 1976/77: 151) takes as an "inten
sive plural," comparing behemot, "the beast par-excellence"; but the singular, zmrt, 
"stronghold," has textual support. It is preserved in the texts of LXX8 and OL, which, 
however, understand it as "the song." For the translation see the NOTE. 

3. Jacob So LXXL, OL. MT has "Israel." 
to me MT ly, for which Syr. reflects wly, "and to me," and LXXL, OL by. "through 

me" (cf. v. 2). According to BHS. ly is omitted by MT'.m. 
One ... God The text of LXX 0 is seriously confused. It reads parabolen eipon en 

anthropo pos krataiosetai (so LXXM; LXX8
: krataiosete) phobon christou, apparently 

reflecting ms/ 'mr ( = 'omar [Wellhausen]) b'dm 'yk tmsl yr't msy~. "a parable. I said 
among mankind, 'How will the fear of the anointed be grasped?'" The primary corrup
tion seems to have arisen from graphic confusion involving •~q. which was mistaken 
for 'k 1-: ~ and ', d and final k. and q and r were all easily confused, especially in the 
scripts of the fourth and early third centuries. As Wellhausen suggests, 'mr is probably 
a mistake for 'dm, en anthropo being a secondary correction towards MT. Christou 
might be the contribution of a Christian scribe (Wellhausen). More likely, however, it 
is a corruption of ischyrou, "the Mighty One," the LXXL translation of '/ in v. 5, under 
the influence of christon theou in v. I. Note (kai) en theou at the beginning of v. 5 in 
LXX8

, a marginal correction of phobon christou to en phobou theou that found its way 
into the text in the wrong place. Underlying the troubled text of LXX", then, is a 
reading not substantially different from that of MT: ms/ (b)'dm ~dq ms/ (b)yr't 'I. 

One who rules The primitive text had m.~l. preserved in its second occurrence below 
by 4QSam'. It is interpreted (correctly) by MT as mosel, "One who rules." As noted 
above, LXX8 understands ms/ in its first occurrence as masal. "a parable." LXXL 
(arxon) takes it as an imperative, mesol, "Rule!" Cross (1973:235 n. 70) prefers this, 
but it is inconsistent with v. 2 ("through me") and, more importantly (since v. 2 may 
be secondary [see the NOTE]), it creates difficulties in the syntactic relationship between 
vv. 3 and 4. 

the fear MT yr't is possibly to be prefixed with b- (so MTM55, LXXL, OL, Syr., 
Targ., and Vulg.); but cf. Richardson 1971:262; Cross 1973:235 n. 71. 

God We should probably read '/, as in vv. 2 and 5, for MT 'lhym (cf. LXXLMN; 
LXXA, OL: "Yahweh"), as hinted by the curious reading of LXX8

, christou, "(the) 
anointed one." See the Textual Note on "One ... God" above. 

4. This verse provides the predicate of v. 3b (contrast Mettinger 1976/77:148-49), 
a fact obscured by the introduction of w-, "and," at the beginning of v. 4 in MT. 
Richardson ( 1971 :262) calls this "The waw emphaticum." but it is shown to be second
ary by LXX\ OL, Syr., and Vulg., all or which omit it. 

a morning too bright for clouds MT bqr I' 'bwt mngh, lit. "a morning without clouds 
from ( = because of) brightness." In LXX0 'bwt was misread as the verb 'br and 
supplied with a subject-thus, to proi ou kyrios pare/then ek phengous = bqr I' yhwh 
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'br mnghwt (cf. Isa 59:9), "a morning (when) Yahweh did not pass by from (its) light," 
a syntactical abomination ( < •bqr /' yhyw 'bwt mngh?). 

when because of a rain We read mm!r with MT, lit. "from rain." MTMss have 
wmm!r (so Syr.), "and from rain." LXXL and OL reflect km!r. "like rain"(= "when 
as if from a rain"?). LXX" reflects wkmm!r. "and as from rain" ( = ukemo mii!iir, "and 
like rain"?; cf. Freedman 1971 :329). 

5. set forth MT 'rwkh. which in LXXL is read as 'd kh (heos ode). This is preceded 
in LXXL by sosai me = lhws'ny (?), "to save me," and it is followed in OL by the 
same addition (salvare me). Note that below, in place of MT ys'y, "my help, salvation," 
LXXL has a different reading. It may be that the addition here arose from a recensional 
correction in the margin there. 

But the man . . . The key to this difficult passage is recognition of the repetition 
of the negative particle b//bly underlying the present readings of the principal wit
nesses. Note that where MT has kl ~p~. "every delight," LXXL reflects/' y~p~. "he will 
not take delight." The original must have been bly ~p~. "one who does not take delight 
(in), favor": In MT bly was misread as kl, while in LXXL bl- was replaced by its more 
common synonym /' and -y associated with ~p~. Similarly, MT reads /' before y~m~ 
while LXXL reflects kl; the original must have been bl. It follows that we should also 
read bly s'y, "one who does not show regard for me," for MT kl ys'y. "all my help" 
(thus recovering a better parallel to bly ~p~. "one who does not favor me") and redivide 
bly'l at the beginning of v. 6 as bl y'l. The result is a symmetrical tricolon structurally 
reminiscent of v. 4 (syllable = count in parentheses): 

ky bly s'y (5) 
wbly ~p~ by (6) 
bl y~m~ wbl y'/ (6) 

the man who shows no regard for me Reading bly s'y (so'f} for MT kl ys'y. as 
explained in the preceding Textual Note. LXXL panta ton antitheton moi seems to 
reflect kl sm 'ly. which should be read bly sm' /y, "one who does not obey me," a variant 
of bly s'y. 

he who does not favor me Reading wbly ~p~ by for MT wk/ ~p~ ky, as explained 
above. According to BHS, by has the support of MTMss. 

will not sprout Reading bl y~m~ for MT/' y~my~. as explained above. LXXL pantes 
hoi anatellontes seems to reflect kl h~m~ym. 

6. and will not grow up Reading MT wbly'l as wbl y'/, as explained above. LXXL 
seems to omit this word, but kai hoi loipoi, "and the rest," may be an error for kai hoi 
loimoi = wbly'I (understood collectively, as the passage would require), the majuscules 
pi and mu being easily confused. 

like So LXX8L: k-. MT has b-, "in, among." Confusion of bet and kap is rampant 
in this poem. 

uprooted thorns So MT: qw~ mnd. LXXL apomygma lychnou, "the snuff of a 
lamp," may reflect qw~ (cf. KB') mnr(h) ( = minner or menora) or perhaps qnb nr (cf. 
Postbiblical Hebrew qenfba. "snuffing [of a wick)")-thus, "They are like the snuff 
of a lamp, all of them, for they cannot be taken (cf. mlq~ym. "snuffers") in the 
hand .... " 

all of them MT kulltiham is, according to de Boer (1957:55), a combination of 
kullehem and kullam; the former is the older form and probably original here. 
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7. cannot touch So MT: yigga', understood by LXX8 as yiga', "weary himself 
with." LXXL ekleipsei (cf. OL) suggests ygw', "will perish" (all but one MS of LXXL 
actually read ekthlipsei, "will squeeze," a secondary adjustment towards the lampwick
snuffing interpretation). The negativity of the verb, made explicit in LXX, is derived 
from the /' in the preceding colon. 

except MT hasym/', understood asyimmiile', "he will be filled." Most commenta
tors since Thenius (who cites de Wette) take this to mean "he will arm himself," on 
the basis of weyehu' mi/le' yiido baqqeset in II Kings 9:24, understood as "And Jehu 
filled his hand ( = armed himself) with a bow." I doubt this is possible. In any case, 
LXXL ean me (cf. OL) preserves a superior reading, viz. 'm /', "if not, unless, except." 

with an iron or wooden tool That is, brzl w·~. lit. "(with) iron or wood." In some 
witnesses (e.g., Syr.) "with" is explicit. LXXL sideros kai xyla diakopse/ei autous 
suggests "(unless) iron or wood splits them"; but, in fact, kai xyla and diakopsei 
probably reflect variants, viz. wb'~ and yb( We might conjecture the original form of 
this colon to have been 'm /' bgrzn ·~. "except with a wooden ax," but despite Syr. 
(d)nrg' the evidence is too meager to emend brzl w- to bgrzn (cf. Mowinckel 1927:40). 

At this point MT adds hnyt. "a spear"-thus, ·~ hnyt, "the wood ( = shaft) of a 
spear." LXXL and OL (cf. Syr.) have no equivalent of this. It arose from ·~ hnytw, "the 
shaft of whose spear," in 21:19 (cf. I Sam 7:17). A factor contributing to the conflation 
of these two verses may have been mnd, "uprooted," in v. 6 above, an obscure word 
read by some witnesses as mnr or mnwrh: cf. mnwr, "heddle rod," in 21: 19. 

burned up At the end of the verse MT adds bsbt, which might mean something 
like "on the spot"; LXX reflects bstm, "their shame." De Boer (1957:55) thinks bsbt 
might mean "in calm air." But note the textual confusion surrounding the name 
"Jeshbaal" in the following verse, where the readings bsbt and -bst are attested. The 
extra word here probably arose from a marginal note there (cf. Driver). 

NOTES 

23 I. The utterance of David. The poem opens: 

ne'um diiwfd ben-yiSay 
une'um haggeber heqim 'el. 

The same formula opens the oracles of Balaam in Num 24:3, I 5: 

ne'um bi/'iim beno be'or 
une'um haggeber setum hii'Jyin 

The utterance of Balaam son of Beor, 
the utterance of the man whose eye is flawless. 

Compare also the opening of the so-called "Sayings of Agur" in Prov 30: I: dibre 'iigur 
ben-yiiqeh ... ne'um haggeber, "The sayings of Agur son of Jakeh ... the utterance 
of the man ... "; the text of Prov 30: I, however, is very uncertain. 

the man God established. Hebrew haggeber heqim 'el, which refers to the divine 
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inauguration of David's kingship. Although elsewhere the verb heqim is used of Yah
weh's raising up heirs for David (programmatically in 7:12 above; cf. I Kings 15:4; Jer 
23:5; 30:9), it is also used of the elevation of a man without royal ancestry to the throne 
(I Kings 14: 14 ). The present case is, strictly speaking, an example of the latter usage, 
although we should note that the expression would also be appropriate as a reference 
to any future "David" (cf. Jer 30:9), any Davidic heir. 

the darling of the stronghold of Israel. Hebrew ne'im zimrat yifirii'el, traditionally 
understood as "the sweet one of the songs (MT zemfrot) of Israel," that is, "the sweet 
psalmist of Israel" (AV), and a similar interpretation has recently been defended on 
the basis of Ugaritic cognates (Tsumura 1976). Because it is parallel to "the god of 
Jacob," however, a majority of recent interpreters understand zimrat yifrii'el as a divine 
epithet and ne'im as a title of gods and heroes known also from the U garitic texts, where 
it means "beloved one, darling" (CTCA 14.2(= UT' Krt].4,61; 15(= 128].2.20; 17 
[= 2 Aqht].6.45). In explanation of zimrat most interpreters (Richardson 1971:261; 
Mettinger 1976/77:149-51; etc.) compare *gmr. "store up, protect." This root is 
reflected in (I) Amorite zimri-, "protection" (or, perhaps, "strong one"); (2) Ugaritic 
gmr, which refers to a class of troops and in more recently published texts occurs with 
the meaning "strength, protective power" (Ugaritica V. Text 2 [RS 24.252]; cf. Borger 
1969:3-4); (3) Arabic gimr, gamir, "brave man," and gimar, "cherished, protected, 
sacred property"; (4) Old South Arabic gmr. "protect," gmr, "protection," and 
mgmr. "strong man"; and probably (5) Akkadian ~imru = zimru, "treasure," and 
~/zummurru, "collect." Its occurrence in Biblical Hebrew in the expression 'azzi 
wezimriit(i). "my strength and my stronghold," used in reference to Yahweh (Exod 
15:2; Isa 12:2; and Ps 118:14) has been long recognized (Gaster 1936/37:45; Cross and 
Freedman 1955:243; Parker 1971:377-78). Probably, however, Hebrew zimra does not 
mean "strength" or "protection" abstractly; rather, it refers concretely to a "strong
hold" or "storehouse." Compare mizzimrat hii'iire~ in Gen 43: 11, which does not mean 
abstractly "from the strength ( = the choicest fruits) of the land" but rather "from the 
local storehouse." Thus zimrat yifirii'el may refer to Yahweh as the "stronghold (place 
of protection) of Israel," and the epithet zimra may be compared to me~iida, "strong
hold, fortress" (22:2), misgiib. "lofty place (of refuge)" (22:3), miin6s. "place of refuge" 
(22:3), etc. A slightly different nuance, which I prefer, is "stronghold (place of storage), 
storehouse," a reference to Yahweh as protector and guarantor of the welfare of the 
land. 

2. In this verse David represents himselr as a prophet. The miisiil in vv. 3b-4 thus 
becomes a message for the people of Israel in general, not just a message to David, as 
v. 3 alone would suggest. The notion that David was a prophet has no parallel in the 
early literature. It arose at a later time when psalms attributed to David were being 
given prophetic interpretation (cf. Acts 2:30). We might conclude, as many earlier 
interpreters did (see the COMMENT), that the poem as a whole is a very late composi
tion. But the significant signs of lateness are confined to this verse. Only here does 
David appear as a prophet (ne'iim. v. I, means "utterance" [cf. Arabic na 'ama. "make 
a sound, vocalize"], often a divine utterance and thus secondarily "oracle"). Here, too, 
occurs the only word in the poem that might be suspected of entering the Hebrew 
language fairly late, viz. mil/a, an Aramaizing (?)synonym of diibiir, "word," which 
occurs elsewhere only in the poetry of Job, in Pss 19:5 [ 19:4], 139:4, and in Prov 23:9. 
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Verse 2, moreover, is easily removed from our poem, v. 3a providing a suitable intro
duction to the miisiil without it. I assume, therefore, that v. 2 is a late insertion, 
intended to transform Yahweh's message to David into a message addressed to Israel 
as a whole and, thus, a prophecy for later generations to heed. -

3. Israel's crag. For ~ur. "crag, mountain," as a designation of a god, see the NOTE 

at 22:2-3. 
the fear of God. The expression denotes the awe of the worshiper in the presence of 

the numinous, but it connotes proper religious devotion in general, even with a sugges
tion of obedience to divine statutes and customs. The last aspect is especially apparent 
in the Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic use of the expression (cf. the passages cited 
in Weinfeld 1972:332). Similarly, in the wisdom literature, with which the present poem 
has many points of contact (cf. Budde, de Boer 1957:49-50), the "fear of God" is 
virtually synonymous with the "knowledge of God" (cf. Prov 9: 10), concrete knowl
edge of divine commandments (see, in general, H.-P. Stii.hli in THwAT I ;766-78). The 
king who rules in the fear of God, then, is one who rules in accordance with religious 
principles and whose royal authority is grounded in religious devotion. 

4. The meaning of the metaphor as I understand it (see the Textual Notes) is that 
a just king, ruling in accordance with religious principles, is like the sun on a cloudless 
morning, which by its light causes the rain-drenched earth to turn green. There is an 
implicit connection between the grass (dese'. "verdure"), which sprouts in response to 
the sun's rays, and the loyal subjects of the king, who flourish under his rule. This is 
shown by the contrasting example of the disloyal subjects of vv. 5-7, who will not 
"sprout" and "grow"; for them the sun, i.e., the king, will bring death rather than life 
when in the "fire," the blaze of the sun, "they will be burned up" (cf. Mal 3:19 [4:1] 
and the Egyptian literature cited below). 

The prosodic analysis of the verse accepted here is that of Freedman ( 1971 ), Met
tinger (1976/77:152-53), and others. The received Hebrew text associates minnogah 
with the last colon-thus, "from ( = because of) the brightness, from ( = after) rain," 
etc. But as Freedman and Mettinger have pointed out, minnogah. "from ( = because 
of) brightness," and mimmii{iir. "from(= because of) rain," stand in grammatical 
chiasm at the end and beginning of the second and third cola. The verse is a symmetrical 
tricolon (syllable = count in parentheses): 

k'wr bqr yzr~ sms (6) 
bqr /' 'bwt mngh (6) 
mm{r dS' m 'r~ (6) 

Freedman understands the chiasm to involve ke'or as well as minnogah and mim
mii{iir. He translates as follows: 

And [he shall be] like the light 
on a morning at sunrise 

more brilliant than a morning 
without clouds 

[better] than rain [upon] the 
grass of the earth (dS'-m 'r~) 

The elaborate chiasm of k 'wr//mngh! !mm{r is poetically appealing but grammatically 
bewildering. How can mngh mean "more brilliant than" or mm{r "better than rain"? 
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Mettinger's treatment follows from his understanding of ken in v. 5 to mean "so, thus" 
in resumption of the metaphor in v. 4. He associates ke- at the beginning of v. 5 with 
ken, after the pattern of ka 'iiser ... ken, "just as ... thus," in prose (cf. Mettinger 
1976177: 148-49). The initial ke- serves all three cola of v. 4, each of which he takes 
as a different simile. Thus: 

And as the sun shines forth at daybreak, 
[as] a morning without clouds after dawn, 
[as] after rain grass [comes] from the earth-

Just as morning follows dawn and grass follows rain, says Mettinger, so the prosperity 
of David's house follows the granting of the covenant. In finding a triple simile here, 
Mettinger comes close to the subtle and somewhat forced interpretation of de Boer 
(1957:52-53), who understands v. 4 as three proverbs pointing to necessary connections 
among things in human experience (morning and sunrise, morning clouds and the 
coming of day, rain and vegetation). These, says de Boer (p. 54), prepare for the 
assertion of v. 5 that the covenant made by God with David is proof that David's house 
must be just (ken) towards God. Mettinger's three similes, like de Boer's three prov
erbs, seem improbable to me. Surely the point of the miisiil is that when the sun shines 
on the rain-watered earth at dawn, green plants spring up. There is only one metaphor. 

5. Surely. On emphatic */ii or *Iii, "surely," often concealed by Masoretic lo'. "not," 
see Richardson 1971:263; Cross 1973:235 with bibliography inn. 74. Nyberg (1938: 
381-82) retains the negative sense, concluding that David's "house" is Israel, which 
is not in a right (ken) relationship to God. Many translators preserve the negative by 
treating the sentence interrogatively. 

like this. Hebrew ken, which might mean "thus, so, like this," as I suppose, or "just, 
right" (Nyberg 1938:381-82; de Boer 1957:153; Cross 1973:236; etc.), even "legiti
mate" (cf. Akkadian kinu ), but probably not "firm" (Carlson 1964:256; cf. Richardson 
1971:259 ["established"]), which would be niik6n (7:16). In rendering ken as "like 
this," we follow Mettinger (1976/77: 153-54). The referent of ken, however, is not just 
v. 4, as Mettinger concludes, but the miisiil in vv. 3b-4 as a whole: "'One who rules 
justly ... is like the light. ... ' Surely my house is like this with God!" That is, I and 
my family are, in God's opinion (see the following NOTE), rulers like the one in the 
miisiil. 

with. Hebrew 'im, with the meaning "in the estimation of," as in 6:22 and, more 
particularly, in I Sam 2:26. 

a perpetual covenant. This colon might also be read "For the Eternal One ('6/iim) 
has given me a covenant'' with Freedman (apud Richardson 1971 :263; cf. Cross 
1973:236 n. 78; Freedman 1976:73-74), but I take berit '6/iim as the covenant with 
David mentioned in Pss 89:2C>--38 [89: 19-37]; 132: 12; Isa 55:3 (where the reference to 
David is probably a gloss); Jer 33:17,2(}....22; II Chron 13:5; 21:7; etc. Though the 
specific combination berit '6/iim occurs in none of these passages (Freedman 1976:74), 
it is clear in all of them that the covenant (berit) exists in perpetuity ('ad- '6/iim. etc.). 
A berit '6/iim is a legal contract without a specified term, i.e., one that exists in 
perpetuity (cf. Weinfeld 1970:199). The content of this covenant is, presumably, the 
grant of kingship and dynasty made to David in chap. 7. 

fully set forth and secured. This is, as Driver explains, "an expression borrowed 
probably from legal terminology, and intended to describe the bryt as one of which the 
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terms are fully and duly set forth (comp. the forensic use of 'rk in Job 13, I 8 al. to state 
in order or set forth pleadings), and which is secured by proper precautions against 
surreptitious alteration or injury." 

shows no regard for me ... does not favor me. Hebrew be/f so'f Qbetf ~ape~ bf (see 
the Textual Note). Both verbs are used commonly of loyal regard (sii'a, Exod 5:9; 
17:8,11; 31: I; 32:3 [preceded by lo' = /u ']; Ps 119: 117) and favor (~ape~. II Sam 20: 11; 
etc.). What follows, then, describes the fate of those not loyal to the king. 

5-6. will not sprout ... grow. That is, in contrast to the "verdure from the earth" 
of v. 4, implicitly the loyal subjects of David. The Hebrew here is bal yi~ma~ rlbal 
ya 'al, as explained in the Textual Notes. For 'ii/a, commonly used of vegetative growth, 
compare Gen 40:10; 41:5,22; etc.; in Deut 29:22 it follows ~iima~. "sprout," as in the 
present passage, and in Isa 32:13 and Hos 10:8 it is used with qo~. "thorns." 

6. uprooted thorns. Hebrew qo~ muniid. De Boer (1957:55) understands muniid as 
"thrust away" in the sense of "shunned, avoided," and many other interpretations have 
been proposed. But the basic meaning of nrld is "move out of place," and with reference 
to plants it seems to mean "be uprooted." Thus in Isa 17: 11 we are told that the harvest 
of a carefully planted garden "will be uprooted" (niid for MT ned), and in I Kings 
14: 15 we read: "Yahweh will smite Israel, just as a reed is uprooted (yiinrld) by water, 
and he will uproot (weniitas) Israel from this good soil he gave to their fathers." 

7. the fire. That is, the blaze of the sun. The rule ofa lawful king is like the life-giving 
warmth of the sun for crops ( = the king's loyal subjects), but it is like the death-dealing 
heat of the sun for thorny weeds ( = the disloyal). 

COMMENT 

The traditional swan song of David is a short poem with a four-part structure. 
First, there is an introduction (v. 1) identifying David as the speaker and 
describing him as the favorite of the god of Israel. Second, there is a wisdom 
saying or miisiil (vv. 2-4), which has an introduction of its own (vv. 2-3a) 
stating that it was spoken by Yahweh's spirit through David (v. 2, which is 
probably secondary [see the NOTE]) and that it was spoken by Yahweh to 
David (v. 3a). The miisiil itself (vv. 3b-4) extols the rule of a just king. The 
third part (v. Saba) is an assertion by David that God ('el) regards his house 
as one that provides this kind of rule, as his gift of a perpetual covenant to 
David shows. Part four (vv. Sb/j-7) concludes the poem by threatening those 
disloyal to David with ruin. 

The central metaphor of the poem is the comparison, drawn in the miisiil 
in vv. 3b-4, of a just ruler to a bright morning sun that causes green vegetation 
to spring from rain-watered ground. The effects of the just king's rule, in other 
words, are like the beneficial influence of the sun's rays. The sprouting grass 
alludes at least implicitly to the loyal subjects of such a king: The king "who 
rules justly among men" (v. 3) is like the sun that shines on the grass (v. 4) 
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-both men and grass will thrive. The metaphor is resumed at the end of the 
poem. Those who are not loyal to David are like thorny weeds. They will not 
thrive. For them, torn from their roots (muniid, v. 6), the heat of the sun will 
bring destruction, not prosperity. 

The king under the image of the sun is a widespread motif in the royal 
ideologies of the ancient Near East. It has a particularly Egyptian flavor. Praise 
of the shining of the solar god-king as the source of vegetative growth and 
human welfare is a commonplace of Egyptian literature. In a Middle Kingdom 
hymn to Amon-Re, for example, the king is adored as: 

The lord of rays, who makes brilliance ... , 
Who extends his arms to him whom he loves, 
(But) his enemy is consumed by a flame. 

(ANET', p. 365) 

Solar terminology was also applied to the Hittite king, whose common title was 
"the Sun." Thus, in the Amarna letters the Egyptian king is called "my 
Sun(-god)" by his Asiatic vassals, and in Ugaritic correspondence the title 
"Sun" is used in addressing both the Hittite and Egyptian sovereigns. In the 
prologue to the Code of Hammurapi the Babylonian king is said "to rise like 
the sun over the black-headed (people), and light up the land"; he is "the sun 
of Babylon, who causes light to go forth over the lands of Sumer and Akkad" 
(ANET', pp. 164-65). The application of solar imagery to the king in our 
poem, therefore, has a strong tradition behind it (cf. Mowinckel [1956):227 and 
n. 3). Still, it is unusual in Israelite literature. Ps 84:12 [84:11), though it refers 
to Yahweh rather than a human being, is comparable because it describes him 
as a divine king, calling him seme.5 umiigiin (MT miigen; cf. the NOTE at 22:3), 
"Sun and Sovereign," i.e., a divine suzerain who "bestows favor and honor," 
showing that "Sun" was also a royal title in Israel. "Sun" may also mean 
"king" in Mal 3:20 [4:2), which prophesies the coming of a "rightful Sun" 
(semes :jediiqd). a legitimate king (!). Indeed, Mal 3: I 9-20a [4: 1-2a), though 
a post-exilic passage looking forward to the coming of a future king, displays 
many parallels to our passage: 

For the day is coming, blazing like a furnace, and all who are arrogant and all who 
do evil will be stubble! The day to come will burn them up, says Yahweh Sabaoth, 
leaving them neither root nor branch! But for you who fear my name a rightful 
Sun will shine forth with healing in its win!ii! 

In contrast to Malachi's oracle, however, our poem speaks of the royal house 
as a living institution, not an object of hope in the future. II Sam 23: 1-7, then, 
is to be dated in the monarchical period. Moreover, its traditional assignment 
to David is by no means impossiblt:-two other poems preserved in II Samuel 
are almost certainly Davidic in date (I: 19-27; 3:33-34)-and a number of 
scholars favor a Davidic date for our poem (Procksch 1913; Segal 1914/15: 
225-27; Hertzberg; Richardson 1971:257; Cross 1973:237 and n. 81; Freed-
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man 1976:96). Others place it slightly later, in the time of Solomon (Caquot 
1963:218; Ishida 1977:108). Mowinckel (1927:57-58), however, assigns it to 
the reign of Hezekiah or Josiah, and Nyberg (1938:384-85) relates its content 
to issues current at the time of the fall of Samaria in 722-72 r. Mettinger 
( 1976:257-59) concludes that it can be no earlier than the late years of the 
monarchy, his chief objection to an early date being the occurrence of the 
expression berft 'olam, "perpetual covenant," which he finds elsewhere no 
earlier than the seventh century. Among the early commentators the poem was 
regarded as "rather late" (Nowack), "comparatively late" (Smith), or "very 
late" (Budde). Davidic authorship was denied, as Nowack says, "by almost all 
exegetes." The indications of lateness cited included the view of David as a 
songwriter, said to lie behind the introduction (Nowack), the similarities of 
thought to wisdom passages like Psalm 1 and Prov 30: 1-31 :9 ~Budde), the 
notion of David as a prophet (Nowack), and, more generally, the presence of 
late vocabulary and thought (Smith, who is not more specific). 

Almost all commentators agree that it is very difficult to assign a date to this 
poem. I cannot deny this. It seems to me, however, that those who favor an 
early date have the better argument. The objections of Smith, Budde, and 
Nowack are not decisive. Wisdom motifs are timeless. The introduction of the 
poem has nothing in common with the tradition of assigning anonymous 
psalms to David in prose rubrics (cf. 22: 1): "The utterance of David," etc., is 
an organic part of this poem. David is presented as a prophet only in v. 2, 
which is superfluous and quite possibly secondary (see the NOTE). I can find 
no "late" vocabulary here, unless it be millato, "his word," again in v. 2. There 
was a tendency to give a vaticinal and messianic interpretation to the poem 
among its later interpreters, as its treatment in the Targum Jonathan shows 
(cf. de Boer 1957:47). Such an interpretation may have affected its rendering 
into Greek (cf. "the fear of the anointed" in v. 3, cited in the Textual Note 
on "One ... God") and, if v. 2 is indeed secondary, its present shape in the 
received Hebrew text. The assessment of Smith, Budde, and Nowack could be 
said to stand within this ancient interpretive tradition. 

As for Mettinger's emphasis on berft 'olam, "perpetual covenant" (see 
above), we must keep in mind the fact that the other occurrences of this precise 
expression, which, as he says, are no earlier than the seventh century, do not 
refer to the covenant with David (cf. Freedman 1976:74). However, the concept 
of the perpetual covenant with Da•id is found in passages like Pss 89:29 [89:28] 
(le'olam ... berftf) and 132: 12 (berftf. . . 'ade- 'ad), and many scholars would 
not accept Mettinger's judgment that these passages are very late. A decision 
on this point depends, finally, on a full evaluation of Mettinger's larger argu
ment for dating the application of the term berft to the contractual relationship 
between David and Yahweh to the Exile (Mettinger 1976:275-90, especially 
pp. 282-83), an evaluation we cannot undertake here. 

On the other hand, there are positive indications of an early date. As 
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explained in the NOTES, the opening of the poem finds its only clear parallel 
with the Balaam oracles in Numbers 24, which are widely recognized as very 
ancient (Albright 1944; see also Wilson 1980:147-50 with bibliography inn. 
27). The divine epithets are consistent with an early date (Freedman 1976: 
73-75). There is no trace of Deuteronomistic language. Tentatively I should 
assign II Sam 23:1-7 to the early monarchical period, perhaps to the time of 
David. If this is correct, the Egyptian flavor of the poem's central metaphor 
might be accounted as another bit of evidence for Egyptian influence on the 
courts of David and Solomon (cf. the NOTES in§ XVIII and von Rad l 962:vol. 
1:40-42). 



XXXIX. A ROSTER OF DAVID'S WARRIORS 
(23:8-39) 

23 8These are the names of David's warriors. 

The Three 

Jeshbaal the Hachmonite was chief of the Three. He brandished his 
spear over eight hundred slain at one time. 

9 After him among the three warriors was Eleazar son of Dodo the 
Ahohite. He was with David when the Philistine defied them at Pas
dammim. When the Philistines gathered there for battle, Israel with
drew; 10but he held his ground and slew Philistines until his hand grew 
tired and stuck to his sword. Yahweh brought about a great victory that 
day, and then the army crept back to him-only to strip [the slain]! 

11 After him was Shamma son of Agee the Hararite. The Philistines 
assembled at Lehi, where there was a plot of ground filled with lentils. 
The army fled from the Philistines, 12but he took up a position in the 
plot and held it, defeating the Philistines. Yahweh brought about a 
great victory. 

Three of the Thirty 

13Three of the Thirty marched down at harvest time and joined David 
in the stronghold of Adullam, a clan of Philistines having encamped in 
the Valley of Rephaim. 14At that time David was in the stronghold, and 
there was a Philistine outpost in Bethlehem. 

15David felt a yearning and said, "O, for a drink of water from the 
well in the gate at Bethlehem!" 16So the three warriors infiltrated the 
Philistine camp, drew some water from the well in the gate at Bethle
hem, and carried it to David. But he refused to drink it. Pouring it out 
to Yahweh, 11he said, "I'll be damned, Yahweh, if I'll do this! Shall I 
drink the blood of the men who went? For they brought it at the risk 
of their lives!" So he refused to drink it. 

These are things the three warriors did. 
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Abishai and Benaiah 

18Abishai, Joab's brother, was chief of the Thirty. He brandished his 
spear over three hundred slain, but he did not have a place among the 
Three. 19He was honored above the Thirty, and he became their com
mander. But he did not attain to the Three. 

20Benaiah son of Jehoiada was a stalwart man from Kabzeel, who had 
done many deeds. He slew the two sons of Ariel in Moab. He went 
down into a pit and slew a lion on a snowy day. 21 He slew a giant 
Egyptian. The Egyptian had a spear in his hand, but [Benaiah] marched 
down against him with a staff. He wrenched the spear from the Egyp
tian 's hand, and killed him with his own spear. 

22These are the things that Benaiah son of Jehoiada did. He did not 
have a place among the three warriors. 23He was honored above the 
Thirty, though he did not attain to the Three, and David set him in 
charge of his bodyguard. 

The Thirty 

24Joab's brother Asael was among the Thirty. 
Elhanan son of Dodo from Bethlehem. 
25Shammah the Harodite. 
Elika the Harodite. 
26Helez the Paltite. 
Ira son of Ikkesh the Tekoite. 
27 Abiezer the Anathothite. 
Sibbecai the Hushathite. 
28Zalmon the Ahohite. 
Mahrai the Netophathite. 
29Heldai son of Baanah the Netophathite. 
Ittai son of Ribai from Gibeah of the Benjaminites. 
30Benaiah the Pirathonite. 
Hiddai from the wadis of Gaash. 
11 Abial the Beth-arabathite. 
Azmaveth the Bahurimite. 
32Eliahba the Shaalbonite. 
Jashen the Gizonite. 
Jonathan son of 33Shamma the Hararite. 
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Ahiam son of Sachar the Urite. 
34Eliphelet son of Ahasbai the Maacathite. 
Eliam son of Ahithophel the Gilonite. 
35 Hezrai the Carmelite. 
Paarai the Archite. 

489 

36lgal son of Nathan, the commander of the army of the Hagrites: 
37Zelek the Ammonite. 
Nahrai the Beerothite, the weapon-bearer of Joab son of Zeruiah. 
38lra the Ithrite. 
Gareb the Ithrite. 
39Uriah the Hittite. 

Thirty-seven in all. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

23 8. Jeshbaal The name yesba'al (see the NOTE) is preserved in LXXL (iesbaa/) 
and OL (iesbae/). In MT it became yesboset (LXX9 iebosthe) by substitution of boset, 
"shame," for b'l. "Baal" (see the NOTE on "lshbaal son of Saul" at 2:8); this was 
corrupted to yoseb bassebet, "Josheb-basshebeth," as MT now reads. I Chron 11:11 has 
yiifob'iim. "Jashobeam." 

the Hachmonite MT t~kmny is an error for bn ~kmny, Jeshbaal's patronymic as it 
appears in I Chron 11: 11 (cf. I Chron 27:32); graphic confusion of bn and twas possible 
in scripts or the fourth and third centuries e.c., decreasingly likely in the second century 
and later. LXXL huios thekemanei (er. OL) points to this reading, though the name has 
been "corrected" towards MT. Bn ~kmny is a conflation of variants, viz. bn ~kmn, 
"son of Hachmon," and h~kmny, "the Hachmonite" (cf. "the Ahohite" below); we 
read the latter. Cf. LXX9 ho chananaios, which suggests h~nny, "the Hananite." 

the Three MT has hassiifiSf, "the officers" (?). But how is the ending (-f} to be 
explained?" One could read hassetiSf. "the Third" (cf. v. 18 [MT]), with LX:X9

AMN and 
Syr. I Chron 11: 11 offers hassiilfsfm, "the officers" (qere). and hasse/6sfm, "the Thirty" 
(ketfb}. The context, however, requires us to read hasse/osa, "the Three," with LXXL 
(cf. Vulg.); cf. Wellhausen. 

brandished his spear This is the reading or I Chron 11: 11: 'rwr ('t) ~nytw. MT has 
'dynw h'~ny (ketfb: h'~nw}, evidently understood as a name ("Adino the Ezenite"), and 
LXX" reflects a conflation of the two. It is remotely possible that 'dynw h'~nw is a 
graphic corruption of 'rwr ~nytw, but it seems very unlikely, especially in view of 'rwr 
'r ~nytw in v. 18. This suggests that the primitive reading is more closely approximated 
by MT, which, however, will not yield to interpretation. LXXL diekosmei ten dia
skeuen autou/auton and OL adornavit adornationem suam seem to reflect 'dh ('t) 
'dyw, "decked himself with ornaments." Syr. has (Smh) gd~w gbr' dn~t wq!f, "(His 
name was) GDl:fW, the warrior who felled and slew ... ," evidently a double rendering 
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(cf. LXX8
); gd~w is probably an inner-Syriac error for 'dynw, but the rest is completely 

opaque. Vulg. has (quasi) renerrimus ligni vermicu/us. "(like) a very tender little wood 
worm," which is quaint but not enlightening. Targ. has (w)mrbyb 'I ydy mwrnyryh, 
"fighting (?) repeatedly with his spear," to which compare Josephus' reading (Anr. 
7.308), pollakis . .. empedon, "repeatedly springing (upon)"; both seem to understand 
the first word as 'Odennu. 

eight hundred So MT, LXX8
. LXXL, OL, Josephus (Anr. 7.308): "nine hundred." 

I Chron 11:11: "three hundred" (cf. v. 18). 
slain So MT: ~//. LXX8 = ~y/, "troops." 
9. warriors Reading hgbrym with LXXL, as in I Chron 11 :12. MT has lost h- after 

the preceding word (hs/sh); it is supplied by the qere. 
Eleazar LXX8

, OL: "Elhanan'"(cf. v. 24). 
Dodo So MT (qere): d0d6 (cf. LXX0 and I Chron 11: 12). MT (keribJ: ddy 

dOday (cf. LXXL). 
the Ahohite MT bn ·~~y is a conflation of bn ·~~and h'~w~y (I Chron 11:12); we 

read the latter. LXX8 has huios sousei = bn swsy (?), "son of Shoshi ... LXXL omits 
(haplography?). 

He was So LXXL (cf. I Chron 11:13) = hw' hyh. The omission of these words from 
MT is difficult to explain, but they are necessary to the sense of the verse. 

when the Philistine . .. Philistines The original reading was b~rpm hp/Sty bps dmym 
whplsrym. MT reads b~rpm bplltym. having lost everything from hp/sty to hp/srym 
by haplography. LXXL agrees with I Chron 11: 13 in reading bps dmym (en serran) 
whp/stym, the result of a different haplography, from b- to b-. 

withdrew MT wy'lw (cf. I Kings 15:19; II Kings 12:19 [12:18]), understood as 
"marched up" by LXXL (cf. LXXMN), which adds pro prosopon auron = lqr'rm, "to 
meet them." 

10. crept back So MT: ysbw. understood as yasiibu (cf. LXXL). LXX8 interprets 
the same reading as yasebu. "remained." 

only MT 'k, evidently read as 'd, "toward," by LXXL (eis) and Vulg. (ad); not 
rendered by Syr. 

[the slain] Made explicit in Syr., Targ., Vulg. 
11. Shamma So MT: sammo'. MTMSS: smh (cf. VV. 25,33). LXX: samaia(s) 

= smy'. 
the Hararite Reading hhrry for MT hrry (cf. v. 33). LXX8

A ho harouchaios (cf. 
LXXMN), LXXL ho harachi. and OL arucius all point to hhrky. "the Harukite" (?). 

ar Lehi MT l~yh is to be read /e~yt1h with LXXLM epi siagona and OL ad maxi/lam 
(cf. Josephus, Anr. 7.310). 

12. victory LXXL adds "on that day," as in v. 10. 
13. Three So LXX, Syr., Targ. Vulg., as in I Chron 11:15. MT has "Thirty." 
rhe Thirty Followed in MT by r'.S. "the thirty chiefs" (?). Perhaps this was added 

to clarify the relationship of these three men to the Three on the one hand and the 
Thirty on the other-thus Vulg. rres qui eranr principes inter rriginra (cf. Targ.). Omit 
r's with LXX0

, Syr. 
ar harvest rime So MT: '/ ( = '/, cf. I Chron 11: 15) qV>r. LXXL reflects '/ hfwr. "to 

the crag" (cf. I Chron 11:15), which is adopted by most critics. We should not, to be 
sure, think of David as involved in a harvest at Adullam ( '/ qV'r, ''ro the harvest"), but 
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a reference to the time of year ( '/ q~yr, "upon the harvest, at harvest time") is perfectly 
in order. 

the stronghold Reading m~dt form 'rt, "the cave," with Wellhausen. See I Samuel. 
the Textual Note at 22: I. 

15. In LXX8 ALM the last half of v. 14 is repeated after v. 15. 
16. he refused LXXL, MTM55

: "David refused." 
17. Yahweh LXXL, Syr., Targ., MTM55

: myhwh, "from, by Yahweh" (cf. I Chron 
11:19: m'lhy). 

Shall I drink ... their lives! There is confusion in all witnesses. MT is defective: 
hdm h 'nsym hh/kym bnpswtm. "Is it the blood of the men who went at the risk of their 
lives?" To this LXX adds piomai = 'sth-thus, "Shall I drink ... lives?" But if this 
was the primitive text, it is difficult to see how 'sth was lost in MT. I Chron 11: 19 has 
hdm h 'nsym h '/h 'sth bnpswtm ky bnpswtm hby 'wm. "Shall I drink the blood of these 
men with their lives? For at the risk of their lives they brought it!" .Clearly the first 
bnpswtm should be struck as a duplicate. The evidence suggests that the primitive text 
of II Sam 23:17 read hdm h'nsym hh/kym 'sth ky hby'wm bnpswtm. In MT 'sth ky 
hby'wm was lost by haplography (homoioteleuton). LXX represents a partial correc
tion. 

18. Joab's brother MT adds "the son of Zeruiah." Omit with LXXL (cf. I Chron 
11:20). 

the Thirty So Syr., though this may be a correction ad sensum. The chief witnesses 
read "the Three" or "the third" (cf. v. 8), but as Wellhausen and Driver have shown, 
we must read hslwsym here. 

three hundred LXXL, OL: "six hundred" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.315). 
but he did not have a place That is, we/o' .ffm, lit. "but he was not set." MT has 

wlw sm. "and he had a name." Read w/' as in I Chron 11 :20 with MTMss. 
19. He So LXX": ekeinos = hw'. MT has hky. LXXL reflects mfoym (cf. I Chron 

11 :21 ), which may represent a "correction" of mn hs/sh, "above the Three," to "above 
the two (others)." See the following Textual Note. 

the Thirty Reading hslsym with Syr. The other witnesses have "the Three," as in 
v. 18. 

20. a stalwart man We read 'ys ~yl. MT has a double reading: bn 'ys ~yl (so 
qere), "the son of a stalwart man"; cf. bn 'ys ymyn in I Sam 9: I, and see Talmon 
1960:165-66. We omit bn with Lxx•AMN. For ~yl MT (ketib) has ~y. which LXX" 
reads as hw' (autos}, while LXXL renders 'ys ~y as iessai. 

the two sons So LXX"ALN = foy bny. MT has lost bny by haplography. 
21. giant Reading 'ys mdh (cf. 21 :20), as in I Chron 11 :23 (where it is glossed, "five 

cubits [tall]"). In II Sam 23:20 this was misread as ys mrh and the spelling corrected 
toys mr'h (so MT [qere]; cf. LXX), "a man of[imposing?] appearance," which became 
'sr mr'h in MT (ketib). 

a spear LXX adds hos xylon diabathras. "like the wood of a ladder" ( = k ·~ 
m 'lh?), and I Chron 11 :23 adds kmnwr 'rgym, "like a weavers' heddle rod" (cf. II Sam 
21:19). 

a staff So MT. LXX has "the spear," thus understanding the Egyptian as the 
subject of the clause (explicitly so in LXXL: "and the Egyptian marched down against 
him with his spear"). 
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22. He did not have a place See the Textual Note at v. 18. 
23. At the end of this verse LXX inserts, as an introduction to the list in vv. 2~39, 

"And these are the names of the warriors of David the king" (cf. v. 8). 
24. son of Dodo That is, bn ddw (MT), rendered twice by LXX" as "son of Dodo" 

and "(son of) his uncle." 
from Bethlehem MT lacks "from." It is supplied by LXXLAMN (cf. LXX8), Targ., 

Vulg., and I Chron 11:26. 
25. Shammah So MT: Samma, for which MT"ss read sm' (cf. vv. 11,33). LXXL 

= smy'. LXX"N = smwt, ai in I Chron 11 :27 (cf. the combined reading smhwt in I 
Chron 27:8). 

the Harodite So MT: h~rdy, for which I Chron 11:27 has hhrwry (cf. vv. 11,33). 
Elika the Harodite Omitted by LXX8

, Syr., and I Chron 11:27 (homoioteleuton). 
26. the Paltite So MT: hpl{y (cf. Syr.). LXXALMN reflect hplwny, "the Pelonite," as 

in I Chron 11 :27. 
27. Sibbecai MT has mbny, the result of two graphic errors, viz. confusion of kap 

and nun (thus LXXL sabanei = sbny, the intermediate form) and confusion of samek 
and mem. Read sbky with LXXL"N, as in 21:18 and I Chron 11:29. See, further, the 
Textual Note at 21: 18. For the name mbn(y) on an eighth-century Hebrew seal from 
Shechem, see Zeran 1979. 

the Hushathite LXXL: "the Hittite" (cf. 21: 18). 
28. Zalmon The relationship of MT ~almon to I Chron 11:29 'ilay is not clear. 
29. Heldai son of Baanah the Netophathite Lost in LXX" by haplography after 

"Mahrai the Netophathite." 
Heldai The reading ~ldy, found in I Chron 27: 15 (cf. I Chron 11 :30), is supported 

by LXXL al/an, an inner-Greek error for •a/dan by confusion of the majuscules delta 
and lambda. MT ~lb. "Heleb," arose by graphic confusion of dy and b. 

30. Benaiah Lost in LXX" after "the Benjaminites." 
the Pirathonite LXX" reads "the Ephrathite" and then omits everything before 

"Azmaveth" in v. 31 (partially restored in v. 39+). 
Hiddai MT hdy (hidday), read as hadday by LXXL (addai) and LXX" (adaoi) in 

v. 39 +. LXX"N (ouri) read hwry. as in I Chron 11 :32. 
31. Abial the Beth-arabathite MT has 'by '/bwn h 'rbty. "Abi-albon the Arabathite." 

LXX"N (cf. LXX" in v. 39+) have abiel huios tou arabOthitou = 'by'/ bn h'rbty, "Abie) 
son of the Arabathite" (cf. I Chron 11 :32). Taking a clue from Klostermann, we can 
recover the original from which both readings arose, viz. 'by'/ (or 'byb'/; cf. Wellhausen; 
Mazar [Maisler] 1963b:316 n. 4) bt h'rbty. "Abial the Beth-arabathite." See, further, 
the NOTE. 

the Bahurimite MT has habbar~iimi and I Chron 11 :33 habba~iinimi. but the 
correct reading is almost certainly habba~iirfmi. 

32. Jashen That is, yiisen. To this MT prefixes bny. evidently the result of dittog
raphy after the preceding word, hs'lbny (cf. Elliger 1935:31 n. 4). We omit bny with 
LXXL (iassai). In I Chron 11 :34 bny ysn has become bny hsm, "sons of the name," 
i.e., "famous men." 

the Gizonite The gentilic has been lost in MT. In LXXL it is ho gounai. which 
reflects hgwny. "the Gunite." I Chron 11 :34 has hgzwny, "the Gizonite." Confusion 
of zayin and waw was common, and we cannot doubt that hgwny arose from hgzny 
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(cf. LXXMN ho goyni = hgwwny [!] < hgzwny) and not the reverse, zayin being much 
the rarer letter, despite the fact that Gizon is not otherwise known. Guni is a clan name 
in Naphtali (Num 26:48), which is geographically too remote here, as Elliger points 
out ( 1935:53-54). He offers the plausible conjecture hgmzny. "the Gimzoni.te." Gimzo 
lay a few miles southeast of Lydda (II Chron 28: 18), not far from Shaalbim. 

son of Omitted by MT. Read bn with LXXL"N and I Chron 11 :34. 
33. Shammo Reading fommii' with MTMss. MT has fomma. but Jonathan's fa

ther is probably the hero of v. 11, not V. 25. I Chron 11 :34 has sage'. "Shagee"; 
cf. fommii' ben-'iige'. "Shamma son of Agee," v. 11, and see Elliger 1.935:32 n. 5. 

the Hararite So MT, LXXM~. and I Chron 11:34. LXX 8 reflects "the Hararite,'.' 
as in v. 25. LXXL arachei suggests hrky (cf. I Chron 4:12). 

Sachar So LXXL: sachar- = siikiir. as in I Chron 11 :35. MT has siiriir (cf. 
LXXBMN). MTMSS and LXXA ([s)arad) have siiriid (cf. Syr. 'sdd). 

the Urite ln LXX a doublet or fragment of the preceding patronymic has been 
prefixed to the gentilic. Thus, for example, LXX8 has saraoureites for •sar[ar] aour
eites = frr h 'wry, "Sharar the Urite." The correct gentilic may have been h 'wry. In MT 
this has become h'rry by confusion of waw and res. and in I Chron 11:35 it has been 
further corrupted to hhrry, "the Hararite," the gentilic of the preceding name in the 
list. 

34. Eliphelet So MT: 'lypl!. I Chron 11:35 has '/ypl. Omitted by LXXL. 
Ahasbai After ·~sby MT inserts bn, a corrupt dittograph of -by. LXXL omits bn. 

LXX 8 had asbei tau = ·~sby h-. "Ahasbai the ... ," before its recensional approxima
tion to MT by the insertion of huios tau-thus, asbeitou huios tau . ... In I Chron 
11 :35-36 the name is corrupt ('wr ~pr), but bn, "son of," is absent. 

the Maacathite So MT: hm'kty. LXXL makarthei reflects (h)mkrty. as in I Chron 
11:36. 

Eliam So MT: '/y'm. LXX 8 = '/y'b, "Eliab." LXXL: ho thalaam (?).I Chron 11:36 
omits "Eliam son of' (homoioteleuton). 

Ahithophel the Gilonite MT ·~ytpl hglny. for which I Chron 11 :36 has ·~yh hplny 
( < ·~ytp (/ hg )lny ). 

35. Hezrai Reading ~~ry with LXX and MT (qere). MT (ketib) has ~~rw. as in I 
Chron 11 :37. 

Paarai So MT (cf. LXXAL): p'ry, for which I Chron 11:37 has n'ry by confusion 
of pe and nun. 

the Archite We read h'rky (so MTMss; cf. LXX 8 -oerchei = ho erchei. LXXA ho 
arachei-), for which MT has h'rby by confusion of kap and bet and I Chron 11 :37 has 
(bn) 'zby by confusion of rd and zayin. Omitkd by LXXLs_ For a defense or MT see 
Elliger 1935:58-59. 

36. /gal son of So MT: yg'/ bn, for which LXXL ioe/ adelphos reflects yw'/ ·~y. "Joel 
brother of," as in I Chron 11 :38. 

the commander of the army We read rb ~b' (cf. LXX 8 apolydynameos, LXXA 
pollysdynameos), for which MT has m~bh (as if "from Zobah") = m~b'. "from the 
army of' (cf. LXXMss apo dynameos ), and I Chron 11 :38 mb~r (as if "Mibhar") = 

mb~ry, "from the elite troops of." We may suppose that rb ~b' and mb~ry were ancient 
variants. 

the Hagrites We read bny hgry, which has become bny hgdy in MT; but "Bani [MT 
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bani] the Gadite" is doubtful, and "the Gadites" would be bny gd ("the sons of Gad"), 
while bny hgry ("the sons of Hagri") is correct for "the Hagrites" (cf. the NOTE). I 
Chron 11 :37 preserves hgry but reads bn for bny, having interpreted mb~r(y) as a name 
-thus, "Mibhar son of Hagri." In the present passage LXXLMN agree with I Chron 
11:37, while Syr. goes its own way, reading b'n' dmn gd = b'nh hgdy, "Baanah [cf. 
v. 29] the Gadite." 

37. Nahrai So MT: n~ry, as in I Chron 11:39. So LXXL (-n araia). LXXMN (cf. 
LXX 9

) have gelorai ( < Greek •gedorai < Hebrew *gdwry < •g~ry < n~ry). See also 
the following Textual Note. 

the weapon-bearer So MT (qere) and LXX 0AMN, as in I Chron 11 :39. Plural, accord
ing to MT (ketib) and LXXL. If we retain the plural, we must read w~ry. "Horai," for 
n~ry. "Nahrai"-thus, "Zelek the Ammonite and Horai the Beerothite, the weapon
bearers of Joab," etc. 

38. the lthrite (bis) So MT: hayyitrl which Thenius and others (cf. Elliger 1935: 
62-63 and n. 189) would read hayyatfrl "the Jattirite" (cf. I Sam 30:37; etc.). In place 
of the second occurrence LXX suggests a slightly different name: LXX 9 eththenaios 
(cf. LXXL iethem) = ytny (?), and Syr. has (d)mn lkys = hlkysy, "the Lachish
ite" (!). 

39. After v. 39 LXX0 adds as vv. 40-41 a duplicate of portions of vv. 30-31. See the 
Textual Note on "the Pirathonite," v. 30. 

NOTES 

23 8. Jeshbaal. Hebrew yesba'al (see the Textual Note), which means "Baal exists." 
It brings to mind the Ugaritic verses " 'Al'iyan Baal lives! The Prince, Lord of Earth, 
exists ('i!)!" (CTCA 6[ = UT' 49].3.8-9), and the Ugaritic Akkadian name i-si-dBa'al 
(RS 12.34 + 12.43.25; cf. PRU///, pl. IX and p. 193; see Moran 1954). It may be that 
Jeshbaal's family worshiped Baal (Hadad), but ba'al, "the Lord," might also refer to 
Yahweh in this period (cf. the NOTE on "Ishbaal" at 2:8). According to I Chron 27:2 
(where he is called "Jashobeam" as in I Chron 11:11; see the Textual Note) Jeshbaal's 
father was Zabdiel, a descendant of Perez and thus a remote kinsman of David (Ruth 
4: 18-22). In the same passage we are told that Jeshbaal was in charge of the first of 
the twelve monthly divisions into which David's army was divided according to the 
Chronicler's scheme. 

the Hachmonite. According to I Chron 27:32, Jehiel, another Hachmonite, was the 
caretaker of David's sons. 

9. Eleazar son of Dodo. According to I Chron 27:4 (LXX), Eleazar was in charge 
of David's military division for the second month. 

the Ahohite. Hebrew ha'ii~o~i (see the Textual Note), presumably designating Elea
zar as a member of the clan descended from 'ii~tSa~. "Ahoah," a son of Benjamin's 
firstborn son Bela (I Chron 8:4); contrast Elliger 1935:45-46. Another famous Ahohite 
is listed among the Thirty below (v. 28). Cf. also I Chron 11 :29. 

Pas-dammim. The Ephes-dammim of I Sam 17: I, the site of David's victory over 
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a Philistine champion confused in the tradition with Goliath of Gath, who was slain 
by David's hero Elhanan (21: 19). The modern site of Ephes-dammim may be Damun 
(see the map in I Samuel, p. 283). 

11. Shamma son of Agee. The father of Jonathan, one of the Thirty (v. 33). 
the Hararite. Elliger (1935:54-56) compares the place-name a-ra-ru in EA 256 

(ANET', p. 486), one of several cities in the southern Golan that rebelled against Egypt 
early in the reign of Akhenaton. It is precarious, however, to clarify the obscure by 
reference to the obscure, and others identify Amarna a-ra-ru with biblical Aroer (24:5; 
cf. Albright 1943: 14 n. 38). I prefer to think of the Hararites as an otherwise unknown 
mountain clan. 

Lehi. Where Samson slew a thousand Philistines with the jawbone (le~i) of an ass 
(Judg 15:9-19). The site was in Judah (Judg 15:9), perhaps near Beth-shemesh. See Map 
9. 

l 3-l 7a. The theme of the little story told here-the search for a drink of water for 
the king at the risk of the lives of his followers-has a number of general parallels in 
world literature and folklore. See Hull 1933. 

13. Three of the Thirty. These three are not the Three of vv. 8b-12, although con
fusion on this point may account for the inclusion of the story in vv. 3-17a at this 
point. These three warriors are members of the Thirty, on whom see the NOTE at v. 
24. 

harvest time. Hot, dry weather, when rain is not expected and kings become thirsty. 
the stronghold of Adu/lam. This old fortress city (modern Tell esh-Sheikh Madhkur), 

some sixteen miles southwest of Jerusalem (Josh 15:33-35; cf. II Chron 11 :7), was the 
rallying point of David's private army during his early days as an outlaw leader in the 
countryside of Judah; see I Sam 22:1. It is probable that the episode in vv. 12-17a 
belongs to that period and not to the time of David's kingship (see the NOTES at v. 14). 
Mazar [Maisler) ( l 963b:3 l 5 n. 4) doubts the text, arguing that a site nearer Bethlehem 
than Adullam is required by the story: "The intention here is to a place near Bethlehem, 
most certainly a fortified camp of David, which suffered fr~m a lack of water." Proba
bly, however, David's desire for water from Bethlehem is prompted more by homesick
ness than thirst. He may well have had ample water where he was. The point of the 
story is that the too loyal soldiers act recklessly in response to their leader's idle, 
nostalgic remark. If David's army had no water, the infiltration of the Philistine camp 
to obtain it would have been a militarily sound operation, and David's reaction in vv. 
16-17 would make no sense. See the NOTE at v. 15 below. 

14. David was in the stronghold. Compare the reference in I Sam 22:4 to "the time 
David was in [his] stronghold." The present reference places the episode ofvv. 13-17a 
early in David's career, when he was an outlaw chief and a fugitive from Saul or, at 
latest, during his rule over Judah in Hebron, when he may have continued to use 
Adullam as a base of operations. See also the NOTE at 5: 17. 

there was a Philistine outpost in Bethlehem. Another indication that the episode 
belongs early in David's career, after he left Saul's court but before he became a 
Philistine mercenary (I Sam 27: I), or possibly during his reign over Judah in Hebron 
and, in any case, before the victories described in 5: 17-25. 

15. It is "harvest time" (v. 12), and David is thirsty; but his "yearning" is probably 
less a result of thirst than nostalgia. It is not just "a drink of water" that he yearns for 
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but "a drink of water from the well in the gate of Bethlehem," his hometown. He 
longingly remembers the draughts that quenched the harvest-time thirsts of his child
hood. 

Pouring it out to Yahweh. On sacrificial water libations in Israel see I Samuel, p. 144. 
Here, however, David is not offering water; he is pouring out blood (see below). 

17. David's reaction is not ungrateful. On the contrary, by refusing to drink he 
acknowledges his mistake in idJy wishing for water from his hometown and shows that 
he has no wish to imperil loyal soldiers to indulge his whims. Because the three men 
risked their lives for the water, he says, it is blood and must be poured out on the ground 
in accordance with religious laws (cf. Lev 17: 10-13; Deut 12:23-24). 

These ... did. This notice refers to and concludes the section on the deeds of the 
Three in vv. 8b-12 (cf. the notice concluding the exploits of Benaiah in v. 22a). The 
insertion of the episode in vv. 13-l 7a obscures the reference (cf. Wellhausen). 

18. Abishai. See the NOTE at 2: 18. 
19. he did not attain to the Three. CT. v. 18. Our translation of this statement ('ad

hasselosa lo'-bii') suggests that it means that Abishai never achieved the rank of the 
Three (cf. de Vaux, explicitly: "Mais ii n'egala pas Jes Trois"). On the basis of compari
son to the wording of military lists from Alalakh, Tsevat ( l 958a: 127), followed by Pohl 
(1959:298-99) and Vogt (1959), concludes that the statement is simply a conventional 
way of indicating that Abishai is not to be thought of as included in the list of the Three 
just given; that is, he says, the language "does, in itself, not connote grading or 
appreciation." 

20-23. Benaiah was captain of the Cherethites and Pelethites, the royal bodyguard 
(8: 18; 20:23), and in the reign of Solomon he replaced Joab as commander of the anny 
(I Kings 2:35). According to I Chron 27:5-6 he--<>r his son Ammizabad-was in 
charge of David's military division for the third month. The present section (vv. 20-23) 
is the subject of a study by Zeron ( 1978), who notes the special treatment accorded 
Benaiah in the list in contrast to other warriors who were more prominent during 
David's reign. He concludes (p. 27) that the finished list was probably published during 
the reign of Solomon when Benaiah was commander of the anny. Zeron's comparison 
(pp. 25-26) of Canaanite and Egyptian accounts of heroic exploits is instructive for 
study of the Benaiah pericope and for the hero stories in 21: 15-22 and 23:8-23 in 
general. Compare, for example, the account in the Egyptian story of Si-nuhe of Si
nuhe's victory over a Syrian champion in single combat (ANET', p. 20). 

20. a stalwart man. Hebrew 'fs ~ayi/, which refers to bravery, strength, and especially 
loyalty (cf. 2:7; 13:28; and I Samuel, the NOTE at 10:26,27a). 

Kabzeel. A town in the extreme south of Judah near Arad and Beersheba (Map 9); 
cf. Josh 15:21. 

23. he did not attain to the Three. See the NOTE at v. 19 above. 
24. Asael. See 2: 18-23. The death of Asael provides a terminus ante quern for this 

version of the roster. Elliger ( 1935:34) thinks the Asael entry, which differs slightly in 
fonn from the rest of the roster, is secondary, added to complete the list of the three 
sons of Zeruiah. According to I Chron 27:7, Asael was in charge of David's military 
division for the fourth month. 

the Thirty. In his study of the list of David's warriors Elliger (1935:66-67) cites a 
Theban inscription describing a feast at the coronation of Ramesses II when the king 
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was praised by, among others, a group of thirty men whom Elliger identifies as the 
king's bodyguard, a royal cortege of thirty soldiers. If there was such a "host of thirty" 
at Pharaoh's court three centuries before the time of David, Elliger concludes, the 
fraternity of the Thirty at David's court might be another example of the influence of 
Egyptian institutions on the early Israelite monarchy (cf. the NOTES on "remem
brancer" and "scribe" at 8:16,17). Mazar [Maisler] has challenged this conclusion on 
the grounds that the number thirty "is to be found in the pre-monarchic Israelite 
tradition, where there is frequent mention of thirty companions, or sons, who were 
associated with a charismatic personality or with the head of a clan" (1963b:310). 
Among the groups of thirty cited by Mazar (Judg 10:4; 12:9; 14: 11; I Sam 9:22; I Chron 
11 :42), however, only one has a clear military character, and it, a gro~p of thirty 
Reubenites in I Chron 11 :42, is part of the Chronicler's expansion of the present list. 
Thus the evidence for a pre-Davidic history of the institution of the Thirty is meager: 
Elliger's Egyptian parallel is suggestive but inconclusive, and Mazar's biblical parallels 
are specious. The issue remains in doubt. 

Elhanan. The slayer of Goliath; see 21: 19, where Elhanan is identified as a Jearite. 
Elliger (1935:34 n. 10) questions the identification of these two Elhanans. 

25. Shammah. Probably to be identified with Shamhuth the lzrahite ofl Chron 27:8 
(see the Textual Note), where it is said that he had charge of David's military division 
for the fifth month. 

the Harodite. Elliger (1935:39-40) discounts a connection with the Spring of Harod 
near Jezreel (Judg 7:1). Following G. Dalman, he points to Khirbet el-l:lareQan, a few 
miles southeast of Jerusalem, known as Beth Harudu in the Roman period. "Lizards' 
Ruin" (cf. Arabic ~aragin, "lizards") would derive its name from wordplay on the 
ancient name. See Map 9. 

Elika. The name 'e/iqii' means "God has vomited" (cf. Noth 1928:40 n. I) unless 
Zadok (1977) is correct in revocalizing it 'el-yiiqa, "God has guarded." 

26. the Paltite. A member of the Calebite clan descended from Pelet (I Chron 2:47) 
or an inhabitant of Beth-pelet, a town in the extreme southern district of Judah near 
Beersheba (Josh 15:27). The clan and the town might be associated; cf. Elliger 1935: 
41--43. See Map 9. 

Ira. According to I Chron 27:9 Ira was in charge of David's military division for 
the sixth month. 

the Tekoite. On Tekoa see the NOTE at 14:2 and Map 9. 
27. Abiezer. According to I Chron 27:12, Abiezer had charge of David's military 

division for the ninth month. 
the Anathothite. Anathoth (Ras el-Kharrubeh, near the modern village of 'Anata, 

three miles north-northeast of Jerusalem) was a priestly city in Benjamin, where Abia
thar was banished by Solomon (I Kings 2:26) and the prophet Jeremiah was born (Jer 
1:1). See Map 9. 

Sibbecai. The hero of 21: 18. According to I Chron 27: 11, Sibbecai was in charge of 
David's military division for the eighth month. From the same passage we learn that 
he, like Mahrai (v. 28), was a Zerahite, a member of the Judahite clan that traced its 
descent to Zerah (Num 26:20; cf. I Chron 2:6). 

the Hushathite. The town of Husha, modem l:lusan, lay southwest of Bethlehem. See 
Map 9. 
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28. the Ahohite. See v. 9 above. 
Mahrai. According to I Chron 27: 13, Mahrai was in charge of David's military 

division for the tenth month, and like Sibbecai (v. 27) was a member of the Judahite 
clan of the Zerahites. 

the Netophathite. The site of the ancient town of Netophah is Khirbet Bedd Falul:J, 
southeast of Bethlehem (see Map 9), not far from the 'Ain en-Nii!U.f, a spring that 
preserves the ancient name. 

29. Heldai. According to I Chron 27: 15, Heldai was in charge of David's military 
division for the twelfth month. We are also told there that he was a member of the 
Kenizzite or Calebite clan that traced its ancestry to the "judge" Othniel (I Chron 4: 13; 
cf. Josh 15:15-19; Judg 1:11-15; 2:7-11). 

Gibeah of the Benjaminites. The home of Saul (I Sam 9:1-2; etc.). See Map 9. 
30. Benaiah. Not the better known Benaiah of vv. 20-23, who was from Kabzeel. 

Benaiah the Pirathonite was, according to I Chron 27: 14, in charge of David's military 
division for the eleventh month. 

the Pirathonite. The town of Pirathon was the home of the "minor judge" Abdon 
(Judg 12:13-15). It was an Ephraimite town (cf. I Chron 17:14), perhaps Far'ata, ca. 
five miles southwest of Shechem. See Map 9. 

the wadis of Gaash. Mount Gaash (Josh 24:30 = Judg 2:9) lay south of Timnath
heres, which was about fifteen miles southwest of Shechem. See Map 9. 

31. Abial. That is, 'iibi-'al. which means "My (divine) father is 'Al." On the divine 
name 'al, "the High One," see Nyberg 1938; Dahood 1965b:45-46. 

the Beth-arabathite. A town on the Judah-Benjamin border (Josh 15:6; 18: 18), 
possibly el-Gharabeh, southeast of Jericho (cf. Josh 18:22). See Map 9. 

Azmaveth. The name 'azmawet "Death is strong," evidently with reference to the 
god Death (cf. the name 'ii~imot. "Ahimoth," meaning "My [divine] brother is Death," 
in I Chron 6: 10); contrast Noth (1928:231 n. 6), who reads 'azmdt (cf. LXX) and takes 
it as the name of an unknown plant. Comparing mt 'z, "Death is strong," in CTCA 
6 ( = UT' 49).6.17, 18,20, Freedman suggests to me that the name might be a quotation 
from the Canaanite epic (cf. the NOTE on "Jeshbaal," v. 8). It occurs as the name 
(Azmaveth or Beth-azmaveth) of a place near Jerusalem in Ezra 2:24 and Neh 7:28; 
12:29. According to I Chron 27:25, a certain Azmaveth son of Adiel, perhaps the 
Azmaveth of our passage, had charge of David's treasuries. 

the Bahurimite. On the village of Bahurim see the NOTE at 3: 16 and Map 9. 
32. the Shaalbonite. The city is called Shaalbim in Judg 1:35 and I Kings 4: 19 and 

Shaalbin in Josh 19:41-42, where it is grouped with Ajalon and Beth-shemesh. These 
two cities are grouped with a city called Selebi in Jerome's commentary on Ezek 48:22, 
and Elliger (1935:50-53) deduces from this that the modern site is Selbit, three miles 
northwest of Ajalon and eight miles north of Beth-shemesh. See Map 9. 

the Gizonite. As explained in the Textual Note, the reading is very uncertain. No 
town or clan by this name is known. 

33. Shamma the Hararite. See v. 11. 
the Urite. See the Textual Note. If the reading is correct, perhaps ha'uri designates 

Ahiam as a descendant of the Judahite Uri, father of Moses' craftsman Bezalel (Exod 
31 :2; 35:20; etc.). 

34. the Maacathite. We need not look to the Aramean kingdom of Maacah (10:6) 
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or even to the region of Beth-maacah near Dan (20: 14-15). There was a Judahite clan 
of Maacathites, with which I Chron 4: 19 associates Eshtemoa, ancestor of the town 
south of Hebron (Elliger 1935:56--57). Eliphelet comes from this area. See Map 9. 

Eliam son of Ahithophel the Gilonite. On Ahithophel see 15:12,31' and § XXIX 
passim. This Eliam and Eliam the father of Bathsheba may be the same man; see the 
NOTE at 11:3. Giloh is identified at 15:12. See Map 9. 

35. the Carmelite. Carmel lay south of Hebron in Judah (Tell el-Kirmil); see Map 
9. It was the site of David's encounter with Nabal and Abigail in I Samuel 25. 

the Archile. A clan located in northwest Benjamin, south of Bethel.The most famous 
Archite was Hushai (15:32). 

36. the Hagrites. Transjordanian nomads living east of Gilead. According to I Chron 
5: 10, 19-22, Reuben and the other Israelite tribes conquered the Hagrites and occupied 
their territory "until the exile," but Ps 83:7 [83:6] suggests that hostilities with the 
Hagrites continued into the monarchical period. David seems to have won the loyalty 
of a number of them. The unit commanded by lgal is probably a foreign mercenary 
army like Ittai's Gittites (cf. 15: 18). According to I Chron 27:30, a Hagrite named Jaziz 
had charge of David's flocks. 

37. the Beerothite. On Beeroth see the NOTES at 4:2-3 and Map 9. 
38. the /thrice. Apparently the Ithrites were the chief indigenous clan of Kiriath

jearim (I Chron 2:53). Like the Beerothites they were probably Hivite in origin (cf. Josh 
9:17 and see Mazar [Maisler] 1963b:319 n. 1). 

39. Uriah the Hittite. The husband of Bathsheba, chaps. 11-12 passim. 
Thirty-seven in all. This is an editor's computation, but it is difficult to discover how 

it was reckoned. The roster of the Thirty in vv. 24-39 has thirty names as I read it. 
Adding the Three (vv. 8b-12) and Abishai and Benaiah (vv. 18-23) brings the total to 
thirty-five. If the editor read two names in v. 36, as in the received Hebrew text, his 
total was still only thirty-six. It may be that thirty-seven was reached by counting Joab 
(v. 37), as Elliger supposes (1935:36). But there are other places a thirty-seventh name 
might have been found ("Adino the Ezenite" in v. 8 [see the Textual Note on "bran
dished his spear"], etc.), and because we do not know the condition of the text at the 
time the editor made his computation, it is futile to try to guess what he meant. See, 
further, the COMMENT. 

COMMENT 

This list of David's warriors falls naturally into three parts. First (vv. 81>-12 
+ l 7b), the Three are identified and their exploits summarized. The vignette 
in vv. 13-17a is out of place, having been inserted by an editor who wrongly 
associated the three anonymous warriors who fetch water for David with the 
Three. The second part (vv. 18-23) names Abishai and Benaiah. Both were 
"honored above the Thirty" (vv. 19,23)-and Abishai was the commander of 
the Thirty-but neither attained to the Three (vv. 19,23). These two, in other 
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words, stood somewhere between the Three and the Thirty in rank. The third 
part (vv. 24--39a) is a list of the Thirty. 

It is often assumed, however, that all the warriors named, including the 
Three, Abishai and Benaiah-perhaps even Joab--belonged to the Thirty. 
This is possible since, as Elliger points out (I 935:3fr.37), the Thirty was an 
institution, not just a reckoning of the list, and its membership must have 
changed from time to time with deaths, replacements, etc. Thus we might 
interpret the first thirty names, beginning with Jeshbaal, as the original roster 
(cf. Mazar [Maisler] 1963b; Hertzberg). Elliger (1935:47) notes that the first 
ten warriors in the list after Asael (v. 24) come from Judah, most from towns 
within a narrow radius of Bethlehem; the next ten are from farther north. Thus 
we might think of an early core of warriors, later expanded as David's power 
grew. The three warriors in vv. 33-35, notes Elliger (1935:59-60), are from 
southern Judah. This brings the total to twenty-three. By adding the Three, 
as well as Abishai, Benaiah, and Asael, we reach twenty-nine, and Joab makes 
thirty (cf. Hertzberg). This, we might conclude, was the original roster. The 
names in vv. 3fr.39, some of which come from east of the Jordan, are later 
replacements made after the eastward expansion of David's power. Mazar 
[Maisler] ( l 963b:3 l 8- l 9) follows this interpretation but identifies the common 
feature of the names at the end of the list (vv. 3fr.39) more precisely: All are 
of non-Israelite origin, whether foreign (Hagrite, Ammonite) or indigenous 
(Hivite [Beerothite, lthrite], Hittite). He concludes (p. 319) that they "were 
perhaps added on to the Thirty to serve as officers over foreign mercenary units 
in David's army." 

Against such an interpretation is the absence of any indication that the 
Three was a subgroup of the Thirty, and the fact that Abishai and Benaiah 
are said to be min-hasselosim nikbiid, lit. "honored more than the Thirty," that 
is, "honored above the Thirty" (vv. 19,23). This might be taken to mean 
"honored more than the rest of the Thirty," but there is no reason to think 
so unless it be the fact that Abishai was commander of the Thirty. The entry 
basselosim, "among the Thirty," after Asael's name in v. 24, followed by a list 
of names without further specification as to membership, shows that the roster 
of the Thirty begins with Asael. There must have been changes in the member
ship from time to time, but this roster represents the membership as it stood 
when the list was made, not a retrospective list of all who held membership 
at any time in David's reign. 

There does seem to be a geographical arrangement in the roster, though it 
is not so strict as Elliger supposes. Among the first ten names after Asael there 
is at least one non-Judahite by Elliger's own reckoning (Abiezer from Ana
thoth) and a second by mine (Zalmon the Ahohite). The next six, from lttai 
to Eliahba, are from Benjamin, Dan, and Ephraim. The next three are uncer
tain, though Jonathan and Ahiam are probably from Judah. Eliphelet, Eliam, 
and Hezrai are from southern Judah, but Paarai is a Benjaminite. The geo-
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graphical distribution in vv. 24-35, then, shows a tendency for places closer 
to Bethlehem to appear earlier in the list, but the pattern is not as strict as we 
should expect if geography were the chief organizing principle. The pattern of 
the list as a whole-the Three, then two between the Three and the Thirty, 
then the Thirty-shows that its organizing principle is rank. This is probably 
the case within the roster of the Thirty as well. We should expect soldiers ftom 
towns close to Bethlehem to rank high in seniority and influence. Those from 
more remote areas stand farther down the list. Non-Israelites naturally fall at 
the end in the official hierarchy. 

The geography of the list also attests to its antiquity. There is no anachronis
tic "all Israel" veneer here. Apart from the mercenaries in vv. 36-39, the 
warriors whose homes can be identified come only from Judah and tribal 
territories immediately adjacent to the north, viz. Benjamin, Dan, and 
Ephraim. A number of Transjordanian names appear in the Chronicler's 
supplement to the list (I Chron 11:41b-47), but this only serves to highlight 
the limits of the original list, of which the Chronicler's version must be a later 
expansion (cf. Mazar [Maisler] 1963b:3 l 9-20). It seems clear that the list in 
the form that appears in II Samuel 23 derives from an early point in David's 
career. That it predates his accession to the northern throne is shown by the 
geography and by the presence in the list of Asael (v. 24), who died in David's 
war with the house of Saul (2: 18-23). The list can be no later than David's 
Hebron period, and it might be as early as the wilderness period-note the 
absence o( Ittai and his Gittites and of the Cherethites and Pelethites, all of 
whom became attached to David while he was in the service of Achish of Gath. 



XL. THE CENSUS PLAGUE 
(24:1-25) 

24 'The wrath of Yahweh was kindled against Israel again, and he 
incited David against them, saying, "Go count Israel and Judah!" 

2So the king said to Joab and the commanders of the forces that were 
with him, "Make the rounds of all Israel from Dan to Beersheba and 
take a census of the people, so that I'll know [their] number." 

l"May Yahweh your god add to the people a hundred times their 
number while you look on!" said Joab to the king. "But why does my 
lord the king want such a thing done?" 4But Joab and the commanders 
of the forces were constrained by the king's command, and [they] went 
out from their interview with the king to take a census of the Israelite 
people. 5 After crossing the Jordan, they began from Aroer and the city 
in the wadi of the Gadites near Jazer 6and went by way of Gilead and 
the region beneath Hermon to Dan. Then they skirted Sidon, 1went by 
Fort Tyre and all the Hivite and Canaanite cities, and came out in the 
Negeb of Judah at Beersheba. 

8At the end of nine months and twenty days they returned to Jerusa
lem, having made the rounds of the whole country. 9Joab presented the 
statistics of the census of the people to the king: In Israel there were 
800,000 men who drew the sword, and in Judah 500,000 men. 

'
0Afterwards, however, David was conscience-stricken because he 

had counted the people. "I've sinned greatly in what I've done," [he] 
said to Yahweh. "But now, Yahweh, transfer your servant's guilt, for 
I've been very foolish." 

"When David got up in the morning, the word of Yahweh had come 
to Gad, David's seer: 12"Go tell David, 'Yahweh has spoken as follows: 
"There are three things I can impose upon you. Choose one of them, 
and I'll do it." ' " llSo Gad came to make his report to David. He said 
to him, "Shall three years of famine come upon your land? Shall you 
flee before your enemy for three months while he pursues you? Or shall 
there be three days of plague in your land? Now think it over and 
decide. Which reply shall I make to the one who sent me?" 
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14"All of them are very difficult for me," said David to Gad, "only 
let me fall by the hand of Yahweh, for his mercy is great, and not by 
the hand of man!" 

15So Yahweh unleashed a plague in Israel from morning until dinner
time. The scourge spread among the people, and seventy thousand of 
[them] died from Dan to Beersheba. 16But when the envoy extended his 
hand towards Jerusalem to destroy it, Yahweh was content with the 
damage, and he said to the envoy who was wreaking destruction among 
the people, "Enough now! Relax your hand!" 

Yahweh's envoy was poised near the threshing floor of Araunah the 
Jebusite. David looked up, and he saw Yahweh's envoy poised between 
the ground and the sky with his sword drawn in his hand, which was 
stretched out towards Jerusalem. David and the elders fell on their 
faces, covering themselves with sackcloth. 

11When he saw the envoy slaying the people, David spoke to Yahweh. 
"I'm the one who sinned," he said. "I, the shepherd, did wrong. But 
these people, the sheep, what have they done? Let your hand be upon 
me and my father's house!" 

18That same day Gad came to David and said, "Go set up an altar 
to Yahweh on the threshing floor of Araunah the Jebusite." 19So 
David went up according to Gad's instructions, as Yahweh had com
manded. 

20Araunah glanced down and saw the king and his servants coming 
towards him with their features concealed. Araunah was threshing 
wheat, and when David reached [him], Araunah looked up and saw 
him. He ran out from the threshing floor and prostrated himself before 
the king with his face to the ground. 

21 "Why has my lord the king come to his servant?" said Araunah. 
"To buy the threshing floor from you," said David, "to build an altar 

to Yahweh, so that the scourge can be averted from the people." 
22"Let my lord the king take whatever he chooses," said Araunah to 

David, "and offer it up. Look, the ox will do for the holocaust, and the 
threshing sledges and harnesses for the wood! 231 give it all to my lord 
the king!" Then Araunah said to the king, "May Yahweh your god 
respond favorably to you!" 

246 'No," said the king to Araunah, "I must buy [it] from you for a 
price. I won't offer costless holocausts to Yahweh my god!" So David 
bought the threshing floor and the ox for fifty silver shekels. 25[He] built 
an altar to Yahweh there and offered holocausts and communion offer-
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ings. Then Yahweh accepted supplication for the land, and the scourge 
was averted from Israel. 

TEXTUAL NOTES 

24 I. The wrath of Yahweh So MT. LXXL: "The wrath of God." I Chron 21:1: 
"Satan" (see the NOTE). 

2. and the commanders Reading w'/ fry with LXXL (cf. I Chron 21:2). MT 
has fr-thus, "to Joab, the commander," etc. Note v. 4 and the plural imperative pqdw, 
"take a census," later in the present verse. 

with him LXXL adds "in Jerusalem." 
Make the rounds Reading sw!w (pl.) for MT sw!; cf. LXXL. 
of all Israel We read bk/ yfr'/, into which MT inserts sb!Y ("of all the tribes of 

Israel") and to which LXXLMN append "and Judah." 
take a census Reading pqdw (pl.) with MT (cf. LXXL); LXX9 reflects pqd 

(sing.). 
so that I'll know Preceded in LXXL by kai enenkate pros me = whby' '/y, "and 

bring (the information) to me," as in I Chron 11 :2. 
3. May . .. add Reading ywsp with LXXL, Syr., and Vulg., in preference to MT 

wywsp. 
your god So MT, LXXA"N. Omitted by Syr."ss and one MS of LXXL. Other MSS 

of LXXL have "their god." LXX 9 has "God." 
the people So MT, LXX"AL. LXX"N: "your people." One MS of LXXL has "his 

people," as in I Chron 21 :3. See also the following Textual Note. 
their number That is, khm wkhm. In LXXALMN wkhm has fallen out (so I Chron 

21 :3). Vestiges of wkhm have given rise to the readings "your (-k) people" and "his 
(-w} people," cited in the preceding Textual Note. 

4. from their interview That is, lpny, lit. "before, in the presence of," which, like 
I- (cf. 22:20), can be translated separatively. LXXL ek prosopou, Syr. mn qdm, and 
Vulg. a facie reflect the more common mlpny. 

5. they began from ... and Reading wy~lw m- ... wmn on the basis of LXX' 
kai erxanro apo . .. kai apo. MT has wy~nw b- . .. ymyn. "they encamped in ... south 
of." 

of the Gadites near Jazer MT has hgd w'/ y'zr, while LXX' reflect hgdy w't y'zr. 
The original reading was probably hgdy 'ti'/ y'zr. The w- of MT arose from -y; it was 
added recensionally to LXXL. The prepositions 't, "near," and '/, "alongside," are 
variants. 

6. beneath Hermon The problem here is very difficult, and we follow the exquisite 
argument of Skehan (1969). MT t~tym ~dsy is unintelligible. LXXL has chettieim ka
des, from which Wellhausen, following Hitzig and Thenius, reconstructed h~tym 
kdsh, "(to the region) of the Hittites, to Kadesh." This reading has found wide accep
tance, though there is disagreement as to whether Kadesh (Kedesh) of Naphtali (Tell 
Qades near Lake Huleh) is meant (Klostermann) or Kadesh on the Orantes. Well-
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hausen favored the latter on the grounds that Kadesh of Naphtali is off the route and 
too far south for an ideal boundary. His argument against the southern Kadesh is 
strong, but the northern Kadesh is, as Skehan puts it (1969:44 ), "simply and totally 
too far north." Evidently the reading of LXXL is an ancient guess. LXX8 offers even 
less help, reading thabasiin, to which is added, recensionally (?), he estin nadasai. From 
thabasiin one might restore tb~ .... "Thebez," but Thebez (Tuba~. northeast of 
Shechem) is farther off the route than Kadesh of Naphtali, and Skehan is probably right 
in deriving thabasiin from *thaathabasiin (or *thaathamasiin ). We are reduced to 
conjecture, and Skehan's (derived ultimately from Ewald 1878:162 and n. 3) is best. 
Assuming a rare (Isa 3: 10) confusion of s and m, he reads ~rmwn for ~dsy. citing a 
series of passages (Deut 3:8; 4:48; Josh 11:3,17; 13:5; etc.) in support of "a very strong 
presumption as to what should be the northeastern turning point" (p. 47). Thus he 
reads t~t ~rmwn, which we adopt with one small change: t~t m~rmwn, "beneath 
Hermon." 

ro Dan Reading 'd dn with LXXL (heiis dan). LXX8 reflects three w·ays of express
ing this: eis daneidan kai oudan < *danei + eis dan + heiis dan = dnh + ··1 dn + 
'd dn. MT has dnh y'n, the second word being probably a corrupt vestige of a conflation 
similar to that of LXX 8

. 

they skirted So LXX: kai ekykliisan = wysbbw (so Syr.; cf. Targ., Vulg.). MT has 
wsbyb. 

Sidon Reading 't ~ydwn with LXXL for MT 'I ~ydwn. LXXAL add ten megalen
thus, 't ~ydwn rbh. "Greater Sidon" (Josh 11:8; 19:28). 

9. 800,000 So MT. LXXL: "900,000" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.320). I Chron 21:5: 
"I, 100,000." 

men (I) So MT"ss (cf. LXX"~): 'ys. as in I Chron 21 :5. MT has 'ys ~yl. "stalwart 
men." 

500,000 LXXL: "400,000" (cf. Josephus, Ant. 7.320). I Chron 21:5: "470,000." 
men (2) So MT: 'yS. LXX andriin machetiin = 'nsy gbwrym. "warriors." I Chron 

21 :5 has ys sip ~rb. "men who drew a sword." 
10. Afterwards . .. because he had counted MT has ·~ry kn spr. for which we must 

read either ·~ry spr (sepor). "after the counting of' (cf. LXX", Syr.) or ·~ry kn ky spr 
(cf. LXXL). MT is more easily understood on the assumption that the latter reading 
was original. For the text of I Chron 21:6--7 see the NOTE. 

in what I've done MT 'fr 'syty. to which LXXAL"' add 't hdbr hzh-thus, "in that 
I did this thing"-as in I Chron 21 :8. 

I I. Gad, David's seer So LXXL (cf. I Chron 21:9). Syr.: "Gad the prophet." MT 
(cf. LXX0A"~): "Gad the prophet, David's seer." 

12. impose upon you MT n/l 'lyk (cf. Lam 3:28 [Thenius)), for which I Chron 21:10 
has n/h 'lyk, "offer" (?), preferred by Wellhausen. 

13. He said to him After this LXX8L"' add ekleJCai seaurii genesthai. "Choose (for 
yourself to come to pass)"; cf. v. 12. 

three So LXX, as in I Chron 21:12. MT has "seven." 
your land (I) We can read lk . .. h'r~ with LXX1. or 'r~k with MT"" but not lk 

... 'r~k with MT. 
before So MT: lpny. LXXL ek prosiipou reflects mpny. "from (before)," as in I 

Chron 21:12. 
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your enemy The following whw', "while he," shows that MT ~ryk, "your enemies," 
should be ~rk (cf. Syr.). 

in your land Instead of b'r~k (so MT) LXXL reads b'r~ w-, "in the land? 
And .... " 

14. All of them Reading kull6 with LXX" pantothen and OL undique. In MT klw 
has fallen out after ly. 

for me At the end of the sentence LXXLMN add kai ta tria = whslsh, "and the three 
(things)," which is ungrammatical in this position. Probably hslsh was a variant of klw 
(see above); cf. I Chron 21: 13 (LXX). 

only So LXXL (cf. OL): plen = 'k, which in other witnesses has fallen out before 
'plh. "let me fall" (homoioarkton). 

let me fall So LXX. MT has "let us fall" here but "let me fall" below. Syr.: "It 
is better for us that we should fall ... but let us not fall." 

and nor That is, "and let me not fall." See above. 
15. At the beginning of the verse LXX"ALM (cf. OL Ms) have a long plus: kai exelexato 

heauti5 daueid ton thanaton kai hemerai therismou pyri5n = wyb~r lw dwd '1 hdbr 
w(yhy b)ymy q~yr ~!ym, "So David chose the plague. And in the days of the wheat 
harvest .... "This does not appear in I Chron 21: 14, and there is no apparent motivation 
for its loss in MT. We must suspect the main clause of being an interpretive expansion 
of v. 14. The final clause (wymy q~yr ~!ym) is, as it stands, grammatically unrelated 
to anything adjacent; it, too, may have arisen as a gloss (on 't mw'd, "the appointed 
time" [MT]?) in anticipation of v. 20 (cf. Fuss 1962: 152-53). 

dinnertime MT has 't mw'd, which is usually taken to mean "the time appointed" 
(Nowack, Goldman, etc.), in reference to the three days' limit of v. 13. Caspari com
pares the use of mw'd in 20:5, and Rupprecht (1977:7 n. 12) adds Exod 9:5; Pss 75:3 
[75:2); and 102:14 [102:13). Schmidt (1933:82) and Schmid (1970:246) think it means 
"the time of the (cultic) assembly." Ehrlich (1910:345) emends the text to 'lw1 
hmn~h. "(until) the sacrifice was offered up," comparing I Kings 18:36 and II Kings 
3:20. For "the time appointed" we should expect 'et hamm6'ed or hii'et hammu'iid but 
not 'et m6'ed. Moreover, LXX hi5ras aris1ou points to 't s'd, which is unquestionably 
preferable. Confusion of s and m was especially easy in scripts of the third and second 
centuries. Graphic confusion was also responsible for the reading of Targ., which 
reflects '1 bw'r ( < mw'd), "the time of burning." For the translation of '1 s'd see the 
NOTE. 

The scourge ... people So LXX: kai erxato he thrausis en 10 lai5 = wy~l hmkh 
b'm, lit. "and the scourge caused sickness (wayyii~el) among the people." This was lost 
in the text of MT before the following wymt (homoioarkton). 

16. the envoy So MT, LXXAL (see the NOTE). LXX8
: "the envoy of God." OL: "the 

envoy of Yahweh." 
Yahweh's envoy LXXL: "God's envoy." 
was poised near Reading 'md 'm with 4QSam' ('wmd '[m]) and I Chron 21:15. 
Araunah So MT (qere): (h)'rwnh. MT (ketib): h 'wrnh. I Chron 21: 15: 'rnn. 

4QSam': ('r]n' (cf. 'rn', v. 20). The reading of the name is discussed in the NOTE. 
David looked ... Jerusalem This passage, known from I Chron 21: 16, is preserved 

in 4QSam': wyS' [dwyd 't 'ynyw wyr' 't m/'k yhwh 'wmd byn h)'r~ wbyii [hsmy]m 
w~r[b ]w ilwph bydw [n!wyh '/ yrws/m wypl dwyd whzqnym '/ pn ]yhm mt(ksym bsq ]ym. 
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I Chron 21:16 differs in reading mksym for mtksym and in reading 'I pnyhm after 
mksym bsqym. The entire passage was lost in MT when a scribe's eye skipped from 
wyS' dwd to wy'mr dwd at the beginning of v. 17. See Cross 1961:141 n. 40a; Ulrich 
1978:156-57. 

17. /, the shepherd, did wrong So 4QSam': [']tiky hr'h lir'ty ( = hiiro'eh hiire'otf). 
Cf. (in addition to LXXL, OL, and Josephus [Ant. 7.328]) I Chron 21:17: hiirea' 
hiire'otf, "I indeed did wrong." In MT hr'h has fallen out, and hr'ty has become h'wyty 
by confusion of res and waw and metathesis. Cf. Shenkel 1969:81; Ulrich 1978:86; 
1980: 143-44. 

18. said MT adds "to him." Omit with LXXL and 4QSam'. 
Araunah So MT (qere): 'rwnh. MT (ketib): 'rnyh. I Chron 21: 18: 'rnn. 
20. On first inspection the text of I Chron 21 :20--21 seems repetitious, presenting two 

statements that Araunah looked and saw ([l] wysqp [> wysb] ... wyr' ... [2] wyb! 
... wyr') David; we might suppose that the second statement arose in correction of 
the first, which is corrupt. On the other hand, there is a logical progression in the longer 
text. Araunah glanced down (*wysqp) and saw the approaching party, but he did not 
recognize them because their features were concealed (mt~b'ym) and he was preoc
cupied with his threshing. When David came to the place where Araunah was ('d 'rnn), 
however, Araunah was able to get a better look (wyb!) and recognized him. 4QSam', 
moreover, seems to preserve the longer reading in expanded fonn. The scroll may be 
reconstructed as follows: wysqp ['rn' wyr' 't hmlk w't 'bdyw b 'ym 'lyw mt~b 'ym mtksym] 
bsqym w'rn' ds ~jym [wyb' dwyd 'd 'rn' wyb{ 'rn' wyr' 't dwyd w't 'bdyw mtk]sym 
bsqym b '[ym '/yw wyf ... This differs from the text ofl Chron 21 :20--21. First of all, 
the scroll preserves the correct verb at the beginning, wysqp. In I Chron 21 :20 this has 
become wysb, and the entire opening clause is corrupt: wysb 'rnn wyr' 't hml'k (LXX 
= hmlk) w'rb't bnyw 'mw, "Araunah turned and saw the envoy (the king), his four 
sons who were with him (concealing themselves ... )." The correspondences of 
wysb to wysqp, hm/'k to hmlk, w'rb't to w't 'bdyw, and 'mw to 'lyw (cf. Ulrich 1978: 158) 
suggest that the original of bnyw was not 'brym (so II Sam 24:20) but b 'ym; indeed 
b'ym, which is the more usual verb for an approaching party, was probably the 
primitive reading, 'brym having arisen after 'bdyw. 4QSam' also differs from I Chron 
21 :20 in inserting mtksym bsqym after mt~b 'ym. This is probably an epexegetical 
expansion drawn from v. 16, intended to explain the concealment of the features 
of David's party by reference to the sackcloth they were wearing. The expansion in 
4QSam' of dwyd in the last clause to dwyd w't 'bdyw, etc., has no correspondent in I 
Chron 21 :21; it is probably secondary. The short text of MT in II Sam 24:20, however, 
evidently arose from an expanded text of the type of 4QSam'. A scribe's eye skipped 
from the first b 'ym '/yw to the second, resulting in a large loss of material; the change 
from b'ym 'lyw to 'brym '/yw was subsequent. According to these considerations, then, 
the primitive text of II Sam 24:20a is to be reconstructed as follows: wysqp 'rwnh wyr' 
't hmlk w't 'bdyw b'ym 'lyw mt~b'ym w'rwnh ds ~{ym wyb' dwd 'd 'rwnh wyb! 'rwnh 
wyr' 't dwd. 

from the threshing floor Reading mn hgrn, as in I Chron 20:21, for which II Sam 
24:20 has 'rwnh, "Araunah." 

21. said David LXXL adds "to him." 
22. and offer it up So MT: wy'/, to which LXX adds "to Yahweh." Many MSS of 

LXX reflect wy's, as in I Chron 21 :23. The verb is omitted by Syr. 
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23. I give it all to my lord the king! MT has hkl ntn 'rwnh hmlk lmlk, lit. "Every
thing Araunah gives, 0 king, to the king!" or "Everything Araunah the king gives to 
the king." The second possibility ("Araunah the king") has led to the interpretation 
of the verse as evidence that Araunah was the Jebusite king of Jerusalem, a conclu
sion reached already by Martin Luther in his notes on the passage (cf. Rupprecht 
1977: 11 n. 13); see Ahlstrom 1961: 117-18 and the hypothesis of Rupprecht discussed 
in the COMMENT. Note, however, that hmlk is lacking in LXX, OL, Syr., Targ., and 
Vulg. "'55

• This suggests not that hmlk should be removed but rather that lmlk arose 
in correction of hmlk, replacing it in some MSS and combined with it in a conflate text 
in others. Thus, we must account for hkl ntn 'rwnh hmlk. I suggest that the primitive 
reading was hkl nlly (so I Chron 21 :23; cf. Gen 23: 11) l'dny hmlk. When 'd(w)ny was 
misread as 'rwnh (cf. Wellhausen), the grammar was adjusted accordingly (nlly 1- > 
ntn), leaving hkl ntn 'rwnh hmlk, to which lmlk was attached as explained above. 
Many critics follow another solution proposed by Wellhausen: hkl ntn 'bd 'dwny hmlk 
lmlk, lit. "Everything the servant of my lord the king gives to the king!" Hertzberg 
posits the loss of an entire clause: hkl ntn 'rwnli lmlk wy'mr hmlk /'rwnh /' lln lmlk, 
"'All this Araunah gives to the king.' And the king said to Araunah, 'You shall not 
make a gift to the king' " (Hertzberg's translation); but it is difficult to see how this 
explains the present evidence. 

respond favorably to you So MT: yr~k. for which Wellhausen, without textual 
support, would read wyr~ny; cf. Budde: "The verb is too weak for David." Thus(?) 
LXX": eulogesai se = ybrkk, "bless you." But this is not a question of Yahweh's general 
favor to or acceptance of David; the issue is rather his favorable reception of the 
prepared offering (cf. Hos 8:13; Jer 14:12 [cf. v. 10]; Ezek 43:27), as understood by 
LXXL (prosdeJCetai para sou) and OL (accipiat a te). 

24. from you MT m 'wtk, for the usual form m 'tk (so MT"'55
). See the TeJCtual Note 

on "he lay with her," 13:14. 

25. offerings At this point LXX (cf. OL) adds kai prosetheken salomon epi to 
thysiasterion ep' eschato(n) hoti mikron en en protois = wywsp slmh 'l hmzb~ ·~ryt ky 
q!wn hyh br'swnh, "And Solomon added to the altar later, for it was small at first." 

accepted supplication So MT: wy'tr, as in 21:14. LXXL hileos egeneto may reflect 
wysl~. "pardoned." 

NOTES 

24 I. The wrath of Yahweh. In the story as it has come down to us the cause of 
Yahweh's wrath is not given. It is, to use Caspari's expression, "anger for an unknown 
reason" (cited also by Hertzberg). And, in fact, the cause may not have been known. 
The king ordered a census, thus imperiling the people (see below), and the order was 
given, we are told, on divine instigatior1. The result was a terrible plague. The conclu· 
sion was inevitable, therefore, that Yah\\eh was angry with Israel. In the course of the 
literary growth of the account, however, aitention was focused on David's responsibil
ity and guilt (see the COMMENT). The result is that in the final form of the story Yahweh 
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incites David to order the census (v. 1), then offers him a choice of three dire punish
ments for having done so (vv. 11-13)! It is no wonder that the Chronicler (or his 
tradition) resolved the contradiction by substituting Satan for the wrath of Yahweh in 
v. 1 (I Chron 21: 1 )! Note also the Chronicler's plus at the end of v. 9 (I Chron 21:6-7), 
discussed in the NOTE on vv. 10--14 below. 

again. This nuance, achieved by the verbal syntax (wayyosep ... ha~iirot), effects 
a link with 21: 1-14, another story of divine wrath, its consequences, and appeasement. 
The two accounts have a number of features in common, and most of the earlier literary 
critics agreed with Thenius in viewing chap. 24 as having originally been a sequel to 
21:1-14. Many (Wellhausen, Budde, Dhonne) assumed the two passag~ were con
nected before the insertion of the materials in 21:15-23:39 separated them. Compare 
Hertzberg, who agrees about the original connection but suggests that chap. 24 was 
removed to the end of the book because it looks ahead to Solomon and the temple. Fuss, 
however, has effectively challenged the consensus (1962:146-49). He acknowledges the 
structural similarity between the two passages but argues that this similarity is a 
function of the content. The structure shared by the two accounts was dictated, he says, 
by ancient patterns of thought about disasters of the kind both accounts describe. I 
agree with Fuss's conclusion that the connection between the two passages is editorial, 
but I think he goes too far in designating v. 1 as a whole as redactional (Fuss 1962: 149; 
cf. Rupprecht 1977:6). The narrator of chap. 24 is generally sympathetic to David, 
showing his audience that David did what was required to fend off the plague. Verse 
1 shows that the census was not David's idea in the first place, and it is the only place 
that David's responsibility for the census is mitigated. It is probable, then, that v. 1 is 
substantially original, having been revised by an editor (from wayyi~ar 'ap-yahweh 
beyi5rii'el . .. ?) in order to achieve an editorial link with its context when it was placed 
at the end of the book (for the reasons given by Hertzberg, as noted above). 

he incited David against them. For the notion of a god "inciting" (hesit) one man 
against another, see I Sam 26: 19, where it is implied that the proper course of action 
in such a situation is to soothe the god with an offering. See also Job 2:3, which refers 
to Satan's inciting Yahweh against Job. 

count Israel and Judah. David is told to conduct a census. By doing so he will put 
Israel in grave danger (as Yahweh intends), for by counting the people he will create 
the risk of a plague. The connection between census and plague is discussed in the 
COMMENT. 

3. Compare 19:6-8. The positive side of Joab's hard-boiled pragmatism is shown to 
its best advantage here, where he is a voice of reason. In this case, however, his advice 
does not prevail. 

5-7. Joab's route is illustrated by Map 10. The itinerary skirts the boundaries of the 
kingdom, and we are evidently to assume that everything within this radius was also 
counted. Herrmann (1981:157), however, thinks David counted only the outlying 
regions "to fonn a picture of the total number of troops in the contingents from those 
areas which had newly come under his dominion." Fuss (1962:156) thinks an idealized 
boundary description was added to the text later, and it is true that the description of 
the route is missing from the parallel in I Chron 21:4. Nevertheless, Noth (1960:192) 
considers this an accurate picture of the boundaries of the Davidic kingdom. If so, it 
shows that the administrative reorganization imposed during the reign of Solomon, as 
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reflected in I Kings 4:7-9, had already begun in the time of David (Alt 1968:210--11; 
Mazar [Maisler) 1960:71). 

5. Aroer. The census begins at the city which lay at the southern extreme of the land 
east of Jordan, captured by the Israelites from the Amorite king Sihon at the beginning 
of the conquest (Deut 4:48; Josh 12:2); it was thus the southeast boundary of the 
kingdom. The site is 'Ara'ir on the north bank of the Amon (Wadi el-M6jib). 

the city in the wadi of the Gadites near Jazer. The text is not certain. The unnamed 
town evidently lay on the bank of "the wadi of the Gadites," apparently the Jabbok 
(Nahr ez-Zerqa), near which was Jazer on the Israelite-Ammonite border (Num 21:24 
[LXX)). 

6. Gilead. See the NOTE at 2:9. 
the region beneath Hermon. As explained in the Textual Note, we follow Skehan 

(1969) in restoring ta~at me~erm6n here, the expected northeast turning point. Com
pare Deut 3:8; 4:48 ("from Aroer ... as far as Mount Sirion, that is, Hermon"); Josh 
11:3,17; 13:5; etc. 

Dan. The traditional northern boundary of the kingdom (cf. v. 2). 
they skirted Sidon. The city itself lay some distance north of the route, and Phoenicia 

as a whole is probably meant here (cf. Noth 1960: 192 n. 3). 
7. Fort Tyre. According to Noth (1960:192) mib~ar-~or refers to fortified, mainland 

Tyre (as distinct from the island city) here and in the Naphtali boundary description 
in Josh 19:29. But we hardly expect Tyre to be included in the census, and it is more 
likely that Fort Tyre was a fortress on the Israelite-Phoenician border. In any case it 
represents the northwest turning point of Joab's route. 

all the Hivite and Canaanite cities. Alt (1968:289; cf. pp. 210--11,314): "This can only 
mean the towns of the western plains which, although neither Israelite nor Judean, were 
nevertheless equally obliged to provide troops and thus must have been allied to the 
kingdoms and possessed the same rights" (cf. Bright 1976: 198; Herrmann 1981: 156--
57). 

Beersheba. The traditional southern boundary of the kingdom (cf. v. 2). 
9. the statistics. A total figure of 1,300,000 able-bodied fighting men is much too high. 

Albright (1925) argued that the prototype of the census lists in Numbers I and 26, 
where the total is about 600,000, was the Davidic census, the numbers in II Samuel 
24 having been distorted by confused scribes. This total (ca. 600,000), he says, originally 
included men, women, and children. This is obviously a very fragile hypothesis. If the 
"thousands" ('alapim) are taken as 'elep-units, however, then, using the figures cal
culated by Mendenhall (1958:63) for Numbers I (5 to 14 men per unit), we arrive at 
a figure of 6,500 to 18,220 men eligible for conscription. Compare the much smaller 
number available to Saul in I Sam 11 :8: 300 "thousands" from Israel and 30 "thou
sands" from Judah (1,650 to 4,620 men; cf. I Samuel. p. 107). 

10--14. As explained in the COMMENT, these verses were probably not part of the 
original account. In the text as it stands, David's sudden change of heart is inexplicable. 
The problem is solved by an expansion in the text of I Chron 21:6--7, where we read, 
in a position corresponding to the end of II Sam 24:9, "But Levi and Benjamin were 
not counted among them, for David's instructions were abhorrent to Joab. God was 
displeased because of this, and he smote Israel." 

David was conscience-stricken. Cf. I Sam 24: 10. 
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transfer your servant's guilt. Cf. 12: 13. Here again the meaning of the verb (ha'iiber
nii') is "transfer," not simply "take away." David requests a way to save his life by 
transferring his guilt to someone or something else. Yahweh accedes to the request and 
gives him three choices (vv. 11-13). , 

11. Gad. Last mentioned in I Sam 22:5, where he seems to have accompanied David 
on his flight from Saul's court. In II Chron 29:25 he is referred to as "the royal seer" 
(~i5zeh-hammelek) in contrast (?) to "Nathan the prophet" (hanniibf'); but cf. I Sam 
22:5. 

13. the one who sent me. Yahweh. 
14. by the hand (bis). Not "into the hand." Cf. 21:22 and see Ehrlich 1910:344. 
the hand of Yahweh. According to Hertzberg, "David merely decides against the 

second punishment ('the hand of a man'] and leaves it to the Lord to decide between 
the first and the third." But Ehrlich (1910:345) argues that only plague is entirely "by 
the hand of Yahweh," since famine is also caused by the siege of a city. The decisive 
indicator, however, is the use of the expression "the hand of Yahweh," which is a 
standard biblical way of referring to plague (I Sam 5:6; etc.), with extensive Near 
Eastern parallels (Roberts 1971 ). 

15. dinnertime. Hebrew 't s'd (see the Textual Note), lit. "the time of sustenance, 
nourishment." The verb s'd means "sustain," most often with food (Gen 18:5; Judg 
19:5,8; I Kings 13:7; Ps 104: 15). In Talmudic Hebrew the nouns sii'od and se'udo mean 
"meal, dinner." The present expression, then, probably refers to the time of the evening 
meal. Thus the plague raged for one day before it reached Jerusalem. In the original 
account it continued there (v. 16b; cf. vv. 21,25), but according to the present form of 
the story (cf. the COMMENT) Yahweh relented and stayed the hand of his envoy at this 
point, thus ending the plague two days early (v. 16a). 

16. According to the present form of the story, Yahweh relents and stops the plague 
at this poin'\, before David's supplicatory offerings are made on the new altar. But v. 
16a ("But when ... 'Relax your hand!'"), is probably secondary (see the COMMENT). 
Note that "the envoy" (hammal'iik) is referred to as if he had been mentioned before: 
We expect him to be identified as mal'ak yahweh, "Yahweh's envoy," as in v. 16b, the 
first time he appears. 

Yahweh's envoy. A mal'iik, "envoy, messenger" (Greek angel/as, hence "angel"), 
was a divine being, an agent through whom Yahweh's will was carried out. The agent 
of the plague in Exodus is called hummas~ft. "the destroyer" (Exod 12:23), and in the 
present passage the agent is called (h)ammal'iik hammas~ft bii'iim. "the envoy who was 
wreaking destruction among the people" (v. 16a). It was the opinion ofGressmann that 
a pre-Israelite (Jebusite) cul tic legend involving a theophany and the erection of an altar 
lies behind the present account. Thus, recent interpreters assume that behind the envoy 
lies a non-Israelite god (Fuss 1962:162-63; Schmid 1970:246; Rupprecht 1977:10), 
perhaps a plague god like Resheph (Schmid). I think the traditional associations of 
Yahweh with plague are so strong (cf. I Samuel, p. 126) as to make this unlikely. See, 
further, the COMMENT. 

between the ground and the sky. That is, in midair. See the NOTE at 18:9. 
18. the threshing floor. A threshing floor was a traditional site of theophany (Judg 

6:37; cf. II Sam 6:5) and a place where divine messages are received (II Kings 22: 10; 
I Sam 14:2,18-19 [cf. I Samuel. the NOTE on 14:2]). At Ugarit, too, it was a place of 
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theophany (CTCA 17[= UT' 2 Aqht].5.4ff.) and divination (19[= 1 Aqht].l.19ff.). It 
does not follow from this, however, that the threshing floor of Araunah was already 
a place of worship before David built an altar there (Ahlstrom 1961: 115-19); cf. 
Rowley 1967:77 n. 4. 

Araunah. The name is non-Semitic. It is often thought to be related to the Hurrian 
word ibri- or iwri-, "lord, king" (cf. Gelb, Purves, and McRae 1943:210). Note, in this 
regard, the spelling in its first occurrence in v. 16 (MT [ketib ]), h'wrnh with the definite 
article, as if it meant "the lord," a title rather than a name; but it occurs commonly 
as an element in Ugaritic names (Grondahl 1967:224-25). Elsewhere in the chapter, 
however, the name appears as 'arawna. This has been compared by Rosen ( 1955) to 
Hittite arawa(nni)-. "free," an adjective designating a freeman or aristocrat in legal 
texts from the Hittite empire. The element arawi- occurs in Hittite names at Ugarit 
(Grondahl 1967:272); note especially the name spelled alphabetically as 'arwn and 
syllabically as ar-wa-nu. It has been argued that Araunah was a member of the old 
Hurrian ruling aristocracy and the pre-Israelite king of Jerusalem (h 'wrnh, "the king," 
v. 16), either David's predecessor (Ahlstrom 1961 :117-18) or an ancient, semilegendary 
king (Rupprecht 1977:10--11); cf. the first Textual Note at v. 23. According to Fuss 
(1962:164), he is a fiction, a creation of the author of the story of David's purchase, 
who knew the site as "the threshing floor of Araunah" and derived the man's existence 
from the name. I assume that Araunah was a pre-Israelite citizen of Jerusalem, a 
Jebusite of Hurrian or Hittite ancestry, who sold David a threshing floor. 

the Jebusite. See the NOTE at 5:6. 
21-24. The conversation between David and Araunah recalls Abraham's negotiation 

with the "Hittites" (i.e., pre-Israelite inhabitants) of Hebron in Gen 23:3-16. 

COMMENT 

At Yahweh's instigation David conducts a census of Israel and Judah. In 
consequence a plague breaks out among the people and thousands die. Order 
is restored when David, having seen the divine agent of pestilence wielding his 
sword against Jerusalem, erects an altar on the spot and makes propitiatory 
offerings. 

Census and Plague 

Why should the taking of a census produce a plague? The present account 
in the form we have it indicates that the census was a sin of the king (v. 10) 
and the plague, therefore, was a punishment for sin (v. 13). This was certainly 
the view of the prophetic circles in which the final form of the account derives 
(see below). The census was a sin (perhaps) because of the administrative 
innovations it implied, viz. fiscal reorganization and military conscription (cf. 
Bright 1972:201,246; Cross 1973:227,240). Such observations, however, beg 
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the larger question of the relationship between census and plague, because, 
prophetic theology aside, there was an "ancient taboo of counting heads" 
(Sanders 1962). Independently of the present passage, for exam.pie, Exod 
30:11-16 provides for a "life's ransom" (koper napso, v. 12) for every Israelite 
counted, "so that there will not be a scourge (negep) among them when you 
count them." Thus we mustfirst seek an explanation of the old religious belief 
in the connection between census and plague. 

Speiser (1958) has attempted to provide such an explanation by drawing on 
information about the census from the Bible and from the archives of the 
Middle Bronze Age city of Mari in northwestern Mesopotamia (Cf. Kupper 
1950; 1957:23-29). Noting that census taking involved ritual purification in 
both Mari and Israel, Speiser asks what the cultic element in the census might 
be. He finds the answer in the practice of taking names and keeping written 
records, concluding (1958:24): 

There must have been a time when the Near Easterner shrank from the thought 
of having his name recorded in lists that might be put to unpredictable uses. 
Military conscription was an ominous process because it might place the life of 
the enrolled in jeopardy. The connection with the cosmic "books" of life and death 
must have been much too close for one's peace of mind. It would be natural in 
these circumstances to propitiate unknown powers, or seek expiation as a general 
precaution. 

Useful as Speiser's study is, his conclusion is not entirely convincing. It is not 
clear that name taking was a part of the Israelite census: In Num 4:32, which 
Speiser cites (p. 23), besemot, "by names," seems to be added precisely because 
the case is exceptional. Moreover, Speiser does not give attention to the rules 
of purification regarding military servict>, conscription for which was, as he 
notes, the primary purpose of the census. By retracing some of the ground 
charted out by Speiser, we shall arrive at a somewhat different destination. 

At Mari the noun tebibtum and related terms, which ordinarily refer to 
cultic purification, were used to refer to the census (Kupper 1950; Speiser 1958; 
cf. Kupper 1957:23-29). In Israel, as we have seen, anyone enrolled in the 
census was required to pay a "ransom," koper, a term elsewhere referring to 
ritual purification from the unavoidable or .-xcusable contamination with guilt 
of a person in a situation requiring purity (Lev 17: 11; Num 8: 19; 18:22-23; etc.; 
cf. Milgrom l 976a:80). To be enrolled in a census, therefore, one had to be 
ritually purified. In the absence of such a purification, a plague could result, 
exactly as in Num 8:19, where the Levites who attend the sanctuary are 
described as "making ransom for" (lekapper 'al; cf. Exod 30: 15) the Israelites, 
so that a plague (negep) will not break out if they encroach on the sanctuary, 
another violation of rules of purity. Plague, in other words, could result 
if purity regulations were not carefully followed. The half-shekel koper of 
Exod 30: 12, then, was a precaution against a breach of purity laws. But what 
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were the purity laws to which an Israelite enrolled in the census was subject? 
It is widely acknowledged that "the major purpose of the census in the 

ancient world was always to lay the basis for levying taxes and registering men 
for military service" (Bright 1976: 198; cf. Mendenhall 1958:53-54). The bibli
cal materials show clearly that the census was expected to provide an estima
tion of available military manpower. According to Num 1:2-3 (cf. Exod 30:14) 
the Israelites to be enroll¢ in the census were males twenty years old or older, 
"everyone able to march with the army (kol-yo~e· ~iibii')." In David's census, 
too, it was "men who drew the sword" who were counted (v. 9). Now military 
duty was a sanctified occupation involving a complex set of laws of purity: A 
soldier was consecrated before battle (Josh 3:5), the battle camp was kept 
ritually clean (Deut 23:10-15 [23:9-14]), etc. Once enrolled in a census, there
fore, an Israelite was subject to military rules of purity. Any infraction could 
lead to disastrous results. This is the reason that David's census order put 
Israel in jeopardy. The onset of the plague suggests that taboos were violated, 
as would be almost inevitable in a general enrollment. Was the precautionary 
half-shekel koper paid? If such a provision was in effect in the time of David, 
it must have been neglected, as Speiser supposes (1958:22). 

Literary History 

The connection between census and plague mentioned in Exod 30: 12 sug
gests that in the original version of our story the census was followed spontane
ously by an outbreak of pestilence. Yet we are told that Yahweh offered David 
a choice of disasters (v. 13). This is only one of several inconcinnities that the 
reader of chap. 24 will observe. A series of questions arises as the story unfolds. 
Is Yahweh's anger (v. 1) or David's sin (v. 10) responsible for the plague? That 
is, is the plague a punishment for some unnamed offense in Israel or for David's 
sin in taking the census? If the latter is the case, as vv. lOff. seem to state 
clearly, how can this be reconciled with the statement in v. 1 that Yahweh 
incited David to order the census? What moved David to repent of the census 
in v. 10 before the plague began? Did Yahweh stop the plague before it reached 
Jerusalem (v. 16a) or did it continue (vv. 16b-17)? Did it stop when Yahweh 
was satisfied that the punishment was sufficient (v. 16) or when he heeded 
David's supplication after the erection of the altar (v. 25)? Did David build 
this altar in response to his vision of the divine envoy on the threshing floor 
(v. 16b) or in obedience to the command of Yahweh delivered by Gad (vv. 
18-19)? 

Generally speaking, scholars have not been inclined to attempt to resolve 
these questions by positing parallel strands running through the account (so 
Schmid 1955:175; but cf. Schmid 1970:24~6) or attempting to isolate exten
sive Deuteronomistic revisions (so Veijola [DtrG: vv. 1, 19b,23b,25ba; DtrP: 
vv. 3-4a,10-14,15aP,17,2lbP,25bP]; see the Introduction to the present vol-
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ume, p. 7). Instead they have spoken of (I) later insertions in an originally 
unified account and/or (2) a side-by-side combination of two or more origi
nally independent episodes into a single, composite narrative. Ml!ny agree with 
Smith in considering vv. 10 and 17 secondary. Fuss, however, in consequence 
of a detailed study of the chapter ( 1962), goes much further, concluding that 
the original form of the narrative contained only vv. 2,4b,8-9, I Saab, 
17*,18,19*, and 2S. This, he says (p. 162), was an old account of Davidic
Solomonic date written to gloss over the fact that the altar in the temple was 
pre-Israelite in origin and to associate its foundation with David. To this, the 
rest of the chapter accumulated from the tradition in the course of a long 
history of literary growth. Fuss's conclusions are accepted by Haag (1970: 
136--37). Schmid (1970:24S-SO) divides the chapter into three originally inde
pendent accounts: (I) the census story in vv. I-I la, which.is historically 
grounded; (2) the plague story in vv. l llr-17, which revolves about the folktale 
motif of the choice of three punishments and the theophany of the plague god; 
and (3) the altar story in vv. 18-2S, an etiological narrative. Rupprecht (1977: 
1-13) adopts a scheme close to that of Schmid but with significant differences 
in detail. Striking vv. I and 3-4a as redactional, he confines the census story 
to vv. 2 + 4lr-9. The second part centers on Gad; it originally contained vv. 
I I-IS, v. 10 being redactional. The third part, the altar etiology, consists of 
vv. 16 + 18-2S, v. 17 being from the hand of the redactor who inserted vv. 
l ,3-4a, and 10. Schmid and Rupprecht agree with Fuss that the main interest 
of the story is the altar and its Davidic origin. Following the lead of Gress
mann, they see the theophany in vv. 16--17 as a relic of an old Jebusite cult 
legend the Israelite story is designed to replace (cf. the NOTE on "Yahweh's 
envoy," v. 16). According to Fuss (1962:62-63), this was not a part of the 
original Davidic-Solomonic story; it came in later from the tradition, having 
continued to be nurtured in Jerusalem. Rupprecht (1977: 10-11), however, 
thinks elements of the Jebusite legend were built into the Israelite altar etiology 
from the start. He concludes (pp. 12-13) that it was originally Araunah who 
-in a very ancient Jebusite legend comparable to the stories of patriarchal 
altar-building in Genesis (which he thinks are also non-Israelite in origin)
had the vision of the god on the threshing floor. Schmid (1970:246) speaks of 
an original theophany of a plague god such as Resheph. Dietrich ( 1977 :61-62), 
though he questions details of the arguments of Fuss and Rupprecht, considers 
the presence of an underlying Canaanite tradition probable. 

The Prophetic Version of the Story 

Yahweh's own associations with plague are so well documented, however 
(cf. I Samuel, p. 126), that it is difficult to doubt that the threshing-floor 
theophany is an original and primitive Israelite component of the story. It may 
be that David was originally said to have seen Yahweh himself-the envoy 
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having come into the story later to protect the divine transcendence-but 
surely it was the theophany that led David to acquire the site and erect an altar 
there. On the other hand, the divine message transmitted through Gad (vv. 
17-18) seems designed to shift the initiative from the king to the prophet
or rather to "the one who sent" the prophet (cf. v. 13). This is the pattern 
throughout the story wherever the questions of interpretation listed above 
arise: The passages involving Gad obscure or confuse the issue by their strong 
tendency to discredit the king and stress the independence of divine initiative. 
Thus, in v. l we are told that Yahweh incited David to order a census, and 
by the end of v. 9 this has been done. Now we expect the plague to break out. 
But before it does (v. 15), there is a long retarding passage in which David 
declares himself a sinner and receives a visit from Gad, who presents him with 
a choice of punishments (vv. 10-14). Thus we lose sight of the divine instiga
tion of the census, and the responsibility for what is about to happen-origi
nally a consequence of an unnamed provocation of Israel against Yahweh
is laid entirely at David's feet. Inv. 15 the plague begins and in vv. 16b--17 
it has reached Jerusalem and will rage until David erects the altar and appeases 
Yahweh. Inv. 16a, however, it is stayed preemptively by Yahweh. This diffi
culty, too, can be traced to an overlay of prophetic theology: Yahweh is shown 
to act on his own initiative, not in response to a cultic gesture. Note, finally, 
that although we expect David to erect the altar promptly in response to his 
theophanic vision in v. 16b, we find instead that he first declares himself a 
sinner (again) and pronounces doom on his family (v. 17), and then proceeds 
with the altar only after having been authorized to do so by Yahweh speaking 
through Gad. 

This prophetic theology is familiar to us from the stories of Samuel and Saul 
in I Samuel and from the prophetic components of II Samuel 7 and 11-12. The 
present form of II Samuel 24 can be explained by positing the same kind of 
literary activity we found in those passages. To the original story of the census 
plague a prophetic writer added vv. 10-l4,l6a, and 17-19. As in chap. 7, he 
was concerned to show that the initiative for the erection of the altar came 
from Yahweh, not David, and his generally suspicious attitude towards the 
king led him to offer a revised interpretation of the cause of the census and 
(thus) of the plague. Furthermore, he probably maintained objections to the 
institution of a census as such, inasmuch as it made possible royal innovations 
-military conscription, fiscal reorganization, taxation-of the sort to which 
prophetic thought objected (cf. Bright 1972:201,246; Cross 1973:227,240). 

The Present Location of the Chapter 

We should not, however, suppose that it was this prophetic writer who set 
the story of the census plague at the end of the Samuel corpus and, by 
manipulation of v. 1 (see the NOTE on "again," v. 1), related it to the story 
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in 21: 1-14. This was done very late in the literary growth of the book, probably 
after the formulation of the Deuteronomistic history (cf. Noth 1981:124-25 n. 
3). It originally stood somewhere else in the materials about David's reign, 
perhaps in connection with the account of the conquest of Jerusalem in 5:6--10 
or with the story of the arrival of the ark in chap. 6 (cf. Budde), or perhaps 
with chap. 7 (cf. Caspari). The reason it was relocated was the belief that the 
altar erected by David on the threshing floor of Araunah was the altar of 
holocausts of the temple in Jerusalem. Thus the story of the origin of this altar 
looks beyond the reign of David towards Solomon's erection of the temple. 
This connection is not made explicit in Samuel-Kings, however, and its his
toricity has been doubted (Galling 1962:97; see, further, below). But the 
Chronicler states explicitly that the temple was built on the threshing floor of 
Oman (II Chron 3:1), as Araunah is called in Chronicles, and cotresponding 
to v. 25 of the present passage Chronicles has a much longer passage (I Chron 
21:26--22:1 ): 

David built an altar to Yahweh there and offered holocausts and communion 
offerings. He invoked Yahweh, who answered him with fire from the sky upon the 
holocaust altar, consuming the holocaust (LXX). Then Yahweh spoke to the 
envoy, and he returned his sword to its sheath. At that time, when David saw that 
Yahweh answered him on the threshing floor of Oman the Jebusite, he made 
sacrifice there. Yahweh's tabernacle, which Moses had made in the wilderness, and 
the holocaust altar were at that time on the high place in Gibeon, but David had 
not been able to go before it to inquire of God because he was terror-stricken by 
the sword of Yahweh's envoy. So David said, "This is the house of the god 
Yahweh, and this is the holocaust altar for Israel!" 

The Character of the Original Document 

It is clear, therefore, that the story of the census plague functioned in 
post-exilic tradition as an etiology for the holocaust altar in the Solomonic 
temple. This was a natural conclusion to reach in an age when the association 
of David with another nearby altar, a "high place," would not have been 
expected. It provides the holocaust altar in the temple with an origin consonant 
with the apparent implication of the law of the altar in Exod 20:24 that 
Yahweh was to select the site of an altar himself. In the older version of our 
story in Samuel-Kings, however, no explicit connection is made between 
David's altar and the temple site, as we have noted, and we cannot be sure that 
the traditional identification of Araunah's threshing floor with the temple site 
was ancient or accurate. I am not inclined, moreover, to see the original 
account of the census plague as primarily etiological in character. It is true that 
vv. 16--25 are structurally similar to etiological narratives like, for example, 
those of the stone pillar at Bethel (Gen 28:11-22) and the altar at Ophrah 
(Judg 6: 11-24). But there are important differences. The David of Samuel-
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Kings is not a Jacob or a Gideon, remote figures of the legendary past. With 
a few exceptions, such as the account of his victory over Goliath, most of the 
materials in which David appears in Samuel are historiographical, not legend
ary, in character, often corresponding to known genres of ancient Near Eastern 
historiography. Moreover, the apparently etiological character of vv. 16-25 is 
less clear when one looks at the chapter as a whole. Seen in its totality, chap. 
24 is primarily concerned with the plague, its cause (the census), and solution 
(the altar). It is not impossible that a fairly late etiological legend has come 
into the text here (cf. the Sela-hammahlekoth etiology in I Sam 23:241>-24: 1), 
having been combined with a plague story, as many scholars suppose. In my 
judgment, however, the original purpose of the story was to give an official 
account of the plague, the erection of the altar being described to show how 
the plague was finally averted. This interpretation suggests itself when the 
primitive document, as we have reconstructed it above, is summarized. 

According to the original story (vv. 1-9 + 15 + 16b + 20-25) Yahweh 
was enraged at Israel because of some crime not named in the account as it 
has come down to us. He therefore incited David to order a census and thus 
to put Israel in danger of a plague. David sent Joab out to count the fighting 
men "from Dan to Beersheba" (v. 2), and when the census was complete a 
plague broke out "from Dan to Beersheba" (v. 15). When the divine agent of 
the scourge reached Jerusalem, David looked up and saw him hovering in 
midair near the threshing floor of a certain Araunah. The king therefore went 
to the Jebusite, purchased the site, and erected an altar there. Yahweh was 
appeased by the offerings and the scourge was lifted. 

Like other public documents from the time of David (the story of David's 
rise to power, the story of Abishalom's revolt, the story of the execution of the 
Saulids [21:1-14 + 9:1-13]), the original account was sympathetic to the king 
and apologetic in tone. It was addressed to an audience who certainly knew 
that David had ordered the census, despite the risk it was traditionally believed 
to represent, and who probably knew that Joab had objected to the plan. When 
a severe plague broke out in the land, therefore, there must have been wide
spread public bitterness, if not open denunciation, of the king for having 
brought grief to the people. The published account, however, offered a favor
able view of the king's actions. It made no attempt to deny that David ordered 
the census-this was public knowledge-but it explained that he was "incited" 
to do so by Yahweh. Its chief purpose, moreover, was to show that David was 
responsible for stopping the ensuing plague by erecting an altar and appeasing 
the angry god. Thus David was presented not as a king who had brought grief 
to the people but, on the contrary, as a king who had saved them from grief. 
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